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PBEPACE
TO T H E F I R S T E D I T I O N .

THE object of the present Memoir is to furnish a general view of
all the surveying and other geographical operations in India from
their k t commencement; in order that, in reading reports of
current work, ready meam of reference to the previous history of
each branch of the subject may be at hand. I n caae it should be
desired to follow up an enquiry into the details of any particular
operation or series of operations, the references in the foot notes
have been made as copious aa possible.
It liaa been diflicult to bring together a complete record of the
marine surveys in consequence of the destruction of. documents,
and it would have been impossible without the aid of several
surveying officers of the Indian Navy, who kindly furnished me
with the necesscL1.y inforrnzttion.* Nothing has been done for many
years to continue and complete the admirable work of the surveyors
of the Indian Na.vy, but this state of tbings c a ~ o last,
t
and it is
hoped that, before very long, the section on Marine Surveys will
be useful as a means of reference.
The history of the labours of Major Sennell and his fellow routesurveyors is particularly interesting, as the bornmencement of the
vast operations of which they were the precursors. But their work
is still extremely valuable in itself. For the decision of important
points in physical geography, and of some engineering questions, it
is necessary to compare surveys of the same place made a t long
intervals. The work done by Major Rennell in 1780 enabled
E.Wrgusaon in 1863 to argue from data; the absence of which
would have left the question he was discussing in doubt; whiie the
want of early observations on the Katiwar c w t deprives the
present tidal measurements of their comparative intemt.
--

-

--

-

* Namely, Captnins Jenkins, Lynch, F e l i ~Jones, Selby, Constable, Taylor, Ward,
Heathcote, Gweny, and Cruttenden, and Lieutennnts Collingwood and Barker,
Mr. Marshd, md Dr. Carter.

vi

PREFACE TO THE F I ~ TEDITION.

The narrative 01 the operations connected with the Trigonom e t r i d and Topographical Surveys is an attempt to describe work,
the immense value and interest of which admits of no dispute.
The main objects of these sections of the Memoir are to enable an
enquirer to gain a clear and comprehmsive idea of the scope and
nature of the surveying operations, to furnish him with the means
of prosecuting his researches further, and to enable him to refer
at once to the previous history of any particular survey. The
account of the surveys is followed by a Section on the arrangements
for the supply of instruments, which have been made by Colonel
Strange. I t contains a brief description of his observatory in
Belvidere Road, and some information respecting his plan of examining and testing instruments, and his system of obtaining them.
I have endeavoured, in the section on the Geological survey, to
enumerate the writings of those earlier labourers in this field
who did such excellent service before thc commencement of the
Government Survey ; and to describe very briefly the operations of
Dr. Oldham and his accomplished colleagues sinco that period.
Besides supplying references to the volumes of the memoirs and
records in which the accounts of the surveys are given, a perusal
of the Section itself will give a general notion of the nature and
extent of the Geological Survey, which has now been so ably and
energetically directed by Dr. Oldham for upwards of twenty years ;
and it ought also to convey some idea of the arduous and perilous
character of the service, and of the high qualities necessary for its
due performance.
The researches of arch~ologistsare closely connected with tbe
science of physical geography, and therefore naturally find a place
in this Memoir. A perusal of General Cunningham's recently
published work on the ancient geography of India will show how
close is the connexion. Moreover, the labours of the archaeologist
involve very arduous field work, and he therefore belongs to the
brotherhood of surveyors and geographical explorers. I n the
section on the Arch~ologicalSurvey of India I have enumerated
the descriptions of ruins and the interpretations of inscriptions by
Sir William Jones and his disciples, and have given a sketch of the
interesting labours of James Prinsep and his enthusiastic con;paniom in research. These earlier investigators prepared the way
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for our living antiquaries and students of Indian monumants, asrong
Pergusson, Sir Walter Elliot,
whom General Cunninghzbm,
Dr. Wilson, Colonel Meadows Taylor, and Mr. Thomas t a . , the
lead. I have mnged their work under eight .heads; and have also
given a brief sketch of the recent investigations of General Cunningham, Lieut. Cole, and Mr. Boswell. The Government of India
are now fully alive to the value of archreological research ; further
surveys will no doubt be actively prosecuted ; and the foot notes
containing references to the various operations mentioned in the
text of this section may, I hope, prove useful.
There ie a strong disposition in India to establish a system of
meteorological obselzving and:reporting on s really satisfactory bq,& ;
and a review of previoue efforta of the kind, and of the labours of
former observers, may be of some service in the considerationof
future arrangements. The meteorological sectionis merely intended
to furnish a history of previous operations, and to be useful for
purposes of reference. It will serve to show how much conscientious labour'is often wasted and lost from want of 'systematic
organization ; but it also records much invaluable work,'such as that
of General Boileau at Simb, and of Mr. Broun in 'Ihvanoor, as
well as the earlier most admifable observations and deductions of
Colonel Sykes in the Deccan. Tidal observations have been much
neglected in India. The efforts of Dr. Whewell bore scarcely m y
fruit, rtnd there is little that is satisfautory to record, except the
useful computations of Mr. Parkes for the tides at K h h i and
Bombay. A series of careful observations at other selected points
round the coast is urgently needed.
Indim astronomy dates back for more than a thousand years;
and old Aryabhata was nobly represented in later times by the
learned and energetic Rajah Jai Sing, with his five observatories
and colossal instruments. Worthy successors to the famous Rajput
astronomer have been found in the Directors of the Madras and
Trivmdrum observatories, and a Memoir on scienmc operations in
India would be very incomplete without a notice of the labours of
the astronomers.
The section on the Physicd Geography of India is intemded to give
a comprehensive view of the attempts to deduce generalizations h m
the numerous classes of observations that have been collected by the

&.
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

surveyors, whether geodesists, geologists, antiquaries, or meteorologists; aind it also contains some additional references to original
sources of information, including a sketch of the labours of botanists
and forest conservators. The subject is one which could not be done
justice to within the limits of even a large volume, and a mere sketch,
such as is contained in this section, can only be of use in supplying
references, and possibly in furnishing a few suggestions and incentives to further inquiry ; for physical geography is the comprehensive science which utilizes and makes fruitful the observations
accumulated by many classes of inquirers. If the triangulations of
the geodesists are the skeletons which the topographical surveyor
supplies with flesh and blood, it is the physical geographer who
clothes these naked bodies with every description of graceful adornment, and gives them beauty and completeness.
The Memoir concludes with some account of the system by which
these dBicult and expensive operations in India have been reduced
to shape, and made serviceable, both to soiencs and to the general
public. The work of compilers and map makers forms a necessary
supplement to the more arduous labour0 in the field. The Spanish
Council of the Indies established an efficient Department for the
utilization of the work of explorers, of which I have given some
account ; but Hakluyt wm the ancestor of our Geographical Department at the India Office,which also inherits the traditions of h e l l ,
of Dalrymple, and of Horsburgh. These are greclt names, and conscientious efforts to emulate their services cannot fail to ensure
satisfactory results.
CLEMENTS R. MAR,-AM,
GeographicaZ Dtqmrtmetat
of the Iradia; O@e.
January 1871.

PREFACE
TO T H E S E C O N D EDITION.

T m reault of the publication of the h t edition of the Memoir
on the Indian Surveys was very satisfactory. I t was a part of
my plan that the Memoir should be supplemented by Annual
Abstracts on the same model, each abstract being a Memoir for onc
year. The Abstract was to consist of connected narratives for the
year of the various operations which are the subjects of the Memoir,
accompanied by references to a l l books, selections, articles, despatches, proceedings, or other papers containing @er information
on the different points. At the end of seven years the contents of
the Annual Abstracts were to be embodied in the second edition of
the Memoir.
Accordingly these Abstracts of the Surveys 'were published in
1871,1872,1873,1874,1876, and 1876. I n 1875 the time camc
for the appearance of the second edition of the Memoir. Out of
the 760 copies of the first edition over 700 had been disposed of,
and the earlier Abstracts were out of print. I n the new edition of
the Memoir it has been found advisable to increase the number of
sections. An additional sub-section has become necessary for thc
Marine Survey Department; and separate sections are added for
the route surveys beyond the frontier of British India by nativc
explorers, for the Revenue Surveys, for Tidal Observations, for tho
Statistical Survey of India, and for a discussion of the orthography
of Indian proper names. An index has also been added. In all
other respects the arrangement of the two editions is identical. All
who have been concerned in furthering the operations of the various
Indian Surveys must look back with feelings of deep satisfaction
to the amount. and character of the work that has been achieved in
the internal between the publication of the two editiom of this
Memoir.
In the Preface to the first edition it was pointed out that nothing
had been done to continue the work of the Indim Marine Surveys,
and a hope was expressed that before long the section on Marine

.
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Surveys would be useful as a means of reference. That hope has
been fully realized. Owing to the representations of the Geographical Department the marine surveys have been resumed under
the able management of Captain Taylor, an efficient system has
been organized, and most useful work is being done. Theoperations
of the Great Trigonometrical Survey under Colonel Walker havo
advmoed with rapid strides towards completion. The Revenue and
Topographical Surveys have never been more active, and Colonel
Thuillier hzls brought the various processes for the reproduction of
maps, and the amngements for the supply of geographical information, to a high state of perfection. The Geological Survey
has, during the last seven yam, made extraordinary progress, and it
will not be long before tho construction of a geological map of
India will he possible. I n archsology the survey of General Cunningham has added to the store of knowledge year by year. Mr.
Burgess has vigorously entered upon a parallel survey in Western
India, while Mr. Bewell has commenced similar operations in the
M
h Presidency.
The Preface to the first edition pointed to the necessity for estab l i s L g a system of meteorological observing and reporting on a
really satisfactory basis. The importance of this matter was also
brought to notice, again and again, in the Annual Abstracts. Now
an eflcient Meteorological Department is constituted under Mr.
H. E.Blanford, a uniform system of registration has been eshblished throughout India, and it is possible to combine a l l the
results in one general review. I n the first Prefa'ce notice was called
to the neglect of t i d d observations, and to the urgency of taking
them at selected points round the coasts of India. Measures ha;ve
now been adopted to secure this end, and Captain Baird, an able and
accomplished officer, has been entrusted with the superintendence of
tidd observations.
Similar advances have been made in the d r k treated of in the
other sections of the Memoir; and in every branch the useful aid
furnished by the Geographical Department has been acknowled~d.
That aid haa taken the form of incessant efforts to givo publicity to
work done, and to the aims and objects of labourers in India, of
prompt attention to all requirements in this country, and of cordial
co-operation on every opportunity.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

xi

The concluding section of the Memoir tmats of the work achieved
by the Geographical Department of the India Office itself during
the ten years of its existence. There is still, I sincerely trust, a
long m d active career before it, and in Gatching' the continued usefulness of an important branch of ofiicial work, which I ha.d the
honour to originate, all my labour and anxiety during the last ten
years will be fully rewarded.
CLEMENT8 R. MARKEtAM,
Geographical Department
of the Indicc Oflce.
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INDIAN MARINE SURVEYS.
1.
EARLY VOYAGES AND THE BOMBAY MARINE.
A.D. 1801-1830.

THE Surveys of India began along the coasts, and the sailors
preceded the shore-going su&eyors bi nearly 200 y m s . A sketch
of the p t services of th6 Indian Navy, therefore, will fitly precede
an account of the operations of the surveyors on land. Before
India could be measured, it w a ~necessary to get there: and tho
history of Indian surveying takes us backkto the day when James
Lancaster's fleet of four ships and a victudler got under weigh from
Torbay on the 2nd of May 1601. The East India Company set fort11
one or more voyages every year during the next twenty years ; and
the Company's sea captains observed for latitude and variation wit11
the greatest diligence, keeping careful journals which must have
been full of valuable information for the construction of charts.
Lanwter and Middleton, the commanders of the first two East
India fleets, only visited the Eastern Islands, and came home with
ladings of pepper and cheerful hearts. It was Captain Keeling,
the leader of the third voyage in 1607, who first went to Surat,
landed Mr. Finch to form a factory, and sent Captain Hawkina, his
in command, to persuade the great YO&, at Agra, to order
-nd
his officers to deal justly and favourably with the English. Then
followed Sharpey's unlucky voyage and shipwreck on the shoals of
Cambay, the remarkable voyage of Saris to Japan, and the estap
blishment of fadories on the Malabar coast by other captains, down
to 1621.
The observations of these bold and talented seamen bore good
fruit in the shape of " plotts " (charta) and sailing directions, which
wew condensed into Rules for our East India, Navigations," by
the frtmous Mr. John Davis of Limehouse, who made five voyages
himeelf.'
Richard Hakluyt, Archdeacon of Westminster, was the historiographer of the East Indies, receiving the appointment from Sir
1 " Harris's

(13441.)

I. 126.

Voysp," i., p. 224.

A

ThoBmith, the first Chairman of East India Directors, in 1601.
Hakluyt had the custody of all the joumds of -.India
voyages,
and made excellent use both of them and of the information he
gleaned from noted seamen of Wapping," with whom he constantly conversed. For he freely communicated his knowledge b y
giving lectures to the students at Oxford, and " was the h t that
produced and showed both the olde and imperfectly composed
and the new lately refonned mappes, globes, spheres, and other
" instruments of his arte, for demonstration in the common
" schooles, to the singular pleasure and great contentment of his
" auditory."
While Hakluyt thus made the m p s and journals &om the Indies
useful to the public, Edward Wright, the excellent mathematician
and engineer who accompanied the Earl of Cumberland on his
voyage to the Azores, was compiling and systematizing the logs
and charts. He was the h t person appointed by the Company to
perfect their charts, in 1616, on a salary of 601. a year: and was
thus the John Walker of the seventeenth century.
Hakluyt died in 1616, and the journals of the East Indian
voyages, no doubt with the consent of the Directors, were handed
over to the Rev. Samuel Yurchas, the quaintest and most entertaining of old writers, but one who was much too fond of taking
liberties with his materials. " Yurchas his Pilgrimes " was published in 1625, and included the jourmls of the h t twenty voyages
set forth by the East India Company, but in a sadly abridged and
mutilated form. Beved of the originals have disappeared, and only
one was ever published separately. Sir Thomas Smith, the Chairman, who was the first to allow the jourmh to be lent, died on
the 4th of September 1625, the year the " Pilgrimes " were published, and b h m himself died in 1626. The death of lender and
borrower, occurring nearly at the same time, possibly account for
the loss of some of the wliest journals of the Company's voyage^.^
Fuller's Worthies," p. 39.
Calendar of State Peperg Eest Indies," p. 284.
The voyage of Sir Henry Middleton to Bantam and the Malnco I e W , printed
for Walter Burre, 1606." A new edition of this voyage was edited and annotated by
Bolton Corney, Eaq, and printed for the Hakluyt W e t y in 1855. The Hakluyt
Society has alao resolved to print the voyages of Sir James Lancaeter, to be edited by
the p-t
writer; together with a calendar of the logs and journals of the other
Ewt India voyages down to the year 1707 ; which are still preserved in the India Office.
Thia volume will be completed in 1878.

,
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The reat are still pmerved at the India Mice, and me
numbered in two aeries ; the first, extending from 1606 to 1708 ;
and the second, containing the logs of the East India Company's
shipe, from 1708 to 1832. The journals of Lancaster; Middleton,
and Saris are missing. A copy of the Irttter (being the eighth
voyage of the East India Company) was purchasd some years
ago, from Mr. Kerslake, a bookseller at Bristol, and is now in
the Topographical Dep6t of the War Office. The oldest logs, at the
India Office, me those of Captain Keeling in 1606, and Captain
Bharpey in 1608. Among the other journals, of the h t series,
there ie a curious treatise on map making in Thomas Love's log
kept on board the " Peppercorn " in 1610 ; Downton's memorial of
his second voyage in 1613 ; the journal of the judk " Sea Adventure," on her voyage from Firando to Sbm, kept by Captain
A d a m ; Bayer's journal kept from Firando to Cochin C h b ; the
j o u d kept in 1621 during a cruize off Manilla on board a ship
in the combined English and Dutch fleets which sailed from
Firando ; and jouFnals of other voyages to Aden, Surat, the Pmian
Gulf, and the Malabar and Coromandel coaats. One only of the
Arctic voyages set forth by .the East India Company has been
preserved. It is that of Captain Knight who sailed in 1606, and,
landing on some frozen shore, was never heard of wain. The diecovery of the manuscript of Cap*
Knight's journal goes some
way to exonerats old Pmhas, and to show that he did peturn the
journals he borrowed, for Knight is one of his " Pilgrimes." But
though many of the logs have fortunately escaped destruction, a
thick darkness closes over the subject of marine surveying, and
continues far into the eighteenth century. For aJl log books dating
farther back than 1866 have been burnt at Calcutta, and in 1860
tons of precious records in the India (Mice shared the fate of the
Alexmdrian Library. Among them, the Minutes and Reports of
the Committee of Shipping, containing a rich mine of 'mfomation
relating to all that concerned the marine branch of the Company's
affairs, as well as the Indian Navy logs that had been sent home,
were consigned to a fate worse than that of warming a true
believer's bath.
Thus there is little light to be thrown upon marine affairs in the
East Indies, and on the observations and surveys of the gallani;
seamen belonging to the Company's service for many.yeara; but
during those years the Bombay Marine was being developed into e
A 2
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service which was destined to produce a noble s u m i o n of surveyors. From very early times armed vessels were employed at
Bombay to protect the Company's ships from the pirates that
swarmed along the coast. I n 1742, on a reduced establishment,
we find a commodore of the Bombay Marine with threo 20-gun
ships, and several armed gallivats and grabs under his command.'
I n 1755 Commodore James, with a small foree of the Bombay
Marine, took the castle of Suwarnadurg,$ and in the same year
Admiral Watson, in taking Qheria, the stronghold of Angria,
with five ships of the British navy and 2,000 soldiers under Clive,
had b i d e s nearly a dozen armed vessels of the Bombay Marine.
Here then was the materid for training surveyors; but it was
not until the days of Rennell and Dalrymple that real encouragement began to be bestowed upon marine surveying, and that its
great importance waa at last appreciated.
Captain John Ritchie was Hydrographical Surveyor to the East
India Company from about 1770 to 1785, and surveyed the coasts
of the Bay of Ben@ and the outlets of the Ganges. His work
formed part of the material for Rennell's map of Hindustan. f i n y
of hie charts were engraved by Dalrymple, the Company's hydrographer, m d a manuscript volume of his remarks is preserved in
the Geographical Department of the India 'Office? But his latitudes and longitudes were taken afloat, and llis soundings were
barely more than sufficient to show the track of his vessel. A
1 LLAnderson'sWestern India."
"Rise of the army and navy at Bombay."
Bombay Quarterly Review," v., p. 266.
a Suwernadurg, (sinoama golden, and durgam foot.)
3 "Remarks upon the conat and bay of Bengal, the outlets of the Ganges end
interjecent rivers, according to the surveys of John Ritchio, hydrographer to the
United Indi Company."
LL

1. Entrance to the Hooghly, and remarks on its pilotage.
2. Rivera eastward to the Megna, Coast Islands.
3. Chittegong and Islands.
4. Tempests to which the head of the bay is subject.
5. Coast of Arracan.
6. Comt of AVRto C. Negruis.
7. Andaman Islands.
8. N i c o k Islands.
Dalrymple engraved Ribhie's chart of the Coromandel md Oriesa coeets (1771),
m d others.

Captain Imam also surveyed the comt at the mouth of the Hugli
in 1770.
Captain Haddart is mentioned by Major Rennell in his Memoir
on the map of Hindustan, as having taken a series of observations
for latitude and longitude along the Malabar coast between 1780
and 1790.
Captain John McCluer, in the ships a Endeavour " and Panther,"
surveyed the whole west coast of India from Diu Head to Cape
Cornorin. The resulting chart was h w n by Lieut. Wedgborough,
and many of McCluer's smaller plans were engraved by Dalrymple.
McCluer made one of the earliest phw of Bombay hmbour,
assisted by Lieutenant Court, which was afterwards corrected by
Dominicetti, and Wedgborough made s chart of the Laccadive
Islands. McCluer was also the first to construct a chart of the
Persian Qulf of any accuracy, and was far in advance of his time in
his idea of surveying.
The close of Captain McCluer's career was remarkable. I n July
1783 the East India Company's packet "A.ntelope" sailed from
Ma-.
She was commanded bg Captain Henry Wilson, and two lads
from Christ's Hospital were on board as midshipmen, named J o b
Wedgborough and Itobert White. On August 10th the " Antelope "
ran on a rock near one of the Yelew Islands and became a wreck.
The natives treated the shipwrecked crew with great hospitality,
they built a small vessel, and when they sailed in her for Macao, in
the following November, Captain Wilson took with him a son of
the' King of the Pelew Islands, named Prince Lee Boo, who was
taken to England, and died of small-pox at Botherhithe on December 27th, 17%:
Captain McCluer \vaa ordered to proceed to the
Pelew Islands to report the death of Prince Lee Boo, with the
c 6 Panther " and
" Endeavour,"
taking Wedgborough and White
with him as Lieutenants. The " Panther " sailed from Bombay on
August 24th, 1790,.and reached the Pelew Islands on January 18th
1791, when the sad news was conveyed to the father of Lee Boo.
In February the " Panther " left the Pelew Islands, MeCluer having
been ordered to survey the north coast of New Guinea. He waa
1 See an account of the Pelew is lend^, composed from the joumla and communication~ of Captain Henry Wilson, who, in August 1783, was there shipwrecked in the "Antelope," by George Keate, F.R.S. (London 1788), 4t.o pp. 378.
There is an abridgment of .this Account in the '' Chiid's Own Book " (1 l t h edition,
1866, p. 343.)
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engaged on this work from July to December 1791, discovering the
great inlet at the western extremity, which was named McCluer
Bay. The Panther " then proceeded to Bencoolen, and afterwasds
returned to the Pelew Islanda. While there Oaptain McOluer addressed a letter, &ted Pebruary 2nd, 1'793, to Lieut. Wedgborough
resigning the command of the "Panther," asking for arms and
ammunition, which were given to him, and announcing his intantion
of remaining on the islands. This having been arranged the
Panther," under command of Wedgborough, returned to Bombay
on August 17th, 1793. McCluer married natives and lived contentedly for 16 months, when he got anxious for news, and went in
an open boat to Macao. There he bought a veasel in order to return
to the Pelew Islands for his family, at the same time writing to the
Chairman of Directom with an application to be reinstated in the
service. He returned to the islands, took his family on board, and
then went to Bencoolen. He sailed from thence and mas never
heard of again. But three of his wives had been sent to Bombay
in another vessel and arrived safely. In 1797 they were sent back
to the Pelew Islands, at the Company's expense.'
Between 1777 and 1796 Lieutenant Archibald Blair waa very
actively engaged in making surveys of parts of the Andaman
Islands, the Katiwh coast, Balsette, and other'patches here and
there?
I n 1788 Captain Michael Topping submitted a journal kkpt on
board the E. I. C. ship " Walpole," in a voyage to Madras, with a
chart of the Bay of Bengal. I n 1.790 he was sent to make a sGvey
of Korangi and the mouth of 'the Godhvari river, a service which
he performed most creditably, submitting a chart and a valuable
memoir as its results. He was then employed during 1792 in
taking observations for determining the course of the currents
in the bay of Bengal ; and he afterwards took a skries of levels
of the river Kistna fmm -the sea to Bezwara, with a view to
the construction of irrigation works. These services led to his
1 See '' Supplement to the account of the Pelem Islands, compiled from the journals
of the ' Panther' and ' Endeavour,' two vessels sent by the H.E.I.C. to those Islands
in 1790," by the Rev. John Pearce Hochin'(London 1803). This supplement is
bound up with the later editions of Keate's Pelew Ielande.
s For an account of Blair's Survey: of the Andamans, see '' Selections &om the
Records of the Government of India" (Home. No. 24). Port Blair w a ~ named
l
after
him.
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appointment as chief surveyor at Madras in 17941,when he drew up
a general plan for the improvement of the geography and navigation
of - India. The bay of Korangi xas surveyed again in 1801i-6 by
Lieutenant Warren, who also made a plan of the roadstead of
Vbagapatam.'
The expedition to the ooaet of Egypt led to in . e d t i o n
of the Red Sea in 1799-1800, and Sir Home Popham, who commanded the fleet, drew up some sailing directions for its navigation.
But even then it was not entirely unknown. On Lord Valentia's
ohart the b k e are given of the cruizer " Swallow " in 1776,
" Venus " in 1787, and in 1796 Lieutenant Court had taken the
" Panther " up as far as Suez. A chad of the Red Sea was
drawn by Lieut. Robert White in 1796, for which he received
much praiee and his promotion. I n 1803 Lord Valentia was
travelling in India, and while at Calcutta, he declared to Lord
Wellesley, the Glovernor General, that he felt it to be a n a t i o d
disgrace that the western comt of the Red Sea should be a perfect
blank on our charts; and his lordship volunteered to embark on
b o d one of the cmizere of the Bombay Marine and investigate
that shore, with a view t o proseouting further inquiries into the
state of Abyssinia. The great Viceroy concurred, and Captain Keys
of the cruizer " Antelope'' was ordered to take Lord Valentia on
board at dangalur, and place himaelf under hia lordship's orders.
The "Antelope" sailed for Aden on March 13th, 18M, with
Captain Keys as Commander, Lieutenants Hall and Madeld, Midshipman Hurst, Lord Valentia in the a n d o u s position of commanding the commander, and Mr. 8alt as private s e c r e t . . The
arrangement did not answer. At Mokha Captain Keys began to
show a disinclintttion for the work, at Dhalac he accused Lord
Valentia of wanting to get the credit of discoveries made by his
officers, and at M d w w a they came to an open quarrel, and only
communicated with each other in writing. They returned to
Bombay in September, and Captain Keys waa put under arrest.
Yet neither Lord Wellesley nor Lord Valentia were disheartened.
Two other veesels were ordered to be fitted out for a second expedition under the same arrangement, which this time answered
admkbly. Captain Court, who had a high character both aa a
-

1 A msnum-ipt memoir of Lieut. Warren's Survey ie p r ~ v in
d the Geographical
Department of the India CMBce. Captain Topping's Memoir on Coringa (Konmgi),
with notes by Lieut. Warren and Captain Biden, waa published by the Madnrs
Government in 1865.-&leetiom, No. xix.
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seaman and a man of science, took co-d
of the "Panther,"
with Lord Valentia and Mr. Salt on board, and two midshipmen
named Hurst and Crawford, while Lieutenant Maxfield had the
tender " Bssaye," a small schooner. They sailed from Bombay on
December 4th, 1804, surveyed part of the D h a h Islands, the great
bay to which Captain Court gave the name of Annesley, the
island which he called Valentia, and the coast for some distance to
the north of Mm&wwa. I n July 1806 Lord Valentia landed his
secretary, Mr. Salt, at ArHko, accompanied by Captain R u b d
of the Bombay army, a Mr. Carter, and an adventurous blue-jacket
named P m e , to go on a mission to the ruler of Ti@ at AnWo ;
his lordship visiting Mocha and other places in the meanwhile.
The embassy was a succeas; but as for geography, Mr. Carter
observed for latitude several times a t AnWo, and his reault was
nearly 40 miles out. I n November 1805 the whole party d e d
from Mashwwa, and reached Suez in the end of January 1806.
Lord Valenth had agreed perfectly with Court and &€axfield, and
had got some useful work done. They parted with regret, and the
crew of the "Panther" gave his lordship three cheers when he
went over the side. The results of the surveys of Captain Court
and his officers are given in a chart of the Red Sea in two sheets,
in Lord Valentia's travels? ~ieutenantM d e l d also made a chart
of Mas&wwa,and part of the Abyssinian coast, assisted by young
Crawford and Hurst; for which he received Rs. 600 from the
Government as it recognition of his zeal, and his youngsters were
granted Rs. 200 each.
The hydrography of the Indian seas a t the opening of the present
century a m deemed of s d c i e n t importance to warrant the appointment of a Marine Surveyor General at Calcutta, and Captain Court
was selected for the post, which he held until 1823. During this
period, from 1806 to 1820, Captain Daniel Ross was engaged, with
the assistance of Lieutenant Maughans and others, in surveying the
coast of C h i ~ a . ~I n 1818-19 he surveyed the straits of Malacca,
1 uVoyages and travels & India, Ceylon, the Red Sea, Abysaiuia, and Egypt,
in 1802-6," by George Viscount; Vdentidela, 3 vole. (London, 1809).
a In 1804 Lieutenant Maughan .had made a survey of the Golf of Kwh, for which
he received Rs. 1,000 from the Government, "as an encouragement to others to emulate
his praiseworthy conduct."
8 tcDirections intended to accompany the chart of the South Coast of Chins, by
Daniel Ross and Philip Maughan, Lienta. of the Bombay Marine." Prinfed by order
of the Directors of t1.e Esst India Company. (London, 1808.)
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near Bingapore. He also made surveys of a portion of the Gulf of
Pechili and of the Canton province, as well as of some of the Eastern
Islands. His charts were published aa they were completed, and the
whole mere incorporated into a g e n e 4 chart by Captain Horsburgh.
Admiral Collinaon, when surveying in China, had opportunities of
testing several of the charts drawn from surveys by officers of the
Bombay Marine, and he beam testimony to the accuracy of their work.
I t surprised him to find how muoh further advanced the Bombay
officem were than the marine surveyom of that period in England.
The surveys of the Canton river, and of the coast 100 miles on each
side, by Daniel Ross, were found by Admiral Collinson to be remarkably correct. Cap& Court also ham two vessels surveying
the Bay of Bengal under Lieutenant Maxfield, and caused searches
to be made for varioua shoals. Captain Knox surveyed a portion
of the -face
of the Bundarbans in 1 8 0 3 4 ; and Captain Maxfield's chart of the caest from Shgar point to Lighthouse point st
the mouth of the Hugli, from a survey executed in 1816, was
in use until it was superseded by Captain Lloyd's work in 1841l.
Admiral Sir Henry Blackwood having reported that H.M.S.
" Leander " had been safely at anchor inside. the Armagon shoal,
north of Madras, for four days during the monsoon, Captain
Maxfield waa eent to investigate the capabilities of the place,
which has since been called Blackwood's Harbour. He went
.there in 1822 on board the " Henry Meriton," accompanied by
Captain de Haviland, but the conclusion come to at the time
was that its Idiatance from MadFas was an inconvenience which
outweighed any advantages it might have as an anchorage.'
I n 1823, however, the Madras Government hired a schooner called
the " Mary h n e " to ride out . the monsoon in Blackwood's Hmbour, as an experiment.
I n 1821 a partid survey of the Gulf of Kach waa executed by
Lieut. Middleton.
While Captain Court was Marine Surveyor General at Calcutta,
the name of James Homburgh became indissolubly connected with
the Masine Burveys of India. Beginning life as a cabin hoy, this
bold and diligent Scotch sailor soon rose to the command of a ves~el
in the Eastern seas, and his innate love of surveying had excellent
opportunities for development. After many years hq returned to
England, and the publication of a set of his charte, engraved by
1

Chart of Pnlikat and Lk.magon ehoals, by Captain hlaxfield.

.

Walker, at once placed him in .the first rank of .hydro@;raphem.
Mr.Drtlrymple, who was hydrographer to the East India Company,
died in 1807, and the pod remained vacant for three ye=.
During
that internal Captain Horsburgh published the b
t edition of his
East Indian ~ i r e c t o r ~for
, ' which the Court of Directors granted
him a hundred guineas, and on November loth, 1810, he wae
appointed to examine the journals of the Company's ships, and
became hydrographer. From that time dl chartis paseed under his
scrutiny, and were published with the benefit of his superintendence
until the time of his death in 1836.a
On the death of Cap*
Court in 1823, he was succeeded at
Calcutta by Daniel Ross, The Father of the Indian Surveys " as
he waa called. He was indeed the find who introduced a really
scientiiic method. During the Burmese War from 1823 to 1826
the useful operatiom under his superintendence were interrupted,
but he had the " Ihsmrch " (300 tone) and " Investigator " ($60
toas) at work in the Mergui A.rchipe@o ; and in 1827 Captain
Crawford, the midshipman whose zeal, when with Lord Valentia, had
been rewarded by a grant of Rs. 200, surveyed part of the mad
of A.rakan in a hired. brig. John Cmwfurd, in his embassy to
Ava, speaks in the &hest terms of Captain Crawford'a surveying
work. The "Research " was given up to Captain Dillon to go
in search of La Perouse, but the little "-Freak"was substituted,
and surveys were made along the Martaban coast. In 1888 Moresby
surveyed some of the Lamadive Islands.
I n 1828 there was a fit of ruinous economy. The " Freak " was
sold, tho " Investigator " was declared to be unswworthy on account
--

The first edition appeared in 1808, the second in 1817. I n 1874 Commander
A. D. Taylor published " The Indian Directory founded upon the work of the late
Captain James Horsburgh, F.R.S." (Allen, 1874.) See page 43.
2 Captain Horsburgh's copy of the "Minutes of the Committee of Shipping" is
preserved in the Geographical Department of the India Office. The first entry ia
that recording his appointment on Nor. loth, 1810, the last is on June 20th' 1837,
the year after hie death.
Fourteen charts, actually compiled by Hornburgh himeelf, were publiehed by the
Eaat India Compmy, viz.:1. North Atlantic Ocean.
9. Straits of Sunda.
2. South Atlantic Ocean.
10. China Sea (2 sheets).
11. Canton River.
3. Part of the Indian Ocean.
12. Eaat coast of China.
4. ~ a a Peflinsula
t
of India.
5. West Cosst of Sumatra.
13. Eastern Paasagea to China (3
6. Slraits of Rhio and Durian.
sheets).
7. Straita of 13anca and Gsspar.
14. I'mcks through Pitt Pasaage and
8. CPrimata Passage.
Dampier Strait [1793).
1

of the Fa,v&gecl of white ants, ,and. Lord William Bentinck ordered
the surveying establishment to be broken up.
But stout old Daniel Roes was urgent and importunate in advocating a resumption of the good work : and in 1830 he again had
two brigs, the " Flora " and " Sophia," 'inthe Mergui Archipelago,
under his assistant, Lieutenant Lloyd, while he hinlRelf examined
. the mast of M a n ? Captain Iboss did his work with great care
and regard for scientifio a c c m y , and it was dl on a trigonometricd
basis. He mwured edes on shore by running a ten,foot rod along
a cord stretched tight between the extreme points, and kept in
position by stakes, the direction being verified by a telescope. When
work on shore was impracticable, recourse was had to measurement
by sound. The vessels were anchored when the weather was dm,
and the time was taken between the Baah and report of a gun, on
the assumption that sound travels 1,140 feet per second. All angles
were taken with a sextant, and the triangulation wm verified by
frequent astronomicd observations. I n Ross's time the Government
of India used to strike off a few copies of his charts at Calcutta by
lithography, and scad the originals to the India House for engraving
and p~blicatiori.~
Captain Daniel Ross resigned his appointment in November 1833,
and was succeeded by his able assistant Lloyd. He retired to
Bombay, where he was Master Attendant, and h i d e n t of the
Geographical Society from 1839 until just before his death.8
In 1820 the survey of the Persian Gulf was commenced under
Captain Guy of the " Discovery " (268 tons), with Captain Brucks
as his assistant, in the brig 6c Psyche." Guy retired, after having
~ sucexamined the Arabian side up to the head of the Q ~ l f . His
cessor, Captain Brucks, was a good sailor, though unfortunately not
1 Captain D. Roas'a M.S. "Sailing Directions for the Mergui Archipelago" are
c
e
.
preserved in the Geographical Department of the India m
a "Progress of Maritime Surveys." "Journal of the Asiatic Societp of Bengal,"
i., p. 327.
8 The following is a return of the cost of the Bengal Surveys from 1821 to
1824 :1821-22. Annual expense of survey vessels " Nearchus," Mint~," Sophia,"
and " Henry Meriton," Ra. 1,19,055.
1823-24. Annual expense of survey vessels 6LResearchJJand aInvestigator,"
Ra. 59,379.
1833-34. Annual expense of survey vessels Flora " and Sophia," Ra. 26,055.
4 The Persian Gulf Survey wae commenced 1)y Captain Maughan at Cape Masandim,
but he had done very little wben Guy succeeded him.
The memoir of Captain Guy's portion of this survey, drawn up a t his request
by Lieutenant Houghton, is preserved in the Geographical Department of the India
Oilice in MS.
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a ecientific surveyor ; but he had under him Lieutenants Haines,
Kempthorne, Cogan, Pinching, Ethersey, Whitelock, and Lynch,
all men of scientific and literary attainments, while the charts were
constructed with great taste and ability by Lieutenant Houghton.
This officer ww afterwards draughtaman to the Indian Navy at
Bombay.
It must not be forgotten that surveying was but a small part of
the work of the Indian Navy. The influence of England in the
Persian Gulf waa exercised to suppresa piracy and extend commerce,
to maintain the statzle quo of the chiefs, to exclude foreign influence,
and to root out the slave trade. The Engliah may look upon their
connexion with the Persian Gulf with almost unmixed satisfaction.
They have hunted down the atrocious hordes of pirates, and have
enabled unarmed merchantmen to pass up and down in safety. The
successful invasion of Persia in 1866 is amongst the more recent
operations of the In*
Navy. The m v d head-quarters in the
Persian Gulf were at Bagsadore (Bhfdb), in the Island of el-Kishm,
where there was a hospital on shore, a Mzb, five or six private
houses, a billiard room, and a fives court.'
The survey occupied ten years, from 1820 to 1830, and Lieuteuant
Haines also examined the Mekdn coast. The results are given in
14 charts. We also have, as results of the old Persian Gulf Survey, a " Memoir descriptive of the Navigation of the Persian Gulf,"
being sailing directions by Captain Brucks himself %; notes made by
Lieutenant Kempthorne on the identification of places toucllcd at
by Ncarchus, which would have gladdened old Dr. Vincent's heart;
on the ancient commerce of the gulf, and on a visit to the ruins
of Tahiri, which he successfully identified with the missing old
Muhammadan city of Sidf ;S and three papers by Lieutenant
Whitelock, one being a description of the islands at the entrance
of the gulf, another an account of the Arabs on the pirate coast,
and the third a narrative of a journey in 'Odn.'
Captain Brucks was an old sailor who had been at sea ever since
he was 11years of age, and he had completed 16 years' service in
the Bombay Marine. He endeavoured to give his work a trigonometrical basis, and always observed for latitude and longitude on shore,
1 " Beport on Bassadore, with r plm of the roads,'' by Midshipman Hewett.
Bombay Selections," No. 24, p. 47.
" Bombay Selections," No. 24, pp. 527-634.
9 "R. G. 6. Journal," v. p. 263. "Bbmbay G. S. Journal," i. p. 294, nnd xiii.
p. 125.
4 6' B G. S. Joumd,"viii. p. 170. " Bombay G. S. Journal," i. p. 294.
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with an artXck1 horizon, because the refraction was so great as to
make it useless to observe with the natural horizon. But in fact
only a portion of the survey was trigonometrical, and the bases were
measured from ship to ship by sound. The other portion was merely
a running survey, verified to some extent by astronomical observations. There was also some confusion in the longitudes. One half
of the survey is referred to the meridian of Baasadore, which was
fixed by chronometric memurement from Bombay ; but, in those
bye, Bombay was 7 miles too far to the emt. The other half of
the survey was calculated from Bushire, the longitude of which had
been correctly fixed by Mr. Rich, a former Political Resident, of
high scientific attainments.' Thus the work does not come up to
the standard of excellence subsequently reached by the o5cers of
the Indian Navy, and most of it has since required revision.
At the same time this old survey of the Persian Gulf reflects
credit on those who executed it, when the imperfection of their
instruments and the difficulties they had to overcome are taken into
consideration, aa well aa the fearful climate, the hostilities of h a b
tribes, and the great amount of work done. Guy and Brucks were
both invalided, besides junior o5cers. Captain Brucks returned to
England in 1842. He died in 1860. He was for years employed
in preparing a histmy of the Indian Navy, but the papers collected
by him on this subject have never been published?
Mter returning from the Persian Gulf, Lieutenants Cogan and
Peters made a survey of Bombay harbour and of the coast aa far as
Bankote in 1832, which was published on a chart of two sheehs
I n 1832 the Bombay Marine was converted into the Indian Navy,
by the wish and command of King William IV., and an admirable
system of surveying was inaugurated under the auspices of its first
Commander-in-Chief, Sir Charles Malcolm.
1 The manuscript geographical and archmological memoranda and maps of Mr. Rich
were presented to the Geographical Department of the India Office by Mr. Claude
Emkine, in 1877.
a See "Bombay Times," March 16, 1850.
5 The oldest English plan of the barbour of Bombay is in Fryer's work, published
in 1698. Next there is one by Mr. Nichelaon, master of H.M.S. " Elizabeth,'' published
in 1787 ; it is stated to be an index to a large one in eight sheets. Then followed that
by McCluer and Court, corrected by Domiuicetti ; and then the survey by Cogan and
Peters. (See pege 33.) Dslrymple published a plan of Mahim and the north end
of Bombay Island by Lieut. Edward Harvey, from a survey in 1777.
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a.
THE INDIAN NAVY.
A.D. 1882-1862.

WHENSir John Malcolm came out as Governor of Bombay in
1827, his brother Sir Charles was appointed Commander-in-Chief
of the ' ~ o m b aMarine,
~
which was henceforth to be called the
Indian Navy.' The change dated from.1832. Sir Charles Mhlcolm
instituted several extensive and important surveys : and the Indian
Navy, which came into existence under his auspices, saw its most
palmy b y s during his administration. He was the first Commanderin-Chief of that distinguished service. He wm also the founder of
the Bombay Geographical Society, an enlightened patron of science
and literature, and a warm friend to the officers who served under
him.$ The &st important act of his administmtion was the formation of the Red Sea, Survey.
I n 1829 the Indian Government resolved to prepam to open the
route by Egypt for steam veasels, and coal was sent from Bombay
to Suez in a collier, e800rtsd by the ten-gun brig c c Thetia," as a
protection from piratas that then swarmed in the Red Sea. The
old tub was lost on the reefs north of the Jaffatine Islands, and on
the return of the c c Thetis " to Bombay a regular survey was resolved
upon.
At that time all knowledge of the Red Sea was derived h m the
chart of 1796 by Lieutenant White, from some sailing directions
drawn up by Sir Home Popham during the expedition of 1800, and
from Captain Court's charts of part of the western coast, when
with Lord Valentia.8
Captain Moresby, an e x d e n t samcm and surveyor, was appointed
to the c c Palinurus " to survey the northern half from Suez to Jiddah,
took up the southern half
while Captain Elwon, in the cc Ben-,"
from Jiddah to Bab-el-Mandeb. The officers were picked men ; there
1 S
i
r Charles Malcolm, one of three distinguished brothers, was born in September
1782, and entering the navy served in his brother Pultency's ship at the cutting out

of vessels at Manilla, in 1798. His promotion was rapid, and he saw much service
throughout the war. He was knighted by Lord Wellesley at Dublin in 1826, and
becrune a bar-Admiral in 1837.
4 The Bombay Geographical Society was instituted on April 9th, 1831, and Sir
Charles Malcolm was its first President, from ita foundation until he left India in
1838, when he was succeeded by Ceptain D. Ross.
3 See page 9.

were Carless, the fhture eurveyor of: the mouths of the Indus ; James
Young ; Pinching ; Powell ; Barker, the Abyssinian traveller ; Christopher, the pioneer of the ~ndw,'whofell gloriously at Moltan ;
Wellsted, the accomplished author; and Felix Jones, then a very
young officer, but whose skill aa a draughtaman was already appreciated. No expense was spared in fitting out the expedition, and
all the surveying appliances of the day were provided, besides ample
supplies of well-found boats and tenders. The latter were native
craft with Arab crews. The sea was then practically unknown, and
great dangers and privations were inseparable from such a service.
The f i s t base was measured by a chain at Suez by Captain
Moresby in 1830, and the survey was steadily continued, without
other interruptions than were necessary to refit the ships and orews,
to its completion in 1834, by a system of triangulation down either
shore. The work was verified by frequent bases, by almost daily
azimuths, by latitudes by the sun and stars observed on shore with
artificial horizons, and by chronometric differences.'
The original charts were drawn on a scale of an inch to a mile,
but in places where the complicated nature of the channels required
greater nicety, scales as high'as ten inches were employed.
The original drawings were mostly by Felix Jones.
The noble resolution 'of all the offlcers was that the Red Sea,
Survey should be as perfect tas labour and skill could make it; and
it has served well to guide thousands of steamera up and down one
of the most important and, at the same time, one of the most
intricate routes' in the world.
The bhazts were compiled it Bombay from the original drawings
by Lieut. Carless, and sent home to be engraved. The northern
part of the Red Sea, by Captain Moresby, was p~blishedin two sheets
in 1833, and the southern, by Captain Elwon, also in two sheets, in
1834. Two sheets of harbours i n the Red Sea, and the sailing
directions by Captains Moresby and Elwon, were published in 1841.
I n 1848 Captain Barker, I.NI, made a re-survey of the anchorage at
Suez ;B and Suez Bay, as well as the Straits of Jubal, have recently
been again examined by Captain Mansell, B.N. In the contemplated paJrtial revision of the survey, called for by the opening
of the Suez Canal and the great increase of traffic, the original
1 "Letter from Captain Felix Jones to the Hydrographer of the Admiralty,
July 18th, 1870."
4 Captain Barker's chart of Suez Bay wae accompanied by a memoir.
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drawings on huger d e s would have been of the greatest poesible
value, but it is feared that they have been oarelessly thrown aaide
and lost.
The literature of the Red Sea 8urvey is chiefly from the pens of
Lieuts. Carless and Wellsted. In the second volume of his " h v e l s
in Arabia," Wellsted gives a most interesting account of the procecdings of the survey in the gulfs of Suez and Akaba, and along
the coast of Arabia ; and he also wrota several detached papers
bearing on the work on which he was engaged in the Red h,
while Carless furnished a valuable memoir on the gulf of akaba.'
A survey of the coral islands which cross the-track of Indian
trade had iong been considered of the greateat importance to navigation, and Captain Horsburgh strongly urged its necessity.' As
soon, therefore, as Captain Moresby had completed his work in the
Red Sea, he was ordered to proceed in the surveying ship
" Benares," with the Royal Tiger," commanded by his assistant
surveyor, Lieut. Powell, and a large decked boat called the
"Maldiva," to survey the %ldive Islands. The surveying staff
waa composed of Lieuts. Robinson, James Young, Barker, Macdonald, Riddle,' Christopher, Michael Lynch, and Felix J&. The
latter officer drew the original charts, and their execution was so
beautiful that they were brought home for the Queen's inspection.
The Maldive Islands were almost unknown, and in order to acquire
a knowledge of the language, customs, and resources of the inhabitants, Lieuts. Young and Christopher were landed in June 18%,
1 cc
8

Travels in Arabia," by Lieut. J. R. Wellsted (2 vole.), 1838.

notes on Bruce's cherts of the coast of the Red Sea, compared with the posi-

tions of the recent survey," by Lieut. We1lsted.-R. G. S. JoYtnd, v. p. 286.
tcObservations on the'coest of Arabia between Raa Mohammed and Jiddah," by
Lieut. Wellated.-R. G. S. Jocrrcrl, vi. p. 51.
4 r Memoir on the Gulf of Akabah, from notes during the survey by Moreaby in
1833," by Iieut. Carleas, 1.N.-Bombay G. S. Jmrnal, vol. i.
Lieut. Wellsted died in 1843. He also published u work entitled "The City of the
aliphs," 2 vols., and wrote an elaborate memoir 'on the Island of Socotra, which he
vbited and explored in 1837, in the R. G. S. Journal, v. pp. 129-229, with a map.
See d m Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, iv. p. 138.
Captain Horsburgh had written a paper in 1832 on the "Navigable Channels
B e p t i n gthe atolls of the Maldive Islands."'-R.
G. S. Jmrnd, ii. p. 72.
4 &fr.
Riddle died from the effects of the climate of the Maldives.
6 This distinguished officer m lost in a hurria~neon the Malabar coast in April
1847, when in command of the " Cleopatra." See a paper on the subject of this
hurricane by Captain Carlesa in the Bombay G. -S.Journal, riii. p. 93. Jarnee
young wee engaged at the time bf his death in diigently collecting materials for wind
and crvrent chert&
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and resided for some time at Md6, the principal island. The
results of their observatio~uare recorded in a very interesting
memoir? It was found that the Middivans were a oivilized, commeroial, and seafaFing people, who constructed their own quadrants,
and translated our nautical tables into their lang~age.~Having
completed the Maldive Survey, Captain Moresby proceeded to the
Chagos Archipelago in February 1837, and afterwards surveyed
part of the S a p da Milha bank, h u t five degrees 8.E. of the
Seychelles. He completed this important work, and returned to
Bombay in September 1838.a
Mr. Daswin, in the preparation of his work on the structure and
received much rsssistance from Captain
distribution of coral re&,'
Moresby. One seotion of his chapter on Atolls is devoted to the
Maldive Archipelago and the great Chagos B d , and mainly oonsists of information communimM to him by Captain Moresby,
which enabled him to give aocurate and very intereating descriptions
of these c o d formations.
The Gulf of M a m and Palls Strait, with the Pamban Channel
and. Ceylon coast, wem taken up, after the completion of the
Maldive Survey, by Lieuts. Powell and Ethersey, assisted by
Lieuts. Grieve and Christopher, with Felix Jones again as draughtsman. They surveyed the Pamban Pass, the west side of P a Strait,
Adam's Bridp, the west coast of Ceylon from M e to Colombo,
and a mall portion of the Tinnevelli coast. After their recall is
April 1838, the work was continued by Captain FFaaklin, R.N.,
Memoir on the 1nhahitant.a of the Maldive Islands," by Lieut. James Young and
Lient. Christopher.-Romhy G. S. Journal, i. p. 54. "Voccrbulery of the Maldivan
language," compiled by Lieutenant Christopher, I.N.-Joarrwal of tile Royal Asidic
Sdety, vi. p. 42.
4 Sea a very intereating account of .the nautical instrumenh ured by the Maldive
navigators, by Jamea P r i m p , in the Journal of the As& SoeieQ d' Bengd, v. p. 784.
8 The charta rewlting from thew surveys are1. Maldive I e h d e , by Captain Moresby and Lieut. Powell. 3 &heeta. 1835.
2. Maldive Ialands (reduced).
3. Chrgoe Archipelago, by Moresby and Powell. 1836.
4, Principal groups in the Chsgoe Archipelago, by Moreaby and Powell. 1837.
C'bptain Moreaby drew up nailing directions for the lldaldive Islanda and Chsgos
Archipelago: "Nautical directions for the Maldive Ielanda and the C h a p Archipelego," by Commander Robert Moresby, I.N., 1839. Printed by order of the
Court of Direetora (London, 1840.) See a Summary of Moresby'a Report on
the Mddives " in the Bombuy G. S. J m d , i. p. 102.
4 cc The Stmctnre and Distribntian of Coral Reefs," by Charlea Darwin, F.R.S. Firat
edition 1842. Second edition, revised 1874.
B
(13441.)
1

'

&rwarde the Madras. Master Attendant? This o&ar eirmted
hie e w e y in a small country oraft of 60 tons, between 18410
and 18415. He compbted the maat from Cape Comorin to Point
Calimere on the Indian side, and made a plan of Tutikorin harbour,
and of the p w l banke? Dalrgmple had published a plan of
Tutikorin by Van Keuleh; in 1782.
While Momby went to the Maldivee on board tbe Bent~llee"
the old a Palinmu " waa fitted a t for the snrvey of the south
comt of Arabia, whioh was commenced in October 1833. Oaptain
Haines received the command, and his officers mre Lieutenazlts
Sanders, Cruttenden, Grieve, Rennie, and Dr. H u l h The survey
waa intended to cover 600 mile8 of 'coast, but it was discontinued
in May 1837, and Captain Hhinea was appoi~xted(JommisRioner for
the arrangement of a&im at Aden with orders to obtain satisf8cGon
from the Sultan, for the plunder of a M a h veasel that had been
wrecked on the mad. He arrived there in oommand of H.E.I.C.S.
Cook " (18 guns) ; and Aden waa occupied by the English on
January 16th,1839. Cap& Haiaes was the f h t Politid Resident
of Aden, and held that post for 12 years. Now thak so many
years have passed away since t.he end of his melancholy career,
regret may be expressed at the sad and cruel fate of this z d o u s
but unfortunate ofim.8 He completed the m e y of a h g e portion
of the south coast of Arabia, and in October 1857 Lieut. Omlesa
wtas deepatched to survey the c&
of Africa h u t Cape G d f u i ,
work whioh was satisfmtorily mmplbhed.
The resulting charts are1. Chat of bbedunr, by Powell, Ethermy, and h n k l i n (1838).
2. Western aide of Pelk Strmit, by Powell and Ethemey (1838).
3. P a m b Pesg by Powell, and Etheraey. (1837).
4. Ialanda of lbmaswsrd and Maner, by Powell and Ethemy.
5. W. coest of Ceylon. Franklii Powell, and Ethersey. 4 sheeta
6. Pelk Strait and Gulf of M a w . Powell, Etheraey, end Franklin. 2 sheeta
(1838 and 1845).
7. Herbour of Tutikorin. Franklin (1842).
8. C&
of Tinnevalli. Franklin (1843).
Lient. Christopher wrote en nccount of Adam's Bridge and Bamemamq with a
plan of the tampla-Bonrbay G. S. JowmaZ, vol. vii.
a Captain Fren)rlin's smiling &actions were published by the Madrrs Govemmmt.
a Instructions for navigating the Gulf of Man- end Pdk's Bay."
(1851).
His chert of the P a u l banks wma lithographed ; and them ere copiee in the
p h i d Department of the India Office. (See General CdaJogue.)
"~orpondence
relating to Aden, Pnrliementary Paper, 1889.
1
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These surveys are utilized by the publimtion of ten chasts,l
and am also described in several very intsreeting memoirs.
Captain Haines himself haa given a graphic mount of the Hadhramaut and Yemen coaets in two elaborate papers ;a and his assistant
and successor, Captain Sanders, has supplemented them by a further
paper ;s while Lieut. Cruttenden haa given us a journal of his excursion into Dafas.' Dr. Hulton, the surgeon of the '' Palinurus,"
furnished a, very interesting history of the Kuria, Muria, Islands:
and Lieut. Cruttenden hae published a still more valuable account of
his visit to Sana'h, the capital of Yemen, while the a Palinurus " was
surveying Mokha M>ads in 1836.6 Sam'$ had not been seen by any
European aim the time of Niebuhr in 1762,' which gives additional importance to Lieut. Oruttenden's account of the town,and
of the coffee-yielding highlaads which he traversed to reach it.
Dr. Hulton, who was Cnxttenden's fellow traveller, was taken ill
on the road, and died soon after returning to Mokh. Commander
Albany Grieve succeeded Captain Sanders, and completed the
Arabian corsst survey in 18419. He wrote sailing directions and
1

1. Entrance to the Red Sea, by Haina. (J835).
2. S.E.coast of Arabia. Haines. 3 sheeta. (1836).

3. Several b a p near Cape A d a . Hainea. (1886).
4. N.E. coeat of Arabia Sanders and Grieve. (1849).
5. Gulf of Aden. Habee, Barker, and Grieve. (1847).
6. Kuria Muria Ialands. Haines. (1887).
7. Island of Socotra. Hainea. (1834).
8. Islands west of Socotra. Grieve. (1848).
9. N.E. coast of Africa. Cerlese. 2 sheets. (1838).
10. Gulf of Masirs Grieve. 2 sheete. (1847).
a "Memoirs to accompany the chart of the south coast of Arabia, by Captain
Haina," Parte I. and LI.-R. G . S. Jwnal, ix. p. 126, and xv. p. 104.
Two copiee of the original manuscript of the first part of Captain Hainee's Memoir,
with pen and ink akeeee and copies of Himrritic inscriptions at Sana'A, by Lieut.
Cruttenden, are preserved in the Geographical Department of the India Oflice.
8 "Short Memoir of the Promding8 of East India Company's brig Palinurm'
d&g the exemination of the Arabian coael"'-R. G. S. Jotnd,xvi. y. 169.
4
Journd of an excuraion into Dafar," by Midshipman Cruttmden.-Bornbay
G. S. Journal, vol. i. The MS. of Cruttenden'e Journal, dated "Palinurue," Meroh
16th, 1836, is preeerved in the Geographicad Deptutmmt of the Indin OfEce.
6 '6 Account of the Curia Muria Isleg" by the late Dr. Hulton-R.
G. S. J d ,
xi. p. 166 ; Bombay G. S. J o u d , VOLiii.
6 c 6 Excursion to SBn4 the capital of Yemen," by Lieut. Cruttsnden.-Botnbay
G.
S. J&,
vol. ii., and R. G. S. Journal, viii. p. 267.
1 The Rev. Mr. Stern, who afteropsrde sn%hd a long captivity in Aby*
WM
at Sana'B in 1866. He went there to visil the Jewg travelling from el-Hudaidah in
for
the dreee of an h b . See an article on Yemen in the Geographical Y@e
January 18'74,p. 39%.
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notes about the coast, which were incorporated in the "Gulf of
Aden Pilot," drawn up by Commander Ward and published by
the Admiralty in 1863.
I n 1833, Licut. Whitelook, a veteran of the Persian Gulf, commenced a rough survey of the west coast of Katiwh, and had
completed it as fax as Diu, including the island of Bait, at the time
of his death in 1836. I n the following year Lieut. Ethersey zealously took up the work where Whitelock left off, and surveyed the
coast round the head of the Gulf of Cambay, and down the east side
to Surat, as well as the N. Konkan coast from St. John's to .Baaaeim.
He performed this work in a miserable mtive p a l t m r called the
" Bhowany," with the water washing up to his ankle8 under the
cabin table.' During this service Ethersey laid down the dangerous shoals off Surat called the Malacca, banks, on which Captain
Sharpey wae wrecked in 1607, attentively observed the bore or
rushing tide at the head of the Gulf of Cambay for two successive
seaeons, and explored the fossiliferous tertiary formations on the
island of Perim. Besides his charts, the resulta of his survey are
recorded in two valuable rnem~irs.~
We now come to the important work of the officers of the Indian
Navy in the River Ifidus. When Colonel Pottinger went to Sind
in 1883, he waa accompanied by Lieut. Del Hoste, who prepared a
topographical memoir with sketch maps, and Alexander Burnes &a
also exploring the Indus in those days.' The work of Iiieut.
John Wood4in the Indus commenced in about the year 1835, in
The charta repreaentiug this work of Whitelock and Ethersey areWhitelock. 1833.
2. Katiwbr from Diu to Perim Ide. 2 aheete. Ethereey. 1836.
3. Diu Harbour. Whitelock. 1833.
4. Gulf of Cambay. Ethersey. 1845.
a bb On thebore or rushing tide in the Gulf of Cambay."-R. G. S. Journal, viii. p. 196.
"Notes on Perim Island, in the Gulf of Cambay.'J-Bonrbay
G. S. Jotunal, voL ii.
" The Bore in the Gulf of Camby."-Bday
Selectioru, No. 26.
a In the Geographical Department of the India 083ce there is a MS. *' Route book
of the Mission to Sind in 1838, with Sketch maps," by Lieuts. Pattereon and Del
Hoete. (There is a memoir by Lieut. Del Hoste on Sinct in the Bombay G. S.
J d , i. p. ea.)
Also MS. map of the Indue and PunjBb rivers from the see to Lahore, by & Bmes,
with B paper regarding the construction of the map.
4 John Wood was born in 1812, educated at Perth Acsdemy ; and joined the Bornbey
Msrine when very young. He retired in 1842, and, after visiting many of the colonies,
be &ally became managing Superinbndent of the Indua Flotillia, and lived for many
years in Bind. He waa of an extremely retiring disposition, but his great worth aa a
1

1. coast of Kstiwhr from Din to Dwarka.
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command of the first steam veasel that floated on the river, when he
examined ite course from the sea to Haidambad, and remained in
the country to obaeme its periodical rise and fall. I n 1836 Lieut.
Wood accompanied Alexander Burnea in his mission to Kabul,
and afterwards performed one of the moet remarkable journey8
that has ever been undertaken in Central Asia. Wood made a
survey of the Indus from its mouth to Attock. At Kalabagh, the
point where the mighty stream escapes from the Salt Range, he
found it impossible to stem the current. Undaunted by the
diffioulty, Wood landed and went by forced mamhes to Attook,
thence descending the river and completing his survey amidst the
falls and rapids. After reaching Kabul he crossed the mountains
to Kunduz, and was eventually the &st European, except %rco
Polo, who ever reached the cc Barn-i-Dunya " or roof of the world.
Thus in 1838 Wood discovered the souroe of the Oxus, and for this
splendid achievement he received the Qold Medal of the Royal Qeographiad Sooiety in 18412.' afterwarde Commander Qrounds and Lieut.
Stroyan surveyed the rivers in the PunjBb, and were so employed for
two or three years. Their plans were recently h v e r e d in a box at
Bombay, with other valuable originals, by Commander A. D. Taylor.
.

valuable public eervsnt was fully recognized, and his loas wee much felt in Weatern
Indi. Captain Wood died in London on November lath, 1071. (See R. B. 5:
Journal, xlii. p. clvii.)
1 cc Memoranda on the River Indus," by Lieut John W d . - ~ m b c r y
G. S.
Journal,vol. i
tr&prt on the source of the Oxus, by \Vd"-R. G. S. Jmd, x. p. 620.
cr Pereonel Narrative of a Journey to the Source of the River Oxug by the Route of
the Indus, Ksbool, and Bsdakshen," by Lieut. John Wood. (1845.) A second
edition, :with an eaeey on the geography .of the valley of the Ox-, by Colonel H.
Yule, %.B, wsa published by Mr. Mumy in 1872.
c g Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government," No. 17.
T h w are eeveral manuscript m a p by Lieut. Wood in the Geo#pphid Deprrrtmerit of the Indie Oilice. A aeries of sheets of the Indm and a chart. of the Indns
in 1888 ; four e h ~ t eon
, e m l e of two inchea to the mile,
from Mitfun to At&
not c o l o d .
The original MS. map% showing the routes of Lieut. Wood in Central Aaia, are
preserved in the G e o g r e p u Depsrtmant of the India Oilice. They consist of a
map of the upper valley of the Oxna @om Xunduz to ita source, showing the new
p u n d explored by Lieut. Wood, 188748; a eurvey of r~utssfrom P e h w u r to
B d , with sketchea and cections of the Khaibar and Hindu Kush passes; the
mb of Bnrnes's mieeion to Kabul, in the sbeets; and the whole of Bumen's route
from m u 1 to Bokbam, and thence through Persin to Bnsbire, in nine sheets, &awn
by Lieut. W@.
There .re dm a aet of route m e y e in Turkistan (seven eheetaj,
snd e reconnoitring survey of the K h w k p,the most -ley
from Kabul to BaLh
in Turbietam.

'

.

'

At about the' same time Lieut. Wyburd of the Indisn Navy
penetrated into Central Ash, and his fate still remains a, mpteory.
Meanwhile Lieut. Clarless, in the " Palinurue," had carefully
surveyed Karhhi, and the whole m a t fmm the astern mouth
of the Indue to S d y G , in 1837 and 1838.'
The Indue
mouth were again surveyed, in 1846, by Captain Selby, aseisted by
Midshipmen Taylor and Eltroyan, in the " Tapti " brig. He drew
q s shewing the great swatch-way in which, in a regular line of
9 to 10 fathoms, there ie a sudden dip of 90 to 68 fathoms, and so
to 120. He concluded this to be the vast bed of the Indus before
it had brought down the mountains of soil which now divide its
stream into -so many channels. These maps have never seen the
light. Subsequently the operations of the Punjtib mmpaigns led
to the formation of an Indus Flotilla, under the c o m d of Oaptain
Powell, to ascertain the capabilities for navigation both of the Indus
and of its Punj4b tributaries. I n 1M7 Lieut. Christopher, with
this view, went up the Sutlej and the Chenab in the steam tander
Manee," with an iron flat laden with merchandise in tow,and
made full reports of his observations? Lieut. Ohristopher joined
the force before Multan under Herbert Edwardes in 1848, and was
killed during the siege. I n 1848 and 1849 the whole masts of Sind
and Kach, including the entrance to the gulf of Kach, and part
of the lower Delta of the Indus, were surveyed on a large scale by
Gtrieve and Ward. In 1862-63 the Katiwb coast from Bait to
Purbunda waa surveyed by Constable and StBe, and thence oompleted to Diu Head in 1863-64 by Grieve and Constable. An
elaborate survey of Karhhi Harbour was made by Captain
Grieve in 1863-64)s assisted by Lieuts. Constable, W. H. Barker,
1 "Memoir to accompany the Survey of the Delta of the Indue, in 1887," by
Lieut. Cerleaa.-R.
G. S. Joul~Z,viii. p. 328. "Bombay Selectiong" No. 17.
I n the Geographical Department of the fndh Office there lrre three oopiaa of a MS.
map of the Induq from Hdd-bad
to the aea by Lient Carlese. The extension of
the Indue Delta to -ward
is progressing at a prodigioua rata, it wes -11~
re-examined by Lieut. Stiffe in 1867, and will require periodical 1.0-exbtion.
a "Report of en experimental voyage up the Indua and Sutlej," by Lieut. Chrietopher.-Bombay G. 8.Journal, viii. p. 144.
"Journal of an escent of the River Chenab," by Lieut. Christopher.-WY G.
S. Jorornal, viii. p. 286.
8 In two eheeta on a d e of eight inch- to the mile.
When Mr.Wdker drew up
hie report on Kmhhi Herbour he acknowledged hie ihdebtednese to the excellent
chart by Cnpfein Grieve. Thia meritorious otl3aer co-operated with Mr. Psrkee in h b
examination of the harbour until hk 8uckle.n death on Jan. 17th, 1868. Mr. Peke&
took Grieve'e chart as the g s n e d beeis of hie survey of Kar$chi Harbour.

,

'

and W e . Grieve had finiahd the Bind, Kauh, and Katiwh
mads, ab well as hi8 mrvwy of Kadohi,.just before his untimely
death. He was one.of the ableat surveyors in the Indim Navy.
Sir Oharles Malcolm presided over the Indian Nttvy from 1827 to
1888. I n the letter year Sir Charles was succeeded by Captain
Robert Oliver, R.N., who had-to recall all the surveys in consequence
of the breaking out of war, and from 1839 to 184~4surVe@g operatiom were almost entirely suspended. Even when, a%ter the latter
date, a few surveys were - sanotioned, they were oonhed to the
narrowest limits, the offimrs were miserably found both: as regads
vesaels and instruments, their allowances were cut' down, and the
acquisition of. all knowledge beyond bearings and- soundings was
coldly diecountenand.
But officers who had been trained by Moresby and Haines, and
whose z e d had been encouraged by Sir Gharlds Malcolm d h g so
many years of progress, could not so easily be turned from their
useful careers. They worked on, in spite of of3cial discouragement. In 1823 rwl observatory had been formed at Colaba, the seagirt spit of land south of Bombay, and Mr. Curnin received the
appointment of Company's Astronomer, but the &struments supplied
to him were so bad that he refused to make use of them. Other
impacked.for five
instruments were sent out in 1836,and r-ed
years. The transit instrument waa put up at last, in 1840 ; and
aince September .184(1a regular register of magnetic and meteomlogical observations, commend by Mr. Orlebax, has been kept.
Time ie also observed for rating ehipe' chronokneters. I n Sir
Robert Oliver's time, the chart ofice of the Indian Navy waa
one little corner of the sail loft in the d o o k y d at Bombay, where
numbens of valuable documemts were eaten by white ants and m k roaches. The ofice of the draughtaman of the Indian N a q waa
aftsrwads removed to the observatory at Colaba, by Sir Robert
Olivm, and here the ohmnometers of the Indian Navy and Merchant vessels were rated, and the charts were compiled, drawn, and
occasiody lithographed. Captain Montriou succeeded 'Lieutenant
Houghton in this office, which .he held from l a 7 to 1862,and
drew up the information d e d for in the Parliamentairy Paper
printed in 186%. He waa succeeded by Lieut. Fergusson, who held
the appointment until the end m e in 1862. The establishment
consisted of the draughtaman, and two natives for copying, and its
whole coet was under 6001. a year.
.
a
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COMPLETION

OF THE ARABIAN GOUT SURVEY.

I n 184d1a few surveys were a
,
& permitted, but in sucha, niggardly
spirit that an officer making geologid-or other scientific investigations apart from soundingwith the lead was obliged to pay his own
boat hire 1 Captain Sanders1waa sent in the " Pdinurus" to continue
the portions of the Arabhn coast left unfinished by Captain Baines,
wsisted by Lieutenants Fell, Constable, Ward, and Whish, and
aucompanied also by that rtooomplished naturalist and geologist
Dr. H. J. Carter. The work was completed by Lieutenant Grieve in
1846, who a h , assisted by Lieutenant Ward, carefully surveyed
the islands lying to the west of Soo~tra.~The second survey of the
Arabian ccmt enabled Dr. Carter to make and record those valuable
geographical and geolugical observations, whioh have since; from
time to time been pub1ished.J
Sir Robert Oliver, the second Commander-in-Chief of the Indian
Navy, died at Bombay, and, after a short interval, was eucceeded in
,1849 by Captain Lushington, who set several useful surveys on foot,
and did his best to restore the servioe to the state of efficiency it
had attained in the days of Sir Charles Malcolm.
~ r o m1844
'
to 1847 Captsin Montriou, nssisted by Midshipmen
Taylor, Whish, Nixon, Lamb, and Dickson, surveyed the anchorages
of Vijayadrug, Rrttnagiri, and others south of Bornbayin the " Tapti "
1

Captain Senders died at wa, near MaU., on his way home in 1948.

a T-he sailing directions for the Arabian coaet and Socotra have been drawn up

'by Commr. Ward: "The Gulf of Aden Pilot," compiled by Comm. C. Y. Ward,
.H.M.I.N. (Publi~hedby the Admiralty in 1863.)
5 In 1846 Dr. Carter published en account of the ruins of 'I El Bellad," formerly a
town on the shore, in the province of Dafar, on tile south-errat comt of Arabia, in the
R. G. S. Jmrnal, xvi. p. 187, and with sdditiona in the Bo&y G. S. Joatml,
~ i i p.
. 225, with a plate. In 1847 hie notes on the Gurrah Tribe of the south-emt
of A r ~ b i enppemed in the Journal of the? ?3onahay branch of the? A
d Society,
ii. p. 195, with a plate. Also notes on the Mahrd~Tribe of the south-eest coast of
Arabia, with a vocabulary of their language, and further notea on the Grid,
iii. p. 339, and a description of the frankincense tree of Arabia (Bonoelk
papynYera), ii. p. 380. Hie " Memoir on the Geology of the South-east Coast of
Arabia" iB in the erme journal for 1852, iv. p. 21, and the second edition, which
in the beat, will be found in the ' I Geological Papers on Western India" (1858),
p. 551.
Dr. Carter's admirable geographical description of the south-east coast of Arabh,
together with an eesey on the oomparative geography of fthat coast, wee published in
the number ,of the J m r d of the Bornhay h n c h of the A k t i c . SociGiy for Janusrg
1851. I t h& since been reprinted separately..
He also wrots a paper oh the igneous rocks of Maskat and its neighbourhood, and
on the linkstone formation at their aircumference, in the J o u d of the B d a y
branch ofthe Asiatic society, No. xiii. (18/50).

.
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brig, but was frequently called m y to assist in quelling the Bawmb
Wari insurrection. Captain Elelby, in the Palinurus," with ~ i e u G .
Ward, Sweny, May, and Bewsher, having the Nerbudda " cutter
commanded by Midshipman Charles Foster, as a tender, trigonometrically surveyed the coast of India from Cape Comorin to Beypur.
The northernmost Laocrtdive Islands next the Sesostris and Padu
banks were carefully examined in the " Tapti " by Belby, assisted
by Taylor, in 1848. Belby constructed a map of a constant circular
current prevailing between the Malabar coast md the J~mcdive8,
which was not published, and the want of it caused the loss of one
of the P. and 0. steamem.l I n the memoir which aooompanied his
drawings, Cap& Belby described the remarkable mud bank at
Alepy, and entered at some length on the effects of the fearful
cyclone of 184A3 in the Laccadive group.
Captain Lushington seems to have systemawd and put freah
vigour into this somewhat desultory work. During 1860-52 Lieutenants BRnnie and Constable, on board the "Euphrates" brig,
filled in some of the gaps left by Etheraey on the North Konkan
coast, while Lieutenant A. D. Taylor, assisted by Lieutemmt Whish,
with Barker, EltifFe, and Macttulay, surveyed the Gulf of Kach and
coast of K a t i d r on board one little pattimar and the Maldiva "
cutter. Lieutenant Taylor's survey was plotted on four sheets,
on the scale of one inch to a mile, then r e d u d to one sheet by
Whish and StifFe. Their admirable chart is densely covered with
soundings, and Taylor pointed out in his memoir the merits of
the anchorages to the ertstward of Bait Harbour. Indeed one important result of his labours was to establish the existence of good
harbours suitable for the export of Gujdt cotton, which are two
days to windward of Bombay? The value of the splendid survey of
Bait was p r a c t i d y tested in 1869, just after the Indian Mutiny,
when the harbour was crowded with vessels for the attwk on the
fort occupied by the recalcitrant Waghers.
Captain Selby was engaged from 1848 to 1850 in making a very
important chronometric silrvey of the Bombay bank of soundings,
on board the " Tspti " brig, assisted by Whish, sweny, Mmaulsy,
MS. letter from Captain Sehy to Sir Henry Leeke, dated October 13th, 1855.
General deecription and sailing direction8 for the coast of Katiwbr." (Bombay, 1855.) See elso the important paper by Captain Taylor '' On the Harbours of
India," read s t the meeting of the British Amciation at Liverpool, 1870. See a h hia
Report on the Harbours of India" (August 1870) in the papers on Eest India Mtrrino
Surveys, preeented to Ptuliament in 1871.
1
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AFRICAN COAST.

and Fader. At a d i e h o e of 100 to 160 mil@ from the ahore thbre
is a vast step or precipice some '2,000 feet deep, and the lead
is all at onoe brought from 50 to 300 Bthom' and no bottom.
But within this ridge, the bank, from Diu on the north to
Ratnagiri on the south, has a gradual and well-defined slope,
so that by the unaided lead, and without seeing a heavenly body
for days, the navigator may traok his way safely and surely to his
port.& Oaptain Selby also surveyed the entire approach to Bombay
harbour from about 17". 30 N. to 19'. 30 N. ; and connected the
Worth C a m with the Bnjdt mast, including the tail of the
Malacca banks.
The labours of officere of the Indian Navy have been the chief
means of bringing the Somali aoast of Afrioa to our knowledge.
I n 1838 Captain Carless had made a beautiful survey of the African
coast from Ras Hafnn to Rae Gdwaini, assisted by lieutenants
Brieve and Selby. The results of Captain Oarleas's labours would
probably have been lost had not the steam frigate Memnon,"
under the command of Captain Powell, been wrecked on that coast
on the 10th of Auguat 1883. 0he wm eupplied with a little o u t h e
chart, the result of Captain Owen's running survey of 1823-26.
The question was asked whether Owen's was the best chart in
existence, and it then m e out that Oarlesrs had made an elaborate
survey and drawn charts of the coaat some years before the wreck of
the "Memnon." His chart was bhm,when the mischief had been done,
ordered to be engraved. Lieutenant Barker examined- the coast
0.W. of the straits of Bab-el-Mandeb and the Gulf of Tajura in lW,
and two years afterwards he accompanied the embassy of %jar
Sir W. C. Harris to the Abyssinian King of Shm, as astronomer.
Lieutenant Christopher was Barker's assistant on the &can coast,
and near the month of the Juba he dimvered the Ha,inea river,
which flows for many milee parallel to the coast, aad terminates
in a deep lake about 50 miles N.E.of the mouth of the Juba.
Lieut. Grieve, in 1848, surveyed the Somali coast between Berbera
and ;Bas Gulwaini, and the islands between h o t r a and Cape
Gardafui, thus completing the Gulf of Aden ; and also compiled a
h e chart of the whole, as far ~tsSocotra. He was a very accomplished draughtaman, and rapid surveyor. The Somali coast wae
also visited and reported upon by Lieutenant Cruttenden in la&,
who was then Assistant Political Agent at Aden ; and Lieut. Btroyan
Bombay G. S. Journal," xii p. xx.
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was U e d when 88rving on thie m t , with the expedition of
Burton and Bpeke. These officers have recorded the results of
their observations in several papers. Lieutenant Christopher kept
a jonmd, and noted down hie inquiries into the resourcee of
N.E.Africa ;l Lieutenant Barker wrote on the =me subject: and
Lieutonant Cruttonden published two memoirs on Eastern Africa
and on the tribm of the Bomali coast.'
On the Bengal aide, when Daniel Ross retired, his seoond in
command, Captain Lloyd, succeeded as Marine Surveyor General,
with James Young, Fell, Rennie, and Montriou as his assistants.
Lloyd had been in the m e y department under Daniel Ross since
18%. In 1838 he had one brig, with which he conducted a survey
of the inland navigation of A.rakaa, but, after the first seaeon, his
operations were put a stop to by severe illnew, ccmtraoted by much
exposure in that unhdthy olimate. On hie matoration to health,
Island to
he, in 1836, m e y e d the river Hugli from 8Calcutta, camfully oosmecting his work with the base line memured

by Colonel Evmtst on the Barmckpur road. In lsaO he completed
the aurvey of the sea face of the SundrtFbans from Chittagong to
Hijiti, the results of whioh he mbmitted to Qovernment in the
form of carefully drawn charte and a most valuable and interesting
memoir. He compares the state of the coast at the &tea of different
surveys, and his remtwke, in slowing the changes that am ta,king
p h , prove the urgent necessity for periodical revisions of the
surveys. He also deemibes the remarkable phenomenon at the
h d of the Bay of Be@,
similar to that reported by Captain adby
off the. mouths of the Indue, called the a s m h h of no ground." It
is a, deep chasm, open to seaward and very steep on the north-west
face, with no soundings at 250 fathoms.' Captain Lloyd a h surveyed the Chittagong river, and made additions to Ross's survey of
the Mergui Archipelago, a short account of which he published at
-

-

-

Bombay G. S. Journal," vol. vi. " R. G. S. Journal," xiv. p. 76. There is a
MS. extract from the Journal of Lieut. Christopher (H.C. Brig " Tigris.") on the N.E.
coast of Africa, May 8th, 1843, kept in the Geographical Department of the India
OfRce.
a " R. G. S. Journal," xviii. p. 130.
3 "Bombsy G. S. Journal," viii. p. 177, and " R G. S. Journal," xviii. p. 186.
See also a paper by Lieut. Fmser, I.N.,relative to the River Juba.-Bombcly G.
5. Jotunal, xvi. p. 78.
4 "The nautical remarks to accompany a survey of the see f ~ ofe the Sunderbun&," by Captein Lloyd, dated February 1841, are preserved in the Geographical
Department of the India Mce, in manuscript.
1
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the time. Ross had laid down the outer islands between 1827 and
1830, and Captain Lloyd filled up the inner portions, and delineated
the coaet line.' The coast of the island of Cheduba was surveyed
for the Indian Government by Captain Habtead, R.N., in 1840.8
On the retirement of Captain Lloyd in 1890 the Marine 8urveyor
Generalship at Calcutta was abolhhed ; but Captain Fell was
employed from 1841 to 1848 on b o d the brig " Krishna " in
finishing detached surveys on the Coromandel coast, dong the Pegu
and Mjrtaban shores, and on the north coast of Sumatra? I n 1861
he was engaged in compiling a chart, in three sheets, of the whole
survey of t h e Coromandel coast from Palikat to B i m l i p a h .
Captain Ward succeeded Fell in the command of the cc Krishna."
Between 1861 and 1859 he laid down the Mutlah river, the Preparis
north channel, the Bas& and Rangoon rivers, the Malama strait,'
and Pemng. Captain Ward also made surveys of the Sittang river
and of the main branch of the Irawadi, but nothing haa been
heard of them since he sent in the drawing8 to the Ckvernrnent.
Finally Lie'utemnt Heathcote was engagededupon the surveys of
the Bay of Bengal from 1866 to 1862. In the former year he made
a survey of the western entrance of the Hugli, from Kaokali to
the Pilot Station at the Sand Heads. It wm undertaken becauso
the &spar cha,nnel, that commonly used, mas becoming dangerous
owing to accumulations of sand, and threatening. to obatroct the
trafEc to Calcutta. This survey, which required very great - exactness, was performed in the surveying vessels " Krishna" and
cc Spy," and the chart was drawn on a large scale, showing the
depth of water to feet. I t was accompanied by ;t report upon dl
the channels of the Hugli, cornpairing t.heir present form with
that which they showed upon the last surveys, and showing the
amount of accumulation that had taken place in the intervals.
The work was conllected with the stations
the Qreat Trigonometrical Survey. Since Captain Lloyd's time there has always been

of

'6 Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," vii., pt. ii. p. 1027.
In 11. M. B. " Childere." See Admiral H ulytead's interesting Report on the
I s h d of Cheduba."--J. A. S. B., vol. x., pt. i., p. a49.
s There are printed seiling directions by Captain Fell for the coast of Pegu and
Gulf of Martaban, dated March 4th, 1852, and MS. sailing dircctioh for the norf.11
coeet of Snmatrs, from Achtn Head to Diamond Point, in the Geographical Deparhellt
of the India Office.
4 Sailing directions for the Malecce Strait, by Captain W
ard,are published in tho,
Isst edition of Horsburgh's Directory."

1
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a river surveyor for the Hugli,with a small flotilla consisting of
one brig, one sohooner, one anchor or buoy vessel (the Grappler ")
and four row boata. Steam power is not yet used in this service,
and the loss of time ie great. The surveyor has had to work on
under great difioulties, and without qualified assistants.
I n 1866, Captains Rennie and Heathcote were appointed to
accompany Bir Arthur Phayre's Mission to the Coast of Ava, with
inetructions to make such a survey of the Irawadi above the British
possesSi011~, ae opportunities offered. The circumstances were
favourable for astronomioal observations of dl kinds. The geographical positions of places and points were fixed, and a sketch
survey .of the rivers was forwarded to Calcutta, and afterwards
lithographed for use in navigation. A section of the Irawadi at
a point a little above Ava was obtained, and the volume of its
discharge at that point calcubted.' I n 1861, Captain Heathcote
was employed by the Admircllty to compile a chart of the bay of
Bengal ; and in 1867 he had made some additions and oorrections
on the h k a n coast. H e also made a chart of the currents of the
8. W. Monsoon in the bay of Bengal, intended as an accompaniment to Taylor's chart of the Arabian sea for the same seaaon.
The currents were worked out from a, great number of the logs of
the old Indiamen?
Lieutenant Sweny completed the Coromandel coast from point
c8liIYl0lW b Palikat hl1860.
The survey of the rivers Euphrates and Tigris, and of that
region of Mesopotamia, whioh, for its historical associations, its capabilities, and the importance of i t . geographical position, surpasses
almost any other country in the world, is mainly the work of
the Indian Navy? During upwards of 26 years the accomplished
and persevering officers who executed the Mesopotamian Survey
continued to work in the f m of great dif3culties and dangers ; and
for this alone the Indian Navy takes rank among the foremost
contriiutors to geographical knowledge.
For an ecconnt of the manner in which this running survey of the Irawadi
performed, see the Jwrnal of the Royd United Service Institution, appended to
a paper by Admiral CoIlinson on the "Survey of Rivera."
a The chert was sent to the India OlBra, and is printed, together with the Memoir
d i c h accxrmpenied it, in the R. G. S. Journal for 1862.
In 1 8 2 6 3 0 Lieintenant Ormaby, leaving the Indian Navy, had devoted three
yeam to exploring Mesopotamia. His sdventnrea are described by Wellsted in his
'6 Travels to the City of the Calipb." (2 voh., Irondon, 1840.)
1
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- after the time of &lone1 Uhemey, his second in

mr~amand,

who was nearly lost in the ill-fated "Tigris," had c h g e of the
survey in Mesopotrtmia. This was Henry Blosse Lynch, an excellent
scientific observer and daring explorer, who had commenced hia
career in the Persian Gulf Survey. In 1837 Captain Lynch, C.B.,
traversed the whole course of the Tigris from its source in Armenia
to Baghdad, fixing the chief positions by astronomical obaervations, and others by cross bearings. He then connected Nineveh,
Baghdad, Babylon, and Ctesiphon by triangulation ; and, when he
completed the Tigris map in 1839,' his mind was full of interest
in his work, and he exclaimed that the field of operations, instead of
diminishing, appeared to extend.
In October 1841 Lynch commenced the survey of the Euphratm
by mmuring a base on the level plain between Bdh and Qiaber.
He had the steamers " Nitocria," Nimrod," rtnd " Assyria," and
wae assisted by Lieute. Felix Jones, Campbell, Selby, and Grounds.
After aecending the river, it was oonneded with the Mediterranean
by chronometric measurements.a Captain Lynch retired from the
survey in 1843, and his assistant, Felix Jones, succeeded him.
Felix Jones had already seen service in the Red Sea, Burvey,
and in the M a m Gulf, and he had
in the Maldives, in Ceyl~n,~
reported upon the harbour of Qrane or-el-Kuweitin 1839, since which
time he had been serving under Captain Lynch in the Euphrates.
He was stationed at Baghdad, in command of the c 4 Nitocria"
steamer, and bad other duties beaides surveying; but every year
he sucueeding in completing some interesting and valuable surveys,
The map is on a scale of 12 inches to a degree.
See "Note on a part of the River Tigris between Baghdad and Samarrah."R. G. S. Journal? ix. p. 471.
" Note accompanying a survey of the Tigris from Cteeiphon to Mod."-R.
G. S.
J m r m I , ix. p. 441. Captain Lynch was ably misted in this eurvey by his brother
Michael Lynch, whom constitution did not equal his zeal, as he died from the effects of
hard work and exhaustion at Diabekir. This officer had suffered before from the
climate of the Maldives.
DLMemoir of the River Euphretee, in three parts, to 8coompany the nlspyyBornboy G. S. Journal, vi. p. 169.
"Memoir of the country between Baghdad and the Hamreed hills," by Lieut.
Grounds.-Bombay G. S. Journal, vd.vi.
8 While employed here he visited and fbd Adam's P d and the EEorton Plaing
descending by the Caltura River, of which he made a eurvey, in company with Major
General Adnms, who fell at Inkerman. They pushed their way over the higher
ranges by the Elephant paths, there being then no conat~ctedr d a .
1

although for a p t . . p a r f sf the hime lw was almost single handed.
In such a region it wm impossible to go in any direotion without
meeting with work well worth the doing, and Felix $ones made the
beet uae of hia opportunities. The country, infeated by wild tribes
of h b t i , wat3 frequently dangerous, and it was neewary to mize
upon any chanm that offered for exploring and surveying.
In 1 W Oaptdn P. Jones accompanied Sir Henry IttLwhson on
a journey to collect information mpecting the.boundary between
Persia and Turkey. The multa were a memoir and map of a
country but liW known. I n 1046 he made an aaoent of the Ti+,
h m Baghdad to Samarrah, on board the." Nitocris."' In 1848 he
undertook a journey to determine the course of the ancient N B M n
Oanal, and to survey the woe fertile region which it irrigated,now a demlate and h o s t impamable waste. His interesting
memoir on the N B M n h a l , accompanied by a map, gives the
history of the work from the days of its <1onstructionin the time of
the SassaniELn dynasty, and minutely deaoribea its vast brickwork
drtme and duicee. I n April and Septeanbar 1860 Ortptain Jones
surveyed the old bed of 'the Tigris, discovered the aite of the anoient
Opb, and made reaearchea -in the vicinity of the 'Medislnwall and
Physcus of Xenophon. In 1862 he made rt trigonometrical survey of
the county bebween the Tigris and the Upper Za,b,-helm.-the
ruins of Ninweh, fixing positione by meridian altitudes of the sun
and stars, with ~hronometriodifferences for longitude. The results
of this work are reoorded in the beauW maps of " Assyrian Vestiges," in four sheets, d in a valuable memoir.. During 1853
O a p h Falix Jones, assisted by young Oollingwood, then a midshipman, completed a map of Baghdad on rt w e soale, with a
memoir on the province full of statistid information ;' and in 1854
he sent home hie maps of baby lo^. They consisted of three sheets
with a detailed memoir, and inoluded the countrg from Mueeyb,
a of Nejf. Unfornorth of IGlM, down to the N.W. end of the a
hmataly these mapa wme lost in the India H o ~ e . ~
G. 5.Journd," rpiii p, 1.
The memoim and mapa by Capfain Felix Jones will be found in tha "Bombay
Selections," No. xliii. (New Series.) Most of the memoirs were reprinted in the
'6 Traneactiona of the Bombay Geographical Society."
8 In the survey of Nineveh md Babylon he waa much indebted to Dr. J. M.
Hyelop of the Bombey &my, for vPlneble eid in the field operatioq and to Mr.T. K.
Lynch, now Conenl General .for Perein in London, who entered con asnore into tho
work from a love of r e m a d done.
1
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I n 1846 Captain Felix Jones compiled s general map of Mempotamia, from Scanderoon on the Mediterranean to el-Bbmh, which
was based on the surveys by Chesney, Lynch, and himself. Captain Jones retired from the Mesopotamian Survey, to take up
the post of Political Resident at Bushire in the Persian Gulf,
in 1866. He possessed all the knowledge and tact which were
necessary for an officer in his position. For the work of the
Mesopotamian Survey several acquirements were essential in addition to those of a surveyor ; moh as an acquaintance with tho
language and ancient history of the country, k t and judgment in
dealing with wild Arab tribes, and capacity for enduring fatigue
and privations. All these were possessed by Felix Jones in an
eminent degree. I n 1867, while he wrse Politid Resident at
Bushire, the Persian war broke out. This he had foreseen and
provided for by furnishing to the Government of India, an elaborate
plan for invasion, containing itineraries through Persia, and guides
for the Commissariat Departments of the Army and Navy. This
paper obtained for him great commendation under Earl Canning's
own hand? Assisted by Captain Malcolm Green, he made a survey
of the Shattu-%'Arab, including the Karbn, which enabled Sir
James OutFam to attack Muhitmmerah.
Captain Selby took charge of the Survey of Mesopotamia in
1866. He had previously done very important service in the
spring of 1842, by amending the Persian Rivers KarQn and Dizful
in the E .I.C. steamer " A ssyria," thus demonstrating their mvigability.' He had with him in the Mesopotamian Survey Lieuts.
Collingwood and Bewsher as assistants. These officers made a
trigonometrioal eurvey of the region west of the E u p h t e s ,
including the sea of Nejf, which is fed by that river, and embracing the classic sites of Meshed 'AX,Bins NimrQd, Kmbe161,
Kufa, and Babylon, and the portion of Nesopotamia from S&
ma,rra,hon the Buphmtes to a point about 10 miles above Baghdad
on the Tigris. The former portion was completed and sent home
in 1861, with an elaborate memoir by Captain Selby. But both
maps and memoirwere lost, through sotneunrtccountableoarelesenesa.
The original maps and field books have, however, been procured
from Baghdad, and the maps have been redrawn by Lieutenant
Collingwood, and engraved. Lieutenant Collingwood also SW.
Records, Political and Secret."
"R. G. S. Journal,* vol. xiv.p. 219.
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veyed and drew maps of the Shattu-'1-'Arab from e l - k m h to
Makil, and of the c o m e of the old Hindiyeh Cttnrtl, neaz Meshed
Zusain. This valuable work has recently been rescued from destruction at Bombay, by Capbin A. D. Taylor. Captain Selby and
Lieutenant Collingwood, while tracing the old bed of the Euphrates
with great care, and surveying the Bahr el Nejf, were exposed to
much harassing work among the marshes. They also sent in
accurate plans of the irruptions from the Ti@, and showed that,
before long, if no efficient steps were taken to check the evil, that
river would be as unnavigable as the Euphrates now is.
The latter portion of the survey from above Baghdad to Tel
Ibrrthim, and from Tel Ibrahim to Samarrah on the Euphrates, was
commenced in October 1862. I n the end of that year Captain Selby
retired, and Lieutenant Bewsher, who then took charge of the work
that had thus been begun, completed it in 1866. The maps (seven in
number) have been engraved in two sheets, and Bewsher's memoir
contains an interesting account of the ancient canals which can
still be traced, and some details respecting the humbler modern
system of irrigation. The ability and learning shown in this
memoir are proofs that Lieutenant Bewsher would have been a
worthy successor of the earlier surveyors; but he died of diseases
contracted during the service, and the Government abruptly put a
stop to the survey, leaving it incomplete, and with much work still
to be done.
The survey of the west coast of India, south of Bombay, with the
exception of some roadsteads and detached bits of coast laid down by
Montriou, and the portion from Beypur to Cape Comorin by Selby,
had not been revised since the old charts were drawn by McCluer
in the last century. This most important work was entrusted to
Lieutenant A. Dundas Taylor, who received the command of an old
pattimw the " Pownah," afterwards exchanged for the Bheema."
He was assisted by Lieutenant Sweny, and Mates May, Bewsher,
Williams, and Lewis,and commenoed work in 1853. The whole
of Taylor's work is admirably executed on a trigonometrical basis,
with bases measured on shore, and is included in six sheets of the
1
On the part of Meeopotamis contained between Sheriat el Reythg on the
Tigris, snd Tel Ibrahim." By Lieut. Bewsher, 13.-R. G. S. Journal, ~ x v i i .

comta of South Konkan, Canara, and Blalabm.' It occupid
six years, from 1863 to 1869. H e also surveyed the harbour a t
Karwar, the anchorages at Beypur and Cochin, and the Bay of
Korangia on the east coast in 186'7. There is no man living who
is so intimately acquainted with the anchorages on the Indian coast
from the mouths of the Indus to those of the Godavari, or who so
complete1y understands their capabilities for improvement. After
his return to England he drew up a volume of sailing directions for the west coast of India.s Lieutenant Williams afterwards
completed the coast from Boria to Bombay. These coast surveys
were ably supplemented with deep sea soundings by Lieutenant
Poster in the cutter " h'erbudda."
I n 1869 Lieutenant Whish examined and reported upon the
harbour in Bahrein Island and on a channel called the Khaur-el-Bab,'
and in the following year he made a complete survey of Bombay
harbour on several sheets on a large scale, which has since been
reduced and published by the Admiralty.
I n 1860-61, under instructions from the Government of India,
Mr. William Marshall, senior midshipman of H.M. gunboat
" Clyde" of the Indian Navy, then stationed at the A.ndama11
Islands, made a trigonometrical survey of Port Blair, which has
since been published by the Admiralty. He also made rough
surveys of Port Meadow, Middle Straits, and part of Great Coco
Island, all of which were lithographed in India. The natives of
theee islands being very savage, the surveys were executed in boats
fully manned and armed, and before taking observations on
shore it was generally necessary to station outposts in the jungle
to prevent surprises. Mr. Marshall also discovered, by several
chronometric measurements taken between Bombay, Madras, and
Calcutta, that the Andaman Islands were placed eleven miles too
1 John Edye, Esq., who was master shipwright a t Trincomalee in 11132-38,wrote
a valuable paper on the eea porta of the Malabar coast, with remarks on the poon spars,
coir fibre, and a list of timber in the forests ;and another describing the native craft
in use on that coast. See '& Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," i., p. 1, and ii., p. 334.
4 Korangi (Coringa Bay), it will be remembered, was surveyed by Michael Topping
in 1790, and Lieut. Warren in 1805. See p. 7. There is dso a chart by Limb. Fell,
1846; and Dalrymple engraved a plan of Coringa r o d s by Wm. Stevens, dated 1773.'
9 '' West coast of Hindoatan Pilot, including the Golf of Manar, t h a Maldivh and
the Lekadivh Islanh," compiled by Com. A. D. Taylor, H.M.I.N. (Published by the
Admiralty in 1866.)
4 "Memoir on Rahrein," by Lieut. Whish, 1.N.-Bombay
G. S. Jarrnal, xvi.
p. 40.
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far to the westward on the charts, and that the Great Coco Islmd
was placed six miles too far to the w e s t w d of Port Blair.
One of the last and not the least important work of the officers
of the Indian Navy has been a careful revision of the old survey of
the Persian Gulf in 186'7-60, by Captain Constable, assisted by
Lieutenant St8e.
Captain Constable had for many yeam taken a deep interest in the
maritime geography of the Persian Gulf, and had gradually collected
a large masa of material with a view to preparing a wiling directory,
with a description of the shores and islands. A vast numbor of
omissions and i m u r a c i e s had been discovered in the old survey
from time to time, and there was a weight of evidence to show that
the knowledge of the gulf w l ~ svery imperfect. One remarkable
instance of the unreliable character of the old charts was furnished
- by Commodore Carless in 1848, when entering the gulf on board the
" Elphinstone."
He found that a shoal mmkod on the chart as thrw
miles from the Persian coast, really extended seven or eight miles to
seaward.. Numerous other discoveries of the same character had
been reported. There is no published chart of the Shattu-'1-Arab
from el-Bbrah to the sea,' and no marine survey of the Island of
Karak? I n 18416 Captain CarlessSwent to the gulf with eight
chronometers and proved that the longitude of Bassadore was nearly
correct with reference to Bombay :but that Buehire was eight miles
too far west.'
It was abundantly clear that there existed a pressing neoessity
for a revision of the Persian Gulf Survey, and Lieutenants Concrtable
and Stiffe were commissioned to execute it in 186'7. They had the
brig Euphrates " from 1867 to 1868, and the schooner " Marie "
from 1858 to 1860. Their revision of the old survey consisted in
mefully determining certain positions round the gulf by observed
latitudes (the altitudes all being taken with artificial horizons) and
longitudes by chronometer, with as much triangulation in the
vicinity of the fixed positions as time would admit of. They com1 Lieut. Collingwood made one, and eo, I believe, did Capt. Felix Jones, but both
have been lost.
3 Dalymple published a plan of thb island from a French MS. in 1787 ; and Ensign
Andereon (afterwards murdered at Multsn) made a trigonornetrial survey on a
scale of 6finches to a mile in 1839, on which every rnvine and fieauro is accurately
laid down ; but there is no msrine survey of its 6 h .
3 This officer died in 1848.
4 u Memoir relative to the hydrography of the Persian Gulf," by Lieut. constable,
1.N.-Bombay G. S. Journal, xii. p. 98.
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piled a general chart of the Persian Gulf in two sheets in 1860,
which is thus a correct skeleton of the islands and principal poinh
round the gulf, with some detail of the coast line round t h ~jked
positions triangulated, and the remainder adopted from the old
charts.l
Lieutenant SMe now holds the post of engineer and electrician
of the Persian Gulf Cable. He is one of the most able, scientific,
and accomplished of those surveyors who made the Indian Navy
famous, and though his immediate duties are now unconnected with
surveying, he has never missed an opportunity of improving, correcting, or adding to the c M s .
The subject of winds and currents in the Indian seas, to which
Major Rennell devoted so much attention, haa been carefully studied
since his time. Lieutenant A. D. Taylor compiled a, chart of the
Arabian Scrt with great are, showing the winds and currents during
the 8.W. monsoon, by a comparison of upwards of a, hundred loge
of vessels of the Indian Navy and Lieutenant Heathcote made
a similar wind a d current chart of the Bay of Bengal. Lieutenant
Fergusson, the draughtsman of the Indian Navy, dso prepared three
eek of charts, each set containing a chart for every month in the
yeax, showing the winds and currents of the Red Sea, Persian Gulf,
and Indian and China seas.s
Henry Piddington, of Calcutta,' was, however, the great contributor
to the study of the law of storms. His attention was first turned
to the subject by the reviews of Colonel Reid's work ; and he tells
us that it mas, to him, a subject connected with many associations
of his early life, and more especially with one instance in which to
1 "Persian Gulf Pilot, including the Gulf of 'Omb," compiled by Capt. C. G.
Constable and Lieot. A. W. Stiffe, I.N. Published by the Admiralty. (London
1864.) Ceptain Coneteble's chart of the Persian Gnlf was published by the Admiralty,
and the hydrographer, the late Admiral Wmhington, sent it to the Great International
Exhibition of 1862 a8 a good specimen of English chart drawing.
Dr. Carter reported on the geological specimens brought from the Persian Gulf by
Co.nstable and Stiffe, in the "Journal of the 'himtic Society of Bengal," No. S, N. S.,
p. 41.
a Sent home with a letter dated January 16, 1852, in which Captain Lushington
d e d attention to Lieut. Taylor's zeal, aamduity, end ability. The chart wae published
in 1863, with a memoir.
8 Published in 1866.
4 Captain Piddington was Foreign Secretary to the Agricultural Society of India,
S u b - h t ery to the Bsiatic Society of Bengal, Curator of the Museum of Economic
Geology, and President of the Marine Court of Enquiry at Calcutta
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the veering of a hurricane done he owed his safely from shipwreok,
after cutting away the mainmaat of the vessel he then commanded.
Hie h t memoirs on cyclones or circular storms were published in
1839. In the following year he received extraota from numerous
logs preserved at the India H o w , furnishing records of hurricanes
from 1780 to 1841;' and he thus accumulated proofs that these
great storms are circular, that they turn from right to left, north
of the equator, and that they ire progressive. He also made out
the tracks on whioh they move, and their ratss. Mr. Piddington
continued to publish accounts of all important cyclones that
seas from 1839 to 1861. This involved
occurred in the -tern
immense labow and research, the untiring and persevering collecand no small ability and judgment in their
tion of mat&,
ammgement. Each memoir waa accompanied by a chart showing
the course of the stom'. Mr. Piddington was zealously assisted in
his labours by Captain Christopher Biden, the Maeter Attendant at
Madr~.~
The impetue thus given by the zed of Captain Piddington to the
study of the law of storms was communicated to the western side of
India. The great hurricane of April 1847, in which the Cleopatra "
was lost, was carefully observed, and remmks upon it were published
by Captain Carless, of the Indian Navy: and by Dr. Thom, of the
83rd foot.' Dr. Buist afterwards collected accounts of hurricanes on
the west coast from 1M7 to 1847, and wrote a careful memoir on the
subject of cyclonesP to which he added another reviewing the course
of s t o m from 1854 to 1859P and Lieut. Fergtukon published an
socount of the cyclone of November 1862.1
At Madras, Mr. Franklin, the Master Attendant, published an
account of the storms of October 20th and November 25th, 1846,

'' Journal of the deistic Society of Bengal,"

vol. 11, pt. ii. p. 605.
a Cap& Piddigton publiehed 23 memoirs on cyclones, in volumes 8, 9, 10,11, 12,
13,14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 23 of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal." He dso published ''4 Horn Book of the law of Storm." Calcutta.
(Second edition.) 1845. The sixth edition of Piddington'e " Sailor's Horn Book of the
I a w of Storms,'' wee.published in London, by W i l h and Norgate, m 1 e 6 .
9 " Jonrnal of the Bombay Geographical Society," viii. p. 1.
4
Jonrnal of the Bombay Geographical Society),i viii. p. 93.
6 "Journal of the Bombay G . S.," vol. xii. p. xw.
6 6L Journal of the Bombay G. S.," vol. xv. p. 19.
7 '' Journal of the Bombay G. S,,"VOI.
xvi. p. 127.
1
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*ith diagrams,' and Lieutenants Mullins and Hemery of the
Engineers described the cyclone at Nellor and Cuddnpah on
November 2nd, 1857.a The full report on the Calcutta cyclone of
October 5th, 1864, was drawn up by Colonel Gastrell and Mr. H.
F. Blanford, with maps and diagrams. At the end there is a list
of recorded storms in the Bay of Bengal from 1737 to 1866, chiefly
from Piddington's Memoirs.
In 18M Colonel l?ra,ser, who erected the lighthouses on the coast
of British Burmah, made a proposition that monthly returns of
wrecks should be furnished, with a view, first, to show the positions
of wrecks on a chart ; second, to show the general causes of losses at
sea; and, third, to give a table of loss of life, cargo, and ships, with
the value. I n accordance with this idea, the firat wreck chart of
India for 1864-65 was produced in 1866.8 Another was published
at the Surveyor General's office for 1866, and a wreck chart of the
approaches to Bombay harbour has been prepared with reference to
the urgency of its being adequately lighted. I t shows the )aecks
from 1826 to 1866, and was compilcd by the Master Attendant.
Nor must the chart by Colonel Praser, showing the lighthouses on
the Burmese coast, with printed directions, be omitted in an
enumeration of valuable publications for the use and guidancc of
navigators.
I n 1862 the Indian Navy ceased to exist, and all the surveys were
abruptly stopped and left incomplete. I n his anniversary address
to the Geographical Society for that year Sir Roderick Murchison
said,' "The war services of the Indian Navy, as well ns the
" beneficial and enduring results of its repression of piracy and the
a slave trade, are well known. These services have been varied,
" honourable, and useful ; but in the eyes of geographers the wide" spread and lasting utility of the excellent surveys made by officers
of the Indian Navy hold an equally prominent place."
Before the Indian Navy had become a thing of the past, them
was a destruction of the materials for its history. Previous to 1860
there were many and most valuable records of that service in the
India Office ; but in that year nearly all were reduced to pulp. The
Madm8 Journal of Literature and Science," xii. p. 146.
N.S., pp. 65 and 70.
See page 47.
R. G . S. Jonrna1,".vol. xxxiii. p. cliii.

a Ibitl, iii,
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charts, with the copper plates, origind drawings, and c d h g
directions, were transferred to the Admiralty in 1861.
The official records of the Bombay Marine and Indian Navy have
been almost entirely destroyed. Its history can now only be traced
in the hgmentary memoirs, papers, and reports which have already
been quoted and indicated by references. Some statistid details
will be found in a Parliamentary Paper called for by Mr. Joseph
Hume, and printed in August 1861.l I t is much to be desired that
before the generation of Indian marine surveyors passes away, one
of their number would gather together the recollections of his
colleagues, and with the aid of such fragments aa have survived the
general destruction, give to the world a history of the work done
by the Indian Navy in war and during peace. The history of its
war services, containing siich episodes as the gallant capture of the
6 6 M 4 6 e " by Henry M e r i t ~ n ,Commodore
~
Dance's action with
Linois, and many deeds of daring in Persia, Burma, and China,
combined with the spleudid services of its surveyors, would form a
very noble record.s
1
Statement of the nature and locality of the maritime surveys undertaken by
the East India Company since 1820, and other papers connected with the subject."
a See Brenton, iii. p. 341, and James, iii., p. 65. Captain Meriton was Master
Attendant at Bombay in 1820.
8 I n the "Fo~-eignQuarterly Review " for July, 1845, (Ixx. p. 454), there is an articla
on the surveys of the Indian Navy. A work entitled "The land of the Sun " (1870)
has been published by Lieut. C. R. Low,late of the Indian Navy,giving an account of
hie services in the Red Ses and Persian Gulf, with notices of Aden, Perim, the Somali
coa.st, the Andamans, and the ports in tho Persian Gulf, &c Lieut. Low has also
written a history of the Indian Navy, which came out in numbers in '' Colburn's United
Service Magazine," from October 1876 to December 1877, and is about to be published
separately. .

3.

THE MARINE SURVEY DEPARTMENT;

INMarch 1861 the marine surveys on the comt of India were
practidly abandoned; The Secretary of State proposed to the
Admiralty that in future the surveys should be conducted in vessels
selected by the Bombay Government and paid by the Government
of India, but that the hydrographer of the Admimlty-should suggest
what surveys ought to be taken up, and that the resulting charts and
memoirs should be published under the authority and at the expense
of the Admiralty : all correspondence between the hydrographer and
the surveyor8 passing through the India Office. Admiral Washington,
who was then hydrographer, pointed out the great practical inconveniences of such mixed responsibility, and expressed his inability to
foresee how such an arrangement could work. The India Office,
however, insisted upon the arrangement that was originally proposed,
and tbe discussion dropped. But in August 1861the Government of
India was informed that the surveys then incomplete were to be
hished by the Indian Navy, and that all future surveys and charts
would proceed from the Royal Navy at Imperial expense. It
does not appear that the latter part of this alleged arrangement had
ever been proposed to the Admiralty. Admiral Washington submitted a List of the surveys that should be completed by the Ini31ian
Navy, and some of them have since been published by the
Admiralty.
From the date of the alleged arrangement in 1861, until the
establishment of the Marine Survey Department in 1873, Indian
marine surveys have been little attended to.
The stock of charla and copper-plates was handed over to the
Admiralty,' but m y original drawings and memoirs were lost,
both at Bombay and in England. They were the results of expensive surveys, and their loss is synonymous with the waste of
many thousands of pounds. It represents the cost of the surveys
of which they were the results, as well as that of the future surveys
which their loss has made necessary.
1

The number of manuscript charts and plans was 264, of which 210 were obsolete.
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It is not clear what the amngement with the Admiralty for
securing the execution of neceesarg marine surveys really was, as
there is nothing to show that the Admiralty ever heard of or
agreed to the arrangement of which the Government of India were
informed, in the Despatch, No. 66 (Marine), 28th November 1862,
para. 14, namely, that in future " the surveys of the Indian Seas
" would be conducted by the Royal Navy, at the expense of the
'< Imperial Government." But as the arrangement, whatever its
exact nature m a y have been, entirely failed to secure the objects
for which it waa made, and as no survey of any part of the Indian
coaats w e undertaken by the Lords of the Admiralty after the
aboLition of the late Indian Navy it was represented by the Geegraphical Department of the India, Office, in 1871, that some steps
had become absolutely necessary. The execution of marine surveys
in the Indian seas, the periodical revision of old work, and the
production of correct charts, are essential for the safety of the
rapidly increasing ocean and coasting trade of India.
There are sufficient reasons for the arrangement that was intended
to have been made in 1862 having proved abortive. The duties
of the hydrographer of the Admiralty extend over the whole world,
and the exigencies of the service seldom enable the Board to furnish
him with the vessels and officers which he would consider necessary
to exeoute needfhl surveys in the various seas and harbours. The
Indian seaks would, at the best, only receive a proportional share of
his attention, and it might be many yeara before he would consider
that their requirements were more urgent than .those of other parts
of the world, with reference to the very limited means at his
disposal. It must also be remembered that the hydrographer has
no special or local sources of information, through which he a n
learn the requirements of the Indian seas,-as regards the revision
and completion of surveys. Vessels of the Royal Navy merely
make ports, and probably never visit more than half a dozen out
of the 300 ports which are frequented by the coasting vessels.
But, from the point of view of the Government of India, the safe
navigation of their coasts and of the surrounding seas is a question
'of the gratest importance; and the necessary surveys cannot be
left unprovided for without the certainty of a vast amount of loss
and misery, and without incurring a responsibility of the gravest
kind. Great dependencies me necessarily responsible for the due
provision of means for approaching their masts, in which respect

,
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.accurate charts are even more essential than lighthouses. Local
Governments cannot afford to depend upon the share of attention
that the Admiralty can enable the hydrographer to give to their
coasts, in common with those of other seas and oceans throughout
the world. The Australian Colonies have found it necessary to
employ surveying services of their own; and the fact that all
surveys of Indian seas ceased for twelve years points to a similar
necessity in India.
The great ocean and coasting trade of India renders the provirsion
of accurate charts on adequate scales a, very important part of the
duty of the Qovernment, and although the present charts may be
considered fairly to meet the requirements of general navigation,
there was a good deal of work left incomplete in 1862, while
several surveys will always require periodical revision.
These considerations were sufficient to show the urgent need of
some effective measure for securing the due execution and revision
of marine surveys, and for the publication of accurate charta on
adequate scales. Only two courses were possible. One had been
tried, and had failed absolutely. The whole responsibility was
handed over to the A d d t y , and during the internal of twelve years
that had since elapsed not a single survey had been undertaken in
the Indian seas. The other course was for the Government of
India to organize a system for the survey of its own coasts, and to
resume a responsibility which should never have been abandoned,
and it was this course that the Geographical Department of the
India, Office earnestly advocated. On March 30th, 1871, the question
t.hus raised was referred to the Government of India.
Bwt it was three years before the matter was taken up in
earnest ; and it was then found that the need for some measure being
adopted was most urgent. Not a year passed without adding fearful
proofs of tho defective state of the charts. Many charts, once
accurate, had become obsolete, simply because no authority existed
to record the changes effected .by nature and by man from time to
time. It was impossible to exaggerate the hopeless state of confusion into which everything connected with marine surveys had
drifted. A11 traces of elaborate and expensive surveys had dis-rn
appeared; important islands were still shown many miles out in
longitude. In Calcutta no correct list of the lights of the Bay of
Bengal existed, and the wreck chart, the one document that professed to show a31 the lights, omitted four of them. The Govern-
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ment of India could not fail to be impressed with the case as brought
before them in the reports prepazed in the Geographical Department of the India Office1; and in a dispatch dated June 30th, 1873,
it was requested that Captain A. D. Taylor of the Indian Navy
might be deputed to Calcutta, to assist in devising suitable means
for restoring to efficiency the Indian Marine Survey Department,
which had ceased to exist since 1861.
Captain Taylor arrived at Calcutta on the 22nd of December
1873; but before referring to the results of his investigations there,
it will be well to enumerate the few pieces of marine surveying
work that had been done between the date of the organization of
the Geographical Department of the India Officein 1867 and the
end of 1873.
In February 1871 Captain Robinson, the superintendent of Marine
at Bombay, represented that a port on the Mekrhn coast called
Khor Rapsh should be surveyed, and that afterwards the Bahrein
reef channels in the Pemian Gulf should be taken up, including the
approaches to el f i t i f and Demm, the north-east approach to
Bahrein, and the unsurveyed bay south of Bahrein. M i . Girdlestone,
of the Topographical Survey, but formerly in the Indian Navy, was
lent to perform this work in an old sailing schooner of 180 tons
called the " Constance," with no good boats, no steam launch, and
an insdcient staff of officers. She was away from March 8th to
June 20th, 1871, yet the actual work only occupied four weeks. I n
a steamer, a surveyor could have done it all m d returned to Bombay
in five weeks, being a saving to Government of 6601. in pay and
provisions. The inefficient equipment of a surveying vessel is,
therefore, as wasteful as it is deplorable in other respects..
Mr. Girdlestone completed a chart of the large inlet of Khor
Rapsh, on the Makrh coast between J h h a k and Chahbhr ; and
ascertained merences of longitude by telegraph, between the
Bombay Observatory and pillars which were erected at Qwadztr,
Chahbir, and Jhhak.
I n the autumn of 1871the " Constance," under Mr. M. Chapman,
took a series of soundings in the Gulf of ' O d n h m Ras J h h a k to
Ras-as-Shajar. Mr. Chapman, assisted by Mr. Thompson, then pro1 Also presented to Parliament. "Copy of Diepatch from the Secretary of State
for India to the Governor General, of the 30th day of March 1871 (No. 7
Geographical) and ite enclosures, on the subject of Marine Surveys in India."
(India office, 22nd May 1871). Baked for by Mr. Frederick Walpole. Ordered to be
printed 7th July 1871.
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ceeded to Bahrein and commenoed the survey of the reef8 ; but in
May 1872 nearly all the orew of the " Constance ". were attacked
with fever, and she returned to Bombay. Mr. Chapman had, however, completed a fair chart of Bahrein hazbour and a portion of its
adjacent reefs. Being beyond the limits of British India this work
will, for the future, fall to the province of the AdmLaty. I n 1873
Lieutenant Stiffe of the Indian Navy compiled a new chart of the
M a k r h coast, which baa acquired some importance owing to the
establishment of telegraphs dong it since 1862. It is a revision
of the old.chast of Brucks and Haines in 1829, the longitudes being
referred to that of the Madras Observatory, and the scale being
the same as that of the Persian Gulf chart. This chart has been
engraved, and Lieutenant StifEe has also drawn up detailed sailing
directions for the Makrh coast.
During the Orissrt famine, the want of charts of that part of the
coast was very seriously felt, and in 1869-70 the schooner " Qemini "
was employed in surveying some of the creeks and harbours of
Orissa,under command of Mr. H. A. Harris, who had had 16 years
experience in river surveying, having been twistant surveyor on
the Hngli. Nine charts were the results df ,this survey. I n 1869
a new survey of the Chittagong coast was completed, being a
revision of that executed by Captain Lloyd.
Before he left England for Calcutta, in the autumn of 1873,
Captain Taylor completed the new edition of the first part of
'' Horsburgh's East India Directory."' This well-known work had
already gone through eight editions since its original public&tion in
1809, under different editors, who added oonsiderably to its bulk,
without curtailing the 'original matter. Captain Taylor's 'edition
is, in reality, almost a new work. He has adopted the system of
brief paragraphs, dropped the marginal references, given abbreviations well understood by seamen, and inhoduced block printing
of important names and words to catch the eye. The opening of
the Suez Canal necessitated a notice respecting the navigation of
the Mediterranean, and Captain Taylor of course gives terse and
succinct, but sufliciently complete directions for the Red Sea. His
introduction treats of the trade winds, monsoons, currents, land
and sea breezes, storms, and cyclones, variation and deviation of
the compass, and tides.
During the winter of 1873-74 Captain Taylor prepared an exhsnstiie report. at .Qalcutta,in which he reviews' each chart and
1

See pege 10 (and note).
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plan, points out their deficiencies, and estimates their intrinsic and
relative value ; so that a most complete knowledge was thus
acquired of the then existing requirements. His proposal was
that there should be a Superintendent of Maxine Surveys with a;n
office staff and a certain number of qualified surveyors ; and he
enters fully into all the details of present and prospective requirements. After carefully considering this Raport, the Government
of India accepted the responsibility of completing and maintaining
the surveys of the Indian coast line from the Pakcha4 estuary at
the southern extremity of Tenasserim, to Snnmiyhni Bay on the
western limit of Sind. Beyond those limits all surveys must be
undertaken by vessels and surveyors of Her Majesty's Navy, at
the expense of the Imperial Government. They also resolved to
orpnise a e m a l l surveying flotilla.
The whole annual cost of the Department was not to exceed
20,0001., and Commander A. Dundaa 'hylor, than whom no man
living has a more thorough knowledge of the subject, both fromlong experience and natural aptitude for the work, was appointed
to be the h t Superintendent of Marine Surveys.
Thus, after a dreary period of 12 years, during which the surveys
of the Indian coasts and the safety of the great mercantile fleet
which frequents them, were entirely neglected, the MELlrine Survey
Depa,rtment was restored to efficiency. The office of Marine Surveyor
General wrts abolished on Captain Lloyd's retirement in 18410, after
which time' the work was carried on at hap-ha~ard,with no efKcient
superintendence, and in 1862 it ceased altogether. Its restoration
to efflciencyis an important measure which will be the means of
preventing mwh loss, and of securing the safety of one of the
largest mercantile fleets in the world, so far as accurate charts and
reliable sailing directions can effect that object.
Previous to the commencement of operations in India, Commander Taylor visited England in 1874, for the purpose of
conferring with the Hydrographer at the Admiralty, more particulazly respecting the selection of suitable offioers of the Royal
Navy as surveyors. The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty
nominated 'six surveyors from the Royal Navy for ~erviceon the
Indhn coasts. There were, however, still important duties connected with the preparation of chrsrts and the projection thereon of
the land surveys unprovided for, and these required q d c & t i o n s
and training of a special order. To discharge these duties Mr. R.
0. Camhigton of the H y d ~ o p p h i cOfice; who had been ,highly
.
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recommended by Admiral Richards, was appointed, his post being
that of Chief Civil Assistant to thc Superintendent of Marine
Surveys at Calcutta, with the title of Superintendent of the
drawing branch. The Admiralty placed at the disposal of Captain
Taylor all those original charts and records in their custody which
were the property of the Indian Government, and that officer
selected those which he considered requisite to take back to India.
These originals, together with a goodly number of others that were
found at Bombay doomed to destruction because frayed, insecteaten, and dust-stained, but fortunately rescued just in time, are
now safely deposited in presses at Calcutta, and a catalogue of them
has been printed.
The catalogue of all the original and other documents deposited
in the Marine Survey Office, Calcutta, has beexi compiled by
Mr. Carrington. I t comprises lists of the general and physical
charts of India, and the coasts to the west, as well as of each section
of the coasts of India from Karhhi to Tenasserim, and of the Andaman Islands, Ceylon, the Eastern Archipelago, and China. Captain
Taylor &so prepared a useful review of all the Admiralty charts
of British Indian coasts, showing in what respects they are incomplete and untrustworthy, and what surveys arc required to render
them adequate guides for navigation. H e cheerfully admitted,
however, that the Admiralty charts are the best obtainable, and
suggested that some of the wrecks and accidents were due to the
fact that most merchant ships obtained for their use inferior copies
of the Admiralty charts not corrected up to date. Captain Taylor
also made notes of the survey operations necessary between the
Pakchan river and Karslchi. Pending the extension of the Great
Trigonometrical Survey throughout the length of the territory of
British Burma, Captain Taylor did not recommend any minute
maritime survey of the coasts, but supplementary soundings chiefly
at the entrances of ports, where steamers now cdl or wish to call
for commercial objects.
a l e requisite surveys in the order of their importance were those
of the Cattack coast from Point Palmyraa to the ~011th-westfor a
distance of 270 miles, the Great Megna Flats or shoal water off
the mouths of the Brahmaputra and Ganges (the latter river being
one of those which bring down alluvial deposits that render
periodical examination an absolute necessity), the Cocos, Andamans,
and 'Nicobar Islands, the entrance of the Sittang River, the Gulf
of Cambay, the Chittrtgong Coaat fmm Fenny River to the Nauf
River, the coast of Burma from Nauf River to the Pakchan,

.
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with further examination of the Mergui Archipelago as .far southward ae the Seyer Islands, or perhaps to Jank Salanga. Korrtngi or
Coconada Bay required re-examination, owing to the silt brought
down by the Godavari, which had had the effect of throwing the
anchorage some two miles further northward. Future littoral
changes were to be expected at the mouths of all large Indian rivers,
the Indus, Narbada, Tapti, Kistna, Godavari, Mihanadi, Gang-,
Brahmaputra, Arakan, Irawadi, and the Salmin, and also at the
b m of minor rivers, notably Mangdur, Cochin, Negapatam, Narsapur, Chittagong, Rangoon, and Tavoy.
The first chart compiled under the orders of the new Marine
Survey Department was received in England, and put into tlie
engraver's hands in 1874. It is a, chart of the West Coast of
India, from SunmiyAni Bay, north of Kar&chi, to Pigeon Island, in
latitude 14' south. I t was compiled by M i . Carrington from the
surveys of VEthersey, Grieve, Selby, Constable, Taylor, Ward, Wliish,
StiITe, and Williams, 1836 to 1862, on the scale of three inches to
a degree of longitude. Captain Taylor llas issued three more charts
uniform with the above, embracing the whole of British India.
By a resolution of the Government of India, dated Odober 25th,
18'75, the dutiea of the Marine Survey Department were defined.
Systematic surveys of the coasts of India are to be carried on
with suitable vessels efficiently equipped and manned. These surveys are to be connected with the shore surveys, and closed in on
points already fixed by the Great Trigonometrical Survey. The
original surveys of porta, harbours, and river entrances will bo
photozincogmphed, and issued for local navigation and engineering
purposes, and from them charts of the coast will be compiled on a
medium scale for the purposes of ggneral navigation. Copies of
all original surveys will be forwarded to the Admiralty Hydrographer for publication ; and rrll corrections of surveys and other
information, such as notices of changes in the places of buoys,
lighh, &., will also be transmitted at once to the same office.
A catalogue of all the charts of the Department will be kept,
beaides a, s d c i e n t stock of Admiralty charta, and copies of these
will be furnished to the Local Governments and public officers on
demand. The Superintendent of Marine Surveys is also charged
with the duty of compiling an annual chart of wrecks,' an annual
1 See p. 37. The annual Indian Wreck and Casualty Statement and Chart will be
drawn up by Marine Survey Department, from 1876.
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list of lights,' with descriptions of them and their positions, and
sailing directions for the Indian coasts." He will report on tho
lighting and marking of the aea app~oaohesto all great Indian
porte and rivers ; suggest improvements.in harbour conservancy
by means of buoys, beacons, and hghts, and in the navigation of
rivers throughout India. Any extmts from log books of vessels
belonging to the Bengal and Bombay Marine, or to H. M.'s Squadron,
which bear upon any discoveries, dangers, or errors in the charts-of
the Indian Seas will be communicated to the Department of Marine
Surveys, which, like all the other branches of the Survey, is aiEliated
to the Department of Revenue, Agriculture, and Commerce.
The agency by which these duties are to be discharged consists of
a Superintendent (Commander A. D. Taylor, late I. N.), two Deputy
Superintendents, and nine Assistant Superintendenh, three executive
offioers, one Medical OfEcer and Naturalist, and a Superintendent
of the Drawing Branch. Six of the surveying officers belong to
the Royal Navy, their services having been lent to the Indian
Qovernment .by the Admiralty. The whole cost of the Department
does not exceed two lakhs of rupees or 20,0001. per annum.'
The first geneml report on the operations of the Mazine Survey
of India was issued by the Superintendent, Commander Taylor, in
the latter part of December 1876.' It commences with a:retrospect
of the preliminary steps from 1871 to 1873, which led to the
deputation of Commander Taylor to India in the 1atter.year. It
'

1 The nnnual list of lighthouses and light vmsela in British India, including the Ited
&a and C h a t of Arabia, with e map, is prepared by Mr. It. C. Carrington, Superintendent of the Drawing Bmnch.
a Tho Hydrographic Notices are published from time to time ; with a warning
that the new information contained in them should be carefully considered, noted in the
sailing directions, and compared with the chart, when a ship is navigating the locality
to which it refers.
9 The Department ~ 0 n B k tof
~ the following o5cers :-Commander A. D. Taylor,
I.N.,Superintendent; Staff-Commander J. H. Ellis, R.N., Deputy Superintendent,
1st Grade; R. C. Camngton, Esquire, Superintendent of the Drawing Branch ;
Navigating Lieutennnt F. W. Jarrad, Deputy Superintendent, 2nd Grade ; Navigating
Lieutenant G. C. Hwmond, R.N., Assistant Superintendent, let Grade; Navigating
Lieutenant E. W. Petley, R.N., and Mr. M. Chapman, Assistant Superirltendents,
2nd Grade ; Mr. P. J. Falle, Lieutennnt W. H. Coombes, R.N., and. Navignting
Lieutanant J. C. Paacoe, R.N., h i s t a n t Superintendents, 3rd Grade ; and Dr. J. hstrong, B.A., Surgeon and Natureliat.
4 cc General Report on the operations of the Marine Surveys of India from thc commencement in 1874, to the end of the official year 1875-76," by Commander A. Dundes
Tnylor (late I.N.) F.R.G..S., Superintendent of Marine survey^. . (Calcutta, 1876.)
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touches upon the propo~dsof thc, Government of India for securing
efficient surveys and chafts, the measures taken in England to
obtain qualified surveyors, and the final departure of Commander
Taylor and the officers selected for service under him in December
1874.
The vessels chosen for the Miwine Survey opemtions were at that
date as followe :The " Clyde " (steamer) and the " Constance " (schooner) had
been fitted at Bombay for surveying purposes, and the "Guide "
(brig) and the " Lady Lawrence" (schooner) had been seleoted
by the Kidderpur dockyard authorities for the same service. The
last-mentioned vessel, however, could not carry a steam cutter, and
was unsuitable for chart work, so mas retransferred to the Marine
Department,. The " Clyde " eventually proved to be almost useless
under sail, and the " Guide " to Be so affected by dry rot as to be
unseaworthy and not worbh repairing. These disappointments
have caused much delay, and have necessitated the provision of n
new steamer, which is eventually to be constructed in England.
Notwithstanding the lack of vessels, the Department haa been
able to accomplish much valuable work. Mr. Chapman, late I.N., in
the " Constance," made a plan of Kolachul Harbour and surveyed
the E n c h Rocks in Travancor, charting 6 miles of coast and 6+
square miles of water. He then rounded Cape Comorin, passed
through the Pamban Pass, obtained additional sotmdings in Palk
Strait, and verified those on the published charts, and then proceeded to Coconada, where he commenced the survey of the Bay,
till relieved by Lieut. Hammond and Sub-Lieut. Petley. This
survey was completed on the 24th August. It comprised 79 squa1.o
miles of water and 42 miles of coast, charted on a scale of 2 inches
=1 nautical mile. The survey has since been republished by the
Hydrographer to the Admiralty.
On the 8th April the cr Guide," under the command of Navigating
Lieut. J. E. Coghlan, proceeded down tho River Hugli, and
surveyed the dangerous James and Mary Shoals, Luff Point to
Anchoring Creek, including the entrance to the Rupnarain River, on
the scale of 1 0 inches to the nautical mile (this bcing subsequently
reduced for publication by photozincopphy to 6 inches to the
mile). The chart is a valuable one for record, and Captain Taylor
remarks that if the whole of the river from Chandernagar werc
annually surveyed in the same way, a comparison of the results
(13441.)
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would be invaluable in carrying out engineering works for the
improvement of the conservancy of the river.
St& Commander Ellis,R.N., in the Clyde," had in February
mnnected, by meridian distance, Pigeon Island with one of the
L d v e group, in his voyage from Bombay to Calcutta. He
wae &o enabled to make an e x a h t i o n of the channel into
Mutapetta, Bay (Port Larne), the soundings near which differed
(30nsidmbly from Captain Powell's Burvey in 1837. The dredging
and blasting operations in Pamban Pass are still continued. A
depth of 11 feet 9 inches had then (March, 1876) been attained,
and it was confidently expected that the Pass would soon be
available,for vessels of 14 feet draught.
Survey operations dong the Burma comt were commenced in
November 1876 by Lieut. Jarrad in the " Clyde" examining the
approaohea to the Rangoon River, accompanied by Navigating
Sub-Lieutenant George. The erection and maintenance of a
tide pole was a matter of great dif3iculty, owing to native boats
fouling it, and tbe great strength of the tidal strea~m. Captain
Taylor considers the establishment of a self-registering tidal gauge
there very desirable. This important survey was completed on the
8th March, and comprised 373 miles of mast, trigonometrically laid
down, and 216.square miles of water examined. In consequence of
a discrepancy in longitude discovered in the compilation of 'the
sheet, including the coast of Tenwerim and Singapore and Penang,
the meridian distance between Elephant Point Obelisk, which has
been determined by the Great Trigonornetrid Survey, and Amherst,
was astronomidy measured. The result proved that the position
r
of Amherst on Admiralty Chart,No. 823, ie 4& miles too f t ~ west.
Commander Taylor intends to havo observations made next season
at Diamond Island, off Cape Negrais, and Amherst, for the same
purpose, and there would then be three principal points in the Gulf
of Martaban fixed aatronomicdy. These measurements of meridian
distances aze of great importance, as the whole of the emtern side of
the Bay of Bengal has been very incorrectly laid down on the
Admiralty Charts, an error of from five to eight miles sometimes
existing.
after ob-g
some prolific dredging between Diamond Island
and akyab, the "Clyde" commenced the survey of t b t port on
the 21st h
h 1876. Much time was spent in clearing the hill tops
of jungle, owing to the independent character of the Burmeae, and
,
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the difEculty, through want of an interpreter, of communicating with
them. On the night of the 30th of March, Navigating Sub-Lieut.
C. George, RiN., &as suddenly seized with cholera, which had been
rife for some time among the'native population ; and though everything possible was done to arrest the progreas of the disease, this
promising young officer died at noon on the 1st April. Lieut.
Map
George was a son of Staff-Commander C. ~ e o r ~ eR.N.,
,
Curator to the Royal Geographical society. Like his father,
young George was trained to the surveying branch of the m v d service, and joined the Indian Marine Survey Department in November
18'77, as Assistant Superjntendent. His loss is seriously felt by the
Department, in which he did most excellent service, and where he
had won the warm i5iendship of all his brother officers. He was a
painstaking and intelligent young surveyor, and a great favourite.
His career was brief, but it was one to which his bereaved father
can look back with pride, as that of a promising officer, who did
his duty thoroughly and well. Owing to the threatening prevalence
of the disease, Commander Taylor, who was on his way down the
coast of Burma on a visit of inspection, ordered Lieut. Jarrad to
leave Akyab.
he " Clyde " ac&ordinglyproaeeded northwards, and
tested the c?rrectness of the bast between Cheduba and -Kyouk
Phyou, as shown on Admiralty Chart, No. 821. Lieut. Jmad
reports it to be roughly laid d o k and out of bearing when referred
t o Cheduba Island. The published plan of Kyouk Phyou proved to
be so incorrect that arrangements were made for the survey of the
Port to be continued during the muins season.
The " constance," under the command of Lieut. Hammond, left
Calcutta in December 18'76 for the purpose of making a plan of the
anchorage of False Point on the Orissa coast. I n spite of many
mishaps with the steam cutter, the survey was completed by the
9th of March. The anohorage was charted on the 6-inch scale,
the coast for 6 miles to the south and 10 miles to the north
was surveyed on the 3-inch scale, and the soundings extend to
from 5 to 8 miles off shore. Lieut. Hammond then proceeded
to the northern portion of the :shoal off Dh&mraRiver, where he
rnensured a base, and proceeded to sound the shoals. Unfortunately, work was completely stopped by a heavy gale, and a,
great number of the crew falling sick compelled Lieut. Hammond
to return to Calcutta, whence he proceeded to England on medical
certificate.
D 2
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During the months of April and May 1876, Commander Taylor
made a tour along the eastern coast of the Bay of Bengal, and
imPected the pohs of British Burma. He visited h t Akyab and
Moulmain, and then proceeded to Amherst. This port has never
been properly surveyed. The late Mr. Pearson, of the Bengal
Marine, examined the Moulmain River in 1865, but no steps were
taken to have the Admiralty Chart corrected by the survey. Commander Taylor is of opinion that no large port of British India
requires so much to be properly surveyed and mapped, and has
accordingly arranged for Lieut. Jarrad to commence next season's
work at Amherst. The Admiralty Chart of Tavoy proved to be
dangerously erroneous ; and the British India Steam Navigation
Company's steamer " Mahratta," when navigating by it, struck on
a rock in Tavoy River. Subsequently, Captain Taylor discovered a
copy of the survey of Tavoy, executed by Lieut. R. Moresby, of the
Bombay Marine, in 1824, and published by Horsburgh in 1827,
which is far superior to that issued by the Admiralty. Captain
.Taylor proposes to issue amended charts of Tavoy, Me@, Pakchan,
After visiting Mergui he turned his attention to the passage
from Mergui to Pakchan, which urgently needs sailing directions,none of which at present exist. He proposes to issue these in the
form of hydrographic notices, explanatory of the normal trading
route between Moulmain and Pakchan, touching at Tavoy and
Mergui, with some useful remarks on the extended voyage along
the Siam coast to Penang. Below Pakchan, Commander Taylor
has made a sketch showing the soundings in the entrances to
Kopah, which has great tin mines like most of the porta along the
Siam coast, but no trace of such a fine river as depicted on the
Admiralty Chart. A new chart of Kopah is now in prepantion.
Of Salanga (Junk Seylon) a pretty good survey was obtained from
Captain Richelieu, commanding t l ~ c Siamese Royal gunboat
r 6 Coronation."
Tliis officerwas trained in the British h y 8 1 Navy,
is a good observer, and most intelligent in surveying the c w t and
islands. The actual survey of this island differs immensely from
the ~ublishedone, and the corrected charts will be a great boon to
the British India Steam Navigation Company and the coasting
trade. The new Survey of Salang was published at Calcuttn, by tho
Marine Survey Department, in February 1877.
The superintendent of Marine Surveys has been consulted by
~ ~ ~ e r n mon
e na tvariety of marine questions of great importance.

.
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Among these may be mentioned that of the re-organization of the
River Hugli Survcy, on which' an cxhaustivc report has bcon
submitted by him. Commander Taylor is of opinion that an
elaborate scientific survey of the whole tidal basin of thc Hugli
River, at least from Chandernagar to the Sand Heads, is required,
as well as an accurate series of levels from Calcufta to below
Diamond Harbour.
During thc year under review a valuable list of lighthouses and
light vessels in British India, including the Red Sea and coast of
Arabia, has been issued by the Marine Survey Department. The:
list is in the form of a hand-book, giving in tabular order the
lights, with their names, htitude and longitude, colour, radius of
illumination, height, and other particulars. This little book will
be a most useful aid to navigation. It has been compiled by
Mr. R. 0. Carrington.
The programme of work to be undertaken by the Marine Survey
Department during the season of 18'76-77 is as follows :-The
" Clyde" was to leave Calcutta in November, call at Diamond
Island (Baasein River), and connect the same astronomically with
Rangoon and Amherst Pagoda, and then to proceed to survey the
approaches and entrance to Moulmain River, on a 2$-inch scale.
After that the Clyde " is to examine the entrance to the Sandornay
River, and then to complete the survey of Akyab Port,-a task
which will probably occupy two months.
Commander Taylor proposes himself to visit first the Mergui
Archipelago, in which trip he is to be accompanied by Dr. Armstrong, (the opportunities for research in natural history and geology
being very promising in these islands), and then to inspect all the
ports on the Coromandel Coast, with a view to satisfying himself
regarding their requirements as far as regards lighting, buoying, &c.
This programme has received the sanction of the Qovenunent of
India.

II.
W O R RENNEIA AND THE ROUTE SURVEYS,
1763-1800.

THE land survey and mapping of British India have advanced
with the acquisitions of territory ; they were commenced when the
fiFet province8 gained. RenneU,
the father of Indian geography, served under Clive, the conquexor
of Plassy.
At that time all existing knowledge of India, derived from routes
of solitmy travellers and rough charts of the ~088ts,had just been
collected and utilized by the peat French geographer D'hville.'
His map of India appared five y e m before the date of the battle
of Plaasy ; and eight yeam afterwards Rennell was at work in the
newly acquired territory of Bengal and Bahar, laying the foundations for the construction of a map which was destined to succeed
the admirable work of D'hville.
James RRnnell, the son of s captain in the artillery, was born
at Chudleigh in. D e v o n s b in 17G. He entered the navy, and
distinguished himself as a midshipman at the siege of Pondicherry ;
but soon afterwards took service in the army under Clive, rose to
the rank of major, and was eventually, but when still quite a young
man, appointed Surveyor-General of Bengrtl.
Major Rennell's labours in the field extended over a period from
about 1763 to 1782, when he finally left India. I n Section 11.of
his memoir he describes this survey as covering an area, about 900
miles long by 360 to N O wide, from the eastern confines of Bengal
to Agra, and from the feet of the Himalayas to Calpi. The distances appear to have been chained, and observations were taken
for latitude and longitude at certain stations. The ;measured distances are said to have accorded minutely with observations for
latitude, and closely with those for longitude:
Rennell's maps of the rivers Ganges and Brahmapuh, reduced
from the original surveys by himself, are preserved in the ( h o p phial Department of the India Office. They are on a scale of
two miles to an inch. Aaportion of the original surveys in
h t battles were fought, and the

1

The English edition of his map by Herbert, with a memoir, appeared in 1y54.
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15 sheets, on a scale of 600 yards to the inch, is also preserved.
These are not only interesting memorials of the great geographer
who executed them ; but, looking to the changes which have since
taken place in the rivers, are still useful in the study of the causes
which operate to effect these changes. For instance, RRnnell's
Surveys were turned to good account by Mr. Fergusson, in his
thoughtful and well-considered paper on the recent changes in the
delta of the Qanges? The maps of the districts of Bengd and
Bahar are of course entirely superseded by those of the Revenue
Survey, and now have only an historical interest. They me on a
scale of five miles to an inch (that of Chittagong being rather
larger), and were compiled, by Major Rennell, from 600 original
surveys made by himself and nine assistants. These maps were
published in 1781 as the cc Bengal at la^."^
Major Rennell returned to England in 1782, the very year of
D'hville's death; and thus as it were received his mantle, and
commenced that useful career of nearly 60 years' duration, which
has won him a place in the first rank of geographers. The story
of his labours in England belongs to another section of this
memoir.
Colonel John Call, who had made some route surveys of the
southern part of the peninsula,' succeeded Major Rennell as Burveyor General of India on October 2nd, 1777; and the following
years saw much good and zealous geographical work done by the
disciples of Rennell. Colonel Pearse was engaged in making
astronomical observations at Calcutta from about 1774 to 1782,
and in the latter year hc undertook a journey to Madras, for the
purpose of fixing positions, and laying down the intermediate coast
line, for a distance of 700 miles. He observed for latitude by
stars' meridian altitudes, for longitude by immersion of Jupiter's
satellites, and measured the distance with a perambulator. This work
1
On recent changes in the delta of the Ganges," by James F e r g .u-s ~ n , F.R.S.-Quarterly Geological Journal, xix. p. 821. (1863.)
a Tbe originals are now in the Geographical Department of the India Office.
They were taken home by some official, and treated by him as private property, till
they were accidentally discovered in tho collection of a lady of rank, and purchased
for 1001. by their lawful owners, the Court of Directors.-Bombay Quarterly R m
iii. p. 140.
S In the uPhilosophiclrl Transactions" for 17'72, vol. 62. p. 353, tbere is a letter
from John Call to the Astronomer Royal, Nevi1 Maakelyne; on the aigm of the
Zodiac he had observed on the ceiling of a choultry near Cape Cornorin.
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COLOXEL CALL AND BEUBEN l3URROW.

occupied two ycars, from 1782 to 1784; and Coloncl P a r s e was
ably slssistcd by young Colebrookc, the futurc Surveyor Gencral, who
lattcrly took all the observations. During this pcriod intelligent
surveyors accompanied every army in the field, and good routc
maps were thus obtained. I n 1783, Colonel Kelly is reported to
have made a most valuable collection of routes and maps of the
Carnatic during a long course of service, some of which had proved
valuable guides to General Sir Eyre Coote. Captain Pringle also
made maps, and measured 2,000 miles of road, in the Carnatic,
during the war with Hyder Ali.
Thus materials were rapidly accumulating, and Colonel Call, tllo
Surveyor General, undertook the compilation of an Atlas of India
in 20 sheets, to be collected afterwards into one general map on a
smaller scale. I n 1787 it was nearly completed, and the Bengal
Government ordered that a fair copy of it, on a scale of four inches
to a degree, should be made, and hung up in the Council Room at
Calcutta for constant reference. Colonel Call went home in 1788,
but died soon after he landed in England ; and his map, which must
have entailed an enormous amount of labour and expense, appears
to have been lost.
I n 1787, when Colonel Call was compiling his map of India,, he
found so many contradictions and absurdities in the various surveys,
that he requested Mr. Reuben Burrow, an experienced marine
to consider the
surveyor and an accomplished mathemati~ian,~
subject, and dram up a plan for determining il-stronomically the
positions of the principal places in Bengal. Eventually Burrow
received orders from Major Wood, Coloncl Call's successor, to
determine the latitude and longitude of Murshidabad, Ihjmahal,
Monghir, Patna, Dacca, Goalpam, and Chittagong. But therc was
great difficulty in procuring the necessary instruments. It sounds
strange in these days, that the equipment of this Government
1 Reuben Burrow contributed several mathematical papers to the "Asiatic
Researches " :1. " Hints relative to friction in Mechanics," i. p. 171.
2. Method of calculating Moon's parallax," i. p. 3.
3. Remarks on tho Artificial Horizon," i. p. 327.
4 . " l)emonstrntion of a Theorem concerning the Intersection of Curves,"
i. p. 330.
5. l' Corrections of the Lunar Method of finding the Longitude," i. p. 433.
6. A Proof that tlle Hindohe had tho Binomial Theorem," ii.
7. "'Method of Reducing Prectical Tables," iii.
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expedition could only be secured by borrowing a sextant here, a
watch there, and a quadrant in another quarter, from different
officers a t Cdcutta who happened to possess them.
I n addition to the work sketched out for him, Rcuben Burrow
went up the Ganges as far as Hardwar, taking observations, and
making careful notes of everything he saw.' I t is remarkable that
RRnnell should not allude to the survey by Reuben Burrow in his
second edition of the memoir, published in 1792. Colonel Call was succeeded in the office of Surveyor General of
Indirt by Colonel Wood, who mas strongly impressed with the importance of making the marches of troops subservient to the
promotion of geogmphical knowledge. H e actively collected information and materials for correct maps wherever it was to be
obtained. I n 1792 he received the surveys by Lieut. Emmitt, of
portions of the Deccan, made during the previous war, which arc
said to have been both reliable and clcgmt. I n 1793, Colonel
Wood's assistant, Lieut. Colebrookc, submitted a map of the part
of Mysore traversed by the army under Lord Cornmallis, with a
memoir, and received Rs. G,000 for his trouble. I n the same ycar
Major Kyd surveyed the route from Seringapatam, through Coorg,
to tho west coast, and Dr. IIunter, the surgeon to tlic Residency at
Scindia's Court, scnt in routo surveys made on marches from Dellii
and Agra to Gwalior and Ujain.= A map of Calcutta and its
environs was made by a Mr. Upjohn in 1794, ~ 7 h osecured liberal
patronage from the Government; and in 1705 Lieut. Hoilro
received instructions to make a survey of tlie River Jumna. When
Captain Symes went on a mission to the Court of Ava in 1705, ho
was accompanied by Dr. Bucliannn and Lieut. Wood. The latter
officer surveyed the route, ant1 afterwards subnlitted a map of tlie
Irawadi from Rangoon to Amarapura, with a paper of ostronomical observations. Mr. John Crawfurd, when he went ovcr tho
same ground in 1826, bore witness that Wood's survey was still the
best extant?
1 '*Remarks made in the Ganges nnd Burrampooter Rivers in 1'787, by Reuben
Uurrows," MS. volume preserved in the Geographical Department of the India Ofice.
LSeo also his trrblea of latitudes and longitudes determined from wtrono~nicdobservations, in tho *' Asiatic Etcsearches," iv. p. 325.
a See nlm Dr. Hunter's Astronomical Obearvstions, hken during a journey from
Upper Hindusten to Ujain, in the '' Asiatic Reaeer~hes,~~
iv. p. 41.
S Syme's Embesey ia in
Pinkerton's Voyages," ix. p. 246 ; end waa also published
separately in 1800.
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On the Bombay aide Captain Moncrieff surveyed the district of
Canara in 1799, while Colonel Charlea Reynolds made a careful
route survey of Malwa and part of Badnur. Co!onel Reynolds was
for yeam engaged in collecting materials for a great map of India,
which was a t last completed and sent home in 1798, but it was never
published? Reynolds measllred one long line of route with great
care, checking it at each end by observations for latitude, and
established it as a base to which dl other diverging routes were
referred, the intervals being filled in from native information. But
such work was of course very inaccurate; and the maps of that
period were only of service while India was an unknown region, to
be traversed by armies, and ceased to be tolerable when that vast
country became a British imperial possession, requiring to be
administered.
At the commencement of the present century the great triangulation was begun, which was to furnish a permanent g e o l o ~ ~
basis of the highest order of accuracy, for all future surveying
operations in India. The process of constructing maps from route
surveys and astronomical observations has since been gradually
discontinued in the provinces which are under the immediate
control of the British Government, though it is still necessarily
plactised in geo,pphical explorations beyond the frontier, and more
particularly in the Trans-Himalayan regions.
Yet the labours of Rennell and his school were not only useful a t
the time, but also served as incitements to encourage their successors ; and the names of those first pioneers of the Indian Surveys
will ever be held in reverence by geographers. It is particularly
pleasant to note the liberal and hearty encouragement which was
given to young surveyors by the Government in those days, by
granting them a good n u n d sum of money for their services
whenever they ~ubmittedcreditable results of their labours in the
field. This was done to show them that their hard and meritorious
work was appreciated, and to excite a feeling of emulation and
eeal .
1 Some rough sheets for this msp nre still preserved, but the great map of India by
Reynolds itself, a work of considerable value and interest, appears to have h e n lost
in the destruction of prccioue records which took plsce at the time of the abolition of
the &st India Comp~ny.

IIL
FIRST

PERIOD OF THE TRIONOMETRICAL SURVEYS.

ITwm not until the end of the last century that a trigonometrical
survey mas generally allowed to be the only accurate basis for tho
mapping of a country. The observations for ascertaining the shape
of the earth by measuring an arc of the meridian were commenced a
few years after the death of Sir Ismo Newton, but not by his
countrymen ; and these observations were the forerunners of the
grcat trigonometrical surveys. The famous Prench expedition of
Condamine and Bouguer went to South America in 1735, and' the
admirable work of these savans, 'aided by the Spanish brothers
Ulloa, consisted i n the measurement of two bases connected by a
series of triangles, one north and the other south of the equatoion
the meridian of Quito, the arc being '180 miles long. It is to be
regretted that while France and Spain were thus combining in the
interests of science, England was less nobly engaged in burning
churches and cutting off supplies from the Peruvian coast.
The labours of Condamine wcre followed by the measurement of
an arc in Lapland, of another in France, and finally the countrymen
of Newton took up the work at which they should have been
foremost.l The idea of a Trigonometrical Survey of Great Britain
was first conceived by General Watson, after the Scottish rising of
1745. It was intended to extend over the disaffected parts of the
1
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COLONEL LAMBTON.

Highlands, and the design was subsequently extended so as 'to
include all Great Britain and h l a n d . The work was committed to
General Roy in about 1784, when he measured his famous base on
JIounslow Heath. He died in 1790, and Colonel Mudge was engaged in the measurement of his arc from Dunnose to Clifton i n
Yorkshire, in 1802.' Thanks to the genius and resolution of one
man, to whom the early cornmen~mentof similar work in the east
is due, British India was only a few years behind France and
England in beginning a great trigonometrical survey ; a stupendous
work, which has occupied the lifetime of several noble and devoted
surveyors, and which, when completed, will be among the most
glorious monuments of British rule in the east.
The man who originated the great Indian Survey was an infantry
officer serving in the army of General Harris, in t.he war with
Tippoo. William Lambton was born in 1763. He was very reserved in all particulars respecting his origin or family, and it is not
known where he was born or who were his parents. But his name
points to the county of Durham, and he certainly passed his boyhood at Darlington. For many years he devoted a large portion of
his pay to the support of one of his parents. He obtained a commission in tho 33rd Regiment, and his proficiency in surveying
obtained for him the work of measuring land granted to settlers in
America. He was appointed barrack master in Nova Scotia, and
applied himself for several years to the study of mathematics.
Lambton was entirely self-educated. I n 1796 the Duke of York
issued an order that all officers in civil employment were to be
struck off the strength of their regiments. Lambton, therefore,
gave up 15s barrack-mastership, and joined the 33rd at Calcutta,
after an absence of 13 years from regimental duties. He was well
acquainted with the method9 of observing and computing which
were in use among the learned men who had recently been engaged
in th;? measurement of arcs in Europe. He rejoined the 33rd
Regiment, then commanded by Sir h t h u r Wellealey, a t Calcutta,
in 1797,%was brigade major during the Mysor campaign, and distinguished himself by leading the left column, after all his superior
officers had been disabled, in the storming of Seringapatam.
After the fall of nppoo, Lord Wellesley took measures for exploring and collecting accurate information respecting the vast territory
1

" Philosophical Transactions," 1803.

a While at Calcutta, Iarmbto~lcontributed two mathematical papers to the

Resenrches" :-I. bb Observations on the Theory of Walls," vi p. 93.
2. bb On the effects of Machines when in motion," vi. p. 309.
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which had thus been thrown open to the English. Dr. Bucllanan
was omploytii to report upon the agriculture and products of Mysor
and Malabar. Colin Mackenzie proceeded with his admirable
topographical surveya and memoirs : and it was then also that Major
Lambton submitted his project for the measurement of an arc of the
meridian, and for a trigonometrical survey across the peninsula.
The measurement of an arc in the perlinsula of India was, in a
purely scientific point of view, of the highest importance. By it
the exact figure of tho earth was to bc ascertained ; and it should
be remembered that this was not, as bas been asserted, an object of
mere curiosity. It affects some of the tables used in navigation,
especially a11 those of which the moon's parallax is an element, and
is therefore an investigation of the greatest practical consequence
to the whole civilized world. Moreover, the measured base line, the
series of accurately measured triangles, and points fixed by numerous
astronomial observations, all which are necessary for ascertaining
tlie shape of the earth, were the basis from which, as a back bone,
the triangulation was eventually to be extended over the whole of
India. The primary triangles formed guides by which the topographical and revenue surveyors were enabled to fill in the details,
and delineate all the main features of the country within fixed
limits of arrors.
Trigonometrical surveying is divided into three distinct branches.
First;, the selection of sites for base lines to form the ends of certain
ranges of triangles ; their setting out ; and their measurement with
the utmost attainable accuracy. The base line become8 the side of
a triangle, the length of which is thus known, and by trigonometry
the distance of other points, visible from its extremities, can be
ascertained through angular observations with suitable instruments.
Second, the construction of the range of triangles. This is done by
ascertaining the position of selected points on the earth's surface by
angles taken a t first from the ends of a measured base, and then
carried on from point to point in succession so as to form a network
of positions fhed by this triangulation along a belt of country.
The accuracy of the work is checked by the base line which
terminates it. The primary triangulation is completed by a, sufficient
number of such belts across the area of - the survey, both in the
direction of latitude and longitude. Third, as a further check to
the triangulation, astronomical observations for latitude and longitude are made at selected points.
The positioils of a sufiicient number of places spread over the a m
of survey are in this way fired with the greatest accuracy ; and they

.
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become the starting points from which the topographical surveyors
proceed to fill in the detail, as well as checks upon their accuracy.
But from the first, the staff of the G m t Trigonometrical Survey
was distinct from that of the Topographical and %venue Surveys.
The nature of the work, the training, and the objects, were distinct;
and even the time required for each, and the calls of the public
servioe rendered it impracticable that they should be carried on
together. The trigonometrical surveyor was obliged to secure extreme accuraoy, both in his terrestrial measurements and in his
celestial observations. The same stars had to be taken over and
over again, and it was often necessary to wait for days until they
were in the desired positions. His mathematical attainments must
be of the highest order, and he would have neither the time nor, as
a rule, a special aptitude for the collection of topographical details
for Elling up the exact skeleton furnished by his scientific labours.
The two kinds of work are distinct, and require a different training
in many respects, and a different turn of mind. On the other hand,
the topographical and revenue surveyors found the main landmarks
on which their maps were to be based, already fixed and established
to their hands. Their work consisted of secondary triangulation, and
filling in the details with the plane table. It was their duty to examine and delineate all the natural features of the country, to mark
boundaries, and collect information of d kinds. While they would
never be detained so long at one spot, as would often be the case with
the trigonometrical surveyor, they would be longer in one district, filling in and completing the maps. Thus, though their work was in some
respects similar, and even may be said to dovetail at certain points,
it was on the whole so distinct that it has generally been found
most convenient to carry on the two surveys apart from each other.
By the trigonometrical survey a network of primary triangles
was formed with numerous fixed positions. By the topographical
and revenue surveys the details were filled in, and the data for the
maps collected. These points mill be brought out more clearly as
the narrative of the surveys proceeds. The labours of each system
will be recorded separately, in the succ6ssive periods. The first
period covers the work of Major Lambton, and will be divided into
two sections ; f i s t that treating of' the trigonometrical suqeys of
Lambton himself from 1800 to 1823; and secondly that under
which the topographical surveys of Colin Mackenzie and his followers in the peninsula, and of other workers in the Bengd
Presidency, must he recordeil, covering the samc period of time.

MAJORIAMBTON'S
pmposd for a mathematical and geographical
survey of the peninsuh and the measurement of an arc of the meridian in connection therewith was supported by Sir Arthur Wellesley
and approved by the Madras Government. I t is a curious coincidence that two of the most energetic and influential supporters of
Lambton's propod, Mr. Petrie and Mr. Andrew Scott, should have
been first cousins of the father of the future superintendent of the
surveys, Sir Andrew Waugh. Lambton was himself appointed to
conduct the measurement, but it was not until 1802 that he mas
furnished with the necessary instruments. Meanwhile he organized
an efficient staff, and obtained the able assistance of Lieut. Warren
of the 33rd: and Lieut. Khter.B
Lambton's instruments were a theodolite, zenith sector, and stee1
chains. The three-foot theodolite, by Cary, was captured on the
passage to India by the French frigate " Piemontaise," and l a d e d
at Mauritius; but it was eventually forwarded to its destination by
the chivalrous French Governor, De Caen, with a complimentary
letter to the Governor of Madras. The zenith sector was one of
6 feet radius by Ramsden. The chain was one that had been sent
as a present to the Emperor of China, with Lord Macartney's Embassy, and refused. It was handed over to &. Dinwiddie, the
astronomer to the mission, apparently as part payment for his
'

Thie officer was 'descended from a noble French
1 Author of the G l s S d a l i t a .
family, by the mother's side.
s Kater, afterwards so well kaown for his pendulum and other scientific obse~~ations
in England, was appointed an Aa~istantin the Survey in October 1803. IIe invented
a very ingenious method of ascertaining the amount'of moisture in the atmosphere,
while serving under Lambton. He observed that the bearded seed of a species of
grass called in Tamul yeruhovaal pitloo (Andropgon contorlum, Lin.), possessed
an extreme sensibility of moisture, and he constructed a hygrometer of this material.
Asiatic Itesesrches, ix., p. 24 and 375."-Henry
Eater was born at Brietol in
1777, and went out to India in 1794, se an Ensign in the 12th Itegt. Ill health
obliged him to return to England in 1806. He i most generally known in connection
with hie lnbours for the construction of standards of weights and meawes. Captain
Kater died in 1885.

.
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THE LONGITUDE OF MADRAS.

services, and he brought it to Madras with the zenith sector.' Both
were bought by the Government for Major Lambton's survey.
The chain was 100 feet long, consisting of 4i0 steel links of 28 feet
each. I n May 1802 another steel chain arrived from England,
manufactl~redby Ramsden, and having been set off from his bar st
a temperature of 50". This was never used in the field, but reserved
as a standard with which the old chain was compared both before
and after measurement. There was also a standard brass scale by
Cary, 3 feet long, for use if the standard chain failed.
The fixed position or point of departure of the Trigonometrical
Survey of India is the Madras Observatory ; and its longitude was
always a matter of some moment. Obsei~ationshad been taken
since 1787 ; but tlie b ~ d d i n pmas erected in 1792. It contained a
20-inch transit, and a 12-inch altitude and azimuth instrument
l)y Troughton. From 1196 there is a regular series of meteorological reports, and the astronomical results are recorded in
hug0 folios printed at Madras.% Mr., Golclinpham, who seems
to have succeeded lficliael Topping, was the Madras astronomer
contemporary mith Colonel Lambton. H e made experiments mith
the pendulum at Madras, and on the equator near Bencoolen in
Sumatra ; other careful experiments for ascertaining the velocity of
sound ;and observed regularly for latitude by the transit of heavenly
bodies over the meridian, and for longitude from eclipses of Jupiter's
satellites and lunars. Since 1787 a regular series of observations
of eclipses of Jupiter's satellites had been taken, and about 800
lunar distances. Tlie means of the. eclipses gave a longitude of
80" 18' 30" E., but the results from the lunars were 2' 65" more to
the east. I n 1815 Lieutenant Warren had charge of the observatory
during Mr. Goldingham's absence in England, and reduced the
longitude to 80" 17' 21" E. These figures mere adopted by Colonel
Lambton in the survey; but they were destined to further change.
1 According to mother account, these instruments wcrc bought from Dinwicldio at
Calcutta, and sent down to Madms.
a cr Astronomical Obsex~ntious,"by J. Goldingham, 4 vols.' (folio) Madras, 1825-27,
' L Madras Observntory l'apers,"
by John Goldinghnm, Astronom~r.- (Madras,
1827.)
a Results of Astronomicnl Observnticns made nt the EX. E. I. C. Observatnry at
M.drns," by T. G. Taylor. 4 rols. Bfndras, 183147.
Sec nlso " Journnl of tile Asiatic Society at Brng~d,"ii. p. 380. The Metcorologicnl
Rep~rtsof tlie Marlms Observatory will I,c fonnd in the '' Madras Journnl of Literature
and Sc'cncc."
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Mr. Taylor succeeded Mr. Galdingham as astronomer at Madras in
1831, and was supplied with a new set of instruments consisting of
a five-foot transit instnuqent, a mural circle, and a five-foot telescope equatorially mounted. He specially devoted his attention to
t h e positions of 200i h e d stars, to obsemtions of planets passing
the meridian, moon culminating stars, and occultations. He reduced
the longitude of Madras to 83" 14' 2 0 E., by observations
between 1839 and 1847.'
It must be borne in mind that the astronomical obsemtions of
the surveyors were not taken only for the purpose of fixing
for geographical purposes. The object of the astronomical observations was also to measure the an,plar, as distinguished from tho
linear, length of a degree. Thus, supposing observations for
latitude were taken at two points distant from each other exactly
one degree or sixty minutes of a celestial arc ; then by triangulation
the distance of these points in yards, feet, inches, and decimal
parts of an inch, might be ascertained by angular observations
referred to a measured base line ; or the disttlnce itself might
possibly be measured by the same method as a base line; or it
might be traced or staked on the ground, measured, and corrected
for irregularities of the surface by levelling operations. By such
means the length of a degree of latitude on the earth's surface
would be ascertained if the two points mere on the same meridian ;
or of a degree of longitude if they mere on the equator or a p a d e l .
So also the actual form of the earth's circumference, and any
departure of it from the regularity of the celestial arc can be
obtained.
The loqgitudo of Madras is important, as that of the secondary
meridian, or substitute for the prime meridian of Greenwich Observatory, from which observations for longitude in the Indian Survey
are reckoned. Every station and place in that S w e y will be
erroneous if the longitude of M a h s is in error. I n other words,
1 Mr. Taylor was followed, at the Madras Observatory, by Captain Worster, Major
Jacob, Major Tenant, and Mr. Pogaon. According to Findlay, in the new edition of
his Directory, the lsst result (800 14' 195") was from observations by Mdor Jacob.
The obaew~tionsof Worster and Jacob were also published, and extend from 1848
to 1852.
Besides the publications of Goldingham, Taylor, and Jacob, see "Philosophical
Transactions," vol. cxii., p. 408, "Memoirs of the Astronomical Society," xxxi. y. e3.
(1861-63), and a short account of the observatories in India, in the " Times of India,"
for June 15th, 1850.
E
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the accuracy with which the entire map of India, as a whole, will he
placed on the globe, will cormpond pmchly to the accuracy with
which the geographical position of the Madraa observatory has been
determined. At present three different authorities, commenced at
different periods, are based on the throe different re~ults,800epted
as accurate at the time of adoption: The Indian Atlas adopb
80" 18' 30" E.as the longitude of Mrldraa ; the Survey Deptment
in India uses 80" 17' 21" ; while the Admiralty, on their charts, have
80" 14' 19.5". The point will be again investigated when the longithrough the eleotric telegraph from Greenwich.
tude is asm*ed
The actuctl work of the G m t !bigonQmetrid Survey of India
was commend on the 10th of April 1802,by the measurement of
a base line near Madraa. The ground selected by Major Lambton
for this operation was a flat plain near eight miles long, with
St. Thomas's mount near its northern, and Perumbuk hill near ita
southern end. The chain was fitted into five coffers of wood, each
20 feet long, which were supported on tripods with elevating screws.
The base line was 7+ miles long, and the measurement was canpleted on the 22nd of May, when observations were taken to determine the angle of the base with the meridian.
Major Lambton, by means of triangulations f r ~ m
this base line,
then proceeded to measure an m of the meridian, and the length of
a degree at right angles with the meridian, in the neighbowhood of
Madraa. These operations were conducted with great care; and
the 'Major himself devoted 16 nights to the o b m t i o n of the star
A l d e b n at each of the stations at the extremities of the arc;
while Lieutenant W m n filled in the topopaphid details of this
part of the eurvey, from Cuddalor to Paudri, north of Madras.
in which the
But these prelimhazy labours were only h t
young surveyors were, as :it were, trying their wings. Sir h r g e
Evewt says, in one of his letters to the Duke of Sussex, that they
were afterwards rejected by Major LaJmbton himself, and never
adverted to by him in his latter days, but as fdwea.
From the Madraa base line a series of triangles was &ed up to
the Mysor plateau, and rt seoond base was measured new Bangalor
in 18M, by Lieutenant Warren ; rts a btum for extending the
triangles to the U b a r coast ; and as a baae of verification for the
triasgles brought from the Madras baae.' Lieutenant Warran also
1 A lme, which ofterwarda sppeers to have been rejected, wee meaeured by Iambton himself at Bangelore between October 14th snd December 20th, 1800.
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made some experiments to estimate the effects of terrestrial r e h tion.' Lieutenant Kater was next despatched to select stations in
the mountains of Coorg and Bednur, whence the flag staves on the
western sm coast would be intersected. A series of .triangles, in two
degrees of latitude, wm then carried across the peninsula; the flag
staves at Tellicherry, Cannanore, and on Mount Delly, being intersected from the summit of Todiandamol, the highest peak in Coorg ;
but no base line was measured on the Malabar coaat.
The distance across the peninsula, at this point, waa found to be
360 miles ; while the best maps had hitherto given it as 400 miles.
Thus 40 miles had to be taken off the width of the peninsula at one
swoop, and the absolute necessity for a Trigonometrical Survey,
owing to the hopeless inaccuracy of other methods, was thus demonstrated. This work was completed in 1806.
Having connected the two side8 of the peninsula, Major Lambton
devoted much of his future labours to the me88urement of m am of
the meridian, and the aeries of triangles that was measured for thia
purpose is known as the " Great Arc Series." He h t brought the
series down from the Bangalor h e Line towads Cape Comorin;
and a new base line was memured in Coimbatoor in 1806. But
this was very far from representing the whole of his work, which
included a network of primary and secondary triangles, almost
covering the peninsula.
I n 1808 a base line waa measured at Trtnjore, and on thia occaaion
Major Lambton dispensed with the tripods, and made the measurement on the ground, drawing out the chain by means of two emall
capstans. In this flat country Major h b t o n availed himaelf of
the goparam or lofty towers of the pagodas, on which scaffoldings
were erected, and thus the triangles were formed, connecting Ta;njore
with Nagor and Negapabm. But, in hoisting the three-foot Cary's
theodolite to the summit of the Tanjore pagoda,,a most serious
accident occurred. One of the guys carried away, and the instrument was dashed with great force against the wall of the pagoda,
the blaw falling upon the tangent screw and clamp, and quite iliatorting the limb. Ordinary men would have been &heartened at
such a mishap, but Lambton was endowed with indomitable resolution, and was full of resouroe. He hurried back with the theodolite
to Bangalor, where there was an establishment of ordnance dl
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THE GREAT ARC SERIES.

ficers, and shut himself up in his tent, refusing admittance t o all
comers except a few of the workmen who assisted him. He then
took the instrument ezltirely to pieces, cut out a circle of the exact
size on a flat plank, and gradually drew the limb out so as to fit into
the circumference by using wedges, scrows, and pulliea. In six
weeks he had brought it back nearly to its original form, and the
same instrument was used for all the subsequent observations up
to 1830.
A base lino at Tinnevelli was mertsured in 1809, and the primary
triangles were extended thence to the sea shore at Punnae, eight
miles north-east of Cape Comorin. This terminal station is a square
building with two doors and two arched windows, and a solid pillar
in the centre, on the top of which is a large circular stone with a
hole through it. It is a mile south-east of the village of Punnae,
and about 700 yards from tlie beach. Major Lambton devoted 28
days to fixing the latitude of tpe Punme Station, during which time
he took 236 astronomical observations. I n addition to the " Great Arc
Series," another series of triangulations was carried across the peninsula from Negapatam to Ponany and Calicut, and another round
the cowt from Raneswaram, through Travancor and Cochin, to
Calicut.
The Arc Series was thus completed from Cape Comorin to
Bangalor; and in 1811 Major Lambton and his staff turned their
whole attention to its extension northwards, in the direction of the
Himalayas. Major Lambton himself, ever hopeful and buoyant,
calculated on personally completing it as far as Agra. A base was
measured at Guti, with triangles connecting it with that near
Bangalor, and others extending to the river Tungabhadm. The
Guti base is also the foundation of a series of triangles connecting
Maaulipatam with Goa; and bases of verification were measured
near Quntw, oq the beach at Coomta, and at Cape Ramas. Thus
an accurate basis of trianguhtion was formed from Cape Comorin to
the Kistna river, enabling the Topographical Surveyors to proceed
with the mapping of the country; and the heights of peaks and
table lands were carefully measured.
Major Lambton then crossed the Tungabhadm and entered the
territory of the Nizam, continuing the Great Arc Series to the
neighbowhood of Bidar, where another base line was measured
at a station called Dumargidda in 1815. Astronomical observations
were taken with the zenith sector to determine the celestial arcs of
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amplitude, and nothing remained to the completion of near 10
degrees of the meridional arc from Cape Comorin to Bidar. I n
concluding his fifth report, the enthusiastic surveyor thus writes :
" In 20 years devoted to this work I have scarcely experienced a
" heavy hour. Such is the case when the human mind is absorbed
" in pursuita that call its powers into mtion. A man so engaged,
" his time passes on insensibly, and if his efforts are successful his
" reward is great, and a retrospect of his labours will afford him an
" endless gratification. If such should be my lot I shall close my
" career with heartfelt satisfaction, and look back with unceasing
" delight on the years I have passed in India."
Yet the difficulties in the field were not the only obstacles with
which Lambton had to contend. He was called upon from time to
time, to demonstrate the utility of his work; even Major RRnnell
came f o m d to maintain that route surveys on an astronomical
bmis were equally accurate and more economic&l, and Major
Lambton's resources were crippled and starved by the Finance
Committee at Madras.' Nor did he receive any encouragement
of his survey
from scientific bodies in Europe during the early
when such support was most needed, and would have been most
welcome. Pmfe88or Pbyfair reviewed his work in the " Edinburgh
Review " in 1813, and he received one letter from Nevil Maskelyne at
a time when he was surrounded by difficulties, and when he was vainly
endeavouring to impress the nature and utility of his opemtions on
the local Government. He used to dwell on this letter from the
Astronomer Royal aa the event which had most cheered him under
all his toils. But for many yema he never received one word of
encouragement, sympathy, or advice, either from the Government
or from the Royal Society. Indeed it waa a foreign nation that was
the first to recognize the importance of his services. In 1817Major
Lambton waa made a corresponding member of the French Institute,
but it was not until the following year that the hpl Society tardily
followed the example, and elected him a Fellow.
The Governoi.Gened, " not unaware that with minds of a certain
" order he might lay himself open to the idle imputation of vainly
seeking to partake the gale of public favour and applause which
'; the la%ours of Lieutenant-Colonel Lambton have recently at" tracted," at last recognized the great importance of the survey.
" hloutta

Review," vol. iv., p. 80 (1846.)
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COLONEL LAMBTON.

He tra;nsfemd it to his immediate control on Jmmrg ld, 1818 ;
and d e r e d it to be denominated for the future, " The Great Tripnometrioal Burvey of India." Capt& Everest wds appointed as
Cdonel Lambton's chief assistant, and Dr. Voysey as medical attenh t to the surveying parties, and geologist.'
In the end of 1818 young Everest joined Colonel Iambton at
H a i h b a d . The assistant describe his chief, at this time, as an
old man with a. bald head fringed.with a few snow white hairs,
about six feet high, erect, well formed, and muscular. His complexion was fair and his eyes blue, but dimmed and weakened by
time. Yet when he arouaed himself to adjust the great theodolite,
they shone with the lustre, and his limbs moved with the vigour of
full manhood.
His high and ample forehead gave animation and
dignity to a countenance beaming with intellect and manly
" beauty."
But these momenta of activity were like the last
flickerings of an expiring lamp. The old surveyor was gradually
wasting away, and in June 1819 was the last occasion of his ever
taking part in the work of triangulation.
Central India was then in a most unsettled state ; and instead of
attempting to push forward the Chat Arc Series, Lambton employed
his parties in completing the triangulation between the rivers
Kistna and Godavari. In June 1819 Everest was despatched upon
this duty, into a wild country, where each &age had its mud fort
defended by jinjals, and many districts were in rebellion against the
Nizam's government. He overcame the difficulties arishg from the
disturbed state of the country ; but he and his party, working in a
region teeming with malaria under a tropiad sun, were at length
prostrated by jungle fever, and in 1820 Everest hiniself went to the
Cape of (hod Hope for the recovery of his health.
Meanwhile the. indefatigable but now aged and broken chief of
the m e y once more began to. push forward the Great Arc Series.
He measured a base 'line with the steel c h d stretched on the
ground by capstans, at Takalkhdra in the valley of Berar, in the
winter of 1822 ; but the standard had got rusty, and was unreliable.
Old Colonel Lambton during thk time was constantly at work with
the zenith sector, exposed ti, a tropicd sun, and unaided, for his
assistants were all sick owing to the reckless exposure to which he
had subjected them. He himself took no rest at night, but con-
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For B notice of Dr. Voyeey'a watk, see'the Mion On the Geological Snrqey.
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tinued to work at the mmth distances of s h . His constitution
received its death blow, while hia observations p v e d wild, and were
confusedly registered. " Men m n o t last for ever," wrote his assistant, " and the Colonel's infirmities had evidently subdued a l l but
" his spirit, at the time of hie last effort."
On Evereat's return from the Qape, he was detached, in Odober
1822, to bring up a series of triangles co~mectingBombay with the
Graat Arc Series. Colonel Lambton set out from Haidambad to
Nagpore, to make arrangements for continuing the Great A-FC
operatiom. But he died on the 1-0
at
4Hinganghat, now one of
the p t Berar cotton m&, on the 20th of January, 1823, aged
70.' His assistants and servanta were affectionately attached to
him and looked upon him ae a father; and in 1822 he counted
three genemtions of them in hie camp. His assistants, De Penning
and Roesenrode, attended upon him in his last hours. A tomb was
erected over his remajne at Hinganghat, by Mr. Jenkins, the then
Resident at Nagpore.
Colonel Lambton, the h t Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical Sumfy, completed the triangulation of 165,342 square
miles in the peninsula of In&, at a cost of 83,5371. In concluding
his last report he says, I sincerely hope that, after I relinquish
the work, somebody will be found possessing zeal, constitution,
cr and attainments wherewith to prosecute it ; and it would indeed
6 G be gratifying to me if I could but enterttlin a distant hope, that
a work which 1 began- should at some future day be extended
" over British India."
That hope was fulfilled in Che appointment of George Everest as
his successor.
The labours of Colonel Lambton me recorded in the following
manuscript volumes, deposited in the Geographical Depmtment of
the India Office.
VOL.I. (Part1.)-Trigonometrical Opemtions, 1802--3, with a
-P*
(Part
2.)-Trigonornetrid
Operations, 1803-6, with a,
,,

-P.
VOL.11.-Operations, 1807--11.
YS
1 8 1 1 1 4 . Dated at Haidmahad in 1818.
VOL.111.VOL.1V.-Missing from the Qeogmphical Department of the
In& Office.
1

The Government Gazette of the time gave hie age at 96.
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WORKS OF COLONEL UMBTON.

to Jan. 1823. Signed W. Lambton, and
counter-signed in 1832 by Evereat.
VOL.V1.-End of Iambton's Reports, with an Appendix by
Everest, relating to his own operations under Lambton
in 1822-23, and to Capt. Garling's in 1816--17.
Signed by Everest in 1832.
Abstracts of these accounta will be found in vols. 7,8,10,12, and 13,
of the " Asiatic Researches." The f i s t three of these were reviewed
in tho 21st volume of the cc Edinburgh Review " (1813) by Professor
Playfair. Colonel Lambton published an abstract containing the
results of all his measurements from Punnae to Dumargidda in the
c c Philosophical Transactions " of 1818. See also Everest's cc Account
of the Measurement of an Arc of the Meridian (1830)," and his
series of letters to the Duke of Sussex (London, 1839), for some
further interesting particulars respecting Coionol Lambton and his
ae1.vices.l The operations of the survey under Colo~elLambton
are also described in the c c Account of the operations of the Great
Trigonometrical Survey of India," vol. i., by Colonel J. T. Walker,
R.E., F.R.S. (Dehra D h , 1870.) There is a Biographical Sketch
of the late Colonel Lambton " in cc Gleanings in Science," vol. ii.,
p. 27,' (Calcutta, 1830,) and an article c 6 On the Mwurement of
the Indian Meridional Arc," in the same work, vol. iii., p. 337.
The whole of Colonel Lambton's operations are shown in a chart of
eight sheets engraved by Mr. Walker.
VOL.V.-Operations

1 Major Jervis published some extracts from Colonel Lambton's Noticea of Malabur
(Coimbutore ?j in the Bonrbay Geographical Societ?/'s Journal, vol. iv. (1840).

1V.FIRST PERIOD OF THE TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEYS.

1800-23.

HITHERTO
the maps of Indian districts had been based on military
route surveys. The initiation of detailed topographical surveys,
based on triangulation, is due to Colin Mackenzie, one of the most
indefatigable surveyors and persevering collectors of information
that ever served this country.
Colonel Mackenzie commenced his exploring labours after the
close of the war of 1837. I n that and the following years he was
a t work in Coimbatore- and Dindigul. I n 1790-94 he was engaged
in surveying Nellor, Guntur, and the Ceded Districts ; and his
journal in manuscript is among the most interesting relics in the
Geographical Department of the India Office.' In 1799 he was
appointed to conduct the topographical survey of Mysor.
It waa Mackenzie who suggested the establishment of the Madras
Military Institution, which, under the able superintendence of
Captain Troyer, trained most of the surveying officers who, under
Mmkemie and others, amfully surveyed the peninsula of India.
Mackenzie was engaged on the Mysor ,Survey during several
years. ' His system of triangulation was independent of Colonel
Lambton's, and the two officers do not appear to have worked
harmoniously. Mackenzie measuretl. five bases in the Mysor
country, in convenient situations, each from three to five miles long,
and connected them by triangles. His results were a topographical
1
Remarks on a journey in the countries of' Cummum, Purwathuru, and Canoul ;
being a continuation of the survey or the frontier and pesses between the Pennair and
the Krishna in 1794," by Captain Colin Mackenzie. This manuscript volume is in the
l other notea, and sketches on the margim.
form of s journal, with a r c ~ l o g i c a and
The following manuscript maps, drnwn by Colin Mackenzie at this period, al-e also
preserved in the Geographical Department of the ,India Office :1. Nizam's dominions and Mysore, ~bowingacquisitions or^territov, 1799.
2. Military chart of the Carnatic, 1802.
3. Ronda from Blmgalor, to Nelh; h.,1793.
4. Survey of passes leading from the Camatic to Karcbl, 1792.
5. Passes between the Penner and the Kiatm, 1794.
Mackenzie's account of the Perwutium Pagods b published in the Asidic I t e ~ e a r ~ i cv.,
r,
p, 303.

survey comprising 40,000 square miles, a general and seven provincial maps, and a valuable memoir in seven folio volumes, containing, beaides a narrative of the survey, much cwefu;Uy digested
statistid, historical, and antiquarian information. Of these seven
volumes, four have been found and restored to the Geographical
Department of the India Office, after a long search. The other
three are missing ! !
In 1809 Mackenzie was removed from the Deccrtn Surveys, and
became Surveyor General of Madras. In 1811 he went with the
expedition to Java, where he got through much work with his
usual zeal and energy, and resumed hie post at Madras on his
return in 1816. He superintended the continuance of the survey
of the Ceded Districts, commenced in 1809, until he was removed to
Calcutta, and took up the appointment of Surveyor &nerd of India.
But his surveys were only a part, and, indeed, a small part of the
stupendous labom of Colin Mackenzie. He devoted himself to the
study of In& antiquities, and visited every place of any interest,
from the l&tna to Cape Comorin, accompanied by a native BM
of assistants, oopying and collecting records. He got together
3,000 sassanums or tenures inscribed on stone or copp& ; and the
Mackenzie collection consists of 1,668 mnuscripts in different
Indian languages, 8,076 inscriptions, 2,630 dmwings, 78 plans,
6,218 coins, and 106 images. He sent some beautiful sculptured
stone work from the h v a t i tope to the India House before 1820,
and published various papers on historical and topographical subjects.' Among the results of his labours were the discovery of the
existence of the Jain religion, and of other sects, and the descriptions
of tumuli of early tribes.
After Colonel Mackenzie's death, Horace Wilson volunteered to
examine and report upon his manuscripts, and the result appeared
in 1828.% Our knowledge of the literature md early history of
Southern India is almost entirely due to the Mackekie M08.
1 In Dalrymple's Oriential Repertory are papers by Mmkgnzie on routes in qellore,
and on the source of the Pennar. In the " Asiatic Annual Regietar " for 1804 are hie
Life of Hyder Aly, and hie Histories of the Bijayanagar and Anagundi q a h e ; and
in vol. ix. of the "Asiatic Reeearches" he first brought to notice the religion and
monuments of the Jaina.
a '6 Mackenzie Collection of Oriantial Manaecripta," by H. H. Wilson, Secrabary to
the Asiatia Society. 2 vola. (Cdcutb, 1828). A further series of Reports on the
Mwkentie MSS. was made to the Madrsa Government by h v d . W. Taylor. They
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I n 1811 Lieutenant Gmling, an 61;16ve of the Madras Military
Institution, commenced the survey of the Portuguese tsrritory of
Qoa. A baee was measured at Cape R&m
and
, the survey was
completed in 1812. Besides the maps, Lieutsmnt Garling wrote a,
memoir in four volumes, containing a general description of the
Goa territory, and detailed accounte of the coast, anchorages, rivers,
population, and villages, with tables, cultivation, towns, and mads
and paesee.
As soon aa the G w Survey waa completed, Lieutenant Garling,
with Lieutenant Conner and three sub-assistants, c o m m e n d work
in Soanda and Bilgi, in North Canam, in 1813. The topographical
survey of Somda is founded on the base measured near &a, whence
a net of triangles m u extended over the new country, and united
with the stations of Lambton'e T~gonometrialSurvey. The detail
was M e n up by plane tables on a scale of one inch to a mile, and all
topographical objects that could be expressed on the scab were
embraced in the survey. The field work was completed in March
1815, and the descriptive memoir, in two volumes, contains an
account of the general aspect of the region surveyed, with details
respecting the cultivation, water supply, inhabitants, tenures, trade,
routes, and history.
Lieutenant Conner then proceeded to oonduct a survey of the
little mountainous principality of Coorg, exactly on the same plan as
that of Soanda. Colonel Lambton had carried his primary triangles
through Coorg, so that Conner could use them as a basis on which
to construct his secondary series. He commenced work in 1815,
and completed the survey in October 1817. The memoir, in one
volume, intended to illustrate the map, contains details respecting
the bo'udariea and extent of Coorg ; a table of areas of the districts ;
accounts of the principal places; descriptions of the mountains,
rivers, forests (with a catalogue of trees), animals, agriculture,
implements of husbandry; fi register of villages; and tables of
triangles, and of bearings and distances?
a& printed in vols. vii., viii., ix., of the Madras Jold~nalof Literature and Science.
See s notice of Coiin Mackenzie in the Joulwal of i?w Royal Asiatic Society, i, p, 333,
and Madraa Jarrnal of Literature and Scbnee, ii., p. 262.
Conner's memoir on Coorg waa reprinted' at Bangdore in 1870. a " Memoir of. the
" Codugu Survey commonly written Koorg," by Lieutenant Cannor, &rvey,or~
(Bangalor Central Jail Preae, 187O), 2 vols. 8vo. Part I., p. 187, part q,
p. 119.
..
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SURVEY8 IN THE XADEAS DISTRICTS.

Tra,vmcor and C o c h were surveyed by Lieutenants Ward
and Conner between 1816 and 1821. Their memoir, in seven
volumes, contains a journal ; tables of triangulation ; and deacriptions of the districts, villages, forests, productions, and passes.
Extracts from it, describing the hill tribes of Trrtvancor, were
published in the " Madras Journal of. Literature and Science,"
vol. i., pp. 1and 64.
Malabar was surveyed by Lieutenants Ward and Conner Between
1826 and 1829. Their memoir, in one volume, furnishes a special
description of each taluk, including Wynaad, but Ward refers to
the great work of Buchanan for fuller details.'
Tinnevelli was surveyed by Assistant Surveyor Thorn= Turnbull
and others, between 1807 and 1813, and the memoir whioh accompanied the map is most valuable, but, unfortunately, it wacr left
unfjnished, owing to the death of its author. Tinnevelli was a
portion. of the ancient Pandian kingdom, and the memoir describes
inscriptions on granite w d h ; the temples aud other religious
monuments; the climate, population, products; and gives details
respecting the boundaries, the resources of each hluk, and the
mads. This was the best account of the people in the extreme
south of India that had appeared since the publication of the
"Lettrea Edihtes." The Tinnevelli surveyors, however, could
not be induced to penetrate into the forest covered mountains
towards the Travancor frontier, from a-not dtogether erroneous
idea that they were unhealthy; and there is still a large blank
space on the atlas in that direction.
The provinces of Dindigal and Madura were surveyed between
1816 and 18241 by Assistant Surveyors Thomas Turnbull and
William Keyea, and aftelmrtls by Lieutenant Ward. Their
memoirs are well written and most valuable, containing full details
respecting those provinces, and an account of the wild and little
known hill region bordering on Travancor. The account of the
1 The memoir on Malabar, by Captains Ward and Couner was communicated by
Major Jervis to the Rombay Geographical Society, and published in their vol. iv.
(May 1840). The map of Malabar was drawn on a scale of one inch to a mile, bat
there is only one sheet of it in the Geographical Department of the India Office. A
beautiful reduction of it was drawn in 1832 at Msdras, on a scale of two inches to the
mile, by C. Ignatio, (draftsman), a complete copy of which is preserved in the Geep p h i d Department. The portion including W y n d has been lithographed
rnparately at Madras by Colonel Prieatley.

P&ai hills, from Lieutenant Ward's memoir, is published in the
a Madras Journal of Literature and Soience," vol. vi., p. 280.
Ward and Keyes also surveyed the Coimbator district between
1821 and 1624, and a descriptive memoir accompanied their maps.
They were the discoverers and explorers of the Nilgiri hills; and
Ward completed a, map and memoir of that mountain knot in
1821. An isolated range of hills, with a remarkable peak, separated
from the Nilgiris by the Bhowani river, was named after the
founder of tho Great Survey, and is known as Lambton's Peak
Range.
Tho Carnatic was topographically surveyed by the officersof the
M i l i b y Institute, and Trichinapalli by Lieutenant Ward, whose
memoir, in two volume^, contains registers of triangles ; tables of
bearings and distances; maps of roads on a scale of one mile to
an inch; and accounts of the system of irrigation, trade, and
agriculture.
The eastern districts of Ellor, Rajmahendri, and Guntur were
surveyed between 1815 and 1823 by Lieutenant Mountford and the
officers of the Military Institute. The memoir on the Ellor
Survey is in three volumes. That of Rajmzthendri, in two volumes,
by Captajn Snell, contains tabulated routes with coloured bps.
For this survey a base was roughly measured on the boarders of the
ColfLir Lake in May 1820, and connected by triangulation with two
of Lambton's points near the Kistna. The map waa on a scalo
- of one mile to an inch. The survey of the Nizam's territory,
commenced in Oolonel Lambton's time, occupied upwards of 30

Y-.

Thus full materials for a map of the whole peninsula of India
south of the Kistna, based on Lambton's Great Trigonometrical
Survey, were furnished. The memoirs, with a few exceptions, are
preserved in the Geographical Department of the India Office.
Those that are wanting are three volumes of the memoir of the
Mysor Survey in seven volumes,' t h t of Madura, and that of the
Nilgiris by Ward, which were lent many years ago to some one
who never returned them. These manuscripts appear to have been
placed in tho hands of Mr. Montgomery Martin, for publication by
1 We have also a manuscript volume by Colin Mackenzie, entitled, "Report
on the State and Results of the Survey of M p r e , in a goographical, statietical, and
historical view, up to July Ist, 1807, with a map explanatory."
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the Court of Directors. A small portion of the Coorg Memoir
a p p d in two parts in the " Colonial Magazine " during the year
18412, and the whole was reprinted at Bangalor in 187@ Bxtracts
from the Travancor and Dindigal Memoirs were published in the
Mad.raa Journal of Literature and Science, With these exceptions,
and that of the Malabar Memoir in the "Bombay Geographical
Society's Journal," the whole of these valuable and intemting
memoirs remain in manuscript.
While the topographical surveyors of Madras were thus energstia l l y filling in and completing. Colonel Lambton's work, their
bre,threnin the north of India were not idle.
That indefatigable geographer, Colonel Colebrooke, was Surveyor
General at Calcutta from 1803 until his death in 1810. He had
previously made a series of astronomioal observations in the Cernatic in 1791, consisting .of latitudes by meridan altitudes of stars,
and longitudes by.eclipses of Jupiter's satellites; and in the previous
year he had made similar observations during a voyage to the
Andaman and Nicobm Islands.' He aLeo made a survey of the
Qanges ; but only one of the original sheets has escaped destruction,
and is now in the Gteographical Depaztment of the India O f f i ~ e . ~
Colebrooke'e attention was early called to what was, at that time,
one of the most interesting problems in Indian geography,-the
position of the source of the Ganges. The only knowledge then
attainable of the upper Himalaym and Tibet was derived from
Chinese sources through the Jesuit missionaries. It appears that a
map of Tibet was put into the hands of Father Regis at Pekin, in
1711, and that he reported its defeots to the Emperor k g - h i , who
resolved to procure one that was more accurate and relia-ble. Two
lamas, who had been instructed by the Jesuits at Pekin, were sent
to prepare a map from Sining to Lhascl, and the source of the h g e s .
The results of their labours were given to the missionaries in
1717, by whom they were communicated to Du Halde, and published in Paris. Much of this map was from oral information ; but
a l l that was derived from parsonal observation appears to have been
well laid down. Our knowledge of Tibet a.nd of the course of the
1

" himtic Researches," iv., p. 317, and p. 321.

No. 3, Mouth of the Coasimbazar to Colgong. It is dated 1796. There are alsd
three sheets of another incomplete set by Colebrooke, dated 1801.
See Namrtive of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet," edited by Clements R.
Msrkham, C.B., F.R.S. (Triibner, 1876). Introduction, p. lxi.
2

,

Smpu was entirely .derivedfrom this source, until the journep of
Capta* Montgomerie's pundits corrected the old h,mas' work,
within the laat few years, while confirming its general accuracy.
The map published by Du Halde was re-examined by D'hville,
who moved the source of the Qanges further north ; and Rsnnell,
in his ibst map, copied D'Anville h o s t exactly. A£tarwa,rde,
Anquetil du Perron obtained the results of some observations dong
the course of the Ganges from a Jesuit miesiomwy named TieffenU w , who did not, however, carry his compass survey beyond
Hardwar, the. reet being laid down from . native inf0rmation.l
Reanell, in his second edition, adopted the position of the s o w of
the , G a s p from Tidenthaler, which was baaed on no bettsr
authority than that of the hmm, namely, the report of natives.
Thus this important .geographical question was left in a state of
doubt ; and Colonel Colebrooke oonsidered that, as Surveyor General,
and for the honour of his country, it was his duty to attempt ita
solution.
In 1800, Lieutenant Wood, the former surveyor of the Irawadi
in 1795, had, " by order of General Sir James Craig, K.B., com.manding the Army in the Field," made an elaborate survey of the
Ganges from Hardwar to Allahabad ;S and in 1808, Colonel Colebrooke resolved to complete the examination of the saored river
from Hardwar to its source. Chptain Guthrie and Mr. Daniell, the
artist in 1789, and Colonel Hardwicke in 1796, had already penetrated. m far as Srinagar, and the observations of these o5cers
had enabled Rennell to correct the error of Tieffenthler in placing
t source
Srinagar N.N.W. instead bf E.N.E.of ~ a r d w k r . ' ~ n the
of the Ganges had not yet been reached.
Such was the state of knowledge when Colonel Colebrooke
obtained the sanction of the Government for his expedition. But
while he was preparing to set out, the Surveyor General wm seized
with a fatal illness, and the execution of the project devdved upon
Captain Webb, who was mompanied by Lieutenants Raper and
-

1 There is a copy of thie curious map of the Ganges, published by Anquetil, in the
Geographical Deperbment of the India Office, entitled, Certe G Q W du coum du
Gange et du Gogre, d r d e sur lee cartes du Ti-thaler,
Misaionaire." Par
M. Anquetil du Perron. Paris, 1794.
2 Thia eurvey ia bemutifully drawn end coloured on several sheets. The MS. is
preserved in the Geographical Department of the Indie Offloe, end there is elso a
eeoond set of sheets of Wood'e Burvey on o redaced acale. But both are in a
d i s g r d u l state from long neglect.
.. .
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Hearsey. They surveyed the course of the Qanges from Hardwar
to near its source at Gangotri, and fixed the position of Brinagas,
on the Aluknunda, and other points, between April and June 1808.'
I n 1805, Colonel Crawford, while conducting a survey in Nepal,
measured some of the peaks of the Himahyrts, and was the first to
announce their immense height, but the journal of his survey
is unfortunately lost. Mr. Colebrooke, the Sanscrit scholar, and
kinsman of the Surveyor General, took a great interest in the
question of the height of the Himalayan peaks, hereafter to be
finally settled by Andrew Waugh, and wrote a paper on the subjeut?
After the untimely death of Colonel Colebrooke, the office was
held by Colonel Garstin from 1810 to 1814, and Colonel Charles
Crawford succeeded him. During this period many useful route
surveys were made by officers who accompanied the armies in Oudh
and Rohilcund ; and in 1807, Dr. Buchanan, who had so ably
reported upon Mysor and Malabar, was nominated by Lord
Hadings to make a statistical survey of Ben@, with an mcount of
the condition of the people, their religion, agriculture, productions,
&c.
He had efficient assistants and draftsmen, and his labours
extended over seven yew, from 1807 to 1814.8
I n 1816, Colonel Colin Mackenzie, who had been working in
the Madras Presidency for more than 30 years, became Surveyor
General at Calcutta, where he reduced and compiled many useful
maps, and set several surveys on foot. He eventually died there of
old age in 1821, and was temporarily succeeded by Colonel Hodgson.
1 The Manuscript of Webb's Survey of 1809, in 12 sheets, from Hardwer to
Gangotri, is preserved in the Geo,pphiml Department of the India Office. The
narrative of his expedition was written by his companion, Lieutenant Raper, end
published in the Asiatic Researches," xi., p. 446-63.
2 rr In the Asiatic Researche~t,"voL xii.
For interesting particulars respecting early
measurements of Himalayan peaks, see also " Murray's Discorcries in Asia," ii., p. 382,
f i Baillie Fraser's Journal," p. 323, " Ruchanan Hamilton's Nepal," and the " Quarterly
&view," No. 34. The reviewer challenges the accuracy of the observations, nnd, like
a true conservative, declares that the Andes will be found to be higher then the
Himalayea.
3 Dr. Bnchanen's Survey cost 30,0001.
His MSS. were sent home in 1816, and in
1838 Mr. Montgomery Martin got leave from the Court of Directors to publish
extracts, which sccordingly appeared in three thick volumes. There are a series of
manuscript maps of the Rengal Districts, drawn for Dr. Buchanan, in the Geographical
Deptu-tment of the Indie Ofice, but they are merely compilations to illustrate hie
reports, and were engraved by Mr. Walker in 1835 for Mr. Montgomery Martin'n
book.

.

A£ter the termination of the Nepal War, Lord Hastings, in 1816,
appointed Captain J. A. H o d p n and Lieutenant Herbert to survey the mountainow regions between the Sutlej and the Ganges,
which are bounded on the north by Chinese Tibet. A base was
measured by Lieutenant Herbert with staves made of deoddra wood,
latitudes were fixed by stars' zenith distances, and longitudes by
observations of Jupiter's satellites ;l but, although the scientific bmis
of the survey is highly creditable to the officers employed, the
interior filling in was scanty and inaccurate? Captain Webb waa
employed to continue the survey over the province of Kumaon, from
1815 to 1820, and in 1818 Hodgson and Herbert were engaged a in
Gurhwal.
Between 1815 and 1821, Captain James Franklin, a very accomplished officer, surveyed the whole of BmdalkhELnd, and produced a
valuable map of that region, and a memoir on its geology. A
survey based on routes and cross r o u h was also made in 1821 by
Captain Johnson, of Bhopal and Batirsiah, in C'entral India.'
The Sundarbans were surveyed between 1812 and 1818 by two
young brothers, Lieutenants Hugh and W. E. Morrieaon. They
were much annoyed by tigers and alligators, and they-relate how a
*

1 The original manuscript map showing the base memured by Hodgson and Herbert
near Saharanpur, and the triangulation founded on it, to ascertain the heights of
is preserved in the Geographical Department of the India Office.
9 Interesting accounta of these operations will be found in the Asiatic Researches,
vol. xiii., p. 297, and vol. xiv., p. 60 and p. 187.
The operations of Hodgson and Herbert were also published in a work entitled
~cbtmnomicalObservations in various parts of Hindustan, and a Survey of t h ~
sources of the Ganges and Jnmna," by Capt. J. A. Hodgson ; with operations for
66 determining the heighta of peaks in the Himalayas, by Captains Hodgson and H
er" bert, 1817." I t contains anaccount of their measurement of a bsse, with drawings
of the apparatus.
There is a copy of this work in the Geographical Department of the India Office,
bound in red morocco and gilt, with a manuscript title M e .
In 1829, Herbert commenced a periodical at Calcutte, called Gleanings in Science,"
to which Jnmea Prinsep waa a frequent contributor. Herbert became BBtmnomer
at the Lucknow Observatory in 1831, md Prinsep took his place as editor. In 1832
the Gl-ings
" were converted into the " Jouinal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,"
have been published monthly ever since. Herbert died at Lucknow on September 24th, 1833.
Journal of the Survey of Gnrhwal," by Lieutenant J. D. Herbert,
8 he original
8th Regiment N.I., in 1818 ; is preserved in the Geographical Department of' the
Inclis Office.
4 The field books of Captains Franklin and Johnson are preserved in the
~ G i h i c l r Depmtment
l
of the Indip Office.
(18441.)
I?
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tiger sprang from a b m c h just over their theodolite while in the
act of observing, and how the shaking of the ground near them
made the instrument vibrate, owing to the tread of huge monsters
in the jungle. Hugh died of jungle fever at Jessor in 1818, and
his brother was killed in an action with the G0rkhas.l
A rough survey of Cattack was oornmenced in 1818 by Lieutenant
Buxton ; a survey of Bakarganj was instituted in 1819 ; and those
of the Silhet frontier, and of Azimghur and Jaunpur were commenced in 1818. A line of country waa also surveyed by Lieutenant
Jackson, from Midnapur to Nagpur in 1818, with e view to aacertaking the practicability of making a road?
I n the Bombay Presidency, during this period, Colonel Monier
Williams made a careful survey by compass and perambulator of
GujrClt, Kach, and &tiwar, between 1813 and 1820; and some
maps were compiled from route surveys in the Decoa4, but none
were based on triangulation. Captain Dangerfield was engaged on
geographical work in Malwa, and between 1812 and 1816 Colonel
~ickensonand Captain Tate surveyed the town and idan& of
Bombay and Salsette, and this map was accompanied by a statistical
memoir .8
1

Their field books are preeerved at Calcutta. See

Calcutta Review," voL lxiii.

(1859).
a See a dispatch from Lord Haetings, dated February 15th, 1821.
3 The map of Bombay, by Dickell~onand Tab,was lithographed for Major Jerris
in 1843, on a scale of 1 inch to 1,200 yards ; but it is very inaccurate.

SECOND PERIOD OF THE TRIGONOBIETRICAL
SURVEYS.

ON the death of Colonel Lambton in 1823, his assistant George
h e r e s t was appointed to succeed him as Superintendent of the
Great Trigonometrical Survey of India ; and thus the hope of the
veteran surveyor, expressed in his last Report, was fulfilled. a A
" man was found, after he relinquished the work, possessing zed,
" ,constitution, and attainments wherewith to prosecute it."
George Everest, son of Tristram Everest, Esq., of Gwernvale in
Brecon, was born on July 4th, 1790. He began his education at
Marlow, m d completed it at Woolwich, where he passed a brilliant
examination. He sailed for Bengal as an A.rtillery Cadet in 1806,
and executed a , reconnaissance survey for Sir Stamford Raffles in
Java in 1814~16,~
'when he became the &end of Mr. John Crawfurd.
In 1817 he was employed in establishing a telegraph system from
Calcutta to Benares, and joined the survey in 1818.
He had been Colonel Lambton's chief assietant for upwards of
five years. At the time of his chief's death he was engaged on the
Bombay ldngitudinal seriea. On taking charge of the survey, he
found the most northern work to be a base line measured at
!Mdkh6ra in the valley of Berar, but the triangula,tion had not
been extended so far. Here Everest commenced work in November
1823.
.
He was surrounded by many difficulties. His colleague,
Dr. Voysey, died in December 1823, and Iaunbton's principal
assistant, Mr. De Penning, a half caste from Madras, .became weary
of the service, and retired in February 1824. The rest of Lambton's
s M consisted of U r a a men, who were unwilling to go so fitr from
their homes, and there ware no trained hands to take their places.,
.

1 The MS. volume containing the original route enrvey of Java in 1814-16 ie
preserved in the Geographical Department of the India Office.
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Everest himself was attacked with a severe fever, and his limbs
were paralyzed. Still he resolutely perseverd, lest, if he broke
down, the establishment should be scattered, m d the trained men
be lost, whom it would be impossible to replace. He was lowered
into and hoisted out of his seat by two men, when he .observed wit11
the zenith sector.
He now had to take tho meridional arc series across the Satpura
hills,' which bound the valley of Berar to the north, about 1 5 miles
north of the Takalkh6ra base. E e anticipated that the density and
magnitude of these mountains mould cause a considerable deflection
of the plumb line, and made some careful observations with a view
to deciding the point. He then carried the triangulation across the
Satpura hills as far as the plain of Sironj, where a base line was
lneasured with the old chain in November 1824. I n January 1825
a series of observations was taken at KalianpGr near Sironj, and
then at last the Superintendent's health oompletely broke down.
H e was obliged to go to England on sick leave, but still retaining
his appointment, in 1825.
During Colonel Everest's absence, a longitudinal series of triangles
was extended from the Sironj base to Calcutta, over nearly 700 miles of difficult and little known country. This important work was
entrusted to Mr. ~ o s e Olliver,
~h
who had been Everest's pupil from
tho time he first johed the eurvey in 1818, and whom he called his
" right arm."
Colonel Everest was in England from 1825 to 1930 ; and his time
was fully employed in studying the newest improvements and
superintending the construction of instruments on the most approved
principles. When he returned to India in 1830, he was provided
mit,h the best instruments that could then be produced. He had
a large theodolite with an =imuth circlo 36 inches in diameter, by
Troughton ; and two double vertical circles three feet hi diameter,
by Troughton and Simms. But the most important improvement
introduced into the survey by Everest, at this time, was the measurement of the bases by compensation bars, instead of the old inaccurate
method by chains.
Onc of the objections to the chain method mas the impossibility
of determining the temperature of its different parts while in actual

'

He c d e them the Mahadeo hills.
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me. Colonel Colby, of the Irish Survey, invented the method of
measuring bases by compensation bars,' founded on the principle of
eliminating the errors arising from changes of temperature by
compensation or self collection. Advantage is taken of the unequal
expansion of various metals to eliminate the effects of variations of
temperature altogether. Two bars, one of bmqs and one of iron,
each about 10 feet long, are firmly clamped together in the middle
so that no motion can take place near the centre ; and any expansion from change in temperature must be towards the extremities.
At a temperature of 62" the two b a a are precisely the same length.
At each end of both bars an aperture is worked out to admit a
conical pivot, and the two pivots, one in the brass the other in the
iron bar, are adjusted to a flat iron tongue. When the temperature
rises, the brass bar will be lengthened more than the iron one, and
the tongues will incline inwards, and vice vend. Consequently
there is a point on the tongues at which theoretically the expansion
of the bars is compensated by the illclination of the tongues.
This point is marked with a dot on each tongue, and the distance
between these dots is, as nearly as it can be made, ten feet. The
bars are supported on brass rollers and enclosed in deal boxes, from
which the tongues only project. Before going to India, Colonel
Everest tried the compeneation bars in Lord's cricket ground. Two
iron standard bars were made of 10 feet each, called A. and B., and
two bmss standard scales of six inches, also A. and B., with which
the compensating bars and microscopes were frequently compared.
All the measurements were referred to these standards?
Colonel Everest arrived'at Calcutta in the autumn of 1830, with
six sets of bars, and well supplied with the most improved instruments. He combined the appointments of Surveyor General and
Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical Survey in his own person. He found that Mr. Olliver had nearly completed the Calcutta
longitudinal series, which originates at Kalianph, and terminates at
1 It is anid that a bnae 100 feet long in Ireland was measured six times with
Colby's compenantion bare, and that the extreme difference between the measurements
did not exceed half the breadth of u sharp steel point on a plate of metnl, observed
with a microscope.
2 ~ T ~ a c t i o n
ofs the Physical Cless of the Asiatic Society of Rengal." 1839.
This wee an interesting lecture by Everest on the colnpenslltion bars, the suh~tanceof
which will be found in the Asktic Researches, xviii. p. 189.
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Fort William, Calcutta. On Evereat's arrival he rmolved to meaeuFe
a base line of v d c a t i o n for this series, which is intamsting as the
first base line in India that was measured with the compensation bars.
Mr. Taylor, the Astronomer at the Mhdma Observatory, was deputed
to Calcutta, to aasist Colonel Everest at the measurement of this
base. It extends for
miles dong the r o d from Government
House at Cdcutta to Barnrokpur. The extremitiw are masked by
two towers 75 feet high, which overtop the ~ I W S and houses.' The
measurement waa commenced an November, 23rd, 1831, finished on
January 21st, 1832, and the triangulation of the Calcutta longitudinal series was completed on July 2nd, 1832.2
I n 1832 Colonel Everest resumed the work connected with the
meridional arc series, and in the commencementhe had to encounbr
difficulties which could only have been surmounted by a combination
of qualities which are rarely found united i~ one man. His sta$
had to be trained to the work, and, in addition to his in~e98ant
labours in the field, he had to transact all the business connected
with his office as Surveyor General.
Hitherto the meridional arc series had been conducted over the
elevated plateau of the Deem, where numeroue rocky heights
offered excellent sites for stations. But in extending the triangulation beyond the Sironj base, the surveyors entered upon a much
more difficult country for their work. Here the great plateau of
Central India, terminates with the high land round Gwalior, and the
valley of the Chrtmbal commences. From this point the east flank
of the meridional series is on flat land, while the western side mts
on low hills as far as Delhi. But from Delhi a wide plain, overgrown with groves of mango and tamarind, intermingled with lofty
peepul and banian trees, and thickly scattered over with villqps,
extends for 104 milea to the foot of the Siwalik hills, the first outwork of the Himalaym. At a distance of a few milea from the
observer on the great hngetic plain, the trees appear to form a
continuous belt of foliage, while clouds of dust often obsoure the view.

a

1 The following officers were engaged in measuring this base. Lieutenants Western
cmd Bridgmsn, Mr. Taylor the Madlw Astronomer, Nessrs. Logan, 'Olliver, Peyton,
Torrick, Roseenrode, and Lieutenant Wilcox the Surveyor of Assam. There is an
account of the measurement in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Beng&, i. p. 71.
See also James Prineep's " Determination of the Constant of Expansion of the Standart&"
i. p. 180.
The sren surveyed was 33,442 square miles. Total cost 13,0?41.
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I n entering upon thie difficult country, Colonel Everest was
supported by able and zealous young assistants. I n 1832, Andrew
Waugh,l his future successor, and Renny joined the survey, and
Olliver and Rossenrode had already been in training for some
years.
It is the practice of the survey, before commencing the main
triangulation of a series, to execute an approximate series by which
the stations for observing the angles of the main series me selected,
and the positiolls of the triangles sketched out.
Mr. Olliver commenced the new work by exploring the tract
north of the C b b a l , while Mr. Rossenrode was deputed to carry
on an approximate series along the meridian of the great arc as faz
as the Chambal river. It then became necessary to erect permanent
towers for stations on the Oangetic'phh ; and in order to select their
positions, Colonel Everost designed a mast 30 feet high, with. a
circular table, 40 inches in diameter at the top, round which a
square scaffolding of large bamboo was built. This was intended
to observe from; and 13 other masts, 70 feet high, with cross
bamboo staves having an ignited blue light at one end, and .a, sway
rope at the other, were placed on tho surrounding stations. .
On December bth, 1833, Colonel Everest arrived at Muttra, the
station for collecting bamboos for the m t s and scaffolding. The
instrument used on the top of the observing mast wire a Troughton
and Simms 12-inch theodolite, constructed in 1830. The signals
at the pinnacles of the other masts were blue lights, burnt by sets
of four, at intervals of 10 minutes. But, owing to the distance
between the stations, the signals were scarcely ever visible to the
naked eye, and it was necessary to lay the telescope in the proper
direction, to be calculated beforehand by .a series of minor triangles.
This system, invented by Colonel Everest, was called " ray traxing."
By Msy 1834 d l the 35 stations between the Chambal and the foot
of the Sewalik hills had been selected. Day and night, at all hours,
from December to May, Everest was perpetually at work. Colonel
Lambton had used h a t s and flag staves as signals. But, owing to
the nature of the atmosphere, objects of this kind cannot be easily
bisected in the day time during the healthy season, itnd are oftcn
invisible for days together. So Lambton chose the rainy season,
when the atmosphere is very clear, for field observations. The con1

Nominated July 2nd, 1832.

sequence was a reckless waste of life and health, besides much
s u E e ~ gand discomfort. But luminous objects were found to
succeed best in the dry healthy season. Everest therefore substituted the heliotrope1 for day observations at short distances, and reverberatory lamps with argand burners: or blue lights, for the night.
The position of each sixition having thus been fixed, 17 permanent
towers were erected. They are square at the base, about 60 feet
high, with walls five feet thick at the bottam and two at the top.
The roof or terrace is supported by two large stone beams on which
rests a cylindrical well of masonry surmounted by a circular slab
of sandstone. At right angles to these stone beams, and 34 feet
above them, are rafters supporting the stage for the observer, round
which is a hand rail with rings for the observing tent. Thus the
instrument is completely isolated from the stage on which thc observer stands. The instrument is hoisted up by a crane at one angle?
These important but tedious preliminaziea having been completed,
the grertt work of measuring the most northern base for the great
arc series was commenced in the end of 1834. The region selected
for this measurement was the Dehra D6n, a beautiful valley between
the Siwdik hills and the Himalayas, 2,000 feet above the sea. The
western end of the baae line is 1,886 and the =tern 2,073 feet
above the level of the sea. The measurement was commenced on
December lst, 50 comparhons having first been made between each
of tho six compensation bars and the iron standard, while the
standards A and B were compared with each other 101 times. As
soon as the base was measured it was remeasured in reverse order by
Waugh and Renny, the error being 2.396 inches. The whole distance was 7.42 miles. On March 28th, 1835, the work of measuring
was completed. The uncultivatad part of the country, over which
the base line passes, was afterwards purchased by Captain Kirke,
who called it Arcadia, in compliment to the great arc series. Colonel
Everest's head quarters were at Hatipaon, in the Dehra D h , whence
1 The heliotrope is a circular mirror, 10 to 12 inches in diameter, fitted for vertical
and Lorizontal motion.
6
3 The lamps conetructed in 1830 coneisted of a parabolic refledor 12 inch= in
diameter, applied to nn argand burner, the whole inclosed in a wooden ehed with a
gin. window, which served aa n pncking caso in travelling,
s See an article on the detail of the working of the Great !higonometrical Survey,
describing the duties in the field, the rulea for selecting stations, the heliotrope and
other apparatus, in the "Profemional Papers on Indian Engineering," vol. iv. p. 303.
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he commanded a view of the lovely valley. The base was transferred,
by triangulation, to the peaks of the S i ~ a l i khills, d e d Amsot
and Banog, which are visible both from Dehra and from tho Gangetio
plain. During this period Colonel Everest's health suffered very
severely, and he was ordered home, but this was impossible, as none
of his staff could then have taken his place.
Between October 1834 and June 1835, all the horizontal angles
across the plain, from the Chambal to the foot of the Siwalik hills,
mere taken. The instruments used were two three-foot theodolites,
one by Troughton and the other by Mr. Barrow, the instrument
maker whom Colonel Everest had brought out from England, and
established rn head of a factory at Calcutta. Bai~ow'stheodolite was
partly composed of portions of the old instrument of Colonel h b t o n ,
and the circle was graduated at Calcutta by Barrow. Members
of the surveying staff were now rapidly gaining knowledge and
efficiency.
An observatory was formed a t Kaliana, near the foot of the
Siwalik hills. I t consists of a room 20 feet long by 12, terminated
a t either ond by a semicircular bow, and two side rooms. Pillars
are passed up through the floor, and free from contact with it, and
opposite each there are two meridional apertures 24 inches wide.
Here one of the double vertical circles. was placed on a column of
carved sandstone, surmounted by a capital of braas. The instrument
is three feet in diameter, and consists of two circles with a telescope
between them. These astronomical circles were found to vibmte
so much as to render accur&cy impossible. At &st this waa attributed to the wooden tripods on which they were placed, but the
same defect was apparent when they were removed to the stone
columns, and it became evident that they were top heavy. Everest
set himself resolutely to work to devise a remedy. H e was ably
assisted by Syud Mohsin, a native of Arcot, who came to Calcutta
under the patronage of Colonel Blacker, the Surveyor General, and
was engaged by Everest in 1830. The task was one of great
delicacy, and requiring an intimate knowledge of the subject, as
well as much mechanical skill. Finally, however, the great surveyor
and his native colleague achieved a complete success.
On the 1st of October 1836, Colonel Everest took the field with
both the large theodolites, and four 18-inch altitude and azimuth
instruments. H e divided his staff into two distinct parties, under
himself and Andrew Waugh, and by February 1837 they had con-'

.
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nected the Dehm D6.n base with that merusured on the Sironj plain
near KdianpGr in 1824. At the latter place another observatory
was erected, exactly like that at I(rtliana.
I t then became necessary to re-measure the Sironj base with the
same instruments that had been used in the Dehra DCn. This
work was commenced on December Ist, 1837, and completed on
January 18th, 1838. The old base proved to be too short by 2*825
feet, and the error was attributed to want of means of knowing the
true length of the chain and the true temperature.
I n October 1838 Captain Waugh was sent south to revise the
angles in the Deccan with Troughton's large theodolite, and he
completed a series of triangles over a meridional distance of 260
miles, returning to Dehra in June 1839. To show the wonderful
accuracy of these observations, it may be slated that the difference
between the lbngth of the Dehra Dbn base as memured, and as
computed by triangulation from the Sironj base: was only '7-2inches.
The difference of latitude between the Kaliana and KalianpGr
observatoriw, which are on the same meridian, was fixed by simultaneous observations of the same stars with the two great astronomical circ1es.l The stars selected for simultaneous observation were
86 in number. On the 25th of November 1839 Captain Waugh
reached the Kalianpfir observatory, with the instrument called
c' Troughton," while Everest and Renny remained at Kaliana with
" Simms."
The series of observations wss completed on the 23rd of
January 1840, and an arc of amplitude was thus determined on this
section of the meridian. Waugh then went south to Dumargida
near the old Bidar base line, and Everest came dowri to Kalianphr.
Simultaneous observations of 32 selected stars were then commenced
on November 24th, 1840, and completed on January l l t h , 1841, and
another arc of amplitude was determined, From Kdiana, to Kak n p h the arc is 5" 23' 3'7", and from Kalianphr to Dumargida
6" 3' 65.9". I n 1841 Waugh proceeded to re-measure the old Bidar
base line, after making 57 comparisons between the compensation
bars and the standard. The Werence between the length as
measured, and as computed from the Sironj base, was 4.296 inches.
Thus were brought to a close the operations of the great am of
India series, which extends from Cape Comorin to Banog in the
1 By the simultaneous observations of the same stars, the errore in the catalogued
placee of stare'were eliminated.

Himalayas. The portion from Cap Comorin to Dumargida and the
Bidar base is dependent on Lambton's chain measurements. That
from Dumsrgida to Banog depends on the iron standard bars A and
_ B, and the braas standard scales. B was'sent to England in 18434,
and deposited at Southampton. A was at first deposited in the fort
at Agra, and now remains with the rest of the appasatus in charge
of the officers of the Survey.
I n these observations Everest deemed symmetry essential to
accnracy in his triangles (" triangles bien conditionnh "), and allowed
no angles to be less than 30' or p t e r than 90". The total cost
of Everest's Great Arc Series waa 89,8331., and the area, covered
56,997 square miles.'
In 1836 Colonel Everest had had a serioua and almost fatal illness,
and at one time his recovery was pronounced to be beyond all hope.
I n September'1837 the Court of Directors appointed Major Jervis,
an engineer officer who had been engaged in some of the surveys
in the Bombay Presidency, to succeed Colonel Everest as Surveyor
G-ened in the event of hL death, that the work 'might not be
impeded. Major Jervis had made himself well known in England
by reading papers and submitting proposals for improved methods
- of conducting the s ~ r v e y sand
; ~ eventually the President and several
Fellows of the Royal Sooiety addressed a memorial to the Directors of
the East India Comprany, urging them Ix, adopt the views of Major
Jervis, without alluding to the great services of Colonel Everest
and his admirable staff. This proceeding excited great i n d i p t i o n
in those distinguished officers who had borne the heat and burden of
the day, and gave rise to a series of letters addressed to the Duke of
1 There wsa an interesting discussion on the Great Indian Arc and the figure of
the earth, between h h d e a c o n Pmtt and Captain Tennant. See the Philoeophical
Trtmeactions, 1855 " (p. 78) ; papers read before the Astronomical Society in January
and June 1857 ; and the 6g Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," xxviii. p. 20.
Archdeacon h t t held that it would be necessary to allow for the effect of mountain
on the plumb line, in calculating the curvature of the earth.
r&tion
a See his " Address delivered in the Geographical Section of the British Association at New-wtle on August 26&, 1838, on the state and prospects of the Surveys
in India, with a prefetory sketch of the principles and requirements of Geography,
by &jor Jervis, appointed provisionally Surveyor General of India; with introductory
remsrks, by Sir George Back, Vice-President of the Section."
I t ie published in Vol. iv. of the " Bombay Geographical Society's JournaL" pp. 157189. (1840,) and was printed separately at Torquay.
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Sussex as President of the Royal Society, from Colonel Everest,
remonstrating against the conduct of that learned body. These
letters are written in a vein of humorous sarcasm, and they so completely gained the writer's object that nothing more ww ever heard
of Major Jervis in connection with the Surveyor Generalship. Useful
servioe was, however, unintentionally done hy arousing the great
Surveyor's indignation, for his letters contain many interesting
details which would otherwise have been lost.
The labours of Colonel ~ v e r & t ,as Superintendent of. the Great
Trigonometrical Survey of India, are by no means comprised in the
Great Arc Series. He also completed the Bombay Longitudinal
Series, and designed and partly carried out a scheme for covering
Bengal and Behar with a gridiron of trangles.
The Bombay Longitudinal Series had been commenced by Everest
himself, as long ago as 1822, and he had reached as far as the
meridian of 76", when he received the news of Lambton's death.
This portion was revised by Lieutenant Jacob in 184041. During
Everest's absence in England, Captain Jopp, the Deputy Surveyor
General at Bombay, proposed the continuation of the work in 1827,
and Lieutenant Shortrede was appointed to undertake it. But these
officem committed the great mistake of commencing from a base of
their own, unconnected with Lambton's triangulation, and this too,
in the teeth of remonstrances from Colonel Hodgson, then Surveyor
General at Calcutta. They measured an independent base on the
Karli plain, 44.) miles east of Bombay, with a steel chain made by
Cary. The rest of their work, as regards observations of angles and
celestial azimuths, was considered by Colonel Everest to be slovenly
and objectionable, and he set it aside. When Lieutenant Shortrede
resigned in 1836, Lieutenant Jacob was appointed to succeed him,
and took the field in October 1837.5 His labours were completed
with the revision of Everest's old work by himself and Waugk, and
thus the Bombay Longitudinal Series was finished in 1841. It is
Published in a pamphlet by Pickering, in 1839.
Author of c'Logarithmic and new Astronomical and Geodesical Tables," by Robert
Shortrede, Captain E. I. C. S. (Edinburgh 1844.) He afterwards had charge of the
Punjab Revenue Survey, from 1849 until 1856. General Shortrede died nt Blackheath in 1868.
3 Between 1845 and 1848 Jacob made a catalogue of double stars from observations
at POOM,with a five-foot equatorial by Dollond. ( M m ~ o i r sof the Astronomical
&cicty, xvii. p. 79.) He utterwads hnd charge of the Madras Observatory, from
1848 to 1856. See the =tion on Aetronomical Observations in India.
1
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316 miles in length. The area, surveyed is 16,198 square miles.
Total cost 13,7421.
A complete revision of the famous old survey by Major Rennell
was also designed by Everest. He resolved to originate several
Meridional Series h m the Calcutta Longitudinal Series, to terminate
at the foot of the Himala,yas, and eventually to be connected by
another Longitudinal Series along the base of the mountains. This
is the gridiron, in contradistinction to Lambton's network system
of triangles. The plan was approved in 1832, and nine stations
about 60 miles apart, were selected on the Calcutta aeries, as origins
of as many Meridiod Series ; namely,
1. Bud-,
passing through Gwalior and the western part of the
North-West Provinces to D e b .
2. Banghdr, through the western part of the North-West Provinces.
3. AM,
through the central part of the North-West Provinces &
Oude.
l
4. Karara,
do.
do.
6. Grammi,
do.
do.
6. Gora, going by Gomkhpur, through the eastern part of the
North-West Provinces.
7. HuriZaung, through the Lower Provincee.
do.
do.
8. Chiadwar,
9. Pariancrth, which goes both north and south from the Calcutta
Series, through the Lower Provinces.
10. MaZlmcha, also going north and south through the Lower
Provinces.
Thus the North-West Provinces, Rohilkhand, Oudh, Bahhr, and
half Bengal would be crossed by lines of primaiy triangles, sixty
miles apart.
The first series taken in hand was that of Parisnath, under Lieutenant Western. The northern portion waa executed between 1832
and 1836, and the southern part, extending to Bflasoi*, under Colonel
Boileau, between 1835 and 1840. The Budaon Series was commenced in 1832 by Lieutenant Roderick Macdonald, who died at
his post, and finished by Captain Renny? The Ranghir Series was
begun by Captain Waugh in 1834, and completed in April 1840..
The Amua Series was begun in 18M, and finished in June 1839.P
-

-
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Tbe northern connecting sdm was alao proceeded .with in Colonel
Everest's time. Captain Du Vernet connected the Great A m Series
with that of Ranghir between 1841 and 18413, and in November 1842
Captain Wrsugh continued the work thence to the head of the Amua
Series, through the Terai north of Rohilkhand, a fever haunted country
covered with dense forest and brushwood. Evereet designates this
piece of work by Andrew Waugh " as complete tb specimen of rapidity
combined with accuracy of execution as there is on record in the
" volumes."
The Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical Survey finally
quitted the soenea of his labours and triumphs in 1898,and retired
from the service after having been connected with the surveys for
twenty-five years. He refwed the knighthood which was then
offered to him,but acceptedit with rt C.B. in 1861. .He had oompleted
one of the most stupendousworks in the whole history of science. No
soientific man ever had a grander monument to his lnsmory than
the Great Meridional h c of India. Everest's was a c k t i v e genius.
The whole conception of the survey, as it now exists, wm the creation
of his brain. He entirely altered and mvolutionized the old system
of Lambton by substituting the gridiron for the network method.
He introduced the compensation bars which have measured every
base in India down to the present day. He invented the plan of
observing by heliotrope flashes, and the system of my tracing, and
designed the plan for the towera. Them have been modifications
and improvements since his time; but nearly everything in the
Sir Georga Everest
surveys was originated by the great geodes*.
died in 1866. I n one of his letters to the Duke of Ilussex, he
speaks of two of his assistants aa having "attained a, degree of
" accuracy and perfection of skill which it would be impossible
" to surpass." One of these, now Sir Andrew Waugh, was his
s~ccessor.~
Records of the labours of Sir George Everest are to be found in
the following published and manuscript books :
1. " Account of the Measurement of an Arc of .the Meridian."(London, 1830. 4to.)

1

Budaon Seriea, coet 17,2591. Area a 4 6 8 sq. miles...
RBnghir Series, cost 11,8871. Area 16,087 sq. milee.
Amus Series, cost 10,4961. Ares 5,565 sq. miles.
The .other wes Major Ilenny Tailyour.
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2. "Account of the Memurement of two sections of the Merid i o d Brc of India," by Lied-Colonel Everest.-(London,
184'7. 4to.)
3. Account of the Compemtion Bars, in the A k t i c Reeearchea,
xviii. p. 189.
4. Edinburgh Review. (1848.) Vol. 87, p. 372.
5. A Series of Letters addressed to H.R.H. the Duke of Bussex,
by Lieut.-Colonel Everest. (London, Pickering. 1839.)
6. The operations of the Trigonometrical Survey from January
1823 to 1837. Great Arc Series, Bidar to Sironj and Dehm.
Vol. 7, parts I. and II., with Maps and Appendix to part II.,
MS.
7. Calcutta Longitudinal Series, with a map. Vol. 8, part I.
MS.
8. ~ o m b aLongitudinal
i
Series, with a map. Vol. 8, part II., MS.
9. Budaon Series. Vol. 9, past I., MS. (Skeleton maps.)
10. Ranghir Series. Vol. 9, part II., MS. (Maps.)
11. Amua, Series, h.,
with maps. Vol. 9, part III., MS.
12. Himalaya Longitudinal Series. Vol. 9, part IV., MS. .
13. Yilibit Series.. Vol. 9, part v., MS.
14. " Remarks respecting the errors likely to arise from the false
position of the fixed axes of the pendulum," by George
Everest. Memoir8 of the Ruyal Aetronmical Society, iv.,
p. 29.
16. " On Instruments and Observations for Longitude for travellers on land," by Colonel G. Everest. J m a Z qf the Royal
Geographical Society,Vol. XXX., p. 315.
16. Geodesical operations in India," by Sir George Everest.
Britieh Aaociation Bqorts, 18461, p. 3, and 1845, p. 26.
The obituary notice of Sir George Everest, by Sir Roderick
Murchison, in his anniversary address for 1867, will be found in the
Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. xxxvii., p. cxv.
There% another obituary notice in the address of the President
of the Astronomical Society, on February 8th, 1867. Proceeding8,
vol. xxvii. p. 105.

VI.
SECOND PERIOD OF !EIE TOPOGRAPHICAL BURVEYS.

THE REVENUE
AND TOPOGRAPHICAL
SURVEYS.
DURING
the period from 1823 to 1830 there was a Surveyor
General at Calcutta, and Deputy Sui-veyors General at Madras and
Bombay. The post at Calcutta, from 1823 to 182'7, was held by
Colonel Valentine Blacker, whom Sir Andrew Waugh speaks of as,
with the exception of Everest, the ablest and most scientific man
that ever presided over the Department.' The revenue surveys in
the North-West Provinces were commenced under his auspices ; and
his thorough appreciation of the importance of the surveys on a,
geodetic basis is shown in his able paper on the subject, which
has been reprinted by Sir Andrew Waugh. Colonel Blacker died of
fever in 1827, and was succeeded by Colonel Hodgson, who had
previously held the office from 1821 to 1823, and who now held the
post until 1829, when he returned to England, in the expectation of
being omployed on the engraving of the Indian at la^.^ Major
H. Walpole acted as Surveyor General for a short time in 1829-30.
I n the same year Colonel Everest assumed the duties both of Supmintendent of the Great Trigonometrical Survey and Surveyor General
'of India ; and in about 1834 the posts of Deputy Surveyor General
at Bombay and Madras8 were abolished.
There was convenience in placing the whole Department under
one head; but it must be confessed that, owing no doubt to the
absorbing nature of Colonel Everest's duties connected with the great
arc, and to the difficulties which surrounded him in the organization
of his Department, the progress of tho geographical delineation of
---

-

--

-

Parliamentary Paper, April 1851.
E This is the same officer who surveyed part of the Himalaya with Captain Herbert.
(Sec page 81.) John Anthony Hodgson was born nt Bishop Auckland on July 2nd,
1777, and went to India as a cadet in 1799. After his return to England, he lived at
Durhnm. He became a Major-Gencrl in 1845, received a 'command in India, and
died at Ambkla on March 28th, 1848. Hdgaon was also an accomplished at~tronomer.
See the section on Astronomical Observatione.
3 Captain D. Montgomerie had been Deputy Surveyor Genernl at Madras since
July 1829. A map of the peninsula of India, to be compiled from the surveys, h d .
beeli called for so long ago as 1819 ; and in 1830 Montgomerie submitted a map of
most of the M a d m Collectorates on a scale of four milea to the inch, with a sketch
map of southern India, on a d e of 24 miles to the in&, se a key.
1
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the country had languished in some degree during the period of his
incumbency.
In 1828, Mk. J. S. &y, the Superintendent of the Nuddea rivers,
surveyed and made maps of the Hugli, Blx@mthi, J a h g i , and
Matabhanga; and J. Prinsep lithographed maps of the Eugli and
Ganges, from old surveys by Colebrooke, corrected up to his own
time from Nay's work.
The revenue surveys in the North-West Provinces were commenced
in 1823. They were undertaken mainly with a view to forming a
settlement for the land revenue, and the correct delineation of
boundaries of estates was considered of more importance than
accurate topographical detail ; while rapidity of execution, rather
than good mapping, was the object of the surveyor. The revenue
survey was divided into two parts, scientific and native. The .
scientific survey laid down, on a scale of four inohes to the mile,
the village boundaries, and the main geographical features of tho
country. The native survey consisted of a rough plan of the villago
and fielda, called a shujreh, and the list of the fields with their
measurement, or khuarah.
Between 1822 and 1M2, the districts west of the Jltmm (Hmrimah, Panipat, Bhattiana, Delhi, Itohtak, Gurgaon, Mattm, and
Agra,) were surveyed in this way by Captains W. Brown, Simmonds,
Oliver, Wroughton,' and Fordyce; the districts of the Dmb by
Captains Fraser, H. Lawrence, Wroughton, W. Brown, Abbott,
and Stephen ; and those of Rohilkhand by Captains Birnie, Brown,
Bedford, Wroughton, ~raser,and Abbott. .
Abbott and Stephen, between 1839 and 1842, completed a survey
of B k W a n d in three maps, which superseded the old route survey
of Franklin, and showed p a t changes in tho country. Several
villages marked on Franklin's map me not found in the later survey.
The districts round Benares were surveyed from 1839 to 1841 by
Abbott, Wroughton, Maxwell, Fordyce, and H. Iawrence, whose
work superseded the old route surveys. A survey of the Sagar
and Narbada country was completed by Captain Wroughton in
lM2, while that of Bahar and Bengal was commenced in 1837, and
was still progressing at the time of Evereat's retirement.
Lieutenant Thuillier, who entered the service in 1832, and is now
.
Surveyor General of India, was engaged on the survey of Ganjam and
1 See a etatisticol return of the Mattrs District (Act, 1835), by Captain Wroughton.
-Journal of the Asiatic So&% of Bmgal, v., p. 216.
(13441.)
(3
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Orism, .in conjunction with Lieutenant Smyth,' from 1859 to 1842 ;
and afterwards surveyed the districts of Silhet and Cachar. A
rough survey was also made of Chittagong, for a district map,
between 1835 to 18411; and in 1831 Lieutenants Norris and Weston
surveyed the Berar and Nagpore country, and made a map, which
contained much detailed geographical information.
The topographical details of these Revenue Surveys were tolerably
well executed until 1834, when a conference of surveyors was held
at Allahabad, by order of Lord William Bentinck. The great object
was to get the surveys done, in order to commence a new system of
revenue settlement. A new plan was therefore adopted, introducing
economy and rapidity, and sacrificing quality for quantity. The
maps were only required to delineate village boundaries and sites,
with rough outlines of roads and the courses of rivers, and were
mere skeleton sketches. They preceded the Great Trigo.nometrica1
Survey : and thus a proper connexion was not in the first instance
established between the two operations. Major Bedford was appointed
Superintendent of the Revenue Surveys of Bengal, under Colonel
Everest, in the end of 1838.
On the first appointment of Captaine Waugh and RRnny to the
Trigonometrical Survey in 1832, Colonel Evereat sent them to
explore the wild jungly country between Chunar and the sources
of the Son and Narbada, up to Jabalpur. They completed this
pervice, and submitted a topo,pphical and geological report in
1834LS
The braking out of the Burmese War led to the acquisition of
much valuable geographical information in the direction of the northeast frontier of Bengal, and of that vast unknown region beyond,
which then, as now, wm delineated only from the maps of d'hvillc.
Captain Bedford and Lieutenants Wilcox and Burlton were sent to
explore the Brahmaputra towards its source in 1825, under instructions fFom Colonel Blacker, then Surveyor Gtened. Burlton
surveyed the Brahmaputra as far as Sudiya, Bedford went up the
1 Their memoir on the Ganjam district ie preserved in the Geographical Department of the India Office. It contains an account of the boundaries, area division4
mil, productions, population, porta, lakes, &a Their new map is in 15 sheets (and
an index), on a scale of four mila to the inch.
8 A manuscript volume containing the j o d of the route from Shergdty to
Chunar, and thence to Jabalpur, by Lieutenants Waugh and Renny, ia preserved in
the Geographical Department of the India Wee. At the end there ie a " Geological
Journal," with colomd sketches of the route.
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rivers Dihong (8anpu ?) and Dibong until he was stopped by wild
frontier tribes, and Wilcox made one journey beyond the frontier
up the Brahnaputra valley, and in another penetrated to the banks
of the Irawadi.l Captain Boileau Pemberton surveyed the territory
of Manipur and surrounding country, and portions of Cachar,
between 1826 and 1830; and from 1830 to 1837 Dr. Richardson
and Captain McLeod made exploring journeys from Moulmein to
Ava and to Kiang Hung near the Chinese frontier. To this day
no explorer has succeeded in adding, in any appreciable degree, to
the knowledge conveyed by the discoveries of Bedford and Wilcox,
as regards the region beyond our ',north-east frontier, and towards
the sources of thc head waters of the Bmhmaputra and Irawadi.
Captain Pemberton's exceedingly nluable large map, compiled
from the route surveys of all these officers, was lithographed at
Calcutta in 1838.8
In 1830 a survey was commenced to c o ~ e c tthe map from
Goalpara, where it terminated in Captain Wilcox's survey of the
&sam valley, with the surveys of the Ganges. In 1834 Lieutenant
Omumnney was engaged in tracing the line of the Brahmaputm
from Goalpara, round the difficult country at the root of the Khasia
1 "The Memoir of the Survey of Assam, 1825-28," with a detailed account of the
discoveries, and a map, by Lieutenant Wilcox, will be found in the Asiatic Researches,
vol. xviii., p. 814.
The record of these surveys wiU be'found in the following printed and manuscript

books :Vols. xvi. and xviii of the Asiatic R e s e a r c h .
No. xxiii. of the Selections from the Records of the Bengal Gwernment. (1855.)
" Beport on the Esstern Frontier of British India," by Captain Pemberton.
(Calcutta, 1835.)
Journsl.(abstract) of an expedition from Moulmein to the Chineae frontier, in December
1836, by Captain M c L t w d . - J d of tk Asiatic Society of Beng&, vi., Pt. ii., p. 989.
The Manuscript Journals of Captain McLeod's and Dr. Richardson's expeditions are
preserved in the Political Department of the India OfBce. They were printed by order
of the House of Commons in 1870, with a map compiled by Mr. Saundera. Captain
MeLeod's original map appears to be lost.
Original Journal of Captain James Bedford on the Brahmaputra and Dihong.
182425. Ms.
Note book of route from Kuaan on the Dihong, towarda the source of the Irawadi
in 1826, by Lieutenant Wilcox. MS.
Field. book of the survey of part of the Brahmaputra in 1826. MS.
Survey of the Brahmaputra from Godpara to Bishanath in 1828. MS.
Thaw manuscript volumes are preserved in the Geographical Department of the
India 05ce.
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hills, to within thirty miles of Dacca, when a sudden order of the
Government directed the work to be suspended, thus rendering it
comparatively useless for want of the connecting link which it
would only have taken three months to complete.'
I n 1835 Mr. Fergusson madc a sketch survey of thc lowcr Ganges
and Brahmaputra, from Jafarganj to the sea, which was wmbined in a small atlas publishcd at Calcutta by Mr. J. B. Tassin ;
and a topographical survcy of thc river Hugli from Bandcl to
Garden Reach was compiled and published in 1841, by Mr. Charles
Joseph?
The survey of the Nizm's territory was p r o p s i n g throughout
the period of Colonel Everest's incumbency, having been commenced
in 1816. The officers engaged upon it were Captains Garling,
Young, Macpherson, Du Vernet, Morland, and Crisp. Thc survey,
based on the trigonometrical operations of Colonel hmbton, progressed systematically and steadily. It was conducted on the
principles of the Madras Military Institution Survey, and the maps
are full of topographical detail. They wcre accompanied by several
volumes of memoirs, which are deposited in the Geographical
Department of the India Office.
Several districts were re-surveyed, and the surveys of others were
completed in the Madras Presidency, including Nellor, Vizagapahm,
Salem, Ganjam, and the Arcots, between 1833 and 1840, by Captains Snell and Wpherson. I n the Bombay Office some maps
were compiled, from compass and perambulation surveys not based
on triangulation, of Kacb, Katiwer, part of Gujrat, Ahmedabad,
and Surat. Captain Grafton and Lieutenant Boyd mere surveying in
the Deccan in 1829, anci a survey of the South Konkan was executed
in detail by Captain Jervis, between 1824 and 1829, but it was
grounded on imperfect triangulation, and is now obsolete? This is
the officer who was to have succeeded Colonel Everest, and, during the
time that he was in England in 1837, he obtained a donation of 1,0001.
from the Court of Directors, " as a testimony of their high sense of
the value of his labours."' I n the same year he wrote a memoir

James Primp. I n the Journal of the Aaiatic Society of Bcngal," iv., p. 63.
" Cdcatta Review,'' iii., p. 428.
Uolnbay Quarterly Review," p. iii., 133.
Nov. loth, 1837. (No. 2,670.)
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on the surveys in India, which is published in the Journal of the
Royd Geographical Society."
I n 1841a map of Sind was compiled from the survey of Alexander
Burnes and other sources.
The Revenue Surveys were under Major Bedford from 1830 to
1840; and in 184A %.or Wroughton succeeded, and was Superintendent until 1847, when he made over the work to Captain
Thuillier, and died in 1849.
On the'whole, although much waa done both as regards exploration and the filling in of topographical details, the incumbency of
Sir George Everest will be more memorable for the great scientific
results of his labours aa a geodesist than for the quantity of reliable
material that was furnished to the map makers. It was said of
him that " he would have nothing to do with researches which he
'' did not think admitted of the accuracy he cultivated, lest his
" assistants, whom he had trained with .so much care and labour,
might lose their aptitude for his objects.""
~

~-

Vol. vii., p. 127. (1837.) I t i re-published in the Madras Journal of Literature
and Science, vel. vii., p. 424. Major Jervis retired in 1842. I n 1845 he published
a tranelation of Baron Hiigel's travele in Keshmir and the Punjab. I n 1855 he was
appointed the first director of the Topographical De@t of the War Department, and
died in 1858. See an Obituary Pc'otice of Major Jervis, by I'rofesmr Phillips, in the
" Transactions of the Geological Society."
"PIDCBB~~D~B
of the Astronomical Society," xxvii., p. 105.
1
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VII.
THIRD PERIOD OF TB[E TRIGONOMETRIC&
1843-61.

SURVEYS.

SIR ANDREWWAUBHAS SUPERINTENDENT
OF THE
GREATTRIGWOMETRICIPL
SURVEY.
WHENSir George Everest retired, he recommended that his able
and indefatigable lieutenant, Andrew Waugh, should succeed him.
I n doing so he thus spoke of his successor : He is beloved and
'< respected by all the subordinate members of my department, and
" held in honour and esteem by all who know him personally. His
" talents, acquirements, and habits as a scholar, a mathematician,
" a gentleman, and a soldier, are of a high order." Colonel Waugh
took charge in 1848,' and, like his predecessor, received the appointments both of SuperintGndent of the Great Trigonometrical Survey
and Surveyor General of India. His h t work was to complete Sir
George Everest's project for the triangulation of the important
region between the Great Arc Series and Calcutta, including the
North-West Provinces and Bengal.
Lambton's system has been to throw a network of triangles over
the whole face of the country. But Everest considered this to be
unnecessarily laborious, and that nothing more was required thm
to execute meridional series about a degree apart, tied together at
their ends by longitudinal series. This is termed the gridiron
system, and is analogous to the French and Russian methods. Sir
George Everest had projected a gridiron of which the Great Arc
and a Calcutta, Meridional Series formed two sides, the Calcutta
Longitudinal Series and a Series along the base of the Himalayas
being the other two ; and ten Meridional Series, 60 miles apart,
originating from the Calcutta Longitudinal, and ending in the
Ilimalayan Series, forming the grating. It has been seen that
three of these, namely, Budaon, Rrtnghir, and Amm, had been
Andrew Scott Waugh, mn of General Gilbert Waugh, the Military Auditor
Gened of Madras, w& born in 1810. He entered the corps of Bengd Engineers
in 1827, became garriaon engineer st Allahabed in 1830, and joined the survey
in 1832.

.

completed in Everest's time. On msuming the command, Colonel
Waugh set himself steadily to work to finbh his old chief's project.
The I(arara M e r i d i d Series comes next to the Amua, emanating
from a hill called Khwa on the Calcutta Longitudinal Series, and
passing through R e d , Allahabad, and Lucknow, to the Temi.
The b t prt passes through a hilly country covered with pestiferous
jungle, and the rest is in the Gangetic valley. The work was commenced in February 1838, under Mr. Scully and Lieutenant Jones ;
but the whole party was prostrated with jungle fever, of which
Mr. Scully died. In February 1842, Lieutenant Shortrede took
charge of the K m r a Series, but he retired in 1845. It was then
arranged that Mr. Armstrong should advance from the south, while
Lieutenant Du Vernet carried a series of triangles from the b u s
Series to the meridian of Karara, and thence turned south until a
junction wrrs effected with Armstrong's work. In May 1845 this
junction waa established. The area, surveyed covered 6,819 square
miles, at a cost of Rs. 1,341,908.'
Next comes the Gurwani ~eridionalSeries, 236 miles long. It
was begun in December 1846 by Lieutenant Du Vernet, and completed on May 24th, 184'7, the 18inch theodolite by Syud Meer
Mohsin being used for measuring angles in the h t season, and
Colonel Waugh's 24inch in the second. The positions of Jaunpur,
Oudh, and Paizabad, were fixed by secondary triangulrrtion. The
area of the o p t i o n s covered 6,298 square miles, and the cost was
Rs. 53,019.s
The next is the Gora Series, 208 miles long, which was commenced by Lieutenant Jones in 1844, but he died of jungle fever.
Lieutenant Garforth then took charge, and completed the series.
Of the stations, six were on hill tops, and 23 were towem in the
valley: of the Ganges. The area is 4,416 square miles, surveyed at
a cost of Rs. 76,948.8
Then comea the Hurilaong Series, 208 miles long, which was executed by Mr. Brmstrong between 18418 and 1862. Of the 32 stations
7 were placed on hills, and the rest were marked by towers. The
aeries crosses the rivers aanges and Gtogra near their junction.
Then follows the Chundwar Series, 181 miles long, of which 86 is
through h i . oountry, with 11stations, and the reat in the Gangetic
valley, where 19 towers had to be erected. It waa commenced by
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Mr. Logan, in December 18413,and completed in April 1846. The
area is 3,565 square miles, surveyed at a cost of Ra. 64,504.'
The PaFianath North Meridian Seriese was completed by
Mr. Nicolson between 1850 and 1852; and lastly the Maluncha
Meridional Series was commenced by Captain Renny Tailyour in
1844. But, he was called away to serve as Brigade Major of
Engineers in the Qwalior campaign, and was present at the battle of
M6hBdjpur. Lieute*nt Reginald Walker then took up the work,
and completed it in 1846. The length is 157 miles, a large proportion
being over very unhealthy ground. The area was 4,765 square
miles, and the cost Rs. 52,878.s
The eastern sids of Everest's gridiron is formed by the Calcutta
Meridional Seriea, originating from his base line in the Barrackpoor
road, passing north parallel to the 'Hugli and Bhagirathi riven,
and ending at a new base line at Elonakhoda, near the foot of the
Darjiling mountains. The preliminary work of selecting stations
was begun by M i . Lane in December 1843, Mr. Peyton took charge
in 1844, and the series was completed in 1848. It consists of a
simple series of triangles, and all the 56 principal stations necessitated
the building of a tower. The area surveyed is 4,136 square miles,
at ti cost of Rs. 1,10,302.'
We now come to the North-Eastern Himalaya Series which
connects the northern ends of all these meridional series, and the
dangers and difficulties in the execution of which were far greater
than have been encountered in the majority of Indian campaigns.
Military service, plentifully rewarded by the praise of men and by
prizes of all kinds, is neither so perilous nor so honourable that
of the Indian Surveyor, who devotes great talent and ability to
scientific work in the midst of as deadly peril as is met with on the
field of battle, and with little or no prospect of reaping the reward that
he deserves. His labours, unlike those of a mere soldier, are of permanent and lasting value ; but few know who obtained the valuable
results, except the gallant surveyor's immediate chief and colleagues.
The North-Western Himalaya Series was the most desperate of
these grand undertakings, and the average slaughter was greater
than in many famous battles.
This memorable series was commenced in 1845, and completed
in 1850, and was the longest series between measured bases in the
1
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world, being 1,690 miles long from the Dehra D6n base to that of
Bonakhoda, in Purneah. It was originally intended to have been
carried along the Himalaya Mountains, but the Nepalese Government refused to allow the operations to enter tlieir territory. So,
after crossing the hills of Gluwhal and Kumaon, the triangles were
brought down into the Terai near Bareilly, whence they continued to
pass through the deadly tracts of marsh and jungle which fringe the
Himalayaa. The first and second parts were, as has already been
stated, performed by Du Vernet and Waugh himself ; and the next
section, rrs far as the head of the Chandwar Series, was completed,
amidst great diiilculties, by Mr. Logan, who did the work admirably,
observing with Barrow's great theodolite. I n one season 40 natives
died of jungle fever ; Mr. Logan was himself prostrated, and in 1847
the whole surveying party was conveyed in a helpless condition
from fever to Goruckpore. I n 1847 Lieutenant Reginald Walker
took charge ; but he also was attacked by the terrible scourge. He
hurried towards Darjeeling, and was found dead in his dooly when it
arrived, on April Xth, 1847. Mr. Charles Lane completed the eastern
end in 1848, when Colonel Waugh himself joined the party, to carq
on operations for fixing the heights of Himalayan peaks. The completion of the worst part of this series is due to the ability, courage,
and perseverance of Mr. George Logan, who died from the effects of
diseases contracted in the Terai, about three pearw afterwards. Of
the five officers who had charge of the series at different times, two
retired, and two fell victims to the climate.
The mightiest of the Himalayan peaks are visible from the principal trigonometrical stations of this series, and were fixed by measurements with the great theodolite. The primary difficulty of the
computer was the identification of numerous points, the positions of
which had been observed by different persons from different points
of view. The series was carefully projected on a scale of four miles
to an inch, and the rays emanating from the stations of observation
exactly drawn. Their intersection defined the points sought for. The
area of the largest triangle to a Himalayan peak is about 1,706 square
miles, with a side 151 miles long. The heights of 79 peaks werefixed, of which 31 have names, and the rest only numbers. Their
positions are correct within a quarter of a second as regards latitude
and half a second aa to longitude, and the heights are probably true
to within 10 feet, all being too low, if anything, owing to deflection
due to mountain refraction. No. 16 peak, the highest of all, 29,002
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feet above the sea, was well named by Colonel Waugh, after his old
chief, Mount Everest.
The N.E. Himalayan Series covered an area of 15,826 squrtre
miles, exclusive of the operations of the mountain peaks in Sikkim,
which included 73,920, or a total area of 89,746 square mila. The
cost of the survey was Rs. 2,14,257.
Colonel Waugh then proceeded to measure a base at the junction
of the N.W. Himalaya and Calcutta Meridional Series, to verify
both triangulations, and with a, view to the future extension of operations eastward into Assam. The site selected was an unbroken
level plain near Sonakhoda, and the measurement was performed
in the season 1847-48. Waugh was assisted by Captain &my
Tailyour, Mr. Logan, and Mr. Lane ; but the whole party suffered
severely from fever. Colby's compensation apparatus, brought out
by Everest in 1830, was used, and the measurement was proved by
a system of minor triangulation in four sections. The bars were
compared with the standard 53 times before measurement, 60 at the
middle, and 80 times afterwards?
With the Somkhoda, base Colonel Waugh completed the project
of Sir George Everest, for placing a gridiron of trigonometrical series
over the North-West and Lower Provinces. Accmte data were now
supplied for the complete Wing in and mapping of this important
region.
Operatiom were progreasing to the south at the same time. I n
1842 Captain Jacob had commenced the South Konkan Series from
a side of the Bombay Longitudinal Series, but was obliged to go
home owing to ill health. He was succeeded by Lieutenant Harry
Rivers, of the Bombay Engineers, who worked with an 18-inch
theodolite, made by Dollond under instructions from Kater. This
series is not, in Colonel Waugh's opinion, in the firit rank of geodetical operations, but it is sufficiently accurate for geogmpbid
purposes. The series passes through Mahabaleshwar, and goes
south as far as GoaS. It was completed in 1M4, and Rivers then
took up the North Konkm and Khanpisura Series, which extends
north as far as Nimach.
Voi. xv., of the Trigonometrical Operations, MS.
rr Cdcntta &view," vol. xxxviii. (1863).
rr ,Journal hietic Society of Ben@," vol. =xi. (1862), p. 32.
a Vol. xii., pt. iv.
8 Vol. xiv,. p t i.
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Sir George Evereet had alao projected the execution of a c W of
triangulation along the east coast of India, from the Calc~tdabase
line to the observatory at Madras ;and two of the Meridioml Series,
namely, those of Parimth d W n c h a , were to be extended
south &om the Calcutta Longitudinal Series, to join it. The South
Parianath Seriea wae commenced as early 919 1832 by Lieutenant
Weetern, assisted by Lieutenant Boileau. The next year Chptain
Macdonald wa% sent to take charge, but fell a saorifice to the arduous
nature of the work, and in 1836 Boileau and the whole partg were
prostrated by sickness. The series was completed in 1839. The
work is seoond rate, but will answer all purposes of ge0graphy.l
The Coast Seriea was commenced by Captain Thorold Hill, who
had previously, from 1844 to 1847, been engaged on the South
Malancha. He was supplied with a new 24-inch theodolite in
1847, and began the coast operations fmm the Calcutta base line,
but found extreme difficulty in crossing the flat swampy country,
intersected by creeks between Calcutta and Balasore. His health
suffered so much that he was obliged to go to sea, for two years,
and thus progress was very slow. He was replaced by Mr. J.
Peyton.
After the measurement of the Sonakhoda base, Colonel Waugh
was free to undertake a work originated by himself, and the acquisition of Sind and the Punjab offered a vast field for freah operations. He conceived a project for forming a gridiron of triangulrrfion to the westward of the Great Arc Series, to include all the
newly acquired territory, which entailed more labour and was on a
grander scale even than Everest's gridiron to the eastward. Colonel
Wscugh's plan commenced with the Great Arc Series, having the
Dehra Dbn base at the north, and the Sironj bme at the south end.
FFom the Dehra base a N.W. Himalaya Series was to be extended
to near At;tock, where a new base was to be measured ; while from
the Bironj base the line of the Calcutta Longitudinal Series was
to be extended to Karbchi, to be called the Great Longitudinal
Beries (Western Section). At ICLtrhchi another base was to be measured, and a Great Indus Series was to form the western side of the
quadrilateral. FinaJly, a set of ktermediate Meridional Seriea was
to complete the gridiron. This magnificent project was commenced
1
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in 184748, with the Longitudinrtl Series from the two bases at
D e b Dfm and Sironj.
Lieutenant Du ~ e h e began
t
the North-West Hiulalaya Series in
1847 from the Dehra DGn base ; but in the following year an insurrection in the JaswAn Diul drove the party from their -work. The
triangulation was proceeded with by Mr. Logan, who reached Attock
in 1853. The series consists of 77 principal triangles, in quadrilaterals and polygons, covering an area of 33,000 square miles. .The
direct length is 416 miles, and there are no towers, as all the stations
are on mounds or hill tops.
The western section of the Great Longitudinal Series was commenced from the Sironj base by Captain Rennie, assisted by Captain
Strange, of the Madras Cavalry, in the end of 1848. After the first
season Remy, who had done such excellent service during 16 years,
rctired from the Survey Department,' and Captain Strange took
charge of the series. He was assisted by Lieutenant Tennant, R..E.,
Mr. C. Lane, Mr. Rossenrode, Mr. Burt, and Mr. McGill. The
trirtngulation had to be taken across the rugged range of Aravulli
mountains, then over the great Thurr or desert to the north of the
Rann of Kach, and finally across the Indus valley to Karhchi,
which place waa. reached in April 1853, after five .seasons of very
severe work. This series is 668 miles long, consisting of 173 principal triangles, and covering an area of 20,323 square miles. Of the
117 stations only 22 are towers.
A few details respecting the progress of Captain Strange's party
will give a general idea of the obstacles to be encountered in work
of this kind. The great difficulty, peculiar to this series, was the
crossing of the desert. No geodesical operation of the h t order
had, at that time, ever been conducted in a desert, and experience
was therefore totally at fault as to the probable obstacles to be
encountered. Stations had to be selected, in the first instance, by
an advanced party. At each station a masonry platform had to be
erected in a country entirely composed of a n d , and destitute of
building materials. After this had been accomplished, the main
party engaged in taking the final observations, numbering 200 men,
.

1 On the denth of his father in 1849, he succeeded to the estate of Borrowfleld, in
Forfarshire, and retired from tho service, taking the nruno of Tailyour. He is now
R
son is named after h b old
Major Thomas Renny Tailyour, of Borrowfield. H ~ olilest
colleague, Waugh.
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had to be maintained in the desert during a whole season. The
desert furnished only three things useful to man or beast, namely,
gram, immediately after the rainy season ; limited supplies of milk ;
and brackish, or, more correctly, salt water in deep wells, scattered
at wide intervals. The approximate series was conducted by
Mr. J. Rossenrode, to whose courage, energy, and sagacity as a
pioneer Captain Strange attributed, in no small degree, the success
of the undertaking. The information gained by Mr. Rossenrode
while conducting the approximate series with a small party was
invaluable in organizing the arrangements necessary to maintain the
main body during the succeeding season. These arrangements
involved the supply of provisions. of every description for 200 mcn
during several months, and also the dist.ribution of these provisions
to the numerous detachments into which the party was necessarily
divided. For this purpose, depbts had to be established beforehand,
throughout the tract to be crossed. Special arrangements wert:
also necessary for supplying the pcople with water from distant
w e b . Being favoured with good weather, and immunity from
sickness, the final triangulation of the desert was completed in onc
season, 1851-62. I n November 1852 Captain Strange's pmty finally
marched across tho desert from Deeaa to the verge of the Indus valley, and commenced work in Sind. These arrangements, requiring
so much calculation and forethought, remind one of the precautions
and minute attention to details which alone enabled McClintock
to explore the Amtic Regions in search of Franklin. Like
McClintock, the leader of the Great Longitudinal Series had to form
dep8ts of food at certain interrals for his people, and to calculate
exactly the weight of the food consumed by each man, and the weight
his camels (the sleighs of the Thurr) could carry at each trip.
The principal stations in Sind are from 1 2 to 20 miles asunder,
each defined by masonry pillars four feet in diameter, surrounded.by
a platform for the observer's tent, according to Sir George Everest's
pattern. They vary in height from 8 to 35 feet, according to the
mture of the country intemening between two points of observation.
When the only practicable view is obstructed by trees or houses,
the practice is to remove them, paying the owners fair compensation,,
in communication with the village authorities. Captain Strange's
party reached the borders of Sind, and commenced operations on the
8th of December 1852. The first station was Chortli, where it was
necessary to ,observe from a tower 37 feet high, the side being 22

-
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miles long, and crossed by the Indus. The view was obstructed by
a dense babool jungle, intersected, in many places, by sheets of water.
It was a tedious task to clear the line, and then it was long before
the signal could be made out at the other station of Helaya, 22 miles
away. After a wearisome detention of 26 days, and much painful
stwining of the eyes, occasional faint glimpses of Helaya were
caught, and at length the angle was satisfactorily observed. At
the next station of Kanad there were fresh misfortunes. The tower,
39 feet high, began to emit a crackling sound towards evening, and
luckily the great theodolite had not been placed, when one of the
angles fell in. These Sind towers were built of alternate layers of
wetted earth and stout branches, but this one had been carelessly
thrown up. In rebuilding it a ramp was raised round the walls for
two thirds of their height. At another place the great theodolite
narrowly escaped destruction from a hurricane, and was rescued by
the desperate efforts of its guardians, amidst the roar of the tempest,
in a night of inky darkness. Such me the sort of harassing difficulties
and delays which form the daily life of the surveyor, but which are
ever cheerfully faced and overcome. Captain Strange and his party
had tbeir full share ; but at length their work was completed, and
the last angle of the series was taken at Magar Pir Station, on the
22nd of April 1863.
At the western terminations of these two Longitudinal Series it
was necessary to measure bases.
Accordingly, Colonel Waugh selected a site for the northern base
in 1851-62, in the Chuch Doab, near Attock, and the chief officers
of the survey, Walker, Montgomerie, and Strange, were summoned
to assist at the measurement. George Logan was also there at
the commencement. He adhered to his post, with undaunted resolution, though the hand of death was on him. He had been at the
measurement of every base since 1831, but here he was forced to
succumb, and this brave and zealous officerdied at Musuri, on the
10th of June 1864, aged 46)
The ground at the Chuch base was more level than at any previous
one : and as the plain was studded with ancient mounds, the termini
were placed on two of them. The stone piers used by Everest in
1834 for bar comparisons, were brought all the way from Dehra
D6n in a platform cart, and set up on Dec. 2nd, 1853. On the 6th
there wm a violent shock of earthquake. Many comparisons were
made with the standard, but the length of the compensation bars

was found, as on former occasions, not to be constant during zt aingle
hour of the day, owing to the dissimilar radiating power in the brass
and iron. The only available remedy waa to compare them with the
standrtrd, under circumshnces exactly identical with those prevailing
during the mertsurement.
The verification triangles of the Chuch base were executed by
Lieutenant Montgomerie, with B m w ' s great theodolite.
On the completion of this measurement, the apparatus was sent
down to Kmichi, where Mr. Rossenrode had already selected the
ground. It is a nearly uniform ascent from the south to the north
end, with masonry towers at the termini. The veficatory triangulation was effected by Lieutenant Tennant previous to the measurement, and the apparatus was delivered over to Captain Strange,
who had the principal charge of the KaFgchi base operations,
under Colonel Waugh. Sgud Mohsin, the mathematical instrument
maker, came round by sea from Calcutta. The Surveyor General
himself had been overworked with his multifarious duties, and had
been prostrated by fever; but joined the party at Has&chi, on
December 6th, 18641. Montgomerie, Ternant, and Naamyth were
a;lso present.
The measurement was commenced on December 6th, 1854, and
completed on J m w y 20th, 1866. Lieutenant Tennant also took
810 observations to fix the latitude of K&hi.
Colonel Waugh took especial pains in the preparation of the
volume recording the m w u e m e n t of the Chuch and Kadchi
bases ; and previously drew up instructions for the selection of sites,
and a memorandum to serve as a guide for other base line8 that may
he&
be measured. No man living has had so much experience,
and he made the volume1 aa complete aa possible, furnishing detailed
instructions and suggestions for every conceivable contingency.
His final conclusion was that Colby's oompensation system was unt&idactory; and he recommended that the Survey should be
equipped with a new apparatus of the most perfect kind, free from
a l l its defects. Careful observation, extending over many yeam,
showed that the relative length of the bars changed according to
some law independent of temperature. He would, therefore, discard
the compensation principal, and substitute simple iron barn 10 feet
1
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long, coupled by a pair of microscopes revolving round an axis
regulated by a level.
It remained to complete the quadrilateral by connecting the two
bases at Chuch and Kartichi along the Indus valley. This operation is ~ o ~ ~ r i sinethe
l l Great Indus Series, which was commenced
at both ends, the parties to meet and connect their work half way.
The approximate triangulation of the southern half, commencing
from Karfichi, was effected in a remarkably short time by Mr.
W. C. Rossenrode.' Major J. T. Walker took charge of the northern
section of the Indus Series in October 1866, with Lieutenant Basevi
as his assistant. One flank was placed in the Sind S a w Doab,
and the other in the Derajat, with the Indus between them, as far
as Sukkur ; but below, the series is taken along the western bank of
the Indus to Kartichi. At the conclusion of the season of 1867
the mutinies broke out: and Major Walker joined the moveable
column under General Chamberlain at the siege of Delhi, where hc
was wounded. This threw back the work a year; but in 1858 it was
resumed, The Indus Series was completed in 1860. It is 706 miles
long, and covers an area of 2,925 principal and 8,157 secondary
~riangles. Of the 148 stations, 122 in the &t valley of the Indus
are towers. The heights of numerous peaks in the Suliman mombins were fixed, but political considerations prevented the exploration of that range?
I n 1856 Colonel Waugh determined to institute a series of levelling
operations to determine the height of the base lines in the interior.
Tliese heights had already been approximately measured by vertical
observations between the principal stations. The method of determining heights of stations above the sea by taking reciprocal vertitxl
angles, which was the plan which had hitherto been pursued in the
Survey, is susceptiblc of a high degree of accuracy, provided that
the observations are taken during the period of minimum refraction,
1 This series formed the basis for the Sind and Khal~tBoundary Survey, for the
conduct of which Captain Strange drew up a set of instructions. The line begins at
Cape Monze, follows the River Hubb for 80 miles, and then apprortchea cloae to the
aides of the triangles of the Indus Series. The boundary pillars were ell connected
with the Indus Series. This boundary survey wns entrusted to Mr. J. heenrode.
2 Blue book. Report for three years, ending 1858-59.
"Calcutta Review (1863) " rol. 38. Major Walker has contributed an intereating
papcr on the Suliian Range, to the Geographical Society, entitled " On the Highland
region Bdjacent to the Trans-Indus frontier of India." By Major Walker of the Bombay
Engineers.-Journ. R. G. S., xxxii., p. 303.

which o c c m between 1and 3 p.m. But the series of triangles is
the longest in the world, and it became necessary to check the
results of the observations by v e r t i d angles, by instituting a series
of levelling opemtione.
The series was commenced in the Indus valley in 1868, under
the superintendence of Major Walker, and has connected K a h h i
with the Chuch, Dehra, and Sironj bases. The spirit levels used
were 21 inches focal length, and had been made for the Punjab
Canal Department. The levelling staves were painted, and divided on
both faces to feet, tenths, and hundredths, one face being white with
black divisions, and the other black with white. The operations were
commenced by three observe& working o v a the same ground ; and
the results, as Fegards agreement with heights previously determined
trigonometrically, were remarkably eatisfadory. The distance from
the sea, to the Chuch base is 706 miles, and the difference between
the result by v e r t i d angles and that by spirit levelling was found to
be only 3 feet 2 inches. At Dehm the difference was 5 feet 1inch ;
and at Sironj, in levelling from Dehra, 1 foot and 8 inches; and
from K&hi to Sironj 2 feet 1inch?
b soon as the measurement of the Karhhi base was completed, the survey of Kaahmir, and the mighty mass of mountains
up to the Tibetan frontier, was commenaed, under the superintendence of Captain Montgomerie, who began work in the spring of
1856 with the 14-inch theodolite by Tn>ughton and Simms. G m t
difficulties were encountered from the outset, and manfully .overcome. The Kashmir Series originates from that of the North
Weat Himalaya between Sialkot and Gurdaspur, and during the
first seaeon it was taken across the Pir Panjd range into Kiahmir.
*o of the stations were 13,000 and 15,000 feet above the sea,.
Building materials had to be dug out of the snow for the station
pillars, and the observers were detained at one station for 22 days,
owing to the storms of snow and the foggy we~ther. Afterwards,
as the party penetrated into the mountains, the height of the stations
averaged 17,000 feet, and luminous signals were used from peaks
19,000 and even 20,000 feet above the sea. Between 1856 and 1861
the triangulation waa extended over 93,600 square miles. Mr.
Johnson, one of the party, took observations from a station which
1
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was 20,600 feet above the sea, and marks were erected on peaks
as high rts 21,480 ;while a peak on the Karakorum range t e m p o d y
called K. 2. was found to have a height of 28,290 feet, and to be
second only to Mount Everest. This most dif~cultand laborious
survey is remarkable for its accuracy : and in a circuit of 890 miles,
of a second in latitude and of $, in longitude
only a discrepancy of
was found. I n the Kashmir Series the topographical filling in by
plane table advanced with the triangulation, both being under
Captain Montgomerie.
Of ,the Meridional Series forming the bars of Colonel Waugh's
gridiron, the Jogi Tila, executed by Captain Walker and Lieutenants
~ e n n k and
t
Brownlow, passes by Jhelum, and is stopped by the
Great Desert. The Gurhagarh Series is on the meridians of Amritsir
and Firozpur, and extends south, joining the Arumlia, Series by
Captain Rivers, at Ajmir. It waa commenced by Lieutenant
Tennant, but almost entirely executed by Mr. Shelverton. I t mas
designed for the incorporation of the Revenue Survey with the
general map of the Punjab. Captain Nasmyth, after trian,aulating
Katiw4r and G c h , connected his work with the Great Longitudinal
Series.
I n 1865 Captain Strange was appointed to take charge of the
Eastern C w t Seriq, succeeding Mr. Peyton, who waa invalided.
Captain Strange left head-quartera at Masauri on the 1'7th of October for Cattack, and visited the' fine observatory at Lucknow on
his way? The early reports of this Coast Series record a yearly succession of disasters, disappointments, and failkes ;and it takes rank
among the most difficult of 'the whole survey. Captain Strange
was ably assisted by Mr. W. C. Itossenrode, who pushed forward the
approximate series, and by Mr. Clarkson. The difficulties consisted
in an inaccessible country, unhealthy climate, unfa8vourablestate of
the atmosphere, and an inefficientnative staff. At one station t.he
party wrts detained for 19 days before they could obtain obsemtions.
I n 1866-67 Mr. Clarkson completed the Sambalpur Series, Mr.
Shelverton commenced a secondary series from the Chilka lake to
W o r e , to fix the coast line, and some progress was made in the
main triangulation. But the whole party suffered fiom a jungle
fever, producing the utmost debility and depression both of mental
and physical powers, and six men died of cholera. In 1857-58
1
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further progress waamade; but in August 1860 Captain Skmnge, in
consequence of his promotion, regimentally, to the rank of major,
was obliged to retire from charge of the series, and from the Survey
Deparment, after a service in it of thirteen years. I n addition to his
ability as a surveyor, his rare knowledge of the mechanism of
mathematical and astronomical instruments, his never failing resource in an emergency or when any accident happened, and his
inventive faculty, rendered him a pre-eminently valuable member of
the Survey. He was succeeded in t-he chmge of the Coast Series
by Captain Basevi.
The Superintendent of the Survey designed and saw the commencement of two more important Longitudinal Series, one from
Calcutta to the eastward, and the other extending from the S o m
khoda base into Assam.
Sir Andrew Waugh became a Major General, and was knighted
in 1861. He retired in March 1861 after having held the appointment for 17 years. When he returned to England, he took with
him the appreciative thanks of his Government, and the attachment
of a splendid staff of surveyors who had been trained under his
auspices? He had pushed forward the great work with such ability
and energy that his successor could see his way to its completion in
a speciiied number of years.
The results of Sir Andrew Waugh's labours will be found in the
following volumes :(1.) Vol. 10, parts 1, 2,3, and 4. Amounts of the Ktwara,, North
Longitudinal connecting Amua and K m m , Gurwani, and
Gora Series. MS.
(2.) Vol. 11,parts 2, 3, and 4. Chandwctr, Hurilaong, and North
Prtrisnath Series. MS. Part 1of this volume is wanting.
(3.) Vol. 12, parts 2, 4. Mdancha Seriea. Cdcutta Meridian
Series. Measurement of the Sonakhoda base. MS.
Parta 1and 3 are missing.
(4.) Vol. 13. Part 1. Southern PElrisnath Series. MS. The
remainder is missing.
(5.) Vol. 14. Part 1. South Concan Series in the Bombay Preeidency. MS. The remainder is missing.
(6.) Vol. 15, and appendix in a separate volume. The North-East
Longitudinal Series. MS.
1 The whole staff, 191 in number, presented Sir Andrew Waugh with a service of
plate in 1862.
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(7.) Volume on the Chuch and &&hi

base lines; not num-

bered. MS.

(8.)

" Report by Colonel Waugh on the extent and nature of the

opemtions of the G m d Trigonometrical Survey," with
Appendices. Called for by Mr. Joseph Hume, and presented to ~a,rl&nentin April 1851.
(9.) &port on the Surveys of India, by Sir Andrew Waugh, for
the three years ending 1858-59.
(10.) Report on the Surveys of India, by Sir Andrew Waugh,
dated January 31st, 1861, being his last.
(11.) Calcutta Review " for 1842, vol. 4, p. 62. On the Great
TrigonometFicaJ Survey.
(12.) cc Calcutta Review" for 1863, vol. 38. On the Great Trigonometrical Survey. This article is by Colonel Walker.
(13.) J o d of the Aaiatic Society of Bengal " for 1862, vol. 31,
p. 22.
The laboim of the survey under Sir Andrew Wmgh were brought
to public notice in several of the annual addresses of the Presidents
of the Royal Geographical Society,l and in 1856 he was awarded the
Gold Medal.
A hietory of the opemtions of the Great Trigonometrical Survey
down to the time of Sir Andrew Waugh's resignation, compiled from
the reports, by H. Duhan, personal assistant to the Surveyor General,
will be found in five articles in the " Professional Papers on Indian
Engineering," edited by Major J. G. Medley, C.E., (Rurki), vol. ii.,
p. 285, and p. 398, and vol. iii., pp. 94,306, and 402. The .articles arc
illustrated by a map showing the direction of the aerie8and by prints
of the astronomical circle by Troughton and Simmn, of a sketch reprwonting the measurement.of a base line, of an observing tower,
and maps of the Tso-Morari lake and of the BaJtoro glacier in Tibet,
a9 surveyed by Captain Godwin Austin. The fifth article describes
the operations of the Kaehmir Survey.
1 By Sir R Murchison in 1844 and 1845, Lord Colchester in 1f.346,
Mr. Hamilton
in 1848 and 1849, Admiral Smyth in 1851, Lord Elleemere'in 1855, Admiral Beechey
in 1856, and Lord de Grey in 1860.

VIII.
THZRD PERIOD OF THE TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEYS.
1848-61.

GREATp r o p s was made in the Topographical and Revenue
Surveys during the administration of Sir Andrew Waugh, who was
admirably supported by Major Thuillier, hie Deputy in the Surveyor
General's Office, from 1M7.
In 1861 the Official Manual of Surveying for India, by Cap&
Smith and Thuillier, was published ; it thick volume divided into
five parts :1. Qeometry and trigonometry. '
2. Surveying instruments.
3. Surveying.
4. On native field measurement ( k h w d ) .
6. Practical astronomy, and ite application to surveying.
The great value of Colonel Thuillier's Hanual lies in the sound
instruction it supplies to surveyors. For the last quarter of a
century it has been the means of inculcating strict profeesional
principles and rigorous procedure in the Revenue Settlement Department. It contains clear exphnations of the method of preparing
and surveying village circuits, of the mode of demarcating and of
keeping native records, asd of the system of collecting and utilising
statistical information.
Captain Boileau prepared a new and complete set of traveme
tables, chiefly for the use offlcera of the Revenue Survey. It was

*

1 cL Manual of Surveying for India, detailing the mode of operations in the Revenue
Swvey of Bengal," compiled by Captains R. Smyth and H. L. Thuillier. (Calcutta,
1851.) " Calcutta Review," vol. xvi., p. 321,1851. A second edition of the "Mand,"
with additions, was published in 1855. . I n 1875 Colonel Thuillier brought out the
third edition of the " Manual of Surveying for India." The work wos carefully revised,
improved, and extended ; and some of the elementary portion gave way to more useful
and valuable profeeeional papera in the Appendix. I t waa brought up to date in all
eeeential perticulera, The Appendix to the third edition containe Sir M e w Weugh'e
Instrnctiona for Topographical Surveying," a memorandum on the um of the plane
table, and many d tablea

,
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the first that was cdculatsd to single minutes, or carried out to flve
places of decimdw.'
The Revenue Survey is conducted as follows :-The settlement
officers mark the boundaries of the pargana, and furnish the surveyor with a rough sketch demarcation map, called thaMust.
With this map men go round, 'fixing the stations and clearing the
ground for measurements. The surveyor then runs a, line from
station to station, as near the boundary as possible, entering every
measurement in a field book, and parties of village boundary surveyors do the same with the villages. The klrasra, or field meaaurement by natives, is checked by the general survey ;and the physical
details are Wed in by the plane table. The pargma maps are
drawn on a scale of one mile to an inch, and the zillah or district
maps four miles to an inch. The phns of cantonments are drawn
on a scale of 12 or 18 inches to a mile.
One important object of the Revenue Survey is to fill up the outlines fixed by the Qreat Trigonometrical Survey, and, as the " Calcutta Review " expresses it, " to put sinews and flesh on the colossal
skeleton which that survey constructs."
I n 1861 Sir Andrew Waugh published his c' Instructions for Topographical ,Surveying," in which, adopting the rules laid down in
Thuillier's Manual as a basis, he developes the system best suited to
surveys- purely topographical in chara~ter.~The special province
of the Revenue Surveys is to define the boundaries of estates ;while
Topographical Surveys are mainly for the measurement and delineation of natural features in wild districts or native states. The
stations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey give the topographical
surveyor four initial elements required for commencing a survey,
namely, a point of departure with latitude and longitude, a base, an
azimuth or true direction of the meridian, and the height above the
sea. But the great stations are too far from each other for use in
filling up 'topographical details, and the principal triangles have,
1 & &new
A and complete set of traverse tables, showing the differences of latitude
and the depsrtures to every minute of the quadrant, and to five places of decimals;
together with a table of the lengths of each degree of latitude and corresponding
degree of longitude from the equator to the poles, with other tables useful to the Surveyor." By Captain J. T. Boileau. (2nd ed. London, 1839.)
2
Instructions for Topographical Surveying," by Lieut.-Colonel Sir Andrew
Waugh, for the use of the Surveying Department. (Rurki, 1861.) Also printed in
the third edition of Thuillier's "Manual of Surveying for India," Appendix, p. iii.
(Calcutta. 1875.)
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therefore, to be broken up into smaller ones by the Ray !&ace
System, introduced by Sir George Everest.
Rapid progress was made with Revenue Surveys under Sir
Andrew Waugh, by Blagmve in the J d a n d a r - Doab, G)astrell in
the Bundarbans, O'Donel in Arakan,' and Van Renen in Nagpur.
The Haidarabad Survey, which had been prograsing sinoe 1818,
was suspended in 1852, owing to the mismanagement of the officer
in charge ; but in 1855 it was resumed by Mr. Mulhemn, an excellent surveyor, who made good p r o p s , and successfully crtrried
a bmnch series of triangles from the Great Arc to Nagpur, during
the rising of Tantia Topee. A survey in Gunjam and the Cattack
Mehals proceeded under Captains Saxton and Deprm8
The first khawa survey of the Punjab proved a failure. It was
made by plane table to which mtive-made compasses were attached,
which were in the last degree uncertain and confounding. A book
of instructione was issued for their use, and a great deal of work
was done with them at a very considerable expense. The surveyors
to be ernployed were the patwatia of villages. I n 1856 it was
reported that all the work done in this way was utterly useless,
and that the system had broken down. Colonel Meadows Taylor
had meanwhile been ordered to introduce it into the Haidambad
Assigned Districts, but had reported that it would be quite impossible
to work out the system as proposed. He was, however, ordered
to use the p h e table, instead of the cross staff and chain used in
the Bombay Revenue Burveys, and he adopted a plan of his own, by
working by back and forward sights only, as with a theodolite. The
method was readily leamed by native assistants, who became
wonderfully expert and correct. The work had been cheap and comparatively rapid, and when tested by, scientific processes in connexion with the points of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, it had.
proved very satisfactory. A good deal of work was done in 1856-57
in the Nuldrug district, and Colonel Meadows Taylor was ordered to
prepate an establishment for the Revenue Survey of the whole of
the Assigned Dbtricts, of which he was to have been the head.
But the mutiny broke out in 1857, cauaing a suspension of work,
1 See "Notee on the tribes of the Ealttern Frontier," by J. H. O'Donel. Nos. 1, 2,
and 3, in the J-l
of the Abi(ltk &&y of Bengat, vol. xxxii (1863.)
Registers of computations of triangles, &c., &c., for the Ganjam Survey, from
1845 to 1864, are preserved in the Geographical Department of the India OtBce.

and when quiet waa m~~tored
a part of the Bombay Revenue Survey
establishment was set to work in Berar.
The most interesting and valuable of the Topographid Surveys
executed in Sir Andrew Waugh's time are undoubtedly those of
&hmir and the Sind Saga Doab, under Montgomerie and
Robinson.
After the Sutlej campaign, Captain Robinson was employed on a
military reconnaissance of the Hadra hill district, and as soon as
the second Punjab war waa over he was ordered to survey the Salt
Range. Sir Andrew Waugh speaks of the result as an admirable
work, to whioh Captain Robinson's great talent for topographical
delineation has imparted the highest character for fidelity and
beauty of execution.
Robinson's work comprises a complete survey of the whole highland country of the Sind Sagar D a b , between the rivers Indua and
Jhilam? Fro* the nature of the country this was a work of great
m c u l t y . The area amounts to 10,6641square miles, and the cost
of the survey was Rs. 1,93,466. The region is the scene of some
of the exploits of Alexander the Great, and includes the site of
ancient Taxila, the burial place of Bucephlus. Here too is the line
on which India has been invaded &om the days of Alexander to
those of Nadir Shah. The country abounds in strong positions, and
an elaborate and accurate map is important in a strategic point of
view, and in facilitating public works operations. The map, which
is on eight parts published in 28 large sheets on a scale of one inch,
comprises the whole of Rawal Pindi and Jhilam, including the Salt
Range, and the hilly parts of Shahpur and Liah. The greater
portion consists of elevated plateaux of marl and clay, resting in
basins of sandstone and limestone, supported by the Salt Rango and
several parallel ridges, which run east and west. These ridges, some
of them rising like fish h s , others expanding into mountains nearly
10,000feet high, protect the surface from denudation ; but the water,
acting on the underlying sandstone, is constantly washing it away,
and cutting up the country into a series of deep and intricate r a ~ n e s ,
in the bottoms of which the richest cultivation is found. The
drainage of the country thus becomes exceedingly cornplic&H;
1 cc General Bsport of the Survey of the Kohistan of the Sind S*
Doab," by
Captain D. G. Robinson, Bengal Enginem, F.R.G.S. ;Seesons 185149. MS. Vgurne
in the Geographical Department of the India office,with an introduction ,by &
h d r e w Waugh.

but it was made the fundamental part of the field sketching, and is
delineated on the map with admirable exactness.'
Captain Robinson trained 17 surveyors. The work was commenced in 1861 and
completed in 1859.8
The Topographical Survey of h h m h proceeded pari p m w with
the main triangulation, and both were under the superintendenceof
Captain Montgomerie. The filling in was executed by the plane
table, on a scale of two miles to the inch for the valleys, and of
four miles for Ladak and the: wilder region, A plan of the city
of Kashmir, with the lake and suburbs, was also executed on - a
scale of two inches to the mile. This work was in full swing when
Sir Andrew Waugh retired ; and several of those who were afterwards
leading officers in the survey, such as Montgomerie, Baaevi, Gtodwin
Austen, and Melville, were partly trained in the KashmiF mountains. Godwin Austen, especially, sketched some most difEcult
ground with great taste and skill, including the enormous glaciers
of Little Tibet, one of them 36 milea long. One of the most dietinguiahed of the Kashmir surveyors was Elliot Brownlow, who
was slain at the siege of Lucknow. " His adventures and achieve" ments in the snowy rnoun@ins, and his hardihood and endurance,
were the theme of much praise amongst his brother surveyors. He
had intended to devote his rare and splendid qualities as a mountain
" surveyor to the exploration of Central Asia on rigorous prh~iples."~
1 Colonel Robinson speaks of this service as eight years of hard but pleasing labour.
He says of the maps, that "they are not likely to be of great interest as mere inditL d o n s of the geography of that part of India, but they are valuable as indicating,
with complete fidelity, the extraordinary geographical contortions of that wild district,
and it is much to be regretted that the adjacent countries have not been surveyed
with the aame care!'-I~tter from Colonel Robimon to C. R. Markham, Oct. 1866.
a Colonel Robinson wan a surveyor of 19 yews standing from 1845 to 1865. He
originated the present scciirate style of delineating ground, and trained many of the
1-t men who have had charge of Topographical Survey parties, and in the SurveyorGeneral's Office. The paper on the use of the plane table in Sir Andrew Waugh'e
He cob6d I n s t ~ c t i d n s for Topographical Surveying," was by Colonel Robinson..
menced the Topographical Survey of Central India, and wes in charge of it from
1859 to 1863. I n 1863 he officiated for Colonel Walker during his absence in Europe,
nnd drew up the Report for 1863-64. I n April 1865 he took charge of the Revenue
Surveys during Colonel Thuillier's absence, but shortly afterwards he was invited to
accept the Director Generalship of Telegraphs, a Department of which he bea had
charge from 1865 to 1877, and which he bea now brought to a high atate of efficiency.
J Colonel Thuillier, in a paper read More the Asiitic Society at Calcutta, on July
6th, 1859.

Between l a 9 and 1863, Lieutenant Wallrer, the future successor
of Sir Andrew Wrtugh, executed a military reconnaissclnce of the
Trans-Indus region from Peshawur to Dera Ismail ~ h a n ,single
handed.

IX.
FOURTH PERIOD OF THE TRIGONOMETRICAL
, SURVEYS.
1862-70.

ON the retirement of Sir Andrew Waugh, the two offices of
Surveyor General and Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical
Survey were once more separated, after having: been united in one
person since 1830. Colonel Thuillier became Surveyor General;
and Colonel Walker wae appointed Buperintendent of the Bumey, on
the 12th March 1861. James Thornaa Walker joined the Bombay
Engineer Corps on December 9th, 184141, and served in tho Punjab
campaign at the siege of Multan and battle of Gujerat, and in
various sffaire on the Trans-Indue frontier under Sir Charles Napier,
8ir Colin Campbell, and Bir Neville Chamberlain. After the annexation of the Punjab in 1849, he was ordered by Lord Melville,
who then. commanded at Peshawur, to make a military survey
within ten milea radius of that station; which was afterwards
extended to embrace the whole of the British territory beyond the
Indus, as far south as Dera Ismail Khan. On the completion of this
important work, he became a member of the Great Trigonometrical
Burveying Department, and had latterly been in charge of the
Great Indus Beriee, and of the spirit levelling operations. I n 1857
he was wounded at the siege of Delhi. He assumed charge of the
Great Burvey, with the invigorating prospect, which had been
denied to his predecessors, of completing the grandest series of
survey operations ever undertaken in the world, during his own
incumbency.
As Sir Andrew's first work waa the completion of some of the
Meridiond Series in Everest's eastern gridiron, so Colonel Walker's
opening labour was the complet,ion of the great north-western gridiron, designed by Sir Andrew Waugh. The &hun Meridional Series,
after six years of work, wm finished by Mi.. Keelan in 1863, by
being connected with the Great Longitudinal Seriea (western
branch). It is 467 miles long ; its triangles cover an area of 23,620
square miles, and the total cost wae RBI 201,609. The Qurhaggh
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BASE.

Series, under Mr. Shelverton, having occupied five years, was completed in 1862, by being joined to the Arumlia and Khanpisum Series
brought up from the Bombay Longitudinal Series to the Great
Western Longitudinal Beries and thence from Bombay to AjmiF
by Captain Rivers. Its length is 587 miles, covering an area
of 19,096 square miles, and the cost was Rs. 1,08,212. A n
oblique series was also brought up from Mithankot near the junction of the Indus and Garra, to a side of the Gurhagarh Series, being
300 miles long, with an area of 8,142 square miles. It was begun
by Lieutenant Herschel in 1860, and completed by Mk. Shelverton
in 1863, Mr. Ryall working zealously under him, amd clearing 300
miles of trace. This is called the Sutlej Series, and cost Rs.80,743.
But Colonel Walker's first work was the measurement of a
base line at Vizagapah, nearly in the same latitude as Bombay,
at which point the Longitudina,l Series, from Bombay to the Bidar
base line, was eventually to touch the east coast. The Coaat Series
in charge of Capbin Basevi, had already been completed from
Calcutta to Vieagapatam. Captain Basevi was engaged during the
sea-son of 1861 in selecting a site, but he met nith much diflEiculty,
owing to the numerous irrigation tanks with which the district is
studded. At length he found a suitable site on an undulating plain
near the military station of Vhagapatam, and about 15 miles from
the port of Bimlipatam. Trenches were dug to carry away the
rainfall of the monsoon ; but, notwithstanding this precaution, the
line was submerged in the following October, and was not drained
off without much trouble and exertion.
I n the autumn of 1862 Colonel Walker arrived with Colby's
compensation ba-1.s and microscopes, the same that had been brought
out to India by Sir George Evereat, and had measured every base
line since that time. Colonel Walker was assisted by Captains
Basevi and Branfill, and Lieutenant Campbell. The base line
measurement occupied two months, and was finished on the 6th of
November 1862. The line is 6h miles long, and was divided into
three veficatory sections, checked by a, double series of triangles,
one on each fiank of the base. Tllese tests of accuracy were most
satisfactory. The difference between the measured length, and the
length as computed from the triangles commencing at the Calcutta
base, was half an inch. When it is considered that the distance
from Calcuttrt is 4180miles, and that the Coaat Series pHes through
a region of dense jungle, suoh a m m y is perfectly marvellous.

COXPLETION OF TEE 00AST SEILIES.

la6

Colonel Wdter, mindful of the maxim that the ends of a base
line should be gumled with religious veneration," gave much attention to the measures for their preservation at Vizagapatasl. I n
India such marks are viewed with cupidity not unmixed witk' fear.
The natives have tan idea that money is buried under these
mysterious monuments erected by the western strangers, while they
feel a dread that they may cast a spell over the district. Hence
they are exposed to a double danger, and those a t Sironj were
actually destroyed. At Vhagapatam substantial domes of cut stono
masonry without openings were built over the marks at each end of
the base line, and put in charge of the police.
After the mwurement, Captain Baaevi was sent to make a reconnaissanm in the almost unknown Jaipur territory, with reference to
the extemiori of the Bombay Longitudinal Series to the Ertst Coast.
The whole party was athked by fever, but the m u l t waa a '&od
p r e l i . map of Jaipur, and a valuable memoir by Captain
Basevi.'
Meanwhile Captain Bradill mnnected the Vizag;apatam base line
with the principal triangles of the Coast 8eries, and in December
1863 he A m e n c e d work near Ountur, with a view to the exte116ion
of the Coast Series to Ikhhs. The Madraa Observatory is the only
one in India at which sptematio observations for longitude have
been taken for a number of years ; and it is very important to connect the Coast Seriea with it. It will be remembered that this
Madras Observatory was the h o d point from which Colonel Lambton started with his triangulation in 1802. It was the pivot on
which the whole fabric rested? Now, after a Irtpe of 62 years,
Captain Branfill was bringing back the triangulation to the old
starting point. Unluckily several trees interrupted the view between
the nearest station and the observatory, and extravagant compensation was demanded for permission to remove them. One man
wanted Bs.300 for a single branch of a c a m a h a tree. Eventually
a pillar had to be erected to overlook the intervening obstacles, and
a scaffolding was raised a t the observatory, so that' the theodolito
could be fixed at a height of 63 feet from the ground. Thus, in
1864, the Coast Series h r n Calcutta to M
h was completed.
1 "Report by Capt. J. P. Bmevi, R.E., on
reconnaiseence of pert of the Jaipur
Territory," forms en Appendix to Colonel Walker's Report for 1862-68.
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THE NEW BANGALOE BASE.

I n 1865-66, Captain B r a d and his party observed a longitudinal Series over Colonel Lambton's old ground, from the Madras
Observatory to the Bangalor base line. I t is 118 miles long, and
consists of 23 principal triangles, covering 2,6411 square miles.
Secondary triangulations were also completed from Guntur to
Mmulipatam, to fix the positions of the lighthouses on the coast.
Most of the party were struck down by fever, and Captain Branfill
himself was obliged to go home on sick leave.
I n the season of 1866-67, Lieutenant Campbell took charge of
the party at Bangalor. He extended the triangulation for some
distance to the westward, and south for 60 miles in the direction of
Cape Comorin. He also successfully re-measured two of the last
years' triangles, which had been rejected owing to the grazing of
the rays of light against the slope of an intervening hill, which
mused an error of 3"-8. This error was reduced to 0".7.
Colonel Walker now gave orders for the re-measurement of the
Bangalor base line. I n 1861 Professors Airy and Stokes, at the
request of the Royal Society, had reported upon Colonel Lambton's
Surveys. They were of opinion that, owing to his instrumental
appliances having been far less complete than at present, his work,
though executed with the greatest care and ability, admitted of
being improved in every part ; and they expressed a hope that the
whole of his survey would be repeated with the best modern appliances. The Superintendent, therefore, resolved to re-measure the
bases at Bangalor and Cape Comorin, and to revise the intervening
triangles.
In 1867 Lieutenant Campbell selected a site for the new base near
BangaJor. Colonel Lambton's terminal marks were still in existence, and in good preservation, but the surface of the country was
much changed. Irrigation tanks, as well as a lofty railway embankment, now cross Colonel Lambton's base line. Hence the necessity
for a new site.
'
Colonel Walker was prevented by a severe accident from going
south to measure the new Bmgalor base, and he deputed Mi.. Hennwey, one of his most trusted assistants, to take his place. The
-length of the base line is 6.84 miles, and, like that at Vizagapatam,
it was divided into three verificatory seotions, with triangulation on
both flanks. The difference between the result by measurement
and that by calculation from the Vizagapatam base was again only
a quarter of an inch. Lieutenant Rogers, a young officer who now

commmd his career in the survey, donnected the base with the
main triangulations, and with Lambton's base and his astronomical
station at Ihdagunhh.
Captain Brafl then proceeded to Cape Comorin, to select a base
line site at the swthern extreme of the Great Arc. He found the
country studded with rocky precipitous hills, and large groves of
palmyra palms, but at last he found a site near limbton's old
station at Punnae, and pr~paredthe ground. The measurement of
the baae, during the season ~f 1868-69, was entrusted by Colonel
Walker to Captain Baaevi, with Branfill, Herschel, and Rogers to
assist him. This is the last base necessary for the verification of the
trianglee within the limits of India proper, and the tenth that was
meaaured with the compensation bars brought out to India, by Sir
George Everest in 1830. The system adopted was to divide the line
into three sections, measure the central one, which is 1-68 miles
long, four times over, and determine the length of the other two
from the central one by triangulation on both flanks. The latter
operation was performed by Lieutenant Rogers, and the result of the
measurement was highly satiefactory.
Thence the BangaJor Meridian Series was brought up to join the
Bidar base line. This work was executod by Lieutenant Rogers
and Major B d l l in two sections. The northern section from Bmgalor was carried on without intermission by Lieutenant Rogers,
until he effected a junction with Sir Andrew Waugh's southern
section of the Great Ax,on the 1st of Mamh 1872. The southern
section was taken across the Palni Hills in 1871, and the heights of
several peaks, 5,000 to 7,650 feet above the sea, were fixed, which
are not indicated on existing maps. The revision of the southern
portion of the &eat Am was completed in 1874, and thus the last
of the old links, which might have been objected to as weak and
faulty, have been put on a par with the best modern triangulation.
Major Bmnfill then proceeded to reconnoitre the Gulf of Mamr
with a view to connect the triangulation of In& and Ceylon. He
selected an island called Kachi-tiva, half-way between Ramaswar
and the island of Neduven-tiva, on which a base was measured
between two stations about a mile apart. From this base the positions of the two next stations on Neduven-tiva, erected by the Ceylon
Government were fixed, and Colonel Fyers, R.E.,the Superintendent
of the Ceylon Survey, will cdmplete the connexion.
I n 18741the Ramnad Longitudinal Seriee was commenced, to
extend along the p d e l of
eastward from the Great A m to
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Ramaswar, with a view to the connexion between the triangulations of India and Ceylon. A M
h Coast Series " is to proceed
from Rrtmnad along the eastern coast, to join on to a side of the
principal triangulation in the vicinity of &dras.
I n 1876 Major
B r a f l completed the Ceylon conneuting triaagulation; and on
May 9th, 1876, made over his charge to Captain W. M. Campbell,
"'

R.E.

.

While this important revision of Colonel Lambton's work was
proceeding, the Superintendent continued to push forward the other
survey operations with vigour and judgment. I n September 1862
he formed the party under Lieutenant Thuillier for the East Cdcutta Longitudinal Series, to extend from the Calcutta Meridional
Series to the eastern frontier, and form a bas& for the survey of the
distriots of Naddea, Jessor, and Dacca. Operations were commenccd
at Chinsura in November, but the party encountered great difllculties. I n working through jungle, it is first necessary to cut a narrow
glade in a perfectly straight line in the direction required for a
station, for 8 or 10 miles. The ground is then reconnoitred for a
suitable site, to which a ghde is cut from the trial line. Two sides
and the included angle thus give the data to ascertain the direct
line between the two stations, which is then cleared to bring them
in sight. Immense labour is thus involved, and, in a populous
country like Lower Bengnl, the difllculty is increased by having to
make bends to avoid houses and gardens, and by being exposed to
worrying litigation for compensations. The towers of unburnt bricks
mere found to be unsafe in so moist a climate, and masonry walls
mund the central pillar will be essentid.
The country which ~ v a sthe scene of Lieutenant Thuillier's operations was perfectly level, covered with rnalarious swamps, and intersected by great rivers with densely wooded banks. In the season of
1864-65, 174 miles of trial lines and 314 of final lines were cleared
through the jungle. Cholera and fever were raging in the country,
and twenty men of tohe party fell victims. Yet Thuillier remained
steadily at his post, and made satisfactory progress, completing the
series as far as the mtern frontier in 1866-67, on the parallel of
230. It is 210 miles long, and consists of 41 triangles, every station
necessi&ting the erection of a tower.
Lieutenant Thuillier then commenced a Meridional 8eries on the
meridian of 90°, ca;lled the Brahmaputra Series, to complete. the basis
for the surveys of Naddw, Jessor, D m , and other pasts of Eastern
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Bengal. Again the ground was level and covered with vast swamps.
During 1867-68 upwards of 700 miles of glades mere cleared
through heavy-jungle, and ten towers were built, the season being
entirely devoted to preliminary operations. But in 1868-69 the
measurement of the triangles was commenced with a 24-inch
theodolite by Troughton and Simms. At the same time Lieutenant
Larminie commenced a chain of secondary triqngles to be carried
through the valley of Assam, where the Revenue Survey operations
are in progress. A series of triangles from Calcutta to Port Canning
was commenced by Mr. Ryall, but it was permanently interrupted
by litigious fellows through whose gardens the line had to be taken.
Half Mr. Ryall's time was passed in the courts of law ; and Colonel
Walker represented the urgent necessity for extending the provisions of Act VI. of 1857 to the officers of the Survey Department.
The Brahmaputra Series was completed by Captain Carter in 1874, and in the following year the party was reorganized and transferred
to Burma under Mr. W. G. Beverley. The secondary triangulation
in Burma is designed with a view of fixing all prominent buildings
and other objects in large towns for the purposes of topographical
and geological surveys, while positions of lighthouses along the
coast are also to be fixed for the marine survey. Mr. Beverley
executed a very satisfactory amount of work during the season of
1875-76.
The Eastern Frontier Series was commenced by Mr. C. Lane in
1861-62, near the western extreme of the Assam valley. He was
ably seconded by Mr. Rossemde, and in 1862-63 they were in
Independent Tipperah, and working down towards Chittagong.
The physical difEculties to be overcome were very great.' I n
1865-66 Mr. Rossenrode a~SUJ.nedcharge, and the series was brought
down to the eastern frontier 'towards Akyhb, and through Arakan.
I n 1867-68 and the following year the party crossed the difficult
range of hills between A.rakan. and Rome, and pushed their operations into British Burma,, whence they extended the series in a S.E.
direction to Moulmain. Mr. W. C. Itossenrode continued the work
in 1876-76, but, worn out with a long series of arduous and
successful achievements he retired on a pension a t the clorje of the
season of 1876. Mr. Rossenrode entered the Department in 1839
under Sir George Everest, and especially distinguished himself in
-

1 See Extracts from B ''Report on Independent Tipperuh," by C. Lane, Eq., in
Colonel Walker's Report for 1862-63. (Appendix.)

(13441.)
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the work of the Great Longitudinal Series under the late Colonel
Strange. Colonel Walker, in his last Report, speaks of this officer
in terms of the highest praise.
Meanwhile, in 1871-72, the triangulation in the Assam valley
was continued to the eastward by Mr. W. G. Beverley, through tho
Sibsagar district, but progresa was slow owing to the extraordinary
di5culties. The whole surface of the country is covered either
with patches of forest, or with dense jungles of bamboo and long
grass, and the entire length of line between continuous stations had
to be cleared. I n 1874 the triangulation reached Sibsagar, and
various points were fixed in the Daphla Hills t o the north, and in
the Naga Hills to the south-east ; but the, party sustained a serious
loss by the death, from fever, of Mr. G . A. Hmis, a painstaking
and valuable member of the Department. During the season of
'1876-76 Lieutenant Harman had charge of the operations in the
Assam valley, and advanced the series from near Sibsagar to
Dibrugah, a distance of 41 miles. Thence the approximate triangulation is continued in two branches, one south-east to a spur of the
Naga Hills, the other north-east across the Brahmaputra to Sadiya.
In the Bombay Presidency a series of triangles was commenced
by Captain Haig south of Bombay (on the meridian of Mangalur).
He, however, h t revised a large portion of the old Bombay Longitudinal Series. I n the season of 1862-63 good progress was being
made, when a tower, on which the large theodolite had been placed
for observing, gave way on one side, and the instrument was so
severely injured as to be incapable of further use until it had been
repaired in England. It was sent out again overland, reached
Bombay in November 1864, and work was re-commenced. The
design mas to take the series south to Mangalur, and thence east to
the Bangalor base line. I n 1866-67 Lieutenant Trotter took
charge, when the work was still 180 miles from Mangalur, and on
the verge of the dense and deadly jungles of North Cana,ra. The
whole party was struck down with fever, and Lieutenant Trotter
himself was obliged to go home. I n the season of 1871-72 the
Mangalur Meridian Series was carried over the Western Ghats by
Major Bradill; and it was found that the beimudi Peak in the
himall6 Range has an altitude of 8,837 feet above the see, nearly
200 feet higher than the Dodabeta Peak on the Nilgiri Hills, which
had hitherto been supposed to be the highest mountain south of the
Himalayas. In 1873 this series was completed by mnneoting it
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with the Longitudinal Series which connects Mangalur with Madras.
The series passes for above a hundred miles between the coast and
the Western Ghats.
Two additional Meridional Series arc designed to pms south from
the old Calcutta Longitudinal, called the Sumbulpur and Jabalpur
Series. They were in charge of Mr. Keelan and Mr. Shelverton,
who commenced their operations by a revision of a large portion
of the Cdcutta Longitudinal 8eries from the Sironj base to the
Gora hill station. Mr. Keelan then worked south, through wild
tracts covered with almost impenetrable forest, where his party
suffered severely from fever, intending to r& into the Coast Series
near Madras. Mr. Shelverton's operations were on the meridian of
Jabalpur. From 1864 to 1866 he worked through the Central
Provinces, and was prostrated by fever, but satisfactorily completed
the series in the latter year.
As soon as the Jabalpur Series was finished, Mr. Shelverton was
employed to continue the Bombay Longitudinal Series from the
Bidar base line to the Vizappatam base. I n 1868-69 he had completed the portion between the Great Arc and the Jabalpur Series ;
receiving much aesistance from the Nizam's Government, which
was urgently required, as 72 hill tops had to be cleared of forest for
observing stations. This series is called the Bidar Longitudinal
Series. In 1869 Mr. Shelverton continued the work towards the
coast, chiefly in the valley of the Godavari. Here the leader of the
party was struck down by fever, and he died in the midst of his
labours, adding one more to the list of gallant men who have
sacficed their lives in the cause of science. Mr. Shelverton was
an excellent surveyor, and a man of uncommon e n e r and
~ determination. His name was identified with several of the most
important operations connected with the Great Trigonometrical
Survey, and his loss was much felt. He was succeeded by Mr.
H. Beverley ; and in December 1871, Mr. Itossenrode took charge,
who completed the series in the following April, when a junction
was effected with the Coast Series.
Mr. Rossenrode then commenced a triangulation on the meridian
of 82" from the Bidar Series northwads to meet the triangulation
on the same meridian which was brought down from the Calcutta
M e r i d i o d Series by Mr. Keelan ; and the two paxties met, thug
completing this aerie8 in 1873. The country through which they had
to work is one of the most mahrious and deadly in India It is

I2

the region in which Colonel Everest commenced his career as a
trigonometrical surveyor in 1818, when he was stricken down by
jungle fever,' and i t was here then, in 1870, Mr. George Shelverton
lost his life. Both the partics of Mr. Rossenrode and Mr. Keelan
suffered severely from fever.
I n 1872 the Jodhpur Meridional Series was commenced, which
was one of the two internal chains of triangles remaining to
complete tho great north-west quadrilateral, the exterior chains of
which connect the base lines of Karttchi, Sironj, Dehra Dun, and
Chuch near Attock. It is carribd northwards so as to close on tho
Sutlej Series. This work was entrusted to Captain Rogers, who found
the country very favouraBle, being sandy with isolated hills, the
chief difficulty Being the scanty supply of water. The series was
advanced across the deserts of Jasalmir and Bikanir, and the series
was completed in 1876. Captain Rogers then comm~ncedthe
Eastern Sind Series on the meridian of 70' from the Karhchi
Longitudinal Series to the Great Indus Series.
I n the Kashmir Survey Sir Andrew Waugh first combined trigonometrical and topographical work in the duties of one party.
Colonel Walker continued this principle in two or three instances,
in anticipation of the completion of the Trigonometrical Survey,
foreseeing the irnportanco of having his officers trained to topographical work, bhat their services might eventually be available in
filling in the mighty skeleton, which thcir accurate observations and
high mathematical attainments will have completed.
During 1862-63 great progress was made with tho Kmhmir
survey east of Leh. Stations were fixed on the Chinese frontier, and
peaks were determined at, a distance of a hundred miles from it.
On the 21st of April 1864 Lieutenant Carter joined the party zls
second Trigonometrical Assistant, and helped Captain Montgomerie
in observing for latitude, while Godwin Austen and Johnson turned
out much effective topographical work. At the close of 18M the
Kashmir Series was completed. It consists of a surveyed area af
170,000 square miles, in every variety of climate and scenery. There
is not a valley in these wild regions of perpetual snow that was not
visited by the surveyors, the triangulation coveking Jamu, Kashmir,
Khagan, Ladak, and little Tibet; and peaks were fixed, some of
which (among thorn that named K 2) being second only to Mount
Evercst. I n 1866 Mr. Johnson crossed the frontier, and visited
Sce pnge
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Ilchy, the capital of Khotan, obtaining two observations for latitude
there, and reconnoitring an area of 21,000 s q w e miles.'
After ten years of uninterrupted labour in Kashmir, Montgomerie
went home on leave, and Lieutenant Carter received charge of the
party, which was sent to commence a topographical survey of
Kurnaun and Gurhmal, on a scale of one inch to the mile, 'with a
survey of the tea plantations, eight inches to the mile, and of the
stations of Masauri and Landaur, 12 inches to the mile. Lieutenant Carter pushed the work forward with much zeal and ability
during the time that he was in charge, and on May lst, 1867,
Captain Montgomerie returned, and resumed his labours, extending
the triangulation to the two great branches of the Alaknunda, the
stations being 12,000 to 17,000 feet above the level of t.he sea. He
also undertook a survey of the hill Sanatarium of Ranikhet, and,
of the Kosi valley which leads up to it. The contours of this
h i k h e t survey were not filled in by eye, but the heights of a
very large number of points were determined trigonometrically,
and reflecting levels were employed in getting the run of the lines
between the stations. Thus a degreo of accuracy was obtained in
the delineation of the contour lines which hm not hitherto been
equalled in maps even of the highest class of merit. The survey of
the Kosi valley, completed by Lieutenant Hill, is on a scalc of
six inches to the mile. I n 1872 the Gaxhwal Survey was continued
up the Mana and Niti vdleys which drain into the Uaknunda
branch of the Qangea, and the field work comprised triangulation
of the country east of Naini Tal, up to the Nepal frontier on the
Sariiah river. Among the distant peaks, the heights of which
were fixed,was the celebrated Kailas or Qangri, which was formerly
measured by General Strachey ; and his result proved to be nearly
correct. The height now established is 22,028 feet. In 1873
Captain Thuillier took charge of the Kumaun and Garhwal party,
and under him Mr. Ryall continued the work among the upper
valleys of the Ramganga, Sorju, Gori, and Ralam rivers. I n 1874
the maximum height reached by the surveyors was 22,040 feet
above the sea; and there only remained 1,200 square miles to
complete the work, but, as operations in these desolate and inaccessible regions are very expensive, further .progress was postponed.
1 For an account of the Kashmir Survey sea the " Journsl of the aeiatic Society
of Bengal," voL x x k , p. 20, and vol. xxx, p 99.

Meanwhile Captain Thuillier proceeded with a survey of the
new forest tracts of Dehra Dbn and the SiwaJik Hills, while
Captaih Bailey, as head of a Department of Forest Surveys,
demarcated the forests in the same region, including the Jaunsar
Bawar forests. I n 1876 the whole of this work mas successfully
completed by Captains Thuillier and Bailey, and M i . Ryall. We
thus have accurate maps, with well delineated terrestrial features,
of a tract of country rich in tea and other plantations, and which
is steadily rising in importance.
Colonel Walker has long had another topographical survey &rty
at work in the Bombay Presidency. In 1866 it was engaged, in
Bombay Island, in forming a bmis of triangulation for a detailed
cadastral survey ; and in 1866 it was transferred to KatiwSrr, under
Captain Haig, to resume the survey commenced in 1864, but
suspended in consequence of a famine in 1866. During 18'70-71
Lieutenant Trotter made very satisfactory progress with the
Katiwslr Survey, and several sheets of the h a 1 maps were prepared on a scale of two inches to the mile. A few will be printed
in Qujrtiti character for the use of the people. Parts of Katiwb are
very fertile and populous, while others are in such a wild state as to
form the haunts of lions : Katiwh being one of the few places in
India where the lion is still found. Colonel Walker considered it
very desirable that the topographical surveys should combine the
details of the marine with those of the land surveys by connecting
the points along the coast which are common to both by actual
mcaaurement on the ground. Several copies of the original
drawings of the charts of the Qulf of Cambay were, therefore,
lithographed for the use of the Katiwh survey, and also of the
Qulf of Kach. I n 1872 the new maps of Katiwh were found to
be of great use ; for the agent of the Bombay, Baroda, and Central
India Railway, on examining them, was induced to lay out an
. cntirely different line for detailed survey from what he had intended
when he only had the old maps to judge from. By 1873 the
number of s q w e miles surveyed in Katiwbr was 2,680, chiefly in
the northern portions of Jhalawar, bordering on the hof h h .
Captain !Trotter had charge of the survey until nearly the end of the
season of 1872-73, when he joined Sir Douglas Forsyth's Embassy
to Kashgar, and was succeeded by Major Pullan; who, in 1876,
was proceeding with the south-west portion of the province. The
whole I(atiw&rsurvey will probably be completed by 1880. Topo-
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graphical operations me ale0 proceeding in Gujrht, where an
attempt ie being made to utilize the details of the fiacal surveys
which have been carried over British Qujdt by the Bombay
Revenue Surveyors, and which have been mapped ona scale of from
8 to 12 inches to the mile, by native surveyors, but with no attempt
at delineating the codgumtion of the ground.
I n 1870 Colonel Nasmyth, who had charge of the Gujr&t surveys,
was obliged to take sick leave, and died shortly afterwards in
Australia. He waa succeeded by Lieutemnt McCulloch. Both
these officers failed in their attempts to utilize the results of the
Bombay Revenue Survey; but Colonel Walker determined to
persevere, as he was exceedingly loath to think that -no use could
be made of them for topographical purposes. In 1872 Major Haig
took charge, and between the years 18'72 and 1876 the subject was
much discussed and very wefully considered. I n August 1876 the
final decision, with a view to utilizing the previously executed
Revenue Survey maps of Qujr4t villages by combining them with
the Topographicd Survey of the province, was approved;' Major
Haig has continued in charge of the Glujdt survey, assisted by
Lieutenant J. E. Qibbs, and steady progress is being made.
Colonel Walker has not failed to push forward those important
spirit levelling operations which he himself commenced in 8ir
Andrew Waugh's time. I n 1862 'Mr. Donnelly had completed 242
miles of levelling up the valley of the Ganges, when he was compelled, by severe illness, to close work near Bhagalpur. In 1863
Captain Trotter took charge of the levelling party, and got as far
as Allhabad, though he and his people were prostrated by fever.
1

I t is a6 follows :The maps of the British districta of Gujrbt are to be on a scale of 2 inches ; and
those of all other parts of G u j d t are to be drawn so as to be readily reducible by
photography to the 1 inch scale. T w o sets of maps of the British districta are to be
published, one on the 2-inch scale, and the other on the 1 inch to juxtapose with the
reduced maps of the Native States. The village maps of the Revenue Survey are to be
utilized in distinguishing between cultivated and barren or forest tracts, in defining
village boundaries, and in giving all the interior topographical details which stand the
test of examination by the topographical surveyors. The stations of triangulation and
traversing are to be placed as frequently ss possible at the junction points of three fieldg
and the corresponding field numbers are to be marked on the maps. The field junction
points on the external boundary lines, and the internal diviaione between cultivated and
barren tracts are to be taken from the village maps and inserted on the topographical
mapg the numbers for every second or third point being given on the map to facilitate
identification.
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He found the levels of the railway officials to be very inaccurate.
I n 18M Trotter brought the series of levelling up to Agra. Karh h i is connected with Calcutta by a line of levels 2,200 miles long,
being the longest and probably the best ever executed, besides 830
miles of branch lines, the origin or datum being the mean sea
level of Karichi, and the terminus the sill of Kidderpur Dock, at
Calcutta.
I n 1866-67, branches were taken from the main line of levels to
connect.the levels of ca~mha,nd railways at Delhi, Lahore, Multan,
and other places. I n 1867-68 a line was brought through lhhilkhund ; in 1868-69 a line wae taken from Bareli for 360 miles to
Lucknow, C m p o r e , and Faizabad; and in 1869-70 Mr. Lane
carried a line of levels for 672 miles through Oudh and the NorthWestern Provinces. I n 1872 Captain Carter carried the main line
of levels to the towers of the Sonakhada base line.
A second volume of levels has been published under Colonel
Walker's instructions, recording a portion of these operations ;l and
two sheets of a series of maps showing the various levels of trigonometrical stations, can&, and railroads?
I n 1873 Lieutenant Harman commenced a series of levels in tho
Madras Presidency with the object of connecting and reducing to a
common datum several lines of levels cxecutcd for railways and
canals. Hc carried a line from Guti to the sea at Karwar, a distance
of 304 miles. I n 1874 he was relieved by Lieutenant McCullagh,
who took a line of levels from tpc south-western end of the Bangalor base line to the Raichur railway station, a distance of 297 miles,
connecting it with Harman's work at Bellary. Much important
levelling has also been completed by Captain Baird, an account of
which will be found in the Section on Tidal Observations.
During the last 16 years there have been parties engaged on
purely aetronomiml observations. I n 1861, Mr. Nicolson was sent
to fix the positions of the Andaman and other islands which were
erroneously placed on the charts ; but after taking a series of observations at Port Blair, and fixing its position, this work was handed
1 " Tables of Heights in N.W. Provinces and 'Bengl, to May 1865 " (Rurki 1866),
with m introduction by Lieutenant Trotter.
4 cL Spirit Level and Trigonornetrid Heights of the Great Trigonometrical Surrey of
India, with cans1 and railway levels, compiled from various sources." Sheete 1 end 3
phobzincographd at Dehra DGn in 1867. These two maps compriee the districts of
Ambda, Sahsranpur, Dehrs DGn, and Muzaffarnagar; and are accompanied by printed
eheeta hcribing the bench marks, and giving other information.
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over to the marind surveyors. In 1863, however, two astronomical
parties were organized to fix the latitudes of higonometrical stations,
at moderate distances, all over India. One was to begin at Calcutta,
and observe at each of the stations along the Calcutta Longitudinal
Series, whence the Meridional Series of Sir George Everest's gridiron started ; while the other was to work north and south at certain
stations, about a degree apart, on the Great Arc ~ e r i & . !J!he
latitudes were to be observed from the zenith distances of pairs
of stars north and south? The latitude observations were taken
on the meridians of 76" and 78", by Captains Herschel and Eesviside
in 1870, the latter observing with the zenith sector designed by
Colonel Strange, near Bangalor and Coimbator. I n 1870-71
Captain Trotter relieved Captain Heaviside, and the second new
zenith sector arrived at Poona ; and in 1871-72 the latitude
observations were continued by Captains Herschel and Campbell.
In 1868 the total eclipse of the sun in India gave some additional
work to the scientific surveyors. The observations were entrusted
to Major Tennant, whom we last met with at the measurement of
base, and who had since been in charge of the Madras
the -hi
Observatory. He came out from England with instruments supplied by the Royal Ast,ronomical Society, and was joined by
Captain B r a f l . After much careful inquiry, it mas decided that
the most favoumble positions for observing the eclipse, as regarded
the probable absence of clouds and rain, would be Bijipur, and
Guntur on the east coast. Tenpant and Branfill observed st
Guntur, Herschel, Campbell,. and Haig, a t Bijipur, and tho conclusions arrived a t from their investigations were that the corona, in
an eclipse, waa but slightly, if at all, self-luminous,while red flames
were?
I n 1876 Captain Campbell, assisted by Captain Heaviside, proceeded to Haidarabad, and during the season completed the measurement of differences of longitude, by electric telegraph, between
Haidarabad and Bombay, Bellary and Bombay, Bellary and
Haidarabad, Madras and Haidarabad, Madras and Bellary, and
Bangalor- and Bellary, one officer working at one end and the
1 A t Isenfur, near the northern end of the Punjob plains, tho difference between
the observed latitude and that computed from triangulation waa only 06". ! I !
2 See an article on the w l i p e observations for 1868 in the " Professional Papers
on Indian Engineering," vol. vi., p. 93. See also " Revista ae Espaiia " Tom. xvii.,
No. 67. (Madrid, 1870.) '' El eclipae de sol considerado bajo el punts de vista hiccr."
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other at the other. They received hearty co-operation from Mr.
Pogson, the astronomer at Madras, and Mr. Chambers, F.R.S., the
Superintendent of the Observatory at Bombay.
Of late years advantage has been taken of the lines of telegraph,
in Europe and America, to determine differences of longitude, and
thus to obtain astronomical arcs of amplitude between two places
situated on a common parallel of latitude, with reference to the
determination of the figure of the earth. Formerly such arcs had
been measured between points on the same meridian, because in
that case it was only necessary to determine latitudes at the
extreme points, which is one of the simplest problems of practical
astronomy. But on arcs of parallel it is longitudes that are required, and their determination within the requisite degree of precision was extremely difficult and laborious. When, however,
places are connected telegraphically, their differences of longitude
can be determined with great precision. I n September 1871
Colonel Walker, in London, and Major St. John, at Tehran, determined the longitude of the latter place to be 61" 24' 6" E.,the
distance between the two stations being 3,870 miles. TheiF determination only differed half a mile from a value previously deduced
by Major St. John, by combining a telegraphic determination of
difference of longitude between Tehran and Kariiohi, with the
trigonometrically ascertained difference between Karhhi and the
Madras Observatory. I n 18'72, some of the instruments which
were ordered in 1863, designed by Colonel Strange, and constructed
under his 'superintendence, arrived in India. These were two
transit instruments, by Xessrs. Cooke and Son, of Pork, two
astronomical clocks by Frodsham, two chronographs by MM. Secretan and Hardy, of Paris, and electric apparatus. Colonel Walker
determined to employ these imtruments, in the first &tance, on
the arc of parallel which crosses the Peninsula of India in latitudc
13" from Madras-to Mangalur, passing through Bangalor midway.
Thh arc is of special interest, because it is situated much nearer
to the equator than any similar arc that has yet been measured in
any part of the globe. Its length is 3641miles. Captains Herschel
and Campbell were selected to carry out the operations, who first
made a series of most careful preliminary trials, ascertaining that
no sensible influence, in one direction more than another, was
exerted by earth currents. The mean of all the determinatiom
gives a velocity of 27,000 milea per second, which is materially
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greater than the velocities deduced in the course of aimihr operat i o n ~in Europe and America. But as seved relays were used on
those lines, and none on these, such a difference is only what might
have been anticipated. The preliminary results are, that the
difference of longitude between Madras and Mangdur by the trigonometrical measurement is Oh. 21m. 36-78s., and by telegraph
Oh. 21m. 35.85s; The difference is 0°93s., which is equivalent to
13-96'' seconds of arc. The btitudes and longitudes of the stations
of the Great Trigonometrical Survey have, for the last
yem,
been computed with the elements of the figure of the earth known
as Everest's First Set of Constants, (equatorial semi-axis,
20,922,932 ft., ellipticity d.86).
Subsequent investigations have
slightly modified these dimensions of the mean figure, and Captain
Clmke gives the following elements in the Appendix to hie " Comparison of the Standards of Length " (1866) ; equatorial semi-axis
20,926,062 ft. ellipticity
.,,+.,
Using Captain Clarke's elements,
instead of Colonel Everest's, the trigonometrical determination of
the difference of longitude between Madras and Bangalor would be
diminished by 3.6,and thus be brought into better accordancewith
the telegraphic difference, which is still 10.5" less than the trigonometric difference. This fact is consistent with the result of Captain
Basevi's pendulum operations, which show that the density of the
strata of the earth's crust is greater under the depressed beds of
oceans than it is under lands elevated above the sea level. Thus
the direction of the plumb line at Madras, on the east coast, is most
probably deflected to the east of the n o d to the mean figure,
while at Mangalur the direction of the plumb line is deflected to
the west of the corresponding normal. The length of the arc
between the apparent zenith points is consequently diminished,
and must, therefore, be less than the length deduced from trigonometrical observations. The observations to determine the astronomical latitudes of certain stations of the survey have been held
in abeyance since 1872-73, as Captains Herschel and Campbell,
by whom they are carried on, have been both employed on the
longitude observations.
There is a method, independent of triangulation, by which the
ellipticity of the earth can be determined, and it seemed important
that it should be tested over the same ground as was traversed
by the G-t
~ r Series.
c
This method i. by observing the pendulum. The force of gravity increases from the equator to the pole8 ;
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and a pendulum, which makes a certain number of vibrations in
a given time at the equator, will make a greater number at all other
points, the number increasing, as a rule, with the latitude. The
experiment consists in determining the number of vibrations which
a given pendulum of invariable length makes in % hours, at the
position selected for the operations. Previous observations had been
taken chiefly on islands.and near. the coast, notably by the veteran
observer, General Sabine. It was a desideratum to obtain experiments in the interior of continenh to combine with those taken
near the sea. The Russian Government had caused them to be
taken at the 'principal stations of the Great Russian Arc, and
General Sabine was anxious that a series should be observed in India.
The tendency of the plumb line to deviate from its normal direction, in consequence of local irregularities of the earth's crust, is a
source of error which requires the most careful investigation. The
plummet is supposed to be attracted by mountains and repelled by
oceans ; and even on level plains deflection is said to exist when the
rocks below are of unequal densities, on either side of the plummet.
Archdeacon Pratt, after close examination of the effects of this
attraction on the operations of the Trigonometrical Survey, came to
the conclusion that the probable error caused at Kalianpur, by
proximity to the Himalaya, was one fourth of a mile ; but this only
affects astronomical observations. InLtLe triangulations the correctness of the relative distances is of course unaffected. '
The pendulum observations give an independent determination of
the ellipticity of the earth. and throw light on its physical constitution, by determining the intensity of the force of gravity.
I n 1864, Colonel Walker, R.E.,the Superintendent of the Great
Trigonomet,rical Survey of India, applied to the Secretary of State
for India for sanction to undertake a series of pendulum experiments in India in connexion with this survey. His application
was strengthened by opinions from several of the most eminent
Fellows of the Royal Society in favour of the undertaking, more
especially as affording an independent check on the local variations
in the direction of the force of gravity, and on the disturbances due
to the mountain masses north of India.
1 "A aeries of papers on mountain and other local attraction in India, and its e&t
on the cnlculetions of tho Great Trigonometrical Survey," by John H. Yratt, M.A.
(Calcutta, 1862.) These papers are reprinted from the Transactions of the Royal

Sbeiety.
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The necessary sanction having been obtained, the ~ o Society
~ d
lent for the purpose of the experiments an astronomical clock by
Shelton and two invariable' pendulums. The equipment was supplemented by a copper vacuum cylinder and an air pump. It was .
decided to make the Kew Observatory the base station in this
countiy for the operations, and before the pendulums were sent to
India they were swung there by Mr. Loewy. The apparatus arrived
in India in 1866, and the work wtts at once commenced by Captain
J. P. Baaevi, R.E., plho had been placed in charge of the operations
in India. I n the course of the next five years Captain Baaevi
swung the pendulums at some 19 stations on the Indian arc from
Dehra D h to Cape Comorin;at two stations on the East Coast,
and at two on the West Coast of India,, and he likewise swung them
at '1Minikoy, an island of the Laccadive group.
I n 1870, two convertible pendulums were lent to Colonel Walker
by the Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg. These
pendulums had been used on the Russian arc, and it was hoped
that by their means a connexion might be established between the
Indian and Russian pendulum operations. An arrangement. for
memuring the lengths of these pendulums forms part of the whole
apparatus, so that they are capable of giving not only relative
results, such as are obtained by the invariable pendulums, but also
absolute values of the length of the simple seconds pendulum.
Captain Basevi had at that time but little oppol.tunity of using
these pendulums, and in the spring of 18'71 he started for the
lofty plateaux of Tibet, taking with him the invariable pendulums
only. On his way to Tibet he; took observations at Mian Mir, and
passing through Leh, crossed the la;ka1ung pass 18,060 feet in
height, into the desolate region of Ruskshu. He there swung the
penduluhs at a station he selected on the More plain 15,600 feet
above the sea level. Prom More he made his way back to the
Upper Indus, and, although suffering from a severe cold, he crossed
the Marsimik pass and set up his tents and instruments 09
the Lanak plains, upwards of 17,000 feet above the sea. There
protected only by a tent, in a climate where the thermometer
rises to 70 or 80 in the afternoon and falls below zero at
daybreak, his illness increased. Onc morning, when gallantly
striving to rise from his bed and commence work, he died, and
by his untimely death the survey lost the services of one of its
ablest officers.
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Capbin ~eavisidewas subsequently appointed to complete the
operations. After some preliminary observations at Dehra and at
Massari he went to Kaliana, the base station in India for the
pendulum experiments. He there took observations with the invariable pendulums to determine whether they had undergone any
change since they were last swung there. He also swung and
measured at Kaliana the Russian convertible pendulums. He then
started for England, and on his way to this country he swung the
pendulums at Bombay, at Aden, and at Ismailia, inEgypt. At the
Kew Observatory he swung the invariable pendulums, to determine whether they' had undergone any alteration since 1865, and hc
also carried out there a. complete series of experiments with the
Russian convertible pendulums for the determination of the length
of the simple seconds pendulum.
At the suggestion of General Sir E. Sabine a further series of
experiments was made with the convertible pendulum employed
in 1818 by Captain G t e r . The bar of. this pendulum, owing to
some unknown cause, had become bent. It was re-straightened and
the knife edges re-ground and re-bedded. I n its altered condition
this pendulum was swung at the Kew Observatory by Captain
Heaviside. Lieut.-Colonel A. R. Clarke, R.E., undertook to
measure the distance between the knife edges of the pendulum at
Southampton. From the values thus obtained a second determination of the length of the simple seconds pendulum at Kew was made.
Captain Heaviside then returned to India, where the final results
of the whole series of experiments from 1865 were computed out
and arranged for publication..
One fact of great scientific importance has been ascertained by
tliese experiments, namely, that the density of the strata of the
earth's crust under and near the Himalaya is less than that under
the plains to the south. It is also a noticeable feature of Captain
Basevi's observations, and one already observed in comparing pendulum observations made in other p&s of the world, that at inland
stations gravity appears to be in defect of that observed at
coast stations in similar latitudes. The cause of this is still
uncertain.
The superintendence of work in the field only forms a part of
Colonel Walker's anxious and absorbing duties. The labours in the
computing and drawing office d ~ require
o
his close attention, and
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here he has been ably assisted by Lieutenants Herschel and Mi!. Hennessey. One m t t e r for careful thought is the dispersion of urnvoidable though minute errors in the observations of latitudes, longitudes,
and azimuths, in such a, manner as to obtain the closest approach
to accuracy. This ie a consideration of great intricacy and difficulty,
m d the preliminaries for eventual calculations have been carefully
elaborated in the Computing Office. All the observ&ions are reduced
de m o , which involves an enormous amount of calculation. I n
1865 Mr. Hennessey, who had studied at Cambridge and Southampton while he was in England, resumed charge of the Computing
Office. He commenced the printing of the observations -of all the
principal angles, which, except the Great Arc Series, published by
Sir George Everest, had hitherto been only in manuscript? He
also introduced photozincography, having learnt the process at
Southampton, and the sheets of topographical surveys were rapidly
re-produced. Photographic a p p v t u s had been in use in the
Drawing Office some years before, for'copying and reducing. Here
the Kashmir maps were compiled, one of Central Asia, by Mr.
Scott, in 1866, and many others.
I n 1866-6'7 Colonel Walker waa engaged, with Mr. Hennessey, in.
the verification of the standards of length. At the measurement of
eaoh base the relative length of the standard bar A and the six compensation bars was found to be altering ; and as all the bars told
the same tale, it seemed probable that their lengths had remained
constant, and that the standard had changed. While Colonel
Walker was in England, in 1864, two new standard bars, one of brass
and the other of iron, were constructed for him. They arrived at
Dehra D-(m in 1866, and were compared with A, having first becn
compared with B at Southampton. ,The comparison showed th;tt
the relative length of A and B waa nearly the same as in 1834, when
they were h t compared together. Then B was 1.28 3nilli0nthR
longer than A. Now B is 3.08 millionths longer. Thus the old
standards have not altered appreciably, and the changes must be
due to the compensation bars?
The tables to faailitate the dculations of the Survey Department

1

One copy at the India Ollice and another at Cdcutta.
See "Profeasiontd Papera on Indian Engineering," vol. v., p. 305.
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were also revised and extended under the direction of Colonel Walker
in 1866, by Mr. Hennessey.l
I n 1867 the Kashmir and Ladak maps were completed, tpgether
with a series of maps with lines of levels ; and in 1868 a valuable
new map of Central Asia, in four sheets, was compiled and published.
An accurate knowledge of the factor of expansion of the standard was the ond thing wanting to permit of the final reductions of
the base lines being taken in hand. In 1870 the whole of these
reductions were completed. The details of the operations form part
of the first volume of Colonel Walker's cc Account of the Operations
" of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India," which contains a
very interesting c'Introductory account of the early operations of
the Survey between the years 1800 and 1830," and of the
Standards of Measure and the Base Lines." This great work will
be completed in 20 volumes.
Meanwhile 200 copies of the first volume were, received in
England in 1871, and. upwards of 90 mere distributed to various
scientific institutions and men of learning at home and abroad. I n
a letter to Colonel Walker, dated December lst,'1871, the Under
Secretary of State for India acknowledged the receipt of the copies
of this volume in the following words: "The Duke of Argyll
desires me to convey to you his congratulations on the completion
" of this first volume of a great work which, as a record of accurate
6 c geodetical measurement and of arduous services well performed,
will yield to none that has hitherto been published by any
cc European nation, either in interest or in scientific importance.
His Grace is impressed with the amount of labour and of concentrated thought which must have been devoted to the preparation of this volume, and I am to express to you his sense of
b6 thc value of your services as its author.
I n a despatch to the
Governor General in Council, the Duke of Argyll has requested
c c that his Grace's appreciation of the assistance afforded to you by
6 6 Mr. Hennessey and other officers of the Survey may be co~lveyed
" to those gentlemen."
I n 1874 the Computing Office, besides the usual duties of examining and reducing the observations, aided in the completion of
the 3rd and 4th volumes of tho "Account of the Operations of
1
Auxiliary Tables to Facilitate the Calculations of the Survey Deportment " (Dchra
]Ifin, 1868).

-

" the Great Trigonornetrial Survey of India."
The seoond volume
mntains an historical account of the trian,aulation, with description
of the methods and procedure, and of the instruments which have
been employed ; and its preparation fell mainly upon Colonel
Walker himelf, rts well as the portion of the 6th volume dealing
with pendulum observations. For the South-East Quaddateml
there will be six synoptical volumes, one for each series ; rtnd much
progress has been made not only with these, but also with the
volumea of the North-East and North-West Quadrilaterals and
tlie Pendulum volume, by Major Herschel during Mr. Hennessgy's
absence on leave, and since 1876 by Mr. Hennessey himself.
Preliminary charts of triangulation and charts of levels are
prepared in the drawing branch of the computing Office, and in
1972 a map of the country round Delhi was compiled for the camp
of exercise. AB regards the latter map, experiments were tried as
to the most convenient form of issuing it for use with troops in the
field. Copies were printed on waterproof india-rubber cloth, on
white cloth, and on several kinds of paper ; and it was found that
white cloth promised to be most useful in the climate of India. In
1875, Colonel Walker issued a third edition of his valuable map of
Centml Asia, each of the four sheets being entirely redrawn, and
much new material being inserted. The regular duties of tho
drawing and photozin~o~pphing
branches of the Computing Office
are to examine all maps and charts drawn by the field establishments, to photozincograph them, and to undertake original compilations. The number of maps, charts, and diagrams that were
photozincographed in 1875-76 was 25,425. The library of the
Computing Office now consists of 2,121 volumes, all kept in good
order in one room. The work of the computing Office of the
Great Trigonometrical Survey is done under the' immediate supervision of the Superintendent at his head-quarters, apd has hitherto
been quite independent of the more voluminous labours of the
Surveyor General at Calcutta, whose operations will be the subject
of another section.
The m a w c e n t work, so ably commenced by Colonel Lambton
in the first year of the century, is now n-ly
completed. The
topographical surveying of the present day is so much more accurate
than it was in Lambton's, or even in Everest's time, that a smaller
amount of triangulation suffices aa its basis. When the Easteni
Bind series and the work in Assam and in the extreme south of the
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penineula, are finished, there will be nothing more left to do in
India proper, In B m h there will be further triangulation, and
probably two bases to measure ; and, in some future day, the great
arc w i l l doubtless be d e d northward over the mountain barriers
to the shores of the Arctic b n . A preliminary approximate
series would extend our geographical knowledge of Centrrtl Asia,
while it would e ~ t a b h hthe pmticability of a final measurement.
Sir George Everest looked forwa,rd to an a m of the m e ~ d i a nextending from Cape Comorin to the northern shore of ISiberia, as the final
achievement by which his sucxessors would complete his, 1abours.l
Colonel Walker, the fourth in succession of the great surveyors
who have superintended this most difficult and important work, will,
in all human probability, have the high honour and mtisfaction of
being at his post when it is completed. It is, and haa been, a very
noble band, that body' of surveyors who have been trained and
have worked under Lambton, Everest, Waugh, and WaJker. I t
is no small honour to be at their head. These men must combine
the knowledge and habits of thought of a Cambridge wrangler with
the energy, resource, and presence of mind of an explorer or a backwoodsman, m d they must add to this the gallantry and devotion
which inspire the leader of a forlorn hope. The danger of service
in the jungles and swamps of India, with the attendant anxiety and
incessant work, is greater than that encountered on a b t t l e field ;
the per-centage of deaths is larger ; while the sort of courage that
is required is of a far higher order. The stofy of the Qreat Trigonometrical Survey, when fitly told, will form one of the proudest
pages in the history of English domination in the East.
Since Sir Andrew Waugh's time, the manuscript volumes containing the Eluperintendent's reports and the triangulations for eachseries have not been forwarded to the India OfEoe. Preliminary
charh containing all requisite data for Topographical Surveyors and
Geographers are published by photozincography annually, but the
reports are kept back until the whole of the results can be printed
in a h a l and complete form. A considerable portion of the original
observations is already in the press.
Colonel Walker h a completed. the &st volume of this series,
being a hietor9 of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India,
which includes an introduotory m o u n t of the early operatiom

-

See the preface to " An Account of the Mew,urement of Two Sections of the Meridional Am of Inajo,"p. 7.
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of the Survey during the period 1800-30; and sections on the
standards of measure and on the measurement of base lines. The
complete work will consist of about twenty yolumes? Accounts of
Colonel Walker's work are to be found in his annual printed Reports, and in the abstracts of them which he has from time to time
communicated-tol the " Journal of the Aaiatie Bociety " (+qpL)l
The progress of the Survey is n o t i d in the anniversary addresses
of the President of the Royal Geographical Society, and there are
articles on the Survey in the " Calcutta Review " for 1863; and in
the " Quarterly Journal of Science " for October 1870.
The annual reports by Colonel Walker, or by the officer acting
for him when on leave, in the Geographical Depa,rtment of the
India Office, are fourteen in number, from 1862-63 to 187Ei-'76
inclusive.
An abstract of that for 1862-63 is given in vol. i., p. 180, of the
" Professional Papers on Indian Engineering " (Rurki) 1863.
"Account of the Operations of the Greet Trigwometrical Survey of India,'2
vol. i. By Colonel J. T. Walker, R.E., F.R.S., Superintendent of the Survey. (Dehrn
D;1, 1870.)
a Vol. xxxii., (1863,) p. 111. Vol. m i . (1862,) p. 32.
3 Vol. ruviii, No. 75.

ROUTE 8URVEYS BEYOND THE FRONTIER OF BRITISH
INDIA BY NATIVE EXPLORERS.

.

THE employment of native explorers to make discoveries in the
unknown regions beyond the Northern frontiers of British India
has led to most important geographical results. The idea was
originated by Colonel Montgomerie while he was c&ryi.ng on the
survey of Kashmir and Ladak, and he hoped that by this means the
whole country. between British and Russian territories might be
explored. Natives would be permitted to travel without molestation, as traders or in other capacities, through countries where
Europeans would certainly be regarded with suspicion and exposed
to ill-treatment, and most probably would be murdered.
The plan is to employ Pathans to explore the northern and
southern valleys of the Hindu Eush, the valley of the Oxus, and
Eastern Turkistan ; while for exploration of Great Tibet, and the
regions which are subject to the Chinese Government, and mostly
inhabited by a Buddhist population, it is necessary to employ
Bhutiyas or Tibetans, i the ishabitants of the upper valleys of the
Himalaya within British territory.
The explorers are taught to make a route survey by taking bearings with a compass and pacing the distances ; they are also taught
to take meridian altitudes with a sextant to determine latitudes ;
but they are purposely not taught how to reduce their observations,
nor supplied with astronomical tables, in order that they may not
bc able to fabricate fictitious work. Observations for determining
absolute or differential longitudes are beyond their capacities. The
wsulting latitudes and the co-ordinates of tbc routes are computed
in the office of the Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical
Survey on the explorer's return. With all its deficiencies this plan
furnishes materials for defining the positions of chief towns with
some accuracy, and results in the acquisition of a large amount of
new geographical information.
The trigonornetrid surveyors experienced very great difiiculty in
training these agents, and met with many disappointments. Out
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of six or eight men that they had spent yeaq in training, only two
or three turned out first-class explorers. The first 'man sent out was
a native named Muhammad-i-Hamid, who went to Yarkand by
way of the Karakoram Pass, and determined the position of Yarkand.'
Muhammad-i-Hamid died at Leh, on his return home, under
very suspicious circumstances. The next explorer sent out was a
Pathan of the native sappers and miners, a very intelligent man,
who promised. exceedingly well. He was sent into the country
north of Peshawur, to explore in the direction of Chitral ; but he
had a blood feud in his family, and the avenger of blood went after
him and murdered him. His papera were collected and sent back
by no less a person than the AkhGnd of Swat.a
I n 1864 Colonel Walker engaged two Pundits from one of the
upper valleys of the Himalaya, who were recommended by Major
Smyth of the Education Department as likely to have p a t facilities in travelling through various parts of Tibet. They were placed
under Colonel Montgomerie, who completed their traiping, and then
ordered them to make a route survey from the Mansarom Lake to
Lhasa, with a view to defining the course of the great river 8anpu'in
Tibet. One of these Pundita (A) was Nain Sing, a, Bhutiya subject
of the British Government, born at Milan in Kumaun. He was in
the service of Measra. Schlagintweit during 1866 and 1867, and then
joined the Eduestion Department, being head master of a Government vernacular school in his native district of Milan from 1868'to
1863. I n the latter year he was trained as an explorer, and continued to serve in the Department of the Great Trigonometrical
Survey for the next 13 years.
The two Pundits (A and B) made a first attempt from Kumaun,
but did not find this route practicable. They, however, met some
Bisahiris, British subjects, who had been robbed whilst trading in
-Chinese territory, near Qartokh, and who 'asked the Pundits to be
their uaMZ.8, in order to obtain redress from the Lllasa Government.
!Chis furnished a plausible reason for the journey, and it mas then
decided that the best chance of reaching Lhasa would be through

1

38' 20' N., Long. 77" 30' E. The values adopted by Klnproth, Humhlclt,
R i t t ~ rare 38" 19' N.,and 76' 18' E. The Schlegiutweita adopted 38" 10' h,
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a See Colonel Walkei's speech.
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Nepal. They acm-ly
set out,' md reached Kathmandu on the
7th of Maroh 1866.
The Pundits heard that the route by the Kir0n.g paas was clear
of snow earlier than that by Kuti (Nilam), and they, therefore,
selected that route, leaving Kathmandu on the 20th of March ; but
the Chinese Governor of Kirong refused to allow them to paes, and
they returned to Kathmandu on the 10th of April.
One of the Pundita, B, then gave up the attempt, and contented
himself with making a long journey in the upper parts of Western
Nepal, including an examination of the Muktinath pama The
other, A, set out, disguised as a native of Ladak, as a companion of
@,
on the 20th of June,
a Tibetan.merchant, named Dam N
and made his way to Kirong.
The post of Kirong is very important in oonnexion with the
question of intercome between India and Tibet. It commands
what is probably the best of the Nepalese passes. Tbe Pundit
describes it aa a place with a fort, a good sized temple, about 20
shops, and a pppulation of 3,000 to 41,000. Wheat and barley are
raised r o d the town,anjl there is s trade in d t fkom Tibet and
in rice from Nepal.
The rod through Kirong leads past the important Chinese post of
Jonkajong, on the Central Chain, which is probably the Ari-jong of
D'hville's map. But the Pundit was again refused lmve to prod,ttrid with very pat difticulty he eventually got permission to
take another route, to the weetwad, over the No-la, pa^ of the
Central Chain, 16,600 feet above the sert. Hie route was through
forest on the outer slopes of the Southern Chain as far as a village
d e d Lue, where the mountain sides become bare md rocky, and
then aomss the Southern Chain by the Ga-la pass,' which is the
boundary between Tibet and Nepal, and 16,700 feet high. The
No-b pass was crossed next day, so that here the two chains
approach very closely, the intarmediate p b sinking; to 14,000 feet..
On the 2nd of September the Pundit reached the banks of the
Sanpu, and crossed to the Tadum monastery, on the north shore,
14,200 feet above the sea. Here he learnt that once in two years
the Maharajah of Kaahmir sent a merchant to U a m with a @t
1 They had a large sextant, two box eextants,
and pocket compeeeea, pochet
chronometer, boiling point thermometers, end a common watch.
a No account haa ever been published of the journey of this Pundit in Western
Nepal, and of his visit the Muktinath p.
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Phuncholing, between Janglachb and Shigatzd, the river is spanned
by an iron chain bridge.
On the 1st of November 1865, the Pundit went from Shigatz6
to Teshu Lumbo, to do homage to the Teshu Lama or Panchen
Rimbochb,' a boy eleven years old, who was seated on a high
throne covered with rich silk. The Pundit reports that there
are-3,300 monks in the monastery of Teshu Lumbo, and that the
town of Shigatz6 haa a population of 9,000, exclusive of the m o d s ,
but including a -on
of 100 Chinese soldiers, and 400 Tibetan
militia. A market is daily held on the space between Shigatd and
Teshu Lumbo, and good crops are raised in the neighbourhood.
At ShigatzB the caravan was joined by the h h m i r i merchant
himself; and setting out again on the 22nd of December, they
passed through Painkm: and reached Giansu3on the 26th, a distance
of 46 miles?
Giansu was visited by Bogle and Turner, and Mr. Manning
resided there for some time. The Pundit describes it as a city
about the size of ShigatzB, with a fort on a low hill in the centre
of the t o m , and a large gilded temple. It is ruled by a Depon,6
assisted by two Jongpens, and has a garrison of 50 Chinese soldiers
and 200 Tibetan militia. The surrounding plain produces wheat,
barley, radishes, peas, and ghee, while rice is imported from Bhutan.
Woollen cloths are manufactured in the town, and also small bells
with which horses are adorned in Tibet.
From Giansu the Pundit followed the route taken by Mr. Manning
to the Palti or Yamdok-cho lake, crossing a spur of the Central
Chain by the pass of Kboro-la, 1'7,000 feet above the sea. He
describes the lake as 45 miles in circumference, two to three miles
broad, with a hilly island in the centre, thc water very deep
good to drink, though the lake has no outlet. He found the lake
to be 13,700 feet above the sea.
On the 4th of January 1866, the Pundit left the shores of this
famous ring-shaped lake, crossed the Khamba-la mountain separating
the provinces of U and Tsang, and reached the left bank of the
Snnpu, at the village of Khamba-barchi, where it is 11,400 feet above
1
2

He calls him the " Panjan Ringbo Che."
Pensjong.

4

Gysngze.
According to the Pundit ; 39 wording to Turner.

6
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the sea level. Here the party took rt boat, rtnd rowed down the
stream to Chusul-jong. Crossing the river at Chusul, they followed
Mr. Manning's route up the valley of the Ki-chu, and arrived a t
Lhasa on the 10th.
The Pundit describes the Lhasa, valley as full of large and
populous monasteries. He visited that of Sam (Sera of Huc),
three miles from the city, where there are 5,500 monks, and the
famous monastery of Galdan, founded by Tsong-kilapa, which .is
three quartars of a mile in circumference, and peopled by 3,300
monks. The city of Lhasa has a circumference of 24 miles, and
in the centre stands a large temple containing images richly inlaid
with gold and precious stones, and surrounded by bazaars with
shops kept by Tibetan, Kashmiri, Ladaki, and Nepalerie mercilanta,
many of whom are Muhammadans. Chinese 'tradesmen are also
numerous. The plain of Lhasa is about 12 miles long by 7 broad,
and is surrounded by mountains. Around the town are the
monasteries of Mum, Ramochb, Chumding, Tankyaling, Kontyaliog, and the palace-monastery of Potala, the residence of the
Dalai Lama, or Gbr (Gewan) RimbochB, called also the Lama.
Guru. It is a mile and a half in circumference, and stands on an
eminence 300 feet above the plain. Four miles west of it is the
Debang monastery, with 7,700 monks; and to the south, on thd
other side of the I(i-chu, is the Chochuling monastery.'
The Pundit went with the Kashmiri merchi.int (Lopchak), to
pay his respects to the Dalai Lama, who was a faairand handsome
boy about 13 yeara old, seated on a throne six feet high, with the
Gesub Rimboch6,B or Regent Minister, on his right hand. The
'Pundit relates the p.opula,r belief to be that the Dalai Lama will
transmigrate 13 times, and that he is now in his 13th transmigration. But he is only in the, 12th according to the list of
Desgodins. Below the Regent there axe four ministers, .called
1 Atymrding to another authority, the principal Gonpae or monasteries round L
~
with the numbep of monka in ench, are aa follows :
Gandan monastery
3,500
Kontyaling monastery
200
Ida
)r
5,500
Tankjaling
,,
- 200
,,
- 7,500
Chochuling
,,
- 300
Depon,o
Gentu
,,
500
Chumding
,, - 1,000
Grume
,,
500
20,400
1,000
Chenamg6 ,,
200
Chemchung ,,
2 Nomen-khanof Huc, ii. p. 156. The Pundit & him Gydpo-Wuro-Gyego.
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JOURNBY TO THE !@Ok-~Abuh~
GOLD MINBS.

Khalo118;l who conduct dl public- busirieab; rtnd the ~ A m bor
Chinese politid agent, has special, but apparently undehed, powers.
As a rule, he does not interfere in the internal afFairs of Tibet.
The Pundit also heard that 36 miles east of Lhasa, on the north
shore of the LSanpu, there is a town d e d a w e , where the Tibetan
k u r y is kept; that 40 miles farther east there is rt town,on the
south banir, called Bhotang, as large aa S h i p t d ; that the river
flows thenoe eaetward for 120 miles, and then turns due south.
The hills round Lham me barren, except for one thorny bush
called &, but there are treea of two kinds in the gardens, though
and jawar. The c r o p of the Lhasa
not indigenous, called c-a
plains consiet of barley, wheat, peas, mustard, radishes, carrots,
onions, p ~ h t o e sbeans,
,~
and other garden produce. There are cows,
sheep, goate, yaks, hnies, asses, and pigs ; and fowls, pigeons, and
duoks are plentiful. The manufactures at Lhasa me chiefly woollen
cloths and felt.
The population of Lhasa, according to a census taken in 1854,
waa 15,000, and owing to the number of celibates there is a large
preponderance of women ; 9,000 women to 6,000 men. The garrison
consists of 600 Chinese soldiers, and 1,000 Tibetans, armed with
flint guns, and seven small pieces of ordnance.
'
The Pundit left Lhasa on the 2lst of April 1866, and, returning
by the same route, m h e d Tadum on the 1st of June. Journeying
up the Sanpu valley, he crossed the Maria-la pms, md returned
to India., reporting himself to Colonel Montgomerie at the headq w t e r s of the Great Trigonometrical Survey?
I n May 1867, the same Pundit who was at Lhasa, A, with a
third man who had been trained in the interval, C, as B had proved
to be somewhat wanting in nerve, set out to explore the gold mine8
of Thok-jalung, on the lofty plateau in rear of the great Northern
Range. after a most trying journey, t h a e hardy and persevering
explorers crossed the Chomorong-b paas, 18,760 feet above the sea,
and after a long march though snow, reached the chief gold field:
on a large desolate plain, 16,330 feet above the sea,. where the
camp of the Tibetan gold diggers was pitched. The master of the
1

KaukaRs, of the Pundit.

a Probably due to the benevolent forethought of Warren Hwtings, and introduced

through Bhutan.
8 See 46 General Report on the Operations of the Greet Trigonometrical Survey of
India during 18-67,''
by Colonel J. T.Walker, RE.,F.R.S., ix. pp. i. to xxix.
4 In 32" 24' 26" N. ; 81' 37' 88" E.
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gold diggings waa a native of Lha,a shrewd and well-informed
man. The Pundit describeg the method of working the gold, and
the habits of t h e diggers. The tkplorers left Thok-jalung in
August, and returned to head-quartere in.November 1867.'
Some very important journeys were made by an explorer whom
Colonel Montgomerie calls No. 9, and whose resulta he reported
upon in 1872. No. 9 went up the valley of the Tambw, in Eastern
Nepal, in the footsteps of Dr. Hooker, aa far ae the Wdhnchbn
pass, whioh No. 9 calls Tipta-la; and then s u c d e d in gaining
permission to enter Tibet by his successful medid treatment of
the wife of a chief official,at TashiraJr, a, large standing camp on a
feeder of the Arun, 15,000 feet ,above the sea. He then crossed a
. mountain spur by the Ni-la pass, and entered the. distriot of Tinkijong. Advancing southward, he first came to patch- of cultivation
at a place called Lamadong, on the banks of the Khantonghi,
ahother tributary of .the Arun. Crossing over another spur, by the
pass of Tinki-h, he reached the b d s of the ~homto-donglake, 20
d e s long by 16 miles wide, and 14,700 feet above the sea. He
then m o d the Central Range by the Lagulung-la pass, 16,200
. feet above the sea, with g h i e r ice close down to it, which forms
the boundaq between Sikkim and Tibet. The explorer journeyed
thence to Shiga;td, and duly paid his respects to the Teahu
id.; L*.
IkIla.
No. 9 returned by the Sakia monastery of the Red Cap sect,
cmsed the Central Chain by the Dong-la pass, on the 3rd of
October 1871, and proceeded by Sakar-jong, Tingri, and Nilam to
the gorge of the Bhotia Kosi into Nepal. Nilam, or Kuti, is the
last Tibetan town in this direction, and the pass thence into Nepal,
according to the account given by No. 9, is one of the most
dangerous in the whole Himhhyan range.%
I n 1868-69 an explorer, known as,the Mirza, was employed to
undertake a'journey beyond the Hindu Kush. He had had a, partial
English education, his father having been a Turk of Mash-had enw e d in W e , and his mother e native of Pe&, where the Mira
was born. He h d spent a good d k l of his life in Kabul, and
could speak Persian and Turkish. &er much delay he reached
,

1
General Report on the Operntions of the Great Trigonomctrical Survey of Indin,
1867-68," by Lient.-Colonel J. T. Walker, R.E., F.R.S., xi. pp. i. to x.
c 6 General Report on the Operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India
during 1871-72," by %jar T. G. Montgomeri~,R.E., F.R.S.

Kabul, and succeeded in startipg thence for Badakshan in October
1868. Crossing the Hindu Kush by the ordinary route to Bamian,
he made his way into Badakshan, following the course of the
Kokcha river. The Mirza reached the Oxus at Ishkasim, and,
marching up the stream nearly due east, he arrived at the Punja
fort, in Wakhan. Up to this point he followed in the footsteps of
Lieutenant Wood, so that his work could be tested, and his positions
of the chief places differ but little from those of Wood.' From
Punja onwards the Mirza's route diverged from that of Wood, who
took the northern branch of the Oxus, while the Wrza followed the
southern branch. On January 14th, 1869, the latter started from
Punja and suffered severely from cold in crossing the Pamir Steppe,
snow falling every day. after the fourth day the party reached
the water-parting betm+een.Wa;lrhrtn and Eastern Turkishn, where
the riven were all frozen. The source of this southern branc4 of
the Oxus was found to be a small frozen lake called Pamir-kul
13,300 feet above the sea.e After four more long marches the
Mirza found himself at Tashkurgan, the capital of Sinkur, 10,986
feet above the sea, the stream he had followed down being a
tributary of the Yarkand. He was now in the territory of the
Atalik Ghazi, and was sent with an escort to Kashgar, where he
arrived on February 3rd, 1869. Observations for latitude were
taken at the chief places on the route, by meridian altitudes of the
sun and stars, and a route survey was made by taking bearings with
a prismatic compass, and measuring distances by pacing. The
Mirza's work placed Kaahgar in 39" 29' N. and 76" 12' W. He
returned by Tlarkand and the K a r a k o m . pass, after executing a
route survey of 2,179 miles, fixing the height of 28 points by
boiling-point observations, and taking 48 latitude observations at
14 p l ~ e s . ~
I n 1870 Colonel Montgomerie sent an explorer into the triangular
space lying between the Indus and its great Kabul tributary, which
is bounded on the north by the Hindu Kush and Mustagh ranges.
1 The position of Punja, according to Wootl, is 3 7 O 2' N.,
and 72' 41' E., and according
to the Mirza 37' 5' N., and 72' 39' E.
a 13,200 sccoriling to Captain Trotter.
S See " G . T. S. Survey Report for 1869-70." In 1871 the Mirza waa sent on
s second journey, with his son-in-liw ey nn assistant.. He had traversed the r o d
from Hemt to Ihirnana, and was proceeding northwards when he and his compnion
were murdered during the night while asleep, by their guides. The ~ i r z awas a most
zealous, faithful, and intelligent explorer. .
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The man selected was a Havildar of one of the Pathan companies
of sappers, who wan regularly trained for the work, and then started
from P e a h a m , croeaing from Yusufmi into Swat, and thence into
Bajrtur. From Bajaur he mads his way into Dir, on the Punjkora
river, and onwards through a part of K a f b i s h to Chitral. From
this point he crossed by the lofty and difficult pass of Nuksan
to Faizabad in Badakshan. The Havildax returned to Chitral by
the Dora pass, after completing the survey of the head waters of
the Kokcha river, a large tributary of the Osus ; and made his way
thence to Peshawur. He waa constantly in great peril from robbers,
and it mas much to his credit that he was able to pass through so
dangerous rt country without a mishap of any kind. He took
latitudes at five points, determined heights at four, and made a
route survey of 286 miles, mostly over new ground.
I n 1871, Colonel Montgomerie organized a party t o explore some
portion of the unknown region north of the Tibetan watershed of
the Upper Brahmaputm, or Sanpu, led by a young semi-'l'ibetan,
who is neither distinguished by name or number, so we will call
him D. He had with him four assistants from the border districts.
Crossing the M'ariam-la, they arrived at Shigatzb on the 24th of
Novemberj where D prepared for a journey across the great
Northern Chain to the unvisited lake of Tengri-nor, which was
only known from the .LamaysSurvey of 1716. Sheep were the
only animals that could stand the journey, as the road was too
stony for yaks and the climate too cold for donkeys. D therefore
purchased fifty sheep to carry the baggage, and setting out on thc
6th of December, the party crossed the Sanpu, and travelled up
the valley of the Shiang-chu, in the footsteps of Mr. Bogle. The
villages the explorers passed through were Peting, on the Tsanpu ;
Chu, Dongdot-la, and Chom ;.and on the 14th they reached Namling, the Chammmrhg of Mr. Bogle, where there are a monastery
with five hundred monks, rt fort, and about two hundred houses
surronnded by gardens, with an iron bridge over the river. Tllis
route is frequented by traders in salt and borax.
Following up the valley they next came to Kholam, and then to
Gonkiang, where there is a monastery. On the 20th they halted
at another monastery, called Rabdan Chuling Gonpa, the residence
of a high Lama, called the Shaptung RimbochC, who was said to
be about one hundred years old, and who had built the monastery
eighty years before. Beyond this point the <!old became very
intense; and at the village of Gunje the explorers were told that
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white bears, ca,lled tik-dambas, abound, whioh commit great havoc
amongst the cattle. They next came to eome very remarkable hot
springs ahd geysers in the rno~~ntaius,
and on the 8th of January
1872, they mossed the Khalamba-la pass over the great Northern
Range, in a heavy snowstorm, which is 17,200 feet above the sea.
On the other side they came to an encampment of Dokpa shepherds,
and a little faxther on the first view was obtained of the great
Tengri-nor lake, called on the spot Sang-Namchol Chidmo, and
they crossed the large river Ghaika-chu, flowing into it from the
west. They r m h e d the monastery, on the banks of the lake,
called Dorkia-lugu-dong: whenoe there is s magnificent view of
the wide expanse of water. D resolved to execute a complete
survey of the lake, making this monastery his head-quarters; but
there were constant heavy falls of snow, which impeded his work.
The p ~ c i p a lpeak in this part of the Northern Range is called
NinjintWangZa, 26,000 feet high, and the lamu say it is a god
surrounded by three hundred and sixty smaller snowy peaks as its
servants. The range was traced for 160 miles, running in a northeasterly direction.
The lake is quite frozen over in November, though the water is
too mlt to be used for drinking. The level is 16,200 feet above the
sea. It is 60 miles long by from 16 to 26 miles broad, and has
some large ielsnds. To the north there is another smaller lake,
called Bul-cho, about 6 miles long by 6 miles wide, whence a kind
of borax ie obtained.
On their return, D and his companions were attacked by robbers,
and stripped of nearly all they posseesed, with difEculty making
their way round the east side of the lake, and across the C e n t d
Chain, by the Da,mniargti.n-la pass, to Lhasa, On the 2nd of
March the weary travellers a,rrived st the Jangtalung monastery,
. where there are a. thousand monks ; and on the 9th they reached
Lhma; whence, after a long and difficult return journey, they
made their way to the head-qurtrtera of the Grertt Trigonometrkl
Survey in safety.'
Another explorer, whose journey is described in the same report,
made hie way through the upper part of Western Nepal, fiom

.

1 Nam, aky ; and cho, lake.
a Dot, a rock ; lugu, a sheep ; and dofig, face.
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Kumaun, across the K.aliand Karnali, to Muktinath, and then, by
Mantang, over the Photu-la paes of the Central Chain, 16,080 feet
above the sea,, to Tadum, in Tibet?
The training and despatah of these native explorers have added
very matmially to our knowledge, not only of the geography,
but also of the condition of the people, and the state of trade in
Nepal and Tibet. Colonel Walker and Colonel Montgomerie have
rendered most important servioe in having conceived and ably
carried out so useful a project ; and the Pundits themselves deserve
the highest praise for their p h a g rtccurrtoy, perseverance, and
gallant adventurous spirit.
The Havildar, who made the remarkable' journey into Badakshan
in 1870, was employed in 1872 to make a route survey from Kabul
to Bokhara. He left Peehawur on the 19th of September 1873,
ffa as Jalalabad he was acoompanied
with two cmmpanions, and
by the Mullah, who was to explore the Kumm valley. The Havildax
travelled as a merchant, with about 3001. worth of muslins and
cloths. He left Kabul on the 3rd of November, and crossed into
Badakshan by the Srtr-ulang pass, about 12,000 feet above the sea,
and on the 19th he arrived at Fahabad, the modern capital of
Badakshm; where he passed the winter. On the 19th of April
1874 he set out h m Fababad with a stock of c h w r w (an intoxicating drug from the hemp flowei) for sale; and reached the left
bank of the Oxus, where he croseed the river on a raft made of
inflated skins, the stream being 600 paces wide and the current v q
swift. The Oxus here separates the dominions of the amir of
Bokhara fmm ,those of the BmiF of A.fghanista4, and from this
point upwards it is generally known as the Punjah. Next day the
Havildar arrived ak Kobb, a city of 600 houses, where he remained
until the 26th of ?day. E e then travelled along the right b d of
the river into h a ,and arrived at Kih Yaz Ghulam, the frontier
village of that little Btate, on the 9th of July. He was told that,
from this point, one long day's journey would have brought him
into Shighnan, but he was recalled by the ruler of Darwaz, and
detained at its chief town of W m far three weeks. He was then
told that he would not be allowed to continue his journey but must
1
in the Report of 1873-74 following the above p. x., with map. The Him
hpss have not yet been eroseed at my paint between the Muktinath pass m d
Kumann, and except in one inetaoce, the peaks, in thie intend, have not been
measured.

return to Kolab. He went back to Faizabad, and went thence, by
Balkh and &mian, back to Kabul, reaching Peshawur on the
11th of January 1875.
The Mullah, who accompanied the Havildar as far as Jablabad,
was a native' of Peshawur, and s brother of the aapper wh'o was
murdered in Swat in 1869. He is a well-educated man, skilled in
Arabic, and in his capacity of Mullah can travel unquestioned about
Swat. The Mullah left Jalalabad on the 28th of September 1873,
croesed the Kabul river, and proceeded up the valley of the Kunar,
of which he has given a very valuable description. He reached
Chitral on We 31st of October, pasing the winter there. On the
22nd of March he setout for the Baroghil pass, which is believed to
be the lowest depression in the chain that separates India and
Afghanistan from. northern Asia. . This pass forms the water-parting
between the Sarhadd and Chitral rivers, and the Mullah crossed it
and reached Sarhadd in Wakhan on the 8th of May 1874. He then
proceeded over the Little Pamir to Tashkurghan and Parkand, and
so by the Karakorum p a s to Leh. He merely made a route
survey with compass, without attempting observations for latitude or
height above the sea., ae detection would have been a most serious
matter.
The journeys of the Havildar and the Mullah were complements
of the work achieved by Captain Henry Trotter, R.E., of the Great
Trigonometrical Survey, who was s e l ~ t e dto accompany the mission
of Sir Douglas Forsyth to Kashgar, as geogmpher. Two of the
P d i t s accompanied him, and he was well supplied with necessary
instruments. Captain Trotter's fist. useful piece of geographical
work during this service was a boat expedition on the Pangong lake
in October 1873, when he obtained some soundmgs. He has given
detailed descriptions of the routes beheen Ladak and Turkistan,
and very intereating accounts of excursions in the neighbourhood of
Kashgar, as far as the Artysh districts. He then proceeded on his
important journey, by way of Tashkurghan, to the Pamh Steppe ;
where he obtained a complete set of astronomical observations, and
was thus enabled to fix the principal positions along the line of
march with considerable accuracy.
Captain Trotter started from Kashgar on the 17th March 1874,
accompanied by Dr. Stoliczka, the geologist, passed through Tashkurghan, and reached Punjah in Wakban. Here he despatched his
assistant, Abdul Subhan, to explore the course of the Oxus from
this point in the direction of Kulab. He followed the river for 63
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miles to Ishkaahim, thence turning northwards he continued his
journey along the river bank for nearly a hundred miles, passing
through the districts of Gharan, Shighnan, and Roshan, countries
which have hitherto been known to us hardly ever bp name. He
describes the famous ruby mines, and gives many particulars respecting t'he countries of Shighnan and Roshan. The Munshi Abdul
Subhan succeeded in reaching a point very near to that at which
the Havildar, corning from another direction, was obliged to turn
back. Captain Trotter left Punjah on the 26th of April 1876, and
marched up the northern branch on the Great Pamir, reaching t h e
west end of Wood's Victdria Lake, the source of the Oxus. Captain
Trotter's valuable report has thrown a flood of light on the geography
of the Pamir, and of Eastern Turkistan. It is gratifying to find that
his determination of the position of the Victoria Lake is practicaJly
identical with that of Lieutenant Wood. He has also succeeded in
connecting the Indian surveys with those of Russia. I n 1872
Colonel Soharnhorst, attached to the staff of Baron Kaulbars, the
Russian Envoy, fixed the position of Kashgar, and that of Captain
'I'rotter differed one mile in longitude, while the latitudes were
practically identica1.l
The reductions of the astronomical observations and the cornputations of heights were all made the ofice of the Supeirintendent
of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and among other results a
series of most valuable maps has been pre~ared.~For Captain
Trotter has not only worked out his own observations, but has also
reduced' those of the Havildar and Mullah, as well as those of the
Pundit, whose very remarkable journey across Tibet remains to be
recorded? These native explorers did good service in the field, but
they were quite unable to utilize +heir work, and for the resulting
narratives and maps geographers are indebted to Captain Trotter, as
they were for the results of former journeys by lrative explorers, to
Colonel Montgomerie.
37" 24' N., 76' 6' E.
For Captain Trotter's account of his own work sea "Repo~.tof a Miasion LO Yar66 kind in 1873, under the Comnlnnd of Sir T. D. Forsyth, K.C.S.I., C.B."
(Calcutta,
1875), chapter vii. L 6 Narrative of Geographical Exploration by Captain Trotter, R.E.,"
pp. 223 to 295.
3 cC Report on the Trans-Himalayan Explorations by Employks of the Great Trigonometrical Survey during 1873-74-75," drawn up from'the original record8 by Captain
Henry Trotter, R.E." (Calcutta, 1876), pp. 91. This Report, illustrated by maps,
the m t i v e e of the journeys of the Havildnr, the Mull&, and the Pundit
1

Nain Sing.
(13441.)
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JOURNEY OF NAIN SING

The journey performed between July 1874 and March 1876 by
the Pundit Ndn Sing, of the Great Trigonometrical Survey Department, is the most important, as regards geographical discovery, that
has been made by any native explorer. For the &st time the vast
hustrine plateau of Tibet has been traversed by an educated
traveller, who was able to take observations and describe what he
saw; and thus a great increase has been made to our s m t y knowledge of Tibet.
In 1873 the Pundit Nain Sing accompanied the mission of Sir
Douglas Forsyth to Yarkand, and in July 18741,under instructions
from Captain Trotter, he set out from Leh on his final and most
important journey, to cross the vast lacustrine p l a h u of Tibet to
Lhaa, and thence to make his way down into Assam.
Nain Sing reached Tankse, near the frontier, on the 21st of July,
and entered Tibet, at ChCdgra, as a Lama professing to be going on
a pilgrimage to a temple near Rudok. At &st he followed the
Chang-chenmo road to Yarkand, crossing the Marsemik-la at a
height of 18,4120 feet above the sea, and then turned to the east by
a route over the Kin-la, which is still higher than the Marsemilr,
reaching Noh, a small village of the Rudok district. The progress
was slow, as all baggage is carried by sheep, 20 to 25 lbs. each,
which are never fed, and live on the pasturage by the roadside.
Yet, out of the twenty-six which originally started from T d s e ,
four arrived at Lhasa, having ca,rried their loads over a distance of
a thousand miles.
The region travelled over from Tankse to Noh is the northern
portion of Nari, or Western Tibet. At this western corner of the
plateau the road to Khotan rises to 15,600 feet in 40 miles, and
then descends rather abruptly to the plains of Eastern Turkistan.
Seven miles east of Noh is the ectstern termination of the Pangong
series of lakes, wKch is a, hundred miles long. The Pundit determined this eastern limit for the first time; and it is remarkable
that the Pangong consists of sweet drinkable water at the east
extremity, while the west end is very brackish. The Pangong is
the most westerly of the system of inland lakes to which the drainage of the vast river plateau of Tibet converges for a distance of
800 miles.
From Noh the road eastward over the plateau passes along a wide
grmsy valley, with occasional shepherd's huts, and large herds of
wild aases, antelopes, and gigmtio sheep (Ouie mrmon). Laxge
sheets of water were frequently met with, generally salt, but occa-
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sionally fed by fresh-water streams. The plateau ia at an elevation
of h r n 13,700 to 16,000 feet above the sm. This western portion
is inhabited by Kampas, th6 tribe whioh emigrated from eastern
Tibet about a quarter of a century ago. The Pundit describes them
as h e broad-shouldered men, well armed, and dressed in sheep-skin,
coaik, felt hats, and leather boots with curved pointed toes. They
are great sportamen, and both men and women me constantly in the
saddle. Their black tents are made of yaks' hair ; they manufacture a very coarse kind of woollen cloth, and live on m a t , butter,
cheese, milk, and a little flour to thicken their soup.
On the 17th of September, the Pundit reached the gold-fields of
Thok-Daurakpa, which are not so important as those of ThokJalung, which he visited in 1867. There are also two smaller
diggings, called Tang-jong, and Sarka-Shyar, further east, the
whole under the superintendence of an officer from Lhaaa, with the
title of Sarpon. The whole yield of gold, about 8,0001. a, year, is
sent to Gartokh, whence it h d s its .way to sea.
Continuing his journey over the plateau, the Pundit traversed
elevated plains for many marches, covered with velvet turf, and
frequented by countless herds of antelopes. To the south were the
snowy peaks of the northern Himalayan range (Gangdis-ri), which
the Pundit traced for a distance of 180 miles. The highest, called
Targot-yap, is 26,000 feet above the sea. Our traveller was informed that to the south of the range there was a river called H o b
Sangpo, which ultimately turned north into the Kyaring Lake. At
the foot of the northern slope of Targot-yap there is a lake called
Dangra-yum, and on its bank^ is the district of Nakchang Ombo,
surrounded by snowy mountains. Here there are several villages of
stone houses, and barley is extensively cultivated. I t is remarkable
that, although this district of Ombo is at nearly as great an elevation as the rest of the plateau, it is the only place where there is
any cultivation from Chabuk Zlnga, at a distance of 36 marches on
one side, to Lhaaa, a distance of 39 marches on the other. The elevation. of Ombo is 15,240 feet. The inhabitants have a tradition
that many centuries ago a great and powerful Gydpo or king
lived at Ombo and reigned over the whole of the Hor country.
He was overcome by the Gyalpo of Lhasa.
Thence to the great Lake of Tengri-nor or Namchu the country
is 16,000 to 16,000 feet above the sea ; the drainage being from the
mountains separating the plateau from the valley of the Brahmaputra
to the north, into a vast system of inland lakes discsovered by the
L 2
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Pundit. All these lakes are new to geographers, with the 6xception
of Tengri-nor. The largest is the Dangra-yum-oho, which is 46
miles long by 25 broad, and the Kyaring-cho is 40 miles by 8 to 12.
These lakes are well stocked with fbh, and frequented by myriads
.of wild fowl.
The Pundit passed along the northern shore of Tengri-nor, and
thence followed the track of the former Pundit of 1872 to Lhaaa,
which city he reached on the 18th of November? Nain Sing, owing
to well-grounded fear of detection, only remained two days at Lhasa
on this occasion, and went thence to the ancient monastery of
Sama-y6-gonpa where the images of the temple are of
gold,
and which contains a large Buddhistic library. This'is probably
the Shwe mentioned in his former account. He continued his
journey for two days down the course of the Brahmaputra, and
crossed it at the lowest known point on its upper course, where it
is 600 yard^ wide and 20 feet deep, with a very sluggish current.
He arrived at a large town called Chetang on the right bank, where
there are two monasteries and 700 lamas, and here he made out that
the Brahmaputra continued its eastward course for 30 miles, and
then turned south-east.
At Chehng the route ascended the valley of the Yelung, a tributary of the Bhhmaputra, on its right bank, which flows through
a rich and fertile valley where there tire fruit trees and huge
patches of wheat and barley. After 36 miles the Dalatang plain
is reached, a graasy expanse stretching for 15 miles to the Karkangla, a pass over the central chain of the Himalaya, 16,210 feet above
the eea. Seventy miles to the south, over a lofty region, brought
the traveller to the Kya-kya pass, leading down into the Tawang
valley, on the southern slopes of the southern chain. Here, at
Chona-jong, in the Chdchan$ valley, there is a great exchange
ma&, where the Tibetan merchants meet those from Assam. The
market, at its height, contains several hundred shops. The Pundit
was detained in Tawang'for some months, and eventually reaclicd
Odhlgiri in h s a m on the lst, and Calcutta on the 11th of Marc11
1876.
This really magnificent exploring achievement has yielded rich
and valuable geographical results. The distance from the Pangong
Lake, by Lhasa, to O@iri, is 1,319 miles of previously unknown
1 .Elis lntitude of Lhase wee 29" 39' 23" h
'. In 1866 he niade it 29" 39' 17" N., the
xcean of the two obeerv~tionsbeing 29' 39"20" N., longitude 91"5' 30" E.
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country, except for a very short distance traversed by the Pundit
of 18'72 ;* 1,200 miles were entirely unknown; and the whole
oxtent was traversed with bearings and facings, 276 astronomical
observations were taken for latitude, and 497 for elevation above
the sea. The eastern extremity of the Pangong Lake wm settled,
a system of numerous lakes and rivers was discovered, the existence
of the vast snowy range of the northern Himalaya, (Gmgdis-ri)
was clearly demonstrated, several peaks were fixed, 30 miles of the
. Brahmaputm was discovered, and the Tawang route from Tibet to
India was surveyed.
On his return the Pundit Nain Sing retired from the public service on a well-earned pension., He has displayed qualities which
place him high in the rank of geographical explorers, combining
extraordinary hardihood, endurance, and preseverance, . with prudence and skilful diplomacy ;while his observations are remarkable
for accuracy and precision. It is not often that such splendid services have been performed for geography by the efforts of one man;
and the greatest scientific traveller that India has prqduced was
not to be allowed to retire from the service without some special
recoghition by geographers of the value of his achievements.
He received from the Government of India the grant of a village
in addition to his pension, and in 1877 he was awarded one of the
royal gold medals by the Council of the Geographical Society, for
his distinguished services as an e'xplorer and a surveyor.
See ynge 159.

XI.

FOURTH PERIOD OF THE TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEYS.

COLONEL
THUILLIERAN SURVEYOR
GENERAL.
COLONEL
THUILLIERsucceeded Sir Andrew Waugh as Surveyor
General of India, on the 13th of March 1861. Henry E. Landor
Thuillier entered the Bengal Artillery in 1832, and joined the
surveying service in 1836. He had been Sir Andrew's Deputy
in charge of the office at Calcutta since 1847, and during those
Bteen years the general usefulness of the surveying operations
had been increased a hundredfold. Thuillier's energy and talent
for organization had been devoted alike to improving the system of
surveying in the field, and making its results more readily accessible
to the public. I n all this he was well supported by his chief. I n
one of his early reports Colonel Thuillier " records his sense of the
li valuable and hearty support always rendered by Sir Andrew
" Waugh's method of conducting the great triangulation to meet
the necessities and requiremements of the Revenue Survey, and of
c c his forethought and great consideration for the important objects
of the extension of the geographical knowledge of India."
The revival of the Revenue and Topographical Surveys may be
dated from the appointment of Colonel Thuillier, at the end of the
first Pnnjhb war in 1847. Since that date they have been conducted
with ever increasing efficiency, and with annually improving
arrangements for extending the sphere of their usefulness. The
previous history of the surveys will have shown that the great triangulation bas, as a rule, been prosecuted by a distinct staff, and separate
from the operations of filling in details for the maps. Men trained
for the strictly scientific work of the great triangulation are not
always adapted for the detail surveys, or vice versb, while the two
classes of operations must be conducted on distinct principles. The
Revenue and Topographical Surveys must be undertaken with
reference to the public requirements, while tho 'triangulation is
regularly proceeded with on a fixed plan. But it has always been
Colonel Thuillier's care to follow in the track of the different trigono-

metrical series, and thus have the advantage of fixed stations on
which to base his detail surveys.
The Topographical Surveys, usually on the scale of one inch to
the mile, are simply intended for Native States or non-regulation
British districts of a wild rugged character and small value, as
regards revenue, where only a military map on a smaller scale is
required. They ase carefully connected with the p t triangulation ;
by breaking up the large tFirtngles into minor triangulations with
sides sficiently short' to give bases for plane Osble sketching. The
chain is not generally used by the Topographical Surveyor, because
it is politically obnoxious to independent tribes, and is looked upon
aa the iure.harbinger of loss of territory. The number of points
used by the surveyor with the plane table in delineating the ground
is the criterion of the value of his survey ;' and lines are run across
the ground, either with ohah or perambulator, to test the acouracy
of the work, by traverse.
The Topographical Nurveys, when Colonel ThuiUier took charge,
in 1861, consisted of four parties in Central India, the Nizam's
Territory, Ganjam, and Chota Nagpur, comprising a total area of
43,316 square miles. When this wrts completed there still remained
319,338 square miles to be done in the Native States, and 21,1341
in the wild hills of Eastern Bengal. In 1868 rs fifth party was
organized to survey Rewah.
In 18@, after 18 years of uninterrupted and d u o u s service in
charge of the Surveyor General's Office a t Calcutta, Colonel Thuillier
went home for 20 months on sick leave, Colonel Walkei officiating
for him as Surveyor General and Superintendent of the Topographical Surveys, and Colonel Gastrell as Superintendent of the
Revenue Survey.
During the two seasons, 186446, Captain Melville was surveying
in Central India. Mr. Mulheran was at work in the upper Godavari
district, in the midst of heavy forest and tangled underwood. He
fell a victim to his o m unceasing exertions in the survey of the
1 The work is divided into sections, 15 minutes in latitude and longitude containing
270 quare miles. The surveyor fills in the details round the trigonometrical points
&dy projected on hia plane table, andat each trigonometrical station he draws a series
of rays to neighbouring objects, the positions of which are determined by intersection.
The points of intersection are then visited, and a similar process is gone through.
The position of each detail need not be more than
of an inch in error on the
mapti, but there is often great difficulty when the points are conceded from each other
by jungle.
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Pu'irmul jungles, a, most pestilential tract on the Wurda and
Godavari rivers; and added one more to the long list of zealous
and devoted surveyors who have laid down thcir lives in the
~erviceof their country.
Colonel Saxton continued his severe work in Ganjam and Orism,
regions of a uniformly deadly and mahrious nature, where the
majority of the o5cers who were associated with him had perished.
The survey in Chota, Nagpur was conducted by Captain Depree, and
that in Rewah and Bmdalkhand was under Captain Murray.
Godwin Austen, the topographer of the lofty regioi of the Pangong
lake, had accompanied Mr. Eden's Bhotan mission, and had served
with the Duar field force. He next headed a sixth topog;aphical
party, to survey the forest covered and pestilential G&OOX, the
Khaaia and Jrsyanta hills, Naugong, and North Cachar.
The Pegu Survey was distinct from these, and is on a scale of four
miles to the inch. The survey was commenced in about 1854 ; but
when Captain Fitzroy took charge, in 1860, he rejected the work
executed by his predecessors, and commenced de novo, which gave
rise to considerable delay. I n 1865, Captain Edgcome, the Principal
of the Madras College. of Civil Engineering, took charge of the
Pegu Survey. He completed the field work, constructed teik or
district maps on a one-inch scale, besides the quarter-inch geographical map, and prepared a memoir containing much valuable
fitatistical information.
Colonel Thuillier returned to India, and resumed charge on the
12th of December 1866; but he was again in England from the
10th of May 1868 to the 7th of January 1869, when his duties
merc shared by Colonel Walker, Colonel Gastrell, and Captain
Montgomerie. On the latter occasion Colonel Thuillier was:on duty,
maturing arrangements for the transfer of the engraving of the
sheets of the Indian Atlas from London to his own ofice at Calcutta.
During the seasons of 1867-68 and 1868-69 there were seven
rarties of :topographical surveyors in the field in Rajputana, the
Central Provinces, and the wild region on the N.E. frontier. The
cciuntry under survey embraced every variety of ground, from the
arid and sandy tracks of Bikanir to the mountains of Khasia and
Jayanla, which are deluged with a rainfall of 600 inches in the
ycar. The surveyors penetrated into the wildest and most secluded
spots. I n the Central l'rovinces they came upon a tmt utterly
devastated by a tigress which had killed 60 people, and driven the
I n many parts they traversed
inhabitants from 13 villages.
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regions hitherto not only unmapped but unknown. Their system of
work is suited to native states ; their operations with the thedoolite
and plane table, and no chain, excite little jealousy, and they usually
succeed in establishing friendly relations with the wildest hill
tribw.
Colonel Johnstone, of the Punjab Frontier Survey, accompanied
the Hazara Fielcl Force in October 1868 and following months, with
his staff of surveyors, and completed a sketch map of 400 square miles
of hitherto unexplored and unknown country during the expedition,
resuming his regular duties on its return. The work was amongst
glaciers and mountains of perpetual snow. Johnstone fixed stations
on peaks that had hitherto been pronounced impracticable, and made
an important geographical discovery respecting the true course of
the Indus, between Astor and the Black Mountain.
S k parties were at work during 1868-69 in the Lower Provinces,
chiefly in Kuch Bahar, and in the Kamrup and Lakhimpur districts
of Assam. I n Lakhimpur Lieutenant Barron had most severe
work, cutting his way through dense jungles with imported labour,
and his health has suffered much by it. His services have been
specially recognised in a despatch from the Secretary of States.
During 1871-72 seven Topographical Survey parties made systematic progress in filling up the blank country in the respective
divisions, so as to provide for each sheet of the Indian Atlas in due
order. As the surveys progress, the ground to be taken up becomes
more insalubrious and difficult of access. The first party, under
Lieutenant Holdich, was at work in Gwalior and Tonk in 1872, an
unusually difficult country, where scarcity of water and constantly
recurring famines have reduced the population, and where cities
are now hamlets standing in the midst of ruins. I n 1873 Lieutenant
Holdicll was surveying a wild country in the valley of tlle Chumbral;
and in 1874 the same party, under Captain Strahan, was a t ~7orkto
the eastward ok Nimach. Mr. Scanlan, the assistant survPyor of
the party, has written several very interesting reports on the antiquities, productions, industries, and scenery of the region in which
Ire served. I n 1875 the work of the first party was extended to the
city of Udaipur, and in 1876 further progress w-as made in the
same region, with Nimach in the centre. The first party will also
complete large-scale plans of the fortress of Gwalior, and of the
cantonments of Morar and Nimach.
The second party is commanded by Mr. Girdlestone, who has also
done good semice in the Indian navy, and subsequently as a marine
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surveyor. In 1872 he waa at work in the north-east corner of
Khandesh, and in parts of Holkar's territory. In 1873 he continued
his work in the Narbada valley, and his management was marked
by great success and energy. I n 1874 he was engaged dong the
great range of the Vindhyas, in portions of Nimar and Malwa, and
m t e a most interesting report on the ruins of Mand6. As soon as
the Satpura hill tracts and native states on either side of the Narbada am surveyed on the one-inch wale, the whole strength of the
second party will be brought to bear on the two-inch scale survey of
the revenue-paying districh of Khandesh.
The third party, under Colonel Saxton, was employed, in 1872, in
a very wild and mountainous countly in the Bustar and Jaipur
State, the latter in the Visagapatam Agency, working southward from
the parallel of Visianagram. In 1873 Captain Holdich took charge
of this party and mrried on the survey over the broken, rugged hills
which continue the mountain system of the Eastern Ghhts, extending
across the Godavari river, a densely forest-clad tract, and almost
uninhabited. I n 1878-75, starting from Damagudiam on the
Godavari, Captain Holdich proceeded along the valley to Sironcha,
and then into Chanda, a district of the Central Prov'inces. He has
given, in his report of 1876, a most interesting account of this
almost inaccessible region, and of the wild Gonds who inhabit it.
Owing to the orders for the reduction of the department, this party,
which was doing such efficient service, is to be broken up.
The fourth party, under Major Depree, was prosecuting a survey
in the Rewah State and Bilslapur district in 1872, including the
high plateau, from which rises, at Amarkantak, the Narbada, the
Mahanadi, and the Son. The highest part of this plateau is
3,860 feet above the sea ; where the valleys are bare of forest and
covered with long grass, and the inhabitants are wild Gonds, who
live .in wretched mud huts. In 1873 the Amarkantak plateau was
very carefully mapped in 1874, and in the following year the survey
wtls continued through the Rewah State. I n 1876 the operations
lay in the western portion of the Mandla, and the northern part of
the Bilhpur district in the Central Provinces; and the Surveyor
General recorded his appreciation of the e5cient stmate
in which it
is maintained under Colonel Depree's energetic and able management. Since the party broke ground in 1870 it has completed
14,920 square miles of topography over very difficult ground.
There remains about 1,200 square miles to be completed. Owing to
the stringent orders to reduce the department, this admirable
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organbed party will be absorbed to No. 7 party; and thue an
excellent and well-trained native establishment will be lost through
a policy which is as short sighted in a h m c i a l point of view aa it
is injurious to the public service.
The fifth party, under Captain Riddell, was engagcd in the survey
of Bhopal and Mhlwa, in the valley of the Narbada and its tributaries during 1872 and 1873, and in the Vindhya hills, and a plan of
the city and fort of Bhopal was made on a scale of 1 2 inches to the
mile. I n 1874 and 1875 good progress was made ; but in 1876 the
work was retrtrded owing to the extremely difficult forest-clad nature
of the ground in the Vindhya range north of the Narbada. Captain
Wilmer and Lieutenant Gore, in 1876, rendered very efficient
service to Captain Riddell, the leader of the party. In 1877
Captain Riddell was transferred to head-quarters, as an Assistant
Surveyor General in charge of t8he mathematical instrument workshop.
I n 1871, the sixth party, under Captain Strahan, was at work
along the eastern flank of the A.rav8li range in Rajputana ; but in
the following year the pressing demands of the Bengal Government
necessitated its removal to the hill tracts of dssam and Munipur.
One division, under Captain Badgley, undertook the work in
Tipperah and the Cachar and Lushai hills, Mr. Cook was in
northern Chittagong, and Lieutenant Woodthorpe in the Garo hills.
The object of tho Bengal Government was the demarcation and
survey of the portion of the Naga hills, contiguous with the
Munipur native state boundary, and the exploration of the extreme
frontier along the Patkoi range as far eastward as could be reached.
I n 1871, the party was employed with the expeditionary force in
the Lushai and North Chittagong hills. Major Macdonald with
Captain Tanner, Mr. Clifford. Barrett, and Mr. Gordon Cooke,
accompanied the southern column from Chittagong. This party
succeeded in establishing a series of 27 secondary triangles emanating from a base of the Eastern Frontier Series of the Great
Trigonometrical Survey, and 76 minor triangles. It, established
40 well-defined points, and its work covers an area of 2,300 square
miles of country, never before laid down, or even attempted to be
painted. The mountain ranges and water system were sketched
in 'from the K m f u l i river to the valley of the Koladin in the
extreme east. Unfortuii~tely,altllough the two columns of the
Lushai expedition approached each other very closely, a junction
was not actuaJly formed. It is hoped that improvccl relations
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with tlic hill tribes d l hereafter enable the department to fill up
this and other gaps which still disfigure the map of India. The
northern column, starting from Cachar, was accompanied by Captain
Badgley in charge of the surveyhg party, assisted by Lieut. Woodthorpe, Mr. E. V. Leach, Mr. Ogle, Mr. Robert, and Mr. McCay.
The triangulation of thiA party emanates from a, side of the Cachar
Secondary Series of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and extends
for 26 miles, in a S.E.direction, into the Lushai country. Thence a
mute survey of 191 miles formed, with the triangulation, a connected
basis for the delineation of 4,800 miles of entirely new topography.
The party was within 40 miles of Major Macdonald's party which
accompanied the southern column. The officers of both parties
have given very interesting descriptions of this new country, and
of the manners and customs of the wild tribes which inhabit it.
Lieut. Woodthorpe published a narrative of the proceedings of the
left column of the Lushai expediti0n.l His opening chapters contain a summary of the events which led to the expedition, and some
particulars respecting the physical and intellectual characteristics of
the Lushais, their villages, customs, and wasteful method of cultivation by jungle clearances. The rest of the work consists of a, narrative of the march, with various incidents and adventures, and
accounts of the skirmishes with the hill men. The book is illustrated by two sketches and a map, showing only the route of the
left column, and not covering sufficient ground to give a notion of
the general plan of the campaign. Captain Tanner also wrote a,n
account of the work of the right column, containing graphic descriptions of scenery, and interesting ethnological details. A new
wenera1 map of the entire frontier, showing all these recent additions,
a
is in course of preparation. I n 1873 the work waa under the s u p e r b
tcndence of Captain Qodwin Austen, and the reports of the officers
comprising this party, threw much light on previously unexplored
and unknown regions, and are extremely interesting. In 187675
three detachmenb of No. 6 Party were formed with the objects of
continuing the exploration of the eastern Naga hills, of completing
the central portion of those hills, and of filling up. the blank
(western) part of the Mrtnipur Native State. All these objects were
attained, a considerable portion of the countiy visited and mapped
being entirely unknown. All the detachments had many and great
'

1
Tho Lushd Expedition, 187 1-1872,"
Engineers. (Hurst and Blackett, 1873.)

by R. G . Woodthorpe, Lieutcll~nt lloyul
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privations to undergo from bad and insufficient food, fever, and
exposure in low pestiferous valleys and the snow-covered eastern
Nagas.
I n 1876 Major Godwin Austen accompsn!ed the D d a military
expedition against the tribes on the northern frontier of Assam.
Narainpur, on the Dikrung Nullah, was reached on the 2nd December 1874, and from a base on the banks of the Brahmaputra, a
short series of triangles was extended northward into the D u 5 a
hills. Owing to the brief period during which the military were
in the country, the survey party were unable to remain beyond two
and a half months. The out-turn of work amounted to 1,706 square
miles of entirely new topography, on the scales of two and four
inches to the mile. A map on the latter scale, allowing the resklts
of the season's work in the Duffla hills, has been compiled by Major
Godmi. Austen, and is a valuable addition to our geographical
knowledge of the region beyond the northern frontier of Assam.
Lieut. Harman, R.E., rendered assistance by surveying the course
of the Ranga river ; and Mr. Lkter, of the Royal Botanical
Gardens, Calcutta, was assiduous in making a collection of plants,
seeds, and dried botanical specimens.1 The Surveyor LGeneral
expresses a hope that these explorations on the Northern Assam
frontier will be continued, and is of opinion that with tact and
precaution all diiliculties in the way of visiting and exploring the
narrow strip of hills between the Assam valley and Tibet may be
overcome.
Meanwhile, Captain Badgley and Lieut. Woodthorpe .were employed in the eastern Nagas, south of the Sibsagar district.:
Captain Badgley was enabled to carry his triangulation from a
side of the h s a m Valley Series of the Great Trigonometrical
Survey, to work into the hills immediately to the south and
east, with a view to obtain a good basis for the topography, and to
establish a connexion with the work executed by Captain Samuells
of the Revenue Survey during a previous season in the South
Lakhimpur hills east of the Dihing river. This he succeeded in
doing, and had secured 792 square miles of triangulation and 627
square miles of topography up to February 2nd, 1875, when the
party was suddenly attacked by Nagas from the villages of Sanna
and Ninn, assisted by others from the village of Noka, who entered
the camp very early in the morning under the pretence of furnishing
supplies, and treacherously murdered Lieut. Holcombe, Political
Officer, and 80 natives, besides severely wounding, in the space of a
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few minutes, Captain Badgley and 61 men, of whom some died
afterwards. It was entirely due to Oaptain Badgley's fortitude and
presence of mind under very trying circumstances, and while
suffering from serious flesh wounds received in personal combat
with several Nagas, two of whom he killed, that the remnant of the
party, carrying the dying and the wounded, were ext;ricated from
these hills and brought safely to the station of Jaipur, where
medical aid was obtained on the 7th of February. Captain Badgley,
though unable to take any further part in the field, recovered
sufficiently to resume his duties at Shillong by the time the party
went there for the recess.
The detachment under Lieut. Woodthorpe entered the Naga liills,
south of Golaghat, and proceeded into the interior, accompanied by
Captain Butler, Political Agent. They had barely begun work when
thev were attacked by natives from the large Naga village of
~ d k h a . These, however, they defeated; and by this stroke an
excellent moral effect was produced on the surrounding Nage
villagers, most of whom then sent in friendly deputations. After
this, work was continued in a north-easterly direction along the
outer ranges of the Naga hills, so as to join Captain Badgley's work,
and complete what remained further aouth up to the Patkoi range.
Owing, however, to the disaster which had befallen Captain Badgley's
party, survey work was closed on this side, and Lieut. Woodthorpe
and Mr. McCay joined the punitive expedition agaihst the Eastern
Nagas ; and, besides accomplishing a fair amount of topography, a
good junction was established with Captain Samuell's work on
the east; and the whole length of the outer and middle ranges
south of district Sibsagar and part of Lakhimpur, or about 150
miles in length by 26 to 30 miles in breadth, was surveyed. The
area surveyed by the detachment was 1,507 square miles on +-inch
and 1,076 square miles on the +-inch scales. The season's total
out-turn amounts to 792 square miles of triangulation and 3,239
square miles of topography, or, omitting overlaps and mar,.;ins, 2,lM
square miles of actually new area surveyed.
A very interesting account of the N a p hills and the inhabitants
is given in the narratives by Captain Badgley and Lieut. Woodthorpe, which are inserted in the appendices to Colonel Thuillier's
report.
I n 1876-76 Captain Badgley unde1:took the boundary surveys
between the G&roand KhBsia hill districts and the plains of Assam,
on a scale of two inches to the mile; while Lieut. Woodthorpe
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continued the exploration of the eastern Nagas south of Sibskgar,
and established a good junction with the work of the previous
season. I n 1877 the boundaries between the Khhsia hill and the
Kamrup district, and between the Khslsirt and Gho hills were taken
in hand; and Lieut. Woodthorpe has explored as much of the
country as he could reach, to the east and south of Saduja, working in concert with Lieut. Harman of the Great Tngonometrioal
Survey.
The seventh party wm under Captain Strahan in 1872-73,
and was at work in RajpQta;na, executing a topographical survey of
the States of Marwar and Shahpura, and the southern portion of
Mairwstra. In 1874 ,the party extended its triangulation through
portions of Ajmir, Jodhpur, and Jaipur, a region consisting of
plains studded with sand hills. I n 1876 the work was ent.kly
in the Jodhpur or Marwar State, and the party was under Lieut.
Leach. During 1876,before t a w the field, the party completed
a survey of the environs of Simla on the east side, for the, use of
the Water Supply Committee. The rest of the Rajptitana Survey,
being mostly over a desert, will be on a reduced scale 00 two miles
to the inch.
In 1874 the Government of India ordered that immediate steps
should be taken to commence a professional topographical survey of
the Mysor State, estimated to contain 27,004 square miles. Arrangements were at once made with the object of starting the
necessary skeleton triangulation as a basis for the topography.
Two small parties were organized under Captain George Strahan,
R.E., and Captain J. R. McCullagh, to be paid for out of the
revenues of Mysor, and were deputed to Bangalore fully equipped.
The scale of 1mile to the inch has been adopted for this survey,
being the same as that of other Native States. Captain G . Strahan
has taken the Nundydrug and Ashtagram divisions ; and made
good progress in the &st season, hut he mas much retarded in 1876
. and 1877 by the famine which prevailed in Mysor. The Nagar '
division of Mysor was allotted to Captain MacCullagh, who was
also sadly hindered in his work by the distress of the country.
A large office establishment is required for the reduction, compilation, and publication of such a mass of geographical materials;
m d in its e5cient management the great talent for organization
which distinguishes Colonel Thuillier has perhaps been most conspicuously displayed. Certainly it is in the system by which he
yettr by year extends. and increases the general usefulness of the
,

WORK IN THE OFFICE

surveys, by making their results rapidly and easily accessible, that
his services have borne most fnxit.
I n the Surveyor General's Office at,.Calcutta there b a, drawing
and compiling, a lithographic, and a photographic branch. The
publishing branch may be said to have been completely formed by
Colonel Thuillier. Originally there was only one small lithographic
press, but during the term of Colonel Thuillier's tenure of office
the establishment has been gradually increased, until now the
printing branch has 20 presses continually at work, besides three
small type presses for departmental forms. I n addition to the map
printing, all kinds of work are executed, as the difEerent Government department,^ indent on the Surveyor General's Office to print
any diagrams, sketches, or illustrations that they may require to
accompany reports. It is worthy of remark that the first postage
stamps ever used in India were lithographed a t the Surveyor
General's Office. Until within the last few years all the maps of
the Indian Survey (with the exception of the Atlas sheets) were
put on to stone by hand drawing on transfer paper, a very laborious
process, and very liable to error, particularly when executed by
natives wll; cannot read English, and who aimply copy what they
do not understand. The climate of Calcutta also militates very
much against t.he successful transfer from paper to stone. Latterly
natives, who have acquired a small knowledge of English, have
been easily attainable, and apprentices have been carefully trained
to write on stone, and thus better and more certain results are
obtained.
The greatest advance of all was the introduction of photo-zincogmphy into the office. The credit of having first introduced the
process into India is due to Mr., Hennessey of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and the fist photo-zincograph was executed by'
himself in the office of the Superintendent ~t D e h Dh. Before
M i . Hennessey's return to India in 1865 maps had been copied by
photography both in the office at Calcutta and in that a t Dehra
D6n. Colonel Thuillier had two serjeants employed in his office,
who were sent out, after receiving instruction in photo-zincography
at the Ordnance Survey office a t Southampton, but their attempts
were not very satisfactory. Photo-zinco,pphy cannot be said to
have been fairly introduced into Calcutta until 1866,when survey
officers, who had been trained in the process under Mr. Ifennessey,
were available to take charge of this branch. Since that year progress has been steadily made, the establishment has been edarged,
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and the out-turn of work, already enormous, is yearly increasing.
I t must be remembered that the great demand in India is not for
highly hished, but for rough accurate m p s , published aa soon after
survey as possible. By means of photo-zinmgraphy the results of
the surveys are immediately made availpble for general use. Captain Melville and Lieutenant Waterhouse ably superintended this
department: and during the year 1868-69 as many as &,092
copies of maps were struck off. I n the same year 97,647 were
lithographed; so that the total, out-turn amounted to 141,739
maps. The demand, both from officialeand general sources, is
in proportion to the supply, and these branches are not only self.
paying hut remunerative. The value of the work turned out by the
litho and photo-zinco,oraphic branches very considerably exceeds the
cost of the working expenses. I n 1875 as many as 1,856 original
subjecta *re reproduced by photography, and transferred to zinc
or stone, and 142,371 copies of maps and plans were struck off; and
in 1876 the number of copies produced was 156,969. This great
increase was chiefly due to the cadastral survey plans of the NorthWest Provinces. There is also much work of all kinds done by the
lithographic branch, including colour and tint printings for cholera,
forest, and geological maps.
In 1869 the engraving of most of the remaining sheets of the
Indian Atlaa was transferred to Calcutta, Colonel Thuillier having
engaged a staff of engravers while he was in England, with Mr.
Coard, an experienced engraver, as superintendent of this branch.
I n 1870 the first quarter sheets of the Indian Atla's engraved in India.
(No. 87 S.W. Lucknow, and No. 125 S.E. Splhet) were issued. The
style of the work waa all that could be desired, and reflected great
credit on Mr. Coard and his staff. Mr. Comd devoted much attention to the training of native apprentices in the art of copper
engraving, and with much success. The progress of the engraving
has since been very satisfactory ;and in 1876 no less than 123 plates
were in the hands of the engravers, comprising sheets of the Atlaa
and miscellaneous maps. The great difficulty is to obtain competent hill etchers, but native apprentides at this work are steadily
improving under the able tuition of Mr. Coard. The European
staff of engravers is 10 in number, under whom there. are 25 native
1 See Report on the Cartographic Applications of Photography, and notes on the
European and Indian Surveye," by Lieutenant J. Waterhouse, R.A. (Calcutta, 1870.)
a 21,848 maps supplied.
(13441.)
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apprentices, many of whom are already able to complete outlines
and letbrings in a creditable manner.
The Surveyor-General also issues valuable maps which are compiled and executed at the head-quarter's office. Among these is a
useful and valuable map of India on a scale of 64 milea to the inch
in two sheeta engraved on copper m d transferred.to stone, which
was completed in 18'7'7, and which will also be utilized for the
geological map of India. Colonel Thuillier is also preparing a
general map of India in six sheets, on a scale of 32 miles to the
inch engraved on copper, with which good progress is being made ;
and a new edition of a hand map of India on a scale of 125 miles to
an inch, with the hills etched on copper, is issued periodjdy.
Among other m p s are one of Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa, and another
of Assam .on a scale of 16 miles to the inch ; a new map of Sind ;
another of Oudh complete with hills; one of Baluchistan; di&
sional maps, and a complete series of provincial maps to illustrate
Aitchison's treaties. The department,.during 18'76-76, issued 26,294
maps for official purposes, 2,870 were sent home to the Geographical
Department of the India Office, and 6,278 were supplied to the public.
The topographical surveys under Colonel Thuillier's superintendence have very.materially helped towards the completion.of our
knowledge of the physical geography of vast tracts of India, the
work being chiefly over mountainous and forest-clad regions, or over
sandy deserts, frequently in parts never before visited Ijy Europeans.
Colonel T h f i e r truly says, that for frontier expeditions and wild
tract of country, the Indian Topographical Survey method of surveying by theodolite and plane table based on the great and minor
triangulations cannot be excelled for general accuracy, rapidity, and
cheapness, if the agency employed is well-trained and trustworthy.
The cost of the Topographical Surveys for one year (1876-76) vas
38,6331., or 21. per square mile. These surveys, on a scale of one
inch to a mile, are urgently required for engineering, military,
administrative, and geographical purposes, and there is at least ten
years' work remaining for seven complete parties.
There is also a vast field for future work in India, in the North',West Provinces, in Madras, and in Bombay; besides that of parties
still progressing in Central India-and Assam. Yet year by year
a, good out-trim of work is produced ; the system :is admirable,
and ere many decades have passed the whole structure of accurate
triangulation will be clothed with useful and reliable topographical
detail.

The history of Colonel Thuillier's work is to be found in his own
annual reporb from 186S.66 to 1876-76 inclusive?
Colonel Thdlier retired from the office of Surveyor General at
the end of the year 1877.
1 See alao
Selections from the Records of the Government of India (Home Department)," No. LXXIV.(1869.)

XII.
THE REVENUE'SURVEYS OF INDIA.

THERevenue Surveys of India are one of the bases on which the
whole fiscal administration of the country rests. By their means
the wealth of the various provinces is ascertained, as well as their
food-producing capabilities, and their power to bear taxation, The
surveys furnish the information coniprised in agricultural ,statistics,
without which the statesman is deprived of the knowledge enabling
him to improve the condition of the people, to increase their means
of subsistence, to avert famines, to add to the wealth of the country,
and to adjust taxation.
Revenue Surveys have, unfortunately, been conducted on difTerent
principles in vmious parts of India. The ideal survey, while
furnishing complete information for settlement purposes, should be
executed throughout on accurate principles, and supply materials
for compiling maps for general use. Such a system has always
been advocated by Colonel Thuillier ; but in the M a h s Presidency
alone has any approach to a compliance with all the demands been
effected. The Madras Revenue Survey must therefore be considered
as, on the whole, the beat in India. The Bombay Survey is admirable, and perhaps the best for heal purposes ; but it is of less use,
so far as the supply of materials for general maps is concerned. I n .
the North-West Provinces the surveys for the first settlement were
very roughly executed, but there has since been a great improvcment. I n the Punjhb, although there is a professional survey for
the boundaries of villagcs and topographical features, a less accurate
native system is in force for field measurements, wliich also unnecessarily goes over work done by the professiodd surveyor.
Since the appointment of Colonel Thuillier in 1847 the Iietenue
Surveys under his charge have been thoroughly well clone, and
there are excellent surveys of the Punjhb, Oudh, Sind, the Lower
Provinces, and of all the districts included in the operations of his
parties. But unfortunately thc surveys of the North-West Provinces
were executed before his time. It will be remembered that, a t the
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conference of surveyors held at Allahabad in 1834,' it was resolved
to sacrifice everything to cheapness and rapidity of execution.
The consequbnces of this resolution have been most disastrous.
The surveys of the North-West Provinces were made at a galloping
rate each season, owing to the pressure of the revenue officers, who
wanted to complete the settlement. The result was, that the maps
were the merest and most inaccurate skeletons, while topographical
details were altogether omitted. The surveys were codbed to the
actual definition of village boundaries, and the work on opposite
sides of a' river was never even connected. As'geographical material
they are perfectly useless. These ware the materials from which
the geographical maps on a scale of four miles to the inch were
lithographed at Allahbad, after having been reduced by native
draftsmen. They have no trigonometrical points, and no basis of
any kind ; yet from these maps the sheets of the Indian Atlas have
been filled up.
Most of the original village plans, bound up. in folio volumes,
were destroyed in the mutinies ; but those of twelve districts were
saved, and deposited in the Surveyor General's Office at Calcutta.
When the time arrived for a second settlement of the North-West
Provinces the local Government proposed to dispense with a proper
survey, because they thought that the k h w a or measurement of
fields by a native amin was so accurate that nothing more was
required ; and that if anything further was wanted for geographicd
purposes, a bare survey like that made in the native states would
suffice. Thus we were threatened with a repetition of the lamentable
and short-sighted mistake that was made 30 yeam ago.
I n reality the k h w a measurements, however carefully made,
haring no basis or fixed points, must necessarily have an ever
accumulating error. I n the Revenue Survey the maximum error
allowed is half an acre per cent., and that is considered bad work ;
while the khzlsra error, when unchecked, is from 3 to 7 per cent.
The regular surveys check the gross village areas, anii furnish
reliable village maps on a scale of four inches, and district and
pergunnah maps of onc inch to the mile. I s is most surprising that
such a proposal as to dispense with accurate surveys should have
been made in these days, when it is well krown that it mould he
ridiculous to attempt to use the old revenue skeleton maps of the
North-West Provinces as a basis on which to work for preparing
any engineering project, or indeed for any useful purpose.
1

See pages 97 and 98.
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The year 18'71-78 i n a u p t e d the system of oadaatPal field surveys
principles.' They were commenced in the districts of
on &(fcuntb
Wttra and Muddabad, in the North-West Provinces. The work
is most intricate, and Colonel GastreU, the Superintendent of the
Revenue Surveys (Upper Circle), reported that great credit was due
to Colonel Anderson and Major Vanrenen, who commenced the operationa in the Mattm and MurAdabad districts, for the completeness
of the work in every respect. More permanent survey marks were
needed to make this d a s h 1 survey complete and efficient in
every respect. There were masonry marks erected at triple
1 In a letter from the Secretary to the Government of the Ndrth-Weat Provinces to the
Secretary to the Government of In& (No. 2272 A., Dec. 23, 1872) attention is invited
to a paasege at psge 28 of my uAbstrect of the Reports of the Surveys, &G" (for
1870-TI), which is mid to contain e r r o m stutementa "not in accardsuce with

fact&"
The remerks in question are :1. That the first Revenue Survey of the North-West Provinca was executed by
profeesiod wrveyom
2. That this vital principle haa h c e been set aside.
3. That the 'raturn to the old and more accurete eystem is quite in accordance 'with
the views of Mr. Thomaaon.
. .
There is nothing in the Secretary's letter which contradicta the two first of these
mmsrka, the co~mctneaeof which can scarcely be disputed. The iirat survey was
undoubtedly executed by professional surveyors, although it is true that, owing to the
extraordinary haste with which the work waa pushed forward (3,000 square milea
each season), the topography was omitted, and the resulting maps were all but ueelks
for any purpose but the settlement. They were used for the Atlas of India, but the
~heetswhich were constructed from such materials are incorrect and require revision.
The second remark, that the vital principle of making the Surveys by pmfeesiod
agency has been set aside, ie drictly eccurate, although a correct system has recently
been adopted in Matha, Mursidabad, dgrg and Humirpur.
The third remark is based on several paasages iq Mr. Thomason's directions for
settlement officers. I n paregrsph 30 he eays, " The scientific survey is of great valoe
as a check upon the h e e n s , " although he adds that the giving of topographical
information is a secondary consideration. He also refers to the Scientific Survey at
~ a p h 25s and 27, and to the principle laid down by him of " amultaneous procedure between the professional survey and khusreh." T h w paesages prove that an
m u r a t e system was in m r d e n c e with the views of Mr. Thomason, and a reference to
paragraph 30 of Mr. Thomason's directions, as well es to paragraph 29, will show that
the remark at page 28 of the "Abstract " for 1870-71 is quite in accordance with facts.
Mr. Thomason's views are also referred to by Colonel Thuillier, in r letter dated
Feb. 12th, 1870, NO. 229, peregraph 9.
Mr. Thomason did not put so high a value upon a correct survey, and upon the
importance of combining ~ettlementwork with the preparation of map8 for general
dministrntive purposes as is done at the present day. Thirty years ago such mapa
were not so urgently needed in every department of the government. But he considered the Scientific Survey to be of great value as a check ;and its operatione are,
therefore, quite in accordance with hie views.
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junotiona of villages, which were used as theodolite stations, and
plotted down on the village maps. But theae alone are not suftlcient
to enable additions to be made to maps heredter, without unnecessary labour and expense, and it waa proposed to have the
nearest survey station, right or left of the triple junction, p e m
nently masked, so as to give a good and reliable base line, from
which m y new measurement can at once be laid off. The Cadastral Surveys are on a scale of 16 inches to a mile; and Colonel
Thuillier anticipates the very best results fiom these operations,
both hanchlly and professionally, as regamla systematic m d
accurate measurement, with permanent recordings of the maps of
c 6 fields " and ascertainment of true meas.
"Eventually," he continues, " I believe they will prove not only invaluable as a correct
permanent record of the landed tenures for all purpos& of revenue
a assessment, but an immense saving of expense will be effected
cc in the end, by doing away with the constant necessity for partid
" remeasmrernents for irrigation, canals, railways, roads, and other
" purposes, which am now perpetually being made in an irregular,
a unsatisfactory, and expensive manner, for emergent engineering
" objects." Besides Mattra and Muddabad, Revenue Surveys on
c c accurate principles, on the scale of 16 inches to the mile, were
" commenced in Agm and Hamirpur.
80 that in 1873 there were four cadastral survey6 at work in the
North-West Provinces, in Murbdabad, lbttra, Agra, and Hamirpur.
The size of the fields is very small, averaging 0% of a4 acre;
and the enormous number of 1,269,882 fields were surveyed and
computed in area by the four parties during one year. Colonel
G)astre11introduced seveml processes by which the bbour of mapping
was reduced to a minimum, and Government will be supplied with
copies of the cadastral field maps for from
to 4+ annas per
imperial sheet, containing 1,250 acres. The cost per acre, which
averaged five annas in 1871-72, has been brought down to three
annaa one pie. The working of the cadastral system has been placed
on a thoroughly durable and satisfactory basis, and the immense
advantage of accurate cadastral surveys is not confined to the
questions relating to the settlement of the laad revenue. They are
also useful for railway purposes. 'Llhe officers in charge of the
&&ra,l
surveys of Muddabad and Mattra supplied working ground
plans for the extension of the Ro-d
railways towards Rani
Khet and Naini Tal. This is a great saving in time and expense of
special survey, cnabling thc engineers to mark out their lines at
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once, and the civil officers to settle compensation due to proprietors
for land to be taken up for the railways.
The cadastral sumey of Muddabad was commenced under Major
Vanrenen in November 1872, the area comprising 731 villages,
376,191 ac,res and 343,623 fields. The field survey of every village
was mrefully checked by lines run across each, and a certain percentage of villages was further tested by the Deputy Superintendent
himself. The work & connected with the stations of the Great
Trigonornetrim1 Survey.
I n 1876 the Murhdabad Survey was in charge of Captain &mn.
During 1876-76 he surveyed (on a scale of 16 inches to the mile)
385 villages and 160,269 fields covering an area of 329.8 .square
miles ; and laid down 19,987 government marks, including masonry
platforms at the triple junctions of vdlages.
The Muddabad Survey
was completed in 1877 ; and the party commenced the Badaon dis-'
trict. Colonel Anderson, in charge of the Mattra and Banda Surveys, completed 732 square miles in 1876-76; and Mr. E. T. 5.
Johnson completed the survey of the Agra district. The Hamirpui
district was also completed in 1876.
The first revenue survey ~f the Punjkb was organized soon after
the annexation of the country, and was conducted by the settlement
o5cers with the aid of native village o5cers. !&e hudbust is thc
outline sketch of the village boundaries. Thc Phtwari, who in tllc
Punj4b took .the place of the Hindustani Amin, was i.n 1852 supplied
with instruments with a view to his making a native hudbust map,
which was to be nearly equal to that of the professional ~urveyors.'
Mr. Barnea thus describes these instruments': The first and prinoipal
instrument was a, horizontal board screwed to a shaft, shod with an
iron point. The board was about 1 8 inches square, and over it was
stretched a piece of paper, on which the village outlines were
delineated. To this board was fixed a quiblanutnah, or rough compass, used by the Muhammadans to denote the west., which would
cost one rupee in the bazars. The surface of the board was
adjusted by this quiblanumah, and the entire periphery of the board
was graduated like the card of a compass. This board and the
quiblanumah, together with an iron ruler, formed the srrrveying
equipment of the Phtwari. The ruler was graduated, a 6 division
represellting 10 kurrurns, or 60 feet, and it was fitteci. with a per1 " Selectione,"

Punjib, Vol. i., p. 128.

18th December 1852.

Letter from George C. Barnes, Esq.,
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pendicnlar sight at t t h end, through which the position of an
object was observed.'
The Phtwari began work at a trihudda? or triple junction pillar,
by adjusting his board by the compass, " at some assumed and con. " venient portion of the paper."
He then " takes the bearing of the
" next pillar, through the perpendicular sights attached to the ruler,
and measuring the distance with the chain, reduces the measure
ment according to the graduated scale on the same ruler, and
draws straight line to correspond, both in distance and bearing,
" on the paper. In this manner he goes round the area of the
" whole village, correcting his measurements and angles by the
scale and compass. Moreover, from each trihudda he takes the
bearing and draws a line in the direction of the village site, and
" wherever these various lines intersect m t h other, the village
" site is duly marked upon the sk'etch. The total cost of the
" instruments is 1rupee 1 2 a n n a ~ . " ~
Such was the Phtwari system of surveying in the Punjhb. There
was no actual obsemation of bearings, as all directions were laid off
by the ruler. The compass bearings were not corrected for variation,
while the iron rulers must have m d e a farther large correction necessarg, which was not applied. The compasses must really have been
utterly useless. Moreover, no record of the distances appears to have
been entered, so that it was impossible to check the work, by plotting
the true bearings and distances independently. An error of 8 to 10
per cent. was allowed before any revision was ordered.' Such a
survey would furnish but a very rough a d unreliable meaaurement for fiscal purposes.
A professionrrl survey, working independently of the Phtwaris,
fixed the boundaries of villages and inserted interior details, thus
furnishing a partial check, but did not measure the fields.
, .
Since the revised settlements were taken up in the Punjhb in 1863,
a great advance is reported to have been made in the native system
of conducting a cadastral survey of fields, and more accurate results have been attained, both in the meaaurements and in the
maps. The quiblanuntah is no longer used, but simply the plane
table. Triangulation is often adopted to fo m the skeleton map, and

a

Selections," Punjtib, Vol. i., p. 129-130.
Where the bound~riesof three villages unite.
Selections," Punjtib, Vol. i., p. 130.
Ibid, p. 139. Lettor from Mr. Temple tg Mr. Birrnes, September 25th, 1862.
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within it small aectiom of oormtq are marked off, ahd field by field
measurement carried on, the work being tested as it proceeds. The
positions of the chief physical features are fixed by Rlllning lines to
the boundary, so as to form triangles, with which the fields am
plotted. Dimensions of the fields are put on the map round each
field, and me again checked by the chain and plane table. These
a;re certainly great improvements. The aesessment is baaed upon
the ag,gregate areas, after checking each village with the results of
the professiod survey.
The arguments for continuing the native survey in the Punjhb,
side by side with the pkfessional survey, instead of oombining them
in one accurate system, me,that "all the local aspects must be
cc brought to book, as well as the professional work; that the survey
<(.mustbe based on a careful understanding of local requirements,
tenures, and modes of.dividing land ; and that physicd features
c c must not only serve to indicate what is seen.with the eye, but aleo.
what the settlement officer knows to be wanted for administrative
'' plll'P~Se~."
These considerations only show the necessity for the revenue and
survey officers being in perfect accord and working together, but,
this being the case, they supply no argument for a professional
survey side by side with a native and less accurate system. If,for
example, the village. boundaries are accurately laid down by profeasional surveyors, there can be no good reason for the same work
being also done less accurately by pativea. It is admitted that if
professional officers supervised the field surveys they would make
them more perfect, and that those surveys are not now as correct as
they might be. It must, therefore, also be admitted that s system
by which the survey and revenue officers work together, and which
is conducted on correct principles in every detail, in the field measurements as well as in the village boundaries, with a complete series of
tests, is superior to a mixed native m d professional system. Revision was not enforced in the Punjtib Ptitwaris system until the error
had reached to 8 or 10 per cent. ; now, an error of 6 per cent. is
allowed.
The professional surveyors, in the PunjAb, fix the boundaries of
villages, and insert topographical details.
The survey of the l'eshawur District was commenced in 186344,
and was resumed by Colonel Johnstone in 1810. Sbme work was
done beyond the British frontier, thq Kohat pass was explored, and
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errors were discovered in the old mapa, notably one in the course oP
the Kabul river. Colonel Johnstom got on very well with the wild

.

,

robber tribes, and he tells rather a good stqry of one of them who
chanced to see his crest, the "flying spur." The afridi asked
its'meaning, and ass told that, in former days, men in Scotland
were aa lawless as the Afridis, and that when the larder was
empty, a dish was put before the chief, containing only a spur
with a pair of feathers fastened to it, being a signal to him
and his followers to boot and spur, and be off to raid the cattle
over the border, and that the "flying spur" then became the
badge worn by the clan. The hearts of the frontier Afridis warmed
to the Colonel, when they found he: .was -the descendant of the
British Mridi.
I n 1875 Colonel H. C. Johnstone wm in charge of a party iu the .
Dera Lsmail Khan district and Bannu, where, .as a rule, the settlement maps (thakhast) agreed well with the professionally surveyed
boundaries. Captain Wilkins was at work in the Delhi, Rohtak, and
Gurgaon districts; and Captain D. C. Andrew, completed the
survey of the native state of Bhawalpur, which covers an area of
17,285 square miles, 6,082 being cultivable, and 12,203 desert.
TI& %venue Surveys, under the Government of India, are
divided into the Upper and Lower Circles. The Upper Circle
comprises the P~injAb,the North-West Provinces, Oudh and Sind.
The Lower Circle includes Bahar, Bengal, Orissa, Assam, and
British Burmah.
I n the Lower Circle the cadastral survey of the Shahabad district
in Bahar, in comexion with the western Sone Irrigation Works,
was placed under Colonel Oakes in 1876, who was relieved by
Major Sconce in 1876. (It is on a scale of 32 inches, the fields
averaging only 0.273 of an acre.) Major Sconce had previouslv
conducted the Wdnapur survey, and has written s very interesting'
report on the rivers and embankments of that district. He was
relieved by Mr. Kelly in March 1876, who was succeeded by
Mr. W. Lane in the following year. The pasty, under Mr. Johnson,
having completed the Agra district, was diverted to Bengal to
undertake a cadastral survey of the district of Patna and Gaya, to
meet the requirements of the Irrigation Department with reference
to the Eastern Sone Works. The total area is 680 square miles, and
1

--
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Captain Andrew prepared a statistical and geographical report on the Bhawalpur
State.
1
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tlic scale 32 inclles to a mile:'
I n 1876 revenue parties were &o
employed on the cadastral survey of the Government estates of
Khurdwah in the Puri district, and of Dhanwar in Hazaribagb, on
the survey of waste land grants and rent free lands in the districts
of Darrang and Kamrup in Assam, and on that of the Oudh and
Nepal boundary; besides two parties employed in the Bombay
Presidency on topographical work in the Deccan.
.
Thus there were 17 revenue slmey parties employed in 1876
under the Government of India. They completed 11,175 square
miles of country, 599 on a scale of 32; 1,713 on a scale of 1 6 ;
5,245 on a scale of 4 ; and 3,618 on a scale of 2 miles to an inch.
I n addition to this, much preliminary work was done in preparation
for detail surveys in 1876-77; but, owing to orders from the
Supreme Government, the number of parties has been reduced to
11. Good progress has been made by Colonel Vanrenen, who
succeeded Colonel Gastrell as Superintendent of Revenue Surveys
in 1875, in the publication of the cadastral maps. 1,901 sheets have
been published of the cadastral surveys in the North-West Provirzces, and 12,061 remain to be published.
The subject of a ~ l v e n u eS u w e j of the Madras Presidency, with
a, new assessment of the land, had engaged the attention of the
local Government for upwards of ten years, but it was not until the
end of the year 1865 that they submitted the final result of their
deliberations to the Court of Directors and the Government of India
for apprpval. At that time no regular survey had ever been made,
and in many districts the land revenue demand was based merely on
tho unchecked statements of the curnums. The object of the
survey was to correct the measurements of superficial areas, and to
ensure a fair and just assessment on each description of land, by a
classification of the different fields in each village.
But the Board of Revenue at Madras were at first disinclined or
at lcast indifferent to the geographical aspect of the question, and
objected to the survey being conducted in copnexion with Colonel
Lambton's triangulation. They urged that they only required field
maps for fiscal purposes ; and that geodesical operations would cause
cxtm expense and delay, mhicll they strongly deprecated. Major
Thuillier, on the other hand, in a letter dated May 6th, 1867, represented that no general surrey of the Madras Presidency ought to be
commenced without full and ample p r e c a u t i o ~being
~
taken for
making the materials subservient to the general purposes of geo,pphy. At the same time he showed that the utmost facilities
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existed for connecting the Revenue Survey operations with the
trigonometrical points of Colonel Lambton.
Fortunately, Colonel Thuillier's opinion prevailed ; the Court of
Directors approved of the arrangements on December 17th, 1856, and
on August 18th, 1'867, Captain Prieatley, of the 74th Highlanders,
waa appointed Superintendent of the Madras %venue Survey. This
officer had entered the service in 1838, and b w m e a captain in
1853. He had already acquired considerable experience, and had
been conducting an experimental survey in South Arcot since 1854.
The area to be surveyed w a ~assumed at 60,000 square miles or
38 million acres, and it was originally expected that the survey
would cost Rs. 38,410,000,and be completed in 14 years. The survey
is conducted on an English and not on an inaccurate native method,
such as the khusra of Bengal ; and it is designed to show all tho
principal variations in the surface of the soil, such as hills, jungles,
woods, channels, tanks, topes, houses, cultivated and cultivable
land, whether nanjai (irrigated) or panjai (unirrigated), and the
area of each field. The village maps are on a scale of 16 inches
to thc mile, the taluk maps one inch to >he mile, and it was
intended that, from these materials, district maps should havo
been compiled on a scale of half an inch to the mile. The work is
connected with the Great Trigonometrical. Survey by the following
method. The first operation is the identification of the Great lkigonometricd Survey stations. From one of these the traverse work
commences, and runs dong a village or taluk boundary until it
reaches a convenient point to connect it with another trigonbmetrical station. These traverses embrace circuits of from 50 to
100 square miles. The bearing of station lines is ascertained at
intervals by astronomical observations, and the traverses are corrected by comparison with the sides of the Great Trigonometrical
Survey triangles, the errors being'proportionatelydistributed. Thus
correctect; the work of- the Madras Revenue Survey adapts itself
exactly to Lambton's triangulation. At every hi-junction point
the boundaries of villages are marked by masonry pillars, two feet
square and three feet high.
Captain Priestley commenced work with an establishment consiting of 18 surveyors and deputy surveyors, 30 survey amins, 30
gomastahs, 20 daftsmen and computers, 77 peons and measurers,
and 19 station markcrs, at an annual cost of Rs.31,338. ' Mr. Ncwill
was appointed supcrintcndcnt of the new assessment, and the two
officers worked in concert. I n 1857 two taluks, one in 8outh
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Arht and the other in Trichin&plli,were surveyed. I n 18&8tlie
survey was commenced in the mjmahendri district ; in 1859 Mwulipatam was taken up; and in 1860 there were psrtiea in Nellor,
TrichinBpaUi, and Sdem.
I n 1869 a survey was undertaken of the important coffee-growing
district of Wgnaad, under ~ i e u t e n a iHsssey,
t
who had been working
with Captain Priestley since 1865, and had, by his untiring exertiom,
contributed much to the succees of the experimentd survey in South
h o t . The main object of the Wynaad Survey was to d e h e the
boundaries of the coffee estates, m d Lieutenant Hessey began it in
the Nellurnaad Umshum near Mamntawaddy, the principal station.
The district had been surveyed as a part of Malabar by Captain
Ward in 1826,' who fixed 16 stations from those of Lambton's
Triangulation ; but the sites of villages and pagodas are said to have
been very loosely laid down in Ward's survey. Hessey commenced'
work in 1860, forming a system of secondary triangulation from
Ward's points, and filling in the detail by the plane table.
A lithographic press, with a suitable staff, was established at
Madras, under Mr. Paczensky, for the publication of the taluk and
village maps, and during 1869 the number printed was 146, comprising 4,495 copies. The work of the Madras Revenue Survey,
which has been conducted under the superintendence of Colonel
Priestley from the fist, is still progres~ing.~
In 1861 and 1852 the Nilgiri and K b d a h hills were surveyed,
under the superintendence of Colonel Ouchterlony. The map is in
16 sheets, on a scale of 1,000 feet to an inch, and is accompanied by
a geographical and statistical memoir?
Up to the end of 1873-74 the revenue survey of * eight districts had been completed and the survey of
. Tinnevelli. Nellor.
Trichinapalli. Kurnul.
teight Was in progress. The completed area
~alem.
amounted to square miles 38,290 surveyed
Chingelpat. Godevari.
- and plotted in fields on the scale of 6 chains
t Mdura North
= 1-inch. The extent completed in the
Coimbator. Cuddepah.
districts under survey was square miles 8,818.
Nileiris.
BallLri.
~tdibm.
G4-•
There were also sq&e mil& 4,296 of partly
,

See page 76.
For an account of the Madnrs Bevenue Survey, eee the volaminuons correspondence
published in the Selections from the Records of the M8drar, Government, No. LIII.
(1858) and No. LXXIV. (1863.)
8 Published in the " Madma Journal of Literature and Science," XV. p. 1. Alm
prewnted to Parliament.
1
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completed work in these eight districts. The extent of country
topopphially surveyed and mapped m h e d square milea 61,996
in 1874.
Deducting 360 square milea of special surveys, the cost of the
61,636 square miles of oompleted work, including
N i i Hills.
Sherveroy do.
the items only on which the original estimate was
Wy naad.
Teals plantation in the baaed, was&. 6,329,406or (532,MZ. 128.) or 39d.
Nellambur Valley. per acre. Including the various items which have
Madras Town.
from time to time been debited to survey by
changes in the mode of preparing accounts, the cost came to
Rs. 6,4186,120 (648,6121.), or q d . per acre. '
The excess of asseaaable area brought to light by the survey ranges
from 2 to 23 per cent., the average being about 12 per cent. Of
the 38,290 square miles, deducting 26 per cent. (an extremely
28,700
liberal margin) for waste and unprofitable land, there re&
s q w e miles which have been hitherto counted aa only 26,600 for
assessment purposes. Taking the average assessment of the Presidency at Rs. 1-18-0 or 3s. 9d. per acre, the addition of square miles
3,100 or 1,984,000 acres to the taxable area would represent an
a ~ u again
l to the State of Rs. 37,20,000 or 372,0001., supposing
that it were taxed at the existing average rate.
The- average size of survey fields is about two acres, and the
approximate number mea,sured and plotted in the eight completed
districts is 7,000,000.
The reduction of the results of the Madras Survey to maps of convenient size has made some progress. But the truth is that Colonel
Priestley and his staff have as much to do as they can possibly get
through, and there is'no machinery for utilizing their work for geographical purposes. There can now be no doubt that the abolition of
the office of Deputy Surveyor Qeneral at Madras, in 1834; was a great
mistake. The beautiful old Military Institute Maps of the early
in manuscript. They were used for the
part of the century re&
sheets of the Indian Atlas, but have never been published on their
own most useful scale of an inch to a mile. Since those maps were
drawn, geographical interests have somewhat languished in the
Mttdras Presidency. Yet a good deal has been done at various
times. Cdopel Scott, the Qurtrtermaater General of the M
h
army, compiled an excellent map of the Presidency on two sheets,
on a scale of 24 miles to the inch, in 1863. Large maps of the
Presidency on a scale of 8 miles to the inch, showing all the works
of irrigation, finished and in progress, have been compiled for the
8-tars
of State, fiom information supplied by the superintendmg
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engineers, in 1860, 63, a,and 69. I n 1862 a map showing the
extent of cotton cultivation, on a scale of 24 miles to the inch,
was published to illustrate the official cotton hand-book. Maps of
the taluks have also been compiled from the old surveys on a scale
of two miles to an inch, and published, but they are meagre, and
contain few of the names given on the original maps. A map of
the Tanjor irrigation channels, of the Denkanikota range, showing
the Salem forests, some road maps, and a few .others, have also been
engraved. But much remains to be done.
From the co&menoement of operations to 1874 the Madras Surrey
was connected with 2M Great Trigonometrical Survey stations.
The average error per mile shown by the test of comparing the
distance obtained by the Madras Survey of a side of the G. T. S.
Triangulation with the G. T. 8. records is 7-61 feet.
Photo-lithography has been employed for rediction and reproduction of maps since the beginning of 1873.
Colonel Prieailey hasdeposited a most interesting series of documents with the Geographical Department of the India Office,to
illustrate all the different stages of the Madras Revenue Survey
work. For this purpose one village is taken, that of Vellappakkam,
in the Ponneri taliik uf 'the Chingalpat district, and the whole of
its survey and demarcation records are given in regu.la,r order, from
the original field books to the lithographed copy of the village map.
Then follow a specimen of a talbk map, of a . topographical map,
the demarcation and survey rules, and other documents. They are
deposited in a separate case, so that anyone can obtain a clear idea
of the system by one or two hours study.'
Village Map Records :Land Register.
1
.Area Lists.
Boundary and Khandam Circuit
Manuscript Map showing process of
Field Rook.
plotting fields.
Minor Circuit Field Book.
T d u k Map.
Ameen's Sketches.
Maps of Madras Town.
Ameen's Field Book.
Specimen Plane Table Square.
Roundnry Traverae.
Topographical Maps.
Khandam Traversee.
Demarcation Rules.
Minor Circuit Traverses.
Survey Rules.
Computation Papers.
Extract from Main and Village Traverse8 for Distances between G. T. Stations.
Comparative Statement of Distances between G. T. and Revenue Surveys.
Arerage cost of survey measurements per aquare mile.
There is a h an excellent Index Map of the Madras Revenue Survey, showiog the
areas completed, the areas iu progrees, the intermedinte sptuxs topographically surveyed,
and those not yet taken up.
1
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Tbe Survey Department in the Madras Presidency wae only
brought to its present strength in 1865-66. I t is composed of 3,377
persons, made up of 24 officers, half military, half civilians, 30 upper
subordimtee, 1,806 surveyors, olerks, and draughtsmen, and 1,518
servants (i.e., chain and offsetmen, kc. h.).
I n 1876-6 out of 125,886 square miles in the M&S Presidency
M,407 had been completed aa village maps on the 16-inch d e ,
and 3,666 were in progress. Of the Zemindarry and hilly tracts
17,393 square miles had been completed on scales of 4, 2, and
1 inch, and 1,480 were in progress ; besides 3,000 topographically
surveyed by a party from BengaL The total survey~dwas thus
65,936 square mils, leaving 16,653 square miles of the Revenue,
and 44,398 of the ~ o ~ o ~ r a ~ 'survey
h i c a l to be completed. As regards
publication, 13,420 village maps, 76 taluk maps, and 7 district
'maps are already available. The total expenditure in Madras, bn
surveys, was 71,824l.
Colonel Priestley, who had conducted the Madraa Revenue Survey
since it was commenced in 1857, retired in July 1876. He was
succeeded by his msistant, Major W. H. Hessey, who went home
~
on sick leave in February 1877, when Major De ~ o ' m cScott,
R.E.,who had formerly been on the Ordnance Survey of England,
took acting charge of the Department.
The Bombay Revenue Survey is, perhaps, the best and most
perfect for revenue purposes, and it has undoubtedly conferred
enormous benefits on the people. But it is not so useful for general
purposes of mapping and geography, as the village maps are mere
rough plans, and cas with difbculty be made use of in the compilation of maps on convenient scales. The careful elbopation of the
original design of the Bombay system is due to Sir Qeorge Wingate,
and his labours, extending from 1836 until he received the wellearned recognition of his great services in 1866, resulted in the
admirable system of administration which has proved so efficacious
in promoting the revival of 'agriculture in the Presidency. The
operations of the Survey form the basis of the revenue administration. The system is ryotwar, and the first object was to determine
the size of the fields, and thus to form the unit or basis of the Survey,
on which the cess should be placed. The smallest amount of stock
with which cultivation can be carried on is one pair of bullocks, the
m i n i w m area to be measured separately and to be constituted a
a awmber," aa it is called, was therefore fixed at what two bullocks
could plough. The maximum area to be measured and constituted
(13441.)
N

a separate cc lzlcmber " must not exceed the means of the generality
of ryots to cultivate, so that it may w i l y be made the subject of
sale or transfer. The w i n t z m a area was fixed at what four bullocks
can plough. Thus the Survey " number8 " were fixed at what one
pair of bullocks oould plough up to double that size. This varies
from 20 to 4X)acres for dry crops to from 4 to 8 acres for rice
cultivation.
The first operation is for the settlement officer to settle disputes,
and finally fix the village boundaries, which are marked by stone
pillars. A series of detached earthen mounds are raised to demarcate the limits of: " nwmbers," and these plots of land are defined
on the map by continuous black lines. In order to facilitate the
settlement of disputes, topographical features and perman~ntmarks
are noted, such as watersheds, nullahs, rods, temples, tanks, web,
fruit trees, and boundary pillars.
The field operations of the village surveys are conducted by a
European assistant and 20 native mea,surers. The European makes
no original survey himself, his,duty being to supervise and test the
work, which he does by going 'over 10 per cent. of it, the errors
allowed being 1per cent. for survey numbers of above 6 acres, 2
per cent. when they are under 6 acres, and 3 per cent. for small
garden or rice numbers. The instruments of the native measurer
consist of a chain 33 feet long, in 16 links, a square chain behg
called a goonta, 40 of which go to an acre. The areas are calculated in acres and goontax. He also has a pair of compasses, and a
diagonal scale showing chains and links (called amas). A base
line is measured from the boundary on one side of n, village to the
opposite one, and all the first numbers are measured along this base.
The plotting of the map on the base line is effected by the principle
of the triangle, each number being broken up into internal triangles
and trapezoids by chaining, and the scale is 8 or 16 inches to the
mile, according to the average size of the survey numbers. A l l the
work in the field is finally entered and abstracted in a fair field book.
As soon as the surveying work is finished, the registers and documents embodying the results are sent to the classing branch, in
which the relative value of the soil and water in each number has
to be determined, with a view to fixing the assessment.
The classing is a very complicated and elaborate system, and
shows with what extreme care the true value of each field is ascertained. Numerous considerations are brought into account, which are
classed under three heads, namely, the distance from the village site,
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natural productive capability, and the nature of the water supply.
As regards productive capability, not only are the soils divided into
black, brown, and gravelly, but the depth of the soils is also taken
into consideration, and the land is thus divided into nine classes, from
pure black deep soil to the poorest and thinnest gravelly soil. Moreover, the land is also rated with reference to eight other considerations called faults.' Thus the elements for settling the value of a
Survey number are, 1,convenience of position; 2, colour of soil;
3, depth of soil ; 4, faults ; 6, water supply, which again is divided
into six classe~.~When the classing is completed the amount of
the assessment is fixed, and it is another very complicated question
to decide what can safely be taken by the State and still leave a,
sufficient surplus for the ryot, to render him capable of improving
his circumstances and extending his cultivation. This is done by
examining the averages of former settlements, but many other considerationtt come into the account, and the final result was generally
a considerable reduction. A new era of prosperitg and progress was
inaugurated by this admirable Survey, which, so far as the administrative results are concerned, is the best in India. But the.importance of making the Survey available for general use in the
compilation of maps was lost sight of, and the topographical surveyors in Gujrht have found great difficulty in making use of the
revenue village maps.
A "Revenue Survey and Assessment Atlas of the Khandesh
Collcctoratc" was published at Bombay in 1876, and it is much
to be desired that a similar Atlas should be prepared for the other
Collectorates of the Presidency. The Khandesh Atlm consists of
The faulte, which are noted by certain signs in the clasaer's field book, are1. Mixture of minute nodules of limestone.
2. Mixture of ssntl.
3. Sloping surface.
4. Want of cohesion in the soil.
5. Mixture impex~iousto water.
6. Liability to be swept over by running water.
7. Surface springs causing exes8 of water.
8. Large limestone nodules.
a The classes of water are1st. From a good tank or river, with supply until April.
2d. Similar to the nbove, but land more cleratcd.
3d. Dependent partly on rains.
4th. Still more elevnted lnnd iriigated from a cnnnl.
5th. The same as the 4th, but on which no after-crop crtn bc misetl.
6th. Dependent wholly on rain.
1
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a general' map of the Collectorate showing each taluk, accompanied
by statistical tables giving the details of the surveyed area, of the
settlement, of cultivation, of occupation and population, and of
houses, wells, live stock, and agricultural implements. Then follow
maps of each taluk with similar tables.
The Survey and Settlement of the Haidambad Assigned Districts
was commenced in 1860, and has been conducted on the Bombay
system of measuring and. claaaing. The whole survey is now
completed with the exception of the classification of the soil in
29 villages, and the assessment of 712. The Bombay system has
also been adopted for the Mysor Revenue Survey.
I t will have been seen that the work of surveyors and that of
settlement officers are very closely connected. The first operation
of all brings the settlement officer on the scene to amnge disputes
and k the village boundaries. Then the surveyors step in and
measure the ground, and afterwards the settlement officers again
take up the work and classify and assess the fields or villages, as
the case may be. Hence it is essential that there should be complete
agreement between the revenue and surveying officers, and that the
latter should thoroughly understand the requirements of the settlement and all the details that should be recorded for h c d purposes.
But there is no reason why this understanding should not exist, and
why the excellent revenue system of classing and assessing, such as
prevails in Bombay, should not co-exist with a, survey on rigorously
exact principles, turning out village maps which would form materials
for those geographical and general purposes, attention to which is
also important and, indeed, essential to efficient administration.
Colonel Laughton has now completed the survey of the town and
island of Bombay. It was commenced on the 1st of October 1865,
and completed on the 23rd of November 1872, at a cost of 31,3061.
towards which the municipality contributed 6,0001. ; but allowing for
the sale of maps, the actual outlay will only be 20,0001. The area
surveyed is 22 square miles, 149 acres.
The f i s t regular survey of Bombay, for defining not only the
boundaries of the Company's property, but also those of the holdings
of the inhabitants and for specifying the nature of the tenures, was
undertaken in 1811, and completed in 1827, under Captain Tate and
Colonel Dickinson.' The fort and old town were on a scale of 4,O feet
to an inch, and the remainder of the island partly on 100 and partly
on 300 feet to an inch. The cost was 16,3001, The great changes in
See page 82.
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the features of landed property since 1827, and the additions to the
of the island by reclamations of foreshores, necessitated new
maps ;,and another survey of the island, in much greater detail,
was consequently found to be urgently required. The scales sanctioned were 100 feet to an inch for the fields and open country, and
, 4,O feet to an inch for the fort and native town. Captain Nasmyth,
of the great Trigonometriolll Survey of India, triangulated tho
island, and fixed a series of points aa a basis for chain measurements ;
and Colonel Laughton undertook the detailed work of surveying
each separata property. The corners of properties were fixed by
cast-iron marks. The outlines of high-water mark at spring tides
and high-water mark at ordinary or neap tides have been carefully
laid down all round the island. Levels have been taken at every
300 feet along the principal roads, and d l the hills have been
carefully and accurately contoured to every 10 feet. All the 1'72
sheets are of one universal size (3 feet by 2 feet), and'everything is
plotted up to the marginal lines, which are actually projected
parallel to the lines of meridian and latitude. Besides these sheets,
which are on a very large scale, there is a ~ d u c e dmap of the island
in two sheets, which are extremely useful. It is on a scale of 400
feet to an inch, and the sheets are 69 feet long by 6 feet broad.
The Government of Bombay have ordered measures to be taken
for the maintenance of the boundary marks, and a law will be
enacted to,ensure a recognition of the record t h t has been made of
the several properties. Much credit is due to Colonel Laughton
for the accunicy And skill with which this difficult and important
survey has been executed.
area,

XIII.
SUPPLY OF INSTRUMENTS FOR THE INDIAN
SURVEYS.

THEsuperiority of modern surveys rests mainly on the perfection
to which the manufacture of instruments has attained. Observers
in the old days were as careful and thoughtful, but this availed them
little without the needful appliances. What could the most learned
Hindu astronomer achieve with such instruments as Sir Robert
Barker found on that terrace at Benares in 1777 ?-Quadrants with
a 20-foot radius, and the arc carved on a stone wall, so that to take
an angle a Brahman must have been slung in a bowline knot, and
hoisted up and down with guys. Rough approximations would
be all that an observer with such an instrument could hope; for.'
When Englishmen became the rulers in India, the instruments
they brought with them were certainly improvements on the wonderful structures in the observatories at Delhi and Benares.; but at
f i s t the difference was not so very great. Reuben Burrow,%in
starting upon a Government survey, had to borrow his tools anyhow,
and complained that among them he got a wretched quadrant from
Captain Ritehie.' It was probably such an instrument as Bruce took
with him to Abyssinia, which it required four men to carry.
Colonel Lambton was in constant difficulties with his instruments,
for, though he was eventually provided with the best 'that the artists
of that period could produce, he had no means of getting repairs
done, and no trusty coadjutor in England to refer to, until Captain
Kater went home. It will be remembered how, when the guy
carried away, and the great theodolite was violently bumped against
the tower of ,the pagoda at Tanjor, Lambton shut himself up in a
tent for weeks, and repaired the damage with his own hands. When,
in the evening of his days, difficulties arose respecting the measuring
1 "An account' of the Bramin's Observrttory at Bcnrrres," by Sir Robert Barker
(Mny 1777). Philosophical Tmnsactions, vol. lxix., pt. 2. See also "Beneres,
Ancient and Modern," by FitzEdward Hall.
L
3 See page 56.
See page 4.
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chains,' he felt the want of a proper system for the supply and
testing of instruments. In those days it was the custom of the
service, until the first Burmese war, for officers to supply their own
instruments. Colonel Hodgson, when he was surveying, had instruments and books of his own to the value of Rs. 13,000, and nothing
belonging to Government. As Surveyor General he considered this
to be a better system than the supply by contract, and declared that
the instruments sent out for the Revenue Survey of 1821, by contract,
were not such as a good observer would consent to use.
Everest saw these evils, and provided a. remedy. He personally
superintended every detail in the construction of his instruments
while he was in England, watching their progress day after day,
and examining them at every stage. When he returned to India
with them in 1830, he took an accomplished maker, Mr. Barrow,
out with him, and established a mathematical instrument manufactory at Calcutta. Yet even these. precautions mere insufficient,
and when Colonel Everest began to observe with the large astronomical circle he found that it was top heavy from faults in the
construction, and unreliable. Again the Superintendent of the
Survey was thrown upon his own resources, and, with the aid of Syud
Mohsin, invented and applied the remedy wit11 his own l~ands.~
Mr. Barrow was established at the h e ~ dof a useful factory a t
Calcutta, where instruments of all kinds could be repaired, and much
good work done. Indeed the second great theodolite, known as
Barrow's theodolite, which has measured the angles of several of the
Trigonometrical Series, was made at the mathematical instrument
manufactory, under Colonel Everest's direction. The graduation
of the circle was performed by Mr. Barrow, and the instrument was
built out of old musket barrels, and parts .of Colonel Lambton's
trusty old theodolite that was damaged by a blow against the pagoda
a t Tanjor. Lambton's old zenith sector is laid up in ordinary at
Calcutta. When Mr. Barrow retired he' was succeeded by Syud
Mohsin, a native of Arcot, pos8essed of great mechanical talent.
Colonel Everat, like m a t men of genius, had a sort of intuitive
perception in selecting &heright man, and at once singled out Syud
Mohsin as an able mechanician. He was right. This native of
1 The first bases were measure? with wooden rods.
Colonel Roy, after a careful
series of experiments on the diletntion of val.ious bodies, adopted glass tu1)es 20 feet
long. Then the 100-foot steel chains came into use; and findly the cumpensetion

bars.
a See page 89.

'

India, though he could not read English, would h v e taken a leading
place even among ~ u m ~ e ainstrument
n
makers. When he died
his place was taken by a mechanician from Mr. Cooke's establishment at York, and the factory continues to turn out plenty of useful
work.
But all important instruments, and all that require nicety and
accuracy in their construction, must still be made in Europe ; and,
moreover, they must have the benefit of scientific supervision of the
highest order if they are to prove efficient in such a service as the
Inclhn Survey. It was obvious that the Superintendent of the Survey
could only occasionally be in England, at intervals of several yetlrs,
while the supervision of instruments was a constant requirement.
I n 1862 the supply of a complete new set of instruments was
sanctioned for the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and in the following
year the importance of having all instruments for India subjected
to special scientific examination became apparent.
It would be impossible to find half a dozen men in England who
combine the experience of India, knowledge of the highest branches
of mechanical ~cience,fertility of resource, and inventive genius,
which are required in the officer to whom the superintendence of
the manufactory of instruments for the Indian Surveys can be
properly entrusted. Most fortunately the service8 of Colonel Strange
were secured, an officer who possessed d these quaMcations.
Colonel Strange was a member of the Great Trigonometrical Survey
from 1847 to 1860. It will be remembered that he conducted the
Western Longitudinal Series, superintended the measurement of the
Kadchi base, and for a short time was in charge of the Coast
Series? He thus had had considerable practical experience in trigonometrical surveying, while his mechanical genius, and knowledge
of mathematical, geodetical, and astronomical instruments, was not
surpassed by any man in England.
I n 1862 the Secretary of State for India entrusted Colonel S h g e
with the task of designing and superintending the construction of a
set of geodetical and astronomicd instruments of the first order,
for the Grwt Trigonometrical Survey ; and in 1863 he was appointed
to examine and test all instruments ordered for India.
A set of instruments was required for the efficient discharge of
his duties, and a special observatory for testing was an absolute
necessity. The provision of these requisites was sanctioned in 1 8 M
1 See

pages 108 and 114.
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and 1865, and the observatory was erected at the warehouse of the
Store Department of the India Office in Belvidere Road (hmbeth),
where Colonel Strange's office was established.
The site of the observatory at Lambeth is on the banks of the
Thames, close to a railway, and is exposed to much vibratory motion ;
while it is essenthl to secure rest and complete isolation for the
proper examination of a s h n o m i d and geodetical instruments.
Colonel Strange found it necessary to pierce right through the
London clay, and established. a basis on the underlying gravel, in
order to ensure stability for his instruments during the process of
testing.
For this purpose twelve screw piles were wormed into the gravel,
which here lies 24( feet below the surface of the London clay. Broad
heads of cast iron were keyed upon the top of the piles ; and stone
slabs were laid on the pile heads, the space beneath being filled in
for a depth of three feet with concrete cement. A circular platform
of brick work was built on the flag stones. A solid column of
masonry was then erected in the centre, and two semi-circular
segments of wall were raised round the circumference. In order to
secure cemplete isolation between the observer and the instruments
resting; on the piled foundation, the wooden flooring, between the
central column and the circular wall, lies upon bwms which are
supported from beyond the brick work built over the piles. The
observer thus walks on the floor, without shaking, or affecting in any
way, the instruments on the wall or column. The floor is reached
by a flight of shim.
This ammgernent is on the principle designed by Sir George
Everest for the towers of observation in India, a central ,column for
the instrument, with complete isolation for the observer.
For the examination of graduated circles for taking horizontal
angles, the instrument is placed on the central column. Four collimators are h e d on different paFts of the circular wall. These are
horizontal telescopes containing marks for observation. In one there
me diagonally crossing spider threads, in another horizontally and
vertically crossing threads, in a third an artificial stax or speck of
light. The ang*
intervals between the collimators are 30°, 60°,
120°, and 160"; an arrangement which admits of twelve different
angles being taken, by varying the sets of collimators. The positions
of the c o h t o m themselves also admit of alteration. The angles
between them must have exactly'the same values, whichever part
of the circb is employed. This forms a severe and searching test.

Tllcre are contrivances in the roof of the observatory for enabling
observations of celestial bodies to be taken ; and vertical circles are
tested, when necessary, by observing stars tw they pass the meridian.
There are two clocks, built into the circular wall, one for mean,
the other for sidereal time, the mean time clock being connected by
electric wires with Greenwich. .
The methods for testing spirit levels and telescopes to small
surveying instruments are equally complete and searching. These
operatiom are performed in the observatory.
I n another room, in the body of the building, me the standard
barometer and thermometer. They have been compared a t tohe
observatories at Kew and Greenwich, and it is an important fact that
the two comparisons do not exactly agree. So that there is no fixed
strtndard in England to which observations can be referred, a
deficiency which Colonel Strange brought to the notice of the
Royal Society; but no steps have yet been taken to remedy this
defect in physical science. Colonel Strange, therefore, gave the error
on both for every instrument that passed, and wm sent out to India.
Every kind of meteorological instrument is tated and examined.
There is a most ingenious contrivance for comparing the aneroids.
They are placed in a reservoir connected with the receiver of an
air pump in such a way that the channel of communic~tionis
crossed by a diaphragm of porous porcelain. When the receiver of
the air pump is exhauuted to a certain degree, the exhaustion of
the reservoir containing the aneroids goes on very gradually through
the porcelain. Thus the action of the instrument is exactly the
same as it would be in the pocket of a man slowly ascending a
mountain. . At every half inch of change the aneroid is compared
with an accurate mercurial barometer.'
As many as 7,000 instruments of more than a hundred different
kinds are examined yearly, and the number is largely on the in~feaiie.~
The system, ably and thoroughly worked out by its talented founder
and inventor, .is a complete success.
1 See an article by Dr. Msnn, in the Quarterly Jmrnal of Science, entitled
"The Lambeth Observatory," which gives an excellent popular account of Colonel
Strange's operations. The article is also pri~ltedin SeientjFc Opinion in the numbers
for July 2 1st and 28th, and August 4th, 1869.
3 It is curious to compare the return of instruments in store in the office of the
Surveyor General and in use in the survey!, wliich was driven up by Colonel IIodgson
in 1X28, with Colonel Strange's Iteturn, showing ihe number of instruments ordered
in 1868 and 1869.
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The following system was adopted by Colonel Strange. 811
pattern instruments were abolished, for he considered patterns to bc
an obstacle to improvement, and no two batches of important instruments were sent out by him which were identical in construction.
But the abolition of patterns added enormously to his labour, and
kept the inventive faculty constantly on the stretch. A sufficient
amount of competition, both in price and quality, was ensured by
employing at least two makers for each separate c b s of instruments.
At the same time competition in pricz was abolished. This was
formerly the chief, if not the only competition relied on, and the
consequence was that the prices became such as no really good
conscientious maker could compete with. The supply thus fell
into fifth-rate hands. The selection of makers was made chiefly
with reference to two points, character and general manufacturing
power in the first place, and secondly special knowledge of particular
branches of the profession. Thus make& of meteorological instnrments were seldom distinguished for the excellence of their surveying
instruments. All instruments were subjected to rigorous,inspection,
Colonel Strange's decision on them being accepted, in every contract,
as finrtl.
Colonel Strange's most absorbing work was the designing and
superintendence of the construction of the grand new set of instruments for the Trigonometrical Survey. They consist of a great
theodolite with a three-foot horizontal circle, and two zenith sectors,
by Troughton and Simms ;two five-foot transit instruments, and two
smaller ones by Cooke of York ; two 12-inch vertical circles by
Repsold of Hamburgh ; two galvanic chronographs for registering
transit observations, by MM. Secretan and Hardy of Paris ; and
three astronomical clocks by Prodsham. The five-foot transit instruments have very powerful telescopes of five inches clear aperture,
with a hollow axis of aluminium bronze, cast in one piece. They
are provided with four levels for rendering the axis horizontal ; and
there are peculiar methods for adjusting the axis vertically and
azimutbally, the object sought being to exclude shake, obviate
train, and cause the expansions to take place from the centre outwards. These adjustments are exceedingly delicate in their action,
and very stable.' These instruments have since arrived in India.
1 "On n transit inetyument and zenith sector, to he used on the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, for the determination, respectively, of longitude and latitude,"
by Lieutenant Colonel A Strange, F.R.S.-Proceeding8 of the Royal Society, No. 90.
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On October lbth, 1866, Colonel Strange submitted a report, and
on Maroh 3rd, 1873, he sent in another interesting report, baaed
on the results of 10 yeass' experience of the working of his system.
When Colonel Strange was h t appointed there was no one kind
of instrument supplied to India which was not faulty, either in
respect of form, principle, workmanship, or material, and frequently
in all these respects. Parallel rulers were not parallel, protmtors
indicated angles enormously in error, scales and level staves were
incorrectly graduated, spirit levels were imperfect, barometers had
enormous ei-rors, and the more elaborate instruments, such as theodolites and levels, stood in need of thorough reform in every detail.
The great improvement effected by Colonel Strange has been
attained by three measures, the abolition of patterns, the abolition
of tenders, and a system of thorough inspection.
The pattern system is an encouragement to the trade to stand
still, and the result is the perpetuation of forms which have long
been condemned and superseded by the advance of knowledge. But
there is no finality in science. I n no branch of human knowledge
is there more rapid and extensive change. At the same time, a
system of supply without patterns entails invention and skilful
superintendence, and could not have been adopted unless the services of such an officer as Colonel Strange had been available, who
to unsurpassed knowledge of the use and construction of scientific
instruments, added a practical acquaintance with Indian surveying acquired by many years of arduous service in the field. I n
December 1867, Mr. Thomas Cushing, an accomplished mechanic,
trained under the eye of Mr. Thomas Cooke, of Pork, was appointed
as Colonel Strange's assistant. UniTer the colonel's instructions he
became qualiiled to inspect, adjust, and observe with every description of scientific instrument and apparatus furnished tLo the Indian
services.
The system of employing makers of repute was substituted by
Colonel Strange for that of tenders, but he gave orders to more
than one for each class of instrument. This plan stimulated effort,
and afforded the means of checking any augmentation of prices.
lMttkers were called upon to give estimates, not tenders, for each c h s
of instruments.
The instruments were subjected to rigorous inspection, and to actual
trial before payment was made. This raked their prioo, but, rtt the
same time it greatly increased their accuracy. I n 1865 there mere
4,148 instruments inspected, which cost 10,6092. I n 1872 the

'
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number inspected waa 18,000, and the cost 20,84aSE. The number of
different kinds of instruments ordered through Colonel Strange was
about 150 ; several had to be individually carefully examined and
tested, and some required to be taken to pieces. The following was
the average annual number of the most important kinds :Theodolites Levelling instruments
Thermometers
Barornetem Aneroids
Insts. f i t h l . cases Chronometers
-

-

-

145
1.52
739
25
20
406
45

-

Microscopes PentagraphsSalinometers
Hydrometers
Telescopes Levelling staves
Prismatic compasses,

-

-

17
19

34

17
48
212
103

Colonel Strange remarked that the only just mode of viewing the
cost of inspection, which he calculated at 3.67 per cent. of the cost
of the instruments,' waa by looking on it as a per-centage of the cost
of the departments using the instruments; and on this point he
offered the following calculation :cc My office is not kept up for its own sake, but for the sake of
" maintaining the efficiency of certain departments, such as the
<' Public Works, the Surveys, and, to a certain extent, the Medical
'< and Educational Departments. It is as an integral part of these
cc departments that the cost of instnl-ments, including their inspec<< tion, is rendered necessary and is to be justified.
" Viewing it in this way, I take the expenditure of late years on
" Public Works in India as between seven and eight millions
(8,000,0001.) per annum.
"The number of instruments which would be supplied if no
" inspection existed would probably be the same as that supplied
'< at present with inspection ; but one effect of efficient super" intendence must be, and has been, to raise the price of instru" ments. I held out no other expectation on being appointed, as
'< I conceived one of the main objects in appointing me was to put
" a stop to the supply of low-priced bad instruments by inferior
" makers. I t is difficult to arrive exactly at the amount of this
c6 increase, which has affected different kinds of instruments very
" unequally, but I am quite sure that if I take it at 10 per cent. on
" the whole I shall be considerably over-estimating it.
hc

1 Average yearly cost of instruments for the lest five yeare, 16,3431. The coet of
inspection is 5841., being 3501. for the salary of Colonel Strange, 1701. for that of
Mr. Cushing, and 641. for the Observatory attendent, being 3-57 per cent. on the
cost of the instruments. A commission agent would charge 5 per cent. for merely
buying such instruments, without even pretending to submit them to any efficient
examination.
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Taking the average cost of instruments for the last five years,
" as before, at 16,3431., then 10 per cent. of this will be 1,6342.
"

" We have then-

" Increased cost of instruments consequent on inspection
Colonel Strange's sdary
Mr. Gushing's
obeervstory attendkt I'

-

-

-

-

-

1,634l.
3501.

1701.
64E.

" Comparing this with 8,000,0001. we find that the superintending,

" improving, and inspecting of the instrument supply adds at present
" sixpence halfpenny per 1001., or about &th of 1per cent. to the
cost of the departments to whose efficiencysuch superintendence,
" improvement, and inspection contributes. I need make no
" remarks on this result."
Colonel Strange died on the 9th of March 1876, and was succeeded in the duty of testing instruments by his assistant Mr.Cushing,
whom he had himself trained for the work.
Captain Waterhouse is the Superintendent of the Mathematical
Instrument Department in India. I n 18741-75 the number of
instruments manufactured there was 3,999, repaired 2,391, and
examined 2,067.
"

XIV.

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

-

A Geological 8urvey of India, regularly organized and working
systematically, has now reached the twenty-second year of its
existence. Ever since cultivated Englishmen have been at
work in India, in the surveying, military, clerical, or medical
services, there have been keen observers of everything worth
observing; and the Indian rocks and minerals, viewed sometimes
from a practical*and at others from a purely scientific point of
view, have had their due share of dtention. Thus there have
been many geological reports on various Indian districts in the
years preceding the regular establishment of the Survey; but it
will onlp be possible to enumerate those that are best known.
It will be remembered that when Sir George Everest first joined
Colonel Lambton in 1818, he had with him, as a colleague, Dr. Voysey,
who was surgeon and geologist to the Survey. This was probably
the first official appointment of a geologist in India,' when the science
was in its infancy, and Doctor Voysey's papers refer to the Wernerian
and Huttonian systems. H e was sent by Colonel Lambton to
reconnoitre.the country in advance, as far as b r a . He accompanied
Everest in his severe work 011 the Godavari, and was one of the .
earliest writers on the rocks of the Deccan. He explored the NallaMalh mountains between Cummum and Cuddapa and Amrabad
north of the G t n a , and wrote an interesting account of the
diamond mine8 in Southern India. H e , also wrote papers on the
building stones of Agra, and on petrified shells in the Tapti vdey.9
This able and zealous officer died of fever on his way to Calcuth
in 1823.
,

1 A Mr. Laidlaw wes appointed as mineralogist and geologist to the Survey in
Kumaun under Captain Webb (see pnge 81) in June 1817, but his allowances were
etopped in 1818.-Despatch fmLord Hustings, Feb. 15th 1821. Laidlaw was a
very able man, and is said to have been badly treated.
B See 6 L A s i a t iResearches,"
~
xviii., p. 187, and 'xv., p. 429 and p. 120. Dr. Voywy's Private Journal during 1819 was published in the "Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal," xix., p. 201. See also " Gleanings in Science," ii., p. 27 (Calcutta
1830). Dr. Voysey's 1st and 2nd Reports on the geology of Haidarabad are in the
Journal of the Asiatic Scoiety," vol. ii., pp. 298 and 392. Dr. J. H. Carter speaks of
" the sagacity, ability, and truthfulness which characterize Dr. Voysey's observations."
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Dr. Voysey was followed by various other observers, who reported
upon the rocks and m i n e d in different parts of India. Captain
Dangerfield wrote a notice of the geology of Malwa, the result of
careful observation, previous to 1823 ;' and Captain Franklin,
while executing the topopphical survey of Bandalkhand in 1828,
also reparted on its geology? Colonel Sleeman discovered fossils
near Jabalpur in 1830: Dr. Spilsbury made further collections/
and the geological investigations of Sir Andrew Waugh and Major
Renny Tailyour' have already been mentioned. Lieutenant Finnis
wrote upon the rocks of the country between Hoshqabad and
Nagpur in 1834,' and in 1842 Dr. Adam described the rocks of
Bandalkhand, north of Spilsbury's work.6 The Rev. 5. Hislop also
wrote various papers on the geology of the ~ a & u rcountry,' and
in 1831 the Rev. R. Everest recorded his geological observations
between Calcutta and Ghazipur. He also criticised Captain
Franklin's work in a paper entitled "The Sandstones of India."8
James Prinsep wrote papers, in his Journal, on the fossil bones
found in the Jamna and Narbada valleys.@ I n 1854 Captain
Nicolls made large and valuable collections of fossils from the intertrappean lacustrine limestone deposits at Sagar, and from the
Narbada valley ; and Lieutenant Keatinge collected fossil ammonites and bivalves of what was supposed to be the Cretacean age, at
Bagh, near the Narbada.
There are some geological notices on the rocks of the Rewah
table land, and other parts of India, in the valuable work of M.
Jacquem~nt.'~
Published in 1828 in Sir John Malcolm'e " Central India," ii. p. 320.
Papers in the " Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," and in the cL Transactions of the Geological Society."
3 cc Journal of the h i a t i c Society of Bengal," i. p. 456.
4 Ibid., ii. p. 549, and xiii. pt. ii. p. 765.
6 Ibid., iii. p. 71, and xi. p. 20.
6 Ibid., vol. xi., p. 392.
7 There is an account of the inter-trappean freshwater and estuarine formatiom of
the peninsula of India, by Mr. Hislop, in the "Quarterly Journal of the Geological
Society," rvi. p. 154 ; and Professor Owen described the fossil cranium of a labyrinthodont reptile, obtained by Mr. Hislop from the sandstone of Mangoli, 60 miles south of
Na,opur, in the '' Quarterly .Tournal of the Geological Society," xi. pt. i. p. 37.
8 c r Gleanings in Science," iii. p. 129 and 207.
9
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," iii. p. 396.
lo cc Voyage dsne les Indes Orientales!'
1
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Attention was early turned to the coal bearing rocks of Bengal
and the N a r b a h valley. Coal was known to exist in the D h o d a r
valley so long ago as 1774, and was a c t u d y worked in 1777. Mr.
Jones described the coal fields and opened mines in 1816,' and in
1830 there were several collieries in the Rhniganj country. Mr.
Hialop wrote a paper on the age of the coal strata in Western
Bengal, and a description of the coal fields in the Dslmodm valley
by Mr. Homfray was published in 1842.8 But the Raniganj coal
field was first carefully examined and reported on by Mr. Williams
in 1846, who was appointed Geological Surveyor to the Eaat India
Company? Mr. Williams died of jungle fever at Hazaribagh in
1849. The earliest explorer of the Narbada coal region was Colonel
Ouseley, who tried a quantity of the coal in 1838.4
I n 1833 Mr. Calder wrote a general review of the geologyof
India, which forms a sort of introduction to various geological
papers in the 18th volume of "Asiatic Researches," by Franklin,
Voysey, Hardie, Jones, and Coulthard.
The most - interesting geological work in India, before the commencement of the survey, was undoubtedly the examination of the
Sawalakh hills by Dr. Falconer and Sir Proby Cautley, and the
famous discovery of their wonderful fossil fauna.
Dr. Falconer took charge of the government gardens a t Saharan.
pur in 1832, and at once began to investigate the geology of the
Snaslakh hills. This is a ridge running pmllel to the great chain
of the Himhhya, .and consisting of rocks of very late formation. I n
strictness the Sawalakhe are the range of hills rising from the
plains between the Ganges and Jamna, but the term is often applied
t o the outermost ridge along the whole length of the HimBlaya.b
Herbert had examined and reported on the Sawalakh rocks when
enpged on the survey ; but Captain Webb is said to have been
the first to prove the existence of fossil bones. Yet they were
1 66 Description

\

of the N.W.Coal District, stretching along the river DamoOdsll."-

Asiatic Researches, xviii. p. 163.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," vol. xi. pt. ii. p. 723.
A Geological Report on the Damoodah Valley," by D. H. Williams, Esq., late
Geological Surveyor in the Selice of the East India Company. (London, 1850.)
The work waa reprinted in Calcutta
4 66 Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengsl," iv. p. 648.
6 Rennell applied the name to the hills from Hardwar to the Sut1ej.-" MemoilB,3s,"
p. 233.
6 66 Journal of the Asiatic Society," vol. xi. (App.)
(13441.)
0
3
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known to Firoz 111.as long ago as 1360. 3'erishta tells us that
this monarch, while cutting through it hill with 60,000 workmen, to
lead the waters of the Sursati into the Seliona, came upon bones of
giants three yards long.
Dr. Falconer was led to expect the discovery from the nature of
the rocks, and he had noted the above passage in Ferishta. At that
time three officers, who have since linked their name8 indissolubly
with the history of Indian irrigation, Sir Proby Cautley, Sir William
Baker, and Sir Henry Durand, were at work on those Jamm canals,
the heads of which are close to Dr. Falconer's abode at Saharanpur ;
and he had them as fellow labourers in the same field of research.
Falconer and Cautley both found fossil bones in 1831, m d Cautley
energetically followed up the search by blasting operations in the
Kahwda pass of the Sawalakh. These discoveries were not fortuih,but were results led up to by previous special study. I n 1834
Baker and Durand discovered the great.ossiferous deposit near the
valley of the Markunda, below Nahun. Two days after they got
their h t specimens, Falconer was on the spot, and collected 300
specimens of fossil bones within six hours.
Thus was a sub-tropical mammalian fossil fabrought to light,
which was unexampled in richness and extent in any other region
then known. The history of the discovery is recorded in various
papers published in scientific journals, and the whole was to have
been embodied by Dr. Falconer in a great work entitled " Fauna
Antiqua Sevaleneis." It was commenced, and 1,123 specimens were
figured, but Dr. Falconer was not spared to complete it. He died
in 1866, and all his papers bearing on this subject have been ably
edited and published by Dr. Murchison.' Dr. Royle, in his great
work on the Himalaya, both figures and describes the Sawalakh
fossils?
" Paleeontologid Memoirs and Notes," by Hugh Falconer, 2 vols. 1868.
His first account of the Sawalakh is in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal," i. p. 96. (1832). Cautley's f i s t memoir is in the "Asiatic Remchea,"
vol. xvi. In vol. xix. of the "Asiatic Researches" are seven papers by Falconer,
Cautley, and Durand. On the fossil camel at p. 115, fossil tiger, p. 135, fossil bearl
p. 193. See also Baker's papers in the " Journal of the Asiatic Society," iv. p. 506,694,
706 ; v. p. 729. There is also a paper by Cautley in the " Geological Transactions
(2nd Seriw) " v. p. 276 (1836). Cautley's paper on n fossil giraffe in the Sewalik is
in the "Journal of the Asiatic Society," vii. pt. ii. p. 658, and Falconer's on the
quadrumma of the Sewalik, ibid. vi. pt. i. p. 354.
4 uIllustrations of the botany end other branches of the natural history of the
Himalays mountaim," by J. Forbes Royle. (London, 1839. 2 voL)
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These important discoveries have thrown light upon the state of
India in the most remote ages. On their authority we may conceive an ancient sea to have occupied the valleys of the Indus
and Ganges, washing the bases of the H i d y a on one side; and
the Vindhya of the Deccan on the other, and receiving all the silt
bearing rivers from both. In course of time the sea was filled up,
and the alluvial valleys teemed with the animals whose bones are
now imbeddied in the Sawalakh. Similar remains exist in Sindh.
They were also found by Mr. Crawfurd on the banks of the Irawadi
in 1826,' by Dr. Spilsbury in the Nmbda valley, and by Captain
Fulljames on the island of Perim in the gulf of Cambay.= These
points indicate the vast area over which the Sawalakh animals of that
remote tertiary age roamed. There were mastodons, elephants, five
species of hippopotami, rhinoceroses, giraffes, horses, pigs, camels,
stags, antelopes, hysenas, dogs, and cats, monkeys, ostriches, and
huge cranes. There a.re also the sivatheriwn, a bull the size of an
elephant with four horns and a roman nose ; and the colossachelys
atlae, a, gigantic tortoise 6 feet high and 22 feet long.
The upheaval of a narrow belt ofsthe plains of India, at the foot
of the Himdayas, into hills 3,600 feet high, seems to mark the time
when the present epoch commenced in India, as these hills form the
grave and monument of an earlier and distinct fauna.
The investigation of the Sawalakhs was followed by Colonel
Richard Slawhey's examination of the lofty ranges in their rear:
and by reports on the fossils of. the Spiti V d e y by Dr. Gerard4and
Captain H ~ t t o n . Captain
~
Henry Strachey also explored Western
Tibet, including the remarkable alluvial plain of Qug6, which the
See the account of the rocks and animal remains collected by Mr. Crawfurd in
Cmawfurd's Embassy,"
ii, App. p. 143, and in the "Transactions of the Geological Society." The collection
consisted of bones of mastodons, rhinoceroses, hippotamuses, tapirs, oxen, deer, and
laud tortoises.
Baron Hugel had a large collection of fossils from Perim. Captain Fulljames
reported on them in the " Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal," i. p. 233. See also
" Notes on the Island of Perim, in the Gulf of Cambay, by Lieut. Ethersey," Bombay
Geographical Society's Journal, vol. ii. Dr. Falconer described the Perim fossils
in the "Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society," i. p. 356.
3 '' Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society," vii. p. 292.
4 '' Amhtic heamhes," xviii. pt. ii. p. 238.
c( Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal." (1841 ,) p. 198.
1

182627, on the banks of the Irawadi, by Dr. Buckland, in
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Sutlej has excavated to the depth of a full vertical mile ;l and Dr.
Thomson, in his journey through Ladak to the Kamkorum pass in
1848, made very careful geological notes.=
The peninsula of India has been examined and reported upon by
several ardent geologists. Colonel Sykes has written upon the trap
formation of the Deccan: and Dr. Malcolmson's paper on fossils of
the eastern portion of the great basaltic region had for its object an
endeavour to arrive at a conclusion respecting the age of the basalt
which is spread over 200,000 square miles on the plateau of the
Indian peninsula. The fossils were collected in 1832, on the Sichel
hills, which extend from the junction of the Wurda and Godavari
towards Aurangabad."
But perhaps the most eminent of the Indian ge~logicalobservers
of those days was Captain Newbold, the Assistant Resident at
Karadl, an officer who had entered the army in 182'7. He made
several careful sections across the peninsula, and reported upon the
whole region south of a line drawn from Ganjam to Bombay. No
formation has attracted more attention than tho laterite, a rock
peculiar to India, which mas first noticed and named by Dr.
Buchanan, in his work on Malabar. Captain Newbold described
it very fully as a reddish brown tubular and cellular clay, more or
less indurated, and often impregnated with iron. The air-exposed
surface of laterite is hard and glazed, but a few inches below
the surface it becomes softer, and is cut out in blocks with
a spade, hardening after exposure to the atmosphere. It is used
largely for building and for repairing roads, and, among other
edifices, the arcaded Inquisition a t Goa is built of laterite. The
laterite formation covers the western coast almost continuously from
Bombay to Cape Comorin, and generally from the sea to the foot of
1 LLPhysicalGeography of Wealern Tibet," in the R. G. S.Journal, vol. xxiii.
p. 1. Henry Strachey is a Gold Medallist of the Royal Geographicnl Society.
2 c6 Western IIimfloya and Tibet.
A journey during the years 1847-48," by
Thomas Thont~son,M.D. (1852.)
3 L( Colonel Sykes on the Geology of s portion of the Dukhun.)' (40. London,
1836.) Re-printed from the* "Trannactions of the Geological Society," vol. iv.
(Second Series.)
4 cc T~aansactioneof the Geological Society," v. p. 537. Dr. Malcolmson, who wss
Secremy to the Bombay Branch of the Asiatic Society, died at Dhulia in the Tapti
valley, while engaged in the pursuit of his favourite science, in February 1844. See
a notice of him in the L1 Bombay Times " of April 30th, 1844.
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the ghauts. It is also found in detached beds in many other parts
of India. It is of late origin. Some writers derive it from the
weathering of trap rocks, but the laterite beds are sometimes
conglomeritic, cover inhcriminately all kinds of formations, and
reat undisturbed alike on the traps and on the cretaceous limestones of Pondicherry, while they are never invaded by trap
dykes.'
General Cullen, an officer of high scientific a t h e n t s , who was
for many years resident in Travancor, found beds ok lignite in the
laterite near ~ o l l (&don).
k
The r6,gu.r or black cotton soil was aho carefully studied by Captain Newbold;%and he formed a theory respecting the origin of those
nodules of lime so well known in India by the name of kunkul;
which are met with as irregular overlying beds, or filling up chinks
and fissures of rocks of every age. . Ha referred their origin to the
action of springs charged with carbonic acid, bringing up .lime in
solution, and either depositing it as the temperature lowered, or
parting with the carbonic acid.3
I n 1840 Captain Newbold ~isitedthe fossilifemus limestones of
South Arcot and Trichinttpalli, which were afterwards carefully
examined by Mr. C. Turton Kaye and Mr. Brooke CunlitTe of the
Madras Civil Service. Theas gentlemen kollected 178 fossils from
the cretaceous formation near Pondicherry, described by Sir Philip
Egerton and Professor Edward Forbes?
Captain John Warren, the assistant of Colonel hmbton, had
examined the petrified drift wood at Trivikera near Pondicherry in
1 See also a paper on laterite by Dr. Cole, in the '!Madras Journal of L i t e r a h e
and Science," iii. p. 100 ; and another by Dr. Clark, viii. p. 331.
a Pnper read before the Royal Society, March 22nd, 1838.
3 Captain Newbold's papers will be found in the " Tmnsactions of the Geological
Society," in the "Jour~lalof the Royal Asiatic Society," vol. vii., and in "Notes,
chiefly Geological," in four parts, in the "Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal."
The papers in the " Jouranl of the Asiatic Society " are, on the Mineral Resources of
India, in eight numbers. They contain accounts of the gold tracts, and of the mines
of lend, manganese, rubies, garnets, diamonds, kc. See also the '' Calcuth Review,'
ix. p. 314. He also wrote pnpcrl on tlic geolon of Egypt, and an the petrified
forest near Cairo. (" Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society," iv. pp. 3 2 a 9 . )
Cnptain Piewbold was an accomplished antiquary and Persian scholu, as well
a
geologist. H e died at M:~habulashwur on June 2nd, 1830.
4 '' 'Madras Journal of Literature and Science," NO. 28, xii. p. 37. (6 Trallsrlctions
of the Geological Society," vii. p. 97. Mr. Kay0 died in October 18-13.
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1808,' which, Captain Newbold tells us, closely resembles the petrified wood in the desert near Cairo.
I n the Western Presidency, Captain Grant examined the important
plant bearing formation in Kach." Dr. Christie gave an account
of the geology in the Southern Mahrath country in 1836: and
Lieutenant Aytoun reported upon the geology of parts of Belgaum.'
Colonel Meadows Taylor has described the geology of the district of
Shorapore in the Deccan, where the several formations of that region
unite with those of the Carnatic, accompanied by evidence of much
local disturbance. His observations connwt the work of Captain
Newbold at Karnsll with that of Dr. Christie and Lieut. Aytoun
in the Southern M a h t t a country.5 Dr. Fleming described the
nummulitic limestone in the Suliman range, above the Derajat?
I n Sindh, Sir Bartle Frere has written upon the geology,? and also
contributed a most admirable paper on the Deaert and the Ran of
Kach. The same region was described by Alexander Burnes and
Mac Murdo ; and Sir Charles Lyell has given an interesting account
of the effects of the earthquake of 1819,
of the Allah B ~ n dand
,
in his "Principles of Geology." Dr. Robert Thomps~n,~
Dr. Buist:
and Dr. H. J. Carter,'' have written upon the geology of the Island
of Bombay.
The nummulitic limestone formation in western India, has
attracted much attention, and has been carefully studied. In 1844
Dr. Malcolmson, just before his death, discovered a nummulitic bed
in the Rajpipla hills, crossing the Nerbudda valley; and Major
Pulljames, in 1852, reported upon the same formation. More
recently, in 1861, Mr. Alexander Rogers, the Collector of Surat,
who is an accomplished and enthusiastic geologist, discovered nummulitic limestone at Turkeysur, betweel; Sumt and Broach. Thus
Asiatic Reeesrches," xi. p. i.
the Geological Society (2nd Series)," v. p. 289.
3 '' Madraa Jonrnal of Literature and Science," iv. p. 452.
4 cr Journal of the Bombay Geographical Society," xi. p. 20.
6 See the Transactions of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland."
0 cr Qusrterly Jonrnal of the Geological Society," ix. p. 346.
7 Ibid., ix. p. 349.
8 .In 1836. " W a s Journal of Litarature and Science," v. p. 129.
0
Journal of the Bombay Geopphical Society," x. p. 167.
.
10
Bombay Branch of the Asiatic Society," iv. p. 161. Dr. Carter made a h a 1
geological examination of Carinja, Elephants, Trombay, Salsette, and the other island8
round Bombay. See Journal of the Bombay Branch," Nov. 1860.
1 '6
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the existence of the nummulitic formation in the Rajpipla hills,
which form the westernmost termination of the Satpura range, was
fully established.'
Dr. Carter, then in the Indian Navy, was the most distinguished
of the Pioneers of Indian geology. While serving with Captain
Sanders in the " Palinurus," he examined the rocks of the Arabian
coast? and he afterwards reported upon the geology of the Islands
of Born* and Salsette. But his most valuable work consisted in
the collection and classifimtion of all the geological labours of his
predecessors, to which is added a reprint of his Summary of the
Geology of India between the Ganges, Indus, and Cape Comorin.
This work wafl undertaken at the instance of Lord Elphinst~ne.~
The plan is &st to introduce the reader to the geology of the great
traiPea,n region of Western India, and then to carrj him round its
outskirts, in order that he may become acquainted,with the geological
formations of India generally. His attention is then directed to
the geology of Kach, afterwards to that of Sindh, and lastly to that
of the Ambian coast. For this purpose almost all the geological
papers on India that had then been written were reprinted in e x t m o .
I n 1853 Mr. Greenough carefully compiled his geological map of
India, showing the state of our knowledge at that date copies of
which were transmitted to the Local Governments, and elicited
several reports from officers interested in the subject?
A work on the nummulitic fossils of India was puhlished in fiance in 1853.
Description des animaux fossiles de groupe nnmmulitiqne de l'Inde, prkdd6e d'nn
6' rksumk ghlogique et d'une monographic des nummulites, par le Vicomte de Archiac
6' et Jules Haine."
4to. 32 plates. Paris, 1853.
2 See note at psge 22.
3 c6 Geological Ynpera on Western India, illcluding Kach, Sindh, and the South-east
cr Coast of Ambia,;to which is appended a Summary of the Geology of India generally ;"
Bdited for the Government by Henry J. Carter, Assistant Surgeon. (Bombay,
1857.) See a I-eview of this valuable work in the "Bcmbay Quarterly Review,"
vol. vii. p. 316.
4 rcGeneral Sketch of the Physical and Geological Fentures of British India," by
G. B. Greenough, Esq., engraved by A. Petermann. The map is ? feet long by
5a. I t is described by Sir Roderick Murchison in one of his anniversary addresses
ss President of the Geographical Society. "R. G. S. Journal," xxiii. p. cviii.
6 cc Correspondence on the subject of the Geological Map of Indin, compiled by
Professor Greenough." (Medw, 1857.) This pamphlet contains remarks by General
Cullen on the laterite of Trnvnncore ; by blajor Dallas and Dr. Cole on the geological
features of the Ceded Districts ; ancl memoranda by Dr. Ranking, Dr. Balfour, Dr.
Hunter, and Rev. C. F. Nuzzy. Mr. Muzzy wrote a paper on the geological features
of W r a s , Trichinhpdli and Tanjor, in the "Madras Journal of Literature and
Science," i. N.S., p. OC.
1
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Such were the principal labours in t>liefield of Indian geologists
previous to the establishment of the Gfficial survey. They were
results obtained by independent inquirers; and, such as were recorded when geology was in its infancy, are now to some extent
out of date. There was of course a great want of concentration in
these labours, and the value of many observations was lost owing to
the absence of an intelligible nomenclature. Much has required
revision, but at the same time the labours of those Indian geologists
who were f i s t in the field are valuable and important.
Dr.McClelland, who held the office of Geological Surveyor for
two years after the death of Mr. Williams, wrote a Report on the
Geological Survey of India for the Session 184W9,'and described
the coal strata of the Rajmahal hills? H e also mapped the Eurhabari field.
The work of Dr. Oldham, the late Superintendent of the Geological Survey of India, extends over a period of upwards of 26 years.
Before commencing his service in India he had been on the Irish
Survey, and Professor of Geology at Trinity College, Dublin. He
arrived in India inHarch 1851, and found that the establishment of
the Geological Survey then consisted of one peon and one writer,
with no European assistant, and no preparation of any field work. .
The few existing records mere kept in a box io a small room in the
Surveyor-General's Office. Dr. Oldham obtained sanction for the
employment of Mr. J; G. Medlicott, who had served with him for
several years on the survey of Ireland, as assistant ; and in 1852
Mr. St. George mas added. The only idea the Government then
had of the duties of a geological surveyor was that he should go
about from place to place, and report upon real or fancied discoveries
of minerals. The difficulty of the position was increased by the
small confidence that could be placed in much that had previously
been done. The beds represented by the former Coal Committee to
be the very lowest of the carboniferous period are in reality eocene
or miocene resting upon nummulitic limestone; and the coal
measures of the Rajmahal hills, which had been stated to be newer
than or to rest upon the trap flows of that district, are in reality
1 Dr. McClellnnd mns secretary to n comruitteo for the investigation of the coal
resources of India. See tho Report printed at Calcutta in 1841. There is deo u.
work on the Geology of the Province of Kumaon, by John McClelland. (8vo. Calcutta, 1835.)
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exactly the opposite. Dr. Oldham worked steadily on, in the face a£
many difficulties at the outset, t.o obtain a definite geological horizon
from which to work up or down, and so obtain a true basis for
future operations. This was, however, impracticable while he was
expected to go first to the eastern boundary of Bengal, then to the
southern extreme of Tenasserim, and next towards Bombay.
Lord Canning really took an enlightened interest in geology, and
on his arrival Dr. Oldham was able for the first time to commence a
regular survey of the country. Lord Canning ordered that, unless
under very special circumstances, the geological surveyors were to
confine their labours to those parts of the country which had already
been mapped, and steadily to proceed, as far as the maps existed,
over the country from east to west. Before Lord Canning's arrival
Dr. Oldham had, in 1851, proceeded to Ch&r&punji,with a view
to examining the iron ores in the Khasia hills. He made a collection of fossils, chiefly from the nummulitic limestone of the Khasia
hills, establishing the occurrence of rocks of the upper cretaceous
age in Eastern Bengal? I n 1852-53 he examined the geological
features of the Rajrnahal hills %; and Mr. Theobald, one of his assistants, made a detailed report upon the Punjab Salt Range in
1863.' In 1856 Dr. Oldham accompanied Sir Arthur Phayre's
mission t o Ava, and wrote a memoir on the geological features of
the banks of the Irawadi, and of the country north of Amarapura?
I n 1856 Lord Canning placed the Geological Survey upon a proper
footing. Dr. Oldham's staff mas increased, the labours of the survey were systematized, and the reports mere ordered to be published
in ,a uniform series. The operations have been directed to those
districts where the Revenue and Topographical Surveyors have completed their maps, and where the most vaiwble practical or scientific
On the Geological Structure ofpwt of the IChasia hills, with obserrntions on tllo
meteorology aud ethnology of that district," by Thomas Oldham, A.M., kc. (4to.
C~.lcutts,1864, with geological maps). See also the " Quai-terly Journal of thc Glogical Society," xix. p. 524. 6sGeologicel Memoirs," i. p. 91. Colonel Hannay and
Captain Dalton reported upon the cconomic geologp of Upper Assam at about tile
Fame time. "Jo~rrnalof tho Asiatic Society of Bengal," vii. p. 625, xxii. p. 511, xxv.
p. 230. See also their report on auriferous deposits in Assam.-"Men~oire," j. p. 90.
Dr. Hooker described the structure of the Khasia hills, much as Dr. Oldhnm did afterwards. This district is the Cossyeh hills of other authors.
a Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," xxiii. p. 268., and xxv. p. 249.
3 Ibid. Nos. 3, 4, 5, of 1853. I n 1849 Dr. A. Fleming, of the 7th N. I., hod also
written e paper on the Salt Range. Ibid., xvii..pt. 2, p. 500.
4 6' Yule's Miision to Ava," App. A., p. 309.
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hindered in their work by the want of maps, and indeed this has
been one of their chief difficulties. The superintendent and his staff
have also been frequently detached from their regular work to report
upon some special point for the Government, which though useful
service is sometimes performed in the interval) has delayed the
progress of the survey.
The best way to convey a tolerably clear idea of the geological
work that has been done will perhaps be to take the history of the
progress of the survey in each district, instead of reviewing the
whole of the operations year by year ; and, with this object, it will
be as well to begin with the coal yielding region.
The coal fields of India lie in a region bounded by the Ganges on
the north, and extending beyond the Godavari on the south ; while
from the east to west they stretch from Assam to the Nmbada
valley. Mr. Hughes has calculated the area over which the cod
' rocks may be ptesumed to extend at 35,000 square miles.
Nearly
all the coals come from one geological formation called Ddmodar "
from the name of the river, in the valley of which the principal coal
seams occur. It is the same as that of the Australian beds, and
differs very little from the carboniferow group of beds in Europe.
But the coal is very different both in quality and appearance. Its
most characteristic distinction is its excessive lamination, and it
contains from 10 to 30 per cent. of ash, while the proportion of
fixed carbon rarely exceeds 60 per cent., and averages 52 per cent.
I n average English coal the ash is 27 per cent., and fixed carbon 68
per cent. Indian coal is only capable of doing one-half to threequarters of tho work performed by the same amount of English
coal. Mr. Blanford divides the coal fields of India into four groups ;
lst, those of the Rajmahal hills and Dhmodar valley ; 2nd, those in
Rewah, Sirghjah, Chota, Nhgpur, Talchir ; 3rd, the cod of the
Narbada valley and Satpura hills; and 4th, the new fields in the
alleys of the Warda and G-odavari.
On the Rajmahal hills there are small coal basins in every large
valley traversing the range, with seams 3 to 12 feet thick. But
Raniganj is far the most important of the Indian coal fields, and
nearly the whole of the coal mined in India is obtained from it.
The others are Jherria, 10 miles west of the Raniganj coal bearing
tract, whcrc there are numerous seams of great thickness which have
not yet been worked. The Bokaro field is a long strip of coal bearing
rocks commencing within rt mile of the Jherria field, and extencling for
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40 miles. Rangarh is a small field to the south of the B o h o field.
Eiarampura consists of two basins of coal bearing rocks lying west of
Rangarh, and due south of Hazaribagh. All these are in the valley
of the Dhmodar, and form a, belt of coal hringrocks extending 150
miles, and occupying 1,500 s q w e miles of country. Where the
Diimodar formations attain their gratest thickness they consist of
two groups, the upper one 5,000 and the lower 2,000 feet thick,
each containing several smms of coal, but to the westward t h e
upper group thins out and disappears, while the lower one.gradually
diminishes in thickness.
The Karhabari coal field, in the valley of the Barakur, a tributary of the Dtimodar, is to the north-west of the Raniganj collieries,
and covers an area, of 18 square miles. Mr. Hughes has calculated
that there is a suficient supply at Karhabari to supply 250,000
tons a year for 800 years. The collieries belong to the East India
Railway, and a branch line 28 miles long has been made to them.
There are two very small fields containing valuable coal near
Deogarh in the Santhal Parganas, and a third at Itkuri to the west
of Karhabari.
The second group consists of a number of basins scattered thinly
over an immense tract of the wildest country in India, the Palaman
fields in Chota Nagpur, the South Rewah field, and seams in the
Upper Son valley, and at Talchir on the Bramani river.
The third group is included in the Narbada, valley and Satpura
hills, where the Mopani collieries belong to the Narbada Coal and
Iron Company.' Here the average thickness of the coal seam is
25 feet, and though there are numerous faults and dykes, it is
believed that a large quantity exists.
The fourth group lies on the edge of the great sandstone tract
which occupies the valley of the Godavari, and its tributaries the
Warda and Pranhita. Outside these'. four groups of oval fields are
those in 'the Khasia hills, and at the extreme end of the Assam
valley.
In 1856-57 Cattack was examined by three of the staff, Messrs.
W. T. and H. 3'. Blanford and Mr. J. G. Medlicott, from the Chilka
lake to Midnapur, and Mr. Blanford reported upon the laterite of
1 This Company was formed'in March 1860. The site of their grant is twelve miles
e ~ oftthe main line of the G. I. P. Railway, and 80 miles south of Jabalpnr. In 1872
a branch line wse opened to the Company's colliery, and the demand for coal is now
greater than the supply. The quantity on the Company's ground is estimated at
214,500 tons.
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Tl;c nlnnfords discovered and named tho important
Talcliir group of rocks underlying the coal beds. The separation
of the Talchir from the coal bearing rocks is applicable in all
district^. During the two following years Mr. W. T. Blanford was
zealously investigating the Raniganj coal fieldYswhile Mr. Medlicott mas engaged in the survey of the Karakpur hills and on the
examination of the Karhabari coal district. The existence of rt large
supply :of coal west of the river Barakur was established, and
Dr. Oldham had himself explored the Cossyah hills in former years.a
Mr. Blanford completed field maps of the Raniganj, works which
axe as useful to the practical worker as the geologist, and he also
brought together returns of the coal raised from the several open
works and pits. I n 1859-60 there were 370,206 tons of coals
raised. At the close of 1861 Mr. Blanford waa transferred to
Burmah.
The exarninatio; of the coal country wm continued in 1863 by
Mr. Hughes and Mr. Wilson, at Jherria4 and Karhabari. I n the
following year Mr. Medlicott was on detached duty in Assam: and
came to satisfactory conclusions respecting the value of coal in that
district. I n 1865 Mr. Hughes continued his work in the coal
region, exploring the Hazaribagh and Bokaroe fields; and in 1866
Mr. Blanford made his first examination of the Chanda coal field,
and indicated the localities where borings should be made. The
Palamow coal fields could not be proceeded with for want of maps.
I n 1868 Mr. Medlicott traversed a wide tract of country to investigate the extent and relations of the several series of sandstones
associated with coal in Bengal, as compared with those in Central
India ; and proceeded, in the following year, to the Narbada, valley,
to work out the coal bearing rocks in that area, which had been
first visited 1 2 years before, when there were no maps.' I n 1869
Oi.i!lsn

1 Spe Bfemoirs," vol. i., " On the Coal and Iron of Telcheer in Cattack."
Structure
and Relations of the 'I'alchir Coal Fields." "Geology of Midnapore and Orism."
Theso labours aro reviewed in the " Quarterly Journal of the
6L Laterite of Orissn."
Geological Society," xiii. p. cviii. The coal and iron of Talcheer had previously
k e n written upon by Captain Kittoe. "Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengnl,"
.
viii. p. 137.
2 66 Idemoirs," vol. iii., " On tho R ~ n i p n coal
j
field."
3
Memoirs," vol. i., "Geology of the Ichasia hills."
4 6 L Memoirs," ~01.v., "On the Jhcrrin conl field," by T. Hughes.
6 rc hfemoira," vol. iv., "On tlic conl of Assom," by H. 13. Medlicott.
6 cc Memoire," vol. vi., pt. 2, ' 5 011the Hoksro coal field."
G. T. W. Hughes.
7 '' On the Mobpani coal field in tho h'arbada valley," by H. B. Medlicott. "Records,'
ii. pt. 3, (1870.)
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two geologists wero sent to revise the maps of Bhgalpur and
B i r b h h , the eazliest coal region examined by the survey.
These Indian coal fields are situated in the drainage basins of
the rivers Dtimodar, Son, Mahanadi, Godavari, and Narbada. The
oldest and best known, namely, the Raniganj, Jherria, Bokaro,
Ramghur, and Kammpura fields are in the D h o d a r drainage basin.'
The Itkuri and Karhabari fields are in Chbta Nagpur province,
on the Barakur, the chief effluent of the Dhmodar, from mhich
river it is separated, in the upper part of its course, by the lofty
Parasnath hill and the wide plateau of Hazaribagh. The whole of
these may be considered to have been deposited in one great
estuary. I n the Son valley are the Palamau, Singrauli,,and South
Rewah coal fields, the Talchir and Belaspur fields are in that of the
Xahnadi, and the Chanda in the Godavari.
The conclusiops derived from the survey are, that the rocks
associated with coal are separated into several distinct groups.
The lowest is the Talchir group, first established by the brothers
Blanford, and not 'containing coal. The Dhmoclar series contains
most of the coal beds of Bengal and Central India. It was separated from the overlying rocks by Dr. Oldham. There are also the
Rajmahd group, and the tertiary series of the Khasia hills. Tho
data for this classification of the coal bearing rocks consist of the
remains of plants.
I n the eastern coal fields there 'are five well marked sub-divisions :
1. The Talchir beds; the lowest, in mhich no coal is known ;
so called by the Blanfords, from the district in Cattack
where they were first examined.
2. The Barakur beds, formerly called Lower Dslmodar.
3. Ironstone shales.
4. Raniganj beds.
5. Panchet beds, or upper series. First separated as a &tinct
sub-division, and so-named by Mr. Blanford. They are of
the triassic epoch, and contain bones of labyrinthodoht and
dicynodont amphibia. Panchet is the name of a remarkable hill, and the title of a rajah.
To the westward these become three:
1. Talchir.
2. Barakur.
3. Panchet.
1 g, &anent of the Hugli, rising in the province of Chbta Nagpur, nnd flowing
throllgh the %ncurah, Burdwan, and Hugli districts of the Lower b v i n c c s of
Ibngal.
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Dr. Oldham's general conclusions, respecting these coal series,
are that the drainage basins of 'India were marked out and existed
at the enormously distant period when the deposition of the great
plant bearing formations commenced. All the successive beds
represent an enormous lapse of time, and seem to be fresh water or
estuarine deposits. He also concludes that the present limits of the
coal measures coincide with the original limits of deposition, and
are not the results of faulting or even mainly of denudation: The
Dhmodar system is believed to represent the Permian period of
European geology, together with a portion of the upper carboniferous epoch.
Since 1870 the coal bearing stata, in all parts of India, have been
actively explored. I n 1871 Mr. Medlicott was examining the
Puchmari hills and the Mohpari coal fields in the south part of the
Narbada valley, where he had a severe attack of fever; and in
1872 he was engaged upon the Satpura coal fields, and again in 1875
Mr. Mallett at the same time explored the Kota coal field cxtending into Remali and Chota Nagpur, and in 1876 he examined
the coal fields of ,the Naga hills and Upper h s a m . I n 1872,
Mr. Blanford mapped the coal bearing rocks of the Godavari series,
and borings were carried on under Mr. Vanstaverh, the Executive
Engineer. But the beds in that district are thin and irregular, and
the area small. Mr. Blanford f q t h e r extended his investigations
into t h ~ sandstone
,
area to the east of the Nizam's dominions, and
south towards Ellor, which appears to belong to true coal bearing
rocks.
The Cjhanda coal was f i s t discovered by Major Lucie Smith,
the Deputy Commissioner of the Central Provinces in 1866. Mr.
Blanford visited the localities in 1869 and recommended borings.
Mr. Mark Fryar, a mining engineer, was sent t o Chanda to explore
the beds regularly in 1869, and two skilled borers with the necessary
tools were sent out from England.
Mr. Hughes was at work in 1871 at the Warda coal fields, and
two pits were sunk to the coal at Warora and Pisgaon. Mr. Whyte
made similar researches -in the adjacent part of the Nizam's
dominions, proving the existence of coal 50 feet thick at Sastu.
During 1876 Mr. Hughes was working up the geological maps of
1 See Dr. Oldham's papers " On the Geological Relations and Probable Geological
Age of the Several Systems of Rocks in Central India and Bengal," (Memoire," vol. ii.,
p. 299), and a Additional Remarks " in (" Meruoir~,"vol. iii., p. 198).
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the Chanda country, with especial view to the coal fields of the
Warda valley. In 1871 Mr. King took up the Godavari valley
work in continuation of Mr. Bhnford's survey, and discovered the
most southern Indian coal deposit at Singareni. In 1876 Mr. King
made a traverse up the Godavmi valley, to bring his work into
connexion with that of Mi. Hughes in the Warda and P d t a
vdeys.
Dr. Oldham has, from time to time, prepared returns of the amount
of coal raised. I n June 1869 he furnished one of the W g m j
fields ; in 1861 returns were given in Mr. Blanford's Report ;l and
in June 1861 the h t general statement of the out-turn of Indian
coal was given by Dr. Oldham. In March 1867 he prepared a
Report on the coal resources of India, for the Secretary of State;
with results from 1861 to 1866; and in June 1869 he sent in a
Return for 1868, with statistics of the methods of working the coal,
and statements tabulated for each year from 1858 to 1868.
I n 1868 the number of tons of coal extracted throughout India
was 497,000, of which 493,000 came from Raniganj. In 1872-73
the out-turn was 322,433 only.
Iron producing minerals are widely scattered over India, and
consist, lst, of magnetic and specular iron ores and red hematite
in beds and veins ; 2nd, of clay iron ores from the coal bearing
strata; rand, 3rd, of surface deposits derived from the waste of
metamorphic and sedimentary strata, and from laterite. The
latter formation contains from 20 to 30 per cent. of iron. Some of
the most remarkable deposits of mametic iron ores are in the Salem
districts of the Madras Presidency, where they occur in immenst:
beds. At Lohara, in the Chanda district, there are two localities
where hematite abounds, and in the Nmbada valley there are large
quantitier~ of hematite ore. The clay iron ores of the D h o d a r
coal fields yield 39 per cent. of iron, and the Kumaun iron ores
form an argillaceous band containing large quantities of red
hematite. Iron has been manufactured in India from time immemoral in a rude primitive way, but all attempts to manufacture
iron, made by the English, have hitberto utterly failed.
I n 1825 Mr. Heath of the Madras Civil Service formed a Company, aided by a Government advance, to establish iron works at
Porto Novo, near Cnddabar, at Palemputi, near Salem, and at
1

LL

Memoirs," iii. p. 179.
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Beypur, where thc iron was obtained from the laterite. But, in
spite of Government aid, there was nothing but failure attributed
to the distance of the works from the source of supply, to scarcity
of charcoal, and to other causes. Company succeeded Company,
and at last there was an utter collapse. I n 1857 Mr. Sowerby, an
engineer, reported on the iron ores in Kumaun, but the Company
which attempted to work them was a failure, and operation ceased
in 1863.' The Government erected works at Burwai in the Narbada valley under the auspices of Colonel Keatinge, and a Swedish
metallurgist named Mitmder took charge ; but in 1864 the works
were sltddenly closed. I n 1872 Mr. Bauerman was sent out to
report the possibility of manufacturing iron profitably in India,
and his conclusion was that the Ranignnj coal field was the most
promising place for a trial, an opinion which is concurred in by the
officers of the Geological Survey. Indeed, Mr. Bauerman has
simply restated the case as it has all along been expressed by the
members of the survey.
The next investigation is that respecting the alluvial deposits of
the Ganges valley, which was commenced in the &st year of the
survey. I n 1859 the portion from the Bhagrati northwards to the
foot of the hills was examined and mapped. In 1860 Mr. Theobald was fixing the boundaries and extent of recent alluvial deposits
from Bardwhn to Monghir. I n 1861 the investigation was continued over the plains south of the Ganges to Patna and Shahabad ;
and in 1862 the examination was completed.
The geological survey of the important formations in Central
India was also a great object.% I n 1856 Mi.. J. G. Medlicott
passed from Jabalpur westward down the Narbada vdley ; while
his brother crossed the Rewah country and the river Son to the
Singrauli coal field. Both considered that the sandstone rocks of
Rewah and Bandalkhand should be entirely separated from the
sandstones associated with coals in Bengal and in the Narbada
valley. Dr. Oldham visited the same country in 1856, and gave
the name of VINDHYAN
to the entire group, because it is best seen
in the scarped mountains of that name on the northern side of the
Narbada valley? It includes the diamond yielding rocks of Central
1

On the Iron Ores of Kamaun. See " Geological Records," vol. vii. (1874.)
J. G. Medlicott compiled the " Cotton Handbook " for Bengal in 1862, for

a Mr.

the Government.
3. " Memoirs," vol. ii., p. 1, " On the Vindhyan Rocks and their Associates in
Geological Structure of the Central Portion of the Neerbudda
Bsn&&hnnd."
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India, and ie one of the most remarkable and interesting series in
the country. Hitherto no fosails have been found in it. Its age
cannot therefore be determined ; but the Vindhyan rocks are older
than the carboniferous series in India. I n 1863 Mr. Mallet was
engaged in tracing out the divisions and boundries of this f o r m
tion in Rewah, while Mr. Hackett worked out the Limits of the
trappean rocks in Sagar, and Mr. H. B. Medlicott waa closing up
the gaps in the geological mapping between Central Indirt and the
Son valley. I n 1864 Mr. Mallet revised the boundaries of the
Vindhyan rocks north of the Narbada valley, covering 2,200 square
miles of ground, while Mr. Hackett exitmined the Gwalior country.
Oldham himself examined the rocks on the
During this gear Dl*.
south bank of the Ganges, from Gaya to near Bhagalpur. I n 1867
Mr. Medlicott undertook the investigation of a wild and difficult
country from Raniganj and.Hazaribagh in the Damudar basin to the
basin of the Mahanadi. He came again upon the old Vindhyan
rocks, chiefly limestone, which cover 12,000 square miles, abutting
against crystalline rocks to the north, and passing under the Deccan
traps to the south and west. I n 1869 Mr. Willson was at work in
Jhansi, to connect with Mr. Hackett in Gwalior,' and Mr. W l e t
was in the Son valley. He explored a remarkable series of trappean
dykes and quartz reefs in the north of Rewah, and in 1874 extended his work into Bandalkhand, continuing it in 1876. In 1876
Mr.Hackett was at first engaged in Eajputana, and a.fterwards in
Ulwar.
A complete and connected history of the Vindhyan formations
has been drawn up by Mr. Mallet : and still more recently
Mr. Blanford has re-examined part of the Vindhyan series, but he
could find no fossh to determine their age, which therefore still
remains unsettled.
Mr. H. B. Medlicott, then Professor iof Geology in the Rurki
College, commenced the examination of the Sawalakhs, and upper
District," p. 95. "Tertiary and Alluvial Deposits of the Narbada Valley," p. 279.
" The Vindhyan Series," vol. vii., pt. 1. Dr.Oldham proposed the name V ~ N D H Y ~
in a paper in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," xxv. p. 249. See also
hie peper on the "Geological Relation's of the R Q C Systems
~
of Central India aud
Benga1."-6 Memoirs," ii.; p. 299. There is a useful list of dl papera relating to the
Narbeda valley, published previously to the date of Vol. ii. of the uGeological
Memoirh" at page 887.
cc Records," voL ii., pt. 2, " Sketch of the Metamorphic Rocks of Bengal."
1 "Recordu," v01. iii, pt. 2, '' Geology of Gwalior and Vicinity."
.-.
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and outer Himalaya, in 1859, duFing the intervals of time that his
collegiate duties permitted of his taking the field. His studies were
more directed to the omgraphical relations of these hills than to
their fossils. I n the following years he continued his examination
to nea,r G n g r a ; and the results of his labours are embodied in a
valuable memoir. These are the hills in which Dr. Falconer discovered numerous mammalian remains. They are of miocene and
post miocene age. Nummulitic rocks occur north of the Sawalakhs,
and appear to form a large proportion of the ranges' in the Punjab.
Representatives of theso tertiary mcke extend to the east, are found
at the base of the hills in Sikkim, and stretch far up the Assam
valley. Dr. Hooker dso found nummulites in Tibet, north of
Sikkim, at 16,000 feet above the sea. One important consequence
of Mr. Medlicott's survey of this region was the discovery of a, good
water supply at Ambhla. He reported that water bearing beds must
exist there, and the trial c o n b e d his expectations? Mr. M e f i cott also reported upon the reh efflorescenee which has given rise to
so much itnxieQ, and on the waters of the rivers and canals in the
N.W. Pmvinces.8 In 1875 Mr. Medlicott, in conjunction with
Messrs. Theobald and Lydekker, commenced a revision of' thc
tertiary rocks of the Punjab and North-West Provinces, with the
mainobject of seeing whether the marked stratigraphid separation
of two distinct groups of rocks in the Nahun country was accompanied by a distinction further west in their fossils.
In 1862 Messrs. Theobald and Mallet were seit in the footsteps
of Colonel Richard Strachey, to collect fossils, and trace out the
succession of sedimentary beds on the northern slopes of the western
Himalaya and in the Chini and Spiti valleys, up to an elevation of
18,000 feet. They were found to be identical with known species
from Europe occurring in the same assocktion. Triassic and oolitic
beds are especially abundant about Spiti. I n 1864 Mr. Mallet,
in company with Dr. Ferdinand Stoliceka, who was formerly in the
Austrian Geologid Survey, and a colleague of Dr. Hochstetter,
were depatched to the Himalaya to work out their structure, and
revise the fossil fauna. Undoubted representatives were proved to
occur of the European Silurian, carboniferous, triassic, liaa, jurassic,
and cretaceous periods, and, out of 200 varieties collected, only 32
"

'
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" On the Southern Portions of

' " Journal of the asietic Society," xx., p. 326.
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In 1865, Dr. Stoliczka extended his investigations in
the Himalaya as far aa Leh, but in 1867 he went home with
Mr. Oldham.
The great mass of the Himalayan ranges consists of metamorphic
rocks, in places highly granitoid, in others slatey or schietose.
!he operations of the Survey were extended to the Madras Presidency in 1857. !Fhe party was in charge of Mrr; H. F. Blanford,
and consisted of Mr. C. Oldham, Mr. King, and Mr. Gteoghegan.
The latter gentleman died suddenly of sun stroke early in 1868,
and was succeeded by Mr. R. Bruce Foote. They were instructed
first to examine the important group of cretaceous rocks in South
Arcot and Trichinhpalli, the fossils of which had been collected in
former years by Kaye and Cunliffe, and thence to work northward.
I n the h t year Mr. Blanford reported upon the geology of the
Nilgiri hills.$ The survey of the highly interesting cretaceous
formations was completed in 1861: and in the same year King
and Foote examined the iron deposits of Salem. Mr. H. F. Blanford
then retired from the Survey.'
The other members of the party, in 1862, commenced an examination of the hill range which sep&ates Cuddapa and Karnal
from Nellor, a very difEcult and almost roadless country. I n 1863
Mr. King traced the boundaries of these Cuddapa rocks, chiefly
quartzites and slates, into BallaFi and Karn&l. Mr. Foote was
engaged during the same year in examining rocks near Madras.5
He met with beds of marine fossils intercalated with others holding
abundance of vegetable remains of the same species as have been
found in the Rajmahal hills and in Kach. This discovery of tho
wide extension of the Rajmahal series is a fact of high interest.
are new?

'

1 " Memoirs," vol. v., " Sections scrm N.W. Himalnya from Sutlej to Indus."
On
Summary of Geological Observations in Y. Ladak, Western
the gypof Spiti."
Tibet, &c.," by F. Stoliczka
a Memoirs," vol. i., p. 2 11, " The Nilghiri Hills." Dr, Benza wrote papers on the
geology of the Nilgiris and Kundahs, on that of the country between the Nilgiris and
Madrw, and on the geology of the Northern Circers, in the Madras Journal of
Literature and Science," in 1835-36, vole. iii. and v.
Memoirs," vol. iv., L L On the Cretaceous Rocks of the South Arcot and Trichinopoly Districts," by H. P. Elanford. " On the Structure of the Districts of Trichinhpalli.and Mem." " On the Occurrence of Crystalline Limestone in the vicinity of
Trichidpdli," by \V. King.-Madra Journal; iv. N.S., p. 271.
4 He wrote papera on the occurrence of crystelline limestone in Coimbetor, and on
the geological
of the Smdetones at Triviceri, near Pondicherry, in the a Madras
Journal of Literature and Science," iii. N.S., p. 60, n~itliv. N.S., p. 47.
6 uItecor~,"vol. iii., pt. 1, " Notes of the Geology of the Ncighbourliood of Madras."
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The Cuddapa formations appear to represent an older portion of
the great Vindhyan series. The diamond beds of Southern India
occur in these formations, and they show very favourable tmces of
lead, copper, and iron. The main object of the geologists was to
work out the h e succession and extent of these remarkable and
interesting series of quartzite, slate, schist, and limestone beds in
Cuddapa, Nellor, and KarnB). In 1866 Mr. Foote was working
along their eastern and Mr. C. Oldham up their western boundaries,
while Mr. King waa in the centre. They completed the area in
Cuddapa and K d 1 during 1868, when the Superintendent took
an opportunity of testing the accuracy of their mapping, and in
1869 Mr. Foote began to work across the Raichur Donb towards
the Bombay Presidency. Mr. King has drawn up a general report
on the entire series? During the hot weather in each year the
gentlemen of the Madras Survey were usefully employed in
arranging and catalo,@ng the fossils and minerals of the Madras
Central Museum, for Captain Mitchell, the curator ; and Mr. C. Oldham, followed by Messrs. King and Foote, have delivered a series of
lectures on geology at the ' ~ a d r a sEngineering College. Mr. Oldham went home on leave in 1869, and died from tho effects of
disease contracted in India in April 1869. An able and talented
geologist, and a painstaking conscientious public servant, was thus
lost to his country. Mr. King, in subsequent years, explored thc
Tungabadra valley up to the boundary of the great area of Deccan
trap rocks as far as Julberga. His main object was to carry out
an investigation of the several rocks which occur between the vast
thickness of the trappean rocks above, and the even more widely
spread base of underlying gneiss and metamorphic rocks below in
the valley of the Bhima, overlying the gneiss. Mr. Bruce Foote
examined similar rocks to the south-westward, in the upper part
of the Krishna valley ; carrying on the boundary line between the
Deccan t,rap rocks and the underlying beds. He found the fossilized
remains of a rhinoceros in the regur or black cotton soil ; and
reported on the Dambal gold field in Dharwar in 1874, and on the
geology of the Southern Mahrath country in 1876.
The Geological Survey of British Burma mas commenced in
1860, under Mr. W. T. Blanford, with the Henzada district in
Pegu, where there are petroleum wells and salt springs. This
district was selected because it was the only one of which there
1

Records," rol. ii., pt. 1,

'' On the Kuddaps and KarnQ formations."

,
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were reliable maps, and the future direction of geological researches
had to depend on the publication of the mulb of the Topographical
Survey. Mr. Blanford was transferred to Bombay in thefollowing
year, and Mr. Theobald took charge in B m ; indeed he was
single handed. He waa at work in the Yoms range and on the
west &aat, but was much hampered in his operations by the want
of trustworthy maps. The great Yoma range is composed of
slightly altered sandstones and shales of unknown age, but expected
to be in part at least cretaceous. Upon them, in Pegu, rest
nummulitic .rocks. Some peculiar serpentinea are associated with
the Yoma rocks. I n 1864 Mi. Theobald took advantage of the
publication of a sheet of the Survey by Captain Pitzroy to complete
the geological examination of the country contained in it, including
Rangoon ; and in the two following yeam he and Mr. Fedden were
at work in the ground covered by the second sheet, east of the
Iramadi and north of Prome. I n 1864-65 Mr. Pedden accompanied
an expedition through the Shan provinces of the kingdom of
Burma to the Sdwin river, and constructed a map of the route.
I n 1867 Mr. Theohld went home, after a continuous service of
18 years. But in 1868 he mas again at work in the Prome district
of Pegu, the east part of which he completed ; taking up the
western banks of the Irawadi, where there is a formation of
mummulitic rocks, in 1869.' Mr. Theobald c~mplet-edthe geologiml
survey of Pegu in 1873, having been at work since 1864.
Mr. Blanford took charge of the party in the Bombay Presidency,
with Mr. Wilkinson and Mr. Wynne as his assistants, in 1863. He
commenced at Surat, and on the shores of the gulf of Cambay,
with the view of connecting his work with that of Medlicott in
the Nttrbada valley, and thus completing a band of geological
survey across India from sea to sea, on that parallel. I n the following season the line from sea to sea, containing some of thc most
important formations in India, was completed. The hill ranges
north of Gujrit are partly metamorphic and partly trap, and not
far from the coast nummulitic rocks are found resting on the trap.
Mr. Wilkinson also examined the Western Ghats in the rocks of
Mahabaleswar, Ratnagiri, and Sawant mTari; and Mr. Wynne
-- -.-..-
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investigated the geology of the island of Bombay, and showed how
erroneous the previous conolusi011~respecting its structure had
been in some respeds.'
I n 1863 Mr. Blanford was detached tr, report upon a supposed
discovery of cod near Kotri, in Sindh, for the Bombay Government?
He found it to be lignite and of no commmid value, but on his
return he took the opportunity of visiting the intemhing formations
in Kwh? In 1866 the northern declivities of the Narbada valley
were reached, and a tract of 5,000 square mile8 was examined,
chiefly imp with bottom rocks of granite or gneiss. In 1866
Mr. Bhnford was at work in the upper Tapti and the Purna and
Wurda valleys,' and reported upon the Ohanda coal fields. He
was usefully employed in Abyssinia, and in completing the publication of his results, during the grater part of the two following
years; and in 1870 he returned to his old work in the Central
Provinces, with Mr. Hughes and Mr. Fedden as assistants. He
has since reported on the coal and lead ores in Chatbgarh.'
Mr. B M o r d is 94 accomplished naturalist, as well as an able and
experienced geologist, and during the period that he waa employed
on detached duty in Abyssinia he did work of the highest scientific
value. In 1872 Mr. Blanford was employed in PeFsi&, examining
the geology and . m h d history, and accompmying Major St. John
on a journey to Makran. The vduable results of his work m
emboked in the two official volumes on Emtern Persia, and he
returned to India, after being occupied for some months in preparing
his portion of the work for the press in England, in December 1873.'
He then proceeded to Sindh, with Mr. Fedden, and by the end of
1876 these two geologists hrtd completed a sketch of the geology
of the province. In 1876 Mr. Bhnford traversed the great desert
vol. v., " On the Geology of Bombay!'
Ibid., vol. vi., pt. I , '' Chl the Geology of the neighbourhood of Lynym snd
Runneecote in Sind."
3 Ibid., vol. vii., pt. 2, ' L On the Geology of a Portion of Cutch."
4 Ibid., vol. vi., pt. 2, "The Traps of Weatern and Central India," by W. T.
Blanford.
pt. iii., " The Taptee and Lower Nerbudda valleys."
99
6
Records,'' vol. ii., pt. 1, " The Valley of the Poorna River."
,, vol. ii., pt. 4, "Lead in E p u r District!'
,, vol. iii., pt. 2, Ibid.
6
Eastern Persia," vol. ii. The Zoology and Geology, by W. T. Blanford, F.R.S.,
with numerous coloured illustmtioni, pp. 516. (Macmillnn 1876.).
1 " Memoirs,"
4
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to Jand Jodhpar, while Mr. Fedden made an excellent
collection of fossils.'
After Mr. Blanford's visit to &h in 1863, Mr. Wynne was sent
to make a fuller and more exhaustive examination of the rocks in
that district. There was an important question as to the relation of
certain beda of fresh-water origin containing imperfect layers of
coal and plant remains, with others which yielded marine fossils of
undoubted ju~assicage in Kmh. Mr. Blanford decided that the
two groups were intercalated and not superimposed, and thus b e d
the age of the plant beds. He also ascertained the extension of
the Decczbn trap rocks into Kach. Mr. Wynne reported that the
jurassic rocks occupied a large portion of the northern half of the
province, and also formed the hilly parts of the3slands in the Ram.
His complete report and map have not yet ap~eared.~
I n 1870 Mr. Wynne proceeded to the Punjab, to take up the
geology of that important province, and reported upon the geology
of Mount Tilla.s He completed the eastern portion of the S d t
Range in 1870, and was at work on the weatern p& in 1871, which
he aho completed. In 1873, accompanied by Dr. Warth, he surveyed the Trans-Indus Salt Range; and Dr. Waagen examined
the relations and mode of occurrence of fossils in the Salt Range.
In 1874 Dr. Stoliczka, the Palaeontologist of the Geological Survey
accompanied the mission of Sir Douglas Forsyth to h h g a r ; and
he died on the 9th of June on the road from Parkand to Leh,
when returning to India. His death was caused by too great
physical exertion at an extreme elevation and in a m f i e d atmosphere. He was buried at Leh on the 23rd. Ferdinand Stoliczka
had established for himself a sound reputation as naturalist and
geologist -in connexion with the Imperial Geologid Survey of
Austria. He came to India in December 1862 and conducted the
Paleontologia Indica. The whole of the four volumes in which
the cretaceous fauna of Southern India is described are his work.
He also devoted two summers to an examination of the fossils of the
Himala,ya, and in that time he laid the foundation of all future work
1

a

See Mr. Bianford's paper on the '' Geology of Sind." Records 1876, Feb. p. 8.
Memoirs," voL ii., pt. 3, 'L Preliminmy Notee on the Geology of Cutch." See

L'

also a ''Report on the Geological action on the sooth coeet of Kattiwar and in the Bunn
of Cutch," by William Sowerby, C.E.-Rombay
G. S. Journal, xviii., p. 96.
8 6LNoteon the Petroleum Locality near Rawal-Pindi, by A. 13. Wynue!*Records," vol. iii., pt. 3, p. 73. "Geology of Mount Tilla," by A. B. Wynne. Ibid.,
pt. 4, p. 83.
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in those regions. A suitable monument is to be erected over his
grave at Leh, and a memorial tablet in the Calcutta Museum, to
which he bequeathed all his private collections. A record of the
results of Dr. Stoliczka's scientific investigations as naturalist to the
Kashgar mission will be published by the ,Government of India. Dr.
Stoliczka was succeeded, as Palseontologist, by Dr. Waagen, who
had previously written valuable papers on the jurassic fauna of
Kach, and on the fossils, of the Salt Range; but he was obliged to
retire from ill-hmlth in 1876. Meanwhile Mr. Lydekker and Dr.
F e i s t m t e l had been appointed to the Survey in 1875.
During the examination of Indian rocks, geologists have not
failed to discover traces of a race of men belonging to t h a t stone
age, the history of which has been so carefully examined in Europe
by Sir John Lubbock and other writers. I n 1864 Messrs. King and
Foote discovered chiselled stone implements spread widely over the
country west and north of the town of Madras, all of t h e ruder
type, and made of semi-vitreous quartzites from the Cuddapa rocks.
I n 18M Mr. Ball found a chipped implement in the Jheria coal
field, and Mr. Theobald found others in Burma. A chipped stone
weapon of hard, close-grained quartzite was found near Nimach
by Mr. Medlicott, and in 1868 the Madras implements were traced
up to the banks of the Krishns. More recent: observations have
shown that these implements occur over a much larger extent of
country to the north of the Krishna river, and close to the southern
edge of the region examined by Mr. Blanford on the Godavari.
The superintendence and control of all the geological operations
have devolved upon Dr. Oldham, the Superintendent of the Survey,
besides the direction of the museum and the publications. He has,
in addition to his ordinary duties, been constantly called upon to
make special reports to the Government on such points as the
propriety of sinking Artesian wells in particular localities, on the
structure of rock to be cut througli for engineering purposes, on
the selection of lines of railroad with reference to the position of
coal fields, and on proper sites for barracks. He must have
bavelled over many thousands of miles, sometimes to confirm the
importance of useful discoveries, at others to expose m m ' nests.
A brief sketch of the extent and objects of these journeys will
convey some idea of Dr. Oldham's labours.
I n 1860, Mi.. Oldham went to Kumaun to report upon the iron
works, which he considered to be essentially a practical and not a
geological question. I n 1862 he went to England to seek for assis-
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tank, and brought five out with him. In 1863 he was engaged on
the investigation of the modes of deposit of lignite in the Salt Range,
in the northern part of the Punjab. The Salt Range contains an
extensive series of carboniferous, triassic, oolitic, and tertiary rocks.
I n 1867 he wm again in England for a few months. I n 1868 he
went to examine some alleged coal hearing rocks near the Krishna, but
found that nothing of the kind existed in that region. Later in the
year he went to Attook, to examine the rocks on the Indus through
which the tunnel drift is carried. He saw nothing to prevent its
being enlarged into a regular road way, so far as the nature of the
rock is concerned. Afterwards he examined the Gurgaon and
Dhurmsala districts in the North-West Provinces, with regard to the
possibility of utilizing the kaolin clap; and in 1869 he visited the
scenes of the earthquake in Cachar and Silhet. He has since
prepared a list of earthquakes that have occurred in India? I n
this year he was also engaged in important work at the Chanda
coal field.
A small museum of economic geology was established at Calcutta
in 1840, under the direction of Captain Piddington, h h o was
curator for some years before his death, and made many useful
analyses. His careful experiments to ascertain the quantity of silt
in the Hugli at different seasons were especially valuable. I n 1856
the museum was placed in connexion with the Geological Survey,
and under the superintendence of Dr. Oldham. As early as 1869 it
contained 1,000 specimens of foseils, minerals, rocks, and ores.
The various members of the Survey of course contributed ; so that
there are good series of cretaceous fossils from Madras, of fossil
plants from the Rajrnahal hills, of tertiary fossils from the Spiti
valley, of minerals obtained by Mr. Blanford on the Bhore Ghat,
of fossils from the S d t Range and the j w s i c -beds of Kacll, and
from other places. But the great boast of the museum is its collection of meteoric stones. It contains specimens from 247 falls,
and in this branch its collection mnks among the first in the world.
A very complete geological library has also been gradually formed.
The museum is of great practical use, as its officers are constantly
1 Colonel Baird Smith had previously compiled a memoir on Indian Earthquakes, iu
three parts.--Journal of the h i a t i c Society of Bmgal, vob. xii., p. 257 and 1227,
aud xiii., p. 964.
a Piddington's Memorandum on the establishment of the Geological Museum is
printed in 6L Thuillier's Manual of Surveying." Appendix, p. uxiii.

applied to for information, and to supply assays and d y s e s for
companies and private individuals, as well as for the Government.
The publications of the Geological Survey, under the direction of
Dr. Oldham, consist of " Memoirs," " Records," and the " Palaeontologia Indica."
The " Memoirs," which have now reached to the twelfth volume,
am the detailed and matured results of the survey of each district,
written by the geologist who has conducted it. The volumes are
fully illustrated with maps, sections, and sketches.
The " Pdmntologia Indim," is a superb series, containing figure8
and descriptione of the organic remains procured during the progress
of the Survey. The volumes already issued contain the cephrtlopoda
and gasteropoda of the cretaceous rocks of Southern India, the fossil
flora of the Raj~mhrtlseries, the vertebrate fossils of the Panchet
rocks and the fossile of Khch. The Panchet fossils are described by
Professor Huxley. They are bones of fossil reptiles, hitherto only
known in South Africa.
The "Records" were commenced in 1868, and are published
quarterly in rather small type and on thin paper, for ready transmission by post. They contain the Superintendent's annual reports,
brief abstracts of the laboura of members of the Survey in the field
during the quarter, and other papers of general interest?
There & a vast field still spread before the Geological Survey of
India; a great work yet to be achieved, though much certainly has
already been done. They must be animated by a noble devotion to
the cause of science--these Indian geologists, for theirs is neither a
safe nor an easy task. Out of the two dozen or so that have entered
the Survey since it commenced, 34 per cent. have been struck down
by death or incapacitating disezlse. The rest work on zdously and
bravely, reflecting honour on English administration by the rebults
of their labours, extending the sum of human knowledge, and doing
much practically useful work?
I n spite of all difliculties of climate, inaccessibility of districts,
and alowness of means of travel, they have examined an area about
five times as large as Great Britain.
1 We have ten of Dr. Oldham'a A n n d Reports, 1858 to 1868 in separate covers,
and the rest to 1875,. bound up in the " Records."
a There ie a short notice of the operations of the Geological Survey of India, by
H. Woodward, Eeq., in the " QumrterIy Journal of Science," for Oct. 1870, No. xxviii.,
p. 458.
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I n February 1876 Dr. Oldham resigned his appointment as
Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, which he had
held since 1861, owing to ill health. For a quarter of a century
this distinguished geologist has presided over the labom of the
geological surveyors. He created the survey; and its present
advanced position is due to his great ability, learning, and unwearied exertions. He was succeeded by Mr. H. B. Medlicott.

xv.
THE ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

,

,

A SURVEY of the arch~eologicalremains throughout India, which
are as important as regards art, as they are indispensable to the
study of history, has only of late years been considered to be a work
which comes within the province of the Government to undertake.
This is the more to be regretted because the loss of time is irreparable.
All investigations connected with physical science are almost indep&dent of delay, and can be made as well in one year as in another,
but archaeological remains are Liable to deterioration, and delay
causes absolute loss. Paintings fade from walls, sculptured edifices
are destroyed by the vigorous growth of trees, and by ruthless
modern builders in want of material, coins and inscriptions are
mislaid or effaced, and all the works of man suffer more or less under
the hand of time. I n connexion with geography, the study of
archzology forms a most important branch ; for, through the identification of ancient sites, the physical changes that have taken
place in a country are determined.
Yet it was not possible that a survey of this nat.ure could have
been entered upon with any useful result before the English occupation, or even until long after our power was established. Mere
descriptions of ruins and other remains are of little use unless the
observer has mastered their history and true significance, and this
was impossible until the study of the languages and literature of
India wm well advanced. Thus the earliest accounts of Indian
arch~ologicalremains were only useful in exciting an interest in
the subject, and in stimulating later enquirers' to labour at those
studies which alone could qualify them, and others of later genere
tions who bencfited by their works, for the task of investigating tho
mysteries of Indian chronology and art.
Glowing descriptions of the architectural monuments of India
are not wanting among the writings of early travellers.
The Hindu capital of Bijayanngar is described in the works of
Varthema,' Nicolo di Conti, Abdu-'r-Rizzak, Nikitin? Barbosa? and
Hukluyt Society's Translation, p. 126.
The narratives of Conti, Abdu-'r-ltizzak, and Nikitin will be found in the Halrlujt
Society's volume, entitlecl "India in the 15th century!'
9 Hnkluyt Society's volume, entitled " The Coi~lltaof Eut Africa and Malabar,"
p. 85.
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Caesar Frederick ;' the beauties of Bijapur were noticed by Tavernier;e and Finch, Thevenot, Bernier, and others, who visited the
court of the Mogul, did not fail to recount the wonders of Agra and
Delhi. The cave temples of Western India also received attention
from early travellers. Thevenots and Anquetil du Perron explored
the caves of Ellora ; Linschoten, Boon,' Anquetil, and Salt described
Salsette; Salt was at Kmli with Lord Valentia, and the famous
cave of Elephanta was visited and described by Niebuhr, Fryer,
Hamilton, Anquetil, Lord Valenth, and other^.^
The perusal of some of these authom had filled the mind of Sir
William Jones with a keen interest in the literature and antiquities
of the East, and his arrival at Calcutta is the epoch from which
any attempt at the systematic investigation of Indian antiquities
dates. The Asiatic Society at Calcutta was instituted on the 22nd
of January 1874, and a centre was thus formed to which individual
inquirers might forward the results of their labours, and from which .
they might derive assistance and advice. I n the absence of an
exhaustive survey under the direction of the Government, such an
institution as the Asiatic Society mas invaluable. Warren Hastings
was obliged to decline the post of President, which he was so
admirably fitted to occupy, from want of leisure to perform the
duties, and Sir William Jones presided over the proceedings of the
society from its first institution until his death. A branch of the
Asiatic Society was formed at Bombay by Sir James Mackintosh
in 1804. The Madras Literary Society, under the auspices of Sir
John Newbold, the Chief Justice, was established in 1818.
The results of the early labours of English antiquaries in India are
recorded in the twenty volumes of the Asiatic Researches from 1788
€0 1836 ; in the three volumes of the Transactions of the Literary
Society of Bombay, 1819-21; and in the opening numbers of the
Journal of the Madras Literary Society, which was commenced in
1827.
Viaggio di Id.Cessre Fedrici nell' India Orientale (Venetia 1587), p. 32.
Tn Pinkerton.
3 Travels, Part IU., Chap. 45 (Eng. T m s . )
4 Governor of Bombey.
6 See the a Archmlogia," vii., p. 323. Linschotenmentioned the cave of Elephanta
in 1579. Dr. Fryer describes the Salsetta eavee in his travels published in 1698;
J. Ovington, 1689; Hamilton in his Voyage, I, chap. xx., p. 338 ; Anquetil Zend
Aveeta, I., pp. 234, 249, 419, 394.
1
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THE FIRST INDIAN

ARCHBOLOGISTS.

The earliest labourers in the fruitful and important field of Indian
archaeology were Sir William: Jones, Charles Wilkins,' Henry
Colebro~ke,~Francis Gladwin,' William Chambers, and Colin
Mackenzie,' followed by Buchanan Hamilton8and Horace Wi1son.B
These learned and accomplished scholars were zea;lously assisted and
furnished with materid ,for their researches by numerous younger
explorers who fornrazded to them the results of their investigations
in all parts of India.
The description and delineation of architectural remains were of
great impokance, but the deciphering of inscriptions on pillars,
metal plates, or coins was most essential to the student of Indian
history, for by that means alone could dates be obtained, without
which history would have no coherence. The learning and sagacity
and the indefatigable industry that have been brought to bear upon
1 Charles Wilkins went to Bengal, in the Civil Service, in 1770. ARer studying
Sanscrit for several years, he translated the Bhagavat Gita, to which Warren Haatings
prefixed a learned dissertation. The Court of Directors published this work in 1785.
Wilkins prepared the f i s t types for Bengali and Persian that were ever used in Lndia
He returned home in 1786, and in 1795 he published his trllnslation of Sacontala.
He became Librarian of the East India Houlre in 1800, in 1808 he published his
Sanscrit Grammar, and he took an active part in the promotion of the Oriental
Tmnslation F u n d He was knighted by William IV., and died in Baker Street on
May 13th, 1836, aged 86.
2 Henry T. Colebrooke, son of Sir George Colebrooke, Bart., the Chairman of the
Enst India Company, was born in London in 1765. He went out to India as a writer
1782, and in 1794 undertook the translation of a digest of Hindu Law, compiled under
the directio~of Sir William Jones. I n 1803 he ww at work on a Sanscrit grammar,
and published the first volume in 1805, but abandoned the rest, owing to the publication of the grammar by Wilkins. Colebrooke became a member of Council at Calcutta
in 1805, returned home in 1815, and died in 1837. His works are the " Digeet of
Hindop law " (4 vols., folio, 1798), the first volume of a Sanscrit grammar (1805),
lexicon (1808), Sanscrit algebra (l817), and numerous essays in the Asiatie Researches,
Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society," &c.
3 T r w t o r of the Ayin Akbari
4 See page 73.
6 Dr. Buchsnen is well known for hL explorations in Nepal, Mysor, and Bfalabru,
and Burmah, and for his survey of Bengal.
6 .Horace H. Wilson went out to India aa assistant surgeon in 1808, and was attached
to the Calcutta mint. In 1813 he published Calidasa's " Cloud Messenger ;" and in
1819 the first edition of his Sanscrit dictionary appeared. I n 1826 his "Hindu
Theatre" waa published. In 1812 he became Secretary to the Asiatic Society at
Cdcutts ; and, after his, return to England, he was elected Professor of Sanscrit at
Oxford in 1883, and Librmrisn to the East India Company on the death of Sir Charles
Wilkins in 1836. The last years of his life were devoted to the translation of the
Rig Veda. He died on May 23rd, 1860, and his numerous works on &mait literature
m d kindred subjects have been republished since his death.
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the deciphering of inscriptions in India have never been surpassed,
and have perhaps produced the most valuable results of archaeological
research in that country. The importance of this branch of the
investigation was felt from the very k t . Colonel Polier described
the famous Buddhist pillar with its inscriptions, known as the Firuz
hit,' and a, paper was contributed to the " Asiatic &searchesm on
the same subject by Colebro~ke.~Blunts and Ewer described the
Katab Minar pillar at Delhi, and Harington and Buchanan contributed papers describing the remains at Budh
Charles WilEns wrote six papers on the meaning of various inscriptions that
had been forwarded to him," and Colebrooke wrote an essay on
inscriptions generally, especially on those found on ancient monuments.' Several were also translated by Captain Fell from Hissar
and Benares, containing genealogies of Indian dynasties8; and
Lieutenant Price translated a Sanscrit inscription on a stone found
in Bandalkhand.B Wilson contributed translations of three copper
plates found in Chatisgarhlo and of many Sanscrit inscriptions at
Abu, which throw much light on the history of the Jain temples
from 1189 to 1752." I n the last volume of the Researches there
are translations of various inscriptions found in the ruins of Bijayanagar by Mr. Ravenshaw, with observations by Wilson. They
consist of genealogies of the kings and grants of land.lm
I n the total absence of authentic materials for fixing dates in
Indian written histories, very great importance attaches to all
genuine monuments and inscriptions on stone or metal. The principal discovery resulting from researches of this nature was made
by Sir William Jones, and announced in his anniversary address
Asiatic Remarches,') i., p. 379.
1,
vii., p. 175.
S
91
iv., p. 313.
4
91
xiv., p. 480.
6
i., p. 276. " Description of the Ruin8 at Buddha Gay%"by
9,
Dr. Buchanan Hamilton.-Tramactiom of the Royal Asiatic .Society, ii., p. 40.
0 On a copper plate found at Monghir, i, p. 123 ; on a atone pillar near Budtlal,
i., p. 131 ; on Bndh Gays, i., p. 284 ; on an inecription near Gnya, ii., p. 167 ; on
Ielamabad, ii., p. 383; and another on Budh Gayn, i., p. 276.
7 i
x., p. 398.
8 XV., p. 387.
xv., p. 437.
'0 xv., p.. 499.
11 xvi., p. 284.
13 xx., p. 1.
1
9
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THE GREAT DISCOVERY OF SIR WILLIAY JONES.

delivered on the 28th of February 1793.' It had been a question
where the city of Palibothm was situated, which was visited by the
Greek ambassador Megasthenes. Sir William discovered in a
Sanscrit book that Hirayabahu or "the golden armed," which the
Greeks changed into Erannabom," was only another name for the
river Son. This discovery led to another of great momeut, for
King Chandragupta actually fixed the seat of his empire at Pataliputra at the mouth of the Son (the Palibothra of Strabo), and was
no other than the very Sandracottus who concluded a treaty with
\
Seleucus Nicator. Thus Sir William Jones fixed the first great
landmark in the ancient history of India. He reserved his proofs
for a future essay, but his interesting labours were cut short by a
premature death.
Detailed descriptions of ruins and other architectural remains were
also contributed to the " Asiatic Researches." ,William Chambcrs
visited the famous ruins on the Coromandel coast known as the
Seven Pagodas or Mavalipuram in 1772, and again in 1776, and
described them ;s and another more detailed account of the
Mavalipuram sculptures . was furnished by Mr. Goldingham, the
astronomer at Madras,' who also mote an account of the cave of
Elephanta. Sir C. Mdet contributed a paper on the Ellora caves
in 1794, with drawings by Lieutenant Manby &; and Colin Mackenzi described the pagoda of Permttum in a wild tract near the
south bank of the Krishna: and wrote an account of the Jains.' A
full description of the grand Muhammadan ruins at Bijapur was
written by Captain Sydenham in 1811, who also made a meful
sur~ey.~
They had been previously described by Major Moor in
1794,O and when Sir James Mackintosh visited them in 1808 he
called Bijapur the " Pdmyra of the Demn."
The antiquaries on the Bombay side of India emulated the example of their brethren a t Calcutta. Mr. Salt, Lord Valentia's
1

a

Asiatic Researches," iv., p. 11.
Strabo, XV., c. i. and ii., 1, 9.
6'

"Asiatic liesearches," i, p. 123.
99
iv., p. 69.
6
19
vi., p. 389.
e
iv., p. 303.
3,
7
99
vii., p. 175.
8
99
xiii., p. 433.
Major Moor's "Narr~tiveof the Operations of Captain Littlu's Detachment,"
p. 310.
3
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secretary, wrote 'an amount of the caves in Salsette in 1806, illustrated by drawings 'and copies of sculptures? Mr. Erskine drew
up hie exhaustive essay on the cave of Elephantrt? the whole conception and plsn d which he truly describes as extremely grand
and magnificent.
His account, which is correct and minute
without being tedious, and is by f a r the best descGPtion of the
cave that has been published, is illustrated by plans and copies of
sculpture.' It was written in November 1813.' I n 1819 and 1820
Colonel Sykes wrote accounts of the ruined oity of Bijapur and of
the Ellom ~ v e s . ~
I n Madras the leading antiquar;p of the' earlier period was Colin Mackenzie, whose labours have already been noticed! 'His vast
collections of 43aesarcume or inscriptions on stone and copper, of
manuscripts and coins, have alone enabled the early history of
Southern India and its dynasties to be understood and written.7
To Mackenzie's researches we owe Wilson's history of the great
Pandyan dynasty of M a d ~ r aand
, ~ Dowson's paper on the Chera
dynasty."
1 66Transections of the Literary Society of Bombay," i., p. 41.. The Rev. J .
Stevenson afterwards wrote a paper "On the Rock Inscriptions of tho Island of
Sa1sett.e."--Journal of B d a y ' B r a n c h of Anatic Society, iv., p. 132.
a 6d Transactions of the Litkrary Society of Bombay," i., p. 198.
3 See also 66 An A m u n t of the Cave of Elephanta," by Mr. Go1dingham.-Asiatic
Rerearcke, iv., p. 4(M1.
6 6 On the Three-feced Siva a t Elephants," by Colonel Sykes.-Journal
of the Royal
Asiatic Society, v., p. 81.
'"The Thedry of the Great Elephants Cave," by Dr. Stevenson.--Journal of
Bombay Branch of Asia& Society, iv., p. 261.
4 William Erskine came out to Indis with Sir Jamea Mackintosh in 1804, and was
for many yesre a ~nagistrateat Bombay. He returned to England in 1823. When the
Literary Society of Bombay was instituted in 1804 he became its Secretary. Besides
his paper on the Cave of Elephante, he wrote an essay on the sacred books of the
Parsees in 1819 ; and hie valusble translation of the Memoirs of Baber mng published
in 1823.
.
6 " Trausactio11s of the Literary Society of Bombny," iii., pp. 55, 263.
6 SCc p. 73.
7
Mackemie Collection of Oriental Manusc~ipts," by H. H. Wilson. 2 vols.
(Calcutts, 1828).
'6 1st Report on the Mackenzie MSS.," by Rev. Wm. Taylor.-Madrm
Josrrnal of
Literature and Science, vol. vii., p. 1. 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th Reports in voIs. viii.
m d ix.
8 6 r Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," iii., p. 199.
0
$9
9,
viii., p. 1.
(13441.)
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A correct estimate of the beauty and magnificence of Indian
architectural art, and of the interest which attaches to it, .was furnished to our fathers by Thomas Daniell, an artist' who passed $he
greater part of the last decade of the last century in traversing all
parts of India, and executing water-colour drawings of the highest
merit, of all the principal monuments and edifices. His labours
were given to tlm world in six large folio volumes, containing
120 coloured views engraved by himself and his nephew between
1797 and.1809. Here will be found most aocurate drawings of the
temples and palaces at &dwa urad Tanjore, and of the ruins at
Mavalipuram, to represent the architecture of So'uthern. India ; the
Taj Mahal, Akbar's tomb, and mosques at Juanpur and Ddhi, as
specimens of M u h m a d a n art; and the - rock-hewn temples at
Salsette and Elephants. This work. also contains an elaborate
series of views of the caves at Ellora, drawn by Mr. Wales, but
engraved by the Daniells; as well as nvinerous general views. They
are drawn with such cme and muracy that they bear. the test of
comparison &th recent photographs.
Such were the advances that were made in the investigation of
Indian antiquities during what may be considered as the first period
of the study of the subject. The second period is that in whicli
James Prinsep took the lead-a man whose equal has rarely been
found in acute reasoning and unflagging industry, backed by an
enthusiastic love of research. He added to rare gifts of intellect
an amiable and generous disposition, giving all credit to his fello;
labourers and reserving none for himself, so that men worked as
much to pleaso James Prinsep as for the s-pkeof Indian arch~eology.
The son of an East India agent and nephew of Mr. Auriol, Warren
Hasting's secretary, James Prinsep was one out of seven brothers
who obtained employment in India. He was born in 1799, and
was appointed assistant assay master at the Calcutta mint in 1819,
serving under Horace Wilson. In 1820 he became assay master at
Benares, where he executed a series of accurate drawings of streets
and buildings which were published by the Asiatic Society ; and in
1825 his " Views and ~llustrationsof Benares " appeared. In 1830
Prinsep returned to Calcutta, where he joined heartily with Major
Herbert in his project of publishing a periodical called cc Gleanings
in Science," of which he became editor and proprietor in 1831,
when Herbert accepted the post of 'astronomer at Lucknow. He
succeeded Wilson as m y master of the Calcutta mint in 1832,
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JAMES PRINSEP.

and became secretmy to the Asiatic Soaiety, altering the title of
his " Gleanings " to that of " The Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal," the h t number of which appeared on M m h 7th, 1832. It
has been published monthly .ever since. For the remaining 10 yeam
of his life James Prinsep devoted his energies to the solution of a
most diiiicult problem, and his marvellous auccess haa thrown new
light on ancient Indian history, while it has immortalized his name
among oriental .soholars.
!I$e Buddhist remains were known to be the most important and
the most ancient in India, but the numcrous inscriptions connected
with them were still unreadable puzzles. The inscriptions on the
pillars at Delhi and Allahabad had been copied and published, but
they had baffled the scholarship of Jones and Colebrooke to decipher. I n the years 1835 and 1836, notices of James Prinsep's
success in deciphering the inscriptions were published. In 18%
Lieutenant Burt had written a description, with drawings, of the
Buddhist stone p i k at Allahabad,' which was said by the Hindus
to be the club with which the hem Bhima ground his bhang. There
are four inscriptions engraven upon it in different characters. Of
these the &st is the same as that on the Delhi pillar, and the second
is the same as the Gaya inscription, the key to which was supplied
by Wilkins's translation.' The name of Chandragupta, the king
whose identity with Sandracottus had been established by Sir
William Jones, ocouq on the seoond inscription. But the clue m&
*st obtained when, in June 1837,Prinsep received copies made by
Captain E. Smith, of sentences cut on the pillars round the famous
Banchi, tope or mound, near Bhilsa, in Central 1 1 t d i a . q a c h sentence ended with the same two letters, and it occurred to Yrinsep,
by a sort of inspifition, that these two letters represented the verb
to give," or " a gift." I t was thus that he finally obtained a clue
to the alphabet, and the language turned out to resemble the Pali
of Ceylon. He applied this alphabet to the inscriptions on the 2ate
or pillars at Delhi 'and Allaliabad, and the great discovery was
completed. They all proveci to be the same series oT edicts by the
famous Buddhiet K i n g Asoka:
The nqrne on the pillars ;as
hiatic Begearohm," iii., p. 106.
9,
i., p. 279.
s "J. A. S.B." iii., p. 488 ; vi., pt. i, p. 461.
,, ,,
p. 257. Restoration of No. 2 inscription on. the Allahni,,~d
Lat, by Dr. Mill.
1

6'

a
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Pryadasi, which Mr. Turnour, the Pali scholar,' identified with that
of Asoka.
Among the most indefatigable of Prinsep's coadjutors was Lieutenant Kittoe, who investigated the ruins in Orissa, and discovered
an important series of inscriptions on a rock at Dhauli, in Cattack.
He was also employed by Government to make excavations at
S a w t h , near B e n a r . ~ . At
~ about the.time that Kittoe found the .
Dhauli inscription,, a copy of the rock inscription at Girnar, in
Gujdt, was made by Captain Lang, and sent to Prinsep in 1837
by Mr. Wathen; and a third s e r i ~ s . w s adiscovered at Ihpu; di
Giri, near Peshawar, in the far north of India. Prinsep studied the
first two of these rock inscriptions *th the utmost careOs Those,
discovered by Kittoe at Dhauli, in Cattack, proved to be identical
with those received from Girnar,'in Gujrht, being ? series of inscriptions by King ~ s o k a . The. names of Antiochus the Great,4. of
Antigonus, and of one, of the Ptolemies ti occur and fix their date
while the prohibition of the sacrifice of animals either for food or
ceremonies, the order that medical aid shall be supplied for animals
'6

J. A.

S. B.)' vi., p. 1. Restoration and translation of the inscription on the

Bhitari Lat. in Ghazeepore, by Dr.'Mill.
vi., p. 451. Note on fac-similes of inscription from Sanchi, taken
by Capt. E. Smith.
iii., p. 488. . Copy of the inscription on the iron p i h r at Delhi.
99
vi., pt. 2., p. 566. Inteipretation of tpe inscriptions on the Feroze
99
Shah and Allahabad L a t ~ .
9,
vii., p. 219. Edicts on Girnar and Dhauli rocks.
vii., pt. i., p. 431. Edicte on the Dhauli rock.
JY
19
,, . p. 456. More denam, sent from the Sanchi Tope by
Capt. Burt, and translated by Prinsep.
See an account of these investigations in the introduction to Turnour'u Mnha99

1

WRllS0.
2 Lieut. Markharn Kittoe wrotc many papers in the Journal of the Asiatic Society
qf Benga1:-"Journal
of his tour in Orisea" (vii., pt. 2, p. 679); ''A journey
through the forests of Orissa" (viii., pls. 1 end 2) ; '' On the viharas and chaityay
round Gynh" (rvi., pt. 1, 272); "On Sculptured images on the temple of Gmmesware in Cuttack" (rvi., pt. 2, p. 660); "On pillars found in the Ganges" (viii.,
p. ~ 1 ; '') Notes on the places visited by F. A. Hian " (xvi., p. 953) ; " Inscriptions
at Juanpore" (xix., p. 454) ; On antiquarian researches " (xvii., p. 536); '' The temple
of Durga at Badieswar " (vii., p. 828). These contribution^ range from 1838 to 1850.
He was Curator and Librarian to the Asiatic Society at Calcutta until 1838, when he
wae appointed to survey the rond to Bombay. He died soon after returning to
England in 1853.
8
J. A. 8. a''viii., pt. 1, p. 156.
4
,,
vii., pt. 1, p. 156.
6
9,
,, p. 334.
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BUDDHIST INSCRIPTIONS.

as well as men, that for thq planting of trees and digging of wells
by the roadsides, and the publication of-.precepts, prove that the
royal lawgiver was a follower of the creed of Bhudda.
'Important researches were successfully conducted in the north of
Ihdia during the time of James Prinseps editorship, which engaged
his attention. Generals Venturn and Court, officers in the service
of Rangft Sing, opened a tope at Manikyala, in 1830, and others
-between Jhelum and .the Indus in 1833 and 1834. .They found
a gold box contairiing coina and relics ;'while Masson, Honigberger, and Gerard examined some equally interesting topes near
Jalalabad.' Captain William Brown, of the Revenue Survey, also
gave an account of the ancient temple and famous ship model at
Hissar, in Prinsep's Journal?
The kpyof the Girnaz inscription was not quite satisfactory, and
through .Prinsep's influence, Lieutenant Postans was employed by
tlie Bombay Government to take exact fac-similes. But James
primep had worn himself out by intense and continuous study.
He was obliged to return home in a hopeless condition, and:died on
April
22nd, 1840.S Meanwhile, Lieutenant Postans took . infinite
pains to secure exactitude in his fac-similes 'of the Girnar insoription
which were sent to Calcutta. They arrived too - late. The guiding
spirit of these investigations-the heart and 'soul 'of 1ndian.archaeo:
logical research-had already passed away. Prinsep sailed 'for
England just before the results of the labours of Lieutenant Posbns
arrived. The manuscripts and cloth copies were thrown.carelessly
aside, and rotted in a godown a t Calcutta.' ,
Prinsep's genius discovered the first positive dates in early .Indian
history, and opened
European soholars a mine of. knowledge
'
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1
Asiatic Researches," vol. xvii. '' J. A. S. B.." iii., p. 313. " Ramarks on the
Relic in the Manikynle tope by Prinsep," iii., p. 436 end p. 556. Masson on Cebul
Coins," v., p. 537.
2 "J.4. S.B.,"vol.rii.,pt.
1,p. 429.
3 T ~ seven
Q first volumes of the "Journal of the Asintic Society of nengal " were
edited by l'rinsep, 1832-38. See n notice of him, written by his brothcr, at the
beginning of "Essrrys on I~idienAntiquitie~,by tho lntc Jttrnes Prinsep, rditecl by
E. Thomas " (2 vols. Murray, 1858). I n this work Prinsep's essays were reprintell,
owing to an increaciecl demand for the early copies of tlic "Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengul," in which they first appeared.
4
.Journal of the Hombny Brancli of the Asiatic Society," i., p. 257. The Girnar
inscription wee agoin copied by Lo Grand Jacob and the Danish Zend scholar
Westerpard ; and a second copy was bent to Professor Laesen.
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which has been ably followed up by I& disciples. His mnclusiom
. were closely criticised, and were more fully ,established by the
ordeal. Eomce Wilson* expressed. doubts of the correctness of
Prinsep's identification of the Pryadmi of the inscriptions yith the
great King Asoke ; but he .has been: completely answered by
General Cunningham,B and the sounrtness of Prinsep's interpretations
are no longer impugned. The history of these diamveries, and
.
a very complete and interesting notice of Asoh, his religion andgovernment, wrts published by Sir Erskine Perry?
The third and laat period of Indian archaeologiml research, extend.
ing from the death of Prinsep in 1840 to the present year, has been
one of great activity, the zeal and scholarship of Prinsep having been
inherited by numerous successors. Cunningham and Maisey in the
north, Meadows Taylor and Wilson inm.~ornbay,
Walter Elliot in
Madras, have tsken the lead, and they have had many'folloaers;
while photography has lately increased the means of illustrating and
. elucidating their researches. But it is to P e r p a o n that European
inquirers are most indebted f o r having brought a knowledge of
.Indian architecture within their reach, and for having systematized
and.rendered clear the chronology and history of eastmn art, while
he has explained and illustrated its rare beauty and excellenm. A
brief notice of, his labours will be a 'fitting prelude to the enumeration of the va,rious archmlogical researches of the hat thirty
years:
Mr. James Fergusson, having, as far as he was' able, quali6ied
himself for the task of thoroughly investigating the architecture and
antiquities of India, left England in 1829,. with the intention of
availing himself of any opportunities of 'pursuing his inquiries that
might be offeredhim,and which his professional engagernen& would
admit of: During his residence in Jessor, from 1829 to 1833,he
repeatedly visited Dacca, Rajghur, and the few other places in
the Ganges Delta which contain any remains of architectural art.
I n 1836 he went to Benares, and thence visited Agra and Delhi,
'

'

1 "Rick Inscriptions of Kapur di Giri, Dhauli, and Girnar," by H. H. W&on.Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, xii., p. 236.
cc Bhilsrr Topea," p. 100.
3 6' Journd of the Bombay Branch of the Asiatic Society," iii., p. 149. Sir Erakine's
notice is chiefly based on Lassen's " Indische Alterthumskund,e.?'
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returning by way of Dig and Jaipur, Canouj, Lucknow, and
Jaunpu, and visiting all the citiea on the h n g e s as far as G-our
and Murshidrtbad. I n 1836 he was @went at the festival of Juggamath at Puri, and visited a l l the places of interest in Cattack,
In 1839 he again visited most of the citiee in the Glangetic valley,
' .including A p and Delhi, and went on as far as the Sutlej.
He
&so passed four months in wand6ng through Central India,
visiting most of the prinoipal cities of Rajputana, as far west as Abu,
and thence making his way t o Bombay, by Ajunte, Ellore, and
l i . He examined these caves, as well as those of Salsette and
.Elephants, before leaving Bombay on his return t'o England in 1839.
Mr. F e r p s o n had occasion to'reviait India in 1842, and he took the
opportunity of making a coadt voyage from Bombay to Qoa, Cannanore, and Calicut, thence crossing the penin~ulaby way of Tanjor,
Richidpalli, Chellumbarum, Conjeveram, and the rook cut temples
at Badras. He thus made himself acquainted with the architecture
of Southern India. During all these journeys Mr. Fergusson kept
a careful record of what he saw, and made drawings of everything
of interest. The next object was to give the results of hi^ investigations to the world, and in 1843 he read a, paper before the Royal
which may
Asiatic Society on the " Bock-cut Temples of India,"
be considered as having placed the theory of the age and us& of
those monuments on a basis of certainty, which has never since been
called in question. This paper was followed, in 1847, by a folio
volume of plates entitled " Picturesque Illustrations of Ancient
Architecture in India," with an introductory historical essay and full
descriptions of the plates. He intended to have continued the work
by publishing similar volumes on Buddhist, Jaini, ,and Muhammadan
architecture, but the expense was so great and the encouragement
so small that the idea was abandoned. Since that time various
papers by Mr. Fergusson on the architecture of India have appeared
in the transa@ions of learned Societies, and chapters on all its
branches are given in his handbook, and with greater fulness and
detail in'his cc History of Architecture." The great project, to which
a l l these steps were merely prelhnimry, waa the completion of an
illustrated hietory of Indian architectural art.
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," and
1 Printed in vd. viii. of the
published separately in 1845, with a folio volume of platea
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DIVISIONS OF INDIAN ARCHITECTURE.

The luminous classification of Indian architecture by Mr. Pergusson furnishes the means of reviewing the researches of the
last 30 years in a more systematic way than was possible in the
case of earlier labours, in days when the distinctions of time and
race were only very imperfectly understood. The subject is now
divided under the following heads :
1. Prehistoric archamlogy of India.
2. Buddhist monuments. (The Aryans who composed the
Vedaa built no permanent edifices.)
.3. Dravidian architecture of Southern India.
4. Bengali architecture.
6. Rajput or c h a l u k y ~architecture.
7. Jaina architecture.
. .
8. Smcenic architecture, which Mr. Ferguss'on divides into
. eight styles, as developed at different times and 'in various
parts 'of India.
9. . The 'collection and deciphering of coins, and inscriptions on
metal or. stone plates . is a distinct and very important
branch of research, through which the - ancient history of
India' has been elucidated.
'

'

'

'
,
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1. ,Prehistoric
Remaim.
.

The prehistorio remains in India consist of cairns, cromlechs,
and other cognate remains of unknown age, and constructed by an
unknown.people..- They. are probably scattered ~ d e l y ,but have
hitherto .oply. be& examined in a few. localities. I n 1820.Mr.
Babington described the ,Kodey.Kulls or Pandu ,Kulies of Malabar,'
*hich consist .sf several stones. set upon ende with their- points
on which a large musl~room-shapedstone is fixed. O n derneath..are found .urns containing fragments. of .'human bones
mked with charcoal and fine.sand. The next notice. of prehistoric
~.emains..wmby',. captain. Harkness, who published a n account of
some cairns he found in the Xilgiris in 1832. He was followed by
Captain Congreve, who wrote a detailed account of the cromlechs
,
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and oairns of the'Nilgiris ;' and 12 years afterwards the Rev. J. T.
Kearns, an S.P.G. missionary, published an interesting paper on
the cairns, containing urns, which occur in the Tenkasi taluk of
Tinne~elly.~Captain Newbold discovered some ancient sepulchres,
consisting of slabs of granite forming four sides and a top, surrounded by circles of stones, in a secluded valley of North Arcot,
three miles from Chettur? Captain Congreve described a remark, able cromlech near Pullicondah, in the Carnatic.'
Colonel
Meadows Taylor has devoted much attention to the prehistoric
archeology of India, and has himself made important discoveries
in the Bhorapur province of the Deccan, just above the juiction
of the Bhima and Kriehna rivers. The Shorapur remains consist of
cairns, cromlechs, and kistvaens of sandstone slabs placed upright
on their sides, and covered with a slab monolith which projects over
them. They are scattered over the province in group^.^ Largo
groups of cairns also occur near Haidarabad in the Deccan,B in the
Raichur, Doab, in Bellary, and in the Central Provinces, wher6
excx~vationshave recently been made by the Archseological Society
at Nagpur. Sir Bartle Prere also described some cairns and croml e c b in Baluchistan.7 On the Khasia Hills, Colonel Yule found.
megalithic monuments ecattered on every wayside. They consist of
rows of pillars some 27 feet high, cromlechs or large flat stones
reating on four rough pillars, and tombs formed of four large slabs
on their edges, roofed over by a fifth placed horizontally.8 The
whole subject was recently discussed by Colonel Meadows Taylor
in a paper read-before the Ethnological Society: and he haij also
1 "Antiquities of the Neilgherry Hills," by Captain H. Congreve (1847).--Jamal
of Literature and Science of M a d ~ a xiv.,
~ , p. 77. " Remarke on ~ r u i d i ' cAntiquitiw ,
of Southern India," by Msjor H. Congreve, - N.s., vol.. vi., p. 205. Tho R e n t .
work on Nilgiri antiquities by Mr. Breeks is noticed further on.
a Ibid., N.s., v+ p. 27.
3
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," x., p. 90.
4 c c ,MdmJournal," xiii., pt. ii., p 47.
S Ancient Remains a t the Village of Jiwarji, near Farozabatl, on the BIiimrqwby
Colonel Meadows Taylor.-JOU-1
of the Bombay B r a ~ c hof tlre,Asiatic Society, iii.,
p. 179.
Cromlechs and Cairns in Sompol*," by Colonel Meaclowe ' ~ a ~ l o r , - ~ b i d .
.iv, p. 380. Sae also tile "Transactions OF the Royal Ii-ish Academy" (1865), PO!.
sxiv..
6
Transactions of the Royal.Irish Academy " (1867).
7 (6 Journd of the Bombay Branch of the Asiatic Society," v., p. 349.
8
J. A. 8. B.," vol. xiii., pt. ii.,. p.'612. See elso Hooker's Journal.
@
On Prehistoric Amhmlogy of India," by C O ~ O L W ~Meadow Taylor.--Joumal
oj'tk &?hnoZogica1 ficiety, i., NO. 2, p.. 157. . . .

drawn attention to ita importance .in an OW
memorandum?
Quite recently, Mr. Boswell has reported upon the kistvaens and
rude stone circles in the Kistna district.'

A wide interval lies between .the oromlechs and cairns and the
Buddhist remains that come next in order, for the &yam who composed the Vedic literature and poured out soma juice to their gods
in their own houses, built nothing that has endured to our time.
We, therefore, come at once from the period of unknomn: antiquity
when the cromlechs were built, to the centuries immediately preceding and following the Christian era, when Buddhism flourished
in India. From B.C. 260 for five centuries all monuments in India
are Buddhist. Fergusson calls this earliest style " a wooden art,
painfully struggling into lithic forms." Gateways and d i n g s of
=on ry were imitated from the earliest forms c y ~ e d
out of timber.
The Buddhist remains consist of rock inscriptiom: Zat8 or pillars4
with iiscriptions, topes or stwpaa, rock-hewn temples, and yihor monasteries. The inscriptions on the rocks and pillars had already
received full attention from James Prinsep and his predecessm.
The topes have been examined by General Cunningham, Colonel
Maisey, Sir Walter Elliot, and'others.
The most important group of topes," or vmt mounds for the reception of relics, is near Bhilsa in the Bhopal State of Central India.
There. are about 30, but that known as the Sanchi Tope is the
largest, and indeed the finest in Central India, the dome being 42 feet
high and faced with masonry. It is surrounded by a stone fence
consisting of uprights 'with three horizontal cross pieces, and is
approached by four masonry gateways covered with sculpture. The
was first injudiciously dug into by Sir H.Maddock in
Sanchi
1819. Captain E. Smith sent copies of the sentenma carved on

TO^^

&.port on the Illustration of the Archaic Architecture of India," Appendix E.
'' Report on the Archaeology of the Kistna District."
3 The rock inscriptions are at Girner in%uzerat, at Dhauli near Cuttack, at
Giri near Peahawvur, and a fourth copied by General Cunninghanl at Debra Dhoon.
4 The lats are, 1,-thnt
of Feroze Shah at Delhi ; 2, another of iron neer Delhi;
3, that in the fort at Allahebad ; 4, 5 , 6 , near the Gunduck in Tirhoot; and 7,
as a roller on the Benares r
od by an engineer officer.
6 An Afghan word, meaning *-solid mound of meeonry. It is the aeme ee the M
thupo, and Sanscrit stupa, e mound of tumulns. .
1
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the pillars to James Prinsep in 1857, and Captain W. Murray made
a series of drawings? I n January 1851 the Bhilso Topes were
minutely examined and opened by Major Alexander Cunningham,
an enthusiastjo scholsr and antiquary, and a friend of James Prinsep,
with whom was associated Lieutenant P. Maisey, who had previously
been employed in deecribing the antiquities at Kalinjar.' Colonel
Maisey executed a beautiful series of drawings in 1854, and a series
of photographi of the Sanchi Tope was taken by LLutenant Waterhouse. General Cunningham published a full description of the,
Bbilsa Topes, with an interesting sk~tch'"of the rise and progress of Buddhism, in the same year ;s and Mr. Fergusson's superb
work on " Tree and Serpent ,Worship," illustrated ' by Lieutenant ~aterhousk'sphotographs and by lithographs of Colonel
Mrtisey'~ drawings of the Sanchi Tope, appeared. in 1868.'
A
brief account of the Bhilsa ~ o ~will
e salso be found in the "History
of 'Architect~re."~
The Amravsti Tope is another magnifioeat..Buddhist monument.
I t is in the Guntur district near the mouth of the Kistna, and
elaborats dlawings mere made of it, and of its minutely carved
stones in the laet century, by Colin Mrtckenzie. He first visited
the spot in 1597, and in 1816 he caused careful plans and maps,
and 80 drawings of sculptures, to be mado by his assistants, which
are unsurpassed for accuracy and beauty of. f h i ~ h . Sir
~ .Walter
Elliot, who was Commissioner in .Guntur in 1840, excavated a
portion of the monument, sad mnt 160 W m e n t s of soulpture to

,

.
.

16'J.A.S.B.,"vi.,pt.i.,p.451.

" Report to the Government of the N. W. Provinces, 1847." Kalinjnr is mentioned in the Vedas.
s c t The ~ h i l s aTopes or Buddhist mouuments of Central India ; comprising a brief.
sketch of the rise, progress, slid decline of Buddhism," by Brevet Major Alexander
Cunningham (Bengal Engineers). Illust,rated with 33 plates. London, 1854.
Serpent Worship;" or illustrat.ions of mythology and art in India in
4 6c Tree
the first and fourth .centuries after Christ, from the sculptures of the Buddhist Topes
a t Sanchi and Amravnti, prepared under the authority of the Secretary of State for
India in Council, with introductory essays and doscriptions of the plates," by James
Fergusson, Esq., F.R.S. (London, Indin Museum, 1868.)
'6. Fergusson's "History of Architecture," ii., p. 463.
0 "Asiatic Researches," ix., p. 2'72. Three copies of Colin Mackenzie's drawings
were made, one for the library of the Court of Directors, one for the Asiatic Society
of Bengal, and a third for Madraa. Specimens of sculpture werc also sent to the
India House. See "Description of the Amravati Tope in Guntoor," by J m m
Fergusson.--Jarmal of tk Royal Asiatic Society, N.B., iii., p. 132.

a Ibid., pt. i., vol. xvii., p. 171 ; and

.
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Madras,' which were forwarded to the India House in 1856.
Some of these sculptures were exhibited in the museum at Fyfe
House, and the others, on account of want of space, were placed
in store, where they remained until they were brought to the
notice of Nr. Fergusson, at vhose desire photographs were taken
of the entire series. The whole of these remarkable sculptures
have recently been arranged in the inner court of the I n d k Office ;
and 52 photographs of them, with descriptions by Mr. Pergusson
and a map, are published ill- 't Tree and Serpent W~rsliip."~
The examination of the Jalalabad' Topes by Masson, and of
those in the Punjab by Ventura and Court, took pike in Prinsep's
time, and has already been alluded to. There is another group
of Buddhist ruins near Benares, called Sarnath, the principal
of which is a' tower 100 feet high. It was opened in 1835 by
General Cunningham, who made the excavations, as well as a
set of drawings of the elaborate ornament of the p a t tower,
entirely at his own expense. Subsequently, some further excavations were made at sarnith, at Government expense, under the
superintendence of Captain Kittoe, in 1852. After his departure
they were continued by Mr. Edward Thomas and Professor
Hall.
The cave temples have been visited arld noticed by numerous
travellers from the time of Thevenot, and described in detail by
Mr. Fergusson ' in his " Illustrations of the Rock-cut Temples of
India." ~ r . ' ~ i l s o of
n , Bombay, has also written two memoirs bn
the rock-cut temples. At the suggestion of Mr. Fergusson in 1850,
the Asiatic Society had represented' to the Court of Directors the
propriety of taking steps for the preservation of the cave temples
and other ancient monuments: and Dr. Wilson then prepared a
1
Selections from the Records of t l ~ eMadras Government," 2d. eeries, No. xxxir,
p. 195.
9 See also " History of Architecture," ii., p. 471.
3 cr Notes on the excavations at Sarnath."-J.
A. S. B. (1834), p. 469.
See aleo the "History of Architecture," ii., p. 479. I n 1863 &fr.
4 [Jbi sup.
Fergusson edited a small volume of 78 photo,araphs of the caves of Ajunta and Ellor%
by Major Gill, which, though contninirlg little that is new, are interesting ns confirming
the accuracy of the l i t h o g ~ p hpublished
~
by Mr. Fergusson 18 years before.
5 Karli cave was described by Lord Vnlentin, nnd fnc-similes of inscriptions were
taken by Dr. Stovenson and Dr. Wilson.
Ajunta caves were first' mentioned in MI-. Erskiuc's paper : a short account of them
was read before the Royal Asiatic Society, by Lieut. J. E. Alexander, in 1829 (Trans.
R. A. S., iii., p. 62). Mr. Ralph also described them in the J. A. IS.-B.,v. p. 557.
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descriptive list of all the rock temples in Western India.' There +re
900, of which nine tenths are in the Bombay Presidency. Dr. James
.Bird published descriptive accounts of the sculptures in the caves?
Westergaard .,gave a brief account of some minor caves near Karli:
Sir Bartle Fiere described those a t Karadh and a t Wai,' and
Colonel Sykes wrote a paper on inscriptions from Buddh caves near
J ~ o n u r . ~The Court of Directors, through the efforts of Colonel
Sykes, employed Major Gill .to copy the paintings in the caves, and
he was engaged upon this work for twenty years. Eventually s
serics of qil paintings was transmitted to the India House. The
p~intingswere exhibited in the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, where
they mere all burnt in December 1867, except four, which had been
forgotten to be sent, and which are now at the India Office.
Unfortunately some application that had been made to the originals
in the caves, to bring them out more clearly for copping, has injured
them irremediably, and they are now rapidly fading away."
The r u t h or rock-hewn edifices at Mavalipuram, near Srtdras, on
the Coromandel coast, which were described in the last century by
Chambers and Qoldingham, and. are commonly known as tho
seven pagodas, are classed by Mr. Fergusson as forms of Buddhist architecture adopted by ,the hind^.^ He considers them to
be close copies of a Bdddhist storied vehara or monastery. The
most complete descriptions of these monuments were written by

.

Fec-similes, transcripts, and translations of the inscriplions were made by Dr. ~ h a u
Dajee in 1863. See "Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Asiatic Society," vii.? p. 53.
Ello~ncaves were first described by Sir C. Mallet. in the "Asiatic ltesearches."
Drawings were taken by Mr. Wales; and Colonel Sykes wrote a paper on them in
vol. iii. of the 4 L Transactions of the Bombay Literary Society."
Aurungabed caves were first described by Dr.' Bird. Junegad and Girnnr cave&
were visited by Dr. Wilson.
1 cb Memoirs on the cave temples, and monasteries of Western-India," by Dr. Wilsc~n,
Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Asiatic Society, iii., p. 36:; iy., p. 340.
2 Historical researches on the origin and principles of the J3ouddha and Jain
religions, illustrated by descriptive accounts of sculptures in the.caves of Weatcrn
1
India," by James Bird.-lbid., ii., p. 71.
Ibid., i., p. 438.
4 Ibid., iii., p. 36, and p. 108.
6
Journal of the Royal Aeiatic Society," iv., p. 287.
" ' ~Mr.
t Fergusaon's suggestion, the p h s , photographs, and drawings of Aj~inta
and other temples were purchased from Major Gill by the Government in 1868 ; 61
negatives, 36 pcncil drawings, and books containing ground plans and sketches.
. 7 bc History of Architecture," ii., p. 502.

Dr. Babington, who gives drawings and copies of ~nscriptions,'
and by Sir Walter Elliot ;8 and they are also described by Bishop
Heber in his journaLS The Madras Government have recently
printed all these papers together, in a' amall octavo volume, edited
by Captain Carr, with a map drawn under instructions from
Colonel Prieetley

.'

'.

3. Draaidiaa Architecture.
The Dravidian style of architecture extends over all India south
of the river Kistna, except Mysor, and had its origin in the three
ancient kingdoms of Pandya, Chola, and Chera. The .Dravidian
temples are of vast extsnt and magnificent design. They consist of
the vimana or shrine, the rnmtaparr or porches leading to it, the
g o p r h or lofty gate pyramids in the quadrangular surrounding
waIls, and the pillared halls or chooltries. I n 1830 a learned native
of Tanjor, named Ram Raj, wrote an essay on the architecture of
Southern India. His project was to collect treatises on architecture
in the native languages, collate them, and produce an exposition
such as should enable a European reader to form an opinion on. the
system. The holy Rivhi Aghastya, who brought the first Brahman
colony into Southern India, is said to have written a treatise on
architecture, and others were also composed in ancient times, which
collectively were called 8ilpa Sastra, but' few traces of them remain..
One, d l e d M4n&a, on the building of sacred edifices, and eight
others, are extant. From these sources Ram h 'described the
mouldings of pedestals, the hases, pillars, shape of the padma or
lotus, and other architectural details. But his descriptions and
illustratione are more applicable to the modern system of temple
building, and are of no great arch~eologicalvalue?
Trsnsrictions of the Royal h i a t i c Society," ii., p. 258.
rcMedresJournal of Literature and Science," xiii., pt., i., p. 46., and pt. ii., p. 36.
&'Aguide to the sculptlures and excavations at Mamallaipur,generally known aa the
seven pagodas, by Lieut. John Braddock ;archseological notes by Rev.
M. Taylor,
and a supplementa~yaccount of the remains at LSalvnn Cuppam, by Walter Elliot."
9 iii., p. 216.
4 CcDescriptiveand historical papers relating to the seven pagodas, on the C o w
mandel Coast," by G. W. Chambers, J. Goldinghnm, B. G. Babington, Rev. G. W.
Mahon, Lient. J. Braddock, Rev.
Taylor, Sir Walter Elliot, and C. Gubbine, Esq.
Edited by Captain 36.
Cam.-Mrw, 1869, 8vo.
6 Ram Raz was a native judge nt Bangalore.
He was horn in about 1790, and died
in 1838. His work wes published by the Oriental Translation ~ u n d . ' "Eseay on the
Architecture of the Hindus," by Ram Raz. (48 plates. London. 1884.)
1
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The only complete account of the Dravidian temples will he
found in Mr.Fergueuon's " History of bchitecture,"' and they are
best illustrated in Daniell's great volumes of engravings. Descriptions will be found-of some of the Southern Indian temples in the
manuscript memoirs of thc early Topographical Surveys, and there
are scattered notices el~ewhere.~Mr. Fergusson considers the style
to be well deserving of mom attention than has hitherto been
bestowed upon it, and tbat the buildings to which it gave rise,
often combine grandeur of form with great beauty of detail.
Of late .years the Mhdras Government have, from tinie to time,
shown an interest in the pmervation and illustration of architectural monuments. I n Lord Harris's time, and at the instance of
Sir ~ s l t e Elliot,
r
Captain Tripe, of the 61st Regiment, was appointed to execute a series of photographs; but he only held the
offioe for. three or four years, and it was abolished by Sir Charles
~ r e v e l ~ a nDuring
.
that time he took photographs of most of the
.edifioes in the southern half of Mysor, and the whole of the inscriptions on the great temple of Tanjor. But unluckily the
photographs were not well fixed, and have since faded sadly. In
1857 the W r a a Government ordered district engineer officers to
report upon the ancient architectural remains in their several
districts. This order was issued, irrespective of the tastes and
knowledge of the subject of those who were expected to attend to
it, and it naturally bore little fruit. Mr. Fraser, the engineer
at Coimbatore, took great pains withmhis report, and sent in a description of temples, tumuli, cromlechs, and other monuments.
Captain Harington reported upon an inscription on a rock in
Ganjam, Captain Mullins upon an ancient inscription on a tank in
Nellor, Captain Emery sent in annual reports on the architectural
remains in Cuddapah, Captain Prendergast described the old fort at .
h o t , and Lieutenant Drewer reported upon the .ruins at Gur~eppah.~Dr. Hunter, the Superintendent of the Government
Industrial Schools at Madraa, has trained pupils in photography,
and sends them out to take photographs of the most interesting
'

.

ii., pp. 568684.
a See sn ~coountof the temple of Remisweram, with a plan, by Lieut. Christopher,
I. N, in the "Jo~unalof tbe Bombay Geographicel Society," vol. vii.
A deecription of the temple end other edifices at Madma will be found in TRIvele
in Peru and I n d v by Clements R. Markham, p. 415.
8 cr Madma Journal of Literature aod Science," a.e, d.
vi. (1861).
1
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BENGALI AND CHALUKYAN ARCHITECTURE.

remains in various parts of the Presidency. The Government
have also recently employed Captain Lyon to execute' a series
of photographs designed to illustrate the ancient architecttire of
Southern India,' but there is a great want of accurate plans and
descriptions.
4. Bengali Architecture.

Dravidian temples are a t once recognized by their pyramidal
form, distinction of storeys, a;nd separation into compartments by
pilasters. The Bengali or northern temples, on the contrary, have
no trace of divisiou into storeys, no pilasters,-and a curvilinear outline, with a polygonal base. The best examples are found at
Bolaneswar, in Orissa, and round the' temple of Jagarnath, and
thence across India as far as Dharwa,~. The style first appears i n
tlie 6th or 7th century, but Mr. Fergusson looks upon its origin as
mysterious and unaccountable, and as one of the
that
await solution. He is inclined to date back its invention to a period
anterior to Buddhism.

5 . Chalzckya Architecture.
This style is that of Gajrat, Mysor, and Rajputanzl, and originated with the Rajpoots, the Scythian hordes which entered India
during the first two or three centuries after Christ. The most
magnscent remains are at Halabid, and Bellur, in Mysor, and
there are others in various parts of Mysor and Dharwar. The
Halabid temple, which was built at the same time as Lincoln and
Salisbury cathedrals, is perhaps the finest example of minute and
elaborate carving made subservient to unity and grandeur of general
effect that is to be found in India. Mr. Fergusson considers it t o be
among the nlost marvellous exhibitions of patient human labour the
world ever producedbz
1 ' L Notes to accompany a series of photographs designed t o illustrate the ancient
awhitecture of Southern India, taken for the Government and described by Cnptnin
Lyon." Edited by James Ferguwn, F.R.S. (London, Marion & Co., 22 & 23, Soho
Square, 1870.)
z "Architecture in Dharwar and Mysore, photographed by the late Dr. Pigou,
A. C. B. Neill, Escl., and Colonel Briggs, R.A., with a memoir by Colonel Meado*s
Taylor, and architectural notes by James Fergusson." (Murray, 1866, folio.)
This superb work contains 52 plates illustrative, of Chalukya architecture, including
the Hullabeed and Belloor temples, and the ruined city of Bijayanuggur.
See also the bL IIistOy of Architecture," ii. p. 609.

JAINA ABCHITECTDEE.

6. J h Architecture.
The templa of the Jains me nearly as numerous and quite as
elaborate aa those of any other sect in India. The most extensive
group is that on the sao;ed hill of Satrungya, nem Palitam, where
the templee exist literally in hundreds, some of great beauty and
maguificence. They have been well described by Mr. Burgees, and
photographed by Messrs. Sykes and Dyer of Bombay,' and also by
Captain Lyon. Mr. Burgees has also illustrated the Jain temples
at Girnar, which form the p u p next in importance in Gujdt.'
I n the same neighbourhood are the wonderful white mmble temples
on Mount Abu, and further on that of Sadri? one of the most
elaborate and extensive temples of the class in India, built by a
Rana of Udaipur, in about the middle of the fifteenth century.
Jain temples are dso found all dong the western mast as far ss
Belpum, and there is an importa;nt establishment of this sect at
Mgola,' in the Mysor country. Jain temples are also found on
Mount .Parianath and other placea in Bengal, and throughout the
Central Provinces. No temple, in its present form, is earlier than
A.D. 1000, while many hundreds were built within the present
century. In elabomteness of detail, and in elegance of form, they,
in some respoc.ts, surpass even the thirteenth century buildings of
the Chal~kyas.~

I
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1 6bSat~ngya,photographed by Sykee and Dyer, with explanatory text by
J. M. Burge~as."-(Folio. Bombay, 1869.)
a "Somnath, Girnar, and Jnnaghad, photographed by Sykea and Dyer, with
Bombay, 1869.)
deecriptive letter-prese by J. M. Burgess."-(Folio.
See also the 1b Account of the remains of the temple at Somnath," by Alexander
Burnes (1834)rJmtn. R. A. S, v, p. 104.
8 See " Tad's BBjtdm."
4 6' Architecture of Dharwar, MYBOIW,
h."
~oionelTod's Tnrvele in Western India."
6 For sccounta of Jaina Temple, see
Also his 6b Annals and Antiquities of Rajast'han, or the Central and Western Rajput
f3t.tea7*(2 vola 4to. London, 1829.) I t contains a plate of a Jaina temple at
&mir, and others. There is* alao an account of the Jaina in "The Cities of
Gujarsehtra, their topography and history," by Henry George Briggs. (Bombay, 4to.
1847.) Colin Mackenzie's account of the Jaina is in the " Asiatic Researches," vii.,
p. 176 ; Dr. Bird's, on the origin and principles of their religion, in the 4b Journal of the
Bombay Branch, A. S." ii, p. 71. " Account of the remains of the temple of Patan
Somneth," by A. Bnrnes (1834).-Journal of the Royal AsicrLic ~ W t yv.,, p. 104.
Lient. Poetans wrote accounts of the Jaina tamplee at Badresir and Badransgiri in
m h . - - J . A. S. B., vii., p. 431. See also tbe uHi~toryof Architecture," ii., p. 620;
and the " Asiatic Researches," vol. xvi, p. 284.
(13441.)
R

7. Sa~accmicArchitectwe.
The beautiful mosques and tombs of the Muhammadanlr, which
are scattered over nearly an p&s of India except the extreme
south, wkre the Grst monuments to attract the attention of travellers,
and are those which have been most thoroughly examined. The
various styles bear the impress of the localities in which they were
originated ; combining the general features of Islamism with many
speoial details peculiar to native art. According to Mr. Fergusson's
division the earliest Muhammadan style is that of the Patans at
Delhi, which possessefl a certain stem severity. It includes the
Kutub Minar, a careful plan of which has been made by Mr. Fergusson, and the tombs of Altumsh and Togluk. The dates of the
Patan monuments range from 1196 to 1236, and much of their
detail is copied from the old Jaina edifices. Tbe tomb of Altumsh
is mentioned as a remarkable example of Hindu art applied to
Muhammadan purposes? At Gour, where the Patans established
their Bengal capital, the buildings are peculiaz for their segmental
form of roof and cornice, representing the bamboo roofs of huts
in Lower Bengal. The large mosques and tombs at Jaunpur
(A.D. 1397-1478), fine illwtrations of which may be seen in the
volumes of Daniell, are noticeable instances of the use of Hindu
forms. At Ahmedabad the mosques and tombs are in the Jaina
style in every detail. The Jama Masjid at Ahmedabad ie one of
the most beautiful mosques in the east. Its 16 domes are supported
by 260 pillars, and perforated stone screens of exquisite beauty
exclude the glare of the sun. A aeries of photographs of the
ahmedabad edifices by Colonel Brim baa recently been published
in a magnificent volume, to which Premchund Ramchund, a Jaina,
of Gujdt, contributed 1,0001.9 The style of architecture at Bij*
pbF forms an exception to the usual idlqence of Hindu art on
Muhammadan buildings. I n that wonderful city everything is
pervaded by Muslim iderts. From the time of Tsvernier, many
observers have recorded the wonders of BijapGr. After the visits
of Moore and Sydenham, Colonel Sykes contributed notea respecting
the principal remains of the ruined city: and Dr. Bird m t e a paper
1

" Aeiatic Researches," iv., p. 813.

.

a Architecture of Ahmedabad, photographed by Colonel Brigga. Hietorid
sketch, by Theodore C. Hope, Bombay Civil Service. Architectural No* by Jarnee
Fergmson." (4to., Murray, 1866.) 120 photographic platea See aleo "Forbes's

Oriental Memoire," iii., ch. xxx.
8 rc Tramactions of the Literary Society of Bombay,"iii., p. 56.

on the mim of Bijaph and its Persian inscriptions? I n 1866 a
work on Bijapbr, containing 46 photographs and four woodcuts,
with memoirs by Colonel Meadows Taylor and Mr. Fergusson, was
published by Murray, chiefly at the expense of a wealthy native of
Indirt named Kursondaa Madhowda~.~The Mogul architecture,
represented in the tomb of Akbar, and above all in the Taj Mahal,
that great triumph of art, has been thoroughly examined and
illustra,ted, and the monuments of that period will now, there is
rertson to hope, be well and carefully preserved.
The extensive p h a at Brahminabad, in Sind, do not come under
the head of any of the architectural styles, but they are too interesting to be omitted in this enumeration. The great city, entirely built
of baked bricks, and nearly four miles in circumference, was the
capital of a Hindu dynasty &om about the seventh to the eleventh
century. It was entirely destroyed by an earthquake, and nothing
but one tower is intact. We are indebted to Mr. Bellasis for a
detailed account of these ruins, and he discovered beautiful
engravings on carnelian and agate, and other relics among the
debris?
8. Cob and Irrsmiptiow.

The collection and deciphering of coins and plates is an important branch of Indian arohzeological research, because, by the
study of such relics alone can the chronology and sequence of the
ancient dynasties be ascertained. It has been seen that much was
done in thG line in the time of the rlsiatic Researchee ; and the
scattered numismatic memoirs of James Prinsep have been collected and reprinted. Mr. Wathen discovered .and reported upon
ten inscriptions on stone and copper in the Deccan: and, besides
the great collection of 8wmuma made by Colin Mackenzie, which
have already been mentioned, Sir Walter Elliot haa done great
Journsl of the Bombay Branch of the Aaiitic Society? i., p. 367.
Architecture at Beejapore, from drawings by Captain Hurt and A. Cumming,
C.E.; and photographs by Colonel Briggs and Major Loch. Memoir by Colonel
Meadows Taylor, and hchitectural Notee by James Ferguaaon." (Folio. Murray.
1866.)
s cc An Account of the Ancient and Ruined City of Brahminabad, in Sind," by
A. F. Bel1ssis.-Bombay Branch, R.A.S., v., p. 413 (1856.)
4 '' Essays on Indian Antiqnitie4'' by the late James Prinsep. (2 vols., 1858.)
"Ten inscriptions on stone and copper found on tho west coast of India, and
translated by W. H. Wothen, with.remarksby II.H. W i l s o n . " T o t ( ~ lof the Royal
Asiatic Society; ii., p. 378.
1
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COINS AND INSCRIPTIONS.

service to Indian historical knowledge by his labours in this branch
of inquiry. He obtained copies of 695 inscriptions, collected in
Dharwar, Sunda, and North Mysor. Most of them are engraved on
blocks of basalt, others are carved on pillars of temples, and a few
consist, of d&ds on sheets of copper. The monumental stones are '
invariably in Cmarese; the others are in Sanscrit, with Canarese
words intermixed. They all record grants of land 01: money, or
transfers of rights to temples, and relate to four dynasties reigning
over the Deccan, the oldest being the Chalukya dynasty of Rajpbts? Sir Walter Elliot also contributed two important papers
on t*hecoins of Southern 'India, with descriptions and plates. A
large collection was formed by Colin Mackenzie, and deposited in
the India Museum ; and there are scattered notices of other cabinets
which have enabled Sir Walter to furnish a lucid review of the
subject.8 He points out that the only trustworthy data, from which
a knowledge of the earlier southern dynasties and kingdoms can be
obtained, am the contemporary records offered by deeds inscribed
on stone and copper, and by coins. In the north of India, numismatics have found zealous students in James Prinsep, Wilson,
Cunningham, and Edward T h o r n . In hie paper on the coins of
the Ghazni Kings, collected in Afghaniatan by Mr. Mamon, and
now in the India OfficeMuseum, Mr. Thomas throws doubt on the
assertion that Mahmud was the iirst Sovereign who used the title
of S u l h , and shows that one of his successors, Modud (A.D. 1041),
adopted the Siva bull or lzartdi as a device. Mr. Thomas, by means
of coins, has also illustrated the history of the LJaasan~s,the
epoch of the Sah Kings of Gujdt, the chronology of the Bactrian
Kings, of the Gupta dynastg, of the Patan Sultans of Hindustan,
and of the Parthian Arsacidae? General Cunningham has contri-

,

1 First published in the
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," iv., p. l., (1836),
but the paper wae incorrectly printed, and wes re-published more accurately in the
fi Madras Journal," vii., p. 190.
Numismatic Gleanings, being descriptions of the Coins of Southern India," by
Sir Walter Elliot.-Bfadraa Journal, iii., p. 220.
Wileon wrote a paper on the Collection of Colin Mnckenzie in the " f i e t i c
Raearches," vol. xvii. Moore figured 23 specimens of coins of Southern India, which
were bought by Major Price at the prize sale of Tippu's Treasury, in his 6c Hindu
Pantheon," and a series of Mysor coins in his Narrative of Little's detachment,"
p. 455. See a h Prinsep's notice of Southern Indian coins in the "Journal of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal," vol. vi., plate xx.
8 In the
Journale of the Asiatic Society," fbr 1848, 1849, 1852, 1859, 1862, and
1866, there are 16 papere by Mr. Thomas on eastern coinq bound up as "Tracts on
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buted papers on Bactrian and Indo-Scythian coins, and on the
coins of the Indian Buddhist Satraps.' The few pre-Muhammadan
written histories are so confused as regards dates and the succeasion of mngs that nothing reliable could be established without
the aid of coins and deeds; and even as regards the records of
Ferishb and other Muhammadan authors, coins are of essential use
as corroborative evidence. Thus there can be no doubt of the great
importance of this branch of the investigation.
In 1874 Mr. Thomas undertook, with the co-operation of the most
learned oriental numismatists, to edit a new issue of Marsden's
" Numismata OrientaLia."8 Each author will give a history of the
dpaaty whose coins are the subject of review, a critical list of
regal succession, a notice regaxding values of current coins, and a
resume of the sites and desigonations of mint cities. The first Part
of the series, by Mr. Thomas himself, is a very bteresting essay on
ancient Indim weight$, and the origin of a currency in India. It
was published in 1874. The section on the coins of the Saljukis,
Urtuki Turkumans, and Ahbegs was undertaken by Mr. Stanley
Lane Poole, and the Urtuki portion was published in 1876. Four
other parts are completed, namely the coins of Ceylon by M i . Rhys
Davids, those of the T U h i Dynasty of Egypt by M i . Rogers of
Cairo, those of the Parthiam by Mr. Percy Gsrdner, and the coinage
of Lydh and Persia from the earliest times to the fall of the AchsI

Oriental Literature," by Edward Thomas, Bengal, C.S. Mr. Thomas has also written
on Cufic and Ssesanian coins in the "Journal of the B. A. S.," vol. xx., pp. 337 and 525.
1 "Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," .ix., pp. 581, 867, xiv., p. 480, xi.,
p. 130, kxiii, p. 679.
International Edition of the Numismata Orientalia," edited by Edward Thomas,
Esq., F.R.S. (Triibner.)
Part I.-",Ancient
Indian Weights," by Edward Thomas, F.R.S. (Triibner,
1874), pp. 74, quarto, with map of the India of Manu.
Part II.-'LCoius
of the Urtuki T u r k u m h , " by Stanley Lane -Poole
(Triibner, 1876), pp. 44, quarto, with Plates.
The Coinage of Lydia and Persia from the Earliest Times to the
Part. 111.-66
Fall of the Dynasty d the Achetmenida," by Richard V. Heed, Assistant.
Keeper of Coins, British Museum. (Triibner 1877), pp. 55, 3 Plates.
Part IV.-"The
Coins of the TGlirni Dynasty '' by Edward T h o w Rogers.
(Triibner 1877), pp. 21, 1 Plate.
Part V.-" The Parthian Coinage," by Percy Gardner, M.A. (Triibner 1877),
pp. 65, 8' Plates.
Part V1.-" On the Ancient Coina and Measures of Ceylon, with a discusaion
of the Ceylon date of the Buddhs's death," by T. W. Rhys Davids, late of
the Ceylon Civil Service. (Triibner 1877), pp. 68, 1 Plate.
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menidae by Mr. Barclay V. Head. Sir Walter Elliot has undertaken
the coins of Southern India, Sir Arthur Phayre those of Arakan and
Pegu, General Cunningham those of the I n d o - S c y t h , Dr. H.
Blochmann of Calcutta those of the Bengal Sultans, M. P. de Sadcy
the early Arabioo-Byzantine adaptations, Professor Gregorief those
of the Russo-Tatar Dpsties, Don Pascual de Gayangos those of
the Kha,lifh of Spain, Dr. Julius Euting those of the Phoenicians,
M i . F. W. Madden those of the Jews, Mr. Reginald Poole those of
the Ikhshidis, M. Sauvaire those of the Fatimites of Egypt, and
Mr. Thomas b l f the Sassanians of Persia.
Regarded aa an introduction to the study of Eastern history this
work will be invaluable. Each section is undertaken by the most
learned m a in Europe on the particular subject to which it is devoted, and his knowledge of numismatics is brought to bear on the
elucidation of history, and especklly of chronology, by the unerring
guidance of coins. As triangulation furnishes the accurate framework by which geogmphical description receives precision, and is
made useful, so the landmarks h e d by the study of coins and inscriptions are the essential guides to a correct knowledge of history.
In future the student of Indian history will no more be able to
dispense with the information contained in the " Numismata Orientalirll" than the geographer can pursue his researches without the
aid of the,surveys. Messrs. Triibner and Co. have undertaken this
costly publication entirely at their own expense, and it is to be
hoped that the work will receive that patronage and encouragement
which is undoubtedly its due.
The above enumeration of the various branches into which Ipdian
a,rchological research is now systematically divided will give an
idea of the extent and scope of the subject; and, while showing
how much has already been done, will dso prove how much
remains to be achieved. The great need has always been a proper
organization, which could only be partially attempted by the
Societies at the Presidencies, whose -ble
efforts and encouraging assistance to individual enquiries, though most important,
could not possibly bring the needful power and means to bear.
An efficient archaeologicd survey can only be carried on, with any
prospmt of satisfactory -completeness, through the agency of the
Government.
General Cunningham, the old friend of James Prinsep, whose
zeal and sagacity as an antiquary he emulatee, published his views

on archmlogiaal investigation in 184r8.l But it was not until 1860
that the Government of India instituted an Archseological Survey,
with the object of preserving ancient monuments, resdering them
easy of access, obtaining correct copies of insoriptions and pieces
of sculpture, and thus fmilitating the studies of future antiquaries
and h i a t o w . General Cunningham was the officer selected by
Lord Canning to conduct the opmtions of this survey, m d certainly
no better choice could have been made. As a scholm, tin antiquary,
and a n d t i e t , Cunningham was in the foremost rank ; and he
had alrettdy done important earvice in the examination of the
S w t h and B w a topes, and in other kindred work.
The year 1861-62 was the fist of hneral Cunningham's opem
tiom as arch~ologicalsurveyor. They extended.over the country
between Gtaya and Gtomkpur, on both sides of the Ganges, embracing the principal Rlins in the anoient kingdom of Magadha,
the centre of Indian Buddhism during the period of its ascendancy.
Two Chinese pilgrims, named Fa Hian (A.D. 399-4114)and Hwen
Thsang (A.D. 629-412), whose tevels have been translated by
Mr.Beal and M. Stanislas Julien,' visited India when Buddhism
was in the ascendant, and described m y cities and temples.
It hcse thus been one very important and interesting object among
Indian antiquaries to identify the spots mentioned by these ancient
pilg15.1~. General Cunningham has observedS that as Pliny, in
his eastern geography, follows the route of Alexander, so an inquirer into Indian tarchseology should tread in the footsteps of
the Chinese pilgrims, Hwen Thsang and Fa Hian. During his
labours in 1861-62, G e n e d C u n n i n g h succeeded in i d e n w g
a nmber of Buddhistic ruins of vihaFaa and stupaa with buildings
that are minutely described in the wiitings of the ancient pilgrims. At Buddha Gaya especially, seveml objects enummted
by Hwen Theang were recognized from their exact correspondence
with hie descriptions. Cunningham carefully exambed 24 Rzins
1 16PropoeedArcheeological Investigation," by A. Cnnningham.4ou~alof the
A t i a t i c h i e & of BengaZ, xvii. pt. i., p. 386.
9 The &-at translation of Fs Hian's pilgrimage wan published by Abel R6mueat in

1836, and entitled Fo-Roere-Ri. The English tramlation is by the Rev. S. Beal, late
chaplain of H.M.S. " Sybi1le."-(Triibner, 1869.) 1In 1853, M. Stanisles Julien
pnbliehed hie Hatoire de le Vie de Hiouen Thsang et de sea Voyages dans l'Inde,
tradnite da Chinois ;" which waa followed in 1867 by hie " Memoires sur lea contdes
occidentelen par Hiouen Thsang."-(2 vols. Paria.)
3
J. A. S.B.," xvii. pt. i., p. 635.

,

during hie h t eeaeon, including the cavea in the Barabar hills,
excavated by King Awka. Much had been gone over, in early
days, by Dr. Buchanan Hamilton, but Cllnningham made a more
ca,reful and accurate examination of the Werent ruins, took
impressions of inscriptions, and recommended that some of the
more important pieces of sculpture should bcs photographed. His
first report concludes with a full account of the p a t Buddhist
tower at Sarnath, near Benares, which had been one of the
objects of his earlier research, twenty-six years before. The
operations of 186142 bore fruit in some valuable deductions.
. Thus, judging from the style of an inscription at Gaya, on which
the date is given ss the year 1816 of the nit-nama of Buddha,
General Cnnninghm assigns the year B.C. 477 as the period of
that event, a calculation which has been adopted by Max Muller,
though ti century later than the Ceylon era. By a similar dculation, the dates of the foundation of Rajagriha, the capital of
Magadha, and of Nalanda, once the most famous seat of Buddhistic
learning in all India, are fixed. Interesting accounts are given,
in the Report, of the ruins which he identifies as the sites of these
ancient cities.
I n the season of 1862-63 the surveyor's tour was extended
through Fathigash, Kanouj, Rurki, Khallsi, and M a t h , to
Delhi. He examined the ruins of Sankissa, the spot on which
Buddha alighted when he descended from heaven. At K h a K he
made an impression of that famous inscription of King Asoka,
containing the names of five Grecian Kings, and pronounced the
fifth name, which had not before been made out, to be that of
Ale~ander11. of Epirus. At Mattra and Delhi he copied several
inscriptions, and made numerous drawings and measurements. At
Delhi he examined two human statues lately found inside the
area of the palace walls, and the remains of two statues of elephants in black stone. He thinks it probable that these are the
statues mentioned in Baber's Memoirs as standing outside the gate
of Gwalior, whence they are believed to have been removed by
Aurangzeb. They are now erected in the Delhi Garden, aa unique
specimens of Indian portrait sculpture of life size. General Cunningham made a, complete examination of the ruins in the
vicinity of Delhi. After a ctlreful investigation he came to the
conclusion that not a single stone remains of Indraprastha, the
capital of the Pandus, the most ancient city near the site of

modern Dalhi.' He described, in the Report for this season, the
architectural remrtine attributable to Hindi and to various epochs
of Muhascendancy. He made a careful impression of the
very ilnportant pillm inscription of Asoka, already published by
J m e s Prinsep, and the corrections he has supplied show the
justice of Burnouf's opinion, that a new collation of the pillar
inscriptions would be of the grea,test value."
I n 1863-641the surveyor explored the ruins in the Punjab, and
worked at the identification of the cities and peoples described in.
the expedition of Alexander the Great. Commencing from the
west bank of the Indus; he worked downwards, sn the track of
A.lexmder and the Chinese pilgrims, examining every site mentioned either by the Qrecian writers or by Hwen Thsang. His
accounts of Taxila,, Manibala, and of the scene of Alexander's
battle with Porn on the Jhelum, are especblly intemting. He
also explored, during this season, the famous region watered by the
Saraswati, including Sirhind and Thanesar.
I n the seaeon of 18W66 @nerd Cunningham continued his
labours, explored and described the ancient cities between the
Jamna and Narbada, and drew up an interesting account of the
Dhrrmrrk caves." He had now carefully examined and described
the ruins and inscriptions in nine of the ancient kingdoms of Hindostam." But in 1866 Lord Lawrence abolished the appointment
of Archeological Surveyor, and for a seaaon these useful and important labours were stopped. At the same time their value was
appreciated by the Secretary of State for India, who considered
that they fully justilied the anticipations which wer. entertained
1 The data of the occupation of Indmprastha by Yudhisthira, the eldest of the
P a n d q ie fixed in :the latter half of the 15th century B.C., from certain poeitions of
the planets recorded in the Mnhabharata.
4 Also deeeribed by Fergueeon in his '' Rock-hewn Templee of India"
3 Namely, Magadha (Behar), Mithila (Tirhout), Ayodhya (Oudh), Panchille (Rohilkhand), Antsrbeda (the Doab), Kurukshetra (Thsneesr), Madra Dem, Sindbu Sauriva
(Punjab), and Medhya-desa (Central India).
See c6Rsporiaof the operations of the Archseological Surveyor to the Government
of Indis during the seasons 1861-62, 1862-63,1863-64, 1864-65." There are copies
in the India Office, and in the libraries of the Society of Antiquaries end of the Royal
Aeiatic Society. Theee Reports were re-published in two volumas at Simh in 1871.
Archseological Survey of India. Four Reports made during the yesre 1862 to 1865p
by Alexander Cunningham, C.S.I., Major-General, RE., Director-Genemi of tlla
Archaeological Survey of India, &c. (Simla, 1871.)

by Lord Canning when he first conceived the idea of the survey,
and that similar operations should be set on foot in other parts of
India. The Secretary of State also expressed an opinion that the
preservation of the historical monuments of India, and their murate
description by competent observers, were objech well deserving the
attention of the Government.' General Cunninghtim's survey has
borne rich fruit since his return to England, in his learned work on
the ancient geography of India, in which he discusses the routes
taken by Alexander the Great and by the Buddhist pilgrim, Hwen
Thsang, and identifies the places mentioned by the Grecian and
Chinese writers. His chief discoveries have been Aornos, the rock
fort captured by the Macedonian king ; Taxila, the ancient capital
of N.W. Punjab; Bairht, the capital of Matsya, south of Delhi;
S d a , near Kanouj, the spot where Buddha descended from
heaven ; and N h d a , the most fmous Buddhiet monastery in dl
India.e
In 1868 Lieutenant H. H. Cole was appointed to conduct an
archaeologid survey in the North-West Provinces and the Puujab.
l
He was occupied until November in examining the p ~ c i p aancient
templea of Kaahmir, with a photographer, and afterwards surveyed
the ancient buildings in the neighbourhood of M a M , accompanied
by the Itev. W.Simpson, who took 58 photographs. I n May 1869
Lieutenant Cole left Bombay for England, to make arrangements
for casting one of the great stone gateways of the Sanchi tope.
Three sappew were trained in the most recent methods of making
e h t i c moulds with gelatine, and in October 1869 Lieutenant Cole
returned to India with these men and the necessary materiah. It
took 60 carts to convey the 28 tons of material from Jabalphr to
Sanchi, which was reached in January 1870. There were 737 square
feet of carved work on the gateway, to be cast in 112 pieces. The
work was completed in February, asd the pieces composing the
"parent" cast were mrefully packed and sent to England to be
fitted together, in order that copies of the gateway might be reproduced for the museums at Kensington, Dublin, and Edinburgh.
Detailed drawings were made of the other gateways.
Despatch (Public Works) June 24th, 1864, No. 28.
~9
91
June 16th, 1866, No. 29.
a "The Ancient Geography of India. I. The Buddhist period, including the
campaigue of Alexander, and the travels of Hwen Thaang!' By Alexander Cunningham, Major-General, BS.--(Triibner 18?1. 13 maps.)
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It was decided to publish two volumes illustrative of the Archzol o g i d Survey conducted by Lieutenant Cole. The hat contains
the photographs of the Kashmirirtn .temples, with descriptions.
The second containa photographs of the buildings round Mattra,
with descriptive notea. Lieutenant Cole considered that the principd aims to be kept in view in collecting iudtmtiona should be to
show the faith and state of civilization of the natives who occupied
m y particular period or locality, as represented in their sculptured
m h i h t u r e , to offer a means of elucidating the true position of
mhiteature in India by widening the base of observation, to
instruct native builders and artizans in different Indian styles, and
to furnish the means of selecting appropriate forms out of which to
design municipal and other buildings for native purposes?
In 1869Dr. Forbes Watson of the India Office drew up a valuable
report on the various means of Uushting the archaic architecture
of India, by means of photogmphs, h w i n g s , plans, and sectio~w,
models, moulds, and casts. In the appendices attached to the
report there is a memorandum by
Fergusson on the architectural
objects in India, of which it is desirable to obtain photographs,
with some account of tlie work of this kind tbat has already been
done ; and two others on objeds for cabsts,8 and on the conservancy
and representation of ancient monuments. He considers that plane
and descriptions, accompanied by photographs and drawings, would
convey more information than castings, and at the same time aid
the selection of objects that should be cast; and he urgea that an
officer should be appointed in eaoh Presidency, to devote his whole
time to archseology.
In August 1867the Government of India had forwmded a circular
to the Local Governments, expressing their sense of the desirability
of conserving ancient mchihtuEa1 structures or their remains,
and other works of & in India, and of organizing a system for
photographing them. Lists were called for, of dl such remains

&.

1

uAr&88010gical Survey of India," Lieut. H. H. Cole's Report for the year

186S70.

,

a He recommends that cesta should be taken of various sculptures in the Calcutta,

Madra, and Lahore museums, of thoee in the Udyagiri caves near Cattack, of objects
at the bleck pagoda, of the rail once surrounding the bo tree at Budh Gaya, of fragments of the Buddhist rail at Mattra, of the carved detailrr on the old Patan tomb
and mosques, of the Somnmth gates in the Agra arsenal, of the pillars and brackets of
Akbar'e tomb,eculpturea at Elephants, the double elephant capitala at gSrli, and amlptureeat Halabid.

,

.

mume those useful and i n b t i n g la,boura which had already
occupied so many y e m of his life, in December 1870.
So long ago as in 1848, General Cllnninghtlm had pointed out the
necessity for confiding the selection of objects for preservation to
an instruoted archmlogist, with a knowledge of ancient Indian
history, and that without such a guide the labours of the best draftsmen and photographers would be thrown away. Under such trained
supervision, however, much important and valuable work has been
done ; and a glance at the appendices by Mr. Fergusson ahd General
Cunningham at the end of Dr. Forbes Watson's report will give
some idea of the amount of work that remains to be done before
the archamlogid survey of India approaches completion. There
were portions of the Central Provinces which are rich in ancient and
most interesting remains, but whioh were unexplored. Much also
awaited investigation in G&jmt and Kach, from Sadri to Somnath.
At a place called Ajmirghur them is a sacred trtnk whence flow the
sources of the rivers Elon, Narbada, and Mahanadi, and the spot
is surrounded by temples. This region required examination ; and
Mr. Ferguseon thought it possiblc that here the problem of the origin
of that Bengali style of architecture which had hitherto puzzled
him might be salved. The districts round the delta of the Krishna,
- including the beautiful and ancient temples of Shrichellum, are full
of antiquities of great intemt, utterly unknown to Europeans ; and
the sculpturea at A m v a t i , in the Krishna district, had not yet a l l
been photographed in dtzc.l The rock inscription in b j a m , which
is another version of the Asoka edict, required photographing.
The buildings about Kalyan and Deoghur, the central region of
the Chalukya style of architeuture, were also unexamhed, as well
as the Saracenic monuments of the Bahmani and Golconda dynasties in the Decoan ; and a good Aurvey of Vegi, the capital of a
~ i d d hdynaety before the foundation of the Emtern Chalukya
- kingdom, was another desideratum.
In 1871 General Cunningham commenced work with the aid of
two assistants, Mr. J. D. Beglar and Mr. A. C. L.Carlleyle, beginning with a survey of the two great capitals of the Mongol Empire,
Delhi rtnd Agra. Mr. Carlleyle undertook the survey of Agra, and
1 Mr. Ferguseon, in June 1868, suggested that the photographers engaged in obeeming the eclipse of the sun, as soon es they had done their work, should be instructed
to photograph the eculptures at Amravati, the ca?es and temples at Dachapalli in tho
Palnaud district, and the caverns in Ellor. But nothi&was done then. Since that
time Mr. Sewell has been at work at Amravati. .See p. 272.
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Mr. Beglar that of Delhi, and both surveys were completed in Ootober
1871. In 18'72 Mr. Carlleyle w a sent to Rajpuhna, and M i . Beglaz
to Bandalkhand, General Cunningham himself visiting BXattura,
Buddha Gaya, Gour, and other points of interest. The reports of
explorations at Delhi, Agra, and in the Doab, comprise the third
volume of the reports, being those for 1871-72.'
This volume also
contains a detailed account of General Cunningham's plan for
executing the survey, with the memorandum of instructions to his
assistants. The fourth volume consists of the detailed reports on
Delhi by Mr. Beglar, and on Agra by Mr. Carlleyle? The fifth
volume contains an account of General Cunningham's tour in the
Punjab during the cold semon of 1872-73.8 The chief results during
this tour were the acquisition of a new copy of the rock inscription
of h o k a at Shahbazrgarhi, and of an extensive collection of
Buddhist sculptures of the Indo-Scythian period.
I n 1872-73 General Cunningham and Mr. Beglar explored the
greater part of the Central Provinces, the General taking the
western, and Mr. Beglar the w t e r n half. The most interesting
discovery was at Bharahut, nine miles to the south-eaat of the
Sutna railway station, and 120 miles south-west of Allahabad. Here
is the site of an old city, and of a large brick stwpa 68 feet in
diameter. The colonnade of the Bharahut stwpa is of the same
Bhilsa, but at
age and style as that of the great Sanchi s t ~ p anear
,
Bharahut every pillar and every railing is sculptured with an inscription on almost every stone. From the characters of the inscriptions
the erection of the railing is assigned to the age of Asoka, or about
B.C. 250. A full description of these important discoveries will be
found
in the "Abstract of the Reports of the Surveys for 1872-73."4
-I n order to carry into effect the proposals made by the S e c r e w
of State for India in a despatch of the 11th October 1871, with a
view to the production of a complete survey of the Rock Cut
Temples of Western India, the Government of Bombay, in July
1873, submitted rt scheme for the survey of the archaeological
remains in Western India, suggesting the employment of Mr. J.
Burgess to conduct the survey. The Government of India, in
sanctioning this scheme,'however, introduced a clause limiting the
published at Calcutta'in 18'73.
s Published at Calcutta in 1874.
8 published at Cdcuth in 1875.
4 pages 84 to 40. See alao the
Geographical Magaim '! fbr Auguet 1874, p. 200.
1

area of mearch to the Bombay Presidency, and restricting the
expenditure to such an amount as to allow only Rs. 3,000 for

-

I
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establishment, photography, soaffolding, &c. per annum.
Mr.
Burgess returned to Bombay in January 1874, and, with one School
of Art student and an assistant, he started on the 24th January for
Vingorla en route for Belghm, where he began work on the 2nd of
February. He completed the season's work in the field on the 16th of
April at Aiwalli, and his cc Report of the Operations of the Archsological Survey of the Bombay Presidency for 1874" wm published
in London in the same year by Messrs. Allen. The operations were
confined to the Belghm and Kaladgi districts, and the work which
records them is a handsome quarto containing 37 plates and 19
photographs, out of 64 photographs that were taken.
During 1874-75 W.Burgess was engaged in the examination of
antiquities in Ahmedabad, Katiawar, and Kach, and made a complete set of impreesiohs of the great h o ' h insoription at. Qirdr,
which is now lodged in the India Office Library. The work in the
field occupied him from October 18'741to April 1876, and is reoorded
in a quarto volume published in 1876:-g6Report on the An" tiquities of Kathiawad and Kmhh, being the result of the second
season's operations of the Arch~ologicalSurvey of Western India,
1874+75," by James Burgess, with numerous photographs. The
section on the SAh and Qupta coins is by Mr. E. Thomas.
Since 1872 Mr. Burgess has edited a, vaIuable periodical at
Bombay, called the "Indian Antiquary," which is published
monthly. It is devoted to oriental research, and contains articles
on the archmlogy, history, literature, languages, philosophy,
religion, and folk lore of different parts of India. The " 1 n d i i
Antiquary " has published several ancient inscriptions, and, chiefly
with a biew to securing the continuance of this useful work, it is
subsidized by the Government.
In March 1870, Mr. Boswell, the collector of the Krishna dietrict,
had submitted a, very interesting report on the archmlogical
remaim in his district to the Hadm Government? It included
descriptions of natural caves, enlarged by man and used as dwellingplaces, of cromlechs and stone circles, of Buddhist topes and
temples, and of more recent edifices. His account of the mve near
1 "Letter from J. A. C. Bme11, Esq, Officiating Collector of the Kistnah district,
to the Acting Secretary to the Boerd of &venue. Medrae. Dated, Maanlipatam,

31et lhd~
1870."
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Bezwada almost certainly identiflea that place with the capital city
visited by Hwen Thsang, while the ruins at Amravati, with their
exquisite sculptures, are those of a cluster of religious buildings.
Mr. Boswell anticipated that important ;results would follow the
prosecution of further reseamhes, especially at Amravati ; and tfhe
Midma Government gave orders that steps should be taken'for the
preservation and protection of all sculpturea and other archaeological remains. They also expressed their readiness to aid the
efForta of any archeologist of eminence, who might be disposed to
institute further inquiries in the Kxishna district, by every m m s
in their power. The death of Mr. Boswell temporarily checked
these researches.
But in consequence of representations made by the President of
the Oriental Congress of 1874, the Secretary of State addressed the
Madras Government on the subject of appointing an Archaeological
. Surveyor for Southern India, in the same way as has been done in
the other presidencies. It was pointed out that, with a, few
exceptions, the antiquities of Southern India, though equally
important, have not attracted the same attention that had been
bestowed by the Asiatic societies of Bengal and Bombay on the
arohteology of Hindustan before the organization of the present
Survey. The difficulties attending an Archaeologid Survey in the
south are greater than those that operate in the north and west, on
account of the ,oreater variety of characters used in inscriptions and
ancient documents, which are not easy to decipher ; and on account
of the mixture of Sanscrit with forms of local vemac&m now little
understood. There is only one man living who possesses all the
qualifications required 'for an archteological surveyor of Southern
India. Mr. A. C. Burnell, District and Sessions Judge at Tanjore,
combines, with a rare knowledge of the literary and religious
with
history of Southern India, not only a thorough f-ty
Sanscrit and the modern Dravidian vernaculars, but also a unique
acquaintance with South Indian palkography, a science which he
has been the first to elaborate in a work recently published. The
appointment of this gentleman to the post referred to has been
suggested to the Government.
Towards the end of 1875, Mr. R. Sewell, of the M a h s Civil
Service, obtained a small grant from the Gtovernment in order to
oarry on excavations mainly for the discovery. of the remaining
marbles of tho great Buddhist Stupa, at Amravati, near the Krishna
river, and the opening out of a half concealed rock-cut temple at
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Undavilli, near Bezwada. The temple turned out to be a magnificent one of four storeys. Mr. Sewell also discovered about 90 new
and splendidly preserved sculptured marbles at Amravati, with the
promise of plenty more as the excavations proceed ; and procured
copies of 900 ancient inscriptions on stones, in and about the
Krishna district. No better commencement could be made for
systematic archaeological work in the Mdms Presidency than by
employing Mr. Sewell to complete the Amravati tope excavations,
and to translate the very numerous inscriptions.
The first volume of Babu RgijendraMa Mitra's " Antiquities of
Orissa" has appeared in the shape of a large quarto, illustrated by
36 lithographed plates. It contains the results of the author's
labours while engaged on the archmological mission to BhuvanesYvara in 1868-9 ;-an undertaking sanctioned by the Government of
India mrtinly at the suggestion of the Royal Society of Arts in
London, who-recommended the grant of a large sum of money for
the purpose of obtaining casts of some of the more important
sculptures of ancient India. The second volume deals with the
antiquities of the different localities.
A work on the primitive tribes and monuments of the Nilgiris,
by the late Mr. J. W. Breeks, Commissioner of the Nilgiri~, has
recently been published by Government.' Mr. Brecks' researches
were undertaken in 1871, principally at tho instance of the Trustees
of the Indian Museum, Calcutta, who urged upon Government
the desirability of making a collection of the arms, ornaments,
dresses, household utensils, and agricultural implements, and all
other products of the manufacturing skill of these aboriginal tribes,
whose ancient and distinctive customs are now fast disappearing.
he work referred to contains the results of Mr. Brecks' labours to
attain this object. It forms a handsome volume in quarto, and is
profusely illustrated by phot~graphs.~
I n 1876 Mr. Fergusson published his " History of Indian and
Eastern Architechre," which nominally forms the third volume of
the new edition of his " History of A.rchitect~re."~But in reality it
1 See
2

also page 249.

h m o u n t of the primitive tribes and monuments of the Nilagiris," by the late

James Wilkineon Breeks of the Madraa Civil Service, edited by his widow, (India
Mwum, 1873), with map and 82 plates.
8 " History of Indian and Eastern Architecture," by James Fcrguuson, D.C.L.,
F.R.S., &c., forming the third volume of the new edition of the " History of k c h i tecture." (Murray, 1876), pp. 756, and 394 illustraLions.
(13441.)
8
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is a new work. For in the former edition the Indian .chapters
extended only to about 300 pages with 200 illustrations. Now
more than half the original text has been cancelled, so that at
least 600 pages of the present work are original matter, and 200
illustrations have been added. There are now very few buildings
in India of. any importance which bave not been photographed,
and Mr. Fergusson found his collection of photographs, for purposes of comparison, to be simply invaluable? " For detecting
similarities or distinguishing differences between specimens
" situated at distances from one another, photographs are almost
" equal to actual personal inspection, and when s a c i e n t l y nume" rous, afford a picture of Indian art of the utmost importance to
" anyone attempting to describe it." The work is divided into
nine books on Buddhist architecture, Jaina architecture, the architecture in the Himalayas, the Dravidian style, the Chalukyan style,
the northern or Indo-Aryan style, the Indian Saracenic architecture, the architecture of further India, and of China. I n the
preparation of this work Mr. Fergusson had before him the five
volumes of General Cunningham's Archseological Reports, a.nd the
results of Mr. Burgess's researches among the western caves and
the s t r u c t d temples of the Bombay Presidency.
Mr. Pergusson will now proceed with the preparation, for the
India Office, of a c.omplete history of the cave temples of India, in
whioh important work he will have the assistance of Mr. Burgess.
1

Mr. Fergufleon haa a collection of more than 3,000 photographs of Indian buildings.
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XVI.
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS.

.

TEE practical importance of meteorological observations is so
great as to have ensured their registration in India, at a very large
number of stations, and over a long period of time. They affect
the operations of the seaman and of the husbandman, and are a
vital element in the calculations of health officers, of administrators,and of engineers.' Their usefulness, therefore, has always been
fully recognized ; but it was long before any abtcmpt was made to
introduce an organized system of registration ; all work connected
with the generalization and utilization of tlie ever accumulating
materials was left to the zeal and industry of volunteers ; and even
now, though excellent measures have recently been adopted, there
is more to be done before a meteorological department in India
can be considered as established on a perfectly satisfactory footing.
Medical officers at stations and hospitals have been expected to
keep meteorological journals from a very early period, and numcrous volunteers have registered observa,t.ions; but, owing to the
want of a central department, and to other causes, much of the
earlier material is lost, and much that is preserved is of but moderate value.
I n the Bengal Presidency the earliest series I have met with is
the meteorological journal of Colonel Pearses kept a t Calcutta,
between March lst, 1785, and February 28th, 1788. I t includes
observations of the barometer, thermometer, hygrometer, direction
"It can sarrcely be necessary to insist on the practical importance of this science
the agriculturalist, to the navigator, and indeed to every branch of human &airs, or
to dilate on the benefits which must accrue to mankind in general from any successful
attempts to subject to reasonable and well-grounded prediction the irregular and seemi q l y capricious course of the seasons and the winds ; or on the advantages, purely
scientific, which must arise from e sy8tematic development of lam, exemplified on the
greet scale in the periodical changes of thc atmosphere, degendinp, JAS they do, on the
agency of all the moat influential elements, and embracing in their scope every branch
of physical science."-Sir
John Herschel.
a See page 55.
1

8 2
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and force of wind, and rainfall, taken generally at about 7 a.m.
and 2.16 p.m.' A similar diary was kept at Calcutta by Mr. Henry
Traill, from February lst, 1784, to December 31st, 1785.8 The
hygrometers of those days were of very primitive donstruction.
Mr. Traill used a bit of fine sponge suspended in a scale on the end
of a skel yard, with a semicircular scale at the top; and Captain
Kater's ingenious device for ascertaining the amount of moisture in
the atmosphere has already been de~cribed..~
James Prinsep took a careful series of meteorological observations at Benares for two years, and published his general results for
1823; including the mean daily range of the barometer for each
month, the monthly means and extremes of the thermometer, the
hygrometric entries, the rainfall, direction of the wind, and weather.'
General Thomas Hardwicke kept a meteorological register at Dam
Dam from 1816 to 1823. It contains daily and monthly means of
seven daily observations of the thermometer ; barometrical observations taken daily at sunrise, noon, and evening, with monthly
means; a register of the hygrometer; an enumeration of days of
rain, and prevailing winds.&
When Sir John Herschel was at the Cape he sent a circular to
India, suggesting that horary observations should be taken for 24
hours together at the time of the equinoxes and solstices? Several
observers complied with the great astronomer's directions, in various
parts of India. Mr. Barrow, the mathematical instrument maker
at Calcutta, took observations of the barometer and thermometer
every hour, on the 21st and 22nd of December 1835, and on the
21st and 22nd of March 1836;7 and Colonel Colvin, assisted by
Lieutenants Baker and Durand, registered h o r q readings at
Dadapur, on a day in September 1836, and on another in March
1836.
Numorous observations were made, from time to time, by travellers and residents, while the registers of medical officers were con"Asiatic Researchm," i., p. 442.
Asiatic ~ c h e s , ii.,
" p. 420.
J See note at page 63.
4 a Asiatic Researches," xv., App. p. vii.
6
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," i., App.
0 Sir John Herschel recommended 3 and 9 a.m. and 3 and 9 p.m. IW the most
important hours for observation ; and that hourly observations for 24 honre ahouldbe
taken on the 21st of M d ,June, September, and December. These are called " term
-observations."
7 " J . A . S . B . , " v . , p . 5 1 andp.243.
1

a
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tinually accumulating. I n 1798 Dr. Hunter ;recorded observations
on the rainfall and climate at Ujain.' I n 1835 the Rev. R.
Everest wrote an essay on the revolution of the seasons, and on the
correspondence between atmospheric phenomena and the changes
of the moon;$ and the same observer also published a valuable
paper on the rain and drought of eight seasons in India, from 1831
to 1838, giving the rainfalls at Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, and
Delhi? A m o n g hvellem General Cunningham, in his work on
Ladak, givea a series of meteorological observations taken in the
Spiti valley, bhrnir, Ladak, and other parta of the Himalayan
region ;4 Dr. Hooker, in his journal, furnishes a series of observations registered in Dmjiling, Khasia, and Cachar, the Bahar hills,
the valley of the 80n, Mirzapm, and the Kaimor hills, which include minima, maxima, m d meam of the thermometer, the wet and
dry bulb, and solar and terrestrial radiation and Colonel Richard
Strachey made some hourly observations of the barometer in August
lW, ai 18,MO, 16,000, and 11,500 feet above the sea, in the mountains of Tibet! A notice of the climate of Kumaun and Gurhwal
will be found in Mr. Henry Strachey's paper.' Dr. Royle took a
series of observations at Sahrunpur from 1826 to 1830, and wrote
an account of the meteorology of the plains and mountains of N.W.
India ;8 and Drs. Hooker and Thomson have given a sketch of the
meteorology of India, in the Preliminary Esmy to their Hora
Idica? It would be a hopeless task to attempt a complete enumeration of all the observations of this kind, or of those kept by
medical officers and others at fixed stations ; but tho enquirer will
h d abstracts of a great number of registers in the volumes of the
j o d of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.'O
Asiatic Researches," vi., p. 63.
"J. A. S. B.," iv., p. 267 ; vi., pt. i. p. 803.
a "J. A. S.B.," viii., pt. i. p. 318.
4 Cnnningham'a Isdak." On climate pp. 17 1-190, and tablw p. 449.
6 'cHooker's Journal," ii., p. 857. Appendix A, on Meteorology.
0 u R. G. S. J.," xxiii., p. 64. Colonel Strschey's obeervations at great heights tend
to ahow that the atmospheric preeeure is subject to the w e sort of fluctuations on the
Tibeten table land ss prevail in the lower regions elmwhere.
7 gL R. G. S, J," xxi., p. 72,
8 t c Illustrations of Himalayan.botany," i., p. XXX.
4' Flora Indica," i., p. 74.
10 At Simle, voL v., p. 825 ; at Bijnor, ii., p. 206 ; Bombay, v., p. 881 ;Kathmandu,
v., p 834, and xii, p. 768 ;at Tihoot, v., p. 822 ;Socotrh v., p. 821 ;Bangdore, v., p.
296 ; Darjiling, vi., pt. i., p. 308 ; Rangoon, vol. xxii. j b r a , *xxii.; -ro,
i
1

a
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From time to time endeavours have been made to classify and
utilise the ever accumulating meteorological observations of medical
officers in India. I n 1852 Dr. Lambe drew up an abstract of the
registers of 126 stations in Bengal and the N.W. Provinces for the
year 1861, giving the monthly mean temperatures and rainfalls.'
The Messrs. Schlagintweit, who were in India from 1854 to 1858,
published the meteorological volume of their work in 1866." The
meteorolo~calregisters received by the Medical Board at Calcutta
were handed over to them in 1857, comprising a series of 38 folio
volumes in manuscript. The observations thus obtained were taken
at no less than 250 stations. They consist of entries for temperature and rainfall, and sometimes for readings of the wet and dry
bulb thermometers, and in the sun's rays. The results from this
great mass of material are a series of tables of monthly means of
temperature, with maxima and minima in some instances for two
and sometimes for three yeams ,
A regular series of meteorological observations has been kept
at the Surveyor General's Office at Calcutta from 1829 until the
present year, and monthly and yearly abstracts of them have been
published, first in the " Gleanings in Science," and since 1832 in
the "Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal." At first the hours
of observation were sunrise, 10 a.m., noon, and sunset ; but afterwards they were altered to sunrise, 9.60 a.m., 2.40 p.m., 4 p.m.,
and sunset ;4 and since 1856 the observations have been taken every
hour. 0bservations of maxima and minima temperatures first
appeared in 1848. The abstracts were also published in the "Calcutta
Chinsure, ii. ; Gazipur, ii. ; Lucknow, xxiii. ; Masauri, iv. ; Cherrapunji, i. ; Mozuffurpur, ii. ; Nagpore, ii., p. 239; Singapore, ii. ; Nuehirabad, ii., p. 128, and v. ;
Dadapur, v. ; Ambala, iv. Sir John Malcolm registered the barometer and therrnometer five tinlee a day a t Mundleysir in July, and at Mhow in January 1821. Central
India, ii., p. 350. See also a meteorological register a t Shillong and Cherrapunji for
August 1860, and a register of temperature at Kampti and Muhtur hills for May 1860,in
the "Report on the Sanitary Establishments for European Troops in India," (No. KL,
Calcutta, '1862). Abstract of meteorological observations made at Futtehgur by John
C. Pyle in 1850. See " British Association," xx., p. 40.
1 '& J. A. S. B.,"vol. xxi., p. 383; and Bn'tish Association Reports, xxi., p. 62.
a " Meteorology of India; an analysis of the physical conditions of India," vol. iv.,
(1866).

s A list of works on the subject of Indian meteorology will be found in h i 9 volume
of the Messrs. Schlagintweit's work.
4 Observations at sunrise, noon, and sunset involve computations for determining
diurnal barometric oscilletiona

Journal of Natural History; " but as the registers were bulky,
little used if given in detail, and useless if too much abridged, Dr.
McClelland, the editor, discontinued their publication, and gave
instead the general results to be dduced from these records for the
year 184344 in a series of tables. These.tables show the monthly
means, maxima, and minima of the thermometer and barometer ;the
monthly rainfall, direction of wind and weather? I n 1848 Colonel
Thuillier prepared a tabular statement of the number of rainy
days, and the quantity of rain which fell in Calcutta, for every
month from the gear 1829 to 1847.8
Since 1868 the abstracts of the results of the hourly meteorological observations taken at the Surveyor General's Office a t Calcutta have been published separately in monthly parts. They give
daily means of the hourly observations of the barometer and thermometer, for means, maxima, and minima ; d d y and hourly means
of the wet bulb, dry bulb, dew point, dry bulb above dew point,
mean elastic force of vapour, mean weight of vapour required for
complete saturation, mean degree of -humidity, and the maximum
solar radiation, rainfall, direction of wind and weather. Two tables
have also been published showing the mean monthly and the mean
hourly variations of temperature and humidity for fifteen years,
from 1856 to 1869, as determined in the Surveyor General's Office
at Calcutta. Facsimiles of the indications given by the anemometer at the time of the cyclones of May 16th and June 9th, 1869,
showing the direction and pressure of the wind per squaro foot,
have also been published.
A valuable series of meteorological observations wm taken a t
Simla, under the direction of Major Boileau, between 1841 and
1846. They consisted of registers of temperature, of maxima and
minima, of readings of the dry and wet bulb thermometers, from
which were deducted the dew point, tension, and temperature, dewpoints by Daniell's hygrometer, solar and terrestrial radiation, wind
and quantity of rain. The observations vere made 11ourly for six
days in the meek.s Dr. Lloyd, of Dublin, reported that the Simla
1 "Reduction of the meteorological register kept at the Surveyor GeneralyeOffice at
t
1844," by J. nfcclelland. " Cdcutb
Calcutta for the year 1st Nov. 18-13 to 3 1 ~ Oct.
Journd of Natural History," v. p. 533.
6cJ.A. S.B.,"vol.xvii.pt. i., p. 312.
8 AU the Simla observations had been printed, and were pircked at M
a
,rend7 for
transmission to England, when the mutiny broke. out, and they were burnt. The
manuscript monthly abstracts of the observations from September 184 1 to the end of
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observatory, under Major Boileau's superintendence, was in aJ1
respects admirably organized ;and pointed out the great value of an
extended and complete series of observations made at an altitude of
8,000 feet.'
A complete series of meteorological observations has been registered at the astronomical observatory at BIadraa since 1796 by
the astronomers who have successively been in charge. The
earliest I have seen are for 1819.9 The hours of observation
were then at sunrise, noon, 2 p.m., sunset, and 9 p.m.; and
the entries were the readings of the thermometer, rain gauge,
wind and weather. The series from 1822 to 1843, taken by Mr.
Goldingham and Irdr. Taylor, successive astronomers, was published
in a folio volume with plates.s From 1837 the hours of observation.
were 10 a.m., 4 p.m., and 10 p.m. A further series of observations
by 'Mr. Taylor, Major Worster, and Major Jacob, from 1841 to
1860, haa also been published? Hourly observations were taken
from March 1841 to February 28th, 1861, when the series was
1845 are preserved, and are now in the hands of tho Royal Society, but the mass of
the original observations was lost in the fire. The Simla observations were among the
most extensive and carefully made records ever taken, and their loas is a great calamity
na iegards science, 8s well 8s a source of deep disappointment to General Boileau. That
o5cer also published a useful vdume of tables : " A collection of tables astronomical,
meteorological, and magnetical; also for determining the altitudes of mountains," by
Lieut.-Colonel J. T. Boileau, computed at the ofice of H. E. I. Co.'s magnetic
observatory at Simla. (Umballa, 1850.) See also J. A. S. B., xiii., p. 135.
In 1874 the first volume of the series of meteorological observations, tsken a t Simla
by Major-General Boileau, F.R.S., between 1841 and 1845, wee published by order of
the Secretary of State for India. The hourly and daily means of all the instruments
observed are given in a separate volume. Copies of the work have been placed in the
hands of the principal observers in India.
1 " Reports of the British Association,"xiv., p. 3.
a There are the following manuscripts in the Geographical Department of the India
0 5 c e :" Meteorological Journal kept at the Madras Observatory for 1819."
G' Meteorological Journal kept at the M a d m Observatory for 1824."
L 6 M e t e o r o l ~ gJournal
id
kept at the M
h Observatory in 1830."
3 There are printed meteorological observations taken at Madras in 1841, 1842
1843,1844, and 1845.
See also-L' Meteorological register kept at the observatory a t Madras for the y1822-1843 ; by John Goldingham and Thomas Glanvilla Taylor." (Plates. Folio.
Madras, 1844.)
4 uMeteorological observations made at the Honourable East India Compsny's
Observatory at Madras, by the late T. G. Taylor, Esq, F.R.S., Captain Womter,
M.A., and Captain Jacob, Astronomers, 1841-50."
The meteorological abstracts from the Madras Observatory have been publijhed in
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considered complete, and diecontinued as no longer necessary.
Since 1861 observations have been registered thrice M y , and
published weekly in the " Fort St. George Gazette," but they have
not been collected in a sepazate volume. A new anemometer was
erected at tho W z t 9 Observatory in June 1864~ Rain returns
have been kept at 350 stations, more or less regularly, since 1862,
under the control of tho Revenue Board. They will furnish an
interesting rain map of the Madras Presidency, showing the comparative infiuences of elevation above the sea-level, and proximity
to the coaat?
I n 1& the Court of Directora gave orders that a series of
meteorological observations should be taken at a considerable height
above the level' of thc sea, on the Nilgiri hills, and sent out a set
of instruments for the purpoee. Mr. Taylor, the hIadtas astronomer, considered that no set of observations could really be considered valuable unless they were made on the summit of the peak
8,640 feet above the sea, and within the influence of
of =bet&,
both monsoons. A bungalow was accordingly erected, and on the
12th of January 1847 the instruments were fixed, under the charge
of John de Cruz, an assbtant of the Madras Observatory. The
instruments were an Osler's anemometer, a standard barometer,
thermometers, and rain gauges ; and tho hours of observation were
a.m., and 3.40 p.m., the supposed hours of maxima and
at 9.410
minima. At this great elevation, as in Colonel Sykes's Deccan
observations, to be noticed presently, there is not a single day
throughout the year in which tho pressure a t 3.40 p.m. is higher
than that at 9.40 a.m. On the 21st and 22nd of each month horary
observations were taken for 241 consecutive h o ~ r s . ~Work was
commenced in February 1847, and was continued until about 1858,
when the Dodabettct Station was abolished by Sir Charles Trevelyan.
Observations for temperature, rainfall, and directions of wind a t
Uta.kamund and Kotergiri on the Nilgiris, will be found in
the Journal of Literature end Science of Madras " since 1833. There wae a long
hiatus in the publiation of the journal from 1840 to 1847 ; but in the latter year the
monthly meteorological abstracts re-appeared, and have been continuously published
ever since. They are signed by Mr. Norman Robert Pogson, the present astronomer
at Madras, since 1861.
1 "Proceedings of the Astronomical Society," vol. xxiii., p. 178.
a cr Meteorological observations made at the meteorological bungalow on Dodabetta
Peak, 8,640 feet above the seg in 184748, under the directions of T. G. Taylor, Eeq.,
F.R.S." See also Colonel Sykes's paper, Phil. Trans. 1850, pt. ii. (xv.)
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Ouchterlony's report of the survey made in 18417,where there are
also some remarks on the climate.'
The foundation of the observatory a t Trivandrum was due to the
,mat interest taken both by the late Rajah of Travancor and by
General Fraser, the Resident at his court, in the sciences of
astronomy and meteorology. Mr. John Caldecott received the
appointment of astronomer, and the building was erected, in 1836,
on a hill 190 feet above the sea.$ Mr. Caldecott died in December
1849, and, during an interregnum of two years, Mr. G. Spershneider
registered the observations. The Trivandrum observations will
be found in several numbers of the " Madras Journal of Literature
and Science," and the means of M.r. Caldecott's hourly observations,
between 1837 and 1M2, were published by Professor Dove.S
General Cullen also had observations taken to ascertain the rainfall,
from 1M2 to 1846, a t Cochin, Kollam, Alepy, Cape Comorin, and
other points on the Travancor coast? But the best and most
extensive observations in Travancor were made by Mr. John Allan
Broun, who formerly had charge of Sir Thomas Brisbme's observatory at Makeretown in Scotland, and arrived at Trivandnun, as
astronomer to the Rajah of Travancor, in January 1862. He
continued the series of meteorological observations at Trivandrum,
and, after two years consumed in the undertaking, he established a
branch observatory on the summit of the peak of Agustia-mull%
6,200 feet above the sea. I n reaching this lofty site, paths had to
1 " Geographical and Statistical Memoir of the Neilgherry Hills."
Presented to
Parliament, and also printed in the 6 L Madras Journal," xv., p. 1. There is a series of
meteorological observations taken on the Nilgiri Hills by J. Glen, from 1829 to
1836, in the "Journal of the P h y s i d and Medical Society of Bombay." See also
" Travels in Peru aud India, by Clements R. Markham," pp. 359 and 382 ; and tables
in McIror's Annual Reports on Chinchonrr cultivation.
a See a sketch and plnn of the. building in the Madras Journal of Literature and
Science," vol. vi., p. 56 and p. 339. Mr. Caldecott also published A notice accompanying a series of meteorological observations made at Trivandrum."-Report,
Britkh
Association, (pt. 2., 1840), p. 28.
Obse~vationson the temperature of the earth in
India!'-Proceedings
of the Edinburgh Royal Society, i., p. 432 (1845), and "Observations on the ordinary temperatuse of the ground at Trirnndrum from May 1842
to Dec. 1845."-Transactions
of the Edinburgh Royal Society, xvi., p. 379; and
Proceedings, ii., p. 29.
" British Association Reports," is., p. 28.
w e n e r d Collen ale0 published a seriea of barometrical levellings in the M d r a
Reports of the British Association," xv., p. 22 ; xvi., p. 42 ; and xvii,
Presidency.-"
p. 89.
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be cut through jungles infested by wild elephants, and there were
delays ow& to labourers running away, from fear and cold?
The Aguetia-mulla Observatory was at last completed in Mwch
1866 ; and from its platform the whole south of the Indian peninsula is seen, from Cape Comorin to Cochin on one side, and to
Adam's Bridge on the other; an almost unequalled view. Mr.
Broun haa given a most interesting account of the observatory, and
of the difficulties overcome in its construction, in his Report of 1867.
The rtssistants at this lofty observatory were arranged into three
sets of four men each, according to their castes, the first set being
Syrian Christians, the second Brahmans and Sudras, and the third
Roman Catholics, relieving each other every three months. The
observations were commenced on July lst, 1866 ; but during Mr.
Broun's absence in England in 1860 the observatory was allowed to
fall to pieces. On his return in 1863 he had it rebuilt, and a second
series of observatione was taken, which extended over ten months.
Mr. Broun also caused a series of hourly ob~ervationsto be taken
in different years, simultaneously with those at Trivandrum and
Agustia, at stations neaz the latter, and at 6000 feet lower level,
one east and one west. This series had special reference to questions
connected with the atmospheric pressure, temperatu~e,humidity,
and evaporation. I n 1869 a similar series of hourly observations
waa taken at five different stations rising about 1,200 feet one above
the othbr, in connexion with the same me&orological questions. In
all these series the best instruments were used. Base lines were
measured by Mr. Broun on both sides of the Agustia peak,
in order to ascertain trigonometrically the exact height of the
observatory, and the lower stations. When the Tntvancor Government decided on abolishing the observatories in 1865, Mr. Broun
obtained leave for the continuation of a limited series to be made by
the two oldest and best of his native observers; and a Syrian
Christian, his principal assistant, continued in charge, and forwarded
monthly reports and abstracts of meteorological observations to
Mr. Broun, in Europe.
Sir John Herschel's suggestion, that Borary observations should
be taken for 24 hours together on four fixed days of each year,
received due attention from the Maclras observers. Such observa1 Report on the " Observetoria of His Highness the %jab of Tmvancore," by John
Allan Broun, F.RS., Director. (Trivandrum, 1857.) Reprinted, in quarto, by
Mesera. King, 1874. '' Reporta of the British Association," xxiv, p. 25 ; xxvii., p. 30,
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tiom were registered, both at the Madras and Trivmdrum Observatories, on December 20th and 22nd, 1836, in January 1838 at
both places, and also by Dr. Gilchrist at Hunsur in June and
September 1838, in April 1839, and again in 1840.l Dr. Mouat,
also, at Bangalor, took horary observations, in conformity with Sir
John Herschel's circular, on the 21st and 22nd of March 1836.
His previous meteorological observations extended over the years
1834 and 1836.8
Registers of observations have been published, which were taken
in the hill regions of Wynaad and Coorg. Captain Mhchin observed at Mamntawaddi in Wynaad during the year 1832, and gives
the monthly mean temperature at daylight, noon, the mean and
greatest heat, and the number of days of rain.3 I n Coorg the
register was kept at Mercara by Dr. Baikie, who published his notes
on the climate, with a table giving the monthly means of the
barometer, thermometer, and hygrometer, observed at 6 a.m.,
10 a.m., and 5 p.m?
A diagram showing the meteorological condition of Sikandrabad
for the year 1864 m lithograpbed and published at Madras in
1866. I t gives the amount of ozone, atmospheric pressure, rainfall,
temperature of the air in sun and shade, the amount of humidity,
and prevailing winds. The work is valuable, and does great credit
to the industry and zeal of its author, Dr. W. h o l d Smith?
I n the Bombay Presidency a regular register of the thenhometer
was kept for 26 years, from about 1816, by Mr. Benjamin and
Mr. George Norton, of the Company's service ; but the leading
meteorologist of India, who first classified and drew sound deductions from his work, was Colonel Sykes. This accomphhed observer
kept a register in the Deccan and at Bombay from 1826 to 1850,
and gave his results to the world in an elaborate paper which was
read before the Royal Society in 1835.6
Colonel Sykes points out that the great features in his bcwrometrical indications are the d i d and nocturnal tides, embracing

" Madras Journal of Literature and Science," v., p. 214, vii., p. 144., viii., p. 397,
is., p. 454.
a trJ.A.S.B.," vol.~., p. 296.
3 " Madras Journal," i., p. 38.
4 Ibid. iii., p. 338.
There are s e v e d copies of this diagram in the Geographical Department of the
India Oflice.
0 uPhilos~phicB1
T r a n d o m , " No. x. (1835), p. 161. " On atmospheric tide ksnd
the meteorology of the Deccen," by Lieut.-Colonel W. IJ. Sykes, F.R.S.
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two maxima and two minims in the 24 hours, the former between
9 and 10 a.m. and 10 and 11 p.m., and the latter between 4 and
5 p.m. and 41 and 5 a.m. I n many thousand observations there
was not a solitary instance in which the barometer was not higher
at 9 to 10 a.m. than at sunrise, and lower at 4 to 5 p.m. than at
9 to 10 a.m. His hygrometric observations,' and those for tho
direction of the wind, were very complete and satisfactory. The
great feature as regards wind in the Deccan is its extreme rareness
from the north or south. Whirlwinds are common in the hot
months ; columns of dust in the form of trumpets, chasing over the
treeless plains, and carrying sand, straw, clothes, and baskets to a
height of 200 feet in the vortex of heated air. The deductions
derived from the obsemations by Colonel Sykes were important and
numerous. I n the h t place, they removed the doubts, previously
entertained by Eumboldt, as to the suspension of the atmospheric
tides during the monsoon in Western India; next, Colonel Sykes
proved the existence of four atmospheric tides in the 24 hours, two
diurnal and two nocturnal, and each consisting of a maximum and
minimum tide; as well as tho occurrence of the tides within the
same limit hours as iri America and Europe. He discovered that
tho greatest mcan diurnal oscillations took place in the coldest
months, and the smallest tides in the damp months of the monsoon
in tho Dcccan ; that tho diurnal and nocturnal occurrence of tho
tides was regular, without a single case of intervention ; and that
the diurnal and annual oscillations were t.rifEng, compared with
those of extra-tropical climates. He found that the annual range
of the thermometer was less than in Europe, but that the diurnal
range waa much greater. He also described the remarkable circular
and white rainbows in the Deccan, the pecularities of the winds,
the frequency of calms, the quantity of electricity in the atmosphere
under certain circumstances, and the singular opacity of the atmosphere in hot weather. The tables which accompany this important
paper show the oscillations of the barometer, the bmometric observations at Poona, Bombay, and Mahabaleshm, the hygrometric
observations, the register of the ombrometer, and the prevailing
winds.
The Bombay Observatory at Colaba was first established under
Mr. Curnin in 1823, but the records previous to 18410 are scanty
and imperfect. I n the end of the latter year a set of instruments,
originally intended for Aden, were transferred to Bombay, and

'
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Mr. Arthur B. Orlebar, who was Elphinstone Professor of &stronomy
and Mathematics, took charge of the observatory, a t the request of
Colonel Sykes. His series extends over the year 1841-42, and on
the 15th of July 1842 Dr. George Buist assumed charge of the
Colaba observatory.' The results of Dr. Buist's meteorological
observations from 1842 to 1844 were published monthly in the
" Journal of the Bombay Branch of the b i a t i c Society." He had
three native assistants, and horary readings were registered of the
barometer, thermometer, wet and dry bulb, and direction of the wind.s
Dr. Buist had devoted much attention to meteorological subjects.
He collected a vast amonnt of data, and the newspaper he edited
a t Bombay is full of information respecting phenomena connected
with the weather. Dr. Buist published the results of n comparison
of the observations of nine differentbarometers read every half hour
for 24 successive hours ;s a catalogue of remarkable hail storms
from 1822 to 1850, in India ;' and a notice of remarkable m e t ~ r s . ~
He put tfherrnometers for recording s o h and terrestrial radiation
into use at the Colaba Observatory, and constructed a disgrim of
hourly barometric curves at Bombay, comparing them with those
a t Madras and Trivandrum. Dr. Buist endeavoured to make the
study of meteorology interesting; and in his very pleasantly
written paper on the climate of Western India, he complained that
picturesque and descriptive meteorology had almost altogether
been buried under minute instrumental details."
Dr. Buist furnished General Sabine with observations taken in
1843, consisting of the mean temperature, mean barometric pressure,
mean tension of the atmosphere, and mean gaseous pressure a t
1 Dr. Buist published an m o u n t of "the Observatories of India" in the rims of
Idiu, June 15th, 1850.
ec Meteorological Observations, Bombay, 1942," Dr. George Buist, LL.D., 1843.
Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Asiatic Society," i., pp. 49-90, 146-200,

255-354.
6 r Provisional Report on the Meteorological Observations 'at Bombay for 1844."
(Cupar, 1845.)
c 6 Journal of the Bombuy Rranch," i., p. 287, trnd printed separately.
6 ~ ~ o u r A of
l the Bombay Geographical Society," ix., p. 184 and p. 1.
3
Journal of the Bombay B~rmch," i., p. 207, and printed separately.
4 6 6 Journal of the Bombay Geographical Society," ix., p. 104, end xii., p. 1, and
c c British Association Eteports," xx., p. 31, and xxiv., p. 35.
6 Ibid.
ix., p. 197.
6 ec Sketch of the Clirnato of Western India," by Dr. Buist.-Reports
qf the British
Association, xr., p. 29.
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every second hour. These data formed the subject of a paper
read before the British Association by General Sabine in 1846;
and assisted in the explamtion of the diurnal variation of barometric
pressure. General Sabine had already noticed, from observations
taken a t Toronto, that the aqueous and gaseous constituents of
barometric pressure, when presented separately, exhibited, in their
variations, a striking accordance with variations of temperature.
The data supplied by Dr. Buist tended to confirm these deductions,
which suggest an extension in height and consequent overflow of
the column of air in the hiphcr regions of the atmosphere, over
the place of observation in the day time, when the surface of tho
earth is gaining heat by radiation, and a contraction when the
temperature is diminishing.
Dr. James Murray was actively engaged in meteorological studies
in the Deccan during the time that Dr. Buist was at work in
Bombay. He registered a series of observations a t Satara from
1 8 4 to 1847, consisting of means, maxima, and minima, and daily
ranges for each month ; mil had previously completecl a series a t
Mahabaleshwur, extending from 1829 to 1843: which had been
commenced by Drs. Walker and Morehead.
Professor Orlebar resumed the charge of the Colaba Observatory
in 1844, and superintended the registration of hourly readings in
1846.5 He prepared a series of hygrometric tables, based on those
of lkfajor Boileau? I n 1846 the Colaba 'Observatory was handed
over to Captain M o n t r i o ~ of
, ~ the Indian Navy, who had the observations registered every two hours. His elements were atmospheric
1 "British Aeeociation Reporb," xiv., p. 73. Reprinted in the ''Madras Journal of
Literature. and Science," xiii., p. 106.
8 See his " Obaervetions on the climete of the Mahnbaleshwnr hills.'y--Jolrmal
ff the
Medied and Phyrical Soeiety of Bombay, i., p. 79 (1838) ;end " Notea on the meteoof the Bombay Geographical
rology of the Sattern Territory for 1848."-Journal
Society, vol. ix., p. 13. (1860.)
See also his paper entitled '' Practical observations on the nature and effecte of the
hill climates of India;" in which he gives the mean temperature at Simla, Utahmund, Darjiling, Kotagiri, Lendur, Mahabaleshwur, &-Transactions
of the Medical
and Phyrieal Society of Bombay, vol. vii., p. 3. (1844.)
9 ''Meteorological Observations, Bombay, 1845."
Arthur B. Orlebar. (Bombay
1846. 4to.) "On magnetic and meteorological observations at Bombay," by A. B.
Orlebnr. Reports Brit. Ass, p. xvi., p. 28.
4
Journal of the Bombay Branch," ii., p. 309.
"Obeervetions made e t the Bombay Observatory for 1847." C. W. Montriou,
Commmder, I.N." Part ii., meteorologicsl. (Bombay, 1851. 4to.)

.
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pressure, temperature of the free air, of the stratum of air in contact with the ground, of the ground six feet below the surface, of
the wet and dry bulbs, the force and direction of the wind, rainfall,
evaporation and clouds. He also gives tables of m a s . Captain
Montriou was succeeded by Lieutenant Pergusson, of the Indian
Navy, who held the appointment until 1864.' I n his time the
instruments were in an open shed-like building at Colaba, fitted
with screens to regulate the absence of glare and sunshine. The
observations were horary, and he published summaries of results,
with diagrams of diurnal changes of the meteorological elements,
and of variations of temperature? Lieutenant Fergusson was
succeeded by Mr. Morland, and Mi-. Chambers has continued the
se.ries down to the present year.
I n 1852 five complete sets of new and verified instruments were
sent out from England, and placed at Belgaum, Poona, Bombay,
Disa, and &&hi; and the Court of Directors hoped that the
zeal of the medical officers at these stations would ensure the due
registration of observatioss, without entailing any public expenditure. But the arrangement would not work, and in 1866 two
European soldiers, previously instructed at the Colaba Observatory,
were told off for service at each station, on a salary of Rs. 25 a
month. There have been two daily registrations, at 9.30 a.m. and
3.30 p.m., of barometric pressure, temperature of air and evapom
tion, direction and pressure of the wind, and dew point; and one
daily observation of maxima and minima of thermometer in the
sun and on the grass, and of the air and evaporation, of the rainfall\
and of ozone.
I n 1860 Colonel Sykes contributed another valuable paper, embodying the results of the further progress that had been made in
India up to that date. It is entitled " A discussion of the meteorological observations taken in India at various heights, embming
those at Dodabetta on the Nilgiri hills at 8,MO feet above the sea."5
The paper contains many important generalizations, and the additional information gives occasion for a further examhation of the
1 a Meteorological Observations." Bombay, 1853, Licut. E. F. T. Ferpsson, 1.N.
Also 1857 (Bombay, folio, 2 vols. 1855,) and 1859-64.
a A Report on the subject of the rainfall in the Dcccan, and on thc climatic
disturbance apparent during 1861 and 1862, wns published in 1863. Sco "Bornby
Selections," NO.78, N.S.
3 rc Philosophicsl Transactions " (1850), pt. ii. xv.
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phenomena of horary oscillations, and the time8 of ebb and flow of
atmospheric tides at an increased number of observing stations, some
of them, like Dodabetta, at great elevations above the sect. Among
other deductions, Colonel Sykes points out that climate is not
absolutely dependent on latitude, but is a$ected by numerous local
circumstances. Thus the three hill stations of Mahabaleshwur,
Memm, and Uttray Mullay in Travancor are exactly the a m e
height above the sea,' but widely separated as regasds latitude.
The mean temperatures of Mahabaleahwur and Mercara are almost
identical, while Uttray Mullay, which is much nearer the equator,
is 3' 36' lower. I t is within the influence of both monsoons.
Colonel Sykes points out great anomalies in the h o r n of the
occurrence of maxima and minima of temperature at Madras,
and remarks upon the range of temperature at Calcutta, S a h ,
Mahabaleshwur, and Dodabetta. The Dodabetta temperature, at
8,642 feet, compared with that of Wabaleshwur, at 4,500 feet,
has a decidedly diminished daily, hourly, and annual range. The
probable sources of error in the degree of humidity in the air, as
represented by the wet bulb observations in India, are discussed
at some length, and Colonel 8ykes recommends caution in generalizations from a limited number of local observations for the
determination of the dew point. He then gives a most valuable
comparative summary of the amount of rainfall in various latitudes, and at different heights above the sea ; showing that, on the
ghats, the elevation of greateet fall is 4,600 feet above the sect;
and that there is an extraordinary difference between points on the
western rim of the ghats and others a few miles further east. At
Mahabalwhpr the fall in 1849 wss 338 inches, and at Panchgunny, only 11miles to the eastward, 58 inches. The phenomena
of wind, fogs, and electricity me also discussed. Colonel Sykes's
paper is accompanied by tables showing the mean oscillations of the
barometer at Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras ; and the mean h o w
oscillations at Calcutta from 1846 to 18418, and at Bombay and
Madras from la3 to 1846.
Of lat'e years the increaaed attention that haa been paid to a
a
,
n
i
w
measures, to the causes of periodical famines, and to the phenomena
of cyclones, has led to a more systematic study of the laws decting
the changes in the atmosphere over India. It has been seen how
1

4,600 feet.

T

zealously the study of the law of storms was pursued,l on the
publication of Colonel Reid's work by Piddington at Calcutta,
Biden at lbhdnw, and Buist and Thom h the Bombay Presidency.
At about the atme time the Government of India gave some attention to the more complete registration of meteorological dab, with
reference to the prospects of the h m a t s . ' On the 21st of January
1846 the collectors were ordered to submit reports, and in 1847
they were supplied with thermometers asd rain gauges. For three
yeam these statistics were given in the Annual Revenue Reports,
but in 1862 the instruments were made over to the medical officers
at the s e v e d stations, who were charged with the duty of keeping
registers of the rainfall and temperature. It appears, however,
that these records were not satisfactorily kept. The hours of observation were nominally at sunrise, 10 a.m., 4 p.m., sunset, and .
10 p.m.
In 1863 Mr. Glaisher prepared a report upon the meteorology of
India h m all the data that were then accessible. His most reliable
sources of information were the observatories at 3bd.m~and Bombay, but he also availed himself of a great mass of observations
taken at other stations. He found those for humidity of the air to
be far too few, as well as those for solar evaporation. Mr. Glaisher
discussed his materials with a view of rendering the results applicable for the purposes of the Army Sanitary Commission, and
especially endeavoured to indicate, at different seasons of the year,
the height at which the Englia. climate is most nearly approached.
The most valuable and reliable section of his report is that on the
,fall of rain in India. All the materials that could then be collected
were examined and utilized by Mr. Qbisher; but they were far
from satisfactory, and he expressed a hope that future meteorological observations in India might be carried out under some general
system, and on a uniform plan, both with respect to instruments,
their position, and general instr~ctions.~
Admiral FitzItoy's introduction of the system of warnings and
f o m x ~ t ain England gave a fresh impetus to similar investigations
in the east. The Admiral's weather book " was published in 1863,
1

See p. 36.

India in relation to the health of the troops,"
by Jernefl Glsiher, F.R.S. In the "Report of the Royal Commission on the S a n i w
State of the Army in India." I., pp. 781-943. (London, 1863.)
a aRepo~-tupon the Meteorology of

and in Mamh 1866 a Meteorological Committee was appointed at
Calcutta, to consider the best means of establishing a system of
observations for the protection of that port. The Committee
recommended the appointment of observers, generally assistants in
the Electric Telegraph Department, to be stationed at a series of
points round the coast of the Bay of Bengal, and in some other
directions, which should be in telegraphic communication with
Cilcuta They were supplied with imtmmknta for observing the
barometric pressure, humidity of the air and rainfall, and were to
observe at 9.30 a.m. and 4 p.m. Their observations were to be
transmitted daily by telegraph, and to be received at the meteoml o g i d observatory attached to the Surveyor Gteneral's Office at
Calcutta, whence, if necessary, they were to be communicated to the
master attendant. The Committee also recommended that the
thermometriml observations should be restricted to six first-class
stations ; namely, Patnrt, Monghir, Hazatlibagh, Berhampur,
Shillong, and Goalpara.' Sheds of uniform pattern were ordered
to be erected for dry and wet bulb, and maximum and minimum
thermometers. The second-class stations were to be those under the
Medical Department, where the rainfall only was registered.
These measures were followed by the appointment of Meteorological Reporters to the Governments of the Punjab, the North-West
Pmvincee, and Bengal. Dr. A. Neil was appointed for the Punjab
in 1866. The records fiom the various stati~ns,~
comprising registrations of atmospheric pressure, humidity, temperature, rainfall,
and force and direction of the wind, were forwarded to him
monthly besides daily registers of rainfall at 32 stations, from the
RBvenue Returns ; and he prepared an annual oondensed report
on the general barometric phenomena, with barometric and wind
chaFts.S
Dr. M u m y Thornson, the meteorological reporter for the NorthWest Provinoee, assumed charge in February 1866. In the first
Jessor, Gaya, Cachnr, and Debrughur heve aince been added.
The stations were More, Multan, Shahpur, Dera kmael Khau, Peehawur, Rawal
Pindi, Sealkot, Srinagar, Bahawulpur, Leh, Dalhoume, Rungi, Ludiana, and Hoshiarpnr.
s See " h u a l Beports of the:Meteorological Obaervationa registewd in the Puqjab,'
by Dr. A. Neil. 1867,1868,1869.
Dr. Neil also supplied a summary of the weather in the Puqjab for 1868, which is
printed in the 5th Report of the Sanitary Commimioner with the Govemm~~~t
of
India (l868), p. 18.
1
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year he received returns every month from 23 stations, of which
three were in the Himalaya above 6,000 feet, and the rest on the
plains at elevations from 1,800 feet at Ajmir to 250 at Benazes.
Six of these had complete sets of instruments ; namely,
Jhansi,
Rurki,
Benares.
Naini Td,

I

The officers in charge are generally the civil surgeom of the
stations, and. the barometers are read at all the extreme periods of
the daily oscillations. Two volunteers also supplied valuable meteorological data; namely, Dr. Bow from Chunar, and Mr. Hennessey,
of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, from Masauri, and afterwards
from Dehra. The second-class stations, where observations are
taken at 6 and 10 a.m. and 4 and 9 p.m., are the civil and military
hospitals. Dr. Murray Thomson, in the f i s t year, delivered
lectures on meteorological instruments and their use, at the Agrct
Medical School. His Report for 1866 contains a general relzospect
of the' weather, and monthly tables of the barometric readings at
10 a.m. and 4 p.m. of the dew point ; elastic force of vrtpour ; relative humidity ; the thermometer exposed and in shade, and six
inches below the surface of the ground ; the rainfall and winds? I n
1868 the number of stations was 14; namely, Chakrata, Dehra,
Rurki, Naini Tal, Mirut, Bareilly, Futtehgur, Agra, Lucknow,
Ajmir, Goruckpur, Allahabad, Benares, and Jhansi. Each year,
from the materials submitted to him, Dr. Murray Thomson drew
up an annual report, giving a retrospect of the weather, remarks on
the climate, and trtbles of
I n the Central Provinces sets of instruments were distributed to
nine stations ; namely,

I

NAgpur,
Seoni,
Jabalpur,
Shgar,
Raepiir,
Hoshangabad,
The first four date from 1868, and the other
1870. They are under the superintendence of
The rainfall is also carefully registered by the

I

Chanda,
Pachmari,
Sambalpur.
five were added in
the civil surgeons.
canal officers, and

' a Report on Meteorological Observations in the N. W. Provinces," by Dr. Murray
Thomson, 1866. It is published as Appendix C. to the third uAnnual Sauitary Report
for Bengal." (Calcut&, 1867.)
Report on the Meteorological Observations in the North-West Provinces for
1868," by Dr. Murray Thomson, Reporter on Meteorology. Printed in the ';hlec-
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a great deal of information on that branch of the subject will be
found in the various irrigation reports.
On the 1st of April 1867 the office of Meteorological Reporter to
the Government of Ben@ was established, to carry on the system.
of storm warnings for the protection of the port of Calcutta, and to
perform duties similar to those of the Meteorological Reporters who
had already been appointed for the Punjab and the North-West
Provinces. He was also to examine existing records, and undertake
their supervision, and convereion into a form in which they might
prove uaeful. The reporter's work was thus divided into two
branches ; the collection of data, and its utilization.
The appointment was accepted by Mr. H. F. Blanford, who had
already done good service in the geological survey in 1857-62, on
the Nilgiri hills,' among the crystalline limestones of Coimbator and
the sandstones of Triviary, as well as with his brother in Cattack in
1856. The office work consists of uending daily reports to the newspapers, weekly to the " Calcutta Gazette," monthly abstracts and
rainfall reporta from the different stations to the Board of Revenue,
and of preparing storm warnings and special reports. I n 1868 the
first and second-class stations were equipped, and in 1869 they were
in good working order, while some additional stations were established. The elements reoorded at the first-class stations were the
atmospheric pressure, mean and extreme temperatures of the air,
solar and terrestrial radiation, humidity, rainfall, wind and proportion of clouds ; and the hours for observation are 4 a.m., 10 a.m.,
4 p.m., and 10 p.m? The stations were at Akyab on the Arakan
coast, False Point Lighthouse n w the mouth of the Mahanadi,
Cattack, Sttgrrr Island at the mouth of the Hugli, Chittagong, Calcutta, Jessor, Dacca, Darjiling, Silchar, Shillong on the northern
elope of the Khasia hills, Goalpara, Berhampur, Monghir, Hazaribagh, &yay and Patna. Mr. Blanford also received reports from
tions from the Becords of the Government of the N. W. Provinces." Second series,
vol. iii., No. 1, (1870).
Dr. Murray Thomaon supplied a summary of this report to the Sanitaiy Commisaioner, and it is printed in the 5th Report, p. 13.
The Sanitary Commissioner in the C e n t d Provinces hati also taken steps to establish
a number of meteorological stations, on the eame plan ae those in the North-Weat.
1 See page 227 (note.)
a Moat of the stations ere in charge of electric telegraph ossistente, and the inskumenb supplied to each station are two mercurial barometers, dry and wet bulb and
maximum and minimum thermomeiemy a gram3 minimum radiating thermometer, a
Robinson's anemometer, rain gauge, and wind vane.

Benares, Rurki, Madras, and Port Blair ; &om Mr. Nmingrow's
observatory at Vizagapatam, where the register is uniform with those
of the Bengal stations; from the manager of the Tea Company's
garden in Upper Assam ; and of the rztinfd from the chinchona
plantations in Sikkim, and on the Khasia hills. Mr. Bhnford
also 'set on foot a system of meteorological registration in the
Indian seas, on a small scale, and registera are now kept on b o d
six of the British India Steam Navigation Company's vessels.
The barometers have been compared with the Calcutta stttndard.
The third-class stations, of which there were 36, only record the
rainfall.
In his annual reports, Mr. Blanford digested the information he
received from the numerous stations, and showed the results in a
series of tztbles. These include the monthly means of atmospheric
pressure,l the monthly mean pressure at all the stations reduced to the
sea level, the mximum, minimum, and mean monthly temperatures,
humiditr, serenity, comparison of serenity, solar radiation and mean
temperature in hot wkather months, rainfell, comparison of rainfall
with averages, summary of observed winds, and monthly wind
resultants. There is also a sketch of tbie normal character of the
monsoons, with notices of the storms on May 1st and 13th, June 6th
and loth, and October 7th and 8th of 1869.e Mr. Blanford supplies memoranda on the chief characteristics of the meteorology of
each year to the Sanitary Commissioner? " The accumulation of
trustworthy and systematic observations," Mr. Blanford reports,
which far exceed anything previously available for Bengal, has
admitted of a more scientific discussion than had previously been
practicable; and a beginning has been made to educe from the
" tabulated and reduced results some general conclusions."
The Sanitarg Commissioners in the three Presidencies have greatly
promoted meteorological science, in the well-founded expectation
that systematic observations over wide areas would enable them to
1 He communicated a paper on barometric irregularities to the
Journal of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1870," pt. ii., No. 2.
3 See slso the "Report on the Calcutta cyclone of October 5th, 1864," by Colonel
Gastrell and Mr. H. F. Blanford; noticed at page 38.
8 Mr. Blanford haa submitted annual reports, “Reports of the Meteorological
Obeerver to the Government of B e n g c since 1867, and Administration Raporta
See also the " 5th Report of the Sanitary Commissioner with the Government of
India (1868): p. 13.

'

,

form conclusions as to the effects of climate on the
of the
country.' I n 1866 the Madras Sanitary Commissioner, Mr. Ellis,
prepaired and submitted a scheme for recording metsomlogid
obsemations at each of the chief, civil, and military stations, which
received the sanction of the Supreme Government. The stations
am under the superintendence of the senior medical officer, and
tho copies of the registers are forwarded half monthly to Mr. Pogson,
the astronomer at Madras, for reduction, who prepares the annual
reporta. The Sikrtndmbad mgkter dabs from July 1863, that of
TricWpaUi fiom July 1866. The establishment of the 14 other
meteorological strttions was sanctioned in 1867, and 12 I
d commenced work in April 1870 :1. Salem (1st December 1867).
2. Bangalor (1st January 1868).
3. B&U&Fi(1st Februa,ry 1868).
4. Coimbator (1st February 1868).
5. Madura (6th February 1868).
6. Cochin (16th March 1868).
7. Karnfil (16th April 1868).
8. Trichinipalli (1st July 1868).
9. Negapatam (16th July 1868).
10. Masulipatam (17th August 1868).
11. Sikctndrabad (1st July 1869). .
12. Jakatala (17th April 2870).
The stations are equipped with complete sets of meteorological
instruments, and the observations are recorded by paid observers
who have been trained in the Madras Observatory. The backward
state of the meteorological publications of Madras arose entirely
from the circumstance of the astronomer having no European
assistant ; but a remedy was provided in 1871, and the arrears will
now be duly worked up. The registers of rainfall at 216 stations
me kept by the Sheristadam and forwarded to the Astronomer.
They are now p h e d on a better footing, and more accumte
gauges have been supplied. There is dso an excellent private
observatory at Vizagapatam belonging to Mr. G. V. Jaggaran, which
is superintended by DEr. A. V. Nuraingrow. Tho monthly reaults
are published annually, and Mr. Blanford speaks highly of them.
The meteorological registers at the Bombay Observatory have
always been regularly kept, and yearly abstracts by Mr. Chambers,
who has.been the Superintendent since 1856, are published with the
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Reports of the Municipal C~mmissioner.~These abstrscts give the
pressure of the air, temperature, dew point, humidity, rainfall, and
force of the land and sea winds for each month. Half-yearly Meteorological Reports, by Mr. Chambers, are also regularly transmitted
to the Astronomer Royal. But the observations taken at the five
other stations in the Bombay Presidency were sent to the India
Offlce, whero no use was made of them, and several sets were lost.
The machinery is, however, available for making important
scientific deductions h m observations taken a t points scattered
over the greater part of India, all of which are in regular communication with c e n b l stations. Mr. Blanford has pointed out that the
distribution of relative pressures is an important object of inquiry,
because the local character of the south-west and probably of the
north-west monsoon is greatly affected by its variations in different
years. There are other points which require a very wide field of
observations for their elucidation; and thus Bengal, or any one
local province, cannot usefully be treated independently of the
other parts of India. I t is thus necessary to include the data of
a wide area, and, indeed, of the whole IndiLGn Empire, in one
general Meteorological Report. "The business of a meteoroa logical department," says Mr. Blanford,
is to discuss as
well as to record facts, to compare and correlate them under
'' the guidance of accepted physical laws, and to endeavour to
tram out the causes which operate in producing the normal
cc features of our seasons, as well as those of their irregularities, the
" important influence of which on the welfare of the country has,
of late years, been too painfully obvious. I n order to do this,
" however, with any degree of completeness, a uniform system
of regisbtion must be extended much beyond the limits of
'' Ben@."
In 1872, Dr. Forbes Watson, the Reporter on the Products of India
to the Secretary of State, prepared an elaborate paper on the conditions under which the wet and dry bulb thermometer should be
1 Annual Raports of the Municipal Commissioner of Bombay, 1866. App. i., p. 45.
DO. for 1867, p. 52. Do. for 1868, at the end of Dr. Lumdaine's Report, the
Health Ofice, p. 6. Do. for 1869, by Dr. Hewlett. See also "Reports of the
Superintendent of the Goveinment Observatory, Colabe." 1866, 1868, 1869, 1870,
Normal Winds of Bombay," by Charles Chambers, Esq., F.R.S.-BoPnbay Builder.
(June, 1869.)
&tietics of the rainfall will be found in the " Bombay T i e s " Directories.
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employed, to give accurate results a~ an hygrometer. This paper
represents a vast amount of laborious work and careful thought, and
the tables of obsemations that accompany it tend to show that the
reeulb hitherto obtained by the use of the wet and dry bulbs are
nearly worthless. After giving the evidence on which his conclusions
are founded, Dr. Forbes Watson proceeds to suggest the steps that
should be taken to ascerttain the conditions under which it may be
possible to obtain reliable results from the use of the wet and dry
bulb thermometer. Nr. Buchan, the Secretary of the Scotch
Meteorological Society, has expressed his sense of the great value of
Dr. Watson's paper, and of the admirable manner in which the
different points have been investigated and discussed ; and he has
pointed out the importance of the discussion to the practical working
out of the problem of Indian meteorology. Dr. Watson's paper
ought to be in the hands of all observers in India. But it has not
yet been printed.
During 1873 the system of meteorological registration which had
been established by Mr. Blanford was carried on, and he received
the monthly abstracts of results from the North-West and Central
Provinces, but not from other parts of India. Such obstacles to
work were always to be expected so long as there was an independent system of registmtion in each province. This absence of
central control was noticed and deplored, not only in India and in
England, but in other countries ; and it was especially the subject
of remark in the " Zeitschrift " of the Meteorological Society of
Vienna. In the North-West Provinces there were 141meteorological
stations, under the direction of Dr. Murray Thornon, who prepared
the annual report ; and twelve in the Punjab.
It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of placing Indian
meteorology on an efficient footing, when it is considered how
absolutely the crops and with them the very existence of the
people depend upon the regularity or otherwise of the winds and
rains, and on an intelligent comprehension, baaed on long series
of dbsemtions taken over a v a t area, of the laws which govern
them.
The most vduable meteorological work during 1873 was
Mr. Blanford's paper on the winds of Northern India iu relation to the temperature and vapour-constituent of the atmosphere. Its object is to describe the normal wind currents of
Northern India and their annual variation, and to trace out their
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origin and causes so far as these can be discovered in the local
physical changes of the atmosphere. M i . Blanford describes the
winds of the principal geographical regions of North India in
detail, commencing with the Punjab. In thb part of the area
under discussion the currents from the westward predominate as a
rule throughout the year. I n the most northern part of the Punjab
westerly winds prevail in the cold and hot dry months, easterly in
the rainy months. In the central districts northerly winds predominate over southerly, having in the cold months a westerly
tendency, but drawing round to the north-east as the hot weather
comes on, while as the rainy semon sets in the winds tend to east
and south-east, returning to west after the rain ceases in September.
In the southern part of the Punjab and Bind easterly winds never
prevail, a,nd southerly, south-westerly, and north-westerly winds
predominabthe two former in the rainy months, the last in the
cold and hot dry season. In the coldest months the winds veer
towards the north. The Gangetic plain, sloping from an elevation
above the sea of 900 feet eastward to 160, is skirted on its northern
edge by the chain of the Himalaya, which determines in a, great
measure the direction of its prevailing winds. Those from the
north-west and south-east much exceed those from other quarters.
The change from the westerly to the easterly d i k t i o n accompanies
the change from the hot and dry season to 'the radns, and from
easterly to westerly that born the rains to the cold season. The
plateau of Rajputana is somewhat elevated above the Gangetic
plain, varying from 800 to 1,800 feet above the sea, level. Winds
from west and south-west greatly exceed those from other quarters
in the southern districts, commencing as early as February and
continuing till November, when they are replaced by northerly and
north-easterly winds. There is a similarity to the winds of the
southern Punjab. The Central India region is considerably broken
up into valley and mountain, so that the winds are more influenced
by merely local conditions than in' the more northern areas.
Westerly winds on the whole prevail. Central India participates
in the characteristics both of the plains of Northern India and of
the Peninsula, which last is under the influence of the true southwest and north-east monsoons. I n the Gtangetic delta the winter
monsoon becomes well established in November, blowing from the
north. Bs the season advances the wind draws round towards the
west, and eventually backs by south-west to south and south-east,

in which direction it blows during the rainy season and till September. I n October the winds are chiefly easterly, but m t e a d y
and inclined to be stormy. The local co&guration of the Assam
valley, forming an open passage for the monsoons to pass to and
from the region north of the H i m h y a , affects its winds. On the
whole the characteristic of Assam is the prevalence of easterly
win&, which is here m conspicuous as that of the westerly winds
over the Gangetic plain and Punjab.
It will be seen that the winds of Northern India am very different
from those of the adjaoent sem. Instead of two monsoons from the
north-east and south-west alternately prevailing during about equal
periods of the year, there are three distinct sworn in wbich special
winds prevail, the directions of which mainly depend on the relative
positions and directions of the mountain ranges and plains. During
the cold weather months, November to January, light westerly and
northerly winds blow from the plains of Upper India down the
valleys of the Ganges and Indus, and across the table-land of
Central India, and join into the north-east monsoon of the Punjab.
The easterly winds of the Assam valley add to this current. In
April and May, as the hot weather comes on, the winds of Northern
India become more westerly and powerful, and take the form of the
hot winds, blowing till sunset, and then being followed by calms.
At the same time southerly winds llre oommencing on the coast, and
are felt from Sind across to Bengal, but only at intervals and feebly,
except near the sea. I n June the south-west monsoon, being
established in the equatorial ocean, sets in round both coasts of
the peninsula, penetrate$ up the valleys of the Indus, Narbada, and
Tapti, ca,rrying a west or south-west current over Central India, and
from the Bay of Bengal pouring up the funnel-shaped openings
occupied by the Ganges delta, whence, turning westward, it passes
up the Chgetic valley towards the Punjab, which seems to be the
limit of the south-easterly winds. This is the period of the &y
seagon in Northern India. In October, as the south-east monsoon
ceases, the sontherly current h recurved towa,rds the heated region
dong the Commandel coast, and blowing rts a south-east wind,
awe^ the autumn rains, which some writers have erroneously
attributed to the north-east monsoon.
The seasone of Northern India present three distinct phases : the
cold sewn, &om the end of the rains in September to Mamh ; the
hot season, charaote*
by a dry atmosphere and great d i m 1
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range of temperature ; and the rainy season, in which the temperature is moderately high and equable, and the air humid. At the
close of the rains, in the end of September, the temperature of
Northern India, from the Punjab to the sea, is nearly uniform, at
about 81' or 82'. But evaporation and radiation to a cloudless sky
soon reduce the temperature of the interior below that of the
maritime regions, and in January the Punjab is about 11" colder
than Bengal, the plains of the North-West Provinces being about
midway in temperature between the two. I n &rch the advance
of temperature in Central India has brought out two thermal foui,
one on the west in Rajputana, and the other on the eaat, in the
hilly tracts of Western Bengal. I n April the Central Indian
thermal ..focus is well developed. In May the thermal focus has
gone further to the north-west, and lies in the northern part of the
Rajputana plateau. I n June it has reached the Punjab, the temperature there rising to 96" and more, while that of the south of India
begins to fall, consequent on the rains. In July the Punjab ranges
above 90°, while the greater pa& of Central India is below 85".
After July the temperature again falls, so that by the end of
September it is nearly equalised all over Northern India.
Thus in the cold weather there am two foci of minimum temperature, one in the Punjab, and the other in Assam, and the isotherms
nearly conform to the parallels of latitude. I n the hot months a
focus of heat is formed in Central Indirt, round which the isotherms
are bent, the temperature on the coasts and in the northern plains
being considerably lower than that in the interior. Finally, during
the rainy season the seat of highest temperature is in the Punjab,
the coolest regions then being those of the maximum rainfall,
consisting of two tracts extending from the coasts of Bombay and
Bengd along the course of the monsoon ourrents.
The available dab for discussing the atmospheric pressure are
imperfect, but, subject to this explanation, the mean pressure
reduced to sea level, in October, is nearly uniform over Ben@, in
the Central Provinces, and the Qanges valley. I n the follo*g
months the pressure rises over the whole area, but most in the
North-Weet Provinces and Western Bengal, and in December an axis
of maximum pressure lies in a line down from Cattack to the
North-West Provinces in a north-west and south-east direction.
The distribution of pressure remains much the same until February.
I n March a rapid fall takes place in Northern India, but the line
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of higher pressure still remains, extending now from north-western
India across to the coast of Arabia, round the delta of the Ganges.
I n April, with a continued rapid fall, a trough of low pressure
becomes apparent, which extends from the head of the delta of the
Ganges into Central India. I n May this area of low pressure
occupies a line from Western Bengal to Nagpur, and in June the conditions are generally similar, but with much reduced pressure in the
Punjab, in the north-west of which province the absolute minimum
is probably to be found. I n July the: minimum of pressure is
reached without important relative change. I n August a rise
begins, greater over Northern India, which continues during September and Ootober, when the uniformity of pressure is once more
approximately restored. The distribution of pressure follows
within certain limits, that of temperature in an inverse ratio of
intensity.
Mr. Blanford's conclusion is that these changes of
pressure are influenced by the proportion of aqueous vapour in the
air by carrying heat from the lower to the upper strata, and by
arresting solar and terrestrial radiation, thus equalising the temperature of the air column. I n general terms he conoludes that
the changes of tempemture are the principal causes of the variations
of pressure.
There is evidence that anti-monsoon currents blow in the upper
strata of the atmosphere, at the various seasons of the year, and a t
varying elevations, causing corresponding modifications in the
general temperature ; and Mr. Blanford is inclined to attribute
the rains of the cold season to the descent of the anti-monsoon
current from the south. This valuable paper indicrttes the direction which future investigations must take; and the practical
importance of the conclusions to which they will lead. The barometric pressure has a direct influence on the winds, and the winds
on the rainfall, and when these elements are thoroughly understood,
it is probable that the normal or abnormal oharacter of a year's
meteorology may be known as m l y as April.'
Mr. Blanford's Meteorological Report for the yeaz 1873 was the
seventh that had been submitted since the Department was established in 1867. It was the h t which had to h t of a yeax of
'

1 See also '& The winds of h'orthern India in ,relation to the temperature and vapour
constituent of the atmosphere," by Henry F. Bhford, F.G.S. ( P m e d i n g r of the
Royal Society, No. 150. 1874.) !The more complete paper is published in the
66 Philosophicul Trmsactions," vol. 164, yt. 2.
KO.xvii., p. 563.

disastrous drought and serious failure of crops, leading to a
threatened famine in the Lower Provinces.
India is pre-eminently a country in which the systematic study
of meteorology promises to be attended with the greztteat and most
speedy results. The pec*ties
which have already been observed,
justify the expectation that, when a more complete knowledge has
been obtrtmed, a foremat may be made of the aeasons, so that
their probble character may be known for some months in advance.
The most important question is that of the causes which determine
the distribution of rainfall and its irregulrtnties ; and Mr. Blanford
says, in his Report for 1873, " that it is within the power of science
" to solve this problem, I see no reason to doubt."
That any progress had already been made was, however, still due
to the voluntary assooiation of the,meteorological officem of Bengal,
the North-West and Central Provinces, and Be=, with a view to the
free interchge of mults, and their unification. But the Punjab
registers were untrustworthy and not comparable, and nothing was
then received from Bombay, Madras, or Burma. It was then only
possible to frame a conception of the general distribution of pressure llnd temperature over about half India and its seas. I t was
not, however, poseible to gain a satisfactory understanding of the
meteorology of any part of India, and therefore to derive from the
meteorological system the really valuable information which a sound
methodical system is capable of affording, until the whole of India
and Burma was brought into one n e w , so that the records of all
could be studied as a whole. Ceylon and Singapore have long been
aasooiated with Bengal.
I n 1873 there were 18 first-class stations in Ben@, at which the
following meteorological elements were observed:-Atmospherio
pressure, temperature of the air, extreme tempemturea, temperature
of solar evaporation, temperature of grass, nocturnal evaporation,
vapour tension, relative humidity, serenity, &all, number of days
of rainfall, wind, and mean diurnal movement of wind. There were
10 second-olass stations, to which two were added, including one at
Nancowry in the Nicobar Islands, and 146 third-class stations for
observing rainfall. It was arranged that there should be a Meteorological Observatory at Calcutta,, Sir George Campbell having
secured a suitable piece of ground at Alipur, and provision having
been made in the Budget for the building and for the self-registering instruments to he constructed in England. Self-registering
anemometers, giving a, simultaneous record of the direction h d
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velocity of the wind, were much needed, to obtain a knowledge of
the real movements of the air. The first has lately been set up over
the Calcutta Meteorological Office. The whole cost of the Ben@
Meteorological Department was 1,9361.
The chief meteorological char~teFisticsof 1873 were excessively
high temperature, especially in Oudh and the North-West Provinces,
unusually low preasure in the same region, abnormally high pressure
in Emt Bengd, great unsteadiness in the winds, and a general deficiency of moisture in the atmosphere. The monsoon current was,
ae a whole, either unusully weak or unusually dry, but that portion
from the Bay of Bengal failed to a grater axtent than that from
the Arabicbn Sea. The deficiency in Lower Bengal was as much m
40 per cent. The dryness waa probably due to a persistent barometric pressure in the south-east part of the Bay of Bengal, and to
the irregular depression in the upper part of the Gangetic Vdey,
together with the high preasure in East Bengal. Other muses were,
. no doubt, in operation, of which we are ignorant.
These persistent barometric irregularities exercise a very important
influence on the winds. Mr. Blanford divides the fluctuations of
atmospheric pressure under five heads, two regular and periodical,
and three irregular. The h t is the semi-diurnal tides of pressure.
The second is the grertt annual variation which, in the plains, has
one maximum in December and one minimum in June or July, the
amount of rise or fall varying according to the locality. The third
is the local and temporary variations of short duration, such as
accompany local s t o m . The fourth is general and temporary fluctuations affecting a large area simultaneously, as a rule, the more
intense the higher the latitude. The fifth is the local and persistent
vaziations, which are the most important in relation to irregularities
in the monsoon rainfall.
What has been brought to light by M i . Blanford's systematic
observations is that the abnormal featwe8 of each mornonsoon are
ahoet ae pereieteat ao its normal characteristics. The persistent
irregularities in the relative distribution of pressure first became
apparent in comparing the distribution of atmospheric pressure of
the two rainy seasons of 1868 and 1869, and attention m s drawn to
the subject in 1870.' In 1868 there waa unduly low pressure at
Sagax and False Point, in the north-east corner of the Bay of
,

" Journal
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Bengal, affecting the winds and obstructing their passage up coun.~
try, while musing unusually heavy fall of rain in the south-west
corner of the Gangetic delta, with drought in the region to the
north-west. Each subsequent year has confirmed the general truth
of the law by which abnormal lneteorological conditions have a
tendency to be persistent in India. If, therefore, the connexion of
these irregularities with those of the rainfall can be once clmrly
ascertained, it may be possible, even at an early period of the
season, in April, to obtain a clue to its probable peculiarities.
Duri,ng the year 1873 the distribution of atmospheric pressure
differed ,more widely from that of average yeam than was the case
in 1868. The effect was to weaken the current of wind which
blows from the Bay of Bengal, and therefore .toaffect prejudicially
the rainfall of the Lower Provinces.
The winds of the monsoon blow from the Arabian Sea and the
Bay of Bengal towards a line south of the Ganges, where a barometric depression begins in April, and is well established by the
time the rains set in in June. The pressure decreases dong this
line from east to west, where the trough, as it may be termed,
merges into the great barometric depression of the Desert and the
Punjab. To the south of this trough of barometric depression the
win& from the Arabian Sea blow across the Central Province8 from
the westward. To the north of it, those from the Bay of Bengal,
turning with the Gangetic valley, blow in the opposite direction,
their line of meeting being along the trough.
In 1873 this trough did not exist. The pressure declined thence
to the north, so that the place of lowest barometer lay far to the
north-west, in Oudh and Rohilkhand, immediately under the
Himalayas. Differences of barometric pressure are the cauees
of winds. A current of air coming from the Bay of Bengal could
only reach this barometric depmsion along its northern margin,
and here there is a great physical obstruction in the shape of the
Himalaya mountains.
Any weakening of the monsoon current implies a deficiency of
rain, for all the vapour that is condensed as rain on the uplands
and hills of India is brought by this current from the ocean. Tho
persistent barometric depression in Oudh, instead of that which.
usually appears in summer and autumn as the trough to the south
of the Ganges, seems to be intimately connected with the failure of
rainfall in Bengal. But whether these ascertained conditions were
the principal agents opemting to cause the drought of 1873 cannot

be known without some knowledge of the state of things prevailing in the Punjab, Bombay, and Madras. This Mr. Blanford
points out is but one of a vaa$ number of most imporhat inquiries
which present themselves for solution at the hands of the Indian
meteorologist.
A a important paper on The Meteorology of the Bombay Presidency " haa been completed during the year 1876 by &. Charles
Chambers, F.R.S., Superintendent of the Colaba Observatory.
The work comiata of four parts-the first dewith registrations of meteorological phenomena at the Colaba Observatory
during a period of twenty-seven years ; the second with mods
mtely full observations at five military stations in the Bombay
Presidency during a period of nineteen years; and the third
with large numbers of observations from civil hospitals and
revenue stations, being those of selected registers extending over
various periode from not less than a fortnight upp-to a number of
years ; in this part the phenomena, treated are temperature of the
air, winds, and rainfall only, and the extent of territory to which
the observations refer includes the whole of the Presidengy, Sind,
and the western half of Rrtjputana. I n the fourth part a m discussed the general distribution (as regards both space and season)
of temperature and rainfall, and the variations of the wind; h t .
with respect simply to the physical geography of the country, and
then in combination with certain theoreticd views, the elucidation
of which, by means of the dynamical theory of heat and the kinetic
theory of gases, occupies much space.
Nearly half the memoir is devoted to the work of the Colaba
Observatory, of the history of which a short sketch is given. The
design of this part is to give a compendious account of the results
of a long and continuous maintenance of the observatory, both in
the shape of numerical determinations of meteorological elements
and of ,their periodical and other variations, and in throwing light
by means of these upon the physical conditions and actions which
give rise to the observed relations between different phenomena, m d
to the variation of these relations with b e . .
In the course of the work the author introduces several new
modes of picturing clearly to the mind, and of representing graphically, the general results of the various phenomena observed ; he
also develops a theory of aerial circulation, including a dynamical
theory o? convection currents, which is original ; and, so far fks he

.
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knows, is put forth now for the first time. The publication of
Mr. Chmbers's valuable Report has been sanctioned by the Secretary
of State for India.'
A useful new serial publication has been issued by Mr. Blanford,
under the name of Indian Meteorological Memoirs," being occasional discussions and compilations of meteorological data relaw
to India and the neighbouring countries. It is not intended to
issue the parts at fixed dates, but papers accepted for publication
will be printed and issued as expeditiously as circumstances will
admit of. The work is designed as a vehicle for publication of such
portions of the work of the meteorological officers as do not form
part of the regular Annual Report on the Meteorology of. India.
Thus descriptions of local climates, of important and unusual phenomena, and of investigations in meteorological physics, will more
fitly find place in the present serial. Part I. of the first volume
contains three papers. viz., (1) on the winds of Calcutta; (2) on the
meteorology and climate of Yarkand and b h g a r , being chiefly a
discussion of registers kept by Dr. Scully during his deputation
with the-Mission in 1874-76 ; and (3) on the diurnal variation of the
barometer a t Simla.
I n 1876 Mr. Lowis Jackson published some useful Indian
meteorological statistics for the use of engineers, in his " Hydraulic
M a n ~ a l . " ~He gives the average rainfall of 72 stations in India,
according to the seasons ; notes on long continuous rainfalls and
special rainfd'data ; comparative humidities for 27 places ; a r e r a p
of monthly mean pressures for 28 places, average monthly temperatures, average wind resultants of 24 stations; and some general
remarks on the meteorology of India.
The phenomena connected with periods of drought in India have
necessarily received close attention, and Dr. Hunter has devoted
much time to an investigation of the possible connexion of years
of minimum and maximum sun spots with the amount of rainfall.
N7hen at Madras,. in 1876, he collected the facts from the meteomAn abstract of Mr. Chambers's Report was published in the a Proceedings of the
Royal Society," vol. xxv., No. 178. 1877.
a " Hydraulic Man~lal. Part I., consisting of working tables and explanatory text,
intended aa a guide in hydraulic calculntions, and field opgrations ; and Indian Meteorologiml Statistics for the use of engineers," by Lowis D'A. Jackson, A.I.C.E. (Allen,
1875.)
" The Cycle of drought and famine in Southern India," by W. W. Hunter, UD.,
Director General of Statistics to the Gorernment of India. Feb., 1877.

i

logical registers and a+ed
at certain provisional conclusions,
which he afterwards put forward in a paper read before the
Royal Society. During his comparison of the rainfall at Madras
with the sun spots, he came upon ;indications of a periodicity in
the rainfall, apparently connected, although not in a uniform
manner, with the solar cycles. The annual rainfall of Madras
appears to be subject to regular cyclical variation in periods of about
eleven years. It would be a discovery of great importance that
seasons of famine in Southern India also tend to recur at epochs of
eleven years, and at the epochs of SUE-spotminimum. It is to this
conclusion that Dr. Hunter's investigations seem to tend. But
Mr. Blanford has pointed out that a similar rule certainly doea not
hold good in Northern India. The meagre data now available seem
to show that if famines are more frequent in Southern India, at'the
epochs of minimum sun-spots, they are more frequent in Northern
India at those of maximum sun-spots. Existing data are insdcient
to admit of m y reliable generalization, but the discussion of the
question will be useful in dmwing attention to a practically important branch of meteorologid inquiry.
The appointment, of Mr. Henry F. Blanford as Meteorological
Reporter to the Government of India in 1876 is a most important
step in advan~e.~His first Report in this capacity was for the year
1876. He brought together, for the first time, the meteorological
data of the whole of India and its dependencies, and the survey
showed that there was much to be done in' order to secure general
efficiency. Most of the instruments in use (excepting the barometers) were still unverified, large tracts of country were imperfectly represented, and corrections had yet to be determined for the
elimination of differences which depend on the d i d +ariation of
the elements discussed. But a beginning has been made to remedy
defeds. The efforts of all are steadily directed to unify and
systematize the work, so that there will be steady progress iri
securing improvement in the quality sts well as the completeness
of the record.
1 cL Report on the variatioxl of rainfall in tropical India, with the cyde of sun-spot
frequency," by H. F. Blanford. May, 1817.
The Meteorological Department wae ofiicislly establiehed by the order of the
Government of India in the Department of Revenue, Agriculture, and Commerce,
(No. 56) of the 27th of September 1875.
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InBengal and Assam there am one first-&.as, eight second-class, and
eight third-class stations. During 1876 the meteorology was under
the charge of Mr. W. G. Willson, whose sudden death in F e b m
1876 was a most serious loss. He made admirable reports on the
cyclonea which occurred on the coast during the two years that he
was in charge. Mr. Willson has been succeeded as Bengal Meteorological Reporter by Mr. Elliott, who made a. valuable and exhaustive report on the destructive Vizagapatam and B h r g a n j cyclones
of October 1876.'
In the North-West Provinces there is one fht-class station a t
Allahbad, two second-class and six third-class, besidee a private
shtion at Dehra. Mr. Elliott had charge of the meteorology during
the y w 1876. Lucknow has an excellent observer, with good
insti-uments, in Dr. Bornvia ; but in the Punjab the supply of instruments was somewhat unsatisfactory. Deficiencies have, however,
, been supplied, and the results will appear in futiure reports.
There
ia one .first-clrtss atation at Lahore, and 10 third-clam, besides independent stations at Bhawalph, Simla, and Leh. I n Bemr Dr.
Abbott, the Sanitary Commissioner,.haa brought the registere up
to the standard, and has greatly improved the observatories. Dr.
Townshend, in the Central Provinces, has had the elevations of the
barometers carefully verified, and has compared the instruments
with the Calcutta standards. There are four third-class stations
in Berar. I n the Central Provinces there are three second-class
and eight third-class stations. I n Bombay Mr. Chambers has verified dl the instruments at the four observatoriesof Poona,, Belga,um,
Karachi, and Disa, and has obtained the levels of the barometers.
Besides the above four second-class stations, there &e nine thirdclass and two independent observatories at Bombay and Goa. The
Madras registers have been carefully kept and reduced under a
system devised by Mr. Pogson, which hm been in operation for
some years, but the registers of the previous years are still unpublished. I n Madras there are independent observatories at Madras
and Vizagapatam, two second-class and nine third-class stations.
The insular stations of Port Blair and Nancowry are under Dr. Rean.
I n Bunm there is a second-class station at Rangoon and eight
third-class stations. In Rajputana there are six third-class stations,
1 L'&port of the Vizngapatam md Backergunge cyclones of October 1876," by
J. Elliott,, Esq., M.A., Mehrologicnl Reporter to the Govcrnment of Bend. (GIcuttn, 1877.) 4to. pp. 187, with =pa.

one ,& Sikanderabad, and one in Bagha,lkand. Thus throughout
India there are three first-class, 21 second-ck, and 71 third-class
stations under the Depdment, besides nine independent observatories.
The first-class stations are Calcutta, Bombay, Allahabad, Lahore,
and lklidnm, a t which either self-reaording instruments register
continuously, or at short intends, the pressure, air and evaporation
temperatures, and wind movement. At second-class stations two
seta of observations are recorded at 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., and hourly
observations on four days in each month. At third-olass stations
two sets of observations only are reoorded M y .
I n his Report for 1876,' Mr. BlaJnford has brought together
the results of the observatiom at dl these stations. He prefaces
the account of the meteorology of the year with a brief but very
intereating description of the physical features of the country,
more especially with reference to the form and clothing of the
surface, and to those climatic features which are the average outcome of its meteorological conditions. He then gives a more particulm account of each meteorological station in India, most of
them described from personal experience. After these introductory
sections, Mr. Blanford proceeds to discuss the meteorology of the
yertr under eight heads :S o h radiation.
Terrestrid radiation.
Air temperature.
Atmospheric pressure.

Anemometry.
HYgrometrg*
Cloud proportion.
Rainfall..
,

Abstracts of the registers, claesified in tables under the above
headings, are then given, and the original observations of five
chief stations, namely, Calcutta, Lucknow, Nagpur, Madras, and
Bombay.
Thus for the first time the meteorology of India baa been
brought together and discussed as rt whole, and, under the able
direction of Mr. Blanford, the work of the Meteorologid D e p d
ment, the importance of which can scarcely be over-estimated, will
1 d L b p r t on the meteorology of India in 1875," by Henry F. Blanford, Meteomlogical Reporter to the Government of India. First year. (Calcutta, 1877.) See also
&. Blenford's "Report on the adminiatration of the Meteorological Department of
the Government of India in 1876-76." (Cslc~~tta,
1877.)

soon hold a worthy place by the side of that of the other scientific
departments of India.'
1 The papers relating to the constitution of an efficient Meteorological Department
were presented to Parliament, having been moved for, on May Sth, 1874, by Mr. Egerton Hubbard, M.Y.,in a speech in the course of which he explained the great importnnce of the etudy of meteorology in India. See Hanaard's Parliamentary Debates,
vol. ccxviii.
"Copies of the Despatch from the Secretary of State on the organization of a
Meteorological Department in India, dated 18th May 1871, with enclosures, end of all
despatches to and from the Government of India during the last five yeara on the
(Presented May 1874.)
subject referred to."

XVII.
TIDAL OBSERVATIONS.
THE earliest recorded tidal observations in India, which I havc
met with, were taken at the Kidderpur dockhead on the Hugli,
by Mr. James Kyd,' for 22 years, from 1806 to 1827.8 Mr. Kyd
did not publish his results in tables, but showed them on a series of
diagrams, which he accompanied by some suggestive remarks. He
observed that in the Hugli there were two long unequal tides, eight
months of flood. and four of ebb. He assumed that the south-west
wind in March caused the currents to set up the Bay of Bengal, and
raise the sea several feet at its head, and in the Hugli long before
the freshes from the rivers are felt. This cause continues till October. Then the river freshes of Au,oust and September, and the
change of wind, give the currents a set in the contrary direction. The rise of the Ganges affects the Hugli early in July, and
its level is bodily raised, the low water (neaps) at the time of the
freshes being even higher than the high water (also neaps) of the
dry season. Mr. Kyd suggests that the Damodar, Rupnarain, and
Hijili rivers occasion the height of low water in the season of
freshes, by acting as a dam, and preventing the ebbing of the waters
quickly into the sea. Another local phenomenon of the Hugli
tides which he could not satisfactorily explain is, that in the northeast monsoon the night tides are highest, and in the south-west
the day tides. The bores in the Hugli only occur on the highest
spring tides.
Mr. Kyd's obsehations were continued in 1828 and 1829 at Mud
Point, on Sagar Island, and a further series of tidal registrations
was published by James Prinsep."
.
.
While these early tidal observations were being taken in the
Hugli, the subject was being carefully studied in England by Sir John
-

-.

.

-

1 Mr. Kyd wss an Eeet Indian, who set an example of independent enterpriao to his
countrymen, in forming a large docking establishment at Kidderp~u;which &&rwards
became the property of the Government.-Calcutta Review, iii., p. 249.
cc Asiatic Researches," xviii., p. 259.
3
Gleanings in Science," Nov. 1829 and Jan. 1830.
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Lubbock and Dr. Whewell. Their papers on co-tidal lines in the
rc Philosophical Transactions " excited general interest ; but on the
chart which accompanied Dr. Whewell's essay,a though a numerous
series of co-tidal lines in other parts of the world was given, the
coasts of India presented nearly a blank. I n the same year in
which the essay was published, Dr. Whewell's suggestions to
persons who have opportunities to make or collect observations of
the tides" appeared in the "Journal of the h i a t i c Society of
Ben@ ;" and the Governor-Gened, at the same time, requested
that the Society would undertake to promote inquiries on the
Indian coasts to complete the co-tidal lines for the Bay of Bengal."
It was considered that the most important branch of the investigation wars that for the determination of the diurnal inequality or
difference between day and night tides, which depends on the
declination of the moon north or south of the equator; and the
Society sent a circular on the subject to members &siding at coast
stations? Dr. Whewell also expressed a' hope that tidal observationa would be made from an extensive range of places in
India."
The first result of these measures was the contribution of a table
of the times of high water at the principal places between Calcutta
and Point Palmyms, which was prepared by Mr. P. G. Sinclair.
Then the results of observations made on the tides at Madras in
1821, by means of a tide gauge fixed near the north-wt angle of
Fort St. George, was published.? In 1837, observations of tidcs
were made by Lieutenant H. Siddons at Chittagong, in conformity
Philosophid 'I'ransaction~"1831.
"Phil. Trm~.,"1883. r'Essay toward8 an approximation to a map of co-tidal
lines." Dr. Whewell wrote 14 memoirs on tidea in the " Philosophical Transactions "
from 1883 to 1850. '' Researches on the tides, and their diprnal inqualitiesy" were
published separately. (London, 1848.) See also Professor Airy's article on Tidca
and Warn," in the Encyclopadia Metmpolitana.
8 "J.A.S.B.,"ii.,p.
161.
4 "J. A. S. B.," iv., p. 401.
6 " J. A. S. B.," vi, p. 401. James Prinsep expreesed his confident belief that "a11
who had men Professor Whewell's laborious map of the tidal wave, traced in ita m r s e
&'
over the whole surface of the globe, would willingly contribute to the perfection of so
" interesting and useful a problem."
8 a J. A. S. B.," iv., p. 517. " Though we have some detached ob~ervstionson the
coast of India, me have nothing which gives us a correct view of the p r q of the
tide." Dr. Whewell, in a paper read before the British Association, "On our
ignorance of the tides." (1851) xx., p. 27.
7
Madm Herald," June 3rd, 1836.
1
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with the c i r c u h of the Asiatic Society,l and a succinot review of
obsermtiona of tides made in the Indian Archipelago in 1839 was
also published: as well as the registers of the rise and fall of,the
tide at Prince Edward's Island in 184041, and a t Biqppore in
185k96.S h f e s s o r ~ h e a e l ale0
l
received the Elingapore observations which were taken by Mr. Scott, the Master Attendant, and ho
.
notices the enormous di&d inequalityf
A special series of tidd observations was ordered to be taken in
the Hugli in 1869, with reference to the effect of a, cyclone wave if
the river was embanked. Tidal observations are also taken at
Kidderpur dockyard; and the Master Attendant at Calcutta predicts tide tables, giving the anticipated time of high and low water
for every day, which are published annually. But the tables, when
compared by Mr. Parkes with the register furnished from the Master
Attendant's W c e , were found to be so erroneous that they can be
of no pmctical use. Por the complete investigation of the Hugli
tides observatiom should be made near the mouth of the river.
The earliest register of tides on the west ooaat of India will,
I think, be found in a table showing the rise of the spring tides
in ,Bombay harbour, during night and day, for 1832, which was
eomrnunicated by Benjamin Noton, E S ~ .When
~
the Colaba, Observatory waa h a t established, Captain Daniel Ross suggested a contrivance for registering tides by means of a large float and pulley in
a well 22 feet deep, with a register house over it, just above highwater mark; but it was found impracticabl= to connect the well
with the sea by a cutting. Nothing waa; therefore, done until Dr.
Buist took charge of the observatory, in July 1W2,when the selfregistering tide gauge WM put into working order, and the well waa
connected with the sea by a siphon pipe." Tbe tides have since
been observed at the Colaba Observatory, though with much irregularity. The registers, while Captain Montriou wm in chmge, have
been published for 184r6,1M7, and 18418. . 8 ejmt DUM, of the
8appem and Miners, a very .stive..and intdligent man, wa,a the
a c M observer, and the series for 1846 is pa,rtidly reliable; but

.

'

1

..

J. A. S. B.;" vi., p. 949.

2!'J.A.8.B.,"x.,p.302.

9 it.?. A. S.'B.,:'xi, pp. 149 and 263, andxix.
4 6C?thseries of researches on the tides. Chi

,

diurnal inequalities at Ringspore."

Phil. T ~ Q1887,
~ E p.
. 75.
6 6 J. A. S.B.,"ii., p. 247. And in uRushton'e Gazetteer " for 1844.
8
Journal, Bombay G. S.," ri.,p. 235.

'
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those for subsequent years are very doubtful. Captain Montriou
remarked that the law of tides had been found to differ materially
from that which had been determined relative to the tidea in
Europe.' Captain Ross, as Master A t t e n h t at Bombay, constructed a set of tables from observations made at the dockhed,
from May 1836 to December 1840.8
In the paper which accompanies Captain Ross's tables, Dr. Buist
observed that the amount of information respecting the tidea of the
west coast of India was then singularly meagre in amount and incomplete in kind. Great tidal irregularities prevail at Mahim,
Tanmh, Panwell, and Nagotna ; and there are remarkable local
currents dependent upon tides, but none of these phenomena have
been carefully observed. Further irregularities are said to have
been subsequently caused in tlie tides by the construction of the
Bandora and Mahim causeway.
Tide registers were kept by the Surveyors of the Indian Navy, and
were always sent in with the field books and journals of the respective ships. These have never been published ; but the tide tables,
annually issued at -theAdmiralty, give the time of high water at the
full and change of the moon, and the ranges of tides at springs and
neaps, for 98 places on the coast of India. The geographical axrangement of the table follows nearly the same order as the progress
of the great tidal wave from S.W. to N.E.s The tidal wave strikes
Western Hindustan, from the west, at right angles to the mean
direction of the shore line, .thus causing very little difference in the
times of high water along the whole length of coast, except when
the wave has to run up indentations of the land, such ae the gulfs
of Cambay and Kach. From Mangalor to Jaighur (100 miles south
of Bombay) no tidal stream is observed along the coast, except just
off the mouths of rivers ;4 but along the Northern Concan the flood
stream sets to the north, and increases unt.il, in the Gulf of Cmba,y,
it finishes with the well-known bore which was described by Lieutenant Ethersey. This tidal bore sefe in like a straight wall of water
1 '' Observatiom mede at the Bombay Observatory," by Capt. Montriou and Lieut.
Ferguseon. (Bombay, 4to.) See those for 1847 and 1862 especially.
2 rc Journal, Bombay G. S.," vi., p. 243.
3 See " Findlay's Directory for the Navigatiou of the Indian Seas " (2d ed. 1870)
p. '17 ; Imray's '' Seaman's Guide to the Navigation of the Indian Ocean ;"and
L L Horsburgh's Indian Directory."
4 "The West Coast of Hindostan Pilot," compiled by Commander A. D. Taylor
I.N. (1866) p. 8.
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with a head 5 or 6 feet high, each succeeding wave decreasing more
and more, until the whole gulf is reduced to the same level with
the sea 0utside.l
South of Mangalor the flood stream is from the N.W. Karilchi
and Porbunder receive the tidal wave earlier than any other parts of
India; and thence the flood tide sets eastward along the coast of
Sind and Kach, north above Porbunder, a,nd south-east along tllc
Katiwar coast to,Diu hea.d. Off Diu head there are frequent eddies
mused by the ebb stream of tlie Gulf of Cambay running westward,
while the flood stream from Porbunder is running to the east.
Captain Taylor has suggested other causes for tidal irregularities.
Where evaporation is so great, as it is in the Indian seas, there aro
doubtless locd movements of the ocean dependent on that cause.
At Cochin the stream, flowing into the backwater, is sometimes
constant for twenty hours, although the regular but inconsiderable
rise and fall has been marked on the tide gauge.'
It was ailso observed by Captain Taylor that, in the S.W. monsoon,
in the harbours on the west coast of India, more especially in
Jaighur, Viziadrug, and Karwar, the water in the daytime was on
a higher level by 2 or 3 feet than in the dry season. The three
above-mentioned ports are formed by points of land running out
to seaward on their southern sides. Captain Taylor suggests
that the great body of water brought down by the rivers, at that
season, is stopped by the force of the monsoon blowing upon
the shore, and that the observed phenomenon of the water in
these harbours being at a higher level in the rain is thus partially
accounted for.
In his new " India Directory " Capbin Taylor devotes a section
to the tides, of the Indian Ocean, in which he treats of diurnal
inequality, short and long period tides, the tidal wave, and tidal
currents. The seciion is illustrated by a tidal chart of the Indian
O~e&n.~
Mr. William Parkes, the Consulting Engineer of the Karichi
Harbour Works, has computed very accurate tide tables, both for

I
1 "R. G . S. Journal," viii. p. 96 and p. 202. For a notice of Lieut. Ethersey's
Survey, see p. 20.
6sTaylor'sWest Coast Pilot," p. 8. A tidal registel' was kept at Cochin so long
ago as when Dr. Buist wrote his remarks in 1836.-Bombay G.S. Jiiutnal, vi., p. 250.
3 "The Indian Directory" Fart I., by Commander Alfred Dundes Taylor, F.R.G.S.
(late Indian Navy). Allen, 1874, p. xxxvii.
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that port and for Bombay. His data for l b r h h i were sets of
observations taken at Manora Point from December 1867 to March
1858, and at Kearnari from March 1st to August 31st, 1866.
His calculations were made with a view to determining the laws
which govern the tides of the Indian seas, where the diurnal inequality gives to alternate tides an elevation or depression in height,
and an acceleration or retardation in time. The theory of these
diurnal inequalities has been elaborately &vestigated by the h t r o nomer Royal and others. The desideratum is to bring the art of
tidal prediction for Indian ports, where there is a large d i d
inequality, to the same degree of precision as has been arrived at
in the case of English tides, where the irregularity is unimportant.
At Karslchi the diurnal inequality sometimes affeots high water
to the extent of two hours and low water 4minutes, and as regards
height, as much as 1 2 inches a t high and 36 at low water. These
effects are far too great to be neglected in the prediction of tides.
Mi. Parkes based his investigation on the fact that the diurnal
inequality was caused by a diurnal tide which alternately raises and
depresses, accelerates and retards, the semi-diurnal tides ; and the
problem was to find the relation between the movements of the sun
and moon, and the varying times and heights of this diurnal tide.
The result of the calculations has been very satisfactory ; and the
rules for the prediction of tides for the port of Karslchi have been
drawn up, and the tables computed, by combining the semi-diurnal
and d i m 1 tides? The tidal observations at K&hi,
taken at
Manora, Point by a self-acting register in charge of Mr. Humby,
since 1865, are now becoming of great value, at a, very small cost ;
and have served to suggest further corrections in the formulee by
which the tables are calculated.
The data used by Xr. Yarkes for his Bombay tide tables were the
registers taken at the Colaba Observatory by the self-acting tide
gauge in 1846. From these materials the Bombay Time Tables are
computed, and Mr. Parkes, in his Report, gives the modifications
necessary for making the rules given for the prediction of tides at
Report on the tides of the Port of Kumchee," by W. Parkee, Eq, C.E., 1866.
See also a paper read before the Royal Society,' On the Tides of Bombay and
Kurrachee," by William Parkes, M. Inst. C.E.-Phil. Tram. 1868, xxix., p. 686.
Mr. Parkes haa computed the Tide Tablee for K d h i and Bombay for the years
1866, 1867, 1868, 1869, 1870, and 1871.
1
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Kadchi applicable to Bombay, as well m a diagram of curves of
semi-monthly inequalities of time and height. The Bombay able6
have been compared with tidal observations taken from January 28th
to June Ihth, 1867, by Mr. Ormiston, the Government engineer of
reclamations, by direat reading from a graduated sta$ at every ten
minutes.
Sir William Thomson, using materia,la furnished by Mr. Parkes
as part of the bmis of his argument, suggested a new mode of investigating tidal observations, which waa worked out under the auspices
of a ~ommitteeof the British A~sooiation.~
It is very important that the investigation of the laws of the tides
of the Indian seas should be extended to other ports than Bombay
and Kadchi, both from a purely scientific and'from a practical p i n t
of view. But so incredibly long does it take for such measures to pass
from the stage of discussion to that of action that the suggestions
of Dr. Whewell, made in 1832, and the importance of which were fully
recognized by the Government of India at the time, have hitherto
borne little fruit. Mr. Pazkes, the value of whose accurate tide
tables are fully appreoiated at K a A h i and Bombay, renewed
the attempt of Dr. Whewell. He urged that a series of observations, extending over twelve months, should be taken at s e v d
judiciously chosen points round the coast; and that a competent
person should be appointed to the special duty of systamrttically
for the
collating these observations, deducing from them form*
computation of tide tables, and annually issuing the tables. Such
an investigation would be as valuable to pradical seamen as to men
of science.
I n 1868 Colonel Walker, Superintendent of the migonometrical
Survey of India, was requested to take steps for determining the
mean sea level at various points on the Indian coasts, and more
particularly on the coasts of KatiwSw: and the Gulf of Kach, where
it was believed that changes were taking place in the relative levels
of the land and sea, the rate and magnitude of which it was
desirable to ascertain. Arrangements were made for the construction of self-registering tide gauges, and for connecting the tidal
stations by levelling operations ; the gauges were made in England
and sent out to India, and the operations would soon have been in
full swing, but for the financial diBaulties of the Government of
India, and the consequent reductions of expenditure in a l l directions,
1

'' Rsportg British Association," 1868, 1870.

.

which led to the suspension of the proposed tidal and levelling
operations.
When Colonel Walker was at home on furlough, in 1872, his
attention was drawn to the tidal investigations which were being
carried on in England under the superintendence of a Committee of
the British Association, presided over by Sir William Thomson, and
he suggested that when the tidal operations are resumed in India
their scope and object should be enlarged, and that they should be
carried on in such a manner as to contribute towards the attainment
of a better knowledge of the laws of the tides. He believed that
with very little additional labour or cost, beyond what is required
for the primary object of determining the existing relations of the
level of land and sea, it was possible to introduce similar methods
of tidal observation, registration, and reduction to those which
have been adopted by the British Association, and which are
expected to lead-among other scientific results-to an evaluation
of the mass of the moon, to definite information regarding the
rigidity of the earth, an approximation to the depth of the sea, from
the observed velocities of tide mves, and to the retardation of the
earth's rotation due to tidal friction ; a variety of practical benefits
arising from'an acourate knowledge of the height of the tide at any
time would also be obtained.
In complianoe with Colonel Walker's recommendations, Lieutenant
Baird, R.E.,-one of his offlcers who was at home on furlough-was
deputed to study the practical details of the method of tidal registration and the harmonic analysis of the observations, aa practised
and recommended by the British Association. A new tide gauge
was constructed by Mr. Adie after the pattern of those which had
been previously supplied by himself for the operations in India, but
with a few modifications which appeared to be desirable, the most
important of which was the- substitution of a chronometer escapement instead of a pendulum or gravity escapement for the clock
which drives the barrel of the tide gauge, in order to permit of the
instrument being set up on jetties or scaffoldings projecting into the
sea, where they would be liable to concussions by the beating of
the waves which would affect the rate of a pendulum clock and
might even stop its action. The new tide gauge was set up by
Lieutenant Baird at Chatham, with the assistance of a few men of
the Royal Engineers, whose services were lent by the Colonel
Commandant, and its performances were considered very satisfactory.
Lieutenant Baird drew up an account of the method of reducing
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tidal observations by an harmonic analysis, as conducted by the
British Association. The reductions are exceedingly intricate, and,
though perhaps not materially more laborious than previous methods
of calculation, very full and precise explanations are required
both of the mathematical formulae on which they depend and of the
practical application of these formula. These were furnished to
Colonel Walker by Lieutenant Baird, who, however, was obliged to
return to India before his memorandum could be printed, but it
was completed by Mr. Roberts, of the Nautical Almanac Office,
who conducted the reductions of the tidal observations of the
British Association, and waa most obli,&g in placing Lieutenant
Baird in full possession of the details of his calculations.
In compliance with Colonel Walker's suggestions, a self-registering
anemometer and self-registering aneroid barometer were constructed
to accompany each tide gauge, in order that the direction m d
velocity of the wind and the pressure of the atmosphere might be
reuorded pari paem with the tidal levels ; and thus all the necessary
instrumental appliances for the investigation of tidal phenomena
were made available in India for s i m u l ~ e o u sobsemations at six
independent stations.
On his return to India Colonel Walker deputed Lieutenant Baird
to make a reconnaissance of the coasts of the Gulf of Kach, with a
view to selecting tidal stations, and more particularly to =certain
in what manner ra station could be established at a point as far iuto
the Rann of Kach as possible to which the tide has free access.
Lieutenant Baird fitted up a large country boat at Juria Bandar to
be used in navigating the creeks and channels of the gulf, and
secured the services of a good pilot. He then embarked and crossed
to Nawadr Point on the K.ach coast, where he found a spot which
is well adapted for tidal observations, having a minimum depth of
19 feet of water within 336 feet of a site for a ' station. He next
proceedecl eastwards towards the head of the gulf, and discovered
a position near Hunst!ll Point, which is well adapted for a tidal
station, hav5ng a minimum depth of 72 feet of waer within 160
feet of the site of an observatory. !Fuming westwards along the
Kattiwar coast, he finally selected a third station at the entrance
of the gulf at Okha Point, where he met with a rocky foreshore
having a minimum depth of 23 feet of water within 220 feet of a
site for a tidal station. Lieutenant Baird derived much assistance
in his explorations from the admirable charts which were constructed by Captain A. D. Taylor,.I.N., in 1851, copiea of which,

on the full scale of the original survey, had been lithographed for
Colonel Walker, through the Geographical Department of the India
Offlce.
It waa deoided to construct the stations on shore at the line of
high water. M&onry wells of a diameter of about three feet were
sunk at the stations to a depth of several feet below the lowest
tides. In these wells iron cylinders of a diameter slightly exceeding
that of the float of the tide gauge were set up v e r t i d y , and
eventually c o ~ e c t e dwith the sea by an iron piping carried along
the shore down to the low water line, where a flexible piping was
attached and carried into deep water. The cylinders were closed
below by an iron plate, to prevent the entrance of the =tar
which may be expected to percolate through the sides of the well
whenever the tide is fa,lling. The flexible piping terminates in
a rose suspended a few feet above the bed of the sea, in order to
prevent the entrance of silt as much as possible, and it was
attached to the iron piping in such a manner as that it was
readily removed and cleared whenever necessary. The interior
diameter of the piping was two inches, which was computed to
be sufflcient to permit of the transmission of the tidal wave from
the sea to the oylinder in the well without sensible retardation, so
that the height of the water in the cylinder may be expected to be
always the same as that of the surface of the sea. The tide gauges
were set up over the cylinders, and their iron bed plates indicate
the places to which the tidal measurements were referred, and they
were connected by levelling with permanent bench mmks k e d in
the ground in the vicinity of the stations.
In November 18'73, Captain Baird, having despatched all the instruments and material for the tidal observatiois in the Gulf of K h h ,
proceeded himself to the Okha Tidal Station, near the mouth of the
gulf; and operations were proceeded with at the three stations of
Okha, HunstB, and Nawadr. The arrangements included the
supply of the parties with fiesh water and provisions, and the
construction of boats, and were made under many and great
difficulties. The regular tidal registrations were commenced at Okha,,
near the entrance to the gulf on the southern side, by the end of
December, at Hunsthl, near the head of the gulf, by March, and at
Nawanhr, half way up the northern coaat, by April 1874. Captain
Baird, and his assistant Mr. Rendel, made periodical inspections of
the tidal stations, which necessitated a great deal of hard marching,
and entailed much exposure and privation. The first series of
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observations was completed in 1874, and the preliminary results from
the combined tidal and levelling operations were that the mean sea
level of the Gulf of Kach is higher by 7 inches at the head of the
gulf,and by 4 inches midway up, than it is at the mouth.
During 1874, al~o,the tidal observations taken at Tutikorin in
1871-72, with a self-registering tide gauge, were reduced by the
harmonic method by Mr: Roberts, of the Nautical Almanac Office.
I n the seaaon of 1876, Captain Baird and Mr. Rendel levelled
over 420 miles, thus establishing a complete circuit connecting the
tidal stations. But the former able and zeaJous officer was attacked
by fever, which obliged him to return to England, where he will
reduce his observations, in concert with Mr. Roberts. Charge of
the work in the Gulf of Kach has, meanwhile, been entrusted to
Captain C. T. Haig, R.E.
A careful register of tides at Bombay, under the Port Trustees,
was commenced in January and continued throughout the year
1876. At K A h i tidal observations have been continuous for
16 years.
Tidal observations not only af€ord data for calculating the rise
and fall, they also enable a standard to be fixed for survey purposes, while they are of s c i e n a c interest, apart from their practical
usefulness. By a resolution, dated July 4th, 1877, the Government
of India ordered that the tide gauges should be provided from
port funds; and the general superintendence and control of all
tidal observations on the Indian coasts waa entrusted to Captain
Baird, R.E.,who will determine the points at which they should
be carried out. Thus the investigation of the laws of the tides
of the Indian Ocean, which haa long been considered a desideratum,
and the utility of which was originally pointed out by Dr. Whewell
in 1832, will now receive the attention it deserves.
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"

A LAUDABLE curiosity prompts to inquire the sources of know-

ledge, and a review of its progress furnishes suggestions tending

" to promote the same or .some-kindred study. We would know
the names at least of the individuals to whom we owe successive
steps in the advancement of knowledge." The above remark is
equally applicable to all the sections of this Memoir, but it was
made by Mr. Colebrooke, when he introduced the ancient Indian
astronomers, and opened his dissertation upon their systems. Of
all the sciences which have been cultivated in India under the
auspices of the Government, astronomy alone has a history which
goes back ages before the English occupation, and which requires,
in this enurnemtion of those to whom., in India, we owe successive
steps in the advancement of knowledge, a wider range thm is
included within the last century. Rennell and Voysey, the fathers
of Indian geography and geology, flourished within the memory of
living men ; but we must go back to the 6th century for the era of
Aryabhata, the sage who stands at the fountain head of the history
of Indian astronomy.
Aryabhata must have flourished before the sixth century. He
a 5 e d the diurnal revolution of the earth on its axis, accounting
for it by a current of aerial fluid, extending to a height of 114 miles
above the earth's surface; and he calculated the earth's circumference to be 26,080 miles. He believed the moon and primary
planets to be dark, and only illumined by the sun ; and he poslsessed
the true theory of lunar and solar eclipses. He is also the earliest
author that is known to have treated of algebm.' In his Swrya
Siddbaltta h'e deduced from observations the values of the mean
motions of the sun, moon, and planets, and of their apsides and
nodes, and calculated eclipses. Mr. William Bpottiswoode at one
time had an intention of hnslating the Swrya Siddbaltta, and he
has actually enabled an enquirer to understand the ancient aatro1
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nomer's system, by giving his rulee in modern mathematical
language and forrnu1se.l
Vahemihira, another aatmnomer, flourished in the generation
after Aryabhata.
Brahmegupta, who wrote in 628 A.D., set himself the taak of
correcting the earlier system, which had ceased to agree with the
phenomena,, and of reconciling computation with observation. His
Brairlncx Siddhnta, in 21 chapters, contains calculations of the
mean motions and true places of the planets, of lunar and solar
eclipses, of the rising and setting of planets, of the position of the
moon's cusps, and of observations of altitudes by the gnomon. The
principles of his astronomical system are given in a compendious
treatise on spherics. He frequently quotes from Aryabhata.
Bhaskm, e later astronomer, conipleted his work on algebra,
, arithmetic, and menemtion in about 1160 A.D?
The systems of the earlier of the ancient Hindu sages were communicated to the astronomers of the court of the Abbaside KhaIffah
Al-MamQn at Baghdad; and the knowledge derived from this
source, combined with the learning of Ptolemy, after being cultivated by the more enlightened sovereigns of Central Asia, came
back again to India, with the descendanh of Timur.
The Ambs began to study astronomy under the KhaIffah AJMrtmiln, and in 827 the Almagest was translated into Arabic.
Al Batany, the most celebrated of their astronomers, noticed errors
in the positions of stars in Ptolemy's catalogue, in consequence of
that astronomer's error with regard to the precession of the equinoxes; and in 882 he determined the amount of this precession
with greater accuracy. Dr. Halley calls Al Batany cc Vir adrnimndi
6 c accnminia'ac in administrandia observationibus exercitatissimus."
Ebn Younis observed three eclipses at Cairo between 977 and 979,
1 L L On the Snrya Siddhmnta, and the Hindu method of calculating eclipaea," by
William Spottiswoode. (1868.) Jarsa. R. A. S, xx., p. 346. Dr. Bhau Daji wrote
6L Brief notes on the ege and authenticity of the works of Aryabhata."
J a m B. A. S.
i., (N.S.) xiv., p. 322. See also Dr. Kern-" On some fiagmenQ of Aryebhata,"
J a m . R. A. S., xx, p. 375. Lassen's "Indische Alterthomskunde," ii., p. 136.
Burgeaeystranslation o f Ayabhata, end Fitz Edward Hall on the S q a Siddhante, in
the Journal of the American Oriental Society, vi., pp. 145-559. Bentlefs u ~ ~ r i c a l
View of Hindu Astronomy." (London, 1825.) Mrs. Mamhg'e "Ancient and Medimvd
In&,"
i., ,362.
a a Algebra, with arithmetic and mensuration, from the Sanacrit of Brahmsgapta and
Bhaekare." Tnmeleted by H. T. Colebrooke. (Murray, 4to. 1817.)
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and Abul Wefa, who died in 986, composed a catalogue of the fixed
stars.' The learning thus fostered on the banks of the Tigris
spread to the east and west,e and the Mongol .Hulaku Khan established an observatory at Maraga in Azerbaijan, where Nbiru-'dDln composed his Ilkhhny tables in the thirteenth century.
Ulugh Beg, the grandson of Timur, was for many years governor
of Ma-wad-'n-N& during the reign of his virtuous father Shah
Rokh, and reigned himself from 144'7until he waa assassinated by
his own eon in 1449. Ulugh Beg attracted to his court all the most
celebrated astronomers, from various parts of the world. He erected
a college and observatory at Samarkand, at which a hundred people
were constantly occupied in the pursuit8 of science; and among
other instruments he had a quadrant, the radius of which equalled
in length the height of the dome of St. Sophia? Having found
that certain stars in Ptolemy's catalogue, reduced to his own epoch,
did not coincide with observations made at Stmarkand, Ulugh Beg
and his learned assistants undertook to re-observe the whole of the
stars in Ptolemy's catalogue, and to construct a new set of astronomical tables. This was ultimately accomplished. The tables,
called Zig UZugh Beg, are divided into four parts, referring to
treatises on epochs and eras, on the knowledge of time, on the
courses of planets, and on the positions of fixed stars. Ulugh Beg
re-observed all Ptolemy's stars but 27, which were too fax south to
be visible at Samarkand.' One of these was Sohail or Canopw, a
Asiatic Miscellany," i., p. 34.
Abu Obaidah Moslema, a native of Madrid, who had studied in the e a t , waa the
most renowned astronomer of Muhammadan Spain. He was well acquainted with the
movements of the heavenly bodies. He reformed the kiblah, giving the true bearing
of Meccn from Spain, and his work on the manner of constructing and using astrolabes
is preserved in the library of the Escurial. He is also said to have translated the
Almagest of l'tolemy, and to have constructed some excellent astronomical tables. See
an account of his life in Casiri, i., p. 378. c. 2., and ii., p. 147. c. 2.' and Gayangos's
Al Makkari, i., pp. 149, 427,465. Moslema died at Cordova in 1007 A.D. ; so that
he was the contemporary of the eastern astronomers Ebn Younis and Abul Wefa.
3 A t least so the Turks, who had it fiom Persians of credit, told Professor G r e a v ~
But Mr. Baily thinks it was more probably a gnomon. The Spanish Ambassador, Ruy
Gonzdez de Clavijo was at Samarkand, thirty y0ar8 or more before Ulogh Beg built
his observatory. This is to be regretted, as Clavijo described d l he saw at S a m k n d
very minutely. See '' Narrative of the Embaasy of Clavijo to the court of Timur,"
translated and edited, with a life of Timur, by Clementa R. Markham, (printed for the
Hakluyt Society, l859), p. 169.
4 The tablee of Ulugh Beg were first brought to the knowledge of Europeans by
the great orientalist and mathematician, John Greaveg Savilian Professor at Oxford
1
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star which was fmt seen by the great Timuride astronomer's
cousin Baber, when he crossed the Hindu Kush, on his way to
bring the learning of Aryabhata, increased by that of Ptolemy and
Ulugh Beg, back to its native source on the plains of Hindustan.
Thus the Timuride emperors at Delhi boasted of a famous
astronomer among their collateral ancestors;' but none of the
family had since turned their attention to. the subject, and it was
from among the Rajput princes, whose valour was a main support
of the Delhi throne, that the greatest Indian astronomer since the
days of Aqabhata was to arise. The Lajahs of Dhundar, of the
race of Kuchwaha Rajputs, and descended from Rama the king of
Ayodya, were the h s t among the native rulers who became vassals
of Muhammadan emperors. Bhagwandas, the Prince of Dhundar,
was the friend of the great Akbas, and his daughter married Akbar's
son, the Emperor Jehanghir. Man Sing, another Dhundar Prince,
waa the most brilliant courtier and the most successful general
at the Delhi court. Jai Sing, the great astronomer, succeeded
as Rajah of Dhundar in 1699, and was famous as a g e n e 4 and
a statesman, but above all rss a man of scienoe. Amber was
the ancient capital of his state, but in 1728 he founded mother
capitsl,'the only one in India which is built on a regular plan, with
streets bisecting at right angles ; and he called it after himselfJaipur. It is six miles from Amber, which is included in the lines
of its fortifications. Under Muhammad Shah of Delhi the Rajah
Jai Sing &med as Subadar of Agra and Malwa, and he was also
chosen to construct a new set of tables to supersede those of Ulugh
Beg. They were called Zig Muhammadshahy, in honour of tho
emperor, and were completed in 1728.
The instruments formerly in use appear to have been in brass, but
of Greave4 and miscelleneous works," edited by Dr. Birch, 2 vols.
1642-46. SeedLLife
avo, 1787 (London). Dr. Thomas Hyde also translated and published the whole
catalogue in 1665, with an account of the life of Ulugh Beg. " Tabulm long. ac lat.
Stellarum fixarum ex observatione Ulugh Beighi, Tamerlanis magni nepotis," &c., 1 vol.
4t0, Oxon. 1665. The work was reprinted, with corrections, by Sharpe, in 1767.
M. Sedillot tran~lstedthe tablea of Ulugh Beg, with the preliminary diecourse. In
1843 was printed in vol. xiii. of the M-rs
of the Astronomical Society -I.d
The'
Catalogues of Bolemy, Ulugh Beigh, Tycho Brahe, Halley and Hevetius," with a
p r e b to each catalogue by Francis Baily. The Ulugh Beg tables here given are
reprinted from Sharpe's edition of Hyde ; which is from a collation of three Persian
MSS. at Oxford. See also, " Asiatic Misce11anies," i., p. 51. Kinneir often quotes the
tables of Ulugh Beg, in determining the latitudes of places in Persia.
1 Ulugh Beg was a firet cousin of Baber's great grandfather.

they did not come up to Jai Sing's ideas of muracy, owing to the
s&ms
of their siee, to their imperfect graduation, to the shrrking
and shifting of their planes, and to the wearing of the axes. He
therefore invented enormous instruments of his own, of masonry
work ; and to c o n h and check the observations he formed five
observatories, each with a complete set of instruments, a t Delhi,
Jaipur, Wtra, Bmres, and Ujllin. Those at Delhi have been
minutely described by Dr. Hunter,' and Sir Robert Barker * h
given an account of the instruments at Banarm, .with illustmtions.
The Delhi Observatory waa outside the w a h of the town. The
large equatorial dial is of .stone, with edges of white mazble for
graduation. The. gnomon in the centre is 66 feet 9 i d e s high. A
masonry wall haa a graduated semicircle for taking ajltitudes of
bodies east and west, from the eye. Another is the plme of the
meridian, having a double quadrant 'described in it, with the two
upper corners of the wall as centres, for observing dtitudea of bodies
passing the meridian north or south of the zenith. One degree on
is 2%inches long, and the degrees are divided into
these
minutes.' There me also two buildings of pecu.lia,r construction, for
taking simultaneous observations of the altitudes and azimuths of
heavenly bodies.
At Ujain Observatory there waa a double mum1 quadrant on a
wall 27 feet high, and 26 feet long. On the west side of the wall
there was a stair to the summit, and the east side waa smooth and
graduated. At the top, near the corners, were two iron spikes, 26
feet 1inch from each other ; and with these spikes m centres, and
a radius equal to their distance, two acres of 90°, intersecting eax:h.
other, are graduated on the wall. The divisions are into 6",lo,'
6',
and 1'. By this instrument Jai Sing, who, as Subadm of Malwa,
had a p&e at Ujain, made the latitude 23" 10' N. Dr. Hunter, by
s e v e d c m f u l observations, made it 23" 10' 24" N. Ujain appears
to have been .the prime meridian of early Hindu geogmphers.3
At Matrit the instruments were on the roof of a room in the f&t,
and were small and imperfect ; but at Banares they were large, and
equal to those at Delhi and 8Ujain. A h w i n g of the b e a u w
h t i c Raseamhem," v., p. 177.
Philcmophical Trauaactions," vol. 69, pt. 2, p. 6. The Banarea ObmmtoV is
also described, with woodcnta of the instruments, in Dr. Hooker's Journal.
3 See Lieut. Conolly'e paper on Ujain.4. A. S. B. (1837), p. 818.
1
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bdcmny. of Jb Sing's obaematory a t B m r e s is given by James
Prinsep, and the maaonry equatorial dial at Delhi is among the
drawings engraved by Drtnie1l.l
Jai Sing, with hia instruments at Delhi, determined the obliquity
of the ecliptic to be 23" 28' in 1729, within a year of Godin's determination, which only differed by 2 8 . The p t Rajput astronomer aho constructed a hble of the daily p h e of stars, and,
hearing that other tablea had been previously published in Europe,
he sent ekilful persons to Portugal, with a certain Father Manuel,
to procure them. Xavier da Silva was despatched to India with the
tables of De la Hire, the h t edition of which had been published
in 1680, and the second in 1702. Jai Shg also had Euclid and
Napier's logarithms kanslated into Sanscrit. His own tables, which
were completed in 1728, give the mean longitude and motions of
the sun and of his apogee for 30 years, equation of time, and the
motions of the moon and planets. Down to Colonel Tod's time, dl
co~putationswere made and almanacks constmded by the tables
of Jai Sing.
This great and wise prince intended to have oompleted his career,
by performing the aswameda yzlga, or horse m d c e . After a reign
of 43 years he died in 1748, and three of his wives ascended the
funed pyre, on which Hindu science expired with him?
Dr. Hunter was acquainted with a grandson of Vidhyadhur, a
Jain, and one of the chief .coadjutors of Jai Sing, who inherited his
ancestor's learning and traditions. Dr. Hunter himaelf, as well as
Colonel Pearse and others, towards the end of the laat century, took
many astronomical observations, but they were made more for the
purposes of a survey than in the interests of pure astronomy, and
have already been noticed. Colonel Hodgson, the Surveyor .&nerd
of India from 1821 to 1827, was an astronomer, and a series of
transit observations were made under hia superintendence at Calcutta.' He also determined the longitudes of Cdcutta, Madras, and
Futtehgurh, by l w tritneits, and eclipses of Jupiter's h t satellite ;
1 Platea xix. and xx. See also " Life in Ancient India," by Mm. Spiera, pp. 422 and
460.
Dr. Hunter givea s complete translation of the preface to Jai Sing's tablea, with the
text.-A~atie Researeha, v., p. 177.
For a very intareating account of Jai Sing, hie family, and hie principality, see

T&

Rajathan, ii., p. 345.
the lkstronomical Society," iii, pt. ii.; p. 358.
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LUCKNOW AND MADRAS OBSERVATORIES.

the difference between his Madras result, and that of the astronomer
Gtoldingham, being less than a second of time.'
The King of Oudh establi~hedan observatory at Lucknow on a
considerable s d e , and Major Herbert was induced to hand over
his editorial labours at Calcutta to James Prinsep, and take charge
of it in 1832, but he died at Lucknow on September 24th, 1833.
This observatory was supplied with a mural circle of six feet, an
eight feet transit, and an equatorial by Troughton and Simmw. I n
about 1841 Major Wilcox assumed charge of it, and made a valuable series of observations with the help of native assistants ; but he
died in October 1848, and in 1849 the King of Oudh abolished the
observatory. The records were gradudy eaten away by insects,
and when the mutinies broke out the instruments were destroyed.$
Thus dl the work of t@s once first-class observatory has been lost
to the world, and its records have perished without rendering any
result to science.
The Madrm Observatory has been the centre of a s h n o m i d
work during the British occupation of India. It was founded in
the days of Sir Thomas Munro, and has ever since been directed
by a succession of able astronomers. Besides the value of the
work that has been performed at Madras to astronomiml science,
the observatory is specially important because the longitudes of
the Great Trigonornetrid Survey depend on the meridian passing
through it. The various determinations of the Madras Longitude,
with reference to the Survey, have already been discussed in a previous section of this Memoir ; and it is here only proposed to give
a, brief sketch of the other labours of the astronomers.
The Madms series of observations commenced in 1787, and the
observatory building waa erected in 1792, and furnished with a
20-inch transit, and a 12-inch altitude and azimuth instrument by
Troughton. Mr. John Goldingham was the fipt astronomer ; and
his labours have already been noticed, in the discussion on the
1 Hodgson'a waa 5h. 21m. 8.64s. Goldingham's 5h. 21m. 9-40. John Anthony
Hodgson wes born at Bishop Auckland on July 2nd, 1777, and was educated a t
Durham. He went to India, as a cadet, in 1799, and in 1817 aaa eelected, with
Herbert, to survey the aources of the Ganges and Jumna. He waa Surveyor General
from 1821 to 1827. In 1845 he went ouL to India again ss Major General of the
Rohilkhand Division, and died at Ambala on the 28th of March 1848.
Report by Major Tennant.-Proceedings
of the Astronomical Society, xsii.,
p. 68.

longitude of Ma@ma? He mas an antiquary as well as an a s h nomer, and wrote papers on the seven pagodas, and on the cave of
Elephantct. He was also the architect of the banqueting room
at Madras. He retired in 1830, and died at Worcester, at an
advanced age, in 1e49.8
Thomas Glanville Taylor, who succeeded Mr. Goldin gham, was
born at Ashburton, in Devonshire, on November 22nd, 1804 ; a year
before his father Thomas Taylor waa appointed Assistant to Dr.
Mhakelyne at Greenwich. Young Taylor was brought up as an
astronomer, and in 1822 he was placed on the establishment of the
Ilopl Observatory, taking charge of the night transit observations.
He dso gave Sabine much assistance in his pendulum operations.
I n the spring of 1830, at the recommendation of Mr. Pond, then
Astronomer Royal, he was appointed to the charge of the Madm
Observatory. At the same time a new five-foot transit instrument
wm supplied, and Mr. Taylor began his series of observations of
moon culminating stars with it, in 1831-33, whence a new determination of the longitude of Madras was ~btrtined.~
Mr. Taylor dso made a mtalogue of fixed stars: on which M i ,
See p. 64.
His labour8 at the observatory are printed in 5 folio volumes :uAstronomical Observations," by John Goldingham, 4 vols. (fol.), Madraa, 1826-27.
'6 Madras Observatory Papers," by John Goldingham, Astronomer.
(Medras, 1827.)
See also " A paper on the longitude of Madras, as deduced from observations of
eclipses of the first and second satellites of Jupiter, 1817-26," by J. Go1dingham.(Pro. d r . Soc., i., p. 13.) A notice of the life of Mr. Goldingham will be found in the
Pro. Ad. Soe. x., p. 80.
1

h. m.

e.

Goldingham's result waa 5 21 9-35.
. 99'
5 21 8.64.
Hodgson's
Taylor's
,, 5 20 57-28.
On June Nth, 1845, a paper was read before the Astronomical Society, giving
Taylor's recompnted resulta, from 442 observations of the moon's first limb, end 86 of
the second limb. Mr. Riddle, of the Greenwich School, in a paper read on April lab,
1840, entered at length on the method of computing longitudes by moon culminating
observations. He makes the3

h. m.

8.

Longitude of Ilbadras, from 64 obaervatiom at Greenwich and Madraa 5 20 55
99
9,
56
YP
Cambridge
,,
5 20 55
99
99
65
$9
Edinburgh
,, 5 20 58
See Proceedings of the Royal Aatronomicsl Society," vi., p. 247., v., p. 49, xv., p. 1lo.
4 Upwards of 8,800 stars. In the second volume of observations by Taylor there is
a catalogue of 11,015 stars collected from the five volumes of M a d m observation8,
including all thow in the Astronomical Society's and Piazzi's Catalogues visible at
Madras, reduced to Jan. lst, 1835, being about the middle period of the observations.
"Results of Astronomical Observations made at the H. E. I. C. Observahry at

'

Baily based his great catalogue. The observations, during Mr.
Taylor's time, were regularly published in four volumes. He visited
England in 1840. After his return, he met with a severe aocident
at Trivandrum, a fall occasioned by extreme short sight, from
which he never quite recovered. Owing to his daughter's illness
he again went home, but too late to see her, and died on May 4th,
1848, leaving a widow and three sons.
Captain Jacob succeeded Mr. Taylor as Astronomer at Madras.
William Stephen Jacob, son of the Rev. 5. Jacob, was born at
Woolavington, in Somersetshire, on November 19th, 1813. He was
at Addiscombe in 1828, and sailed for India in 1831, where he was
appointed to assist Colonel Shortrede in the surveys in the Bombay
Presidency. Between 1837 and 1841, assisted by Sir Andrew
Waugh, he completed the Bombay Longitudinal Series, which was
an excellent piece of work. He went to England in 1843, but
returned in 1845, and during the three following years he took
astronomical observations at Poona with a five-foot equatorial by
Dollond, and made a catalogue of double stars? In 1848 he waa
appointed to the charge of t h e : l b h Observatory. Captain Jacob
was an accomplished astronomer, a careful and accurate observer,
and an able computer ; but the climate of Madras did not agree
with him, and he suffered much from ill-health. I n 1860 he waa
occupied in revising and perfecting Taylor's catalogue of stars, and
on the orbits of a Cmtazcri (which investigation he had made
peculiarly his own), and other double stars. I n 1853 he sent home
a catalogue of 144 double stars, as a continuation of his Poona
catalog~e.~Neptune was also observed since 1849, and careful
measures were taken of Saturn and his ringas
Madrag" by J. G. Taylor, 4 vols. (Madras, 1831-37.) ( J . A. S. B, ii., p. 380. Pro.
A. S., v., p. 27., vi., p. 187., ix., p. 62.)
1 4' Memoirs of the Astronomical Society," xvii., p. 79.
2 '' Trans. A. S.," vol. xvii., Pro. A. S., x. 87., x. 103., xv. 133.
8 In 1854 another volume of Madras obsarvstions was published, containing those
for 184842,with an Appendix bringing some of them up to 1854.
Captain Jacob has also written, " Catalogue of 317 stsrs selected from the B.A. Cablogue, being such as are supposed to have large proper motions,'' by Captain Jacob,
Mm.A. S., xis., p.61.
On the ring of Saturn and on Jupiter's Satellites," by Captain Jacob.-Men,. A. S.
xxx., p. 236.
6 4 Micrometrid meaeures of 12 double or multiple St8I3," by Ceptain Jacob.-Mm.
A. S., xix., p. 68.
4 g On Jupiter's mass," by Captain Jamb.-Mem.
A. 8,xxviii.

I n 1054 Captain Jacob was obliged to go home on sick leave, and
Major Worster, of the M a . Artillery, assumed tempo~arycharge
of the observatory. He waa engaged in examining 400 stars affeoted
by proper motion to the extent of 0.5'' annually.
In 1856 a new meridioml circle by Simms was ordered for the
Ma*
Observatory, which arrived in 1867, Captain Jacob having
reaumed charge in December 1856. He commenced a series of
equatorial observations of the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn ; but
he waa again obliged to go home, owing to ill-health, in April 1858,
and &jor Worster once more took temporary c h g e of the observatory. A useful catalogue of stars was prepared under his management. After recruiting his health, Captain Jacob .purchased a
nine-inch aperture telescope, and set out, under the auspices of the
htronomical Society, to establish *an observatory in the Bombay
Presidency. He landed at Bombay on August Sth, 1862, but died
at Poona on the 16th, and the hopes that had been raised as to the
results to be derived from the labours of so accomplished an observer
mme to an end.
Ma,jor Tennaint, of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, who had
assisted at the measurement of the KarPchi base, assumed charge
of the Madrm Observatory on October 13th, 1859, but he only held
the post for a short time, and in 1861 Mr. Pogson was appointed
Astronomer. Norman Robert Pogson was already well known as
an observer of vazhble a h , and as the discoverer of several small
at
planets, and he had been in charge of Dr. Lee's ObservaHartwell since 1858. In 1873 he submitted a report upon the proceedings of his department up to that date.
Beyond announcements of discoveries, and the observations
necessary to substantiate them, communicated to the Royal Astronomical Society, and the Astronomische Nachrichten, nothing had
been published between 1860 and 1873. Mr. Pogson undertook to
work on a programme of operations which hd afterwards came to
the conclusion were unreasonably extensive without assistance ; but
he persevered in it, leaving publication to the future, in the full
expectation that he would be provided with an efficient European
assistant. At last, in August 1870, Mr. Pogson's son was appointed
aa his assidant, but the sanguine hopes then raised of being enabled
to bring out the results so long awaiting publioation were &appointed, owing to the illness and untimely d a t h of young
Pogson in July 1873. As the heaviest work on hand, namely, the
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osta,logue of stars made with the new meridian circle, waa nearly
complete, it waa considered that, for a time, observations might be
almost suspended, and the whole available force of the establishment concentrated on the reduction and publication of the armam.
By adopting this course from the commenmment of 1876 the
volumes might, it was hoped, be brought out in pretty rapid succession, and aU arrears clwed off before any fresh undertaking was
commenced.
When Mr. Pogson took charge of the observatory in February
1861 there was a catalogue of about 2,200 stars, chiefly selected
from Taylor's Madm catalogue, and that of the British Association,
observed between 1853 and 1858, awaiting completion. The observations to be incorporated in this catalogue will be little under
10,000,and much had already been done towards preparing it for
the press. There are 1,331observations of the sun,346 of the moon,
1,680 of the principal planets, 333 of the minor planets, and 25 of
Donati's comet of 1868 ; besides the mean places of the 14~4Nautical Almamck stars from 1853 to 1858 ; observations of Mars at
the oppositions of 1854 and 1866 ; of moon culminations for determination of longitude ; and a long list of occultations of planets
and fixed tars, and of the phenomena of Jupiter's satellites. These
formed the arrears, and most of them were reduced and ready for
the press. They am well worthy of publication, and prove that the
predecessors of Mr. Pogson conscientiously exerted themselves for
the attainment of such results as were within their very limited
instrumental means. The hourly meteorological observations from
1861to 1860 were still unpublished. Those from 1861 to 1856 were
printed and nearly ready for issue. Of the hourly magnetic observations, only the results from 1846 to 1850 had been published.
Those from 1860 to 1865 were printed.
Since Mr. Pogson assumed charge in 1861 he has had several
works in progress. A catalogue of about 3,000 stms, observed with
the meridian circle, towards which 23,606 observations had already
been made, was closed with the year 1874. The catalogue contains
a number of southern stars not previously observed elsewhere,
chiefly between 110" and 160' of North Polar distance. Meridional
observations have at the same time been made of the moon from
1862 to 1872; and of Mars and some of the minor planets. An
atlas of telescopic variable stars consisting of over 120 maps, including all stars down to the twelfth magnitude in the vicinity of each
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of these interesting objects, was about two-thirds finished in 1873.
Discoveries of new planets and variable stars have chiefly resulted
from a swrch regularly maintained over certain very perfect manuscript ch&s constructed by Mr. Pogson.
When Ms. Pogson arrived at Madras in February 1861 he found
the observatory in a most distressingly hopeless state of inanition.
Nothing had been done during the two previous years, and the only
instruments available for work were the equatorial by Messrs. Lerebours and Secretan, and a small portable transit used for finding the
local time. During 1861 Mr. Pogson was engaged in setting up
the new transit circle; and in observations with the equatorial.
The new planet Asia," so named in consequence of its being the
first discovery made in that quarter of the globe, was found early
in April 1861, and the observations of it were printed in the
monthly notices of the Royal Astronomical Society. The solar
eclipse of July 7th, 1861, the transit of Mercury on November l l t h ,
and many other observations, were also duly attended to ; and the
meteorological and magnetical registers, and the local time signals
by the telegraphic dropping of a time ball daily at 1 p.m., were
carried on throughout the year. The mounting of the new transit
circle was completed, and the instrument brought into use on May
31st, 1862. A monthly record of observations made with it has
since been kept. Much work was also done with the equatorial.
But 18M was the best year as regards the general work of the
observatory. The maximum number of observations was attained
with the transit circle. With the equatorial the new planet
" Freia" was independently discovered on the 2nd of February,
1864; but it proved to be one detected by Professor DYArrestat
Copenhagen in 1861, which had since been lost owing to the insufficiency of the observations made at its discovery. Another new
planet, called " Sappho," was discovered on the 3rd of May 1864.
A second series of differential right ascensions of Mars was also
observed, for the investigation of the solar parallax.
In 1866 the meridian circle work continued to be all that codd
be desired. The new large equatorial, by Messrs. Troughton and
Simms, had been received early in 18M, and a suitable structure wrn
erected for it. From 1866 a more complete form of tabular reports
was introduced. The great events for 1866 were the mounting of
the new 8&-inch equatorial, and the discovery of the new planet
Sylvia." I n 1867 the finding of the variable star 11. Beticuli, by
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C. Raponatha Charry in January is memorable as the h a t astronomical discovery achieved by a native of India, in modern times.
I n 1868 the total eclipse of the sun on the 18th of August was
observed. A c t d micrometrical measurements of the positions of
bright lines in the solar corona were obtained with the spectroscope
at Masulipatam, and the visibility of the red prominences after the
sun's mippeamnce was confirmed by measures taken half a minute
after the end of totality. The polarization of the light of' the
corona was satisfactorily proved by Mr. G. K. Winter, and the
observations of the ordimy phenomena of the eclipse were recorded
by the late Mr. C. G. Walker, C.S. On the 19th of November 1868
another new planet was discovered, called " Camilla."
A third series of measurements of Mars, for investigation of the
solar parallax, was made in 1869 with the new equatorial. In
October 1811 an important change wm effected in the mode of
communicating Madras mean time to the shipping in the rods.
The invention of a new apparatns by &. G-. K. Winter (the Telegraph Engineer to the Madras Railway) and the construction of a
new line of telegraph between the observatory and Fort St. George,
enable the astronomer to undertake the firing of both the noon
and the 8 o'clock guns with strict accuracy; so that there are now
two daily signals by which the error and rate of chronometers can
be determined by the shipping in the Madras r0aih.l I n 1871 a
fourth series of observations of Mars was made with the large
equatorial; and signals were exchanged by the submarine cable
between Madras and Singapore, in July, for the difference of
longitude. At the suggestion of Professor Oudemells, the Dutch
Surveyor-General in Jam, a similar exchange of longitude signals
had previously been made between Singapore and B a t a h . The
central shadow path of another total eclipse of the sun across the
Madras Presidency, on December 12th' 1871, led tb the equipment
of several expeditions to observe it. The station selected for the
Government Observatory was at Avenashy, in the Coimbator
dietrict, on the line of railway. The Assistant Astronomer, aided
by Colonel .Bitherdon and Mr. Doderet, obtained three successful
photographic pictures of the totality, showing the corona and other
phenomena of the eclipse. Mr. Winter rendered valuable service
as polariecopist, and 0. Ragoonatb Charry was entrusted with the
--

1

W m e Admiuistration Report for 1870-71," p. 212.

ordinary telescopic phenomena. In 1872 the annular eclipse of the
sun was observed on the 6th of June ; and the phenomena known
as cc reversal of the lines," hitherto observed only at total eclipses,
was ale0 seen to p t advantage with the spectroscope at both the
formation and breaking of the ring.
I n December 1872, Mr. Pogson detected the comet of Biela, at
the Mdraa Obserwtorg, under cimumstances of extraordinary
interest. This comet was first seen in 1772 ; but in 1826 Mr. Biela
discovered it again, when the orbit was carefully calculated, and
the resulta showed that it revolved round the sun in about @ years.
In 1832 it r e b e d with the utmost punctuality; and again in
1846 it separated into two, each complete, with a short tail of its
own, 150,000 miles apart. The phenomenon produced rt profound
sensation among astronomers. It and its companion were again
seen in 1852, but 1,260,000 miles apart.
Mr. Pogson represented that if an experienced European assistant had been p t e d him in 1863 there would have been no
anears in 1873. Meanwhile he has long had one labour in hand,
the v d t importance of which cannot well be over-rated; namely,
the investigation of the constant of solar-pamllax, by means of the
planet Mars in opposition; which is one method of ascertaining
the sun's true dishnce from the earth. The transit of Venus offers
the readiest and most immediate result, but the opportuxiity of
observing it only occurs twice in a century. I n 1867, the Astrosnomer Royal1 suggested and advocated the method by means of
the planet Mars when in opposition, which is e q d y adapted to
secure the same result. The requisite observations for this method
can only be made to the best advantage at a tropical observatory,
and Madras was particularly named by the Astronomer Royal for
the work. Mr. Pogson has now taken five series of opposition
observations in 1862, ISM, 1869, 1871, and 1873, all of which
await discussion. The three last were made with the new equrttorial ; but still without all the proper applhces. In 1874 :telegraphic determinations of the longitude of Rurki were effected with
reference to the observations of the transit of Venus at that station.
I n 1869, Sir George Airy, the Astronomer Royal, suggested that
Colonel Walker should be called upon to draw up rll document, to
provide for the future administrative arrangements of the Madras
Observatory, by prescribing certain dehite duties for ita future
perfomnce. Accordingly a " Code of Imtmtiolte to deJine tire
1

'' Monthly Notice, B.A.S.,"

XVII., p. 208-21.

" future operatiom of t k Madras Observatory" was drawn up by
Colonel Walker, with the assistance and concurrence of Mr. Pogson,
the Astronomer, on February 26th, 1869.' The Code was amended
on February l l t h , 1870, and finally received the approval of the
Government of India. It is in nine sections :
1st. Meridian observations to be taken of a certain number of
standard stars in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres,
for the purpose of harmonizing and connecting together the
positive determinations of the Greenwich, Madras, Cape of
Good Hope, and Australian observations, with a view
to the eventual preparation of an accurate catalogue of
star's places, from the combined operations of all these
observatories :
2nd. Meridian observations to be taken of all stars, down to the
sixth magnitude, between North Polar Distance 60 and
North Polar Distance 110 :
3rd. Meridian observations to be taken of all stars used for geodetical purposes in the course of the operations of the
Great Trigonometrical Survey :
4th. Meridian observations to be taken of all minor planets within
range of the instrument (10.5 magnitude), whenever they
are in opposition south of the equator :
6th. Equatorial observations to be taken of the planet Mars at
every successive opposition, in continuation of the observations which have already been made by Mr. Pogson for the
investiption of the constant of solar parallax :
6th. Magnetic and meteorological observations to be continued
on the system i n t h c e d by Mr. Pogson in 1861 :
7th. Provision for titno determinations for shipping, and for notices
of approaching stormy weather, &c. :
8th. The publications should be issued in annual volumes, and
annual Repods should be submitted to the Government of
Madras, and sent to the Astronomer Royal, whose criticisms
should be invited. Monthly tabular statements of amearn
of reduction and publication should also be submitted :
9th. Special investigations may be undertaken by the Astronomer,
but they should not interfere with the regular routine of
the observations, nor retard the work of reduction and
publication.
1

Colonel Walker to the Secretary ta the-Government of India, March 4th, 1869.
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I n 1836 Mr. John Caldeuott, the commercial agent to the
Travancor Government at Alepy, pointed out to General Pmer, the
Resident, the advantages to science to be derived from the establishment of an observatory at Trivandrum. The latitude is 8" 30' 36"
N., and observations taken in such a position were considered likely
to yield valuable results, owing to its proximity to the equator.
Trivandrum is, also, only about 70 miles south of the magnetic
equator. Rams Kermah, the late Rajah of Travancor, who was a
learned and cu1tivai;ed prince, entered warmly into the project, and
appointed Mr. Cddecott his astronomer, with authority to build an
observatory at Trivandrum. The building was planned and erected
by Captain Horsley of the M h s Engineers in 1837, on a laterit.
hill two miles from the sea, and 196 feet above it, whence there
is a magnificent view. On one side is the sea, bordered by groves of
cocoa-nut trees, on the other the rich undulating country, bounded
by the many peaked ghhts. Mr. Oaldecott went to England for
instruments in December 1838, and returned in April 1841 with a
tramit instrument by DoUond, two m u d circles, an equatorid,
altitude and azimuth, and magnetic and meteorological instruments.
Mr. Cddecott forwarded complete copies of his observations to the
Court of Directors and the Royal Society, and in 1846, leaving the
Rev: Dr. Bpershneider in charge of the observatory, he mme home
to try and obtrtin the aid of some of the scientific societies in
publishing them, but without success. He returned to Trivmdrum
in 1847, and died there on December 17th, 1849.
The observatory was in charge of Mr. Spershneider for two years,
and in 1861 the Rajah of Travancor appointed Mr. John Allan
Broun, who had been in c b r g e of Sir !Chomas Brisbane's observatory at Ma,kerstown h m 1842 to 1860, to be the astronomer at
l l t h , 1862; but he
Trivandrum. Mr. Broun arrived on Janfound the astronomical instruments in so unsatisfactory a condition
that he thought it best to devote his chief attention to magnetism
and meteorology. An account of his meteorological work, and of
the establishment of an observatory on the summit of Agustia-mulla,
has been given in the section on meteorology? He also built a
home adjoining the observatory at Trivandrum, with a row of Doric
columns supporting an entablature imitated from that by Inigo Jones
on the church in Covent Garden, and a terrace. I n July 1863 he
commenced a series of lectures on the instruments, their objecta,
1

(18441.)

See page 282.
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and the results derived from them ;' and in c o m e of 'f,h
he
succeeded in training a very efficient set of assistasta. I n 1863 he
built rooms for 8 new set of magnetic instruments which were
obtained from England, and his magnetic invea-0118
are of p t
value and importance. He obtained a complete set of hourly
magnetic observations at Trivandrum from Mrtrch 1862 to March
1866, and at Agusth from June 1866 to July 1868, and k i n g
ten months in 1863. Mi.. Broun also made a short eeries of hourly
rmtgnotic observations simultaneously at three d8erent stations,
relative especially to the diurnal variation of magnetic declination.
One was as nearly as possible on the magnetic equator, about 80
miles north of Trivandrum, the other at the observatory, and the
third at Cape Comorin. In 1869-60 he made a magnetic survey of
the west coast of India, for the purpose of ascertaining the poeition
of the magnetic eqmtor which passes through TFslvmcor, a d the
variations of intensity about the line of no i n c h t i o n . Stations
were chosen at intervals dong the coast; which were eventually
extended up to Bombay. The horizontal intensity was found 'to:be
nearly the same from Bombay to Cape Comorin?
The present Rajah of Travancor resolved to discontinue the
observatory establishment, and Mr. Broun left Trimndnun in
March 1866. But it was arranged that a limited series of observations should be continued by the two most experienced native
assistants, who were to forward monthly reports and extmts of
observations to Mr. Broun, which are of great importance with
reference to several questions of interest. Mr. Broun published the
results of his labours in Travancor in 1874.a
1 A history of the ob~ervatory,and a most interesting acoount af the eatablishmnt
of the branch observatory on the kuetia-mulls- peak will be found in the "&port
on the observatories of His Highness the Rajah of Tmvancore, at Trivandrum, and at
the peak of Aguetia on the Western Ghta,"' by John Allan Broun, F.R.S., nirector
of the Observatories. (Trivandmm, 1857.)
I n 1874 a handsome quarto volume wae published by Mesera King, entitled '!IP8port. on the Observatories, Public Museum, Public Park and.Ga.rdene of His E i g h n a
the Mahnrejah of Travancore, G.C.B.I.," by John Allan Broun, F.R.S., late Director of
the Observatories. I t c o n t a b a reprint of the smaller volume of 1857 ; together with
the second General Report covering the ground from 1867 to 1865, and short worts
on the museum at Trivandmm. Mr. Bronn has also contributed papers to the " a n m t i o n s of the Royal Society of Edinburgh " (vols. xxii. and xxiv., p. 669),on horizont+
force of the earth's magnetism, and on the bifilar magnetometer, on diurnal variation
of the magnetic declination at Trivandrum, deduced from 12 year's observations, and
on an examination of diurnal observations at nine other stations ; for which he receii-ed
the Keith biennial prize. In the " Comtes Rendues " of the Academy of Sciences for July
,
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The Bombay Obse~vatoryis oonfined to magnetic, tidal, and
meteorological observations, and to observations for time to rate
the chronometers in the harbour. Major Jacob's desire that an
astronomical observatory should be established in the Western
Prexsidency has never been fulfilled.
The transit of Venus was observed on the 9th of December 1874
by Mr.J. B. N. Henneseey, of the Great TrigonometricalSurvey, at
Masauri, a Himalayan station 6,765 feet above the sea. His especial
object was to observe the transit from a considerable height. He
used the equatorial of the Royal Society, haying first fixed his latitude and longitude to observe for time, and rated his chronometers.
Fortunately he was favoured with exquisitely clear weather. He
watohed for the h t extsrnal contact of Venus, but did not detect
it until it had made an indentation on the sun's limb. The latter
appeared jagged. Venus waa edged by a narrow ring of light,
but Mr. Henneaeey could not diecern the " pear-drop " or the
"ligament " described by former observers. Colonel Walker, who
observed the transit at Dehra D h , ten miles to the south and only
2,200 feet above the sea, saw the pear-drop and the ligament very
distinotly. So that they were visible at a height of 2,200, but not
at a height of 6,600 feet. The Rev. H. D. James observed the
transit at C m b , '7,300 feet above the sea. An account of these
observations of the transit of Venue were published in the g1 Prooeedings of the Royal Society."'
Lieutenant Colonel J. C. Tennant had charge of two stations in
India for the observation of the transit of Venus. He himself, with
Captains Campbell and Waterhouse, observed at Rurki, while
Captain Strahan was sent to Lahore. Colonel Tennant took
charge of the new equatorial and of the time observations. Captain Campbell observed with the new great theodolite, and
Captain Waterhouse took above 100 photographs of the solar disc
4th, 1870, Mr. Broun's paper on the secular variation of the mwnetic declination, aa
deduced from observations made at Trivandrum, 1853-70, ie published. In the Philosophical Magazine " for July 1858 is Mr. Broun's letter to Sir David Brewster on the
resulta and views derived from his observations in Scotland and India See also
British Association Reports, ix., p. 38 ; xv., p. 22; xxiv., p. 28 ; xxrii., p. 30; xxix.,
p. 20, 24, 27, 74 ; and "Proceefiings of tho Royd Society," xvi., p. 59. See also a
pamphlet printed at Edinburgh in 1877, '' List, with some notices of the contents of
scientific works and paperq" by J. A. Broun, F.R.S., lkc. &c. They are 74 in number,
chiefly on subjects connected with Mr. Bioun's magnetic and meteorological obmrvations at Makerstoun and Trivandrum.
1 Roceedings of the Royd Society," Nos. 159 and 161, 1875.
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while the planet was on it, besides five showing the egress of the
planet from the sun. He was assisted by Serjemt Harrold, R.E.,
who had charge of the photographic work during the Abyssinian
Expedition. During the transit Colonel Tennant observed the
ingress, internal contact, and both contacts at egress, besides a
large number of micrometer observations of the relative positions
of Venus and the sun, and also of the diameter of the planet.
Captain Strahan observed the egress of the planet from the sun.
Colonel Tennant speaks strongly of the great service done by
Colonel Strange's office i n preparing the instruments, and against
the proposal to abolish it.
On the conclusion of the operations connected with the transit
of Venus, Colonel Tennant proposed that there should be a solar
observatory at Simla, wpecially for observations with the spectroscope and by photography ; and also for the observation of Jupiter's
satellites. This proposal was not sanctioned ; but arrangements
have been made for taking daily photographs of the sun's disc,
during two years, by a trained observer under Colonel Walker's
superintendence.
The Madm Observatory is now the sole permanent point for
astronomical work in India, and the only successor of the famous
establishments founded by Jai Sing. It has been presided over by
a succession of six able and accomplished astronomers, it has produced results which entitle it to take rank-with the observatories of
Europe, and its present Director is engaged in the prosecution of
labours which are of great importance to mtronomic&lscience.
1Colonel

Tennant hss received the appointment of Master of the W i t at Calcutta.
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XIX.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF INDIA.

THE operations wliich have been enumerated in the previous
sections are intended to furnish minute and exact information
respecting the topography of every part of I n d k ; the heights,
positions, and ramifications of its mountain masses ; the courses of
its rivers and streams ; the nature of its coast line ; the geological
character and climate of its various regions; while a part of the
object of an archaeological survey is to investigate the physical
changes that have taken place within historic times, by a comparison
of the information supplied by ancient writers with the actual state
of the country. Such is the material by the aid of which it is the
task of the physical geographer to form a systematic view of the
various regions, with reference both to the action of natural causes
on their physical conditions, and to the changes produced by human
means. It will be the object of the present section to supply information respecting the various attempts that have been made to
utilize the material that has been collected, and to deduce generalizations from numerous classes of observations, aa well aa in-point out
where material is to be found for generalization, in regions or on
subjects where nothing of the kind has hitherto been attempted.
With this object some information will be given respecting the
sources for the study of Indian comparative geography. The
travellers who have explored portions of the Himalayan range will
be enumerated, and an endeavour will be made to give an idea of
the views some of them have enunciated respecting the physical
structure of that great mountain mass. Some account will then
be attempted to be given of the writers who have formed geneml
views on the great river basins, and of those who have written on
the physical geography of other parts of India. A sketch of the
botanical geo,pphy, with an enumeration of the principal works
on Indian botany, will then be given, and some information respecting the writers on the importance of forests and on forest
mnservancy will follow, with reference to the effect of human
agency on physical geography. Finally there will be an allusion to
the physical geography of the Indian seas, and to the value of maps
showing the features which compose a physical and statistical atlas.
The various subjects which are treated of in this Memoir form
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one harmonious whole, each separate part of which fits into the
others. The arch~eologicalsurveys are inseparably connected with
comparative geography, while mastery of the latter study is essential for a due comprehension of the existing physical conditions
of a country. Hence the writings of Arrian and Ptolemy, of the
Chinese pilgrims, and more especially of the Arab geographers, are
most valuable t6 the student of Indian geography. The work just
completed by Professor Dowson ("The History of India as told
by iB own Historians. Muhammadan Period") furnishes an invaluable mass of information respecting the early k a b geographers,
consisting of notices of their lives and works, and extracts h m
their writings, with critical notes. The authors treated of include
the merchant Sulaiman, who flourished about A.D. 850, Ibn Khurdabda, Al Maaudi, Al Istakhri, Ibn Haukal, A1 Idrisi, and the
compiler A1 Kazwini, who wrote in A.D. 1263. Professor Dowson
gives a geographical note in which he identiiies many localities, at
the end of his f i s t volume, and in treating of later Muhammadan
authors, in the subsequent volumes, he brings out much information
which is valuable to the comparative geographer.' No less important
are such works as General Cunningham's Ancient Geography of
India," and others which discuss questions relating to the geography
of places mentioned by Hwen Thsang and Pa Him.
The structure of the great Himalayan mass which bounds India
to the north is the branch of the subject to which attention is
naturally drawn in the first place, and it is that to which both
travellers and systematic geographers have devoted the largest share
of their labours.
The reports of a long series of travellers necessarily preceded the
f i s t attempt at generalization. Those who h t penetrated'into
The History of India as told by its own Historians. The Muhammndan
1 See
Period," edited from the posthumous papers of the late Sir H. M. Elliot, K.C.B:, by
Pmfeseor John Dowson. (8 vols. Triibner. Pobli&ed between 1867 and 187V.) The
h t volume contains the Arab geographers and the Sindi historians. Tile second
includes h i s t o h s who treat of the inroads of Ghaznevides, Ghorians, and Slave Kings,
down to A.D. 1260. I t includes extracts from the Tabahti-Nasiri, an importent
history, the whole of which is being translated by Major Rsverty, with copious geographical and other notes. The third volume brings the story down to Timur's inv&on
of India in A.D. 1398. The fourth volume embraces the period from Timur to fib=.
The fifth and sixth treat of the Emperor Akbar, and the two last volumes of the later
Mughd rulers. It is hoped that arrangements will be made for h e
of two
additional volumes treating of the Muhammadan dynasties of the Deccan,-which
be specially interesting becsase they will include much that bears on the early connection of the English with India.
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the apparently inextriable labyrinth of snowy peaks, such as the
Missionaries Antonio Andrada, (3rueber and Dorville, Desideri md
Freyre, and Horace della Pexma,' were simply appalled at the horrid
aspect of the mountains, and at the eternal winter. The English
officers who afterwards contemplated the mighty barrier from the
plains became desirous of ascertaining the real height of the peake
and of exploring the hidden sources of the great rivers. It waa
with these objects that Colonel Hodgson, Herbert, and Webb were
ordered to survey the mountains between the Sutlej and the Kali,
that H d w i c k e penetrated to Srinagar, and that Baillie FFaser first
m s e d the range, on the southern slope of which the Jamnra risee.
A few years later, Moorcroft and Trebeck explored the upper courw
of the Indus and the Sutlej, and reached the Mansarowa lake,
while Dr. Gerard ascended the Spiti alley.^ Mi. Bogle and Captain
Turner were sent by Warren Hastings on embassies to the 1mx.m of
Tibet, and crossed the eaatern Himalaya from Bhutan to the valley
of the Sanpu P a feat which has only been achieved by one other
modern European traveller: though Dr. Hooker penetrated some
distance beyond the water parting. Opportunities offered by
embassies to Nepal enabled Kirkpatrick, Crawford, and Buchanas
'Hamilton to collect some informrttion reapecting the central portion
of the great chain.6
See Introduction to Merkham'e " Miaaion of Bogle to Tibet," pp. lvi. to lx.
Webb's Survey i~ in the Asiatic Researches, xi., p. 447. See also a paper
by Mr. Colebrooke on the Sources of the Ganges.-Asiatic Rewarcheu, xi., p. 429.
b6 Jonrnsl of a Tour t h m g h part of the Snowy Range of the Himalsya mountains,"
by Jarnee Baillie Fraser (London, 1820). "Travels in the Himalayan provinces,"
&o., by William Moorcroft and George Trebeck, in 1819-25 (2 vols., 1841). See
also '6 R. G. S. Journal," i., p. 282. uObservations on the Spiti Valley," by Surgeon
J. G. Gerard.-An'&
Researches, xviii., p. 239. The original MS. Journal of
Herbert's Survey in 1818 is preserved in the Geographical Department of the India
05ce.
S
account of an Embassy to the Court of the Teehu Lama in Tibet," by
Captain Samuel Turner (London, 4to, 1800).
'6 Narratives of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet, and of the Journey of
Thomas Manning to Lhssa ;" editad with notee, an introduction, and livea of Mr.
Bogle and Mr. Manning, by Clements R. Markhem, C.B., F.R.S. (Triibnsr, 1876.)
4 Mr. Manning in 1811.
6 "An account of the kingdom of Nepal, by Colonel Kirkpatrick, in 1793. (London,
1811), with a map by Colonel Gerard.
"An Account of the kingdom of Nepal," by Francis Buchanan Hamilton, M.D.,
1802-3 (Edinburgh, 1819). At the end a table of the heights of 8 peaks, measured
by Colonel Crawford is given. The plante collected by Buchanan Hamilton were
described by Don, in the " Prdromus Flors Nepalensis."
1
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Captain Herbert, whose writings degerve to be better known, was
the first geographer who attempted to give a general view of the
physical character of the Himalaya. Writing in 1818, his information was necessarily limited, but he had before him tbe resulta
obtained by most of the travellers whose works I have enumerated,
and he had some personal knowledge of the Western IFimalaya f k m
the Kali to the Sutlej. The physical features of Central Asia were
unknown to him, and he laments the deep obscurity which then
covered the geography of that interesting region. His conception
of it was a vast central space from the circumference of which rivers
flowed in a l l directions, and he perceived that a line connecting their
sources must be of :great elevation, compared with other parts of
Asia external to such a line. He knew also that this interior space
was surrounded by mountains, m d supposed it to be a very lofty
plateau. But with part of the southern boundary, the stupendous
mountaixu traversed by Webb, Turner, and himself, he was familiar.
He was the first to point out that the line of water parting mas by
no means synonymous with that of greatest elevation. I n exploring
the Western Himalaya he could distinguish no continuous chain of
elevations on a cursory glance. There seemed to be nothing to lend
a clue to the development of the mountain masses, and there
appeared an assemblage of elevated peaks confusedlyheaped together.
But he soon perceived that, by tracing the courses of the rivers and
their tributary streams, a clue would be found to lead an observer
out of this labyrinth. As regards the part of the Himalaya from the
Sutlej to the Kali,' instead of a succession of parallel ranges rising
one bebind another in regular array, he made out a continuous chain
forming an irregular curved line, with the Sutlej bounding it to the
north, and bending round its convex side, while the sources of the
Ganges rise within its concavity. He calls this the Indo-Qangetic
chain, and his description of'it is precise and accurate. His next
chain is that separating the sources of the Jamna and Ganges,
which was crossed by Baillie Fraser. IIe adds, that the ramifications of ridges would almost bid defiance to any analysis, but for
the assistance derived from observing the courses of the rivers.
Herbert also observed that the ridge separating the Ganges and
Indus basins was by no means the highest ground, and that the
most elevated peaks were on a series of transverse ridges which
1

A chief branch of the Gogra.
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ramify from the Indo-Gangetic chain, over which they tower several
thousand feet. He traced a connected line of peaks, not under
21,000 feet in height, and intersecting the watercourses ; and both
Webb and Herbert gave 2'7,000 feet as the height of Dhamala-giri.l
En his valuable memoir, Herbert also speculates upon the relation
between the height of the sourcea of rivers and the length of their
courses, and gives a most interesting account of the Dbns, the
parallel chain of the Sawalakhs, the forest belt at their bases, and
the Temi region b e y ~ n d . ~
after the time when Herbert was engaged on his survey a
number of able geogmphers and naturalists explored the Himalaya
mounhina. Vigne and Falconer penetrated. into Balti and
Ladak, Jacquemont and.Huge1 a explored Kashmir, Cunningbarn
thoroughly examined the Ladak region, Dr. Thoinson reached the
summit of the Karakorum pass, Captain Gerard gave an account
of Spiti and Kunawur: and the Stracheys surveyed Kumaun and
Western Tibet. The valley of Kathmandu had an able generalizer
in Mr. Hodgson,'O who was for many years the British Envoy in
Nepal ; and in 1848 Dr. Hooker l1 threw a flood of light on the
geography of the Sikkim portion of the =tern chain.
1

.

Actually 26,826 Englieh feet.

a "Report of the Mineralogical Survey of the Himalaya Mountains," by Captrrin
J. L). Herbert, J. A. S. B., xi., pt. i., p. x.

in Kmhmir, Lad&," kc., by G.T. Vigne. (2 vols., 1835.)
Voyage dans 191nde," par Victor Jacquemont, 1828-32. (l'aris, 1841.)
6 ' 6 K ~ h m i und
r dse Reich der Sieh." Carl von Hiigel (4 vols. Vienna, 1840.)
Tranelated into English by Major Jervia (London, 1848). See also R. G. S. Journal,
vi., p. 343.
6 cr Lad& ; physical, statistical, and historical," by A. Cunningham, Major, Bengal
Engineers (1854).
7 cc Western Himalaya and Tibet, a narrativeof a journey during the years 1847-48,"
by Thomas Thommn, M.D. (1852).
8 6 c A ~ ~of~Koonawur,
~ n t
in the Himalaya," hy Captain A. Gerard. Edited by
Lloyd. (Map. 8vo. 1841.)
6 "On the physical geography of the provinces of Kumaon and Gurhwal in the
Himalaya mountains, and of the adjoining parts of Tibet," by R. Strachey, Esq., of
the Bengsl Engineers.-H.
G. IS. Journal, xxi., p. 5'7.
"Physical Geography of Weetern Tibet," by Captain H. Strachey of the Bellgal
G. S. Journal, xxiii., p. 2. Published separately in 1864; and hie
Amy.-R.
Journey to Lake Mansarowa." Published a t Calcutb. 8vo. 1818.
10 " On the physical geogrsplly of the Himalaya," by B. H. Hodgson, Eeq.LJ. A. S. B.,
xviii., pt. 2., p. 761.
11 " Himalayan Journal," by J. D. Hooker. (2 vols. 8vo.
1854.)
6iNotes, chiefly botanical, made during an excursion from Darjiling to Tongl6.J. A. S. B., xviii. pt. l., p. 49.
rr Travels
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Dr. Forbes Royle discusses Himalayan geography. in his . grwrt
.
work illustrating the botany of the mountains.'
Cunningham, in his work on W k ; gives a, genlerd view of! the
physical features of the Western Himalaya. T h e xiosli. strikihg
chazacteristic is the parallelism of the mountain ridgee, which
their w e n d
~tretchthrough the country from S.E. to .N.W.,
direction determining the course of the rivers, and the valleys lying
along the head waters of the Indus, Butlej, and Chenab. He divides
the mountain region into six distinct ranges ?1. The Karakonun range, fmm the souma of the' Gilgit and
Yman, to that of the Shayok.
2; The Kailaa or Bangri range; traversing Western Tibet, along
the right bank of the Indus from its source to its junction with .the
Bhayok, and onwards to the junction of the Hunza and Nagar.
3. The !Crans-Himalayan range branches off from Glangri to the
south of h r o , and extends to Zanskar inlan unbroken line. Here
&e river mshes dark and turbulent through a vast chasm which
human foot h& never trod. Thence the range continues to the
Dras, where it is cut through b y a narrow gorge called the wolf's
leap ; and thence to the'great' southern bend of the Indus, at the
junction of the Gilgit;
4. The Great Himalaya, which is the natural boundary betieen
India and Tibet, is a mighty chain 660 miles long, pierced in three
places by the Butlej; its afiluent the.Para, and the Indus.
6 . The Mid-Himalaya, or Pir Panjal, consists of four distinct
masses, the Bisakar, .Lahul,Pir' Panjal, and 0wht.
6. The Outer Himalaya. This classification only applies to the
portion of the system from the bend of the Biaa to the Indus.
Henry Strachey, in his general sketch of Western Himalayan
geography, adopts the native Tibetan nomenclature. He considers
the general plan of the mountain system to be .a, series of parallel
ranges running in an oblique line to the general extension of the
whole ; the great peaks being on terminal butt ends of the primary
ranges. The chief watersheds are often found to follow the lowest
of the ridges, and the channels of drainage to cross the highest,
deep fissures intersecting the mountaim, often directly traverse to
1 " Illustratione of the botany and other branches of the natural history of the
Himdayan mountsine," by J. Forbes Royle. (London, 1839. 2 vols. 4to.)
a Csome de Koriis aye, that from the firat range on the Indian side to the plains of
Tartary tbe Tibetana count eix chains of mouutairra.-J. A. S. B., i., p. 121.
I

the rnain lines of elevation. No traveller, except; the Pundit aent
by &jbr Montgomerie in 1866, hae. ever visited any part of the
great transverse watershed separrtting the Indus and Sutlej from
the Sanpu; though the western shores of Lake Dbmsarowm were
reached by Moorcroft and Hearsey in 1812, and by the Stracheys
in 18443 and 1848. Henry Strachey describes the alluvial beds in
the Himalaya, and the wonderful gorge where the Sutlej flows over
bare rocks with walh of alluvium on either eide upwards of a mile
high. Richard Strachey gives s very clear and interesting deacription of the Sawalakhs, rising abruptly from the plains along the
whole southern edge of the Himalaya, with a eteep outward face,
and a gentle declivity sloping inwards, and forming the Dhns or
shallow valleys, by meeting the foot of the next range of mountains.
He also explaim the nature of the country at the base of the
Sawalakhs, the waterless belt covered with fbrest, and the line of
swampy Terai beyond, where the drainage of the higher country
breaks out in copious streams in the country eaet of the Ganges.'
The fact of this Terai region terminating at the Ganges is accounted
for by the slope being less to the eastward of that river. The limit
of the snow line on the different ranges is dismsed by Cllrmingl
ham, Richard Wachey, and Oaptain Tho& HuttonZ
Dr. Thomson, who was the first traveller, after the 0 k 4 e
pilgrim Fa Hian, to reach the summit of the Kamkorum pass, has
discussed the physical structure of the Western HimaJ.aya with great
ability. He considers that the only feasible mode of division is
afforded by the courses of the different rivers. If these be taken as
guides, the mountains will be found to resolve themselves into two
great systems. Dr. Thomson gives Herbert the credit of having
first pointed out the impropriety of regarding the m o u n t a h as a
single ohain parallel to the plains, He proposes to call Herbert's
Indo-Gangetic the Cis-Sutlej, and the chain commencing at Kailas
the Trans-Sutlej range. These would be the Mid-H;ima,laya and
Great Himahya of Cunningham's system. Dr. Thomson also described the alluvial depoeita in the ECimalayasi and the shells that
are found in them.
1 The Tersi and Bhabnr regions are also admirably demribed by Colonel W. H.
Greatbed, C.B.,in his paper, " On the practice and reaulta of irrigaqon in Northern
India,"read at @e Institutian of Civil Engineers,NO. 1350, Jan. 1873.
a rr J. A, S. B.," xviii., p. 954. The latter found its height to be 18,660fwt.
,
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The genemlieations of Cunningham, the Stracheys, and Thomson
refer to the Western Himalaya, and are not intended to apply to the
m g e s eastward of the Nepal frontier. Mr. Hodgson, during a long
residence at Kathmandu as Resident, thought much over the configuration of the mountains towering rtbove the valley to which his
personal observation was confined. I n his paper on the physical
geography of the Himalaya1 he describes the Nepal division of the
~ystemas consisting of three river basins, those of the Karndi,
Gunduk, and Kosi, separated by peaked ridges, pkallel to each
other, and at right angles with the main chain.
Sikkim has been explored by Dr. Hooker and Dr. Campbell, and
the former traveller examined two passes in Eastern Nepal. As a
physical geographer, Dr. Hooker, combining his own acute observation with an intimate knowledge of the results obtained by others,
has furnished his view of the composition of the grea.t mountain
mass. A prodigious chain traverses Asia from east to west, and
south of it fiom the Indus and Brahmaputra, in different directions,
rising nearly together. The chain between these rivers and the
plains of India is the Himalaya, connected with the Kuen-lun in
rear, at the sources of the two rivers. The axis of the main Himalayan chain lies far back, and nearer to the two great rivers than to
the plains; while from the central axis successions of secondary
ranges descend on either side. These secondary ranges vary in
direction, some being almost perpendicular to the main range, and
others forming a very acute angle with it. All ramifg very much,
giving off chains of a third order, which separate the tributaries of
the great rivers. Dr. Hooker thus considers the system aa consisting of a main range, with numerous secondary chains branching
1 " J. A. S. B.," xvii., pt. ii.,p. 761. Mr. Hodgson'sscattered papersonthe topopphy,
ethnography, philology, and above a11 on the zoology of Nepal are very numerous.
Bmidea four books on the Buddhist religion, on the aborigines of India, and on Indian
education, Mr. Hodgson has contrib~~ted
no leas than 1'70 papers to various periodicals,
chiefly the Journal ofthe Asiatic Society of Bengal," the "Transactions and Journal
of the Agri-Horticultural Society of Indin," tile "Proceedings of the Zoological Society
of London," and McClelland's "Journal of Natural History." In the examination of the
anstomy of the birds and quadrppeds of Nepal, Mr. Hodgson received much aesistance
from Dr. Campbell, who also resided 8 years at Kathmandu, before he commenced hi0
w e e r of more active usefulness at Dajiling.
I n 1874 Mr. Triibner published a collection of Mr. Hodgson's "Essays on the
languages, literature, and religion of Nepal and Tibet, together with further p a p r e
on the geography, ethnology, and commerce of those countries." 2 parts, ~ V O . , pp.
146 and 128.
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from it, but aJl connected with the central axis, and not forming
dietinct mountain ranges. Most of the loftiest peaks are on the
smndary chaine. He compares the Sikkim Himalaya to Norway.
Tho narrow valleys of Sikkim are analogous to the Norwegian
fiords, the lofty snowy peaks to the islands on the coast, the broad
rearward axis is the same in both cases, and the Sanpu valley
occupies the relative position of the Baltic. Dr. Hooker points out
that Herbert's proposition of the line of great peaks intersecting the
river basins, aid not forming the true axis, was the first enunciation
of a very important fact in physical geo,pphy.
Humboldt made his Russian expedition in 1829, and published
his " Fmgmens Asiatique " in 1831; while his Asie Centrale "
appeared in 1848,8 some yeam before the above explorers had completed their labom. But in 1833 Klaproth had produced his map
of Central Asia, based on a great mass of Chinese material, and on
the work of missionaries employed by the Chinese Q~vernment,~
and Humboldt also obtained much information from Stanislas Julien,
and Carl Ritter. Prom these data Humboldt formed his theory
of the mountain system of Central Asia, as consisting of four great
chains, the Altai and Tianshan on the north, and the Kuenlun and
Himalayas on the south, issuing from the central knot of Bolor or
Pamir. But he furnishes little information respecting the Himalaya,
and refers his readers to the collections made by Carl Ritter.'
The complete topographical survey of the Western Himalaya,
conducted under the superintendence of Major ~ o n t ~ o m e r ithe
e;
detailed accounts of its glaciers by Major Godwin Austen, and the
examination of the siructure of its southern portion by Mr. H. B.
Medlicott, have rendered our knowledge of that section of tho region
both accurate and complete. But, to the eastward of the Nepalese
1

" Fragmena de Geologie e t de Climatologie Asiatique."

a

tr

(2 vole. Llvo., Paria, 1831.)
h i e Centrmle, Recherchea sur les Chainee de Montagnee et la Climatologie
cornpen%. (8 vole. Svo., Parig 1843.)
8 Klaproth.
" Carte de 1'Aaie Centrale, d r e d e d'rrpree lee cartee leveea par ordre
cc de 1'Empereur Khian-long par las Missionaires de Peking, et d'apres nn p
d
LL nombres de notions extraites et traduitss de livres Chinois."
(1888.) The Miaeionariea were Fathers Felix d'Arocha, Espinha, and Hallerstein, who appear to have
obmrved the latitude of Khotan.
4 6' Une immense mssse de materinux due aux dominatewe lrctuels de l'Inde, comme
'6
courageux efforta de J q u e m o n t et de Hugel, a 6th reonie et d i s c u h recemment
'6 dans l'excellent ouvrage de M. Ritter!'-A&
Centtale,ii., p. 439. He dudea, of
course, to Ritter's "Die Erdkunde ron Asien." (9 vole.); the Himalayan
of
which was published previous to the explorations of Cunningham, Hooker, T h o r n n ,
end the Stracheye.
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frontier, little haa been done since the days af Hodgson, Oampbell,
and Hooker.
A systematio attempt to give a genaral idea of the phyaical
structure of the Himalayan region will be found in the sketah map
and memoir prepared by Mr. I'rehwney Saunders, after a study of
all the foregoing authorities.'
The Himalayan region is included between the plains of India
and the upper courses of the Sanpu, Sutlej, m d Indus,and extends
from the gorge of the Indus to the gorge of the Sanpu or Bmhmzb
putm, a distance of 1 , M O miles. Its general structure, according
to the view of Mr. Saundere, is briefly as follows :-The EJirmhya
culmbates in two pmllel ranges running through its enfire length,
and them he would call the Northern and Southern Himalaya
respectively. Nearly all the great snowy peaks to the wtward of
the Sutlej, which have been fixed and measured by distant triangulation, are in the southern mnge; while the same part of the
northern range has so fm received m e l y any attention. It is,
however, the northern range which forms the water-parting between
the Ganges basin and the Sanpu. A series of valleys sepmatea the
two ranges, and through them flow the upper courses of the Jhelum
Ohemb, Spiti,. Bmpa, Ganges, and numerous affluents of the Gtanges
and Brahmaputra, in the direction of the Himalayan axis, until they
break tl~roughthe southern m g e to join the main streams in the
plains of India. The Indus, Butlej, and Sanpu form a mntinuous
trough-in the same axial direction, and divide the Himalaya fiom
the k a k o r u m and Gang-ri mountains. The Kmkonun divides
the Indus from the basin of Lake Lob. The Gang-ri divides the
Indus,Sntlej, and Sanpu from the extremely elevated p1aka.u of
Tibet, which is drained by inland lakes. The northern limit of this
very high plateau -is formed by the Kuenlun mountains, which
Bemend to the comparatively low plain of Qobi. The Gmg-ri and
Kuenlun meet the Kamkorum mountains at the he& of the Karab h yalley. The Ibrakorum unites with the 'Hindu-Kuih, apd
Bo1o.r or Pamir mountains, in the &tml knot of Tagh Rumbash or.
Pusht-i-Khar.
The southern mnge of the Himalaya, regarded as the c-ation
of the dope rising from the Indian plains, is, from that point of
view, naturally oozmeated with the ranges whioh skirt the Punjab
and Bind, and terminate in the sea at Cape Monze. The connexion
1 A Sketch of the Mountains and River Basins of India, in two mapa, with explanatory memoirs," by Trelawney Saundere, Geographical Department, India Office 1870.
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may be traced from lhskmir, through Khagan and Swat, to the
outer skirts of KafXstan, thenae, croesing the Kabul river, this
southern chain is continued by the Karkacha range to the Sufid
Koh, and thus reaches the Sulaiman and Hala mountains. The
northern c k of the Himalaya descends to the Indus from the
peak of Nanga Parbat, and is taken up on the right bank of the
river by the range which forms the southern boundaq of the Qilgit
basin. From thence, crossing ChiM, it reaches the Hindu-Kush
at the Nuksan Pass, makes the backbone of Badabhan, and is
probably connected with the high mountains which separate the
Oxue from the Zarafshan.
The general chamcter of the highlands beyond the eatern extremity of the Himalaya and A~sam,torn& China and Burmah,
has also been defined by Mr. knnders, from s oombination of the
scraps of intelligence which contain our present knowledge of this
remarkable part of the Indian frontier.
Although the scale is very s*ll,
the map by Mr. Saunders
shows these features with much clearness and precision, and the
psition of each peak and spur of importance is accurately defined.
Since 1870 new works of geographers and travellers have very
materially increased our knowledge of the great Himalayan system.
The most important is Colonel Yule's edition of Marco Polo, the
the first edition of which appeared in 1871,and the second in 1875.'
The notea by Colonel Yule are indispensable to the student of the
mediaeval geography of central and eastern Aaia; and form an
inexhaustible mine of sound learning and reseainch. Colonel Yule
also contributed to a new edition of Wood's " Journey to the source
of the river Oxus " in 1872, an essay on the geography of the valley
of the OXUS: and in 1876 Sir Henry. Rawlinson furnished a, large
contribution to our geo,paphical knowledge of Central Asia in a
series of papers published under the title of " England and Russia,
in the East."s Colonel MacQregor was actively engaged for several
1 66 The book of Ser l%uc~ Polo the Venetian," newly translated and edited, with
notea and other illustretiom, by colonel Henry Yule, C.B. Second edition revised,
(Murray, 1875.) 2 V O ~ ~. , V O .
a 6' A journey to the source of the river O m , " by Captain John Wood, Indian
Navy. New edition, edited by his son, with an w a y on the geography of the valley of
the Oxus by Colonel Henry Yule, C.R., with maps (Murray, 1872).
3 66 England and Ruseia in the East, 8 e r i e s of papers on the political .and geegrephical condition of Central Asia," by Major-General
..
Sir H w y Rawliason,
..
K.C.B., F.R.S., with map. (Murray, 1876.)
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years, with the assistance of other officers in the Quarter-Master
General's Department, in preparing a gazetteer of Central Asia and
the border countries of British India. The volumes for Persia
and Afghanistan were printed in 1871, and those on the NorthWest Frontier of India, Bduchiatan, and l b h m i r have appeared
in subsequent years? These gazetteers are compilations of the
information captained in accessible published works and in official
records. There are full sepamte accounts of tribes, rivers, mountains, provinces, and towns, with authorities at the foot of each
article. An excellent account of BannG was published, in 1876, by
Mr. Th~rburn.~
Among recent Himalayan travellers the work of Mr. Shaw, and
that of the .officers attached to Sir Douglas Forsgth's mission to
Yarkand and Kaehgar are the most impoent. Dr. Henderson
published an account of the mission of 1870 with descriptions of
its botanical and zoologi~lr e s ~ l t s while
;~
the more important
geographical resulta of the mission of 1853 are recorded in a large
volume containing contributions by the different o5cers attached
to the mission,' in the valuable Reports of Captain Trotter: and
in a book on the Pamir table-land by Colonel Gordon."
I u 1871 Mr. W. T. Blanford, of the Geologicd Survey, explored
the upper valley of the Tista in the footsteps of Dr. Hooker, and
reached tbe Donkia pass,' and in 1874 Mr. Edgar wrote a report
on the Tibetan frontier of Sikkim? Another important book on
1 "Central Asia,'' Part I. (North-West Frontier of India) in 3 vole. pp., 657, 618,
by Lieut.-Colonel MacGregor (Calcutta 1873). Part 11. (Afghaniatan), pp. 869.
Ynrt 111. (Baluchishn), pp. 560, hy Colonel MocGregor (Calcutta, 1875). Part IV.
(Persia), pp. 801, compiled for political and military reference by Lieut.401. C. M.
MacGregor, h i s t a n t Quarter-Master General (Calcutta, 1871). Part VII., Section I.
(Keshmir), pp. 306, by Major Bates (Calcutta, 1873).
a r c B a n d ; or our Afghan Frontier, by S. S. Thorburn, F.C.S."
(Triibner, 1876),
8vo., pp. 480 and map.
3 r c Lahore to Yarkand," by George Henderson, M.D., F.R.S., with an account of
he birds by Allan 0.Hume, C.B. (Love11 Reeve, 1872.)
4 tc Report of a Mission to Ynrkand in 1873, under command of Sir T. D. Fomyth,
K.C.S.I., C.B., pp. 873. Numerous phohgraphs. (Calcutta, 1875).
6 "Report on Trans-Himalayan Explorntions during 1873 to 1876," by Captain
Henry Trotter. (Calcutts, 1875.)
8 cr Tho Roof of the World," by Lieut.-Col. T. G. Gordon, C.S.I.,with 66 illuatrationa. (Edinburgh, 1876.)
7 cc J. A. S. B.," x., pt. ii., p. 367.
8 cc &port on a visit to Sikkim and the Tibetan frontier in 1873," by G. J. W m
Edgar, C.S.I. (Calcutta, 1874.)
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the Himalayas, entitled the "Abode of Snok," was published by
Mr. Wilson in 1876,' and Mr. Calvert's beautifully illustrated
account of Kulu, is a further contribution to Himalayan literature.'
But the work which, through its exquisite illustratiom and charming mmtive, giva the be& idea of the mighty mountain masses,
is that entitled the " Indian Alps, and how we orossed them," by
tl lady pioneer, which was published in 1876.5
he discovery of the manuscript journals and correspondence of
George Bogle, the envoy sent by Warren Hastings to Tibet in 1774,
and of the journal of Thomaa Manning, an adventurous traveller
who reached Lhasa in 1812, led to their publication in 1876, with
editorial notes and an introduction by the present writer. The.
introduction contains a geographical sketch of the Himalayan
system, in which it is described as being composed of three chains,
the northern range or Nyenchhen-tang-la ; the central range
bounding the valleys of the Indus, Sutlej, and Sanpu on the
south ; and the southern range consisting of a line of stupendous
peah broken by the gorges of several rivers, yet forming a distinct
and continuous chain of mountains.' I n January 1877 an article
appeared in the "Calcutta Review," in which my description of
the Himalaran system was attacked, the old exploded notion that
the principal peaks were not on a continuous chain but were merely
spurs was maintained, and the existence of the great southern
chaii of the Himalayas was denied. I n consequence of the
appearance of this article I published a reply in the Geographical
Magazine," in an article entitled " the Himalayan System."S
Mr. Trelawney Saunders dso published a further and more exIlaustive reply to the " Calcutta Review " in a valuable article illustrated by maps, and also by a list of peaks, with their altitudes,
tdcen from the manuscript records of the Great Trigonometrical
Survey."
The btest, and not the least important discussion of the Himalayan
system, is contained in the first volume of Baron Richthofen's great
1 u The Abode of Snow," by Andrew Wilson. (Blackwood, 1898.)
. t~v-ri Rupi, the silver country of the Vazeers in Kulu," with numerow
illdmtions, by J. Calvert, M.1.C.E. (Spon, 1873.)
t 66 The Indian Alps, and how we crossed them, by a lady pioneer." Illustrated by
herself. (Longman, 1676.) 4t0, pp. 612, with coloured illustrutions.
4 See the introduction to the " Narrative of the Ifiesion of George Bogle to Tibet,"
pp. xxiii. to xl.
6 Number for May 187'7, p. 1 13.
e 66 Geogrsphid M&os
" for July 1877, p. 1'73.
(18441.)
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work on Ohina, a third of which is taken up by the interesting
introduction on Central Asian Geography?
There is still a great field for exploration in the Himalayan region.
The whole of the Nepd portion of the ranges for a distanoe of 600
miles, and the greater part of Bhutan, the valley of the Sanpu
eastward of Lhaaa, and the mountain region still further to the
east, where the Irawadi, Salwin, Cambodia, and Yangtse rise, are
entirely unknown.
The rivers flowing from the Himalaya, and forming the two great
systems of the Indus and Ganges, have been studied with miniite
attention. Upon the water supply brought down by these streams
from the Himalayan snows the very existence of millions of people
inhabiting the plains of India depends. The physical laws regulating
the direction and volume of the rivers are of such practical importance that they have formed the subject of close investigation
for many years, and this great section of Indian physical geography
has thus been minutely and elaborately examined.
The best general m o u n t of the Indus and its five tributaries,
before they enter the plains, will be found in Cunningham's Ladak.
He tram them from their sources, and describes the peculiar kneebends in each, at the points where, after flowing down the long
lateral valleys in the Himalaya, they burst through the chain, and
alter their comes to reach the plain. He also gives an account of
the tremendous catstclysms which periodically take place, especially
in the mlleys of the Indus and Sutlej. These floods appear to be
caused by the fall of huge masses of rock, or of parts of a glacier,
which block up the rivers until at length the pent-up waters burst
forth with irresistible fury. Dr. Falconer considered the Indus
cataclysm of July 1841 to be one of the most remarkable natural
catastrophes hitherto recorded as having occurred on the continent
of India.' A great flood is also recorded of the Sutlej, which took
p h in 1819. The shoulder of a, mountain gave way at Seoni,
about 20 miles north-west of Simla,, where the river flows between
precipitous cliffs. The fallen mass choked the bed for a height of
400 feet, the river ceased to flow for 4,o days, when it burst the
obstruction, and rushed down in an irresistible wave a hundred feet
high.
1

"China"

Ergebnisse eigener Reieen und durauf gegriindeter Stndien," von
Erster Band. (Berlin, 1877.) 4to., pp. 750,a d

Ferdinand Freherrn von Richthofen.
. 11 maps.
2

6c

J. A. S. B.," x., pt. 2, p. 615, and xviii., p. 231 ; Vigne, ii., p. 362.
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THE INDUS.

It is in tracing the alterations that have taken pIace in the courses
of rivers, and in studying the phymcal muses which have given
rise to these changes, that archeeology has rendered most useful
service to physical geogmphy. By a careful study of the historians
of Alexander's campaign, of the Chinese pilgrims, and of the A'in-i
Akberi, General Cunningham has collected most interesting evidence
respecting the former hi&ry of the Punjab rivera and of the Lower
Indus. The Punjab rivers have frequently shifted their channels.
Thus, in the time of Akbar, the Chenab and Indus united at Uch ;
now the junction takes place 60 miles lower down, at Mithankot.
Multan was onw on two islands in the Ravi; it is now 30 milea
from that river. The confluence of the Bias with the Sutlej only
dates from about 1790, and the old bed is now part of a complicated network of dry channels? A very complete knowledge of
the present aspect of the Punjab and its rivers may be obtained from
a study of the r e p o h of irrigation officer^.^
The course of the Indus from Mithankot to the sea has been the
subject of equally close study with reference to the improvement of
irrigation in Sind. At the time of Alexander's invasion, and down
to the visit of the Chinese pilgrim, Hwen Thsang, the Indus flowed
to the wtwd of its present course, down the bed now known as
the Eastern Narra. But it is believed by m n y geographers that
a gradual westing of all rivers -flowing north and south i s the
mtural result of the earth's revolution from west to eaat, which
gives their waters a permanent bias towards their western banks?
At last the Indus turned the northern end of the Alor range, and
cut a passage for itself through the gap in the limestone rocks
between Rori and ~ a k bin, about 680 A.D. Bind is described by
Sir William Baker and Colonel Fife as an alluvial plain, almost
every portion of whioh has, at some ,time or other, been swept bp
the Indus or its branches. The land is always highest at the river
banks. The silt with which the waters me charged is deposited
during the season of overflow most abundantly near the edge of
the stream, thus fofming a natural glacis, the crest of which is on
1

General Cunningham's "Ancient Geogrnphy of India."

a tcSelectionsfrom the Recorde of the Government of India"-Punjab
184956.

Repbrts,

LL Agricoltnd resources of the Punjab," by Lient. R. Raird Smith (1849).
Memorandum on the Bari Doab Canal, by Colonel Crofton. April 3rd, 1868.
Colonel Napier's Report on the inundation canals. sept. Ilth, 1852.
On the rivera of the Punjab," by W. Purdoo, C.E. 1860.
a This fact, in physical geography, was first enunciated by the Russian naturalist,
.. . . ...
K. E. von Baer.
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the river babk, while the slope falls away gradually towards the
bomdary of the valley. A continuance of this process raises the
level of the river-bed until, during somo extraordinary flood, a t
intervals of many centuries, it bursts its embankment, and t a k a to
one of the lower tracts. Thus the bod and banks are continually
rising.'
The changes in the valley of the Indus have also been effected,
to a great extent, by earthquakes, which entirely destroyed the
great city of Brahminabad some centuries ago,' and threw up the
U h b u n d in more recent times.' But a discussion of Indian earthquakes, as a branch of physical geography would, of itself, occupy
a volume.
The physical features of the Thurr, or desert, to the eastward of the
Indua valley, of the Itann of U c h , of the valley of the Loni, and of
the Aravalli hills, protecting the Ganges basin from the encroachments of the sand-drifts, were first fully described by Colonel Todd,'
who wlts followed by Alexander B u r n e ~ ,and
~ a most interesting
paper on the &nn of K b h and neighbouring region by Sir Bartle
Frere appeared in the "Journal of tho Royal Geographical Society
1

Lieut. Poet.ns.4. A. S. B. (1838), p. 103.

An excellent account of the geography of the I n d u ~within the province of Sind
will be found in the Gazetteer of Sind," by Mr. A. W. Hughea, which was published
in 1874. The introduction contains a comprehensive account of ita physical geography,
mil, irrigation crmals, and climate. A good general index ad& to the completeness
of this ably compiled and very useful work. See also papers by a p t . McMurdo.J.A. A'. B.,i.,p.33.
Capt. McMurdo.4mrn. R. A. S., i, p. 223.
Capt. Del Hoate.-J. A. S. B. (1840), p. 913.
" On the eanals and foreeta in Scinde!'
Report by Colonel Walter Scott.
Baker's Report on the Eastern Narra. Oct. 14th, 1844.
Merewether on the Bigari Canal. Oct. 1856.
Colonel Fife on irrigation in Scinde. Oct. 1855.
2 Bellesis on the ruins of Brahminabad.Journal of the Bombay Branch of &
A*c
Society.
8 r L Remarka on the Alla Bond end drainage of the 'eeetern part of the Scinde bae'm,"
by Captain W. E. Baker.-Bombay
G. S. J d , vii., p 186.
See also Lyell's Principlm of Geology.
Memoir on the enstern branch of the Indug giving an account of the alterations
cawed by the e a r t h q d e ;" also, "A theory of the formation of the Runn, 1827-28,"
by A. Burnes.-Trans. R. A. S., iii., p. 550.
4 6LAnnaleand antiquities of hjasthan," by Lieut.-Colonel James Tod. (2 vols.
London, 1829.)
" Countrim on the N.W.frontier ofIndia," by Alexander 13urnea.-R.
G. S. Journ.,
iv., p. 88.
'' Description of the d t w o r k s a t Panchpadder, in M m r , " by Alexander Burnes.
--J.A. S. B.. ii., p. 355.
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for 18'70." ' I n 1876 Mr. W. T. Blanford explored the great Indian
desert, and wrote a memoir on its physical geography with especial
reference to the former existence of the sea in the Indus valley, and
to the origin and mode of formation of the sand hills. He describes
very fully the physical character of the desert, with its botany and
zoology, the distribution of its sand hills, and the evidence of recent
marine action. He then diclcusses the former existence of an inland
sea covering the Rann of K h h and eastern Sind, and also extending
up the Loni basin, but notices the want of evidence of marine
denudation elsewhere in the desert. His conclusions are that
&thin very recent geological times, the sea covered tlie Rann of
a h , and the a m now occupied by the Indus and Loni basins ;
but that the central part of the desert was not covered by the sea.
The sand is mainly derived from the old sea coast, and its transport
into the interior is due to the south-west wind.'
The vast plain of India, including the lower park of the basins of
the Indus and Ganges, extends uninterruptedly along the base of
the Himalaya, and nowhere attains a greater height than 900 feet,
from the Arabian Sea to the Bay of Benpl. But, at its highest
point, where the water-parting sepnrates the Jumm from the Sutlej,
there is an interval where the floods of the c h s i c Saraswati once
watered the land of Kuru, on their way to the Indus, but where
now the streams have ceased to be perennial, while the desert fast
encroaches on the once rich kingdom of Sthaneswara. The causes
of the physical changes in this, interesting tract of country have
been discussed by several able writers? I n 1840 Sir William Baker
ran a line of levels across it from ICarnGl to Ludiana, finding the
greatest elevation above the Jumna and Sutlej to be 68 feet, and he
afterwards carefully surveyed the courses of its river beds. Captain
Brown, of the Revenue Survey, also examined and described the
water-parting region between the basins of the Indus and G a n g ~ s . ~
1

u Notes on the Benn of K6ch and neighboaring region," by S
i
r H. Bartle Frere.

-R.

G. S. Journ., XI., p. 181.
S. B.," xlv, pt. ii. 1876.
a Colvin, Fergueeon, Baker, Cunninghem.
4
General Cunningham'e Ancient Geography of India."
Captain W. Brown (Revenue Surveyor) on the Bhatianm Stmtca.
Report on the Cuggur and Soorsooty, by Captain W. Brown.
Bmkeh Report on the Cuggur, Sept. 17th, 1841.
b6Beporton a line of levels between the Jumna end Sutlej rivers," by Lieut.
W . E . B s k e r . 4 . A . S.B,ix.,p.6&@.
Report on the Bangur lands of Bhmwulpur, by Mr. Berns. 1870.
a rc J. A.
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An old channel, being the dry bed of a hrge river, can still be
traced from near the Himalaya, through Bhatiana, Bikanir, and
Bhiwalpur, into Sind, and is 600 miles in length. I n different
parts of its course it is known as the Naiwal, Sotra, Ha;kra, Wahind,
Dahan. Scattered mounds mark the sites of cities and towns along
, the course of this lost river.
The Saraswati lost itself in the sands
in the time of Menu. But the Hakra, lower down, to which the
Saraawati waa rt tributary, wm flowing as late aa the 13th century.
Dr. Oldham, in wme most interesting notes on the lQst river of the
Indian desert, has conclusively shown that the Hakra or Sotra is
the ancient bed of the Sutlej ; while the Bias flowed in an inclependent course to the Indus. He also holds that the Sutlej had an
independent course clear of the Indus, by the channel now known
as the Eastern Narra, to the sea. The researches connected with
the courses of these rivers show the intimate connexion between
the studies of the historian and mcht~ologht,
and those of the
geographer?
The baain of the Gtanges, with its tributary rivers and their
peculiarities, has been minutsly examined and described by the
officers who have constructed those irrigation works which will be
the proudest and most enduing monuments of British rule in India;
and the lower part of the valley of the Brahmrtputm has been almost
as fully treated of in the published reports of officers on b s a m and
the north-eastern frontier, from the time of Bedford and Wilcox.
But the physical laws which regulate the great Indian river systems
have been most ably discussed by Bb.Fergusson in his paper on
recent changes in the delta of the Ganges? He points out the law
by which aU rivers oscillate in curves, the tendency of rivers in
alluvial soils to raise their banks, and so confine themselves in their
beds, and the mode in which deltas are gradually raised. On the
first point Mr. Fergusson shows that all rivers osciUate in c w e s
whose extent is directly proportiokate to the quantity of water
flowing through them, any obstruction or inequality musing
oscillation, which goes on increasing until it reaches the mean
between the force of gravity tending to draw it in a straight line
and the force due to the obstruction tending to give it a direction
at right angles with the former, the extent of the curves being
1 '' Notes on the lost river of the Indian desert," by Surgeon Major C. I?. Oldham.
An article in the ''Cdcuttg Review " for July 1874.
9
Quarterly Geological Journal," xix, p. 321.
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proportioned to the dope of the bed. With reference to the
tendency of rivers in alluvial soils to raise their banks, he calls
attention to t.he important fact that water resists water far better
than m t h does. A river can attack its banks in detail, and mry
the bits away, but still water, by producing a state of rest, forces a
river to deposit its silt exactly where it is most useful in forming a
barrier against further incursions, and so finally repels its advance.
I n India these expanses of still water, called jhils, are at about the
same level rn the river. In the rains they rise with it, so that,
when it overtops its banks, it meets this body of still water, and
deposits its silt dong the limits between the moving and the
stationary mass. The mode by which it now appears that deltas
are raised is by a river flowing through some low part of the
country, gradually embanking i h l f , then raising its bed until the
body of its water is higher than the country round. Into this it
eventually falls, and commences a similar process of embanking
itself, till, in the course of time, it is forced to seek a lower bed.
Thus the whole delta is gradually raised by continual shifting of
the plains of the rivers. Mr. Fergusson forms the conclusion, from
a long and careful study of these Gangetic phenomena, that from
4,000 to 6,000 years ago, the sea, or at least the tide, extended as
far as Rajmahal, and that Bengal proper waa a vast bay or lagoon.
The gradual raising of the delta, which caused the lower part of the
Ganges basin to beoome inhabitable, is indicated by the positions of
the capihl cities, which were first on the water parting between the
Ganges and Indus basins, and were established lower down the
Ganges valley by successive dynasties as the progress of the
physical changes rendered the former lagoons and swamps fit
places for the abodes of men. . !Phe first cities really in the plains
were h t a n a p u r a on the Ganges and Ayodya on the Gogra, which
flourished from 2,000 to 1,000 B.C. Then Canouj was built; at a
later date Palibothra or Patna; the early Muhammadans made
Gour, opposite Rajmahd, their capital ; and h l l y Dacca, was built
in 16041near the mouth of the river. Thus, in 3,000 B.C. the only
practically habitable part of the a l l u ~
plain of India, was the
water-parting between the Sutlej and Jumna. The rest has only
become fit for man's occupation within the historid period, and
hundreds of square miles of the delta have become habitable since
the days of Clive. Great changes have taken place since Rennellys
survey. I n 1786 that great geographer found the Bmhmaputra
'
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flowing through Silhet with a width of a mile and a half in the dry
season. Now the same bed is a mere creek, or rather chain of
ponds, while the volume of water has passed into the Jennai (then
an insignificant stream), some 70 miles further westward than the
bed it occupied in the beginning of the century. Then the Tista
joined the Ganges a t Jaffierganj; now it flows into the Brahmputra. Earthquakes have aided the more gradual action of water
in effecting changes in the delta. I n 1762, in the great earthquake
a.t Chittqong, a large tract was submerged, and now forms the
Silhet jhils, through which Dr. Hooker sailed, while other parts
were elevated? Mr. Fergusson points out another important
hydrographic law, namely, that the mouths of tributaries shift
upwards along the main stream in consequence of the decrease of
slope caused by the rise of the delta, which obliges the tributaries
to increase the angle at which they fall into the Ganges. Careful
observation of the rate a t which this takes place would show the
progress of the rise in the delta.
Hitherto," says Mr. Fergusson,
" dipping tumblers from the sides of budgerows " (to ascertain the
quantity of silt in suspension) " has been supposed to be sufficient
" to gauge the growth of continents; but the safest test of the
" elevation of the delta is the progress of the retrocession of the
" tributaries."
Several special memoirs on districts within the Gangetic baain
have lately appeared in anticipation of Dr. Hunter's final Gazetteer.
Among these are Mr. Westland's Report on Jessor containing an
interesting description of the river system and its changes during
tllc last century, and of the progress of the formation of the delta.'
Dr. Oldham's first part of a Memoir on Ghazipur contains notes on
the changes in the course of the part of the Ganges which flows
through t b t d i ~ t r i c t . ~I n 1876 Mr. Beveridge published a history
of the district of Bakarganj, the geographical portion of which
contains an excellent account. of the rivers, lakes, and swamps in
that deltaic region.'
It has been seen that both in the Indus and Ganges basins

'* Phil. Trans.," Iviii., p. 251 ;

Hooker's Journal," ii., p. 256.
report on the district of Jessore, its antiquities, its history, and its commerce,"
by James Westland. (Calcutta, 1871.)
8 "An histoiial and steti~ticalmemoir of the Ghazeepoor district," by W. O l h n ,
1

2 "A

B.C.S., LL.D. (Allahabad, 1870.)
4 "The district of BBkargnnj, its history and statistics," by H. Beveridge, C.B.
(Triibner,1876), 8vo., pp. 459 and map.
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earthquake^ have formed an important element in the changes that
have taken place. This branch of the subject has received much
attention, and descriptive lists of earthquakes in India have
been h w n up by Colonel Baird Smith, and more recently by
Dr. Oldham?
South of the Ganges valley, long, flat-topped spurs descend
towards the Jumna, and almoet reach the river to the eastward of
Gwalior. But further east they recede, and form an amphitheatre
of precipices, shaping the plain of Bandalkhand into a bay surrounded
by sandstone cliffs, which again advance to the Jumna near Mirzapur. This is the northern face of the plateau of Malmtl, and
highland of Bandalkhand and Rewah, which is bounded to the south
by the valleys of the Narbada and Son. These two valleys form
a continuous and almost straight line of depression across India,
from the gulf of Cambay to Patna on the Ganges. Thus the
plateaux of Malwa and Bandalkhand, or as it map more properly
be alled with reference to physical geography, the Vindhyan table
land, forms a great triangle, with the line of the Narbada and Son
as one side, the Ganges valley as another, and the h v a l l i mountains
separating it from the Luni basin and the desert, as a third. To
the south the great rock escarpment of the Vindhyan hills terminates
the table land, and overhangs the valley of the Narbada, presenting
the appearance of a weather-beaten coast line. From its summit
there is no abrupt descent to the north, corresponding to their
southern declivity ; yet tha northern slope, though slight, commences
at the very edge of the escarpment above the Narbada, where the
Betwa, Dessan, and Sonar rivers rise, and flow northwards to
the Ganges. The escarpment of Vindhyan rocks, here called the
Kymor hills, continues along the north flank of the Son valley. It
is said that on the remarkable hill of Amarkuntak, the three rivers
Son, Narbada, aud Mahanadi rise from one tank. This is not true,
but their sources are really on1y a few miles from each other. This
region has been best described by Dangerfield: Franklin: Jacquemont,' Oldham,= and Medlicott &; while Dr. Hooker crossed and
described the Kymor hills.
1 See also the paper on earthquakes, and especially on that in the N.W. p r t of the
Bornbey Presidency, on April 29th, 1864, by D. J. Kennelly, Esq.-Boday G. S. J,
xviii., p. 288.
a Malcolm'e Central India."
" .T. A. S. B.," xxv., p. 249.
9
Geological Society, Tnms.," 111.. 2d. S.
6
Geological Memoirs."
4
Voyage dana 1'Inda"
.
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The Narbada itself forms one of the most important and i n h
esting features of the physical geography of Western India. To the
north of its valley.are the flat-topped cliffs of the Vindhyan hills,
from 300 to 800 feet high; and to the south is the Mahadeo or
Satpura range, eloping gently towards the Narbada, and with its
abrupt face to the southward, forming the northern boundary of
the Tapti valley: The Satpura hills have been described by Rigby,'
and the Tapti valley by E d ~ a r d s . ~Both the Vinclhya and Satpura
ranges are abrupt and scarped tb the south, and slope off gently on
their northern sides. Dr. Impey wrote a full description of the
physical character of the Narbada valley in 1866 ; it was reported
upon by Evans, Keatinge, and Del Hoste,' and has since been carefully examined by the Geological Surveyors.
The extensive region bounded by the Ganges, the Son, the Mahanadi, and the Bay of Be~qpl,and drained by the Damudar and
other streams, has received very close investigation on its northern
side, where the mineral treasures of the Rajmahal hills have long
attracted attention; but the southern and western pa& of the
tract are less known. A party of the Topographical Survey has
been engaged for some years in the exploration and mapping of part
of this region.
The plateau of the Deccan has been best described by Colonel
Sykes ; and no account of Mysor has yet appeared entirely to supersede the admirable work of Dr. Buchanan. This officer (who afterwards took the name of Hamilton) was deputed to report upon the
dominions of the Rajah of Mysor in the yeax 1800, and he completed
his tour in 1801. His work was published in 1807: and every page
teems with valuable information, but it is written in the form of a
journal, and this makes it difficult to consult. Dr. Buchanan's
work on Mysor was reprinted at Madras in 18'70.1 The new
" Ckuetteer of Mysor," by M i . Lewis Rice, the Director of Public
1

tc

Journ. Bombay G.S.," xi., p. 69.
9,

,,

G.S.,xi.,p.l6.

Bombay Selections." No. xiv. N. S.
4
Journal, Bombay G. S." viii., 119 and 174, and i. 174.
6 See "Notea upon a tour through the Rajmahal hilla," by Capt. Sherwill, R.E.
J. A. S. B. xx., p. 544 ; the " Geologid Memoirs ;" and Dr. Hookeis Journal, and
his paper in the J. A. S. R.," xvii., pt. 11, p. 355.
6 64 A Journey from M a d m through the countries of Mysore, Canera, and &labar,"
by Francis Bnchanan, M.D. (London, l8M.) 4b., 3 vole.
7 Second edition,:with a memoir of the author, avo., 2 vols. (Higginb~th~m,
Wsg
1870.)
3
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Instruction, was published at BangaJor in 18'7'7.l The schemes for
navigation and irrigation, and the works already executed, have led,
more recently, to frequent and minutely detailed examinations of
the basins through which flow the rivers which traverse the peninsula, and fall into the Bay of Bengal.
The Mahanadi, rising in the mountainous region which bounds
the Chatisgttrh plateau, has a comparatively short course, and
numerous tributaries converging from a limited circumference to a
common centre. Thus a single storm will often affect the whole
area of the basin. This peculiarity has caused those destructive
floods in Cattack which necessitate a system of carefully constructed
embankments. Captain Harris, from his position in charge of these
works, has studied the meteorological phenomena of the Mahanadi
basin with close attention ; but the best general description of the
region is by Sir Richard Temple?
The basin of the Qodavari is very fully described in the reports of
Colonel .Haig ; the Krishna, and Kaveri, with the smaller streams
along the coast, have also been minutely described in numerous
irrigation reporta ; and the eastern hills of the peninsula have been
for several years the scene of the labours of Mr. King and his colleagues of the Geological Survey.
The Western GhAts, extending from the Tapti to Cape Comorin,
with one remarkable gap at Yalghat, and the peculiarities of their
western drainage system, would require a large volume for their
satisfaotory description.
No general work of the kind exists, and the different portions or
districts can only be studied in detail.
The northern portion is included in various acoounts of the
Deccan; but I know of no detailed geographical description of
Nagar and Munjerabad, nor of Coorg and Wynaad, apart from the
manuscript memoirs of the old surveys. The best g e n e d mount
1 6 L Mysore and Coorg. A gazetteer compiled for the Government of India," by
Lewis Rice, Director of Public Instruction, Mysore and Coorg. Vol. I., Mysore in
General, pp. 668. Vol. II., Mysore by districts, pp. 604 and maps. Vol. In.,Courg.
a r r Selectione " (India P. W. D.), No. xliii., " Journal, R. G . S.," xxxv., p. 70, (1866.)
8 See,on these subjects, Major Orr's Report on the Works of the Medraa Irrigation Company at Karnbl, dated Jenuary 8th, 1861, Sir William Denison's Minute of
March 2nd, 1861, and Colonel Ludlow's Report of October 1862. For an excellent
general account of the works on the deltas of the Godavari, Krishna, and EEBveri, see
Colonel Beird Smith's Report (London, 1866). For the Krishne, see elso Mqjor h d m eon's Report of January 6th, 1863.
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of Coorg is given in Colonel Sankey's interesting report on the roads,
and I have myselfreported upon the Wynaad district.' Ouchterlony's
report gives details of the geographical features of the Nilgiri
and Kundah hills: and the &t account of the AnGmaMs appeared in Dr. Cleghorn's " Forests and Gardens of Southern India."
The Palnais have been described by Captain Ward, Captain Beddome, Dr. Wight and by myself; and I have also reported upon
the mountainous region between Travancor and M k d ~ r a . ~Yet
wide tracts of the Western GhAts are undescribed, and others are
still unexplored. Malabar was explored, early in this century, by
Dr. Buchanan, and his is still the standard work on the subject;
but the system of back-waters along the coast, and all the phenomena connected with the western drainage of the guts, is a branch
of physical geography which would still repay careful study.'
The distribution of plants, and their influence upon the climate,
and through the climate upon the pliyaical character of a region, is
one of the most important branches of geographical science ; and it
is one which, in Indh, has been studied from a very early period.
The first Indian herbalists, however, collected and examined plants
without reference to any such general views. I t was to learn their
healing virtues that the holy sage Agastia, explored the wonders
of the vegetable kingdom: that Ibn ul Bakhtar came all the way
from distant Spain to collect the plants of India," and even that the
Portuguese physician Cristobal da Costa made his botanical observation~.~The first great Indian work on plants was the " Hortus
Malabaricus," undertaken under the auspices of Henry van Rheede,
the Dutch Governor of Malabar. The specimens were collected by
Brahmans between 1674 and 1676, and sent to Cochin, where drawings were made by the missionaly Mathoeus, and descriptions in

'' Chinchona Blue Book," (1 870) pp. 61-93 ;6r Travels in Peru and India," p. 402 ;
Madras Journal," ci., p. 280, v., p. 280, and 1857 ; Foreate and Gardens of South
India," p. 2894302.
a See also the earlier report on the Neilgherriea by Messrs. Keys and Turnbull.Bombqy G. ;s. J., iv., p. 9.
3 H Chinchona Rlue Book," (June 1866), p. 283.
4 "On the inland navigation of Travancore."-R.
G . S. Journ., xxxvi, p. 195.
(1866). See also Mr. Kennedy's interesting report to the Madras Government on the
back-water navigation, and the works required at Cochin, dated Oct. 9th, 1862.
6 *' Agbmtier Vytia Anyouroo."
A medical Rastrum frequently quoted in Ainslie'e
" Meteria Medics."
6 Escurinl, MSS. Ceairi.
7 Hia observetiom form the basis of '' Clusiua. Exoticorurn iibri decem." (Antwerp,
1563.)
"
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l H d a y h were tFanslrtted into Latin by Herman van Doulp,
the secretary to Government at Cochin. The work was published
at Amsterdam in 12 folio volumes, with 794 plates, between 1686
and 1703; and a commentary on it, by Dr. Buchanan Hamilton, has
since been printed in the " Transactions of the Iiinnaean Society."
William Itoxburgh wrsa born at Underwood, in Scotland, on
June 29th, 1769. He entered the Madras medical service in 1786,
and John Kaenig ' of Courland came out to India in the service of
the Danish Government in 1768. These two eminent men, with
Sir Willitam Jones, Buohanan Hamilton, Hunter, Chrey, and Rattler,
formed themselves into a society for the promotion of botany ; and
Roxburgh was the fimt to reduce the plants of the east to the form
of a flora. I n the early part of his career he resided at Samulcottah
in the Northern Circars, and wrote some valuable papers for Dalrymple'~" Oriental Repository," on the cultivation of rice, sugar, and
pepper. I n 1793 Roxburgh became the first Superintendent of the
botanical gardens at Calcutta: where he remained until 1814, when
he went home, and died at Edinburgh in April 1816. Roxburgh
caused 2,000 coloured drawings of plants to be made, 300 of which
were published by the East India Company in three large volumes
entitled "The Plants of Coromandel," between 1795 and 1816. !L%e
published plants were selected chiefly for their useful qualities,
and included the sanhl wood tree, mtamaran, nux-vomica, teak,
areca otctechu, mimosa arabica, and termindia chebula. Roxburgh's " Flora Indica " (3 vols. 8vo.) was published between 1820
and 1832.'
Wallich received Dr. Roxburgh's mantle, and succeeded him as
the leading Indian bohist. Nathaniel Wallich was a Dane born
Vole., xiii., xiv., xv.
Kcenig's herbarium and MSS. are in the British Mueeum.
8 The gardene were commenced by Captain Kyd in March 1786.
4 T h e dmt and second volnmea of Roxburgh's
Flora I n d i a " were edited by Dm.
C a r and
~ Wellich, and pnblided in 1820 and 1824 respectively. Dr. Roxbnrgh's eons
republished both these without Wallich's additions, together with the third, completing
the work in 1832. These three volumen hare been textually reprinted in Calcutta in
one large 8vo. volume, under the cam of C. B. Clarke, with a prefirce, together with a
reprint of Roxbnrgh's India Ferns from a nn~uberof the Asiatic S6ciety's Journal, and
an index to the Latin, English, and varioua native names. Copies of all Dr.Roxburgh'r
unpublished drawings were made by the late Sir William Hooker, on a reduced acale.
a list of all the plants described in Roxbnrgll's Flora
In the L 6 H ~ r t Bengaleneie"
us
ie arranged according to the Linnaean system, with native nnmes, habit, time of flowering,
and references to the platee in Van Rheede's *' Hortus Malabaricns."
There is an obituary notice of Dr. Boxburgh, with a porlrait, in the 88th volume of
the Traneactions of the M e t y of Arts."
1

2

at Copenhagen on the 28th of January 1786. He went out to India
as surgeon of the Danish settlement of Serampur, and wm taken
prisoner when that place was captured by the English. His great
attainments aa a botanist soon secured for him the transfer from a
prison to the charge of the Government gardens at Calcutta, aa
Dr. B u c h a w Hamilton's successor, in 1816. Dr. Buchanan
Hamilton had taken Dr. Roxburgh's place for a year. During the
next thirteen years Wallich added enormously to the extent of the
collections. I n 1820 he made a botanical excursion to Nepal, and
in 18% he commenced the publication of his " Tentamen Florae
Nepalensis." I n 1825 he was sent to inspect the timber forests of
Oudh and Rohilkhand, and made large collections of plants ; and in
1826 he enjoyed further opportunities as a member of the mission to
Ava. He also employed many collectors in various parts of India.
In 1828 Mr. Wallich came to England with an enormous collection
of plants, which he distributed among the principal botanists of the
day. He lithographed with his own hand a catalogue, consisting of
263 folio prtges, of the specimens retained at the India House (7683),
together with their localities and collectors' names. I n 1832 Wrtllich's
original herbarium was presented to the Linntmn Society by the
East India Company. It consists of about 7,000 species, and has
become a standard work of reference? While he was in England
Dr. Wallich also completed his " Plmtae Asiaticae Rariores," a
magnificent work in 3 folio volumes, containing 300 coloured plates,
which was published by the East India, Company in 1832. I n 1833
Dr. Wallich returned to India, and resumed his labours a t the gadens
with unremitting zeal. From 1836 to 1840 he distributed no less
than 189,932 living p h t s to 2,000 different prdens. I n lBa, illhealth, the result of his extraordinary labour, compelled him to
visit the Cape of Good Hope, where he made extensive collections,
returning to the Calcutta gardens in 1844~ He was engaged in
examining the capabilities of Assam for tea, cultivation in 1845, but
in 1847 was obliged to go home from ill-health; and this most
zealous and able public servant died in London on the 28th of April
18M, aged 69. His successors at the Calcutta gardens have been
Drs. Falconer, Thomson, Anderson, and King.
William Gdllth must be mentioned rn one of the leading Ben@
1 There is Plso a set of the Wallichian Herbarium s t Kew. Dr. Hooker, i n 1868,
rescued 12 or 14 waggo11l o d e of cheate of dried plants from the cellars of the Indis
House, consisting chiefly of Gri5ths', Helfer's, and Falconer's collections, and arrao@
m d dietributed them to the principal mueeums in Europe and America.
. .

.

botanists, and waa a pupil of Dr. Lindley. He was born in 1810.
He arrived at Calcutta as assistant surgeon in 1836, was appointed
to accompany Dr. Wallich to Assam, and for a short time assisted
in the distribution of the gigantic herbarium mentioned above.
He traversed the unexplored tracts near t h e Mishmi mountains,
between Sudiya and Ava, collecting fishes, insects, and plants ; and
in February 1836 he made a journey from Assam to Ava, and down
the h w a d i to Rangoon. Next, as surgeon to Pemberton's embassy, he traversed 400 miles of the Bhutan country, returning
to Calcutta in June 1839. In November of the same year he joined
the army of the Indus in a scientific capacity, and went from Kabul
to Khurasan, making large collections of plants. I n 1841 he was
appointed on medical service to Malacca, from which he was
recalled in 1842 to take the charge of the Calcutta Botanic Garden
during Dr. Wallich's absence at the Cape. At the end of 18441,
after Wallich's return, he went again to Malacca, where he died
in February 1846, worn out by fatigues and sicknesses due to
exposure during his remarkable and protracted journeys.
Dr. Griffith was unquestionably the most learned botanist and
acute investigator of the many that British India a n boast. His
various papers communicated to the Linnaertn Society of London,
and other publications, are models of scientific research, and his
drawings, microscopic analyses and desoriptions of plants and their
organs, made chiefly during his travels, always in hot and often in
malarious regions, and preserved at the Royal Gardene of Kew, are
evidences of astonishing industry and great knowledge. The fruita
of these labours have been edited in five volumes, Bvo., by his
friend Dr. McClelland, late of the Bengal Medical Service.l The
great object of his life was the preparation of a, general scientific
Flora of India. He devoted 12 years of unremitted exertion to
this work; collecting 2,500 species from the Khaaia hills, 2,000
from Tenasserim, 1,000 from Assam, 1,200 from the Mishmi
country, 1,700 from Bhutan, 1,000 from the neighbowhood of
Calcutta, and 1,200 from the Naga hills, besides large collections
in the Malay peninsula and Borneo.
1 '' Posthnmotu papers bequeathed to the H. E. I. C., and printed by order of the
Government of Bengal ; being journals of travels by the late William GI-iffith, Esq.,
arranged by John McClelland, M.D." (Calcutta, 184'7-54, 5 volumes 8vo., with
a 4to. volume of illustrations.) They include his journab of travels in the Miihmi
country, Upper h m , to Ava, Bhutan, Candehar, and Kabul.

The public garden at Saharunpur wm established in 1779 by
Zabita m a n , who appropriated the revenues of seven villages for
its maintenance ; Gholam Kadir, and the Mahratta chiefs after him,
continuecl the grant ; and in 1823 Lord Hastings ordered the establishment to be converted into a botanical garden of 400 acm, to
which was afterwads added a nursery of trees for the canal banks.'
Dr. Forbes Royle was the first Superintendent, and, in his " Illustrations of the botany of the Himalayan Mountains," he was the
first to attempt to demonstrate the prominent features of the geographical distribution of North Indian plants, in reference to the
elevations and climates they inhabit, and to the botany of the surrounding county. I n his paper on the geographical distribution
of the Flom of India, Dr. ltoyle makes some most interesting
remarks on the vegetation of Indian lakes, and suggests the process
by which the coal formations have been deposited. The lakes me
often covered with numerous sterna, leaf and flower stallus of a
variety of plants closely interlaced and matted together ; and cattle
are even said to graze'upon the grasses with which the lakes become
covered ; the matted growth being strong enough to bear their
weight.'
Dr. Royle waa succeeded at 8aharunpur successively by Dm.
Falconer, Jameson, and latterly by Mr. Duthie, F.L.S.
Dr. Wight stands at the head of the botanists of the Madras
Presidency. His " Prodromus Flom Peninsul~eIndiae Orientah "
is pronounced by Dr. Hooker to be the most able and valuable
contribution to Indian botany that has ever appeared? I n 1863
Dr. Wight returned to England with an enormous collection of
plants, chiefly from the hill districts, which he presented to the
Herbarium of the Royal Qardens, Kew, whence the duplicates have
been distributecl.
I n 1830 Dr. Graham made a catalogue of the Bombay plants,
16'J.A.S.R.,"i.,p.41.
'6 General obnervationa on the geographical distribution of the Flora of India, snd
~.smarkson the vegetation of ita lakes," by Dr. Forbes Royle.--Reports of the British
Auuociation, xv., p. 74 (1846.)
By Robert Wight and G. A. W. Arnott (2 vole. 1834.) Dr. Wight hae dm
published, Illustrations of Indian Botany," commenced in 1838 ; Icones Plantarum
Indire Orientalis," (2,101 plates,) and " Spicilegium Neilgherrenae " (colonred platea).
Dr. Leechenault, the director of the botanic gnrdenrr st Pondicherry, and Mr. Gardner
of Ceylon, also explored the Flora of the Nilgilis.
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and h e h a been followed by Law, D M , Gibson, Birdwood,l a 4
others.
The Flora Indica " of Dm. Hooker and Thomson was intended
to combine all the information that haa hitherto been collected on
the subject of Indian botany. I n 1861 the Court of Directors refused
to promote this ,mat national object, though strongly memoralized
by the Briti~hAmociation ; yet a first volume, with a most valuable
and interesting preliminary essay, was published in 1865.
After enumerating the works of previous botanists, and the labours
of various c~llectora,~
tbe essay furnishes a lucid sketch of the
physical features and vegetation of the provinces of India.
The authors, in giving a comprehensive view of Indian botany,
divide the country into 18 botanical provinces, including Ceylon,
with reference to physical features.' The total number of Indian
species is from 12 to 16,000,but there is almost rt total absence of
absolutely local plants, while India contains representatives of
almost every natural family on the globe. The general physiognomy
of the greater part of the flora approximat.esmore to that of tropical
Africa than to any other part of the world. The plains are very
poor in species, and there are few countries in which the vegetation
presents so little beauty, or such short sea130118 of bloom. I n the
1 "The Bombay Flora, or short descriptions of all the indigenous plants in the
Bombay Presidency," by N. A. Daleell nnd & Gibson. (Bombay, 1861.)
66 Catalogao of the economic products of the Pwaidency of Bombay ;" compiled by
Assistant Snrgeon Birdwood, M.D. (Bombay, 1862.)
a Ricliard S t d e y collected 2,000 species in the Himalaya, and distributed them to
aeveral European mnseums. Munro made a large collection in Madras, h r g , b r s ,
and Simla ; Falconer in Tibet ; Schmidt in the Niilgiria, Coorg, and Canara (named
by Miquel); Lobb in Kasyah and Malabar; Lnw in Bombay ; Dalzell in the Ko&m ;
Sykee and Gibeon in the Deccrrn ; Stocks in Sind ; Madden in Simla and Kurmun ;
Vicnry in the Punjab and Sind; Edgeworth in Multan and Bandalkhand; Fleming
in the Salt Bange; Jameson at Maeenri; Thomson 3,000 species in Bohilkhand,
W m i r , Tibet, and the Punjab, and in the Himalaya ; Hooker 1,000 in Bahar and the
Gangetic valley, 3,500 in Sikkim, 3,000 in the b y a h bills, 1,000 in C h a r and the
S n n d a r k ; Gritlitha' collection ban been described above. A very few of Jacquemont'a
p l d were publiehed by Cambeasides and Decaime, in a 4to. volume with 180 plates.
(Paria, 1844.)
a Namely, 1. Ceylon,
7. Wsndish,
13. Gujrht,
2. Malabar,
8. Bern5
14. Sind,
3. Konken,
9. Oriesa.,
15. Rsjwarg
10. Bahar,
16. Punjab,
. 4. Carnatic,
5. Myeor,
11. Banddkhend,
17. Upper Gangetic plain,
18. Ben&
6. I)eccen,
12. Malw~,
beaides the Himalayan region,

~13441,)
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Carnatic, where the .flora hm . been' thoroughly - investigated, the
vegetation iR neither rich nor varied; and there are no forests
except on the flanks of the mountains. I n ~ a l & a r where
,
there
ia abundant rainfall, the luxuriant vegetation is Malayan ; while in
the Konkan, further north, where the country 'is more open, and
heavy forests are rarer, there is a mixture of African types. On the
Deccan the flora is not extensive, and in Berm and Khandish
little is known of it. On the Vindhyan table land the flora resembles that of the Eastern GthAts, but the Malwa flora is scarcely
known. I n Sind, where there are about 400 species, nine tenths
are indigenous to Africa ; and the vegetation of the Punjab is very
like that of Sind. There is nearly complete identity of vegetation
between Sind and Egypt.
The Himalayan region, as regards its botany, is divided longitudinally into east, central, and west; latitudinally into exterior,
interior, and Tibetan ; and altitudinally into tropical, temperate, and
alpine. I n the eastern portion Dr. Hooker explored the dense
forests of Sikkim, which extend up to 12,000 feet, collecting 2,770
species of flowering planta and 160 ferns, besides many cryptogamic
plants. Many European types do not reach beyond the Weetern
Himalaya, while others, such aa walnuts, ivy, junipers, and yews,
extend.over the whole range. As many aa 222 British plants are
found in India ; but to the &ward of K m u n the Europan types
rapidly dimppear. The deodara or cedar of Himalaya (a variety of
that of Lebanon) is only found to the west of Nepal. Very few
European plants extend into that central part of the region, and
fewer still into Sikkim. This is probably connected with the
gradually increasing rainfall and damp heat to the &a,rd.
The
phenomena of vegetation are less dependent upon tho mean temperature of the year than upon that of the s a o n of growth, and
it is therefore important to know the m a n temperature of A h
month.
I n 1872 the Secretary of 8tate for India, in Council (the Duke of
Argyll) gave inatructions for s ~ l o r aof BritishSIndiato be pre.
pared under the editorship of Sir Joseph Hooker, and mtiafa,&q
progress has already been made in this work. It comprises all the
planta of India from tho Indus to Burma, W c a , and Ceylon, an
computed at a million and a half of square milea, m d believed
to contain upd~mdsof 12,000 speaiea of plants, from all elevations
up to 19,000 feet. The first volume was completed. (in three
in 1876, and contains 740 pageq, F t h 4rL natural'orders, and 2,268
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species. The fhst part of the second volumo is also published with
608 species. The whole is in English, and will be comprised in
four thick octavo volumes, and be issued at the very moderate cost
of 318. 6d. per volume.
The effects of human action on the physical condition of the
earth's surface have been very great; and the planting and destruction of forests have been among the chief agents in the changes
thus caused? It is true that too much importance has been
attributed to the influence of forests, aa if they were the principal
causes of the moisture of a climate. Lieutenant W. H. Parish, in
a very interesting paper on this subject? has 'well pointed out that
temperature, the pressure of the atmosphere, and its electrical
state are the chief agents towards the formation of rain, arid that
mountain chains and forests are merely local causes. Humboldt
considers that forests exercise B triple- influence on climate, by
protecting the soil against the rays of the sun, producing a constant
evaporation, and increasing the radiation through the lwves. The
entire destruction of many forests has certainly rendered India
liable to those dreadful calamities which always follow a deficiency
of rain; and, during the troubles attendant on the fall of the
Muhammadan empire, many districts were denuded of their trees,
and converted into dreary wastes. The attention of the English
rulers was first turned to the subject by the rapid .failure of the
supply of timber for ship building in the Malabar forests, and
Dr. Gibson was appointed as conservator of the forests in the
Bombay Presidency. Broader views, however, soon began to be
entertained, and a regularly organized system of forest conservancy
is now established throughout India. Huch valuable information
on this subject will be found in the work of Dr. Cleghorn, to whose
&illand ability as an adminietrator the present success of forest
comervcmcy in India is mainly due ; in the reports of Dr. Brandis,
the present accomplished Inspector Qeneral of Forests ; and in the
writings of Dr. Balfour, of the Indian Medical Bervice, Colonel Heber
Drury, and others.'

1

1 The best and most instructive work on this subject is 'cPhyaical Geography, as
modified by human action," by George P. Msrsh. (London, 1864.)
a ccJ.A.S.R."sviii.,p.791.
8
Forests and G)ardene of Southern Indis," by Hugh Cleghorn, M.D. (London,
I

1861.)

''Timber M of Iudic' by Dr. Bdfonr.

(Modrrs, 1862.) A third edition
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The want of forest handbooks led to the preparation of three
works, namely the Flora Sylvatica " of Madras, by Lieut.-Colonel
Beddome, Head of the Forest Department in that Presidenor, which
was commenced in 1868 and-completed in 1873;' the "Forest Flora
of British Burma," by Sulpiz Kurz, Curator of the Herbarium at Calcutta ; and the "Forest Flora of North-West and Central India," oommenced by the late Dr. J. Lindsay Stewart, and completed in 18741
by Dr. Brandis.$ The three works comprise most of the trees a description of which is needful to foresters in British India. In 1873 Dr.
Brandis wrote an article on the distribution of forest in India, for
the "Geographical Magazine," which was illustrated by a tinted
map showing the amount of rainfall in the different regions! Sinco
July 1876 the " Indian Forester," a quarterly magazine of forestry
edited by Dr. Schlich, Conservator of Bengal forests, has been
published a t Calcutta.' It contains many valuable articles on
forestry, several of which are also interesting to the physical
pgraphe~.
On the Western Ghbts, owing to the introduction of coffee
cultivation, many thousands of acres have been cleared of forest,
and it is impossible to exaggerate the importance of ascertaining
the nature of the changes caused by t.liese clearings, and the

'' Uaeful Plsnts of India," by Major Heber Drury. (Madras, 1858.)
A new work, based on the same plan, mas published at the Travancor Sircar Press
Hand-book of the Indian Flora, k i n g a guide to all the flowering plant8
in 1864.
hitberto deecribed as indigenous to the continent of India," by Lieut.-Colonel Heber
D r ~ ~ r y 3. role. A eecond edition entitled " The Useful Plants of India, with noticev
of their chief value in commerce, medicine, nnd the ark," by Colonel Heber Drury,
w a ~ published
l
by Mesers. Allen in 1873, pp. xvi. 512.
"Index to the native and scientific names of lndian plants and products," by Dr.
Forbes Wataon. (India Office, 1866.)
"Timber Treee of India," by George Bidie, M.B. (Madm, 1862.)
" Timber Trees of Upper h m . " T o u r n d
Ag. and HOTC.Soy. of Idicr, iii.,
pt. ii, p. 6-10.
1 "The Flore Sylratica for Southern India," by Mnjor R. H. Beddome, Conserrrator
of Foreeta," 3 vols. 4to. ( M d m ) . This work contains 325 plates of trees with full
descriptions, and amanual giving a systematic account of 76 naturnl orders.
' a '"l'ho Poreet Flora of North-Wcat and Central India; a handbook of indigenous
treea und ehrube of thoso countries," commenced by the late J. Lindsay Stewart, M.D,
continued aud completed by Dietrich Brandia, Phil. D. (Allen, 1874.)
a "Ocean Highways." October 1873, p. 200.
4 cc The Indian Forester," a quarterly magazine of forestry, edited by W. Schlich,
Ph. D. Conservator of Foreste, Hengal. Vol. I. (July 1875 to April 1876), Vol. 11.
(July 1876 to April 1877), and Parts 1,2, and 3 of Vol. 111. (CslcuttaCeotdPress
Company 1876,1871.)
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best means of obviating the evils thdt may arise from them; for
on the water supply from the ghhts depends the irrigation of a
large part of the peninsula. Among other measures, I believe
and trust that the chinchona plantations, formed within the last
sixteen years on most of the mountains of India, will be ns useful
as the trees they have supplanted, in preventing evaporation,
regulating drainage, and receiving the moisture which is wrung
out of the passing clouds.'
The nature of the soil is another cause which produces modifications in clirnkte, owing to greater or leas power of radiating heat.
Sandy soils become rapidly and intensely hot, and when the rays of
the sun are withdrawn they readily radiate to the atmosphere the
heat they have acquired. Clayey soh, on the other bncl, become
s l o ~ l yheated, and as slowly part with heat. Swampy ground chills
the air ; thus, if marshes are drained or foresta cleared, the temperature is raked.
The changes that take place along the coasts, and are still in
progrees, have only been parthlly investigated. Por this purpose
the examination of charts of the same places, made at different
periods, is very important. At Cochin, for instance, round the
Vaipin point, the action of the S.W. monsoon and of the back-water
produces incessant change.$ Such phenomena as the Alepy mudbask, and others connected with the relations between the Mrrlabar
back-waters and the ocean, require further study m d examination ;
as do also the bores in the Gulf of Cambay, and at the mouth of
the Salwin, and other tidal phenomena, the changes at the mouths
of rivers, and the so-called " swatches of no g m d " off the mouths
of the Indue and Ganges. A complete and thorough invwtigation
of the evidence of upheaval and depression round the sea shores of
India is also a desideratum. Indeed " the p h y s i d geography of the
Indian Seas " is ct valuable and important volume which has yet to
be written.
In September 1870, Mr. Robertson, C.E., was appointed to prosecute inquiris with a view to the improvement of some of the
-- -

1 '' On the efFecta of the deetrvction of fbmta in the Western Gh~utRof India, on the
water enpply," bp C. R. Markham, 'I&. 0 . 8 . Journnl," xxxvi, p. 180 (1866) ; eee also
Chinchona Blue Books, presented to Parliament, pamkm.
3 See Kennedy's Report, Oct. 9th, 1862.
3 See on this subject, " On the I n h d Navigation of Trsvancore ; an account of the
Abpy mud-bank aud the WnrkaUey hrrier," by C. 12. Mrwkham, " R. G. S.Journal,"
xxxvi, p. 196 (1 866).

'

harbours on the coaat of India, and he published a report in 1871,'
which gives detailed dewriptions of the anchorages at Men,
Mangalur, Cananor, W c u t , Cochin, Narakd, Alepy, Paumben,
Tutikorin, Neepatam, Madraa, Blackwood's Harbour, and Cocanada,
with suggestions for the improvement of some of them. His remarks on the encroachments of the sea, at Cochin, on the alteration
in the Gturpur Gtap at Mangalur," on the changes at Hegapatam, and
on the siltings at Cocanada, place the necessity for periodical
surveys in a very strong light.
An attempt has been made' in this section to give a ' general idea,
of the points of chief interest that have been diecussed by phy~ical
geographers in connexion with India; with references to their
writings. It is of courae only possible to furnieh a oursory ,4ew of
so vast a subject, within such nmow limits. A great mass of
accurate and well digested observation has been mcurnulated, to all
of which it has not been possible to refer ; but very rioh veins of
good metal will reward the explorer who searches among the rselections from Government Records, the volumes of the Asiatic h i e t y
of Bengd, and those of other societies established in India. There
is ample material already gamered to enable a, physical geogmpher
to follow up and form generalizations on any branch of his science,
while fresh stores are constantly being colleded by the T o p o p
phical and Geological Burveyors and by other observers. Surveyors
are expected to send in a, full m o u n t of the geographical features
of the districts under survey, with notes on their aspect, climate,
superficial configuration, forests, riverti, soils, and produations.8
Mr. Henry F. Blanforit, in 1874, published at Calcutb a. text
book on the rudiments of physical geography for the use of schools
in India, with a sketch of the structure and climate of India.4 Its
preparation was suggested by the senior Board of Examiners in Arts.
of the Calcutta University, who felt that e1ehehth-y' text books
treating of mtural sciences for use in India, should d ; e a l . ' b i b ~
1 "Report to the Government of India on Indian Harbours,'iby George ~obertsbn.'
(Edinburgh, 1871.)
See dm,on this subject, an article on The Exteneion of the Malalnu Ccast," by
E. W. Ringla, with a map, in .the.nnmber .of tho "Geographies4 M e e " for
September 1877, p. 230.
3 "Manual of Surveying for India," p. 684. : .
. .. .
4 L6 The Rudimestu of Physical Geography for the "re of Indian e
chooh tagather with
" a ketch of the physical atructure.snd climate of' India, and r glossary of the Whni" c d t e r n employed," by Henry F. Blanford,F.G.S. (Calcutta 18f4), avo., pp. 169.

errpeoially with objectie familiar and interesting to the Indian lemners.
l'he illuetmtiom in Mi. Blanford's little work are, therefore, taken
ae much as poeeible from I n k localitieb, and the three last ohapters are entirely devoted to the ieology and climate of India :
forming the only populm description that has yet bean offered of
these i n k t i n g subjects. Mr. Bltmford, who wm formerly on the
geologid survey, and is now Director General of the Meteorological
Department, is specially qualified to prepme such a text book, and
the d t a of his labours me so excellent thak it is much to be
desired that they should be republished in England.
Few attempts have hitherto been made to produce really good
maps to illustmte the physical geography and statistics of India.
I n 1833 Mr. Walker brought out a set of maps to show the European connexion with India ; but these are merely skeleton maps,
giving the politid boundaries, and those for military, revenue, and
judicial purposes. A s m n d edition, with five additional maps,
waa published in about 1848.
The beat series of illustrative maps is that prepared by Mr. Edward
A. Prinsep, the settlement officer in the Sealkot dietrict of the
Punjab. Their design is admirable, and they display both taste
and skill in their execution. They are invaluable, as far as they
go, and it is much to be desired that similar maps should be prepared in other parfa of India. These are confined to the Sealkot
district, and the series of sixteen shows at rt glance the details of
every branch of information required by a revenue officer, and
much that ie most useful to a general inquirer.' Mr. Prinsep also
made a map of the Amritsur Division of the Punjab, showing the
general features of the hills and plains, rivers and canals, the
roads, and limits of fiscal and civil divisions. There are also linea
showing the zones of' rainfall, and the depth of wells throughout
the division."
1 I. "Report on the revieed fiscal settlement of Sealkote district in Amritanr
division," effected by E. & Prinaep. (Lahore, 1865.)
11. L6 Statietical account of the Sealkote district," geographically eketched by E. A.
Prinsep, settlement officer, 186540. The maps show the agricultural tribes arranged
ucording to occupancy of land ; political and fiscal divisions ; rent-free aspect of the
district ; phyeical features and zones of fertility ; productive power ss influenced by
rain or aided by irrigation ; dserent kinds of soils ; acres under different kinds of
produce ; police-divieions, snd haunts of criminal races ; roads and lines of traffic ;
statistical aspect of area, agriculture, and population; and prevailing tenurea and
modes of assessment. The maps were lithographed at the Surveyor General's Office
a t Calcutta.
a S d e 4 inchee to the mile. Lithographed by Walker in 1863.
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I n 1870 Mr. Prinsep published n very interesting series of maps
of the Punjab, showing the B h t e canals acting on improvable waste
lands, the depth of wells, the rainfall and zones of drought, and the
parts of the country already irrigatsd.'
A series of skeleton maps of the Central Provinces has been lithographed to accompany the Administration Reports, showing, very
roughly, the lines of railways, mineral resources, and positions of
foreats. They are quite of a different character from Mr. Prinsep's
maps, both as r e g d s design and execution ; yet they are welcome
as showing the intere~tthat is taken in these matters.
A plan was formed, in the Geographical Department of the
India Office, for gradually securing the cartographic illustration of
various subjects relating to Indian administration, and s, commencement was made in the "Moral and Material Progress Reports"
of 1873 and 1874, the htter containing sixteen such maps. But
after 1874 these arrangements were discountenanced and the work
was stopped. Yet I trust that we may look forward, hereafter, to
seeing general maps of India, as well as those of particular districts,
with strictly accurate outlines, prepared for the purpose of illustrating various branches of physical geography, forest trads, areas
of cultivation, irrigation works, systems of communication, population, and other features which compose a physical atlas ; as well 8s
vital and administrative statistics, and revenue details.
-

1 At the end of his "How to make State Canals without borrowing," being a few
suggestions by Edward A. Prinsep, Settlement Commissioner, Punjab. (Lebo~,

1870.)

XX.

THE STATIBTICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.
THE Statistical Survey of India, organised from the first and
conducted throughout by Dr. W. W. Hunter, Director General of
Statistim, hae now.been in progress upwards of seven years, and the
statistical accounts of the different presidencies and provinces had
so faz approached completion as to enable the " Imperial Gazetteer "
of India to be commenced in the first half of 1877. Dr. Hunter has
prepared an interesting report1 on the subject, which deserves a
somewhat extended notice. .
The organisation of a 8tatigtica;l Survey of India was sanctioned
by Lord Mayo in 1869; but during the preceding century there
had been numerous efforts towards the same object, and the results
of these different surveys formed a vast storehouse of unpublished
information scattered over diiferent provinces. I n Bengal the first
attempt of this sort, dated from 1769, or precisely one century before
Dr. Hunter's investigations commenced. For Wms a magnificent
series of 200 manuscript folios, known as the Orme Collection, was
compiled between 1740 and 1770, and, with the exception of
portions utilized in Orme's two printed volumes, remains inedited
to this day. The Bombay Government created a distinct department,
and Colonel Sykes, as Statistical Reporter, drew up a mass of
papem, which, with previous documents, furnish a continuous
picture of that presidency since the establishment of British rule.
In the caee of minor provinces like Mysor, !l!ravancor, and
Cochin, the investigations had been even more carefully carried
out. I n fact each conspicuous period of administrative improvel
ment or reform haa left behind it the traces of a fresh inquiry into
the state of the country.
For instance, in 1769, when English officers were first appointed
to the Bengd districts, the President in Council issued an ebbom&
oirculm, calling for information respecting the political, ethical,
and social history of the province, after which rn investigation of
1 Quinquennial Ropnrt on the Statietid Survey of India. By W. W. Hunter,
LLJ)., of the Bengal Civil Service, Director G e n e d of Stathtios to the Government
of I n d i 1876.
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the land tenurea was to follow, together with a, list of the producta
of the country, an amount of its commercial capabilities, and a
report on the means of developing its internal resources. The
administration of Warren Haatings, which followed, .was characterised by great activity. Surveys were made in every part of the
dominions, and isolated documents of great value were left behind.
The next conspicuous period of inquiry was during .the yema
which preoeded the permanent settlewent of 1793, m d . the oonsolidation of the company's rules of business into the Cornwallis
Code. Unfortu~~ately,
these and the preceding researohes remain
inedited and unprinted.
The modifications which the C o r n w ~Code ahortly required,
and tbe revenue settlement of the North-West Provinces during the
early years of the present century, again farced on the Court of
Directore the necessity of a comprehensive investigation, and the
instructions drawn up by the Government of India on receipt of
the Court's deepatoh show that the plan was well conceived. An
8ooount of eaoh district was to be h t prepared, with a notioe of it9
topography, history, and .olima,te. The condition of the people was
next considered, the natural pmduktions of the c o u n t r y h l ,
vegetable, and mineral-the
modes of tillage, i m p h e n t s of
husbandry, breeds of cattle, and safeguards against floods. The
size of the farms, the mtea of wagea, and, above.-all, the land
tenures are seleoted for review, and the.list conoludes with the arb,
rm~nufwture~,,
d commerce of Bengal. No attempt was made to
m m p or confine the operations within: a specified time, and a
man of learning and ability was selected for the work. Yet the
net result waa that, after seven years, 30,0001. are' said to b e
been spent, only a fragment of a single province had been surveyed,
and not one page had been printed. Tho records of this m e y
form rt seriea of 28 volumes, containing at least 10,000 pagea of
MS.', ,which, w i t h the exception of Martin's reclradcfle, .remained
unutilised until 1872.
During the next 410yeire the work in Bengal seems to have been
taken up at i n t d s aby individual investigators, suoh as dietriot
~fficers.The only orgmised attempt during this period was made
betweh 1836 and 1 8 M by the Medical Department, .21 separab
branches of inquiry being laid down. Beveral of the papers thus
obtained, such as Dr. %ylor9e Dacca and Dr. John McCosh's
h m ,were for many years the.standa,rdauthorities on the districts
of which they treat. This period of isolated efforts may be fitly con.
I

cluded by the reports of several district officers in Eastern Bengal,
which were embodied, in 1868, into a volume, entitled " Principal
Herads of the History and Statistics of the D m a Division."
In the meantime, the Court of Directors having failed to obtain
from their Indian servants any comprehensive account of the territories under their care, had set on foot tl distinct series of efforts
of their own. They liberally encouraged works bearing on the
subject, and m far back as 1828 a fair compilation, under the name
of the " East India Cbzetteer," in two volumes, by Walter Hamilton,
had reached a second edition. Ten works of this chss in all were
examined by Dr. Hunter, comprising such works as " Thornton's
Gazetteer," " Pharaoh's Gazetteer of Southern India," and Balfour's
Cyclopmdia." " Thornton's Gazetteer of the Territories under the
Government of the East India Company and of the Native States
on the Continent of India" appeared in 1864; and though there
are many grave defects in it, which now render it untmtworthy and
altogether inadequate, Dr. Hunter expresses his opinion that it has
done more than m y other work to impart to the English people a
knowledge of their Indian dominions, and that it has supplied the
source from which successive compilem have drawn, sometimes with
scanty acknowledgment, the materials for more modern encyclopmdias and gazetteers.
But " Thornton's Gazetteer " had one inherent and irremediable
fault. I t was not bmedon a syshmtltic account of each of the geographical or political divisions of India, compiled district by distriot,
and, in the absence of syetematio materials, the author had to
depend upon the chance topography of tourists and historians. He
brought great industry to bear on tho subject, but the practiml
result is that while some petty hamlet, in which a traveller had
halted a night, or any locality which formed the subject of offioid
correspondence, stands out in bold relief, important features of
great district8 are passed over without a word. The reaults behg
thus less eatiefahry than had been hoped, interleaved copies of
Thornton's Gazetteer " were circulated in 1860 among the district
officep, who were requested to supply all omissions. I t was soon
perceived, however, that to conduct a proper revieion involved a complete re-writing of the work, for since 1869 a, new history hw been
enacted in India, a new political geography has been formed, and
a new system of government has been reared. perceidng thie,'the
local administrations began to strike out new ph118 fop h w i n g up
a statistical andfgeopphicaf account d thkir territoried. - h
h h
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1862 the Madma G-overnment issued orders for a series of district
manuals to be eompiled by the local officers, which should exhibit
that presidency in minute detail. Five of these Madras manuals
have already been published for the districts of Madura, Vizagapatum, B e h i , Cuddapa, and Nellor. Similar efforts were made in
the Central ,Provinces and in Bengal, and in October 1867 the local
governments were addressed with a view to the extension of the
operations throughout India. It soon, however, became evident
that as there was no uniform system, and no central supervision, the
expenditure might eventually be considerable without the desired
m u l t s being obtained, especially with regard to securing compamble
statistics. The Council of the Asiatic Society forcibly urged this
view, which was concurred in by the Government of India'; and
Dr. Hunter was accordingly directed to make arrangements for the
systematio conduct of the future statistical operations, which were
designed to extend over a territory of 1,556,836 square miles,
inhabited by a population of 240 millions.
The previous operations, from 1807 downwards, had endeavoured
to attain per salturn a goal which could only be reached by many
weary steps. Dr. Hunter's system started by hying down, and
circulating to all district officers, a carefully planned series of " Heads
of Information required for the Imperial Gazetteer," thus ensuring
a fair amount of uniformity of treatment and subject-matter. These
materials have been gathered in, almost without aost, by enlisting
the unpaid co-operation of district officers and heads of departments
throughout India. By appointing a provincial editor in each of
the presidencies and provinces, central control has been locdised ;
while
Director General, by means of regular tours, Dr. Hunter
has been enabled to exercise inspection and secure steady progress
and fairly uniform execution of the whole.
By this means provision was made for the statistical survey
The Madura Country." A Manual compiled by order of the Medres Govern1 I.
ment, by J. H. Nelson, M.A., M,C.S., in five parts. (Madrss, 1868.)
11. LL A Xanual of the District of Vizagapatam in the Presidency of Madras," compiled and edited by D. F. Carmichael, M.C.S. (Madras, 1869.) Pp. 398, and map.
111. Manual of the Bellary District," compiled under the orders of Government,
dated September Qth, 1869, No. 2646, by John Kelsall, M.C.S. (Madras, 1872.)
Pp. 390, and map.
m. 'LA Manual of the District of Cuddapah in the 1'1.eaidency of Madlw," compjld
and edited by J. D. B. Gribble, M.C.S. (Jlaclras, 1875.) Pp. 369, and map.
V. " A Manual of the Nellore District in the Presidency of Madras," compiled and
edited by John A. C. Boswell, M.C.S. ( W m ,
1873.) Pp. 868, and. map.

of the whole of British India, the Native Statles being alone excepted. The results are briefly as follows: As regards Bengal,
which comprises 47 districts, the accounts of the whole 47 have been
compiled, m d were issued in twenty volumes during the year 1877.
Of Assam, which now forms a chief commissionership consisting
of 12 districts, the whole has also been compiled and will be issued
in 1878. I n these two provinces Dr. Hunter has himself acted
as provincial compiler. I n the North-West Provincm Mr. E. 3'.
Atkinson has acted as compiler. Here five volumes, comprising
16 .out of the 35 districts, have been printed, and the remainder
are expected in 1879-80. The Pinjab comprises 32 districts, of the
whole of which the accounts have been printed. I n Oudh the m u script accounts of all the 12 districts have been completed, and the
whole will probably be published in 1878. The " Gazetteer of the
Central Provinces " was published in 1870, before the Census of 1872
had taken place. The more accurate statistics supplied by this
enumeration are being incorporated under Dr. Hunter's eye. I n
Bombay, as in the North-West Provinces, the scale of the operations
has been enlarged, so that the time of completion of the whole of
the statistical accounts is a matter of some uncertainty. The " Gazetteer of Sind," by Mr. Hughes, was published in 1874,l comprising
five out of the 24 districts of the Bombay Presidency. Mr. Campbell
is provincial editor as .regards the rest of Bombay, and has issued
several district accounts.
In Mysor and Coorg volumes comprising all the nine districts
were issued before the end of 1876.
The system adopted in Madras dates as far back as 1862. Here
each district is done separately, and there is no central officer or
provisional editor appointed. The preparation of the " District
Manuals," as they are termed, thus proceeds but slowly, only five2
out of the total 21 having been as yet published in the course of
11 years. Of these the Vizagapatam Manual by the Hon. D. F.
Carmichael, is pronounced by Dr. Hunter to be a model of admi.
nistrative information and local research. But much repetition
is involved by the scheme of decentralisation thus adopted, and
Dr. Hunter has foufld it necessary to stipulate for the supply of
short digests or abstracts of the outstanding manuals, so aa to
enable him to proceed with the " Imperial Gazetteer " without
interruption or delay.
? See note, page 856.

a

Eke note on preceding page.

I n British B m h the operations are somewhat of q tentative
character, as many years must elapse before 'the information here
permita of the elaborate completeness of the statisticd accounts of
the older British provinces. But the volumes embracing the whole
of the 15 districts are expected in 1878-79, the M8. having been
already completed. Mr. La Touche completed a statistical account of
Ajmir and Mhairwara in 1874.
Thus of the 233 districts of British India with which the operations deal, the statistical accounts of 200 have been already compiled, while out of the 12 province8 into which British India is
divided, the work in 10 is either completed or so far advanced as to
hold out a fair prospeot of completion within two years.
No ,provisionwas made for the survey of Native States, but rts they
must be dealt with in the Imperial Gazetteer of India," Dr. Hunter
h a taken measures for obta,inipg accounts of them. Those under
the local governments, such as the groups of Native State8 under
the Bengal, North-West Provinces, Punjab, Madras, and (more especially) the Bombay Qovernments, are now in active preparation.
Those under the Foreign Office are more diflicult of access, but for
these Dr. Hunter purposes to base his accounts on the forthcoming
edition of ~tchison'scG Treaties and Engagements," as amplified and
revised in the Calcutta Foreign Office. Special &rratives have
rilready been prepared for the Rajputana States. A collection of
administrative reports by the political officerswill also be placed at
Dr. Hunter's disposal, and these, combined with other papers compiled by his deputy in the Foreign Office,
will enable' him to give
a far more complete account of the Native States of India t h
bas hitherto been attempted. As regaxds the French and Portuguese possessions, important materials have been discovered by Dr.
Hunter in the course of his visits to Goa and Pondicherry, and
recent statistics will be derived from the ~&zm&re8 and official
publimtiom of their respective governments.
The condeneation of dl these pmvinoid accounts into the " Imperid Gtazethm of India " commenoed in the spring of 1877. This
work will be desiped pFimaFily for the use of the controlling body
in England ;in the second place, for the use of Indian officials ; and
thirdly, for the publio at large. The gene& plan will be that of
alphabetical arrangement of [articles varying &om a few linm to
about twenty pages in length. The period of time which.the pre
paration of this important work will occupy will pmbably be four
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y e m from 1877. Owing to the great expense of literary compilation
in India as much as possible of the work will be done by wistants
working under Dr. Hunter's supervision in England. The cost is
estimated at an aggregate of 12,0001, & against 30,0001., which
would have been the'oost in India.
The " Imperial Gazetteer of India " will represent a series of local
inquiries .and comparative statistics spread .over. an ama but little
leas than that of all Europe excepting Rusia. It forms thetneceasary complement of the great Indian surveys, tripnometrical and
topographical, which have been in operation for, nearly a hundred
I

Y-.

-

The great difference between it and Thornton's Gazetteer " (the
only work in any way comparable with it) htts been kdicated above ;
and the elaboption and care beatowed on. the prepamtory arrangements, as well as the abilities and experience of the editor, afford a
guarantee that the execution of the work will be commensurate with
its importance. The ~overnment-has published in the " Gazette" its
high approbation of the large sections of the Statistical Account
already h u e d by Dr. Hunter.

XXI.
ORTHOGRAPHY OF INDIAN PROPER NAMES.
A UNIFORM system of spelling native names formed one of the
essential preliminaries of the " Imperial Gazetteer," and has at
last been authoritatively adopted by the Government of India. Thus
a serious offlcial attempt is to be made to finish the great battle of
Indian orthography, which haa now been raging for upwards of a
hundred years.
There am two systems of exhibiting Asiatic words in our own
letters, " founded," ae Sir William Jones aid, " on nearly opposite
principles, but each of them with advantages. The first proposes
to regard chiefly the pronunciation of the words intended to be
expressed, the second consists in scrupulously rendering letter for
a letter, without any particular care to preserve the pronunciation."
I n after years the second has received the title of the " ecierrti$c
syetem," and the first that of the "phonetic system." Each has
had a sucmsion of able and persistent advocrttes, and during the
century that the battle has raged, there has existed a complete state
of anarchy as regards the spelling of Indian names, the confusion
and absurdities of which have every year become more intolerably
inconvenient.
In the h t years of English occupation of India, proper names
were written down by ear, without any attempt at correctness; and
according to the fancy of each writer. Thus we have " Bir Itoger
Dowler " for Sirhju'd-daulah, " Crotchy " for Karhhi, and a Isle
of bats " for Allababad. For the word K h h , tho historian Orme
hae C a m , while Dow adopt5 Chan. But the greateat variety of
these barbarisms will be found in the speeches of Burke, a very
fitting casket for such gems.'
1 Incorrect spelling is sometimes the caum of very serious ~ m m . A striging
instance is mentioned by Mr. Eastwick. The popular form of spelling Cawnporc led
to the l~otionthat it wse a town foonded by some Muhammeden K h h or Caton.
Henco it was s o p p o d to be a $we of no antiquity, end accordingly Thornton, in his
6' Gazetteer," says lhst it is quite modeni.
But the correct spelling is said to be
K a p G r , the city of Kanh or Krishna, and it is a place of primseval antiquity-Dr.

8IR WI&LIBM JONES'S SYSTEM.
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The h t advocate of any system at all was Major Davy, an officer
who studied Persian in India, just a century ago. He prided hhmlf
on his pronunciation, and was a strong supporter of thephmtic
system. &jor Davy instructed Professor White, the editor of the
Institutes of Timou.," to use his plan of exhibiting the pronunciation of the Yersias language in our characters; and the plan
is retained, with minute care, throughout the work, which was
published in 118e
But Major Davy had a contempomry who advocated the ecknt'cj%
egtetem, and was the firet to give the Nagari and Bengali alphabets
accmtely in English charautere. This was Mi. Halhed, whose
method is given in the preface to his code of Hindu law, compiled
under the orders of Wmren Haetings in 1175. Mr. Halhed made
no distinction between the h a d and soft d, dh, t, and th ;but every
vowel in his system had its long or short mark above it.
Sir William Jones, not satisfied with the system of Mr. Halhed,
devised the alphabet which bears his name.' He gives an amlysia
of eanth Nagari letter separately; and provides for all the sounds
wed in Sanscrit,.Ambic, Persian, and Hindu. He discarded the
phcmetic system, by which the pronunciation of Asiatic names waa
to be shown by English letters; because there are no consistent
rules of orthography in English, and every vowel may be used to
articulate one and the same sound. Sir William gives the following
sentence, as an example,-" a mother bird fitter8 over h e r young-"
in which every vowel and the diphthong ou have the sound of u in
but. He, therefore, used the Roman or Italian sounds of vowels.
This great scholar thus identified himself with the ecient$c, which
is hence also called the Jone&n system. It was scrupulously
adhered to by Colebrooke and Wilkins. It prevails in the a Asiatic
Researches," in the " Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," and
in that of the Royal Asiatio Society ; and it waa adopted by Rottler
in his Tamil dictionary, by Campbell in his dictionary of Telugu,
a ~ l dby Shakespear in his Hindustani dictionmy.
Hnnter, however, adopted Xhanpuz aa the correct form, to be spelt Cawnpur. He
observee thst Hindu Pandite give it Kanhpur, while Muhammadan Manlavis return it
8 8 IYIIIInpur,and that l d usage inclines to the latter form.
1 cc A Diswxtation on the Orthography of Aaiatic words in Roman Letters," by the
m i d e n t , 1788. In the "haearchee of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," vol. i. &o
in the collected works of Sir William Jonee, i, p. 176.
(18441.)
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Dr. John Borthwick Gilchrist soon afterwards beoame the great
advocate and supporter of the phonetic system but the difference
between his scheme, and that of Sir William Jones, lies entirely in
the vowels. I n the Joneeiccn system all distinct vowel sounds are
represented by the same letters, and differences of length are shown
by accents ;while in the Oilchristian system one vowel sound, varying only in the accident of quantity, is represented by two distinct
letters. The plan of Gilchrist became the more popular of the two.
He ueed the short 21, instead of a, for the silent unexpressed inherent
letter of the languages of India ; and substituted oo for the 21 of
Jones. He also discarded the au of Jones (for ow in Aow) and
substituted ou in its place. Dr. Gilchrist clearly s t a b that his
method of rendering Asiatic words is studiously founded on the
orthoepy rather than on the orthography of their respective characters
and languages; and he urges that, as the work is designed for
British subjects only, there is no necessity for attending to general
or continental pron~nchtion.~
Thus the names of Jones and Gilchrist became the watchwords of
orthography and orthoepy, of the scientific and phonetic systems ;
and their disciples continued to argue, while absolute confusion and
anarchy prevailed in the spelling of the general public. For 30 years
they had a fair field and no favour ; but, except among the learned,
there was a decided leaning from the first in favour of ailchrist's

;:

1 LC A Grammar of the Hindoostanee Language, or part i. of vol. i. of a System of
Hindoostanee Philology," by John Gilchrist. (Calcutta, 1796.)
" Hindooetanee Philology, comprising a Dictionnry, English and Hindoostanee, with
a gr~mmatical introduction," by John Borthwick Gilchrist, LL.D., Hindoostanee
Professor in the College of Fort William. (London, 1810. Agaiu 1835.)
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As a in above, or u in rjp, fun.
Ae i in hill, in, lit.
As i in police, or ee in heel.
As u in push, or oo in wool.
As u in rule, or oo in cool.
As ai in aisle, or ui in p i & .
Aa ow in owl.
As o in note, pok.
As a in art, fdher, tartan.
A s e in there, a in mate.

system. At last, in 1820, the Government ordered an accurate
record to be made in English, of the land tenures, and uniformity
became an important object. Dr. Gilchrist's scheme, in a simplified
form, was then adopted, and the same system was used for maps
and revenue survey records. The Record Committees succeeded
in entirely reforming the orthography of names of places on this
system,' and it continued to be that of all official correspondence
for many years ;a while the Asiatic Society and scholars were
faithful to 8ir William Jones.
This was only a lull. The battle began to rage again, in 1834,
with renewed fury. Mr. Thompson, a missionary at Delhi, had
written an English and Urdi dictionary in Roman characters, which
Dr. Yates, another missionary, recommended to the Cdcutta School
Book Society. Mr.Prinsep protested against the innovation ; while
Dr. Duff, a missionary, declared for the Roman alphabet. 8ir
Charles Trevelyan, then a young civilian, vehemently supported
the publication of vernacular books in the Roman character, and on
the scientific system. He allied himself with four missionaries,
Duff: Yates, Pearce, and Thomas, for the purpose of printing
and circulating such books, and 57 had been published by the end
of 1836.'
Meanwhile a sharp controversy was carried on between Sir Charles
Trevelyan, who upheld the scientific or Jonesian system, and Mr.
Henry T. Prinsep, who maintained the superiority of the phonetic
uystem of Dr. Gilchrist. Mr. Prinsep said that the system of Sir
William Jones was a style of writing to be reverenced and respected,
but not imitated, and that i t should be reserved for recondite science.'
Mr. Trevelyan replied that the phonetic system of Dr. Gilchrist wau
not a system of orthography, but of kakography, or of confusion,
mystification, and absurdity. While such was, he maintained, the
'
Reporta of Record Committee, Bug. 6th, 1820, and May 12th, 1821.
a Mr. H. Thoby Prinsep'e Minute, June 1834.
8 6' Dr. Doffs Modification of the Jonesian aystern, at3 Bnally approved by the Committee of the Calcutta Bible Society, with an alphabet," ia given by Colonel Thuillier
in hia L6 Manunl of Surveying for India," (third edition) p. 405 (note).
4 ccOriginal Papera illustrating the History of the Application of the Roman
Alphabet to the Languages of Indie," edited by Monier Williams. (London, 1869,
~vo.,pp. 276.)
See 'L J o u r d of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," iii., p. 281.
On the Adaptation
of the Roman Alphabet to the orthography of Oriental Languageg" by H. T. P.
1
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plan of Gilchriat, the system of Sir William Jones,' after ha*
completely stood the test of learned criticism; after b e g gone
through a probationary period of eixty yeass, and approved itealfalfto
the great body of scientific men throughout the world, was at-laet
claimed for general use. It was true, as Mi. Yri11sep had urged, that
it had long remained unused except by schobrs. But thitt waa no
reason why it ahould continue to be so. " The jewel," he deohed,
" must no longer remain shut up in a caaket, but must be brought
forth to shine in the face of day. . The money must no longer
" remain hoarded in the treasury, but must now pclss into oirculation."l
Mr. Trevelyan returned to England .in 1838, and published hb
work on the education of the people of India, ;a but his missionary
allies continued their labours, and, in 1857 Mr. Mather reported
that the Roman character, with the Jonesian system, was universally
used by the missionaries in the Upper Provincee.
In 1845 W.Crow, a deputy collector, published an ingenioustreatise on the best mode of writing oriental words, in which he
advocated the scientific system. But in the same year 8ir Henry
Elliot published a work in which he conformed to the system of.
Gilchrist, or rather to that modification of it in use in our
" Revenue Survey, which cehinly haa .the merit of enabling an
Englishmarn to pronounce a, word in such a manne~aato make
" it easily comprehended by the nativee of Hindoosh; while Sir
William Jones' system is better syited to the learned.""olesworth also adopted the system of Dr. Qdchrist in his M e h i
dict i o w .
I n the directions for revenue officers in the North-Wwt Provinces,4 they are instructed to oonvert Urdi and Hindu. wo&
into English according to an alphabet whioh is given in the.
Appendix. This alphabet has the double oo and ee', and the initid.
Ufor the Joneaian A. It is, therefore, oo the Ctilchriatian system,
and is the same scheme as that adopted by the Reo0r.d ~ o m m i t t k
in 1820. It is recommended as "that which an En@&rnm
would naturally adopt, without aiming at, great refinement or
" accuracy."
'

.

.

August 27th, 1834.
Longman, 2838.
Supplement to the Gloseary of Indian Terms," by H. M. Elliot, B. C. S,~ d d c r '
Bonrd of Revenue, Feb. 1844. (Agra, 1845.)
4 Published at Agra in 1849, para. 7. of aec, ii., p. 28, end App. No. l., p. 89.
1
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I n 1861 Colonel ThdlIie3r 'published his " Mcunzcal of S'umeyhg
for Ikdia,"ih which he devoted a section to the question of orthography,' observing that surveyors of all perso'ns must be most
interested and concerned .in such a question. The rules he laid
down were that a l l vowel^ were to have the Italian sound, no others
being used ; all consonante to have the ordinary English sound, the
C being excluded and K or 0 alwiys substituted ; the reduplication
of coneonaits to be dispensed with as much rts possible; superfluous lettens of dl kinds to be dropped; and old established
orthography of historical places not to be interfered with. But he
allowed the double oo to stand for #, and the ee for i, as a comphrnise which would enable t h s generality of people to attain a
better pronunciation. In his third edition of 1816 he of course
adopted the official system of.Dr. Hunter.".
Thus the phonetic system of Dr. Qilchrist was the one that waa
officiaUy dop& in the %venue and Survey ;Departments of the
Bengal Presidency fmm 1820, certainly until 1861; and, indeed, it
appeam to be the system which enjoyed official sanction up to the
issue of the Government resolution of 1870. The new system will,
themfore, be opposed to that used in all the oficbl despatches and
reoorda during a long oourse of yeam, whioh will be one source of
inconvenienoe.
.When Professor B. H.Wilson published.hie " Qloseary of Indian
Terms,'! he adopt4 the scientifio system of 8ir William Jones
throughout, diecusaing the whole question in hia preface ; and he
gives equivalents in &man' .oharacters for every letter in nine
dphabetti used in India. Bdt a key i s pmvided at the end of the
book,. in whiah the ;popdm :spelling is given, with a reference to
the. equivalent soientific~formin the body of the work.'
. . Thase mntroversiea prevented' ajly uniform system of spelling
fiwm .being introduced,:and there was such hopeless confusion on
t h eubjed, that Ilk.Thornton when he compiled the Quetteer of
India," gave it up in despair. He simply inserted tha names as he
h a p p a d to'fmd them spelt -inoficial documents.' Thus Amritsur
and Mia are the one in the h t , the other in the fourth volume:
-

? Page 628. ,
r Page 404 (3rd edition). Dr. ~unter'srules aregipen in the ,Appendix, p. cxcu.
a. t c Gloseary of Indian'Temk,"compiled by H. H. .Wilssn"(London,'l855):
'

.4
8

.Thornton's Gazetteer," Prefece, p. iv.' (1854).
The one " Umballa," the other U-Amriteir." ' .

'

.

.

though their initial letters are identical in 'the vernacular (the a of
Jones and u of Gilchrist). A town and district having the same
name are spelt quite merently. The word fath is spelt in eleven
different ways, all wrong. Since the publication of this gazetteer
the confusion has become worse and worse. Such uniformity as
may have been secured by the Record Committees fifty years ago,
when the phonetic system was in the ascendant, has long since
disappeared; and has given place to the most perplexing and
deplorable anarchy, than which any system would be preferable.
I n 1868 the controversy broke out afresh, and was carried on
with some spirit in the '' Times " and other English newspapers, with
Sir Charles Trevelyan, under the signature of Indophilus, and Mr.
Monier Williams on one side, and Professor Garrett on the other.
Sir Charles went out as Governor of Madras in the same year, and
used his utmost influence to introduce the scientific system there in
all official correspondenoe, but without any effect. That system
also found an advocate in Mr. Eastwick, who edited Murray's
Handbooks for India in 1869 ; and Keith Johnston adopted it for
the maps of India in his atlas publislled in 1861. I t was also
adopted by Mr. Thomas in his system of transliteration and
application of diacritic marks to English type in the " History
of India by its own Historians ;"I and it is explained in a pamphlet
issued by the Philological Committee of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal. It also forms the basis of the rules issued by Colonel
Walker for the guidance of officers of the Great Trigonometrical
Survey, in spelling names of p l a ~ e s . ~The Syndicate of the University of Calcutta, in 1859, published a key to Professor H. H.
Wilson's system of transliteration as modified by that body.8 I n
this pamphlet it is observed that a general disregard of a.U fixed
rules of spelling prevails ; and it is hoped that the adoption d a fixed
system by the Calcutta University and the Education Department
in Bengal will have the effect of gradually securing a general
uniformity of spelling throughout the country in public documents
and in literary productions. This key gives a complete and an
optional form of Roman equivalents to be used for the letters of the
Dehm, Jan. 27th, 1865, Dept. Order, No. 33.
See page 342.
"A key to Profemor H.H. Wilson's eretern of tnrnaliteration as modified by the
Syndicate of the Calcutta University, and ordered to be adopted in Univereity proceeding~and records,'' Calcutta, 1869. Pp. 71.
1
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Banwrit, Bengali, and Arabic alphabets. Every Indian letter must,
in accordance with the rule of Sir William Jones, be represented
by it. fixed Roman equivalent. The vowels are to have powers as
in Italian, but not as in English ; diacritical marks attached to
consonants may at option b e omitted in writing proper names ;
but accents on long vowels must invariably be iriierted.
The best system for the transliteration of Arabio and Persialn
names has also been much discussed. The following is a statement
of the system adopted by the Rev. Dr. George Y. Badger, D.C.L.,
one of the most accomplished of our h b i o scholars. He says :" My main object has been to convey the correct sound, and, as
far as may be, to preserve the etymology of h b i c words, without
resorting to unfamiliar expediente, such as the use of arbitrary
diacritical pointa.
" Nobody crtn be More aware than I am that neither of these ends
can be perfectly attained without the aid of devices of some kind
to indicate the sound of those Arabic letters which are foreign to
our language. But bearing in mind that persons unacquainted
with h b i c would undoubtedly fail to pronounoe such words
mrrectly even with that help, I have eschewed resorting to it,
resting satisfied at present with giving, through Roman lettera, the
nearest approach to the right sound practically attainable by the
generality of Englieh readers.
and i-two radically Merent lettm, the
cc I represent both the
first a deep pectoral, and the second a slight aepkte-by our h.
Whenever the latter occurs as the feminine termination of a word,
and preceded by the vowel a, aa in Mekkcch Jedrak, the h ie nearly
mute, ae in our heir, hour. ,, a sibilant, and e,a fauohl, I represent by s ; a and h, the former our t, and the latter like the same
letter aa more emphatically enunciated by Irishmen, by t ; and 6
and &-the h t a guttural and the second like our &by that lefter
only.
"The other Arabic letters, which have no equivdents in our
;, +, b, e, and c The sounds of t and + are
language, are
expressed nearly enough for all pra~t~ical
purposes by kh and dh
mpectively. 3 I write dz and 1; zh, by way of distinguishing them,
and also for etymology's sake, rather than because the expedients
convey any very clear idea of the proper native sounds. Tho88
who are puzzled by the combinations may content themselves with

e,

pmnouncing both as s. I n order, however, to prevent the bizarre
appearance of four consonants coming together in the transliteration
into English, whenever either of these four letters is double in the
Arabic, I separate the combinations by a hyphen ; thus, fakh-khdr,
dh-dhddh, kdz-dzds mmdzh-zham. Fortunately, such words
are of rare occurrence.
I adopt the same expedient with &-adequately represented by
#&when that letter is doubled; thus, haeh-shhh, fcurh-ah&. &q
when it occurs at the end of a syllable nnd is followed by h, as in
M&h-had, which, otherwise, English readers might pronounce &#had. And, again, when a syllable ends with h and the succeeding
one be,@s with 8, as in Ah-8d.
I express by gh, and the with an spastmphe
c 6 he guttural
&fore the vowels a, i, v, whenthey follow that letter in the
Arabic, as 'Abd, 'Irdk, ' V Z m d , Sma'd, and after the vowels
when it occurs at the end of a word or syllable, as rctbio', &&$has,
ez-Zaila'.
"The remaining Arabio conson8;nts correspond generally wi&
those of the English alphabet. The sound of our c, as in cat, bemg
aupplied by my use of k, I only resorb to it, conjoined with l+, to
express the Persian &, which is equivalent to our ch in (?blurk?8.
There am only three vowels in Ambic, in sound like a, i, a,in
far, pit, lzcmr, respectively. The Arabic equivalent of a takes;' in
pome positions, the sound of e in beg-* grammatid nicety seldom
c o m t l y observed ; and I should h v e preferred expmmng the
corresponding h b i c vowel sound always by a ; but the use of the
s has so long prevailed, eepecially .in writing the definite article el
.(properly, al), and such words as d h d and Jeairah (comtly,
Ahmad, Jaztrah), that I have regrettingly retained it in a ~ h
caaee. For the same reason I b v e . retained the vowel o in names
which have become familiar by long usage, such as 'Omar, 'Om&
'Othm$n, which should severally begin with 'U.
"To indicate the prolongation of ' a VOW& 1 place over it t h e
'fa*'
chcumflex (^), as in Bukhdra, Nrdn, Baghddd, in
preference to the acute accent ( ' ) recently sanctioned by the
'Government of India, whereby the hitherto universal'use of that
accent by English lexicographers to denote where a syllable should
be accentuated is overlooked, and its utility lost. I retain it with
that object, which is one of great importance in the pronunciati&

of Eastern names. Thus, &%
,raj
Mhkat, Uhj, aro severally
marked as requiring the aocentual emphaaia to be given to the h t
ayllable.
The Arabic diphthongs are ai, ei, au, in sound like ie in pie,
ei in veh, and ow. in how. When doubled in the same word, I
express the azc by a m , as in Tawwdm.
The h b i c suffix , when used to denote an ordinary or gentilic
adjective, I represent by y, which somewhat in the same waf
constitutes the formative of many, of our English adjectives, 'm
windy from wind, s t m y from--etomt. 1prefer this expedient to
that which has recently.been adopted, of expressing the s a x by a
circumfiexed r (ae in HWZ), because that mark is gene&lly used,
aa I use it, to denote a prolonged vowel, from which this adjective
termination dif€ersvery essentially. The y in such cases should be
pronounced with a ringing Italim 4 sound.
" I notice, lastly, that in addition to the use made of the apostrophe,
aa stated above, I avail myself of it, aa in English, to denote the
elision of a letter, as in won't. Ite utility is great in this reapeot,
especially in traneliterating compound Arab names, which generally
require to be put into the construct cme. Thus, 'Abd-eEMajtd,
Nhir-ed-Din, 'Abd-er-Rahmda, should be written and pronounced
'A&-'Z- Majid, N b ' d - B n , 'A-bdu-'r-R a h m h , the apostrophe
representing the elision of the e of the article, in its different forms
here presented of el, ed, er, and the junction in one syllable of
the u,the final vowel denoting the nomhmte of the nouns 'Abd and
N&r, with the I, or second letter of the article, which remains.
But however correct and desirable this style may be, I do not
advocate its adoption in names which have become familiar to the
o~dinaryEnglish reader under a different form.
'. 1,'wishit to be understood 'that my system is tentative only, and
designed to facilitats the introduction of a perfect transliteration
of h b i o into R o m n characters, which shall correctly represent
not the sound only, but also the etymology of the former language."
Mr. Thomas, for the " International Numiemah Orientalia," haa
adopted a system both for h a b i c and Persian, and gives a table
showing the systems of Sir William Jones (1828), Xrza Ibrahim
(184l), Mr. F. Johnson (1862), and M. Chodzko (1862), in their
Persian Grammars, Dr. Wright in his Arabic Grammar (1874),
Dr. E'uerst in his Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon (1867), Mr.'Lane in

-

his Arabic Lexicon (1863-74),together with the Persian and Arabio
methods adopted by himself for the " Numismata OrienW."'
But the phonetic system, first advocated by Gilchrist, in spite of
this great weight of authority against it, continued to have powerful
supporters : chief among whom were Mr. Marshman,' and Colonel
Meadows Taylor. It was advocated by the latter very high authority
on the ground that the English language possessed phonetic equivaContrasted methods of transliteretion variously advocated for Arabic and Persian,
with the systems finally adopted for the " International Numiemata Orientalis."
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a 6' Observations on the establishment of r uniform orthography of Indian nemea
and places." (Londen 1870.) A pamphlet hy J. C. Marshman, Esq.

lents for all sounds in Indian $roper names. But, in the phonetic'
system, the sound rather than the othography of the Indian languages
must be followed. Colonel Meadows Taylor drew up and submitted
to the Secretary of State s set of simple rules for the use of English
equivalents for Indian phonetic sounds?
The scienmc system is essential to the scholar. The phonetic
system is supposed to be better suited for the use of travellers, and
of the general public.
I\dr. Barton deprecated the notion that the claim of linguistic
science and the necessities of popular usage were so opposed to one
another as to be altogether irreconcilable. He, therefore, proposed
that in a gazetteer or other similar work the scientific spelling
should follow the popular one in each case in bracket.^. He thought
that the requirements of popular utility might thus be reconciled
with the claims of science.'
The present action of the Government of India originated with a
proposal which was made by the Bombay Geographical Society in
1868, for the preparation of a vernmular and English index of
Indian geographical names. On April 30th, 1868, the Government
of India invited aid from the local governments in the preparation
of such an index, and suggested the adoption of a uniforn system.
of transliteration, at the same time drawing attention to Professor
Wilson's modification of the system of Sir William Jones. Dr.
W. W. Hunter, LL.D., of the Bengal Civil Service, was appointed
to compile the Gtazetteer of Bengd, and he was instructed to use his
exertions to secure uniforrnitg of spelling in the preparation of the
other gazetteers throughout India, the system of Professor Wilson
being again recommended as a model. Dr. Hunter submitted n
plan, on November 6th, 1869, in which he recommended a compromise. The "scientific system," though admirably adapted for
scholars, was allowed to be too elaborate for general use. The
diaoritical marks were omitted in Dr. Hunter's plan, and n
certain freedom was allowed in spelling names which were familiar
to the public, or had become historical, in an unscientific form.
He divided such names into two classes. Borne, such as Cztlcutta,
.

1 With e letter dated Sept. 26th 1870. He also diecussed the queetion in the
prt&ca to hie " Manual of Indian History."
66Bemarke on the Orthography of Indim geographical Namee, with eepecid
reference to the propoeed new Indian Gazetteer," by the Rev. T. Barton, M.A., lab
Principal d the Cathedral Miagion College, Calcutta. (Stanford, 1871.)

'

.
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Bombay, Intcknow,were to have remained d i e d . 0 t h were
to b e heen hmght a little nearer to the pitch of &enti&
accmicy withant
their popular identity. Thas Dinupore,
the correct form of which was said to be D m p r , was to be
Dimpaw. Caumpre, which should be Kanhpur, was to be Carowpsr.
Oude, wh&h should be duadh, was to be Oudh. The Government
must, Dr. Hunter snbdtted, consider, not what is best, but what
is practical. He endeavoured to get rid of accents ae much as
pxmible, b6t at the ahma time he attempted to show the h e prolinnciation at a glance. Dr. Hunter's plan may be d d b e d as
the neareet approach to the " scientific system " that it is bdieved
the general public, in the present state of education, are able to
endure?
The Government of India approved of Dr. Hunter's plan for
the Chuetteere on February 28th, 1870. A guide to the orthography of 1ndian proper names wzis prepared in 1871,' containing
the spelling of 2,186 postal towns and villages uf India according to Dr. Hunter's syetem; and on February Bth, 1872, thie
guide wae ordered to be circulated to all the local authorities.
A second guide was printed in 1872: The plan of Dr. Hunter,
thua sanctioned by the Government, wae adopted in legidation, in
the gazetteem, by the Burveyor General, in the Poet Office Guide,
iri the Bailway Time Tables, in the Telegraph Department, by the
East India Railway, by the Government offlcee, and by several
1 The following are the powen, of the vowels in Dr. Hnnter'e plan. They are
iQntid with those of Sir William Jonee and,l'r?fe*r Wilsan.
Short n .- se a in the, second syllable of tartan, and as u but
-. m. ir in the fir& kllable of tartan.
hnga
. .
i
m i in ravine.
. &',' id
Q

-

-

---

'

-

-.

dare.
as 0.in note.
ai
rie i in ride,'size.
m & in cloud.
au
He omita 3 a d 3 of J o ~
a rd Guide to the Orthography of In+; proper Nmw,with. a List
. . . .showing the
T m gpelling of all post towns and villages in India," by W. W.Hunter, ~ a ~ LL.D.
. ;
Director-General of Ststisti- to the Government-of India (Calcutta, 1821;) Folio,
.
pp. xiii, and 146, Dated s t Simla, Nov. loth, 1871.
8 Dr. Hunter prepared the second o r t h ~ ' ~ a ~ h iguide
c s l :-" Standard spelling of
Indibn geogrpphical nemes, by W. W. Hun*,
Eq, U.D., ~ i r e c t o .General
r
of
Statistics to the Qovqm~entof India." (Calcutta, 1812), pp. 162, octavo.
It is arranged in throe.dumw. . 1..N q e aa spelt in @..Keith Jduyton'e Royal
Atla. 11. Correct spelling. 111. Column foi local verificatiom -from the vernacular.
e
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-
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s8.a in mate,

newspapers. Up. to that - time the Bpelling of the same place had
vaxied in the different local gazettes, The: Postal Guide spelt .thename of a town in one way, the Itailway Companies in another,
Even two officials, dating their letters from the same place, often
spelt it in a Werent way. The well known province of Bind waa
o f f l d y spelt in no less than six different ways, namely fi&de,
fi&, Scindh, Siadh, Shade and Sind.
On June 2'7th, 18'72 the SBcrehzy of Shte in Council, having
considered the above proceedings of the Government of India,
addressed a despatah to the Viceroy, "on the orthography of the
" Roman character of Indian proper names." I n this despatch
aseent waa given to the measures which had been adopted, but it
was suggested " that some extension should be given to that pa& of
a the scheme which permits a departure from the new system, in
the case of those places of which the names have acquired a widely
" recognized mode of spelling, either from popular custom or in
" consequence of historical notoriety."
Venracular lists were then prepared of the names of districts,
towns, rivers, and places in the various provinces, and' carefully
translated, on the above basis, into the Roman chazacter. I n the
case of well-known places which have obtained a popular or
historical fixity of spelling, this customa,ry spelling waa to be
retained. For other names the correct transliteration wasl to be
enforced. I n this way lists have been drawn up, approved, and
published in the Gazette, for Assam, the North-Western Provinces,
Oudh, the Punjab, the Central Provinces, the Berars, Bombay and
Sind, Mysor, Coorg, and Bengal. l'hat for Madras has not yet been
received, and for Burmah it is not known whether any list will
be prepared. Unfortunately the various compilers of lists have
adopted no uniform rule in the selectioli-'6~n&~es
which me to
retain an old and incorrect spelling. In some lists the number of
instances in which old spellings have been retained is so large aa to
make the desired improvement a nullity. It is to be hoped that
these inconsistencies will be eliminated before a general aad complete list is sanctioned.
Dr. Hunter states that through the agency of the Gazettes,
official reports, the new maps, and the greater pazt of the Indian
newspapers, the adoption of the scheme is gradually becoming
general. " But " (he continues) " the tangled growth of a century
cannot suddenly be transformed into order or cleared away. A
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" whole

generation of Anglo-Indians must pass before general
nnifor&ty can be looked for, but meanwhile the old standing
difiiculties in the way of a uniform orthography for the ' Imperial
cc
Gazetteer ' have been removed."
It i~ vain to hope that there will be i general agreement as to the
beat system of orthography for Indian proper names. At the same
time uniformity has become essential, especially between maps and
gazetteers; and the official introduction of one uniform system, if
there is n fair chance of its being generally adopted and becoming
permanent, is undoubtedly a very great advantage. A recension of
all the names in the Postal Guide of India was a very formidable
undertaking ; and that Dr. Hunter should not only have completed
it, but also have achieved so large a measure of success in his efforts
to secure the adoption of the new system, are striking proofs of how
much good service may be done by the judgment, tact, and perseverance of one man, within a comparatively short time. It is very
important that an authoritative general list, giving the officially
adopted spelling for all names in British India, should be published
without further delay.

-

XXII.

THX GECX3RBPHICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE INDIA
OFFICE.

A DEPARTMENT
for the systematic utilization of geographical work
has been considered to be an important and indeed an essential
element in the Home Government of a great Colonial Power, ever
since Columbue h t sailed from Palos. Bishop Fonseca waa alive
to ita neceasity, and as soon as the Royal Council of the Indies waa
formed, in 16%, for the Home Government of the vast trans-Atlantic
posseasions of Spain, a Geographical Department was regularly
organized. I n those days it waa called the Office of the Cosmographer of the Indies, but, allowing for the difference of time, the
dutiea were the same as those which should devolve upon a similar
Department at the present day. The utilization of geographical
knowledge was as important, and the value of science in all bmchea
of administration was aa grmt, then aa now.
It was the duty of .the Cosmographer's Department, in the Office
of the Council of the Indies, to furnish geographical knowledge to
officers and servants of the State ;to supply instruments ; to appriae
officers in the Indies of the times for observing ; to collect and enter
in books all routes and journeys made in the Indies with case and
accuracy; to construct maps and charts in accordance with the
descriptions received, and to record all such descriptions, and other
reports of a like nature. Finally, the Cosmographer was called
upon to train up a class of efficient geographers ; and this was one
of the most important parts of his duty. He gave three-yearly
comes of lectures, which were attended by young officers and pilots.
The course for the first year consisted of the four rules of arithmetic,
the rule of three, extraction of square and .cube root, fractions, and
and Sacrobosco's " De sphaeirt muncli." The second gear's oome
comprised the six first books of Euclid, arcs and chords, right sines
tangents and secants, the tables of King Alfonso, Qeorge Purbach's
theory of the planets, and the fourth book of the spherical triangles
of Muller (or Juan de Monte hgio, as the Spaniards called him),
The third year's course included the Almagest of Ptolemy, cosmography and the art of navigation, the use of the astrolabe and ite
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mechanism, the use and adjustments of other instruments, and the
method of observing the movements of the heavenly bodies.'
This wise care for the instruction of their officers as geographers,
on the part of the Council of the India, was one of the most admirable parh of their system, and one which would be well worthy
of imitation. For the reat, the labours of their Geographical De
p d m e n t were of inestimable value, and a knowledge of them will
dways be indispenmble to students in the wide field of research
which they embrace. The one great fault of the Spanish officials
wai their love of secrecy, but even this arose, in great part, from
the& s e m of the value of the information that had been coll&ted,
and it ensured, at all events, due a m in the preservation of the
records. All branches of knowledge connected with geography were
not utterly neglected, nor were precious documents destroyed by
cartloads, or left to rot and perish.
When the East India Company waa h t formed in London, its
enlightened managers had not then a grest empire to administer,
like the Council of the Indies a t , Seville; but very few days had
elapsed before they saw the n d t p for a, Geographical Department
as part of their system of management. Correct geographical
information was, they well knew, as necessary for a body of merchants as for the administrators of an empire; and two months
after the incorporation of the Company we h d Richard Hakluyt,.
the illustrious founder of the Eaat India Geographical Department,
preparing memoranda of the chief places where sundry sorts of
spices do grow, gathered out of the best and latest authors ; of the
prices of precious stones and spices ; of what is good to bring from
the Indies by him that is skilful and trusty ; of certain commodities
of good request gathered out of authors that have lived and t d c k e d
in those parts ; and of other information of a like nature? A few
yeara afterwarde Edward Wright waa added to the Department, to
1 " Oidenanzae del Comejo Real de ha Indias, por el Rep Felipe IV., 1636,"
ccxxxviii. to ccxliii. Alu, in the '' Rewpilacion de leyes de 10s reynos de las Indias,
Carlos 11." Lib. ii., Titulo xiii., b y e s i., to v. (Tom. i., p. 185.)
It should be remembered that the Cowrographer's Department of the Council of the
Indies wss quite distinct from that of the "Piloto Mayor" at the "Casa de Contratacion." The latter was analogous to the preaent Hydrogrmpher'a Department at the
Admiralty.
''Divers Voyages, by Richard H&luyt," printed for the Hakluyt Society, and
edited by Mr. Winter Jones (1860), p. 151.
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compile the maps and charts; and the collection of geographical
information in the form of logs and journals was commenced.'
Wright was the first Englishman to publish the principle of Mercator's projection, in his " Correction of Errors in Navigation," 1599.
For a century and a half the labours of the Geographical Department mere chiefly codbed to the preparation of charts and the
record of voyages ; but with tho acquisition of Bengal by Lord Clive
commenced the land surveys of Rennell, "the Father of Indian
Geogmpliy." When Major Renncll returned from his severe
labours as a surveyor in Bengal, he devoted the remainder of his life
to the interests of Indian Geography at home. He was the unpaid
but most efficient liead of the Geographical Department of the
India House. His Bengal Atlas was already published by order of
the Company in 1781;#but in March 1788 his famous map of India
appeared, and the memoir followed in 1792. This is the starting
point in the history of Indian Government map making, and the
memoir furnished a complete account of tho material upon which
Rennell's map is based. The map of D'Anville, published in 1761
and 1752, was still the basis upon which the new work was to be
founded, but Rennell collected much additional material. He had
the route surveys of General Goddard from the Jumna to Poona, of
Captain Reynolds through Malwa, of Colonel Fullerton in Coimbator,
of Colonel Call in Tinnevelli, and those made in the wars with Haider
and Tippu; besides the marches of Bussy in the Deccan. On the
Bengal side he had his own admirable surveys; but D'A.nvilleYs
map was still the best authority for the Punjab and the course of
the Indus, as it was until very lately for the upper basin of the
Brahmaputra. Rennell's interest was excited by the accounts he
had obtained from the notes of Captain Kirkpatrick, of the remains
of old irrigation works north of Delhi, the a n a l of Shah Firoz,
and the new cut of Shah Jehan, and he regrets that the descriptions
of them were so obscure. He also discussed in his memoir the
question of the identity of the Brahmaputra with the Sanpu, advocating that view against a counter theory of D'Anville; and he
identified some of the Plznjab rivers with those mentioned by Arrian
and Pliny. It is unnecessary to say that, though RRnnell continued
of State Papers (Colonel, 1513-1616), para. 284.
Bengd and Behar Atlas," by James Rennell, 1781, published by order of the &t
hdia Company. The mpps arc ddicsted to the memory of h r d Clivc, to Warren
m g h Sir Hector Munro, Mr. Verelat, $c.
(13441.)
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to labour zealously in the inter&

of Indian geogkphy for the
remainder of his life, his works were by no meam confined to
the scenes of his active service. He welcomed all geographical m*
tirial, and warmly supported all explorers. When the engineers who
amompanied the Indian armies, in their various campaigns, prod u d new work, it waa Rennell who promptly brought it to the
knowledge of their countrymen at home? I n 1798 he was assisting
Mungo Park in the arrangement of his African tmvels. His great
work, the " Geographical System of Herodotus examined and explained," was published in 1800, and in 1816 it was followed by his
" Geographical Illustrations of the Retreat of the Ten Thousand."
He also devoted many years to the collation of the log-books of the
Indiamen for 40 yeare back, and his valuable results, entitled I n vestigations of the Currents of the Atlantic," &., were published by
his daughter, Lady Rodd, with several large charts, after his death.
Rennell lived to a great age, and never ceased t o devote his time
to the intemts of Indian geography. After he had reached his
87th year he possessed in full vigour all his intellectual faculties,
and, though suffering little short of martyrdom from frequent
attacks of the gout: he &ill devoted many hours of each day to his
favourits pursuit. There is but one thing to regret in the great geographer's career. His early prejudice in favour of route surveys led
him to withhold from Colonel Lambton that hearty support which
would have been invaluable, from such a quarter, when the Trig6nometrical Survey was in its infancy. But he became convinced
of the superiority of Lambton's method long before his death, and
welcomed with joy the 6-sheet map of India by Walker: which was
partly based on triangulation. He was remarkable'for true, patient,
and persevering research ; his critical judgment waa seldom at fault,
and his work is always reliable.
Rennell died on the 29th of March 1830, at the g m t a.ge of 88,
and was buried in Westminster Abbey, where there is a mural
monument to his memory?
Major Rennell never held any officid appointment after'& return
,

1

" On the Marchee of the Britieh Army in India, during the Campaign of 1791," by
(1798.)
..

38m00 Ranell.

Quarterly Review," vol. xxxix. p. 179 (1829).
8 Allen's.
A memoir of Major Rennell, reprinted from the Address of the President of the
Royal Society," on November 80th' 1880, is given in Gleanings in Seisnoe, iii., p 409
a
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4

(Calc~tta)~
1830.
See also '' Notice Hietoriqne Bur la vie et lea mvrsgee de James Rennell, per M. le
Baron Wnlckenaer " (4to. Paria, 1842).
.
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to England. His great sarvices ta India were dl rendered from
motives of seal. His contemporary and active fdow labourer, Dalrymple, was the recognised official Hydrographer in those early days.
Alexander Dalrymple, the eeventh out of 16 children of Sir James
Dalrymple, wasl born at New Hailes on the Nth of July 1737. He
received little or no education, and it was not until after he had
gone out to W w ~tsa writer in 1752 that he taught himself
accounts and the French and Spanish languages. I n 1759 he was
sent on a voyage to the Eastern Islands, and acquired much
nautical experience. In 1765 he r e t m e d to England, and published several charts and plans of coasts and anchorages. He went
back to Madras as a Member of Clouncil, under Lord Pigot, in 1776,
and W y went home in 1777. Two yea~rsafterward8 he received
the offichl appointment of Hydrographer to the East India Company. Dalrymple m a most indefatigable collector of geographical
materials. Rennell aoknowledges the assistance he received from
the Company's Hydrogrepher in the preparation of his great map
of Hindustan; and Dr. Vincent was indebted to Dalrymple for
the maps and charts to illustrate his great work, '' The Voyage
of Newchus." Ddrymple was, indeed, a most industrious and
untiring vorkman. He translated and published several voyages
&om the Spanish ;l and Admiral Burney, in the preface to his
great work on voyages in the Paoifio, says that the above translations of Ddrymple were his aade wm,and that he was lmgely
indebted to their author. Dalrymple advomted the existence of a
southern continent, and W ~ E Ianxious to sail with Captain-Cook in
the wE~deavour,"but ww prevented because he had not been
.bred in the navy. He gave many trads to the world on various
eubjeds.s In 1790 he made a useful suggestion to the East India
Oompany, which was approved and the sum of 2001. was granted for
the purpose. The s c h e q was to publish tracts from time to time on
the geography, commerce, and product8 of the East. The result was
c 6 The Oriental Repository," in two volumea, whioh contains several
papers of considerable interest, especially those on the cultivation
q.

A bistsrid collection af the wveral voyages and disooveriea in the South Pacific
&g chiefly o literal translation from the Sproieh writers, by A. Dalrymple,"

OW-,

London, 1770, 2 vole. With an extraordinary dedication, etating to whom it is ndt
He gives Megelha from Herrere and B a r n , Juan Fernandez from the
Mem&aJ of Bsias, Jdandana and Qeiros from Figueroa and Torquemacia, Lc Maim and
.m~(en,
Tsemap and Boggewein. At She end there aid m y curioaa woodcutrr.
.
Borlnd up in three volumes in the Geographical hciety'e library. ' . '
-tea.
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of various Indian products, by Dr. Eoxburgh, Dalyrnple's ~trictly
official work is represented by 58 charts, 740 plans, and 57 views of
I n 1795
ooasts ; in all, 855 plates, besides 50 nautical memoirs.'
the office of Hydrographer to the Admiralty was created, and Dalrymple wae the first to hold it, together with the same post a t the
India House. He filled it until 1808, when he was suddenly called
upon to reeign by Lord Mulgrave. He declined to do so, nnd was
summarily dismissed on the 28th of May. On the 31st he published
"The Case of A. Dalrymple," bitterly complaining of the treatment
he had received. It broke the old man's heart, and he died on tllc
19th of the following June?
On Dalrymple's death Captain Hurd succeeded him at tlie
Admiralty, but his post at the lndia House remained for some time
vacant, until an accumulation of nautical materials led to the
appointment of Captain Horsburgh, who had made himself known
by the publication of several valuable charts of the Ohina Sem. Sir
Charles WilkinR, the librarian, had charge of tbc original maps,
memoirs, and other records, while Horsburgh performed the duties
of hydrographer .
James Horsburgh was born of humble and respectable parents a t
the small village of Elie, on the south-enst coast of Fife. H e commenced his career as a cook and cabin boy, and eventually rose to
be captain of the "hna," East Indiaman, in which he sailed from
England in 1802, returning in 1806. I n a paper printed in the
'' Philosophical Transactions " he detailed his meteorological observations, and in 1806 he began to collect materials for sailing directions. After some years of indefatigable research he completed
his " East India Directory," which has gone through eight editions,
and is still the recognised guide for the navigation of the Indian
seas.' Under Horsburgh's superintendence a t the India, House,
1 A large number of Dalrymple'e charts and plane are bound up together in s
volume preserved in the Geogrsphicrrl Department of the India Oftice. The number
is 464.
a There is a memoir on Dalrymple, prepared by himself. in the "European
Magazine," Nov. and Dcc. 1802.
9 I1 was preceded by Iaurie and Whittle's
Oriental Pilot." The first edition of
Horaburgh's Directory appeared in 1808, the second in 1817, the fifth in 1841, the
eighth and lee1 in 1864. St% page 44.
Captain Horsburgh became a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1806. In 1816 he
l~ubliehedhis "Atmospheric Begister for indicating stor~ns at sea." In 1830 he
contributed a paper to the lbyal Society on " Icebergs met with in the Southern
Hemisphere."

AARON ARBOWSMITH.

ME

which began in 1810, many valuable charts were compiled and
published.
Dalrymple waa more an industrious collector of materials than a
compiler. The map of India which succeeded Rennell's was by that
famous cartographer, Aaron Arrowsmith. This was the last great
map based on route surveys. The materials were f urniehed from
papers and drawings belonging to the Duke of mTellington,Sir John
Ildalcolm, Dr. Buchanan, and Colonel Colin Mackenzie. It was
published in 1816, in nine sheets, on the scale of 16 miles to
an inch.
But the labours of the topographical surveyors of the Madras
Military Institute, based on the triangulation of Colonel Lambton,
began to attract attention as soon as their results arrived in England, and the necessity for the publication of more accurate and
detailed maps of India than had hitherto been p r o d u d waa soon
acknowledged. Aaron Arrowsmith was of course consulted. He
mnstructed a projection for a new atlas of India, on the wale of
four miles to an inch, and the Madras survey maps were placed
in his hands. The result mas the publication of his atlas of South
India, from Cape Comorin to the Krishna, in 18 sheeta, on the scale
proposed, which appeared in July 1822.
The question of the publication of the results of the Great Trigonometrical and Topographical Surveys, which had now been in
progress for upwards of 20 years, was arefully and anxiously considered by the Court of Directors, and Colonel Salmond, then
Military Secretary, was, for some years, in consultation with Colone.1
Mackenzie, the Surveyor General at Calcutta, on the subject,
Colonel Hodgson, Mackenaie's successor, returned to England, in
the hope and expectation that the great work would be entrusted
to him. It, however, would no doubt have been given to Aaron
Arrowsmith, who had already made the projection, and, indeed,
published eeveral sheets in the best style of the day ; but, just at
that time, the veteran oartographer died. The East Indian Directow
then appointed Mr. John Walker to compile and engrave the sheets
of the great Atlas of India.
Mr. Walker came of a family of map engravers. His father
had worked for Dalrymple, and his name appears on the maps in
Vincent's Nearchus, on that in Salt's Abyssinia, on those in tha
Arctic voyages of Parry and Fra4klin, and on many others of that
period. His name w w niso immortalized by Sir Edward P m q on

'
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a Tofty cape in the far north, whioh is well'known to. many an
Arctic traveller. The son was thoroughly trained, and the amount
of judgment and ability he brought to tbe great task he undertook
is shown by the often disputed but ever approved excellence of his
work.
The Indian Atlas was deeigned to occupy 177 sheets, 40 in&es
by 27, and the globular projection and s d e (4 milea to the inch),
originally.proposed by Mr. Aaron Arrowsrmth, were adopted. The
soheme embraces the region .from Karlchi to Singapore,' and
includes Ceylon. From 1826 Mr. Walker 'combined the various
documents sent home by the surveyors in India, prepared the sheets
for publication, engraved them on copper, and issued them to tlie
Surveyor General in India and to the London Agent.
Sir Chmlw Wilkins, the librarian who had charge -of'all geographical records, died in Baker Street, at the great age of 85, on
the 13th of May 1886. Captain Horsburgh, the Hydrographer Co the
East India Company, died at Herpe Hill, at the age of 74;ori .the
14th of the same month of the same year. Xr. Walker was then
engaged to t ~ k charge
e
of all the records that had previously been
under the care of Sir Charles Wilkins, ill addition to his other
duties. As Captain Horsburgh's coadjutor and successor Mr. Walker
produced nearly a hundred charts, many of which are of a; k g e
size, and the majority a?re still the ahief authorities .f'ollowed by
navigators in the Eastern seas to this day. . He also continued to
engrave the sheets of the Atlas and other maps. Engraving was
his special work. The cam of records and ooncluot of geographical
business required deprtrnental agency for *itsa c i e n t W m g e .
None was furnished. All geographical work ceased to be performed ;
the records were lost or left to rot, and even the c6rrespondence
book was destroyed. But 'Mi.. Walker's duties as a ' oartographer
were admirably performed.
.
The h t sheets of the A t h were of &ume those foi Which' %he
Madms Topographiml Surveys furnished the materials,. #The W$
was published. in 1827. Then followed one of Bandalkhnd fm&
Captain Fntnklin'u work, and the Himalayan region from Hodgscm'a
and Herbert's surveys. These, however, ham since uhdezghe
complete revision. In 1860, and again in 1863, remonstwnmg
were received from India at the delay in the exemtion' of .. G i
sheets after the materials for them had been sent home. With a
view to obviating t h b delay, a proposal waa made by the Buneyor
,
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General in July 1864 that the sheets of the Atlas should henceh r t h be brought out in quarter sheets. Mr. Walker concurred
t h a t this arrangement would expedite the work, and it was accordingly adopted. There has always been the highest testimony to
t h e accuracy and excellent style in which Mr. Walker haa' produced the Atlas sheeta.
But Mr. Walker's work is by no means confined to the sheets of
t h e Atlas. He has engraved seven maps of the triangulations,
including Lambton's operations, Everest's great Arc Series, and
Waugh's N.W. series, the last forming a chart of five feet bb
six in extent. Of general maps of India he has drawn and
engraved one on six sheets for Messrs. Allen, a, skeleton map on
six sheets for the Government, a map in two sheets, and some
others. Simm's large plan of Calcutta, drawn in 184849, was
reduced and engraved by Mr. Walker in four sheets? From l84d
t o 1848 a number of maps of districts in the Bengal Presidency
were required to be reduced from the Revenue Surveys to a % inch
scale, and lithographed. Those of the North-West Provinces were,
nu has been seen, prepared and published at Allahabad, under
the orders of Mr. Hugh M. Elliot, the Secretary to the Board
of Revenue. But those of the Lower Provinces were sent home
to be lithographed in England. Of these 31 were executed by
Mr. Walker, and a few appear to have been entrusted to Mr. Wyld,
in 1848.9 Mr. Walker also executed a &venue Map of the NorthWest Provinces, and one of the Ajmir Mstrid.
The most beautiful specimens of Mr. Walker's Lithography are
his production of Colonel Robinson's remarkable survey of Jhelum
and Rawal Pindi in eight parts, on 28 sheets; and his maps
&owing the results of Captain Montgomerie's surveys in Jumu
and Kaahmir. There are four sheets on a s d e of two miles, and
four on a scale of four miles to an inch.
A map of the Jalandir Division of the Punjab, maps for General
Cuningham's and again for Mr. Vigne's travels,' the map for
Wood's Oxus, one of Gwalior in four sheets, one of Nagpur
and Wurdah, and a carefully compiled map of the North-West
Frontier of India on two large sheets, are also among W.Walker's
works.
The manuscript maps forming the mults of the Haidarabad
1
f

The manuscript ie deposited in the Geographical Department of the Indin Offiae.
Balasore, Bijnur, Go~uckpur,Ghazipul;, Jounpur, Mordabnd, Pat-.
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8urvey were sent home and taken in hand by Mr. Walker, and he
completed 13 Circars on a scale of a mile to an inch. Tho rest
remained to be done.
Mr. Walker engraved the two sheets of Colonel Scott's excellent
general map of the Madras Presidency, and a ~ o t h e rgeneral map of
the Bombay Presidency in three sheets. He constructed a map of
Arabia in two sheets, one of the routes between Constantinople and
llelhi, and engraved a series of ehborate maps illustrating the
Assyrian Vestiges, by Captain Felix Jones, in four sheets, and the
Surveys in Mesopotamia by Selby, Collingmood, and Bewsher, in
two sheets. Add to this 87 out of the 200 charts published from
surveys exccuted by officers of the Indian Navy.
Such is an enumeration .of the work performed by the veteran
geographer of the East India Company. It is work of which he
might well be proud, and places him in the first rank of the b ~
graphers of the present century. Mr. John Walker died, in his 86th
pear, on April lgtb, 1873, having been in the employnknt of the
East India Company and of the India Office for 48 years. H e was
the depository of official traditions extending over half a century,
and his well-stored memory frequently proved of great value to his
successors. Just before his death Mr. Walker had received a complimentary letter, which was addres~edto him by order of the Secre' tary of State, on the value of his long and zealous services.
I n 1868 the question was raised whether the time had not come
when the remaining sheets of the A t h s might with advantage be
taken up by the Surveyor General himself, and engraved at Calcutta.
Hitherto the difficultiea in the way of such a course had consisted
in the want of means and the absence of an efficient staff. These
difficulties had to a great extent been surmounted during the time
that Colonel Thuillier had been in charge, who had year by year
increased the efficiency of the lithographic and drawing branches
of his office, and continually introduced new improvements. The
ailvantages of the arrangement were obvious. It wa-s most desirable
that the sheets should be compiled and prepared within easy distance
of the surveyors who had made the original drawings, and to whom
reference could at once be made for the solution of any point that
might arise. Much time might also be expected to be saved. Even
in an economical point of view the change would probably be
advantageous, as soon as the nathes of India had learnt the art of
engraving and hill etching.
The change was accordingly sanctioned, and Colonel Thuillier

-
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wae deputed to make the necessary arrangements in England during
the year 1868. He arranged with Mr. Walker that all platea of
sheeta of the Atlas actually in progress, or for which materials had
been sent to England, should be finished by Mr. Walker ; and that
the rest should be undertaken by the Burveyor General in India.
T& time was given for Colonel Thuillier to organise his increased
staff at Calcutta. Up to that time Mr. Walker had completed the
engraving of 84 of the Atlas s h ~ t s .
Colonel Thuillier returned to India with a staff of carefully
selected English engravers, in January 1869 ; and a notice of their
progress has already been given at page 177. The whole work from
the preliminary reconnaissance for the surveys to the publication
of the maps is now done in India under the immediate eye of one
chief; while plenty of useful work remains to be performed in
the India Office.
Since 1836 all geographical and kindred subjects had been
&$rived of separate departmental &.qervision, and the maps,
journals, and other records had been cast aside to rot and perish.
Those which were not lost were frayed and dust-stained, and finally
a quantity were sold a9 waste paper. Ancient journals of great
navigators, abstracts of which alone exist in the Pilgrims of Purchas,
have disappeared ; and many of the later memoirs and surveys of
the time of Colin Mackenzie, and even a, volume of the Great
Trigonometrical Survey Series, are missing.
Yet, after dl these deplorable losses, there remained s most
valuable collection of maps and records ; and the reconstitution of
a Geographical Department at the India Office, sucl~as had been
found essmtial to efficient adrninistrtition alike by the Council of
the Western Indies in Seville and by the founders of the East
Indian Empire in London, was urgently needed. The Surveyor
General, while he was in England in 1868, represented the necessity
for such a step, and the great inconvenience that had long been felt
from having no separate Department of the Inclia Office in direct
communication with the Survey Departments of India. Such a
branch of the Homo Government would attend to the hitherto
neglected duties of receiving, analyzing, and
for general
reference and use, all geographical and geological documents; of
quickly disseminating all maps of a general character emanating
'from the great national surveys of India; and of transucting a11
business connected with the surveys and other scientific branches of
the service. It was also represented to bo essential, in order to
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meet the increasing demands for geographhl infoimatio*, that 'theie
should be proper arrangements for ready reference to,' for tbe.exhi4
bition of, and for the immediate issue,.for public purposes; of all
geographioal materials. The serious detriment to-the publie. servjce
caused by no Geographical Department having existed for sevepl
years was shown in the total loss of maps and memoirs representkg
recent surveys, which can never be replaced; in the long delays
that had occurred in noticing ipomtant proposah for skentitic
purposes; and in the failure to make announcements of great
moment to mariners or men of science, which had been duly
reported from India.
I n consequence of these representations the geographical and
other kindred business of the India OfEce, which had been placed in
charge of 'the compiler of this Memoir in June 1867, was formally
organized, and Mr. Trelawney Saunders was appointed Assistant in
the department in the autumn of 1868. Thus the labours d the
reconstituted Geographical Department of the India, Office extend
.
.
over a period of ten years.
A perusal of the foot noteb in the previous sections of this Memoii
will give a general idea of the value and importance of the maps
and records that have survived, and which are now preserved &the
Geographical Department. They were -found in a state of ihde;
scribable confusion, and undergoing rapid deterioration ; and it
occupied Mr. Saunders, whose experience at the Geographical 0ociety
had thoroughly qualified him for the ttkk, for 165 aays, six hours
each day, to reduce the chaotic mass to anything like order. The
arrangement of this .valuab16, and in some respects'unique,collection
of geographical records was completed in May 1869.
The next work was the establishment of a system for bringing
the maps emanating from the great ,national survey6 of Indh
within the reach of geographers and other inquireh in .Europe.
Hitherto, it had only been possible to procure the sheets. of the
Atlas, and the numerous useful maps produced in India could
not be obtained by the public, and indeed were unknown. In
December 1869 three agents were appointed in London1.for the sale
of all maps published in the Surveyor General's Office at Calcutta,
or in the officeof the Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical
0urvey, and the whole of these maps are now within the reach
'

1 1. W.H. Allen & Co., 18, Waterloo Plaae. 2. Edward Stanford, 56, Charing Cros~.
3. Henry S. King & Co., 65, Cornhill. 4. Mr. Triibner, 57, Ludgte Hill, wee added
in October 18?1.
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of m y purcher. ~ r Baundem
.
completed 'c A Catalogue of Maps
c6 of the British Possessions in .India and other parts of asia,
cc issued by order of the Secretary of Btate for India," containing a synopsis of the politid divisions of India, furnishing the
key to the arrangement of the catalogue; tm index map to the
Indian Atlaa, carefully and accurately constructed ; the catalogue
itself, giving the full titles of all the maps, and a general .index.
The h t edition of the present Memoir was completed and published
in 1871.
The valuable dollection of manuscript imps and other docummh,
including many drawn by Rennell, Colebrooke, Mackemie, Burnea,
Wood, and other Indian worthies, is now open to inquirers for
reference and inspection. The .study of comparative geography is
a necessity f o r the historian and the antiquary. I t is also of
practical importanoe to men of science and engineers. The ex- '
amination of a series of rnap.of a river or of a harbour, from th
h t ever drawn to the'results of the latest survey, is a thing rarely
to be obtained, but one of great intereat, and often of praotical
utility. Bfforte .have been made towards the improvement of the
manueoript colleatim in this respeot. A complete set of copies of
ancient Portuguese plans of towns and ports dong the weet coast
of India,' the originals of which are in the British Museum, hm
been made for the Geographical Department. There is. also a very
precious oolleotion of 110 mape h d chasts of the Indian owta, the
datee of which range over a period of a oentury and a half, among
the Royal Archives at the Hague. The whole of. these have been'
copied for' the Gteogmphicsl Department, through the kind intervention of Commodore Jmsen of the Dutch Navy.a
Amgements have baen made for a regular exchange! of -pa
with the Russian and Netherlands Governments in duplicate, one
set being sent to the office of the Surveyor Qenaral at Calcutta, and
the other being retained in the Department. The advantage thug
gained is twofold. Geographical information is obtained, while, tig
the Surveyor General has observed, "'the possession of suehsplendicf
6 c sptkirn8118 of engraving and lithography, for the ins-on
:. of
a members of his D e p h e n t , is exoee<Zmgly valuable."
'

1 The liet of them will be found in the " ~ a t a i o ~
dos
o mal;narriptos de ~ibliitheca
Eborense, Cnnb Rivera," i., p. 302.
..
- ..
The list of these.Dutoh maps of @e ~t of h(tis.i~
g i v q jjp@," Inventaria der
Ve&g
Kawten beruatende in het R i j b Archief," (1R67,) pp. 130-64.
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Exertions lmvc bcen made to recovcr some of tile lost treasures,
and not wholly without success. The original manuscript of a
journal kept by Captain Knight during a voyage towards the
Nortb Pole in 1606 has been discovered amongst a heap of mbbish,
and has been printed and edited in a volume of the Hakluyt
Sooietp's series.' This interesting enbrprize, which ended in
the mysterious disappearance of Knight himself on the Labrador
coast, was previouely only known through a meagre abstract in
Purchas.
A like success attended an attempt to recover the results of
Captain Selby's survey of the sea of Nejf, and part of the course
of the Euphrates, wl+h had been lost during, the time that there
was no separate Geographical Department. The original maps and
field books had fortunately been left at Baghdad. They were
sent for; 141maps and 6 field books were duly received, and
Lieukmnt Collingwood was employed to reproduce the maps for
engraving. The ground they cover is most important, including
the ruins of Birs Nimroud, Cufa, Mashad Ali, and Kerbela, and
showing the re,oion into which the waters of the Euphratu~~
are
being drained. The loss of such a survey, executed at considerable
expense and with uncommon zeal by the able officers in charge of it,
would have been most serious. Lieutenant Collingwood completed
his work in June 1870. Like success has not attended efforts to
recover Captain Selby's surveys of part of the Shattu-'l-Arab, nor
the original drawing8 of the Red Sea- survey for the Hydrographer
of tho Admiralty.
The manuscript maps in the mllcction, many of them most
precious relics of illustrious geographers and explorers, were never
backed, nor adequately cared for. During the period that no
separate Geographical Department existed they were frayed and
torn, stained with dust, and left in a most d i s g m f u l state. No
blame whatever attaches to Mr. Walker, who had not the means
of providing against this destruction of the records. The whole
collection is now 'wing gradually and steadily cleaned and baoked.
The map mounter was temporarily employed from January 1870,
and received a permanent appointment in July 1873, with the
aasitihnce of an apprentice. The total superficial area of mapa
mounted already covers 17,636 square feet.
-
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The Geographical Assistant haa executed maps requiring much
careful research, and has prepared several valuable geo,pphical
memoirs. His " Memoirs of the mountains and river basins of
India," with two maps, were published in the form of a quarto
pamphlet early in 18'70. The distinctive feature of the maps is, that
the Himalaya mountaim are given in a new form, the great peaks
being represented in a, culminating outer range, separaLd by
chain of elevated valleys from an inner range, which forms the waterparting between the basins of the Ganges and Sanpu. The Tibetan
highland is also clearly defined, and the variom elevations above
the sea are admirably shown by varying depths of shading, and
by sections. The map of the river basins shows their extent at a
glanoe, and the memoir is accompanied by a table of the areaa of
the basins, and lengths of the main streams. His map of the
central part of British Burmah, to illustrate the Journals of Captain
McLeod, Dr. Richardson, and subsequent travellers, is also a valuable
addition to geographical knowledge, as it combines the routes of
eight distinct explorew. The collation of their observations, and
the combination of different and sometimes conflicting authorities,
is work which requires the experience and sagacity of a practised
geographer for its satisfactory performance. The completion of the
lithography of the sheets of the Eaidarabad Survey, left unhished
by M i . Walker, was also taken in hand.' He prepared the admi1 Mr. Walker had lithographed 13 of the Haidsrabad circars i n various sizes and
stylea ; namelyBaeaim,
Jaulna,
Meiher,
Pahc,

Baythdwaddy, Kowles,
Dowlutsbad,
Kullitmar,

,

Nuldmog,
Nurnnlla,

Purainda,
Pyton.

Gewilgurh,
The Department hes eince completed eight circars, in e uniform manner, on 92 sheets
of imperial size (30 inches hy 22), which are beautiful specimen8 of lithography. They
are-

Bheer,
Daroor,

Naudai.,
Beder,

Wsrungul,
Medduck,

Them ate still 16 circars unpubliihed, nemelyKoolburgg
Rmichoor,
Koilkondn,

Mulkair,
Yedagherry,
sng~r,

Moodgul,
Pangul,

Gunnapoore,
Davercondah,

Eilgundel,
Mullangore.
Knmmumett,

Bonagheer,

Hyderabad,
Ramgheer,
Nelgoonda,
Mabore.
13ut the drawinp of these er0 treated differently from those already
and
they ere oRen on different scales, eod more or leee imperfect. The ciro~rsof Suggur,
Raichoor, and Moodgul sre altogether wanting at the India O5cc. Among the cirws

rable mape for the M o d and M a t e d Progrew Reports " of 1873
and 1874, and has compiled maps of the famine districts and
several otber piof work of a similar character from time to
time, awnding to the requjrementa of the service.
In February 1872 the Department was so fortunate as to obtain
the services of Colonel Walker, the Buperinhdent of the Great
Trigonometrical Burvey of India, for six months, to make a thorough
investigation of the condition of the plates of the Indian Atlas
remaining in England, and to .decide what should be done with
regard to each plate. The Department was thus M s h e d with an
unerring guide for the future, in the oonduct of a difficult and
complimted part of the business.'
Colonel Walker also prepamd a memorandum on the p.mjection and soale of the Indian
Atlas.
There was urgent need for adequate space in the India Office for
the price1ess collection of maps. This collection is intended to
serve two purposes : 1. The ready supply of information for official
and general use ; 2. The record and preservation of original documents. In order to ensure the first object there are orders that
copies of every map of whatever kind that may be published in
India shall be forwded to England. Accordingly the Surveyor
Qeneral arranged to send a box of maps to England every quarter.
'These maps are required in all Departments, and the efficiency of
the collection can only be attained by the provision of adequate
.space. For the record. and prsewation of original documents
space is of equal importance. After the millions of money spent
on all the various surveys of India it is of paramount consequence
thst the r d t s should be placed beyond the chawe of loss, by
executed by Mr. Walker are four which are now included in Berar. Two of t h w
'were published when the survey of them was bnfiniahed ; and all four have undergone
coneiderable revision, besides being no longer actual edministrative divisions of the
N i m ' s Government. I n continuing the publication of the Haidakbad Survey it is,
therefore, proposed to republish first the parts. now included in Bemr, with the revised
and additional mrveya relating to them, arranied according to the present divisions.
These should be followed by Mahore and Ramghir, on the S.E. frontier of Benr, and
bordering on the Centrml Provinces. The other parts of the 16 unpublished c i r c m
fl Lie proceeded with as soon aa the drawings are made complete.
1 See Me'momnda by Colonel Walker, on.the present state of the arrangements for
the publication of the sheets of the Indian Atlas in England, and on the projection of
'the 1ndian Atles, in the Abstract 'of the Reports of the Surveys 1810-71, p. 72, and
1871-12, p. 47. These are also printed at the'end of this section. See page 431.
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keeping the origin& or copies in England. There has already
been much loss, indeed, the loss of records in India represents a '
waste of poney amounting to thousands of pounds. The urgency
for granting thie space wae frequently represented, and it' ha0 at
length, in 1877, been provided, for the permanent collection, for the
stock, and for the q mounter,'
.
During 1879 the map mounter got through a vast amount
of work. Complete sets of maps w m presented to the Royal
Botanical Gardens at Kew, to the Privy C m c i l Office for the use
of the Judicial Oommittee, to the Royal Geographical Sooiety, to
the War Offlce, the I3rithh Museum, the RadclyfFe Library at
Oxford, and to numerous scientifia and other bodies. For Kew
done 175 m p s were mounted, covering an ama of 1,000 feet.
In order t~ show the eoonomy that is ensured by the employment
of a thoroughly efficient map mounter, I may mention that the
time occupied in this work was 120 hours at 66, and the materisle
cost 6Z. lo&., total 111. 10s. The same work done outside would
b v e cost 961. As mamy aa 860 maps have been mounted, of which
500 belonged to the permanent oollection.
On July 25th, 18'72, I received. a letter from Mr. Grant DUE,
then Under Secretary of State for India, requesting me to undertake the preparation of the Annual - Report on the Moral and
Material Progress of India. It w m W.Grant DufF who secured
oompliance with a clause in the Act creating the Indian Council
which provided for the preparation of these annual reports. It
was his object that they should not be mere colourless official
htementa. He desired that an interest should be aroused in
Indian affairs by the &nual presentation of a thoroughly readable
do~ument.~
The graphic illustration of statistics b r i w the Moral and Material Progress Report into direct and harmonious contact with
1 Thie euI+ot is more fully diecussed in the '' Abstract of Sur~eys
" for 1872, p. 67.
See a h Despatch to India of November 25th (No. 22), 1869 ; to Madras,July 22nd
(No. l), 1869, and to Bombay, July 29th (No. ,2), 1869; also to India, ~ e n u a r5th
~
(No. I ) , 1871 ; and to Madras,November 2nd (NO.a), 1872.
a The clause in the Acte is aa followe :-"And
euch account shalrbe accompanied
by s ststement prepprtxl from detailed reports h m each Presidency and Dietrict in
India, in such form a8 shell exbibit the m o d and meteris1 progreee and condition of
111diein each such Presidency."-21 & 22 Vict. cap. 106, eec. liii.

Territorial limit8 arc one of the' bases of statistics,
- geography.
population comes next, and theso two statistical elements neceasarily rule all others. Maps and diagrams both generalize and
allow of abstraction. They enable inquirers a t once to detect
and often to rectify errors, which, if undetected, would effect
results and throw everything into confusion. I n the Geographical Department them is the efficient means of employing
this method to advantage; and almost dl statistical facts can
be treated on the basis of geographical distribution. Population may. be illustrated with reference to the physical aspects
of a country. Agricultural statistics may be shown, not only
with reference to the yield and area of crops, but also to the
proportion of that yield to population. Fiscal arrangements, rts
regards India, may be very clearly explained on a map, better
indeed than by any system of tabulation. Manufactures, commerce treated from various poinh of view, institutions, languages,
ethnology, religion, education, crime, medical statistics, political
questions, and distribution of troops are all capable of cartographic
illustration. Not only is this method a necessary part of statistical
work, but it serves to givc aid, supply checks, and detect errors in
.tabulation. The two metllods are necessary to each other. .
I n designing the new series of Moral and Material Progress Report.8
I considered that the usefulness of reports of this kind depends on
t.he systematic classification of facts in appropriate groups, such as
every accurate thinker or careful historian necessarily adopts for
his own use. The Report of 1873 was divided into fifteen sections,
each treating of a special administrative subject or group of subjects as they affect the whole of India ; the aim being to include in
each sectiou those subjects which have more characteristics in
common with one another than any of them havo in common with
any other subject not in that section. The Report was prepared on
this plan, with fifteen maps, and, as commencing the series, a, retrospective history of each subject was given for facility of reference.
The Report was completed in good time, and was presented to
Parliament in April 1873. Its object, which was the promotion of
a general interest in Indian affairs, was gained. The plan was good
and only needed further development. At the same time it was a
first attempt a t real improvement, and was very defective. .It is
no easy task to reach a point anywhere near perfection in a report
embracing so wide a range of subjects. It requires the close
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attention of sevml y . , each year producing its .special improve
a n be made aatisfaotory ; and to .'
ment, before such a doc&nt
this task the energies 'of the Geographical Department were now
directed
I n the yeaz 1873 the Department did much useful work,
including asaishnce t o Sir Frederie Goldsmid and the other officers
who then returned from Eaetern Persia, in preparing the results of
their work in the field, and eepecially to &jor St. John in the
compilation of his important map of Persia.
I n this year a h the fruits of the action of the Department with
regard to Marine Surveys were fully reaped.' The subject received
d u l consideration, and a despatch from the Government of India,
was received, dated June 30,1873, which led to the establishment
of a Marine Survey Department at Cdcutta, under the able management of Captain Taylor, and to the Featoration to effici&cy of this
important branch of the public service.$
In July 1873 a speoial permanent appointment. was sanctioned
of a Clerk m the Gteogmphid Department."
At the same time the increasing transactions with the agents, and .
the requirements of the auditor, neoesaitatsd the introduction of a
propar system of book-keeping ; and for this service a temporary
' clerk was appointed.
Thw, in 1873, the Geographical Department was for the first
time supplied with a d c i e n t M,.and a suitable organhation.
It consisted of six members,including .myself. The G)eographicrtl
Assistant has charge of the collection of maps, supplies geographical
inforniation when required, prepares maps, and also has the duty of
passing; the geneml mtalogue through the press. The specially
appointed dmk was my pereonal assistant in many ways, but particularly for correspondence.
There was also a very efficient
temporary olerk, and a map mounter and apprentice who also
perfom other multiihiom duties.
The Moral and Material Progress Iteport for 1879 " was mmmged
to be e revised edition of that for 1873. ~~y improvements were
introduced, the different sections were rewritten, and sixteen maps
ware prepared. Among them there is o m showing all the divisions

.
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See page 42.

* Parliamentary Papem: East India (Marine Surveys).

Return, 21st March 1 8 n ;
General Beport on the operatione of the M&ne Survey Department, 187476, with

of India, which i quite unique, and has received almost unqualified
pFaise from the leading geographers of this country and of Germany. I n addition to the maps, an appendix was introduced, consisting of a series of statistical tables. The India Office is indebted
to Mr. Prinsep, who hrts for many years prepared tbe tabulm statements, for the conception and annual improvement of the Statistical
Abstract pmented to ~tkliament,consisting of a series of useful
tables. But it waa considered desirable that the cartographic and
tabular illustration of statistics should be combined, and that both
should be - comprised in the " Moral and Material Progress
RBport."
For the Report of 1874 the subjects selected for tabulation were
first the two statistical bases of area and population, next tbe
financial statement, tben the trade returna, and, finally, tables
showing the progress of education, and the number and distribution
of troops. These might perhaps be added to, but in selecting subjects for tabular illustration those only should be chosen that am
adapted for that method. It is also a great point to include as
much as posaible in one glance, and to avoid any unnecessary
multiplication of tablea, especially on the same subject. I paid
very special attention to the latter point in the preparation of the
statement of Indian exports and imports.
The Moral and Material Progress Report of 1879" was presented
in good time, and received even more general and hearty commendation than the former one. It waa rtn improvement, but it did not
deserve the praise that was bestowed upon it. The plan for tho
future wae that the succeeding Reports should only contain the
tranwtions of one year, as a rule, but that in each yeas one
particular subject should receive special elaboration ; while attention
was also given to the improvement of the Report as a, whole. Thus,
when a t the end of a fixed period a new edition of the more complete Report of 1874 was produced, it waa hoped that it would
make some approach to perfection, and would d y deserve the
praise which its predecessor received. My plans for future y a m were
as follows. For the Report of 1878 special attention had been given
to the Education Section. There would have been a g e n e 4
review of Indian literature on the plan of the annual pamphlet
brought out by M., Gtarcin de Tasay, and more complete information
respecting m i s s i o ~work. I n 1876 the Census would have
been thoroughly discussed, with a careful map. It had been
pointed out to me that the Reports lost much of their value to
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real students from not being furnished with those copious references to authorities which make the publications of Justixs Perthes
so useful. A system of references would, therefore, have been
commenced with the Report of 1876, and a copious index would
have been added. That of 1877 would have contained a completely re-written section on agriculture, with such a system of
illustrating agricultural statistics as I sketched in a paper read
before the Society of Arts.' Thus each Report would have contained some one specially elaborated subject, until .the time came for
the second edition of the complete Report of 1874, when the whole
would have been condensed and combined together in one harmonious work. Meanwhile the most important consideration was
the preservation of exactly the same arrangement of the sections,
i n tho successive Reports. Any departure from the original
arrangement destroys continuity, and thus mars the usefulness of
the Reports for purposes of reference.
The year 1875 was one of much departmental activity. Among
other things the collection of charts, maps, and books for exhibition
at the Paris Geographical Conpress had to be prepared for Colonel
Montgomerie ; and a catalogue was dmwn up in a compact form
which s m e d its purpose admirably. I n this year also the Auditor
called for a detailed account of the atock of maps on hand, and the
staff of the Department applied them~elveswith vigour to the
laborious task, necessitating the opening of every parcel, and the
counting of its contents.
The dimvery of the journals and other papers of W.George
Bogle, who was sent on a mission to Tibet by Warren Hastinga,
and of Mr. Manning, the only Englishman who ever visited Lhaaa,
fuFnished a good deal of useful work for the Department during
the year 1876. The preparation of an official work on Tibet waa
sanctioned, which afforded an opportunity of bringing together
much useful geographical information. The maps were prepared
by the ~ e o g r a ~ h i cdssistant,
al
who was also indefatigable in identifying names of places, and in conducting difficult bits of research.
The specially i d i f i d clerk gave assistance in many wags, besides
tra118lating the narratives of Grueber, Desideri, and Della Penna
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(tdgricultural Ststietica of India."

Paper read at the Society of Arb, May 2104

1876. No. 1174., vol. xxiii., p. 699.
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from the Italian. The temporary clerk's great exprim08 in the
businem of printing wae moat useful in all mattene co~mecteilwith
passing the work through the press, and in securing tx~nomy.~
The Department also had much work, in 1876, connected with
the Bpecial Loan Collection of Scientific Apparatus at South Kensington. Two eediona of the Official Handbook, one on Gteographical
Instruments and Maps generally, and the other on the Collection
of Maps of India, were prepared in the Department ;* but the
heaviest work fell upon the map mounter. He had to frame and
prepare for exhibition a large collection of maps iUustrating every
period from the time of Portuguese ascendancy to that of the
most recent issue from the office of the Surveyor General. The
rough plans of the Portuguese and Dutch were succeeded by
more elaborate charts, these by militaq mute surveys, early
topographical mape, sheets of the .Atlas, and finally by elaborate
topographical and revenue maps adapted for all the wants of a
complicated system of government. The exhibition of this series
of Indian maps excited great interest.
The want of a simplified catalogue of the maps on sale had been
felt both for public and official purposes ; and, as the stores were
kept under reference numbers, it mas thought advisable to combine
that system with alphabetical order, instead of adopting the elaborate
geographical arrangement. This catalogue was compiled and passed
through the press by the temporary clerk, whose experience was
invaluable in the economical publication of such a work. The c a b
l o p e is in a tabular form, with columns for the reference numbers,
titles of the maps alphabetically arranged, dates, scales, size in
inches, and price. It also has an index map to sheets of the Atlas,
with a key index. By the use of thie excellent catalogue any
member of the Department can readily find m y map in store. It
has. passed through two editions. I n future a supplement will be
issued every quarter, on the arrival of each consignment h m
India, whioh will be incorporated at the end of the year.
1 '6Narrativee of the Mimion of George Bogle to Tibet, and of the J o m e y of
Thomes Manning to Lheeg edited, with notes, an introduction, and Livea of Bogle and
Manning, by Clementa R. Markham, C.B., Geographical Department, India Oflice"
(Triibner, 1876), pp. clxi. end 364, Maps, $c.
"South Kensington Museum: Handbook to the Special Loan Collection of
Scientific Apparatne, 1876." Prepared at the request of tlie Lords of the Committee
of Council on Edncation, pages 230 to 277.
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m e year 1877 bae been a, time devoted to completing all the tasks
that remain unfinished. One of the chief of theae tasks is the
publication of the General Catalogue. Much labour haa been
encountered in the classification and arrangement for the press
of articles W g more than 600 pages; and the work has been
much hindered by the incorporation of additional materiala whioh
have acmued from time to time from various official quarters. The
exclusion of these acquisitions would doubtless b e expedited the
publication and prevented complaints on the soore of delay; but
the practical value of the catalogue would have suffered matmially
from such omissions, and as several years must elapse before a, work
of this kind is reprinted, it was determined to make it as complete
a possible. With this view, dso, the Contents and Alphabetid
Index am carefully elaborated, so that reference may be guided
to the collateral illustration which articles under various titlea
and heads reflect on one another. This General Catalogue contains eveq geographical document in the India Office, including
the original manuscript work of Rennell, and many other famous
Indian surveyors. Among the treasures preserved from destructio~
are the origind manusmipt reports of the trigonometrical operations
of Colonel Iambton, Sir George Everest, and Sir Andrew Waugh.
The collection also contains a valuable series of maps of the h g e a
and other rivers of India, most of them in manuscript, by Rennell,
Colebmke, Wood, Hodgson, Bedford, and Wilcox. There are &o
manuscript maps of Rennell and Buchanrtn Hamilton; the maps
and memoirs of Mysor by O o h k k e n g i e ; the reports and papera
of the mission of Sir Alexander Burnes ; and the manuscript maps
and field books of Lieutenant Wood, the discoverer of the source of
the' Oxus ; the maps and routes of Kirkpatrick, Crawford, and
Ochterlony in Nepal; and many other valuable documents, including memoirs, journals, and field books.
It is anticipated that the India Office Geographical Cahlogue
will be of great service, not only to geographers and map makers,
but also to Government Departments, and to inquirers into almost
all c.lassea of Indian subjects. It will convey a vast amount of
information as to the existence of precious manuscript materials,
both in the shape of maps and of memoirs, which have hitherto
bemi buried and unknown. A very complete idea can thus be
formed of the existing materials for the compilation of general
&.aps, and for use in the study of special subjects.
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USES OF THE BICOBBAPHIC~L
DEPARTMENT.

Another task for 1877 has been the preparation of this second
edition of the "Memoir on the Indian Surveys." I n each of the
five years that have intervened since the publication of the k t
edition, an Abstract of the Surveys for the year, exactly on the plan
of the Memoir, has been prepared and published. The two l z t
were very ably compiled by the specially appointed clerk. There
has been a good demand for these Abstracts, and the early ones
m e out of print, so that they have served a useful p q o s e . The
information they contain has now been embodied in this second
edition of the Memoir.
One more task has been completed in the present year ; namely,
the preparation of an edition of the voyages of Sir James Lancaater,
the commander of the k t venture of the East India Company,
followed by a calendar of aU the logs or journals which have escaped
destruction, and are preserved in the India Office, from 1607 to
1700 inclusive? This work will be a slight contribution towards the
proper record and arrangement of the priceless though sadly mutilated and neglected collection of early historical documenta.
The year 1877 will see the end of my work as Head of the
Geographical Department of the India Office. I t has extended over
a period 'of ten years, from 1861 to 1871. It has been @pleasant
work, because it has borne fruit, it has yielded results, and has
secured several steps in advance which cannot well be lost again.
But the pleasure has been mainly caused by the zealous and efficient
co-operation of the staff. which has worked under me.
The uses of the Geographical Department will in future be to
keep up direct communication with the survey and other scientific
branches of the service in India, and to t m w t aU business connected with them ; to disseminate and utilize the results of their
work; to keep on record, and ready for the use of all inquirers,
what remains of the once magnificent collection of geographical
materials, and to add to it; and to produce all geogmphical and
other kindred work that is required to be executed in E n g h d .
The public service and the interests of science will be furthered in
no small degree by the careful performance of these duties. There
1 The voyages of Sir James Lancarter, Kt., to tho East Indiea, with abetrace of
journals of voyages to the East Indiea during the serenteeuth century, preserved in
6 L the India Office ; and the voyage of Captain John Knight (1606) to aeek the North" west Passage. Edited, with an introduction, by Clement8 R. Markham, C.B., F.R.S.
(Printed for the Hakluyt k e t y , 1877.)

is, I sincerely trust, a long and useful career before the Deparlment, during which a l l existing work will b kept up, and m y
plans for improvements, which I strove vainly to carry out, will
eventually bear fruit. In watching its continued prosperity, my
hopes will, I tiust, be justified, and all my hard work and anxiety
during the laat ten years will be fully repaid
Deoember, 1877.

CLEMENTS R. MARKHAM.

POSTSCRIPT.
Since the above sheets went to piem the Survey ~ e ~ a r t m e n tofa
India have had to mourn the loss of tbree qf their most distinguished
ornamente, Sir Andrew Waugh, Colonel Robinson, snd Colonel
Montgomerie.

-

SIR ANDREWSCOTTWAUGHwas the son of General Gilbert
Waugh, the Military Auditor-General at Madraa, and was born in
1810. He entered the corps of Bengal Engineers in 1827, beame
Garrison Engineer at Allahabad in 1830; and, when still a very
young man, joined the great Trigonometrical Survey, then under
the able direction of Colonel Everest. His nomination was dated
the 2nd of July 1832, and his friend and contemporary was Thomas
Renny, now Major Renny Tailyour, of Borrodeld, co. Forfar.
The first work which was entrusted to the two zealous young officers,
Waugh and Renny, was the exploration of the wild, jungly country
between Chunar and the sources of the Son and Narbada, up to
Jabdpur. They completed this service, and submitted a very
interesting topographical and geological report in 1834, with
coloured sketches of their route, the manuscript of which is still
preserved in the Geographical Department of the India Office.
Their next work was of a far more difEcult character. It was to
assist Colonel Everest in the important operation of mwuring the
most northern base for the Great Arc Series, which was commenced
in the end of 1834. The region selected for this measurement was
the Dehra Dun, a beautiful valley between the Sawalakh hills and the
Himalayas. As soon as the base was measured, it was re-measured
in reverse order by Waugh and Renny, the error being 2 -396inches
in 7 42 miles. On the 1st of October, 1836, Colonel Everest took
the field with both the large theodolites, dividing his staff into two
distinct parties, under himself and h d r e w Waugh. After two
years of incessant work, Lieutenant Waugh was sent, in Octoljer
1838, to revise the angles in the Deccan, and he completed a series
of triangles over a meridional distance of 260 miles, retupniq to
Dehra in June 1839. To show the wonderful accuracy of these
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obsmvatiane, it may be mentioned that the diiferenoe between the
length of the Dehra Dun barre as measured, -and as computed by
t r h g d a t i o n from the &nj baee, was 7 inohes. In 1840,Waugh
a
waa engaged in f h h g latitudm at stations on the G m t Arc by
observations of stare ; and in 18411he proceeded to remetmum the
Bidar base. This brought to rt close the operations for measuring
the Great Arc Series of . India,
whioh extends from Cape Comorin
.
to the Himdaym.
When Sir George Everest retired, in 18413,he recommended that
his able and indefatigable assistant, Andrew Waugh, should s a d
him. In 'doing so, Everest thus spoke af his suocessor ;-'.' He is
beloved md respeuiied by all the subordinate members of my
department, and held in honour and egteem by dl who know him
personally. His talents, aequirem~11te,and. habits & a saholar, 4
mathematician, a gentile-,
and a aoldier, am of a high. order."
In 1843, Captain Andrew Waugh was appointed Surveyor-General
and Superintendent of .the Great ~ o n o m e t r i o a lSurvey of India.
His first work was to'oompleb Sir George Bvereat's projeot for the
trianguIation of the important region between the Great Arc
and Oalcutta, and until 1848 he waa engaged in the supervision of
thie work, and especially 2n b i n g the heighta . of the Himalayw
peaks. The heighte of' 79 peaks.wm bed, the loftiest of which,
29,002 feet above the sea, was well .named by Clolonel Waugh after
his old chief, M o h t Everest; It is still the loffiest measured peak
in the world.
After the completion' of this series, Co10nel:Waugh was free to
undertake a work originated by himself, and the acquisition of Sind
and the Punjab offered & vast field .for h h operations. He conceived a project for forming a system of triangulation to the westw a d of %lie Great 'Am'Series, .'ta include the .newly-acquired
teririry. Ilia old 'friefid and companion, Benny Tailyour, WM ~ t h
him wh&nthh.work was b0gun, but; he retired. in 1849, on eucoeed.
ing to his father's estate of Borrowfield. I n 1861, Cahnal Waug4.
superintended the metmmment of the Ohuch h e : in the Punjab,.
and in 1864 he saw the base at Karhhi completed. He took
special pains in the pparation of the vohune ,recod@ the
measumment of the Ohuoh and l b d c h i haw,.and drew..up.a
memmandum to serVe. as' a guide for me~urinp;future base lines.This volume, in manuscript, is ~d in the ~ e o ~ ~ h i d '
D e p a r h ~ tof the Indis Oh..-1x11856, CoLolsel Waugh inati,

'
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tuted a series of levelling operations to determine the height of the base lines in the interior, commencing in the Indus valley in 1868 ;
d he also ordered the commencement of the survey of Kashmir.
Great progress was made in the Topographical and Revenue
Surveys during the administration of Sir Andrew Waugh, who was
admirably supported by Major Thuillier from 1847. I n 1861 Sir
Andrew published his " Instructions for Topographical Surveying ;"
and besides the Kmhmir Survey, under Montgomerie, that of the
Sind 8agar Doab, under Robinson, was due to the initiative of the
Burveyor-General.
Sir Andrew Waugh became a Major-General and was knighted in
1861; and he retired in March of the same year, after having held
the appointment for 17 years. When he returned to England, he
took with him the appreciative thanks of his Government, and the
attachment of a splendid s M of surveyors who had been trained
under his auspicw. The whole s M , 191 in number, presented him
with a service of plate in 1862. He had pushed forward the great
wmk ~ t such
h
ability and energy that his. successor, Colonel
Wdker, can see his way to its completion within a limited number
of ymrs. His labours were brought to public notice in seyeral of
the annual addresses of the Presidents of the Royal Geographical
Society, and in 1867 he was awarded its Gold Medal. A history of
the operations of the Great !higonometrical Survey down to the
time of Sir Andrew Waugh's resignation, compiled by H. Duhan,
will be found in five articles in the " Professional Papers on Indian
Engineering " (vol. ii., pp. 286 and 398, and vol. iii., pp. 94t,305, and
402).
On his return to England, Sir Andrew Waugh became an aative
and useful member of the Royal Geographical Society, where his
advim was most valuable in all matters relating to instruments and
to Asiatic geography. He became a Fellow in 186'7, and was a
member of the Council from 1861 to 1812, holding the office of
Vice-President during the last five yarn. I n 1862 he was elected a,
member of the Geographical Olub. He was also a Fellow of the
Royal Society.
Sir Andrew Waugh was twice married, and had one son by his
first wife, Gilbert William Reuny Waugh, who entered the army in
1867, and is now a lieutenant in the 78th Highlanders. For the
last five years the health of the veteran surveyor had been failing.
He was missed at hie seat at the Council table of the Qeographiod

h i e t y , and still more was the absence of his genial smile and
kindly greeting regretted by the Geographical Club. But his
friends had the pleaam of seeing him at the Athenseum almost
to the laat. He died at his house, 7, Petersham Terrace, Kensington,
on the 2lst of February 1878, a t the age of sixty-eight.
THOU GEOBGBMONWOMEBIE,
the third son of Colonel Montgomerie, of Annick Lodge, and nephew of the twelfth Earl of
Eglinton, was born at Ayr on the 23rd of April, 1830. Whilst at
Addiscombe he w e d the a Pollock Medal," awarded to the most
dietinguished cadet of the season, and he entered the East India
Company's service, as tl Lieutenant in the Bengal Engineers, on the
8th of June 18469.
Very soon after his &vd in India, young Montgomerie joined
the Great Tripnometrical Survey, in October 1862 ; gnd in 1853
we find him assisting in the measurement of the Chuch base, near
Attock. In 1864 he accompanied Sir Andrew Waugh to Kadchi,
and took part in that base measurement from Deoember 1864 until
its completion on January 20, 1866.
AB soon as this work waa done, the survey of Kashmir, and of
the mighty mass of mountains up to the Tibetan frontier, was commenced. Captain Montgomerie was only in his twenty-fUth yeax
when this important and most difficult service was entrusted to him
by Sir Andrew Waugh. He began work in the spring of 1866, and
during the f i t season he carried the series across the Pir Panjd
range into Kaahmir. Two of the stations were 13,000 and 16,000
feet above the sea. Building materials had to be dug out of the
snow for the station pillars, and the observers were detained at one
station for twenty-two days, owing to snowstorms and foggy
weather. Afterwds, as the party penetrated into the mountains,
the height of the stations averaged 17,000 feet, and luminous signals
were used from peaks 19,OOQand even 20,000 feet above the sea.
.Between 1856 and 1861, young Montgomerie extended the triangulation over 93,000 square miles. One member of the party took
observations from a station whioh was 20,600 feet above the sea,
and marks were erected on peaks as high as 21,480 feet. Montgomerie fixed the height of a peak in the Karakorum range,
temporarily called K 2, which is second only to Mount Everest,
having a height of 28,290 feet. This most difficult and laborious
survey is remarkable for its accuracy, and in a circuit of 890 miles,

of a second in Istitude, and ~f f, in
only a discrepancy of
longitude, was found. The topographical iUhg in .by p h e - table
advanced with the triangulation, both being d e r the supermtencl..
. .
ence of Captain Montgomerie.
after ten years of uninterrupted b u r in Kaahmir, MonL
gomerie went home on leave ; and on the 22nd of May 1866, Sir
Roderick Murchieon presented him with the Founders' Gold M d
of the Royal Geographical Society.' The President said to him, on
When we reflected hpon the remarkable
the part of the Council #'-:
facts that you had passed. Rom the hot plains of .Bindustan to the
bftiest region on the face of the globe, and that there, amidst
enormous glaciers,,you had made accurate scientific observations at
~tations,one of which was 5,000 feet higher than the summit of
Mont Blanc, we could not fail to applaud and reward such noble
feats, displaying, as they did, the great abilities and energy with
which you conducted so arduous a survey.''
On- May lst, 186'7, Captain Montgomerie r e s u e d his labours in
India, conducting the Kurnaun and Gurhwal survey, and executing
rt spbcially accurate survey'of the hill sanz+rium of Ranikhet.
But the work by which Colonel Mont&omerie.i s most generally
his system of
known among geographers, is that comprised
empjoying native' explorere to make discoveries in the unknown
regions beyond the'northem frontiers of British, India. He h ~ p e d
that by this means the whole couptry bekween British and Russian
territories would be laid open. Natives & permitted to travel
without molestation, as traders or in 'other capacities, through
countries where Europeans would certainly be regarded with suspicion, and most probably would .be murdered. Montgomerie's
plan wae to employ Pathans to explore the Hindu Kush, the &lley
of the Oxus, and Eastern b k i s t m ; while for the exploration of
Tibet he engaged Bhutiyaa and inhabitants of the upper valleys of
the Himalayas within British territory. He taught them to make
route surveys by taking bearings with a compass and pacing the
distrtnce~:. to take meridian altitudes with a sextant to determine
latitudes and to observe with a boiling-point thermometer. But
he did not teach them how to reduce their obser~stions,and they
were not supplied with astronomical tables, in order that they might
not be able to fabricate fictitious work.
There was great difhulty in traising these native explorers, and
there were manydisappointrnenfs. Out of six ,or eight men that
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were inetruoted for yaws, only two or three turned out first-class
resulted in the acquisition of
observers. Nevertheless, t h i .system
~
a large a m o u t of new information, and the ~ o r of
k " Montgomerie'e
Pundits " ia well known to all geographers. They penetrated to
L h m and the interior Tibetan lakes on one side, and to the unexplored regions of the Upper Oxus on the other. On his return,
each explorer brought his crude work to Montgomerie, who reduced
the observations, prepared the jourartls for publication, compared
the work with all that was previously known, and b l l y completed
a series of invaluable reports.
Colonel Montgomerie was senior Deputy-Superintendent of the
Great Trigonometrical Survey, when ill-health obliged him to retire,
to the great regret of the Department, in 1876. Bn appreciative
notice of his services-by his colleague, Mr. Hennessey--appeared
in the Annual Report for 1876-76, which was reprinted at page 123
of the Qeopphical Mapsine for May 1877. Colonel Montgomerie
became a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society in 1865, and
a member of the Geographical Club in 18'73. He was elected a
Fellow of the Royal Society in 1872.
The last time that he was officially employed was in 1876, when
he acted as Her Majesty's Commissioner at the Qeogmphical
Congress in Paris. But his long and severe service bad shortened
his valuable life. He never seems to have r d y recovered after his
retto England; and he died at Bath on the 31st of January
--to
- mourn
his loss. Their
1878, leaving a widow and three children
a o r m will be shared by many friends and W r s , both in this
country and in India. The Indian Survey Department has lost one
of its brightest ornaments, and all geographers will feel that a life
has been cut short, which, had it been spared, would yet have done
much precious service in furthering the objects of their science.
.

.

G-ODWINAUSTEN
the Survey DepartBy the retirement of MAJOR
ment has sustained another serious loss.
Henry H. Godwin Austen, son of Robert A. Godwin Austen,
Esq., of Shelford House, near Guildford, the eminent geologist,
received his h t commission in December 1851. He served in the
Eashmir Survey, under Montgomerie, and sketched some most di.&
cult ground with great taste and skill, including the enormous
glaciers of Little Tibet, one of them 36 miles long. His notes on
the valley of Kashmir, and on the glaciers of the Mustakh Range

were published in the " T m m t i o n s of the Royal Geographical
Society, 1861," p. 30, and 18641,p. 19. Henext accompanied Mr.
Eden's Mission to Bhutan, serving a f t e r w d with the Duar Field
Force. He then headed the sixth topographical party for the
survey of tho forest-covered and pestilential Garos, the Khasia and
Jaymta hills, Nrtugong, and N. Cachar. I n 1873 he waa engaged
in the Naga hills, and in 1875 he accompanied the D u f i military
expedition, producing an out-town of work representing 1,705 square
miles of entirely new topography. This work on the northern
frontier of Assam is of great geographical importance, as throwing
light on the vexed question of the course of the Brahmapuh; and
Godwin Awten haa contributed to our knowledge a, map of the
D u f h Hills and the course of the Subansiri. He retired from the
servioe on the 12th of June 1877.
Reference to Colonel ROBINSON'S
surveying services will be found
in the Index.

-

APPENDIX.

I n Section XVII. of the " Memoir on Indian Survejs," by Mr. Markham,
the arrmgements are described which were made in 1868, for having the
remaining sheets of the atltts engraved a t Calcutta, under the immediate superintendence of the Surveyor-General? An engraving oflice was to be o r g d s e d
in India by Colonel Thuillier, who had been given a staff of English
engravers selected by himself in this country, to form the nucleus of the new
ofEce, and train natives of India in the art of engraving and hill-etching on
copper plate. To prevent any delay in the publication of the atlas while the
new o&oe was being organised a t Calcutta, it was arranged that all the plates
of the atlas which were actually in the hands of engravers in England, or
for which geographical materials were available, should be finished in England.
This work waa neceasa~ilyto be performed under the superintendence of Mr.
John Walker, the Geographer to the India Office, by whom the atlaa had been
commenced in the year 1826, and had been carried on ever since during e
period of more than 40 yeara, in a highly satisfactory manner, but who had
now attained n great age and wished to retire from bueinew as soon as the
engraving arrangements in Calcutta were sufficiently matured to permit of hie
ser vicea being dispensed with.
I n fact it was the circumetance that Mr. Walker could not naturally be
expected to be phyeically able to carry on his work much longer, which had
shown the necesrtity for making some other provision for the completion of the
. atlas, and thus led to the formation of the ingraving office in India. The new
arrangements were not made a day too soon; Mr. Walker very shortly afterweids became unable to attend to nny further details of business, hie communications to this office became more and more intermittent, and a t lest
ceased altogether ; very few of the ntlaa sheete, which in 1868 he had undertaken to complete, were rendered to this office, and nothing was known of the
condition of the remainder, for latterly his medical attendante have not
permitted him to be spoken to on the subject
In J a n w y last I was asked to move in the matter, and to ascertain the state
of affairs. I found that very little more had been done than what had already
beenrenderedto thia.oflice, and that much the greater portion of the work had
not yet been commenced. It soon became evident that the collepse had arisen
1

Thin war written in 18i9.

"

See Memoir " ( h t edition), p. 888.

mainly from the circumstance that Mr. John Walker bad been in the habit of
constructing the projections and compiling the materials of the atlas sheets with
his own hande. He alone knew anything about the theoretical principles or
the practical details of the eystem of projection on which the atlw had been
constructed hitherto, and which necmarily would have to be adhered to in
completing it. When his health broke
...--. -down there wm no one to take h k
place, consequently moat of the new sheets had not yet been commenced, for
he had nat been aMe to oonskuct the projections and put the, materials
together. On the other hand, the completion of the copper platm, which were
actually in the hends of the engravers, was progressing very slowly for want
of funds to pay the engravers. Mr. Walker had been in the habit of paying
all the expenses of the engraving from his private means ,in the first instance,
and sending .in b i b to this office after the completion of the work ; but, for
upwards of ten yeare, he had not taken any steps even to reimburse himself
for the large advances which. he must have made, and hence the opez%tions
languished for want of funds.
Thus it appeared that a ,work which is of great national importance,
though neither very difficult nor" very costly, was almost at a atandstill for
want of some one to initiate the succeesive stage. of the operatione and .to
exercise a general supervision over the whole, and also for want of the moderate
funds which were required to defray the current expensee.'
Out of deferenoe and regard to the great family of geographers and
engravers, by one of the members .of which. the atlae had hitherto .been
broight out eo sdmirrtb1y;I proposed that an a n q e m e n t should 'be made
with hfr. John Walker's younger brother, Charlea, who had once been in
partnership with bim, but had long retired from business, for the completion
of the p k s actually in tbe hands of the engmvem; but Mr. Charles Walker
died very suddenly and unexpectedly, while the arrangement was under
discussion ; there was no other member of the family who w w in a position
to take his p h , and fhus the connexian of the Walker M y with the great
geographical work with which ita name h a been assoeie,ted for a period of
nearly half a century became dimolved
On Mr. Charles Walker's death the copper plates and geographical mates&
were collected together and made over to this office.
I was then on the point of returning to India, but in consequence of
1 In earnexion with this subject the following paragrapha of a letter, dated 18th June 1888, h m
the Court of Mrectors to the Mndrsa Qovernment are d much intee& Noticing an an~ouuooment
by the Surveyor-General of India (dated 89th M q h 1838) that a map of the PeDinenL w u beiw
conetracted by his deputy at M a d r ~ on
, the scale of Arrowsmith's large map, the Court writer:* We desira that auch a work be not persisted in. To the attempta which have been made at diiFer" ent timer by the Surveyor-Qend at the theersl Indian preaidmdier to eosattuct maps. emb&ng
cc a Large extent of country, and the consequent retention of docnmenta in India, we impute, the li&
66 pw.es
that hae yet been made in the formation of a general Indian atlas. A11 projects of that
g' nature begun in India have failed from the supervening sicknese or death of the projectom, or from
other ob6tmctions occurring in the progress of the work, whilst the requisite dwumenta haring
been retained in India, contrary to o y reiterated orders, we have been prevented h r n taking the
6g necesscy m
e for tbe oompletim of a general Indian atha in thin country."

Colonel Thuillier's earneet repreamtations of the inadequacy of his engraving office in Calcutta to undertake all the arrears of work which had been
accumulating in England, as well aa to keep pace with the operations of the
field surveys in India, I wns detained in England for a few month^ in
order to make arrangements for the completion in this country, not only
of the copper plates which were in the hands of the engravers, but of several
new plntes for which geographical materials were available. For this purpose it was necessary tba.t I sl~ouldascertain the principles on which the
projections had hitherto been based, and this was not a very easy matter, for
there was no one who could give me any iuformation on the subject, excepting
Mr. Walker, who waa too ill to be spoken to. Eventually, I came across a
manuscript memorandum book in Mr. Walker's office in Castle Street, Holborn,
containing tables and other data on which the projections must have been
based, aa appears from internal evidence, though there is nowhere any statement to that effect. This book was lent to me for a short time, after which
i t had to be returned to Mr. Walker's family ; but meanwhile all the most
important portions had been transcribed, s d c i e n t to permit of the projectiom of the remaining atles sheets being constructed in such a manner se to
be in exact correspondence with those of the sheets already completed, provided only that the scale or unit of length from which all the measuremente
had been hitherto laid off on the copper plates could be procured. After
considerable difficulty and delay I succeeded in obtaining this scale from Mr.
Walker's family, but only on loan, and under a promise that it should be soon
returned. These difficulties, I am persuaded, merely arose from a natural
feeling of hesitation on the part of the family to do anything which Mr. John
Walker might-for aught that was known to the contrary-have disapproved;
there can be no doubt they would not have occurred had he been well enough
to be consulted, for it was afterwards ascertained that he had allowed Colonel
Thuillier to take a copy of the mnnuscript memorandum book above specified,
and had furnished him with an exact copy of the scale.
It i desirable that some more permanent record should be made than at
present exista of the detaila of the construction of this great geographical .
work which has already been going on for nearly half a century and is still
far from complete. I have, therefore, drawn up the following memoranda.
regarding the principles of the projection, the data on which i t is based, and
the practical details of its application, and d s o on the unit of the ndopted
scale of measurement.

The Prqjection,
Thie ie one of the numerous modificatione of the conical development; it
repreaenta the parallels of latitude by concentric arcs, but the meridians b ~ arcs concave to the central meridinn, and not by straight lines as in the true
c o n i d development. A cone ii assumed to roll over the spheroid tangentidy
to an adopted central parallel of latitude, the distance from the vertex of the
cone to this parallel (= normd x cotan latitude) is the radius of projection
of the parallel, and may be considered aa the fundamental radius of the pro.
(l&Ul.)
13 c
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jection, for the radii for aJl other parallels are determined by adding t o or
subtracting from it the distancee between those p a d e l s and the central
pardel.
The angle subtended at the vertex of the cone by a longitudinal arc of '1
in length is called the "angle of the projection " for the parallel of latitude to
which the arc appertains ; aa this angle varies with the latitude, its value is
computed for each parallel.
These data constitute the fundamental elements of the pojectidn, and ate
given in the following table :TABLE' OF THE

ELEKENTS
OF

THE

I

Badii of Projection.
Parallel of Iatitude.

Angle of Projeotion L e q h in Fathom
for 'Lo of longitude. of 1 of Longitude.

I

In h*Lom8.
La+brm.

I

0

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
87

PROJECTION.

.

8723613
8663149
8602682
8542212
8481739
8421263
8360779
8300286
8239'793
8179300
8118820
8058311
7997796
7937275
7876747
7816212
7755670
7695121
7634564
7574000
76 13428
7452847
7392258
7S31660
7271053
7210437
7149812
7098117
7037473
6976819
6916155

-

6.940696
6 -937675
6 .934630
6'931570
6 928468
6 ' 922246
6'919092

'
1

6.912700
6.909493
6 '906243
6.902970
6.899671
6 896347
6 892997
6.889640
6.886215
6 882786
6.879325
6.875837
6 -872322
6 868777
6.865201
6.86159'7
6.857962
6.854293
6:851147
6.847418
6.848657
6.839861

- -

II

23-48
25-55
24.1
24.7
24.13
24.18
24.23
24.27
24-35
24.39
24.41
24.44
24.46
24.48
24.50
24.51
24.51
24.51
24.51
24-4 4
24.48
24.46
24- 44
24.41
21.38
24.34
24.27
24-25
24.17
24-11

60406

60268
60112
5938
59746
69685
59307
59060
58796
58514
58314
57896
67561
57208
66838
56451
56047
55625
55187
54782
54260
53772
53267
52746
5!BlO

51657
51088
504504
49905
49290
48660

The elementa of the figure of the earth which are here employed are not
stated, but there can be no doubt that they must have been those which were
determined by Colonel Lambton from hi8 measurements on the great Indian
Arc, and are given in voL xiii. of the " Asiaticr Resqamhee.!' This will be
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been by comparing the differenma between the lengths of the radii of projection

with the length8 of Colonel Lambtan's meridional degrees, and also by comparing the lengths of the longitudinal degree8 of the projection with those of
Colonel Lambton, as in the following table :Pdel
of Iatitade.

I

DWerenoea between Badii
of Projection.

-

I

Lengths of Colonel Lambton's
Meridional Degrees.

-

60,467 5 fathoms.
60,470'1
,,
60,478'2
,,
60,476'5
,,
60,480-3
,,
60,484.3
,,
60,488.7
,,
60,493- 4
,,
60,498-4
,,
60,503.8
,,
60,509-4
,,
60,515-4 ,,
60,621.6
,,
60,528*2 ,,
60,535'0
,,
60,542-0
60,649.4
,,
60,557-0
60,664'8
,,
60,572-9
,,
60,581'2
60,589'7
,,
60,598.4
,,
60,607.4
,,
60,616'5
,,
60,625'8
60,635'2
,
60,644.8
,,
60,654'6
,,
60,664.4 . ,,
60,674-3
,,

,

,,

,,

,,

1

Longitudinal Degrees.

60,406-4 fathoma.
60,268.6
,,
60,112.6
,,
59,938.4
,,
59,746-1
,,
59,535.6
,,
59,307.1
,,
59,060-6
,,
58,796.3
,,
58,514-1
,,
58,214-2
,,
57,896-6
,,
57,561-4
,,
57,2oa.s
,,
56,838.9
,,
56,451-6
,,
56,047-2
,,
65,625-8
,,
55,187.5
,,
54,732-4
,,
54,26Ca6
,,
53,772-4
,,
53,267'8
,,
52,746:9
,,
52,21OmO
,,
51,657.2
,
51,088.6
,,
50,504.5
,
49,904.9
,,
49,290.2
,,
48,660.3
,g
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The accordance is sdiciently close to leave no doubt that Colonel Lambton's
data muet have been employed ; the longitudinal degrees of the projection are
all but identical with Colonel Lambton's, and the differen- between the radii
of projection p m t i d l y correspond with his meridional degrees in every case,
excepting between 33" and 3h0, where there is n considerable error, which,
however, has been allowed for in the practical construction of the projection,
and haa not very materially inHuenced t l ~ eaccuracy of this portion of the
atlaa
With the data in the table of the elements of the projection, the rectangular
coordinates of the points of intersection of the principal meridians with the
principal parallels were computed with reference to an adopted central
meridian, and the points of its intersection. by the parallels. Putting e for
the "angle of projection " for 1" of longitude on any given p d e l , and T for
the corresponding radius of projection, then the coordinates of the extremity
of an arc,of n degrees on t.hat parallel, aa referred to the central meridian and
the point a t which it is intersected by the parallel, will be
T Sin ne and T versin m,
the former perpendicular and the latter parallel to the given meridian.
I t is unneceReary to give in this place the values of the coordinates which
were calculated for the projection, they were found on examination to require
to be checked by a recomputation which hm been commenced but is not yet
completed.
The meridian which has h e n adopted as the central meridian or axis of the
projection is 76' 30' eaat of Greenwich ; this is not only stated to be the case
in Mr. Walker's memorandum book, but can,be deduced from the calculations
of the co-ordinates. I have not been able to ascertain why a meridian which
is so far from being central was selected as the central meridian.
What parallel waa adopted as the c e n M parallel of the projection is nowhere stated, and the data by which it might be ascertained are incomplete,
but the value of the radii of projection clearly show that it must lie between
24" and 25", and most probably is 24' 30'.
The eheets of the atlas are rectangular, their dimensions as taken between
the marginal linea on the copper plates being 38 by 24 - 4 inches, repm3ent.i~
a diutance of 134,850 fathoms lengthways, on the perpendicular to the central
meridian, and a distance equivalent to the length of a me~idionalarc of 1" 28'
breadthways.
The sheeta are situated unsymmetrically with reference to the central
meridian, for it passer3 over.the central sheets a t a distance corresponding to
37,100 fathoms from the west, and 97,750 fathoms from the eaat margin.
This is exceedingly inconvenient, entailing separate computations for the projection of the clheets east and west of the central meridian, which would have
been avoided if a symmetrical arrangement bad been adopted.
The origin of co-ordinates is a t the inbaection of the parallel of 6 O with
the central meridian ; but each of the points a t succeaaive intervals of lo 26'
on the central meridian, from 1st. 5" upwarda, may be said to be origins of
co-ordinah, and employed aa such in the crrlculations for the corresponding
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belb of sheets, right and left, and thie is a very convenient arrangement
which leesons the labour of the calculationa
The following h b l e gives the distinguishing numbers of the central sheete,
and the parallels of latitude whose intersections with the central meridian are
the points through which the perpendiculars are drawn, which are the top and
bottom marginal lines of the sheets in each belt..

The dimensions of the sheets from top to bottom have been made to correspond witb lengthe of 86,716fathoms to the south of the parallel of 210,and
86,788 fathome to the north of that parallel ; the correeponding valuea of the
meridiod degrees are 60,600fathoms to the south and 60,550 to the north,
which differ appreciably from those on which the calculations for the projection are founded, though not to any material exteut.
None of the documents to which I have hitherto had accees give any
information as to who was the originator of the projection of the Indian A t h .
There is a lithographed pamphlet in thie office entitled "Construction of the
graticule for a General Atlas of India" which ie believed to have been
written by Col. Blacker, who was Surveyor-General of India, but i t does not
give either the name of the author or the date a t which it was written. It
pmposea a method of projection which in principie is identical with the one
actually adopted, and is b a e d on the same geodetic elernenta, but differs in all
other details, the central paxallel-the ndopted value of which influences the
whole of the calculations-being lat. 20" instead of 24v, and the central
meridian being that of 80" instead of 763". The size of the sheeta wcls
intended to be 38.38 by 27 53 inches ; the origin of co-ordinab was
in the centre of the atlas, at the point corresponding to let. 20". long. 80" the
intersection of the central p a d e l witb the central meridian.
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" Tables are added, giving the natural lengths of the co-ordinates and their
lengths on the scale of the map. This scale wasin the first instance intended to
hare been +th
part of nature, but &ftarw~rds was altered to
which
is the same aa that of 1 inch=4 miles ; the tables give the values of the coordinates for both scales All the calculations seem to have been carefully made
out and verified, and the results are tabulated in a convenient form for use, which
is very far from being the case with the calculations for the actual projection.
The design of the atlas ia believed to have been influenced to some extent
by Mr. Aaron h w a m i t h ' e Atlas of Southern India, from Cape Comorin to
the river Kistnah, which wee published in the year 1822, and was evidently
designed by its author as the commencement of an Atlas of all India; for it
is accompanied by a sketch map showing " how many aheet~of this size would
" be required for a map of India on a scale of 4 English miles to one inch,
" any one of which may be engraved independent of another when m a t e d
" offer, and may be united to the rest by keeping correctly to the lines as
" d r a m on this map ; the sheets as far as N. 16 are already engraved on the
" above scale."
But on a cloee examination it will be found that this atlas has little or
nothing in common with the Atlas of all India, the publication of which commenced five years d e r w a r d s ; the lengths of the sheeta may have been
intended to correspond, and there is an agreement between the limiting
meridians of some of the southern sheets which can scaxcely have been
fortuitous ; bnt there axe no other points of similarity.' Mr.. Brrowsmith's
central meridian appears to have been not 7 6 g but 78O, and the elements of
the earth's Ggure which were adopted for his projeotion cannot have been tho=
which resulted from Major Lambton's operations and were used as the basis
for the calcuhtions of the second a h , for they appertain to a figure of which
the polar axis is materially longer than the equator&, the diminution of the
length of the longitudinal degree between let. 84' and 144" beiig only 1-07
h t e a d of 1 44 of a mile, a circumstance which may very posaibly have
caused the subsequent abandonment of this atlas. I n both atlaws the dinensions of the sheets appear to have been regulated by the size of the double
- elephant sheet of drawing paper ; in the earlier one the d e w axe carried so
close up to the edges of the paper as t o leave no room for borders with the
degrew and minutes of latitude and longitude, which are therefore only given
on certain exterior sheets ; in the subsequent atlas the extent of the details is
less and permits of a border being placed round each sheet.
The whole of the sheete of the Atlas of India have been engraved by Mr.
John Walker ; the 24 sheets h t issued comprise portions of Northern I n d k
and Eaetern Bengal, as well as a reproduction of Mr. Arrowsmith's Southern
India; they were published between February 1827 and November 1833,
under the name of James Horsburgh, Hydrographer to the Honourable E a t
India Company. The next sheet was published in September 1836, under the
name of John Walker, Geographer to the Honourable East India Company.
Mr. Horsburgh died in that year, and Mr. Walker was appoinkd to succeed
him in hie duties, retaining the engraving of the atlas.
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The working scales which have been used by Mr. Walker are engraved on a
thin brass bar, about 17 inches in length by If in breadth, with a scale of
fathoms on one edge and a scale of minutes of latitude on the other. There
can be libtle d o u b t t h o u g h it is nowhere atated in words on the atlae sheets
-that the scale of the atlas must origudly have been intended to be that of
1 inch to 4 miles, or the &@th
part of nature ; for this, the entire length
of the fathom scale, from 0 to 60,000 should be 17 .045 English inches, but
on comparing it with a standard yard by Troughton and Simms, which appertains to the Observatory a t the India Store Department, Lambeth, I find that
it ia only 16 - 904 inches ; the scale of the atlas i~ therefore the P-hti
part
of nature, or somewhat leas than 1 inch to 4 miles, as has hitherto been supposed. The value of the mridional degree on Mr. Walker's scale is taken a t
60,500 fathoms, and the actual length of this degree on the scale is equal to
17 .056 inches of Troughton and Simms' standard yard, or very nearly what the.
length of the fathom scale ehould have been. On the other hand, the fathom
scale has been prolonged to a point beyond the 60,000 fathom division, a t a
diatance from the zero of that scale which is almost exactly equal to what the
length of the meridiond degree should have been. Hence it seema probable
that the length of the scales were laid off with all desirable accuracy in the
f i s t instance, but by some mistake the frtthom wale length was mistaken for
that of the meridiod degree and sub-divided accordingly, and vice v e d
In consequence of this error the dimensions of the copper plates, which
should have been 38 -81by 24 65 inches within the border lines, are only
38 .00 by 24 ~ 4 5inchea. The error neces~itateaa reduction of d e of all
geographical materials which are drawn on the quarter-inch d e , before they
a11 be correctly inserted on the copper plates, but otherwise it ie of little
importance; in the printed sheeta of the atlas larger errors arise from the
shrinkage of the paper, whioh, unfortunately, is unequal, being invariably
greater lengthways, in the direction passed over by the roller during the
proceea of printing, than breadthways, a t right angles to that direction; the
dimensions of several eheeta which I have memured vary from 37 -06 to
37 -50 inches in length, and from 24 12 to 24 ~ 2 2inches in breadth, the
greatest contraction having probably occurred when the paper was most
moistened before being paeeed through the press. To facilitate accurate
measurements from the a h sheets for certain specific purposes--as for
instance, for compiling geographical materials for new maps-it would be a
great advantage if a second scale of miles were given in either of the side
margins, a t right anglea to the one a t preaent given a t the bottom of each
sheet.
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P

0. T. Templeton
J.MoOgy

-

- - drbt.at
Burmyor, W
m e .
- .
u

No. 1 or OIRUor md 0.I.
and

u

&%ti~2rmoYtG
oi& E A. b (hDept.

*

No 720 dated Uh Beg
Gber' 1816. Extended
for SIX
month, furextenrion for three
monthr. Pnllp&y.

I

llth Aog. 1878

-

lnt Nor. lB74

.

I

I

N a 8, or Nun dmog Mvimion,~ % m e J .
No. 14 or ghsndmh m d
Bombay Native Bbtea
Survey.
No. 0. or Nun
rion. MpamWeyfhi.
-No.I.or BhopslaudMdwa
Bmy.
fia 8, or Nundydmog Divimion, wimm S w w .
No. or -mi
.nd
.
GWO
H& B~nrreg. Joined u
SubBumayoronbd July

Bmlruived
m
O
O

Z

E"
%s"::
duby In

h.
-Do-

Z

h om.,

Ith, or BUI& Dinhlat Survey. N. W. P.

- -

Wiiirn[Hnol.tr
O&tine
B m b l d . LB.
drth~UIhvldBmUt-

-

,,

sl.ad

.,
n

n

a

447
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Lbt of OBicsre of the Topographical and Revenue Survey Departmente, 1877--cant.

1 I

A p z g ~8alary.
tt.

Names.

~umtfve~ppointment.

Rawh.

BBVj&KW BUILVBY

-

DEPARTMENT.

JUXIOX
BWCH--COWL
J m e a Todd

- -

Patrick A
~ l e yL?.,
CbrlwhvidQe0geB.a-

-

8.muel YLcL Bmylie, LS.
V-t.

-

Hemy Ibg Littlemod

"

.

-

-

-

rn

"

4th # W e

n

,,

-dm

Maod0dd Law-

- - - -

mu, L.B.
Andrew John Gibson

ILsIu~DOBdwh Little

Htwy Townmald aulby, Id.

,,

-

Philip Fonl, L.B.

-

ZLobert Bod0LS.
J.mwCoMor
Thamu Hemy Dnnne. L.0.

-

WillLmJ.me~Lane-

-

rn

LB. -

bdst.nt %orrejrr,lrt

ede.

I

-

-

I

,,

m
I)

D

-

-

w

18thOot. l868

18th Nov. 1-

-

-

1StBhy lSaa ;
UtOat.lW

-

.
860

,,
,,

-

u t Jm. la64

260
"

mIdoat.LBdS-

,,

-

OLh J ~ m l ( l d d -

6rh,orBmd&DisMotiBs
venue Burvey. N. W. P.
4th, or Momdabd m d Bud.un Dibicta Rurvey,
N. W. P.
l d , o r Dem h d Khan
M c t survey.
6 t h , o r ~ S m w S u ~
vey.
a d , or E0ht.L m d B i r r
D i r M Burvey. Punjab.
Obot.N.gporelhter81~vey.
6th. or Ban& Di.triot la
venue Suney, N. W. P.
Bn ernurnem
Doing

]

& p a a - -8-

h M~trict
Oth.&WP.
11th.or~dDemnTapo-

,,

1ah.OrutDmanTop

c:M*
y-g

UtNw.lM6
lGth J.al(WI

lrt J~&rsol

-

-

--

m

a d m e 16thMayl898-

-

m.

,,

l%th April 1864-

Born-

10th. Or l ~ D
t e o o ~Topog r s p w~ ~ e y ~ b a y .
1st or Dem I w d Khur
dtrlot Burvey, punlab.
7th. w Khnrd. Eatatate BUT-

,

-

-

Burvey, Ben@.
l d ' o r h Ilmdl W.n
hr~ot
BMBJ, p0nj.b.
1lth.m a d Deaxn T o p

,.

l6thIbe.LBdS-

-

14th or Quqw Deunh

Burrfly'

-

.

h Dbtrict

Bt"8.,"4YrP.

btsep*lRlll-

- .
- 16th Pab. lM6 - U16thMPeb.l Ml8dll6 --

,,

DutrlCt. Survey, Pnnjab.
Khnrd. E h t e Burvey,
Orlr.

-

-

SI

R i ~ a U a O r m a ~ ~
Edug, Lb.
&orga WUlLm Jubo, LS.
n
J.merBeidBoott,LB.
lohn MoB.tton L A

I

ad, or ZLohtrlr m d Sinr

SO0

,

-

,,

pu

. 16th O c t . 1 ~-

1st Jm.186I

,

EP

,.

6ththOct.~

y

l%h,or P i d u a ~ D i a t r i o t
Survey, Ben&
BthorWtvternBaneIrriLion Buww, Didriot
bsh.b.d,Behsr.
11th. or Snd Deccan T o p
Bunw. Born-

l8th JrurelW-

. ldJ.n.1880

I)

,

-

-

ss

,

JohnThom~VnisoLeCoxePl
John Newled.

-

-

J.merHoppmO'DoPral

DanialArthwKi~-

8tb Od. 1 8 8

. 18tBhyl86l

Qeorga Batley Baott.L.0.

-

-

, 18th NOV,l8de

"

M).orMidnaparaDistrict
Snrwy. Bend.
6th or E&am b e I d ~ ~ B e Dis
~trict~

lBtBept.1869-

-

-

Thormu Wllfred %illy, L.S.

Ib.

880

l8i

Orth July 1880

Y

Id Bept.18118 Sept. 1847 Plth D e c W

-

Wm Alesnder W W n , L.8.

William Samuel Buttrerr

-

-

n

-

JuS t e r v t Pembwbn,LB.
WiUkmZLo~Vyall

Burreyor,W~e

-,

Bopn-

14th. O? o.n(la Devrh

,,

0urvey, Bend.
6th.w Bh&M&i& BIIP
wp.N. W. P.

,

On dn4p.t HedQ,-

-

,8

om=

List of Officera of the Topographical and Revenue Survey Depmtmentu, 1877-me.
Nunea.

/ub.tutin

Appointment.

I

I?l

EemUb.

BEVENUE BUBVEY
DBPABTMENT.
Jnaxor Bnmc~-cost.
William James Smith

-

BeptimrrmOsidd~

Rnde.
a

,

,

Thomar Frederick Fraermin,
L.8.
G m Culeton Bwtney
Charled Walker Wibon. LB.

,,

Chvlw Wdter

Fmnklin

,,

,

A I M Oollimore WU*R LA.
man?hmd, L.B.

.,

,

n

,

eeJera

-

John Bldney Bmney

-

ylpktter6bdwBoott,

- -

JunesOToole

Willism Jmeph Lincoln. L.8.

T h o m ~Bhw, L.B.

-

.

-

Bdmund Jamea Mutin

-

-

.

-

W i i Daae Corhtt
Georpp Bdwin Parker

-

..
I

Willbm Henry Ponrose, L.S.

Gcorge Csmpbell

"

-

Benjamin Andenon, L.B.

-

A h t a n t &~rveyw,hd bt Bept. LBBB

- 6th J@lW - BthWtlBd8 - 17th Bept. 1886 - fit J u n e l f ~
- lr(Dec100( - Qdlw.llld8 - 6thJm.16W . ldYMhlM~-

~rdlprde

,
,,

-

10th &pt,llld8-

,

-

,

- BOth April l8W . 2l& AprillW -

,
,,
,,

1,

.

-

-

lat April la60

11th Aug. LdB

-

16th &pt. 1887

-

- lath Nor. 1670 - lst Jan. 1884 lat Dec.1W

Pdulionary Aashtant OPnd Nor. 11168
John Murphy
Surveyor h grade.
lat Nov. 1871
Charlea Wmtt Joseph Ford,
rn
.,
L.8.

Ooorge Hlyh O'Donel
Heury Georga Younk H.8. Pmival Edwin Heberlct Arthur Willism Bmut

Bmw~oruldWiInon

-

"

,,

,,

,,

-

Elliot Pkyhir Bmyth Hill
&dmd
*pv

Hume Btophen

,
.

Rr

SJO

,

- J m . 1872 - nrd July1879 - Ir( Bept.1678 1st

-

9th Aw. 187l

-

- 1(RhNov. 18n - 16lhNw.~-

id0

On On leave for one y w
h m 17th I@ 18n.
4th o r M a d a b s d . n d Bud u n Dirtri.cbr Swvay,
N. W. P.
6th,orB.n&DirtrioLBu~
vey, N. W. P.
loth, or D a a u ~T o m
~hcd
Survey, Bombmy.
lUh, or ~ u u aDarrh
B-y,
BeaeL

rn

)I

Oth,orlhtem BamIrri-

,

$pBeIly~,

M c t
6th,or l h t e m B a n e I m -

aR

0
8
-

'

160

,,

6th.orB~daDirtrbtB1~rvey, N. W. P.
On dok b v e far lI month.
h m 7th II.y 167&
4th,or Mo++d
and Budurn
N. W. P.
D~stnck Bu~vey,
Snd, or Bohbk and Bina
Uiatricb Survey, m b .
8tb,or Wertarn Bane Imtlon Burve District
%"bahab.d,

&.

11th. or . b d Demn Tope.
gfhd Burvey, Born-

,,
,
,,
,,

la

,

Oth, or Eaetern Boise Irfi@on
0-w,
Mma(
Urn Bshu.
On #pedal duty. Ch&
N w m Bobtea Surrey
Benml.
12th or M l d ~ p o rDktrlct
e
Burvej. Bead.
7th.w Khold. Il.t.LeBmvey, O r l r p
6 t h or Bln& D k r b t 8vey. N. W. P.
Uh, or Yomd.bdliad Buh n M.tri& ~ M W .
N. W. P.
6th, or Eubm 80ane Irrihon Bwvey, Dirtriot
m-.
.
8 t h . o ~W&m b e Irri-

f?

l!%L%%?*t
,

6th. or h d a DirMat Sum
vey, N. W. P.
Khoordah Xatrte 8m-m~.
Orlu.

lath Nov.187:

,,

Uth,orMidnapmMdriat
Burvey, Bm@.
&h,orMord.Mmd
Budmn Diatdcta Bnrrey,
N. W. P.
lSth,orBfid~pomDirtrict
B-mBSnRL

( a9

>

List of Officers of the Top~graphicaland Revenue Survey Departments, 1877--cod.
Nameu

Apsc:nt.
I I

Isub.tantiYe Appointmnt

Salary.

-

Pornark*.

REVENUE SURVEY
DEPARTMENT.
Jnnron BR.~XCH--ed.
16th April 1879

-

120

6th May1879

-

10th. or 1st D-n
Topol~aphical Survey, Bom-

,,

No*. 187s

-

,

- 524th July 1871 - 1st k.187s -

,

l 8 t May1876

,,

5th. or Bdnda District 9urvey, N. W. P.
lst, or Dera Ismail Khan
Diatrict Ssrvcy, Punjnb.
14th, or Ganges Dearah
Survey, Bengal.
Znd, or Ebhtak and Sirm
Distriota Suwey, Punjah.
11th anc! end Deccun Topo~raphleal91irvey.
6th, or Rantern b n e Irrition Survey, Diatrict
ya, Behar.
Ith, or Xondqbad and Budaun D~stnotsSurvey,
N. W. P.

Eichnrd Bandall Diekinson, Probtionary h s i n b n t
Surveyor,4th m e .
L.9.

-

Edward B o l d e M Monte
be110 Drew.
Paul
Petern, L.8.
Henry R e d Adels

-

-

Charles Samuel Krasl

s,

,,

.

Conly Thoman Jamee Deam-

-

Thos. Campbell

.,

,,

-

,
,

OY.

19th f i b . 1874

. .,

L i o ~ ~Fitshsrdinge
el
Berkeley

-

Ba.

,,

- 16th Aug. 1876 -

,,

Subatantire Appointment.

Names.

.

rS

Remarks.

LirmtenantColonel A.
Couroy Scott, RE.

- eist m y leae
md class - 26th Feb. 1869
,, - I W d June 1883-

i

-1

caphin IL M.Clerk

-

-

,

,

"
Major 0. A. L i i e t

-

-

-

Wd bssitant Soperintendent.

,

-

I 18th June l l l - I

,,

,

ajar C. C. Bargesunt

J. H. Cook

.

-Iaa

ardwm
12th Aug. l W

--

- 17thWlasJ . mth Feb. 1887 - m t Jan.1888 -

-

3rd Adstant Superin- 6th Oct l668
tendent.
4th June 1888
17th Dec. 1878

-

1,100

1,066

aw

560
180
068

us
4%

-

1,016
4
.
3

42.5

(No. S Party).
( Cuddapah
Onfurlowh.

N. k 8. Arcot (No. 6 Party).
Bellary and Cnddapah (No.
8 Party). dg. Dep. Supt.
1st class.
Coimbatore .nd Enlorn
(No. 1Party).
?dadurn (No. 4 Party).
Bellsry mdCuddspah (No.
2 Party).
No. 6 Party, detached on
famine duty.
North Arcot (No. S Party).
Coimbatore and Balem
(No. I Party).
Cuddapah (No. S Party).
Mndura (No. 4 Party).
Ag. 1st Assist. Supt.
Ooorg. Ag. 1st h t . Supt.
Central OQw.
No. 1 Party, detached on
famine duty.
No. 4 Party, d e b h e d on
famine duty.
No. 6 Pnrtv detached on
famine dtit'y.
Qanjnm (NO.6 Party).
Bellary and Cuddapah
(No. Party).

Apz,"&nnt.

SuMimtive Appointment.

Namcw.

EaurL.

soUTH.BII MArLATHI

C O ~ T .

Lieutenant-Colonel W. C. Survey and Settlement
Commimioner.
Andenon.
h s i s h n t Superintendent
IL. E. H. L k h t
W. 8. Prioe
IL. O.Beynon
,
-bin Q. camsmaker
F. T. W
i
Crpt.tn0. W.Clollfmy
A.P.Young
V.Turnbull
1.
,
E.T. ~ i t e Lieutenant T. 0. Bymonds
A. P. W.-k
u
J. H. 0. D u n s t e ~ ~ i b rn
C k p W T. Ib. Ward
A+ng An~istantSupermtendent.
Lieutenant L. L. Fenton
W. P. lkrbtt
J.L.Lmhiwton
8,
F. B.Younf~
Pmbrtionug A d h n t
Wdter8.Oaen
Superintendent.

.
-

-

- - .
- -

Qu%UMT.

- -

-

-

.
-

--

.-

--

%494

Bllt March IS51
.%nd July lW
16thOct W 7
10th J u n e l W
Sllt00t.lLW
20th Ang.1884
6thMylW
14th Aug. l866
eeth ran. 1htMarchlrrll7thOct. 1671
6th Jan.lOBB
9th NOT.1804

1,000

-

-

-

- 7thNov.WS - 7th My1879 - ~ 7 t hJoly 1874 - W h A ~ . l 8 7 6-

-

-

-

F. DeS0u.s
W.E. Wllite

-

-

-

- -

-

H. D.E.Forbea
A.D.llall
T.LeMdm
Poolrr

NAMIO..

A-

Coloael J. T. Ran&

-

Lieuteuant-Oolonel
Tavcnner.

E.

-

J.W. h t t
H.K.DLmeyE.M.OmntR.B.Pitt
W.M.Fletcher

-

--

Lieutenmt W. C. Black
A. B.Fforde
3. C. Whitoombe

-

,,

18th Oat.1868

-

r n ~

*

4th Oat.l(l/l
B s r d A ~1871
.
I

,,
MO

785
~ @ 0

ld0
.)

,,

Tea
796

-

,,

Suxmintendent of Bhornuggw Brurey.

,,

111 c h y e of CisSurvey
and En uirg 0 04 Ahmedad

-

.- ~Oot+.l86B-

,

-

,

- 17th Nov. 1869 -

-

On r 'Iduty in the Po1 i t E ~ e p a r t m e n t i the
n
Morrf state in K.ttywu.
On dok leave to E w p a

8911

Survey and Bettlement 8th Dec. 184!4
2,YI
Commissioner.
L. Su rintendent Pmp.. 30th Oat. l858
1,768
Eolapur, and amok
Surrey.
b a i t Superintendent Uth June 1866106
glth~hl880
,

--

On firlough

a,

-

-

On furlough.

.
I

1J76

BthIk~.l866 --

Wi
B#

-

-

- - - -

800
7W

176

-

-

TW
88d

$Oth Much1676

Supenintendsmt and Aa- 14th Oat. 1854
m d n t Collector and
Ma&tmte.
Settlement
Bu Bnbadoor Shumboaptw AssUrnt
oman and ~ e p u t p
mad Luxmild.
Collector.
A. 8. Bulkley
A d t a n t Superintendent 16th Nov. 1858
H.H. Summm
27thBepL18Mn
- eOth July l[W1
T. P F-des
N. B. B&d

Ba

Znd M m h lW

8911

rW

gSrd Jan. 1666

-

W June18888th April US7

,,
,,

On furlo*
On furlouf~h.

Dmd.ouSndAq.1877.
Onfurlough.
h ~ f e r r e to
d the 8. M.L

a m .

Bombay Revenue Survey-cont.

17th June 1.371

.
-

E. W . L . M o m t
H.L. H o l h d
P. W. Francis

-

-

Bnmrorar.

-

J.RQibmn
C. Hexton
W.Q. Harrison
J. W.Young
E.Harn
J.Aduns

--

-

Acting dssistsnt Politial
Writ, Mabeehuh

-

13th NOV.1888
11th May 1878 -

. .

Deputy Superintendent
Buperintendent
- - Aslitrnt
- .
- -- -I

I,

I.

9,

On furlowh.

Uth June 1868 6tllM.slsas Wth Sept. 1W Ihd Feb. l8n 88nd Peb. lM2

Pemioned.

On fuTlolyh.

Peb. uns IstDec.1818 -

Acti
Powth A d d a n t
~ o ? f l i dgent in ~ . t t l -

87th Jan. 18n

- -

C. H. Davidaon
H.P. Hatch

.

XTd

-

L i e n ~ t C o l o n e l Bf. El.
Hak.

Settlement Ollloer

- I fnd Nov. 1862 -

Deputy Settlement Olllm 17th Nw. 1866
Pint Clam Anintaut 15th Pub. 1867
Settlement OIEwr.
%at C h hurirtsnt
WtbOct. llM9
12th Aug.1884
I
,
m b Jm.1867
80~0ndC h AmiaBnt
8th Doc. 1888
BuShi~tant
l ~Jan.
t l8tW
Aotiw Buperintendent, 1Bst Dec. 1861
Poons and N ~ i kBu*
vey.

-

-.

-

LIET

-

!be Honoumble Colonel W.
C. Anderson.
afajor J.P.Qmnt

- -

J.B. h m n m
E. H.Butaher

-

,,
400
800

110%.14.0 Bind Cit
mp&

Barreys bein#
tranaterredto
B~pdllhldent
Revenne B w e y Poonr
and N W .

8Ct

I

-

-

'-

-

n t h Nw.lW

3lst Oct. 1873 esrdAprillsaaUth Jan. 1869 Md OC~.
1886 -

Assistant Buperintendent, b t Feb. 1W
Q.Mmkenrie

-

M

ugrde.
n

,,
,,
,,

--

I

Apmy$enent.
-.
Bemark

B w g and Settlement %tb Sept. 1W
Commissioner.
1st Nov.1863
Deputy Buperintendent

.

700
600

of OPPICERE
of the MYSOREREVENUE~ W V R Y .
Bubatantire Appointment.

,, P. W. Major-

-
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1

List of Offiws of the hlykre Ravenue
Nun-.

~ S t h t a n t i vAppdntment.
e

W D QIUDII.

kpt.in M. F. C o d e r

-

,, R L. P r l ~
J.P.Bukw
Lieutenant A. H. lldncinttm
Q. F. lldeiklefohn
CnpUnD. Cowie
W.E.A. Jrmm
F. B.Clmk

-

-

-

8m G ~ A D R .
h p W n A. llddhlly

~ . ~ . ~ e t h- s m A. G. H u b n
E. W . L a w ~ m

-

.

-

.,.,

,,

w

.

-

- lrtNov.1871
-- aeSndDeul886h % . 1W - WthNov.lrrcl7 - MDec.1870 - 1st Dec.lsB7 - 16th Jan. 1808 -

187s , - 1st
Pmbationug AmMsnt eW Nov.ld76 Buperlnrendent.
1877
- md
18th ,an. l t

~t8upenlt1tend.f
M &urel.

WO

On leave on Medial miflate to Eum for tnro
gesrs M m ~ n f i u l y
~;c.

WO

660
MI0
St30

860
MI0
MO

UI

1

On special d u b wnnaclod
with famine mlief.

NOV.

Y[arch

rn

I

Bnbahntlve Appointment.

Namea.

-

Br

Beds.

180

of OFPIC~~RS
of the BERARREVENUE
SURVEY.

LIST

Jan QUDB.
.Rhynon

I I
I Aps:&,t.

Amfshnt Superintendent. %th Dec. lE66
a dd e .

- -

-

Survey-cont.

-

Snperintendent

-

-.

I

1

14th thpt. 1664

-

On h u h h to Eumpe fur
two yean, from the 14th
Feb. 1877.

LISTof OPFICKRSattached to the
of the

ADMINI~TRATIVE and D a n ~ v i ~BRANCHES
o
S u a v l c ~ o e - G E N E R A L ' S OFFICE,on the l ~ April
t
1877.
Subtantin Appointment.l Ealary.

A. E. Byrn

-

-

-

B ~ t n r r ~ d A ~ u n t m400
t

-

-

-

H a d Clerk
8nd Clork

M. F w c u
Y.A. D'Rourio

-

D.B ~ n u

-

-

H.E.Vdlir

-

-

EY.

-

M Tllork

.

-

-

- -

- -

-

-

-

6thClerkEight rutive olerkr on &a

(
1Sth April 1866- Previous lamcs in other
Oov~rnmento6ces lmln
0th October 1854 to 18th
April 18011.

130

160

17th April 1870- Previous servica M Clerk
In British Bu
Beontrl.t imm l~%ber
1874 to lSLh April
1876.
100
84th April 1878- Previow m i m sr an
A c m u h n t in the Northern Be@
Strts B.11I
trom UtlldMh2811
%ot
~prill8ls.
60
6thMuchl8d8mn&g from EY. $O to ELlW.

1 osrd a b c h l8fM

List of Officem attached to the Adrninistmtive and Drawiug Branches of the
Surveyor-General's Office on the 1st April 1877-cod.
Nun-.

G. B. Korper
R. d Gibson

Bubstsntive Appointment.

- - -

,

-

-

-

-

Srd D d b m m

-

5th h . l b m a n

I

BA
180
la0

I

-

17th Feb. 1871
10th Oct. 1870

-

e v i o u s sehce
hb.
b o w Ashtant 8urveyor m the Qmat Trigonometrid ~ u r r irom
M Ootober 1868% 80th
June 1870.

.

-

G. P. l h t e

-

-

-

-

'
Apprentice Draftaman
90
Ut Bfp-ah 1874One native h r t s n u n , o w Cornputor, foortsen A d e L n t Drdtonsn, and four Colorish on sslariea langtngfrom
Bs. 16 to Blh 160.
BW
1st Jan.l8d$
W.Qreen
E
m
Btorekeeper
170
mat 6 e p t . m
One Native Adatant fitarekeeper and Des~.tcheron a salary of BA 60.

- - - -I

1

-

-I

1

ENGRAVING
BRANCH,SWVEYOR-GENERAL'S
OFFICE,1st April 1877.
Subobntive Appointment.

C. W. Coud

-

-

-

ma.

Presidency House Rent
Engmver
W. Donsldmn
J.M.Dslde1
a. Q.PJmer
Reaidmap Home Rent
D.L.MitcheUPreddency House Rant
J.Fullord
Presidenap Houoe Rent.
O.Tamt
,
Presidency House Rent.
T.B. Rodger
Pmsideucp Honw Rent.
A. G. Palmor
-

- - - -

8.M.Cmrd

-

-

-

Ba.

8uperi11kmdent of En-

-

-

-

-

-

-1

-

-

-

-i

,,

I
1

- - - - -

-

-

-

-

I

4bh Nov. 1888

100

-j
I
6th Bept. 1878 I
2nd8ept.1872 - 1
lOthOet. 1878 -

860

6th Nor. 1888
a

400
W
380
W

-

-

-

760

8%

60
Z75

6th Bept. 1818

-

60
100

20th bug. IS78

-

1st Oct. 1871

-

SO

UO

100

10th Dee. 1872
476
H. G. Mnrtirl
! Copper Plete hinter
Presidency Houao Rent 1
M)
I
1. Native writer on I&.60.
10. Native engravers on sshriea r~ngingfrom Ik. YO to I&.190.
1s. Native apprentice engravers on sslsries ranging lrvm Bs. 10 to &. ?A

'1

-

Previour 8erviceas appn,nti- Bwveyor in cirawllyr
branch from Ut Apnl
1874.
M o ubicqmspp~nti- Surveyor ~nh m n ~
blanehfmm 1st P e b r u v ~
1876.

OFFICERS
and NATIVEESTABLISHMENT
attached to the SUPEIIINTRNUENT
of
REVENIJSSURVEY'SOFFICE,1st April 1877.
Same#.

CopBlrsPONDBNCX
YENT.

18ubtantive lppoinlme~~t.

DePAsr-

- A. C. Ciir~uingl~atu J. p.

11Nuti70 Assistsnb

Remarks.

-

--

H d Aasistnr~t
1st

- -

-

-

&e.
600
Joe

Prom SO
to 176.

1st April 1868
let April l8BB
Vnrlous

-

Officere and Native Establishment attached to the Superintendent of Revenue
Survey's Ofice, 1st April 1877--cant.

DMWIUQ D B P ~ Y ~ T .
Revenue Surveyor :and
F. W. KeUy
Head Draftaman.
h i s t a n t Suwe or. lot
J. Connor
@e, m d

-

J. McH.ttou

fl Native haltnmen

-

-

-

-

-

-

DA-.

Assistant Sarveyor, End
grade, and Dnbftumsn.

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

660

lat April l8BB :

8%

8th May 1870

8YA

ld Nor. 1878

Prom16
to 1%

ADDITIOUAL E~TABLI~EXXnT 90%D P A W I ~ O
DEP~ETYBXT.
Surveyor, 3rd
- Revenue
A. D. Smart
grade, and Drslbman.
Assistant
Bevenue
SurT. H. Dunne
veyor. 1st grade, and
Draftsman.
6 Nativo Drdtsmen
-

-

-

EY.

-

Various.

400

1st July 1874

300

1st May 1878

FmmM
to 50.

Inclndaa EY. 100. ~ e r s ~ d
dlonanes.

-

Various.

OFFICERSattached to the MATHEMATICXL
IN~TRUMENT
DEPARTMENT,
1st April 1877.
-Names.

bptniu E V. Riddell, R.E.
& Wehliaoh

T.Boltcn
J. V. Halden
I.O'Brien
1.I.
O'Brian
6 Nstiro
UI

-

-

-

-

-

Subskntive Appointment.

Balary.

- l01II~bttu
Eupmbtend~nt.
~ d hBnst.
. ~ept.

Bs.

-

-

/

Mathematiesllnstrament
Maker.
Amabtant Mathemstid
Instrument Maker.
~tdtaheeper
H e d Clerk
h d n b n t Clerk
Clerh
A r t i h a n d Ausistantu

-

-

7w
1M)

--

200

,
75
170

-

lath ~ p t1. 8 - ~ ~
8th NOV.LBBB SBnd Lpt. 1880
90th Feb. l8h - Ou Prohation.

11th July 1866

1,m

O P P I C E attached
~~
to the LITHOQR~PHIC
B w c a of the. SURVEYOR-GENEUAL'~
OFFICE,1st April 1877.
Namea

SuWantive Appointment.

&pWn R V. Riddell, RE.

IJ._I
H. Niven
II. L.Lepege

-

;

-

M u t q t Surveyor Oelleral m Charge.
n
Dnftwan.
i
c

-

-

-

Native Estshllshment

-

-

I

-

Head Printer
Head h f t s r n m ~
1Exmminrr
86 Draftsmen, kc.

-

-

Salary.

EY.

u
SO0

m
IW

848

I Ap3,"tm",nt.
I
Itemarks.

~uthJ~01870-~'

I

-

5th J J ~1 . 8 ~ ~
16th J U I ~18n
Various. from
1858 to the present time.

O F ~ C E Band
S A ~ I ~ T Aattrtched
N T ~ ~to the PHOTO~RAPEUC
BR~LNCE
of the SURVNYOBGENEEAL'BOFFICE,let April 1877.
-

--

aceom L. Lsgnier v.LeILoy
- A. A.M*aBe C.DeCnu
- B. Msckenne J. Watmn
- E.d L e h n o J. .i. V d l i
-

J. Mwkenaie
sergrsnt J. Harrold
" E. h h a l l -

Nstive Eshblishment

- - - --

I

I

Nsmcs.

SubstantiveAppointment.

-

hsabhnt 8urveyorGmeral in Charm.
Photographer

- - - .
- - - Asaiatmt" Photog-apher - Zineographer - - - - Zinc Cormctor - I

1 btorek-r.
S Clerks.
11 Draltwen or Zinc Gor
rectors.
8 M i n t Photoamphem
71 Printers and 0 t h ~ .

l r d July 1608

-

-

b t June 188s
19th XSI'& 1875
mil x u c h 1874
1st Feb. 1876

-

Remarks.

( 456 )

JIEMBERS
of the GEOLOGICA
(Those who have died in the Serviiee .re in Sii

Date of Retirement
or Death.

JOJo~asoa
Wm. Theobdd

-

-

Peb. 1848

-

1841

-

- h.
1848
Suporin- Nov. 1848
tenbent, Bongsl.

--

-Deput

--

In England.

Died 186n

-

1.1m

-

-- -1yosr .ad 6 months -- -Left in July 1BBB
Left bi Decamberl@5S None - 11monthuaudlQd4Fs -

LeftllZ
Retired in Mar. 1876

-I-

I

Died in Fubrosrp 1868 None

-

I

-

April1860
Feb. 1887

,.

Snd Cbsadssistant
E.Cws

-

P.E.m e t

-

1867

Died in March lW - Diedin July l t l ~ ~- -

One year (only lived
montha out of the lZ).
None
iysarand~months

April 1867
June 1867

-1-

BldCbhrisbn

-

Peb. 1868
Retired Ootobar 1876

-1M8yl869

-

-I-

Died in Abyl861

-

6 m o n t h r i d sfhim,
la m o n L ~ i c k~mve,
with I) months extendon
Syeuasnd$month

-

None
1;goarandsmonihs

-

-

Iaft in Pebru~glBd6 None

-

end ~

J. Behaurnhug W.E. Bion - --

E . Lydekker
0. Feiatmultel

I

March 1806
May 1869
d.sistsnt Cumtor April 1868
Artkt
- April1888
Chief cierk end ~ e c1870
.
Librarian.
Dee. 1870
'

T.H. Turner

b s r ~Oet.t 1864
/

1

-

Jan. 1871
8apt. 1871
3rd Class Aa?iista~~t
Nov. 1874

Ps~ntolo@st

-

Mnrch 1876

-

-

1yeu, 4 months, k 8 days

- None Died June l874
- None - - 1 None -1Died in June l l O - Sick leave 18 months
- Died in November 18751 Nono None --- None
None - Betired An#. 1876 - W )months with 10 months
extansion.
eft in ~uguetian - ; Left
in Mamh 1878 - 6 mont):p and i monti
-- --- None
None -

:

LeftinMarchlW4

/

OXtCll~1011.

-I-

0

e

Capitals, those retired from the Service in Italics.)

I

Traveilin~
and Horse
Allowauoes.

1

Districts in which he h w served. with Dates.

-

R a n e e g u n ~mal-field, 1848-47. h m g h u r , l&CB
.

Do.

do.

do.

do.
Do.
do.
Kuhurbali and Rajmshal Hilla

Previous1 on oeolyosl B w e y of Great Britein. dled ot .unp o fever.
Died of general debllity and liver, the result of

-

-

~i"i%yF
le fever after a few days' ilhicss.
01 ~ e n ~ l % e d i dBentce. Temporarily

111

Hills, l8&sO. (Punjab. ;860-22.) Baj:
k m & h i u 1&. F@j&
mahal8ille. l86%d+ Burma, 1864-56. Omtub, 186688. Nerbudda
,
Gangea Valley, 1868-GO. Pew
Vdley, 116-87. G t t ~ q r1867-68.
nnd Anucru~.l88W0. Brltlah Burmq 1870-73. Bi~valikHills, 187476. !3ubHimahyr, 1976-77.
Cnlcutto and Cossysh H11b 110-61
India generslly and Burmah

charm 01 Burver afterdeath of Mr. Williams.
Died o? fever.
-

-

Still d i v a New Comr. of Sunderbuudn.
LL.D., F.R.S.. F.G.S. Formerly D M r Gwlogical Surve of Inlend.
Bejmahel Hills. 1851-63. Nerbuddu Valley, 186447. 3Iidnnpoor, B.A. Jotncd lYducstlona1 Department ns 111117-68. llonthal pmgmmba and Behar, 1658-60. SOIIO
Valley
spector of Schoola.
+wah. 186Q-68.
Rqlrnnhsl Hib,18bS
B.A., C.E. Joined East India lhilrlly nu

-

WW) 0 0

~~.

-

-

-

-

140 0 0

NerbuddaValle lBSCII(I Sub-Himsl a.1865-W Rundelcund lW367. Shut up (Ehutiny) ' 1 6 6 7 d ~Bub-gimalaya,
8o11eh l l e
188fiCL Behar. l
d bssun.1864-86. Rajwotana 1886-68. 6 . 4 :
I Frontier Districts. 186667. &ITOW Hills;iW-BB; Bone Valley.
188849. P u r h m d Hilla 1889-70. Bundelkund m d Batpura, 18701
1871-7.9. d m m d Rajmahal Kills. 1879-74. Bstpuxm
71. 8atp1876-78. Batpurq 1878-n.
and Newl. 1874-76. JUUU,
Nerbudda Vnllo
PW;
L j m s Hills
~ 1850-57.- a ~ m e g u u ;w-60.
~ r i a s a1865-68.
,
and Anacan. 1880-62. BOA& Presidency, M E 4 a11d Central
Province, 18BB-70. Ab nniuia, 1BB&68.Nagpur s ~ t dQodavari Valley,
1888-71. Bombw snd%crsia, 187%. Leave, 1879-74. Sind. 1876-77.
O r i s y 1856-68. Trichinopoly, 117-81

-

Bajmnhal Hills, 1-67.

1

Madras Presidency, 1 8 5 7 4

-

Rqlmshal Hills 1 W 7
M a d r ~residehcy,
~
1667-69. liadopur.1870. Goclaveri G t r i c t , 1811-1;

--

190 0 0

--

1M) 0 0

1R7&b9. Bandnand Rawah..1878. Bundelkund.187k77.
.
-- I Orima,
M~ns~r&denc~,l17-68
18674
Mdnrs hesidency. 1858-70. ICllladgi and Belgs~xm,1870-71.

B e d l&i7-56. Central India, 1866-70.
.

B.A. Died of fever, livcr, and dysentery.
A.R.S.Y., P.G.8..F.R.S.
A.R.B.M.,F.G.B. Now Metoorologld Reporter
to Oovernmont of Indh.
B.A. Died of blood-poiyning from guinelworm, oontracted on sernce.
Died of liver sbsooss.
B.A.

N.W. and C. Provinces,
.

Upper
Kristns Valley 187578. 8011th Maratha Country, Nolloro and
Kristna ~ i s t n d t1674-76.
,
.Nollore. 1876;77.
B s n w n g e , l e . South Mumpur and Smgrovli, 1870-7%. Hasaribapb. 1878 81lrLim. 1874. bssam. l87M8. OWm. 1877.

180 0 0

Engineer.

M.A.. P.Q.8.. C.E..F.R.8.

B A C E Died h m aunstrokc.
A.'R'~.M.' Died of cholera.
F.Q.8.

A.R.B.M.
P m 1880-69 E e n a 1666-66. Benrr 1866-67. Cutch, 188748. Nag1$ and ~ k m 1&0.
r
Chsnds ind Nizam's territories m d h t
1870-71. ' Biak leave, 18757% Niesrn's tedtoriea, 1874. Bind,

gnu,

1875-77.

Upper Soane Valley, lseOBl
Previously on Qeolofqid Burvey 01 QmcBntdn. Diedof phthiaia .g~ravstedby exposore.
188% Qwalior and Eqipootsnh 186S-68. Jsbrlpur 186S70
Be;%pur,
1870. Bouth Rearab, 1871. NerValley, 1672:73. Ibj:
putana, 1874 Furlough 1871. h j p u t a n a 1876'17.
k i d e n c y ?dsl;% and Nerbudda'valley 1862-64. Cutch
Salt
Pon'ab, 1889-71. Hamra, 18;~. Punjnb and
~ohat.187.9. Bawal ~ l n a i1874.
,
Furloi~gh,1876. Upper Punjsb,

B"l&%

an&.

1870-77.
B o m m Presidency. 186246

Benppl 188eB8. Central Province& 188R-70. Esat Bernr 1870-71
1878. ~ m i i m
coalfield, 1876. w y , a n d ~ i m kterri:
i
tories, 1874. Wanlba coal5eld. 1871.
a t e n and Prauhita valley%187LM7.
Bone Vnlley, 166S-64

-

Jtengd 1
M Ohota N
ur, 1868-7.9. Sntpura, 1874. Bamhalpur,
1876. ' &ooolfiold, =tar snd Jsipur, 1878-77.

--

-IS0 0 0

-. --

lS0 0 0
190 0 0

--

-

--

kY& ~mviioes.
Oflca, C8lcuttn.
Oflce, Calcutts.
OBico, Cnlcotta.

k l t Ibngr. 1876--7s

-

ised.iaiis

OWca 1874. Himalaya 187577
R&nhl
Hills, 1876. ~urhurbalee,18'18-77

I B.A..

M.D. Health broke down.. reaimed
in
-

Ph"D"yys".
.
v~ouelyon Qeol

ieyof k%ria. Died of plenin$is
b expwum ab high olovat~ons.
F.Q.~.

ml Surc a d

~.d.,

LL.D., C.E. Died of debility, induclld l>ysunstroke, and hver.

- I Ph.D.
Hmlth broke down.
sequenoe.

realgned in con-

Now tutor to the D w b Ibjsb.
Jo~nedthe &du,cat~on+%parbent u P~Gfeasor of Phy81c.al Sclcnee.

INDEX.
ABBOTF,Captain, his revenue m e y in the
D o 4 97.
" ABODEor BROW,"work by Mr. Andrew Wilson,
853.
h s r u c r a of the Indian Surveys, pnblication
of, 442.
A B Y ~ BCoast,
~ N Lord Valentia on the, 8 ;survey by Captain Court, 8 ; expedition of Mr.
Blanford in, 280 ;Captain Holdkh, 170 ;Cap.
tain Carter, 182 ;Serjeant Harrold, 840.
ADAM,Dr., his geological researches, 808.
h m e , Captain, his MS. voyage, 8.
ADEN,occupation of, 18 ; golf of, Pilot, 20.
ADU, Mr., new tide gauge by, ordered, 318.
APRICA,surveys on the coast of, 18,26.
AGENTS,appointment of, for sale of maps, 410.
Ao~nem
or ~A u o n a m , the Riahi. Treatbe on
architecture by, 254 ; meteorological obeervatory on the peak of, 888,388.
AHM~DABAD,
Saraoenic architectnre at, 258.
AXABA,gulf of, memoir on, by Carless, 16.
AKBAE,
tomb of, 259.
AKYAB,survey of, by Lieut. J d , R.N., 50.51.
ALLAEABAD,
conference of Revenue Surveyors at,
98 ; Buddhist pillar st, 248.
ALWH Bum, 214.
~ R A V A T I TOPIC,
scdptures from, sent home by
Colin Mrckenrie, 74 ; account of, 251 ; eeulp
tares sent home, 252 ; Mr. Sewell's researches
st, am.
Axun,meridional series, 98,108 ;connected with
Banghir, 94,102.
AN~MALAI
Hu, highest
130.
BL~D
survey
S , by Lieut. Blair, 6 ;
A ~ A Y AIN
by Marshall, 84; by Nicolson, 186.
AKDEBBOR,Colonel, Cadash1 S w e y in N.W.
Provinces under, 184.
ANDREW,Captain, survey of B h a r d p m by,
187.
A m s ~ l rBAY,
r
name given by Lord Valentia, 8.
ARAB astronomers, 828.
,, geographers, 848.
ARABIA,
survey of south mast, 18, 24.
AILAXAN,Survey by D. Em, 11 ; revenue swvey by O'Donel, 119.
ARC OP TEE M X R I D I ~me~urement,
,
59 ; particulars, 59. ; i m p o w c e of the measurement
in India..61 .:commenced by
Lambton,
- Major
67 ; resumption of, by Everest, 86; crossing
the Gaugetic plain, 86,87 ; Waukh's work on
the Great Arc Series, 90 ; completaon, 90, 91.
ARC SEBIZB. ( S e e ABCOR THE MERIDIAN.)

@,

~ s c m T E n n Rin~India, 288 ; Fergasmn'e clabScation, 248 ; Dravidian, 254 ; Jaina, 257 ;
Beracenic, 258 ; Dr. Forbes Watson on means
of illushting, 267 ; importance of preserving,
267 ; Mr. Fegusson's work on Indian, 974.
AR~EEOLOGY,
pmhiatoric, 248 ; connection of,
with physical geography, 842.
AR~OLOQICA
Survey
L
of India, 262-265 ;
abolished, 865 ; its readto, 216 ; Lieut. Cole's
snrvq, 865 ; General Cunningham's wwnd
survey, 268,269; survey in Western India, 270 ;
propoaed for ?dadnu, 272.
ARCOT,account of the old fort at, 855.
AIWETUORG,
Mr., at work on the Karara Meridional Seriea, 103; Hurilaong Meridional
Series, executed by, 108.
ABYSTRORQ,
Dr. J., Surgeon and Naturalid in
the Marine Survey Department, 48n, 58.
Ax~owa-,
Aaron, his maps of India, 405, 488.
ARUMLIA
Series, 114, 124.
ARYABHATA,
astronomy of, 382.
A e u ~ 1 cSociety of Bengal, 837 ; Sii Wm. Jonen
the f h t President, 237 ; James Yrinsep, Secretary, 243 ; Journal of, 248 ; meteorological
observatiom in the J o d o f , 277,278; Bombay
branch founded, 237 ; meteorological obsarations in, 286 ; Joneairn system edopted by, 885.
Aexrnc Researches. Reaulta of early labours of
antiquaries in the, 287.
A~OKA
Buddhist
,
King, 248.
A a s u , triangulation in, 128, 129, 130; cod in
the valley of, 219, 222.
A s a m a vestiges, maps of, by Captah Felix
Jonea, 8 1.
A E ~ R O N O YatE B
Mndraa,
~
64, 65, 828, 329 to
336 ; Ancient Hindu, 322 ; Arab, 888 ; Ulogh
Beg, 824 ; Jai Sing, 325 ; at Trivandnun, 837.
ASTBONOYIOALObservations, their use in the
%gonometrid survey, 68 ; for lstitade, 187 ;
ancient, 389,888, 824, 825 ; tables, 884, 395,
834. ( S e e OB~~~RVATORIES.)
~
for,
A T U ~of India, longitude of h h d adopted
66 ; engraving in India, 177, 408; arrangements for publication, 405,406,414,481 ; projection, 433 : male, 439.
A u o n a ~ ~ rSee
. Aoansryr.
A U ~ T E Najar
,
Godwin, on the &ash& 6nrvey, 121,182; with the Bhutan Mimion, 168;
surveying the QPn, and Khasia h i s , 168 ; Naga
hills, 172 ; with the D&
expedition, 173; his
acwunt of glaciers, 849 ; his retirement, 429.
Arroun, Lieut., on the geology of Belgaum, 214.

INDEX.
B~m~ro~,Dr..onpreehistoricremainsinMa~abar,BUEVI, Captain, on the Great Indus Series, 112 ;
248 ;hi account of the Mavalipuram ruins, 254.
succeeded Colonel Strange in c h q e of the
BADGER,
Dr. G. P., hi9 @.em of transliteration
Coast Series, 115, 124 ; on the Kashmir surfor Arabic and Persian names, 391.
vey, 181; at the Viagapatam bane, 124;
BADGLET,Captain, his surveys in Tipperah and
reconnaissance in Jaipur, 125 ; at the Cape
Comorin base, 127 ; in charge of Pendd. the Lushai country, 171 ; his exploration of
the Naga hills, 174; his boundary survcy beObservations, 141 ; his death, 141.
tween the Garo and Khwia hills, 174.
BASSADO~E,
headquarters of the Indian navy
BAHAU,revenue survey of, begun, 97.
in the Persian Gulf, 12.
BAEREII, surveys of, 34,43.
BAUEEMAN,
Mr., report on the iron of India, 224.
BAIKIE,Dr., his meteorologicsl observations in BEDDOME,Colonel, his " Flora Sylvatica 9p of
Coorg, 284.
Madras, 372.
. B u r n , Captain, forest enrveys by, 134.
BEDFORD,Captain, Revenue survey in the Dozb,
BAIBD,Captain,his tidal observations in tho Gulf
97 ; Superintendent of Revenue Surveys in
of K L h , 318,319 ; appointed to the charge of
Bengnl, 98, 100;exploration of the Brahmaputra by, 98.
d tidal observatiom, 321.
BAITHarbour, survey by Taylor, 25.
BEGLAR,
Mr. J. D., Amistaut to Genera1 CunBAKABQANJsurvey, 82 ; history of, 360.
ningham in the Archaeological Surveys, 269 ;
BAKER,Sir William, researches nr regards the
his survey or'Delhi, 270.
Sawalakh fossils, 210 ; meteorological obser- BELQAUX, geology of, 214 ; meteorolo~cal
observations at, 288.
vations, 276 ; account of Sind, 355 ; levels
between Jumna and Sutlej, 357.
BEI.LMIS, Mr., hia account of Brahminabad, 859.
BALUOEIBTAN,pnehistoric remains in, 219 ; B N N A U ERevenue
~,
survey, 97 ; t m l a t i o n of
Garetteer of, 352.
inscriptions at, 239 ; meteorological o b m a BANDALKHAND
survey, 81,97, 168; translation
tiona at, 276 ; Jai Sing's observatory at, 346.
of an inscription in, 239.
BENCOOLEN,
6.
,
BMQALORbase line, 67 ; re-measurement, 126; BENOAL,StRlistical sarvey-of, by Dr. B u c h a w ,
meridional series, 187.
80;survey by Renuell (see &mu) ;h u e
B d , work on, by Mr. Thorburn, 352.
survey begun, 97, 98; Bay of, survey by
B m u r m t c o d beds, 221.
Ritchie, 4 ; chart of, by Topping, 6 ; survey by
BAUKEB,Sir R., his account of Jai Sing's insfaxfield, 9 ; by Lloyd, 27 ;by Fell and Ward,
struments, 326.
28 ; by Heathcote, 28, 89.
BUICEB, Captain, in the Rod Yea survey, 15 ; BEIOALIarchitecture, 256.
survey of Suez, 15 ; in the Mnldive survey, BEITINCK, Lord William, order8 a conference of
surveyors to meet at Allahabad, 98.
16 ; expedition to Abyssinia, 86 ; memoir on
BERARsurvey, 98.
the AAican coast, 27.
Mr., his work on Bnkarganj, 360.
BABICEB,Lieutenant, rurveying under Captain BEVNUIDGE,
B E ~ E R L E Mr.
T , W. G., begins triangulation o f
T v l o r , 25.
Burma, 129 ; in Assam, 130.
BABOQHU,
Pass, journey of the Mullah to, 160.
Bswsnaa, Lieutenant, surveying under Captain
BARBACKPUB
hase line, 86.
Selby, 25 ;in Mesopotamia, 32 ; his services, 33.
B m ~ a r rMr.
, Clifford, with the Luehai ExpediBEYPUR,iron works at, 324.
tion, 171.
river, map, 97.
B m o n , Lieutenant, topographical survey in BHAQIRATM
Iahhjmpur, 169 ; cadastraI surrey of Morada- BHAIUHUT,discoveries at, 270.
BHILEA. (See SANCHI
TOPE.)
bad, 184.
B ~ o w Mr.,
,
head of the instrumeut factory BROPALsumey, 81, 171.
at Calcutta, 89 ; his theodolite, 105, 111, 199 ; B m i u base line, 68, 90 ; longitudinnl sdries, 131.
BIDXN,Captain C., master attendant at Madrns,
lneteorological observations by, 276.
.
his study of cyclones, 37, 290.
BUTON, Rev. J., rysteln of orthography recomBELA,
comer of, detected by Mr. Pogson, 334.
mended by, 395.
BABEL I ~ s ,measurement by Ross, fir marine BIJAPUR,ruins described, 287 ; by sydenhm,
210 ; Moor, 240 ; S ~ k e s ,
; Mackintd,
surveys, 11 ; method in the Persian Gulf nur240 ; Dr. Bird, 258 ; work on, 259.
vey, 13 ; Red Sen survey, 15; Major h b ruins described, 237 ; inscriptions,
ton's first base line, 66 ; Bangalor, 67, 126 ; BIJAYAXAGAE
239.
Tanjore, 67 ; Tinl~evelli. 68: Uidar, 68, 90 ;
T-hera,
70, 84 ; measured by Colin BIRD, Dr. J., account of k r i p t i o n s in cove
k ~ p l e s 253
, ; Bijnpw, 258.
Mackende in Myor, 78 ; at h m a s , 75 ; On
borders of colair lake, 77; Simnj, 81. 90; BIRDWOOD,Dr., On the economic products of
Bombas, 369 (note).
~ ~ - k ~ 86
. ;~ Dehnr,
~ , 88, 90 ; Sonnkhodu,
BIRNIE,Capbin, Revenue survey inthe Doab, 97.
lor, lO6 ; chuch, 110 ; &&hi, 1 1 1 ; Vizags121 ; Cape Comorin, 127.
I BLAIR,Lieut. A.,s u w c j of Andnman~,6.
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BLAOKEB,
Colonel Vdentine, surveyor-general, Bow, Dr., from Chunar, his volunteer meteorolo96 ;death of, 96, 98 ;his graticule for an Atlas
gical reports, 292.
BOYD,Captain, survey in the Deecan, 100.
of India, 487.
BBAEUAPVTIU, BenneUJs map of, 54 ; explored
bum woo^ Harbour, 9.
by Bedford, Burlton, and Wilcoq 98 ; OmBLAGBAVE,
Captain, Revenue survey in the J h mcmney, 99 ; Pemberton, 99.
dar Doab, 119.
B~ucroao,,Mr. H. P., his account of cyclones, B u m u ~ n ~ u S e r i e128
s , ;completed by Captain
Certer, 129.
88 ; on the geology of Cattsck, 219 ; in Madras
Indian astronomer, 828.
an a geologist, 297 ; appointed meteorological BR~EXZOUP~A,
ruins, 289.
reporter in Bengal, 998, 294 ; his sense of the BRAEMINABAD
importance of a uniform system, 996; and of BBANDIS,Dr., o? forest conservancy, 871 ; his
the necessity of central control. 297 ;his paper
Forest Plora of N.W. nnd Central India, 372.
on the winds of North Indin, 2974 0 1 ; on the BXANFILL,
Caplain, at the Vizqppatam base, 124;
f l u c t ~ t i oof~ barometric pressure, 808 ; his
hi, 1.evision of Lambton's work from M ~ W
h e of meteorologid memoirs, 806 ; On the
to Bangalor, 126 ; measthe bnre at Cape
sun spot theory, 807 ;appointed meteorologica
Comorin, 127 ; on the south section of the
reporter to the Government of In&, 807 ; his
Bangalor Meridional Series, 127; connexion of
report, 809 ; hi8 work on physid ~ g r a p h ~ , Indian Piangolation with that of Ceylon, 127,
874.
128; canies on the Mangalur Meridional
~ ~ u r a o a~o ,r W.
. T., his division of coal fields
Series, 130 ; observed eclipae of the sun, 187.
intowPUPv
o l 218' ; On
- the
' @
Cawb B m ~ x 8 , M r . JW.,work
onNilgiriantiqnities,27S.
.
219 ; sbdqing the Raniganj coal fields, 240 ;
BaIooe,
arehitectaral photographs by,
in Burma, 220, 828 ; examines the Chanda
256, 258.
coal
;mp the cod-bearing
of Baoun, Mr. Allan,asbonomer at the Trivandmm
the Godavari series, 222 ; in Bombay, 229 ; on
Observatory, 282,887,888 ; his observatory on
Kach fonnatioM9
in the Tapti
the Agnstia Peak, 283 ; notice of, 837 ; lid of
280 ; work in Aby&iq 980 ; on the coal and
h;B work, 338 (nolc).
the lead Ore' of chat is garb^
; in
BROW, Captain W., Revenue survey in the N.W.
Persia and Sin& 930 ; On the G*t
Dmrh
Pmvinces, 97 ; described the water-partin%
281,957 ; hie exploration of the Upper Tistn
between the Jumna and Sutlej, 357.
d y , 852.
B a o w a ~ o w ,Captain Elliot, on tho Jogi-Tila
3433
85s ;pubBoom, George,mission
Series, 112 ; on theKaehmhsnrvey,121 ; slain
lication of narrative of, 419.
at the siege of Lucknow, 121.
Bo-au*
On
meridiod
Bsncss, Captain, his survey of the Persian Gulf,
oeriee, 93, 107 ; hi traverse tablea, 117 ; bin
; his method, 2.
meteorological observationr at Simls, 279, 280. BQcwAa, Dr., in the mission of Symm to Ava,
B o e r a o coal field, 218, 220.
57 ; his tour in Mysor, 61, 362 ; hie statistical
the best
of Ben&
BoluncewAa,
0 n t p . q of Benga], 80, 378; paper on Buddh
architecture at, 256.
Gaya, 999, 264 ; hi work on Nepal, 848 ; on
BOXBAY
b-h
of the Asiatic Society, 287.
Malabar, 864 ; his commentary on the " Hortus
,, Botany, 26@.
Malabaricaa," 865.
,, Geology, 214,229,230.
Bmnon Meridional Series, 98, 102.
Harbour
surveys,
5,
18
(note),
25,
94.
,,
BUDDHGAYA,
239, 243,263,264.
,, Longitudinal aeries, 71,94, 180.
BWDD~ST
remains, 250, 251 ; the pillar called
,, Xarine, early services, 4.
Firm Lat, 289 ; pillar at Allahnbad, 248 ; in,, Meteorology, 284,288,805.
scriptiom deciphered by James P h s e p , 248,
,, Observatory, 28,188,285,287,288, 889.
Smchi Tope, 213,250; stupas, Late, templw,
,, Revenue survey, 82,100,119, 185,198,
250 ; Amramti Tope, 251 ; Jahlabad, P u n j d ,
196.
and Saranath d n s , 959 ; ruins identified by
,, Survey of town and island, 82,196.
General Cwingham, 268 ;"Tree and Serpent
, Tidal observatio~,818, 816.
Worship:' 251 (note) ; clrsthg of the gateways
Bchmr, 864 tn 870 ; 5mt works on Indian
of the Sanehi Tope, 266.
batany, 864; Dr. Roxburgh, 865 ;Dr.Wallich,
, t u d y of hurricanes, 87,290; on the
366 ; Dr. W. GritBth, 867 ; Dr. Wight, 868 ; B u ~ TDr.,
geology of Bombay, 814 ; in charge of the
Dr. Graham, 869 ; Hooker and Thornson, 369,
Colaha Obwrvatory, 286.
370 ; arrangements for a flora of British India,
B u a o ~ e s ,Mr. James, hin description of Jaina
870 ; Forest floras, 872.
temples, 267; Archmlogid s w e y of Western
BOBWELL,
Mr., on kist-vaens in Krishna district,
India under, 270,271 ;f h t and oecond reporte,
250 ; on arch~eologicalremains, 271.
271 ;
"Indian Anti(4-y;
27 1.
BOTUIOLLGARDENB,
Calcutta, 865,866; W a B n n ~ m nCaptain,
,
work on the Brahmaputra, 98.
mnpnr, 368.
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BURNELL,
Mr. A. C., his great knowledge of the
archaeology of Southern India, 272.
BWHA (we IRAWADI),
journey of McLeod and
Richardson, 99, 418 ; triangulation commenced
in, 129 ; Pegu surrey, 168 ; geological survey,
220, 229.
B u m s , 6ir Alexander, mission to Kabul, 21 ;
map of Sind compiled fkom obemtions of,
101,214 ; account of the Qreat D m , 356.
Bwaow, Mr. Reuben, employed as a 8urveyor
in Bengal, 56.
BWT, Mr., with Colonel Strange, on the Great
Longitudinal Series, 108.
BURT, Lieutenant, his account of the Buddhist
at Ahhabad, 243.
p*
BURWAX
Ironworb, 234.
Bnx~oa,Lieut, m e y of Cattack, 82.

CAW, survey of by Pemberton, 99.
C A D A ~ TSurveys.
~~.
(See REVENUESuvvrrs.)
CAWU~A
map
, of, by Upjohn, 57 ; by Simms,
407 ; meteorological observatiom at, 278,279;
meteorological observatory at, 902 ; botnnical
gardens, 865, 366.
C A L D E ~ T TMr.,
,
astronomer at Trivandnun,
282, 337.
CALDBR,Mr., on geology of Indin, 209.
CALL,Colonel John, Surveyor-General of India,
55 ; his great map, 56.
C A L ~ R TMr.,
, hie work on Kuln, 553.
CURAT, Gulf of, survey by Ethersey, 20 ;fo&
on shores of, 2 11.
CAMPBELL,Dr., work in Nepal and Darjiling,
848 (rote), 850.
CAMPBELL,Lieut. J., on the Euphrates survey
under Lynch, 30.
CIYPBELL'BTamil Dictionary, Jonesian system
adopted hr, 385.
CAMPBELL, Captain W. M., on the revision of
Iambton's triangulation, la6 ; at the Vizagapatam b w , 1% ; relieved Captain Branfill,
128 ; observed the eclipse of the nun in 1868,
187 ; his meaeuremcnt of difference of longitude by electric telegraph, 137,138, 189; sssisted in the observation of the transit of
Venus, 339.
CANNING,
Lord, placed the Geological survey on
a proper footing, 217.
C u m e n , Captain (R.I.N.), in the Red Sea survey,
15 ; hie memoir on the Gulf of Akaba, 16 ;
survey of African coast, 18 ; s w e y o f IZarkhi,
22 ;Somali coaef 26 ;longitudes in the Persian
Gulf observed by, 95 ; remarks by, on the
hurricane of 1847,87.
CABLLELYLE,
Mr. A. C. L., assistant to General
Cunningham in the Archmological survey, his
s w e y of Agra, 269. '
C ~ ~ l r map,
~ n o56.

C n m n o ~ o a Mr.
,
R. C., superintendent of the
drawing branch of the Marine Survey Depart
ment, 45,46 ; wreck charts to be prepared by,
47 1 charte by, 47 ; a n n d list of lighthorns
prepared by, 47.
CARTEB,Dr. H. J., F.R.S., on the Arabian coast
survey, 24 ;his worb, 24 (nok) ;on the geology
of Bombay, 214 ; his services to geology, 215.
CUTER, Captain T. T., R.E., c o m p l w the Brahmapntnr aeries, 129 ; in the Kaehmir mmq,
182 ; Knmaun survey, 133.
C u r , theodolite for Lambton's Trigonornetrial
survey, 63.
~ A S H M s R B . (See KA~WIR.)
CATALO~WEB
in the Geographical Deputment of
the India Ofice, 411, 420, 421.
CATTAOK
survey, 82,119 ; geology, 219.
CAPEtemples, 987, 252 ; paintinge copied by
Major Gill, 258 ; complete survey of, 270:
history of, by Fergurson, 274.
CENTRALIRDIA,Topographical m e p ander
Captain-Melville, 167. (See T o p o o ~ ~ p ~ ~ c u .
S w w r s , &G).
CSYLON,connection of triangnlation of, with the
~ n dm
b m
,129.
CEAGOS
archipelago, survey by Moresby, 17.
C a b c w r ~architecture, 256.
Mr., F.E.S., in charge of the Bombay
CIUHBEB~,
o b s m t o r y 138,288 ; his meteorological abnervatiom 295 ; his paper on the meteorology
of Bombay, 305.
CIIAMBBB~,
William ; his antiquarian researches,
288,240.
CRANDA
coal fields, 290,249,290.
CEAPW, Mr., his survey of Bahrein, 48,44;
in the Marine Survey Department, 48 (rote),
his plan of Kolachul Harbour, and survey in
the Manar Strait and to Coconada, 49.
Cxmrs, delay in publishing, 26 ; wreck charts,
38,47 ;in the I d a Office, handed over to the
Admiralty, 40 ; many lost, 40 ; examination of,
by Captain Taylor, 45, 46; compiled by the
Marine Survey Department, 47 ;m r s in, digcovered by Captain Taylor, 52.
~~T 05ce at Bombay, 28.
CFIA~18oARH,reporton coal and on lead ores, 230 ;
hndntion of copper pkter found in, by Wilson, 289.
C~PDUBA
Island survey, 28.
C ~ R dA
y w t y , 941,254.
CHINA,
survey by Daniel Ross, 8.
CEIXDWARMeridional series. (See C H ~ W A R . )
c k n f pilgrims,
~~
268. (See FAHIANand I3-n
'huna.)
C ~ T T A O Osumey,
N ~ 98, 171.
CHITTAOORO
river, Lloyd's survey, 27 ; revision
of, 44.
CHOLA
dyn~aty,251.
CXOTA
NAGPURsurvey, 188.
C m u s n ~ ,Dr., on the geology of the S. Mahmtta country, 214.

O~ernv~mnrra-cont.
338 ; Dodabetta, 281 ; Trivandrum, 289, 337,
838 ; meteorological at Calcutta, 302 ; at
Lambeth (Colonel Strange's), 201 ; of J a i
Sing, 326-327 ; of Nursingror, 294 ; proposed
Solar observatory, 340.
O'DONBL,Mr., Revenue survey in Arakrm, 119.
OOLB,Mr., surveyor with the Lushai expedition,
172.
OLDHAW,
Dr., F.R.S., Superintendent of the Geological survey, notice of, 216; his report on
the Khasia hills, 217 ; Bajmehal hills, 2 17 ;
accompanied the embassy to Ava, 21 7 ; views
on Indian eoal beds, 222 ; report on the coal
reaourees of Indin, 223 ;discovery of thc Vindhyan rocks, 924;his 6ervices. 232 ; retirement,
235 ; his list of I n d b earthquakes, 239,361.
OLDRAM,C., iu hiadran as a geologist, 227 ;
his death, 228.
OLDWY, Dr. W., on the lost river of the Indian
desert, 338 ; on the di*ict of Qhaxipur, 360.
OLIVEX, Captain Sir Robert, RN., Commander
in-Chief of UIC Indian Navy, 23 ; his denth,

I

PALNAIhill#, nccount of, by L i n t . Ward, 77, 127,
361.
PANCAET
coal beds, 221.
PANDYAX
dyoasty, 211, 254.
P u i ~ s a Licut.,
,
paper on the infiucncc of fowts,

PARIBNATH
hieridioml reries, 93, 101, 107.
lil.
Prime, Mr. W., tide tables, 315, 316,317.
P u c o s , Nav. Lieut., R.N., Marine Survey Department, 18 (note).
PATNA,
Cadastral a w v e y of, undertaken, 187.
PATWARI
system. (See PUNJAB.)
PEARL
banks, plan by Captain Franklin, IS.
PEARBE,
Colonel. hib surveya, 55 ;meteorological
obse~ntions,2i5.
PEGU
survey, 168.
PELEW
isles, 5, 6.
P E ~ B E ~ T OCaptain
K,
Boileau, s m e y of Muripur and Cachar, 99.
PENDULUY
observations, 140, 141.
P R ~Isle,
Y in the Gulf of Cambay, fossils, SO,
211.
P E R ~ YSir
, Emkine, notice of h o k a by, 846.
s4.
PEBBU,
map of, by Major St. John, 41 7.
OLXYEE, Captain, on the Revenue survey of the
P s u s r r ~ GULP, chart by McCluer, 5 ; surrey
N. W. Provinces, 97.
commenced by Captnin Guy, 11 ; officers emOLLIVEX,
Mr. Joseph, in charge of thc Calcutta
ployed
in the survey, 11 ; English policy in,
longitudinal series, 84, 85 ; assistant to Sir
11 ; the first survey, 13; revision of the snrGeorge Xverest, 87.
vey by Conrtnblc and Stiffe, 35.
Omm~nner,Lier~t., surveying between Gonlpara
Y s ~ e a s Lieut.,
,
survey of Bombay harbour, 13.
and the Brahrnaputra, 99.
PETI.ET,
Navigating Lieut., R.N., Marine Survey
'6 OIUYINTAL
repository " of Dalrymplc, 403.
Department, 48 (note) ; surrcjing Coconada
Oarssn Coast survey, 41, 51 ; survey, 98, 165;
Bay, 49.
laterite of, 220 ; antiquities, 273.
OBLNDAR,
Mr., Astronomer nt Bombay, 23, 286, PETRIE, Mr., supported Major Lambton's proposals for a Trigonomctricol survey, 63.
287.
O a ~ n o a of~ rIndian proper names, 384 ; PETTON,Mr. J., succeeded Captain Elill on the
Coast series, 107.
system of IIalhed nnd Sir William Jones,
Captain, study of the kw of storms,
884, 385 ; Dr. Gilchrist's system, 386 ; ~cheme PIDD~QTON,
36, 37, 270; ~ e o l o ~ i c aMuseum
l
begun by,
ndopted by the ltecord Committees, 387 ; thc
233.
Prineep and Trevelyan mntroveny, 387 ; 65sof the Sanchi Tope, 25; of the
tem for the N. W. Provinces revenue survey, PEOTOORAPH~
Amravati sculptures, 252 ; Captain Tripc'a
888 ; for surreyom, 389 ; system of Professor
series in Blndrnn, 255; pupile a t Mndrscl
Wilson, 389 ; in 'Ihornton'r Gazetteer, 389;
trained in, 255 ; ~eriesby Captain Lyons in
system of Dr. Badger, 391 ; system for the
S. India, 256 ; of Jaina temples by Messrs.
" Numismnta Orientalia," 399 ; air. Barton's
Sykes and Dyer, 257 ; in Dhnrwnr and Mysor
proposal, 395 ; action of the Government of
by Dr. Pigou, 256 (note) 8 by Colonel Brig@,
India, 395 ; Dr. Hunter's systau, 395-398.
256, 258 ; of Bijnpur, 259 ; for Lieut.' Cole's
O u e s ~ ~ Colouel,
r,
his trial of Narbada coal,
1 survey, 266; of ICabimirinn temples, 265;
809.
Fcrgueson's list of objects to be photographed,
OUCUTBPLOXY,
Colonel, survey of tho Nilgiri
267.
hills, 190.
Oxurr, discovery of the source by Wood, 21 ; P n o r o c n a r a ~ cbranch of the Great Trigonometricnl Survey, 143 ; in the Surreyor-Genernl'n
Colonel Yule on the geography of the, 351.
officc, 177.
P n o r o z l a c o o a r ~ n ~I&?,
, 145, 176.
P ~ w l u ncoal field, 219,
PALRONTOLO~IA
IXDICA,
conducted by Dr. Stol'~lre1cnL g e o p p h y of India, 341. (See Gsolicska, 236 ; r c o n n t of, 284.
OBAPHY.)
,
ntchitectural photo,ppha by, 256.
P A ~ O N T O L O O I ~ T(<See
~ . SFOLICZKA,
WMQEN.) P ~ o o uDr.,
PA= Strait, survey by Powell and Etheraey, 17. YILXB~T
serics, 95.
I

i

Pmormro, Lient., in the Persian Gulf m e y , 12 ; ' =nun Meridiunal series, 123.
~ ~ A L I Colonel
. ,
Tbuillicr on thc, at Cslcuttn,
in the Red Sea snrvey, 15.
279 ; in the Madras Presidency, 281. (See
P t s o ~ o ncod pit, 822.
~~ETEOROLOOY).
P L A ~ A hI iBb ,o o r , reviewed Colonel Lambton's
R A J A Y ~ B E N D B I EUI'Vey, 77.
work in the " Edinburgh Redew," 69.
Pooson, Mr., Antronomer a t Mndras, 65 (note), RAJYEHALHills, coal strata, 216 ; examined by
Dr. Oldham, 817 ;description of the coalfields,
188 ; meteorological obmrvations forwarded to,
818 ; fossils, great extension, 227.
895 ; notice of, 331 ; mtronomical work, 833 to
335 ; catalogue of stan, 838 ; his detection of RAJPIPLAHILLS,nummulitic limestone, 21 4.
survey, 171,175.
the comet of Biela, 885; diswrery of new UJPUTANA
Rnuns, bane measured at, 75.
planers, 383.
Y
255 (note).
POL~B
Colonel,
,
deocribed thc Buddhist pillar, R a ~ r s w ~ n Atemple,
R u Ew,w a y on architecture, 954.
Fima Lat, 839.
R u n 0 Longitudinal mriee, 127.
P o n ~ r c a i r n a r cretaceous
,
formations near, 813.
HIYBDEN'Bzenith sector for Lambton's survey, 63.
POONA,
meteorollogical observations at, 288.
POPEU,Sir Home, d i n g directions in the Red RUOXABcod field, 219.
l i m o m a Meridional eeriee, 93, 94, 102.
f h . 7.
P o m n o r n r s ~maps and plans, copies proonred Itrraoon river, survey by Lieut. Jarred, 50.
RANIOAKJcollieries, 209 ; coal fields, 818, 221.
for thc Geographical Department, 411.
Powxeu, Lieut, R.I.N.,in the Red Sea surrey, BANof Kbeh, 214.
RAPER,Lieut., nnder Captain Webb, on the
15 ; survey of Maldives, 16 ; survey of the
Ganges survey. 80.
golf of Mmu, 17 ; Indas Flotilla nnder com,
discovery of inscriptionn at
mand of. 88 ; wrecked when in command of the h y ~ a s r r ~ wMr.,
Bijayanagnr, 289.
" Memnoo," 86.
RAVEXTY,Major, translation of the Tabaknt-iP ~ s a r e l o remainr,
~ ~ a 848,249,873.
Nasri by, 848 (note).
PXANUITA,coal in the valley of, 219.
Parn,Archd~n,onpendulumo~rrrtions,l~.R n m l a s o n , Sir Hcnry, K.C.B., work on Central
Asia, a51.
P B E Y C ERAxCIIUND,
~
hie contribhtion too,
wards the publication of photographs of Ah- RAYT ~ ~ c i n87,119.
RED SEA, examination of, at the time of the
~ e d a b a d858.
,
E g p t i a n cxpedilion, 7 ; sailing directions by
P u ~ m u x o ~ Captain,
e~,
his acconnt of the old
S
i
r Home Popham, 7 ; chart by Lieut. Robert
fort at h o t , 855.
White,7, 14 ; Lord Valentia's wish to eurvcy,
Pnrcs, Lieut, translation of inscription in Ban7 ;survey by Moresby and Elron, 14,15 ; publidallhand, 839.
cation of the charts, 15; loss of the original
P R ~ E ~ T L Colonel,
EY,
superintendent of the Madras
drawings, 418.
Revenae survey, 188 ; retirement, 193.
B f o w (black cotton mil) studied by Captain
PBIXOLB,
Captain, maps of Carnatic, 56.
Newbold, 418.
PRINIEP,
Edward A., series of illustrative maps
EER e5lorescence, report by Mr. Medlicott,
by, 375.
2BG.
P n l n s ~ p , H. Thoby, eupporta the Gichristian
system, 887 ; his controversy with Sir C. Tre- RE~DEL,Mr., assisting Captain Baird in his tidd
observations, 320.
velyan, 387.
L L , 4, 36 ; notice of, 54 ; his work
Pa~nslrp,James, on fossils in the Nsrbada valley, R ~ ~ E Major,
in the field, 54 ; his maps of the G a n ~ e sand
208 ; notice of, 842 ; editor of 'Gleanings in
nrahmaputra, 54,55 ;Ruweys, 55;failed to supScience," 282 ; deciphers Bnddhist inscriptions,
port Lambton, 69 ; as to positiou of Srinagar,
203 ; Sanehi Tope, 251 ; colleoted numismatic
79 ; his work an a geogmpher, 401 ; his death,
publications, 859 ; meteorologicnl observations
402.
by, 876 ; tidal obscrvationa, 311.
comt,
Y n w , Captain, in charge of the liatiwar rur- RENXIE,Lieut., survey of the N. KO*
25 ; in the Bay of Bengnl, 2; ; k t h P h ~ r c ' g
vey, 134.
mission to Avu, 29.
PULIEY
HSIS
(Sea pun^.)
B,
aeeistnnt to Colonel
P ~ J A snrvey
B,
of rivers, 21 ;Bevenue Surveys, R e n n ~T A ~ Y O UCaptain,
Everest, 87 ; measurement of the Dehm b w ,
Yatwari system, 119, 184, 185; nntiquities,
88 ; finished the Budaon Meridional ariea, 98 ;
265 ; meteorology, 891.
report on the wild wnntry near tbe source of
PUNNAB
station. (See T I ~ ~ E V E LBABE
L I LIXS.)
the Narbada, 98 ; on the Malanchs series, 104 ;
Pumrr. (See E x m o a ~ n sN
, u n Srno.)
at the battle of Maharajpor, 94; assisted a t
P u n c n s , Rev. Samuel, '' His Pilgrimes," 8.
PUBNA
v d e y , geology of, 880.
the Sonakhoda base. 106 ; commenced the next
section of the Gmnt Longitndind series, 108 ;
retirement, 108 (note) ; geolagical work, 808.

RESURVEYB,N.W. Provinoe8,commenced ~ o B S S R E O D E , Mr. J., on the &eat b
under Colonel Blacker, 96,97 ; Major Bedserien, 108, 109; relection of the gnmnd br
the W h i base, 111.
ford, superintendent in Ben& 98 ; vatem of
syetem in the Pun- R~~IENXODB,
Mr. W. C., commencement of the
conducting, 118 ; Pajab, 119 ; attempts to connect the Great TriIndns aerier, 112 ; on tbe Cast Kda, 114;
gonometrical Survey with the Bombay work,
on the Eac&m
series, 1m ; cmlcnd
135 ; u m and importance of, 180 ; N.W. ProBurma, 159 ; retirement, 159 ; completed rbe
Bidu lo^^ e r k , 181.
rinoee, 181 ; Cadashal surveys, 182 ; Punjab
54, to 58.
system, 184 ; upper and lower circles, 187 ; B o r n S ~ V B Y B
extant under the Qovemment of India, 188; BOXBUEOH, Dr., his botanical work, $65; his
articles in the 'cOrientcrl Bep~6toq,"404.
Madras spstem, 188 to 193 ; Bombay ryetern,
I93 ; Haidarabad assigned districts, 195 ; My- Boru. h c r a n , tardy recognition of the mihe
of Colonel Iambton's work, 69; injustice to
sor, 196 ; system of orthography for, 388.
Colonel Evereat andbh
91 ;remombnca
R e w m mrvey, 168 ; Jacquemont on the rocks
of Colonel Everest agaiust the &aet
of the
of, 208 ; coal in, 922.
Council, 92 ; pendulm lent by, 141.
Rrm, Mr. Lewis, Gazetteer of Mymr by, 369.
,
d&bed
the Sawalmkh fosaib, 810 ;
R ~ c a u ~ ~ sDr.,exploring
ox,
journey in Burrmr, 99. ~ Y L E DT.,
me&orological obsernrtions by, 977 ; on HinuR r a m ~ m u ,Captain, of the Siamese Navy, his
eurvey of Salanga, 19.
layan P&Y,
848 i S a h . ~ p u (i.rdens,
r
868.
R ~ o a m o r mBaron,
,
on Central h i a n geography,
B u m OF h a . (Sea RAN.)
853.
RIDDELL,Captain, survey of Bhopal and Malwa, Bussrur 'Government, arrangement for the achange of map with, 411.
171.
R w ~ m , L i e n t (B.I.N.),
.
on the Mddive m e y , BYMr., at work on the Satlej &, 1$1;
triangdntion to Port Cawing, 129; on tbe
16.
KUIILBO~
m a y , 188, 184.
R I T ~ X BCaptain
,
J., hydrographer to the EMt
India Company, 4.
R I T ~ E Carl,
,
collections for H b d a y a n geo- Smar, J.ina t~anpleat, 967.
ST. Qsoxoe, Mr., of the Geologid Snne~,
PP~Y, 849.
316.
&mae, Gent. H., on tbe South Konkan serf-,
ST. JOHN,
Major, ditference of longitude htveen
106 ; on the a l i a Serier,, 114, 124.
London and Tehenm, by electric telegraph,anR-as,
maps of. (See GuQm8, B-TBI,
certainad by, 138 ; map of Per&, 417.
HUQLI,~ W I D I , B-o-T~,
J-UQI,
a-SAE king^ of Gujrat, their coinq 460, 971.
TABANOEA, KRIsHnA, INDUB, ~ B O P O T ~ , SAHAIUNPUR
Govgnment gardens, 209,368.
SAJZY iron deposits, 997.:
CHITTAOONO.)
ROBBETI, Mr., surveyor with the Lnshai ex- SALXOIPD,Colonel (Military Secretary, Iodir
House), arrangements for the publidon of
pedition, 172.
Ronpsm, Mr., of the Nautical Almanac OfBce,
the Atlea of India, 405
his aid in computing tidal observatiom, 891.
~ ~ L ~ I E Tsurvey
T I ~ , by Lieut. Blair, 6 ; c
am;<
907,241.
~ B ~ R T ~ O
Mr.,
N ,C.E., l'0pOl% On the h8TbOIUE of
SALT,Mr., secretary to Lord Valentia, hie a m m t
India, 873,374.
ROBIREON,
Lieat., on the Maldive survey, 16.
of the caves of 8alsette, 241; hia mimion to
Abyssinia, 8.
B O B I ~ ~ OColonel,
U,
his survey of the Kind Sagar
Doab, 190 ; notice of h
ie 8errice6, 121 (note).
120, 217 ; fosda, 981, 382.
SALTUQE,
S A ~ B ~aeries,
U X131.
ROCKm TEYPLEB. (See CAVETE-8.)
Captain, in the N a p Hills, 178.
R o o ~ a sLient.,
,
commenced work in the Great SAMUELLB
Trigonomehicsl Survey at the Bangalor baae, SANOIn TOPE (Buddhist), copy of inacriprirm
deciphered by Primp, 948,250,251 ;examid
la6 ; at the Cape Comorin base, 127 ; north
by General Cunningham, 261 ; cant. taken by
metion of the Bangalor Meridional series, 127 ;
Lient. Cole, 866.
in charge of the Jodhpur Meridional series,
S~EXB
Captain
,
(RI.N.), survey of the Arrbkn
138 ; Eastern Sind series, 182.
coaet, 19,24 915.
Mr.AlexanQr, on the nummulitic limeROOEBB,
S A ~ T A XCommisaionera,
Y
meteorological repom
stone near Sunrt, 214.
by, 994
Roes, Captain Daniel, mrveps on tbd Coast of
,
on h r g , 864.
China, succeeded Captain Court as f i r i n e Sw- S ~ YColonel,
architectare, 958,959.
veyor-General, lo, 11 ;method of surveying,ll; SARACENIO
p r o p d r for tidal oboematione at Bombay, 313. SUNATEruim, 958,864.
Roeele~ao~E,
Mr., attended on Colonel Lambton ~ A R A B W A T Iriver, 357,858.
in his lad horn, 71 ; aseistant to Colonel Eve- SAX~E,Captain, voyage to Japan, 1 ; his MS
j o w a l misdng, 8.'
rest, 87.
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SIYYOHD~,Captain, on the N.W. Pmvinees
SASIUNXANcoins, 860, 268.
Revenue survey, 97.
SATPURA
wal fields, 822.
S n r x g Mr., his map of Calcutta, 407.
SATRUN~YA,
Jaiua templee at, 857.
S ~ m r ~ ~Mr.
s sTrelawney,
,
Assintant in the Cko- SIDIPSON, Rev. Mr., photographe taken by, 266.
, P. G., tidal ob-tiom
by, 312.
graphical Department of the India Ofice, 410 ; S n a ~ l r s Mr.
,
of, survey by Grieve, i29; map of,
on the physical structure of the Himalayas, 850, S ~ D caast
101 ; (See h u r ) ; fosmls in, 41 1 ; geology
353 ; his arrangement of maps and record4
214, 230; geography, 355; Eant Sind eerier,
410; completion of catalogue of maps, 411 ;
138.
his Memoir on Mountains and River Basins of
India, 413 ; maps by, 413,480; general cata- Snn, S ~ e i l aDOAB,aurvey by Colonel Robinson,
180.
logue, 421.
SAWALAKHHi&, discovery of f d , 809, 210 ; S m o u r m coal field most southern in India,
geology by Mr. Medlicott, 826.
823.
SAXTON, Colonel, surrey in Ganjam, 119, 168, SIROXJ bane line, 84, 90.
170.
S r w u n t s . (Sic B a w m t r a )
SAYER,Captain, Journal from Firando to Cochin SAUTE, Sir Thomas, iimt Governor of the East
India Company, 2.
China (MS. in the India Office), 3.
SIXXLAN, Mr., reports by, 169.
S m r a , MJor Lucie, discoverer of the Chanda
S C H L A O ~ T ~ EMeam.,
IT,
their volnme on Indian
coal fidd, 232.
meteorology, 278.
SAUTE, Dr. W. h o l d , his diagmn of the
S c m a . (See S m . )
meteorology in Sikandrabad, 284.
SCONCE,
Major, surveys in the Lower Provinces,
SYITE, Colonel B a i i , liet of earthquakes by,
961.
287.
SCOTT, Mr. Andrew, supported Major Lambton SYITH,Lientenant, on the Ganjam survey, 98 ;
in hie proposal for a trigonometricnl survey,
Captain R., joint author of the &ual
of
surveying with Colonel Thdlier, 117 (no&).
63.
Slmw; Captain, survey of Bajamabendri, 77 ;
SCOTT, Colonel, map of the Madraa Presidency,
191.
amjam, loo.
SCOTT,Major De Courcy, in charge of tho Madras SOANDA
survey, 75.
Rovenue surveys, 193.
S o c m m s . (See A s u ~ r c , ROYAL,&ma,
S C U ~ YMr.,
,
on the Karara Meridional aeries,
LITEBABY.)
103 ; death, 103.
SOMALI conat anrvey, 26.
SELBY,Captain (R.I.N.), survey of the mouths S o n n n a o base
~ ~ line, 104,106.
of the Indns, 22; of southern part of west SOWEEBY,Mr., report on iron o m of Kamaon,
284.
coast of India, 25 ; Laccadives, 25 ; Bombay
bank of soundings, 25 ; in the Mesopotsmian SRIXAQAB,visited by Gathrie, Hardwide, and
Daniell the artist, 79 ; position h e d , 80.
survey, 30,32,47 ; recovery of the ~ s n l t sof
SPAOE, urgent neceemq for the map collection
his Mesopotamian work, 418.
SERIES (Trigonometrical). (See L O N O I T ~ ~ A Lof the Geographical Department of the India
and MEBIDIONAL.)
Olce, 414.
SEV-ENPAGODAS,840, 253, 854.
SPELLING. (SCCOBTE~OORAPET.)
SEVALLKB.
(See S a w m e . )
S P E U B ~ ~ ~Mr.
EB
G.,, in charge of the TrivanSEWELL,Mr. R., researches at M v a t i , 878.
drum observatory, 232, 337.
MS.
BHABPEY,Captain, loss of his ship, 1 ;
S P ~ B ~Dr.,
Y , geological researches, 208,
joimials (India Office), 3,20.
ail.
S u w , Mr., work touching on Himalayan geo- SPITI Valley, reports on foseils, 211, 226.
graphy, 359.
S ~ o r r ~ s w o o n Mr.
a , W.,F.R.S., on the ancient
SHELVEBTON,Mr., executed the Gurhagarh
aetronomy of India, 322.
eerics, 114, 124 ; on a secondary series from
ralea and bars, 91 ; v d a t i o n ,
Chilka lake to Bslnsore, 114; on the Sutlej S T ~ A B D
143.
=ria, 134 ; in charge of the Jabalpur series,
STATX~TICAL
survey of Be+
by Dr. Bnchanau,
131 ; his death, 131.
80 ; of India, 877483.
SHORAPW,
geelogy of, 214.
~ , on the Revenue survey in the
SIHORTBEDE, Lieut., on the Bombay Longitndind S T E ~Captain,
Doab, 97.
scrim, 92 ; in charge of the Karara Meridional
S T ~ E Lieutenant,
,
Survey of Knrllchi, 28 ;
series, 103.
coast of Katiwar with Taylor, 85 ; revision of
S m ~ o s eLieut.
,
H., tidal obsematiom at Chittathe Pereian Gulf survey with Constable, 35 ;
gong, 313.
eervioes, 36 ; new chart of Meluau eaaat, 4,
S m , meteorological observations, 879 ; pro47.
posal for a solar observatory at, 340.
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STOLICZKA,
Dr. F., revising fomil faunn of HimaSYKES--COIII.
Iaya, 226, 231 ; in thc K d g a r mission ;his
logy, 284,285,288,289 ;on the Deccan plateau,
death, 23t ; conducted tho Palaeontologia
362 ; etatiatid Foporter in Bombay, 377.
Indim, 231 ; publication of his work, 232.
SYKES and DYER,Mesm., photographs of
S T O implements
~T
dircovercd in India, 232.
Jaiua temples, 257.
S ~ o n n s study
,
of thc law nf, 36, 37. 38,290.
SYUDMORBIN,skill as an instrument maker, 89,
STRACBBY,
Hcury. on Western Tibet, 211,545 ;
103 ; at
base, 111, 199.
his view of Himalayan geography, 346, 347.
S ~ u c n s r ,Richnrd (General, C.S.I.), correct
artimnte of the height of Kailns, 133 ; examine- T a ~ ~ r o u ~(See
r . RENNYT~u,roun.)
tion of part of the Himalayas, 211 ; meteoro- TAJ MAIIAL,259.
R Aline, 70.84.
logical observations by, 277 ; exploration, 345, T A K ~ K ~ Ebarn
T n ~ c u r ncoal ficld, 219 ; name given to the
317 ; plants collected by, 369 (note).
group of rocks, 210, 221.
STRAEAX.Captain, surveying east of Nimach,
169 ; in Iiajputana, 171, 175 ; Mysor, 175 ; TAMILdictionary, Joncsian system adopted for,
385.
observed the transit of Venus at Lahore, 939.
STRANGE,
Colonel, P.RS., on the west eection T A N ~ O n E base lines 67=~
with the L u ~ h a iexpe&tion,
of the Great Longitudinal serie~,108; at the T A N N ~CapGn,
171 ; his account of the openrtions, 172.
Chuch bsse, 110 ; at the K a r b h i base, 11 1 ;
TU'TI valley, geology, 230 ; scconntn of, 362.
iu charge of the Coast series, I14 ; retirement,
his great abilitiw, 115; arrival of instrumen@ TAss1", Mr. J. B., atlas publi~hedat Calcutta
loode~ignedby, in India. 138 ; took charge of the
supply of instruments for India, 200 ; his ob- TAT%Captain, BumeY of Bombay ISlmd, 82.
by l I o m b ~ ,59.
servatory at Lambeth, 201 j his system, 202 ; TAvOyr
his death, 208; testimony as to the vnlue of TAYLOR,Colonel Meadows, c-S-1.~his sYstsm
of revenue surveying in the Haidambad ashis system from Colonel Tennant, 340.
signed districts,
; On
geology
STROYAN,
Lieutenant (R.I.N.), snrvey of Punjab
21
4
; arclmofogical researches, 24G ;
Shorapur,
rivers, 21,22 ; death of, 27.
praehistoric remains in Shorapur, 249 ; memoir
S U D ~ Yreached
A
by Captain Burlton, 98.
on the nrcbitectnre of Uhnrxvnr and Mysor,
S u m , Gulf of, survcy by Barker, 15.
256 ; on Bijnpur, 259 ; advocate of the GilS u ~ n r a r ~range,
x
geology, 214 ; o r t h o ~ p h y ,
christian system of spelling, 895.
351.
TAYLOR,
Mr. Thomns Glanville, astronomer at
S m , n m g e m e n t for tnkmg daily photographs
l[adran, 65 ; his longitude of Madras, 65 ;
of, 39.
assisted at the measurement of the Barmckpur
Sun srora,connexion of, with amount of minbase line, 86 ; meteorological observations at
fall, 306,307.
Madma, 280; cntablishcd the Dodabetta ObS r . h - ~ ~ a n a x ssea-face
,
of, survey by Knox, 9 ;
~ervatory, 281 ; notice of, 839; observations
by Lloyd, 27 ; survey by the hiomesons, 81 ;
at Madras, 330.
by Gastrell, 1 1 9.
T A Y L ~ RCommander
,
A.D. (R.I.N.), hie discoSuavrrs, memoir on the, 422. (See R r v ~ n u r ,
very of lost plans at Bombay, 2l,33 ; surveys
hhxunrr, TOPOGRAPI~ICAL.)
of the mouths of the Indun, 22 ; survey of
porta eouth of Bombay, yl; of the Lacardives,
S~RVEYORE,
conference of, at Allahabad, 98 ;
system of orthography for, 389.
25 ; of the coasts of KBeh and Katiwar, 25 ;
of the w C S ~ coltst of hdia, S3,34; hi8 w h d
S o R ~ ~ Y o ~ -(.%
G ~RENNELL,
~ ~ ~ ~CALL,
~ .
and current chart, 36 ; depnted to Calcutta
WOOD,COLEBBOOKE,
GABERN,~LCKENZIE,
with a view to the resumption of marine surCBAWFORD,
HODGBON,
B L A ~ E RWALPOLE,
,
veys, 43 ; his East India Directory, 44 ; a p
EVEREST,WAUGII,T ~ U I L L I E ~ . )
pointed superintendent of Marine uurveye, 45 ;
lithographic
S u n v ~ r o n - G ~ ~ ~ n A LOFFICE,
's
on the importance of frequent eurveys of the
branch, 176 ; photographic branch, 176; enHugli, 50 ; tour of inspection, 52; on the
graving branch, 177 ; photozincography, 175 ;
canles of tidal irreguhritica, 315 ; value of
publication of maps, 177-1 78 meteorological
his chnrt of the Gulf of KLch to Captain Baird.
obnemations taken at, 278, 279.
in taking his tidal obeemations, 319.
SWENY,
Lieutenant (R.I.N.), anrveying under
CaptRiu Selby, 25 ; on the Commandel cuast, TEMPLE,Sir Richard, his description of the &fahanadi valley, 863.
29 ; west coast of India, 33.
TEYPOPIRYCLBRXin the Geographicnl Depart
SyDr=Aar, Captain, account of Bijapur, 240.
mcnt, 418 ; catalogues by, 420,441 ; assist:nnce
S Y K ~ aColonel,
,
on the trap formation of the
from, in thc preparation of the work on Tibet,
Dew., 212 ; on Bijlrpnr, 241 ; on caves near
420.
.
Joonur, 253; his papers on Indian mCbr0-
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TESQRI-XORlake, in Tibet, explored, 157.

479

TIDALO ~ S E B V A T I O S ~ ~ .
Whcwell, 312; by Mr. Sinclair, 312 ; at Ma(note), 331 ; with Colonel Strange on the
dras and Chittagong, 812; at Singapore an
tho Hngli, 3 13 ; at Domhy, 313 ; wave on
Great hngitudinal series, 108 ; at the K a h h i
west coast of India, 314, 315 ; tables by Mr.
bane line, 111 ; on the dogi-Tila series, 112 ;
commenced the Gnrhagarh series, 114; obParkes, 316, 817 ; anangements by Colonel
nerved eclipse of the sun, 137 ; observed the
Walker, 318 ; tidal gauge ordered, 318, 319 ;
transit of Venus, 339 ; propods for a solar
Captain Baird'a operations, 319,320, 321.
observatory, 340.
TIIFENTHALEX,on the the oouree of the Ganges,
Mr., Geological survey, report on
TI~ICOBALD,
97.
the Salt range, 217 ; on the alluvial depwitn of TIXNEV~LLI
base line, 67 ; survey, 76.
the Ganges valley, 324 ; revision of the tert*
T I P P E U Asurveys.in,
~,
171.
roch of the Pmjab, 226 ; collecting fossils in TODD,Colonel, on Rajast'han, 257 (note) ;account
the Himalayas, 226 ; survey of Bunna, 229 ;
of the,Great Desert, 356.
stone implements fomd in Burma, 232.
TOPPIKO,Michael, s~arvcysof, 6 ; chicf surveyor
THEODOLITBLI,
by Cary, for Lambton's survey,
at Madras, 7, 64.
68 ; repair of, by Lambton, 67 ; Barrow's theo- TRAILI, Mr., meteorological obeervntionsby, 276.
dolite, 105, 111, 199 ; accident to Captain WNSIT
of Venus, 339, 340.
Haig's, 190 ; new great theodolite used for TBAP formations in the Deccan, 212, 228; in
oberving the transit of Venus, 369. (See
Sagar, 225,229.
,
STWOE, ~ V E R E S T INSTRUYEI(TB.)
Tanvarcon SUrvCy, 76 ; ~ b s e ~ t ~282,338.
l ' ~ ,
Twou, Dr., remarks on hurricane of 1847,87,
TREDECK,
Mr., Himalayan travels, 843.
2 90.
TIUYELYAN,Sir C., abolished the Dodabetta
Taoxns, Mr. Edward, F.R.S., researches at
observatory, 281 ; snpporter of the Jonesinn
Sansnath, 252 ; coin@,260,262,271 ;system of
system of spelling, 887, 888,390.
ortbopraphy, 390, 898,894. (See NUYI~XATATR~C~INAPAI,LI
survey, 77 ; fossilifemus limcORSNTALIA).
stones. 213, 227.
T ~ o ~ p s oMr.,
r , s w e y i n g under Mr. Chapman T ~ ~ o o x o r ~ ~ n Survry,
r c a L commencement, 59 ;
at Bahrein, 48.
receives the title of "Great," 70 ; gcneral
%OXP~ON, Dr. Robert, on the geology of Bornprinciples and ohjectd, 57, 69 ; towers for
bay, 214.
station@, 87, 109 ; ray tracing, 87, 88 ; flash
THo~soN1Dr., journey to the Kamkoram Pass,
signals, 88; attempts to connect with Bom345 ; geological notes, 212 ; views on Himabay Revenue survey, 135 ; history by ~ o ~ o n c l
layan geography, 347 ; Flora Indics, 369.
Walker, 144 ; difficulty and importance of the
T l l o ~ s o NDr.
,
M U ~ Ymeteorological
,
reporter
work, 146. ' (See SERIES,GRIDIROSSYSTEM,
in the N.W. Provinces, 291, 292.
L A M ~ T OEVEREST,
N,
WAUGR,WALKEX.)
Tnoanuna, Mr., his work on Bannu, 352.
TRIPE, Captain, employed to photograph DraviTAORNTON'S
Gazetteer, 877, 389.
dinn architecture, 255.
T m u l ~ ~ ~ ~ = , M a j . - G C.S.1-I
e n . , F.ES-, Surveyor- Tn1v~NDRunobsen-atory, 232,337,398.
General of Indialentered the service andengagd TROTTER,
Cnptain Henry, R.E., in charge of the
i n the Ganjjam survey, 97 ; ~ucceeded(.%lone1
Mangalor Meridional series, 130 ; in charge of
Wroughton in charge of the Revenue 8mVeY4
Ratiwar survey, 134 ; joined Sir Douglas
101 ; his Manual of Suweying, 117 ; s m e y o r ~ o w mission
s
to Rashgar, 131; levelling
G e n e d , 15% ; notice of, 166 ; 0x1 dutJ in Engoperations, 135 ; latitude observations, 13; ;
knd, 168; his organization of the C e n d
great geographical services in Central Asia
Office, 175 ; retirement, 179 1 on the rainfall at
161 ; his geographical reports, 162,862 (note).
Caleuth, 279 ; his V s k m of orthography for T U E N ~ U LThomas,
L,
survey of Tinnevelli and
surveyom, 389 ; amgementd for e~gIUving
Dindigul, 76.
the A h in India, 408.
TUBNEB,Captain, mimion to Tibet, 843.
T w u ~ l m n Captain,
,
in chargo of the ~ a s Calt
cutta hngitudinal series, 128 ; of the Brahmap u h series, 128 ;of the Kamaon survey, 188 ; ULUQRBso, astronomy of, 894.
U P J O ~ NMr
, .,map of Calcutta by, 57.
survey of the Debra forest tracts, 184.
E the Revenue survey, 187.
T ~ B ~ map
T , by Lamas, 78 ; journey of the UPPER C ~ R C Lof
Pundits, 149, 150, 151, 157, 16% 163, 164;
an Indinn astronomer, 323.
H. S h c h e y on Western, 211 ; missions to VAHARA-YI~IRA,
Tibet, 343 ; publication of narratives of Boglc VALEXTIA,I;ord, chart of the Ked &a, 7 ; on
tho coast of Abyssinia, 8.
nnd Manning, 419.
Byd, 811 ; by VANHENEN,Coloncl, Bcvenuo surveyor in NagTIDALO B B E R V A T ~by
O KCaptain
~
purl 119 ;Cadustral Burvcy of Yoradabnd, 184.
J m c s l'rinsep, 311 ; recommended by Dr.

TENNANT,
Colonel, astronomer at Madras, 65

V A N ~ T A ~ Mr.,
R N ,conductin$ coal boring in
the Qodarari valley, 292.
V m ~ r r r u ,General, examination of the Punjab
T o p , 252.
V ~ m strrnsit
,
of, 399, 340.
V ~ a mM
,r.,trarela in Iadalr,845.
V ~ m m
m h , 284, 885 ; history of, by Mr.
?ddet, 925,8%8.
V ~ Q U A T Uplan
~ , by Lieutenant Wmen, bum
line, 124 ; meteomlogid observatory, 894,
495.

V O Y ~ YDr.,
, geologist under Colonel Lambton,
70 ;
88 ; En geological work* g07,
809.

Wuan,
Dr., on the fomihof K h h , 232;
fosils of the wt range, 281 ; succeeded D ~
stolicr~+ontolo&t,
232 ; retirement,
28%.

WARD,&(R.I.N.), his GIJf of Aden
pilot, 20 ; survey of the coaat of Smd, 22 ; on
the Anabian wart survey, 24; Bay of Bengal;
28, 47.

W ~ Acoal
, in the valley of, 219, 222.
WAROUcoal pit, 2p2.
WIBBER, Lieuteliant, survey of Koraogi and
Vi~agapatam,7.
W m u ~ L, i e u ~ t o, t , t to Iambton, in
charge of tbe
okwatory, 64 ;
d g the hee line at Ban@or, 66 ;eramined
th,petrified wood near Pondicherrg, 218.
WABTB,Dr., on the Trans-Indee Salt range, 28 1.
W ~ ~ ~ a a o uCaptain,
s r , in the charge of the photographic branch of the Surveyor-General's
l f 7 ; his photogrsphs of the SanchiTo~e,
. 351 ; misted in the o w v a t i o n of the transit
of Vaus, 239 ; in charge of the mathemtical
instrument department, 206.
WAT~EN,
Mi.,inscriptions described by, 259.
WAT~ON,
Dr. Forbes, report on the means of
illustrating archaic architecture, 267, 269 ;
paper on the eonditions under which wet and
dry bulb thermometers should be employed, to
give aawate results sa a hygrometer, 297.
WAUQB,Sir Andrew Scott, assilrtaot to Sir
Sir George Everemt, 87 ; measurement of the
Uehra bnre, 88 ;work on the Great Arc series,
90 ;re-mennuremat of the Bidar base. 90 ; on
the Bombay Longitudinal series, 92; on the
Ranghir Meridionel series, 93 ; connected the
Eanghir and Amua sen- 94, 105 ; succeeded
Sir George Everest as Superintendent of the
Great Trigonometrical Survey, 94 ; report on
the A d country near the soof the Earbada, 98 ; S o d h o d a base, Himalayan peaks,
104,106 ; projects the system of triangulation
west of the Qreat Arc series, 107 ; mennurement of the Chuch brse, 110; of the KarSchi
base, 11 1 ; En memoir on the measurement of
base lines, I l l ; commenced levelling operations, 118 ; retirement, 116 ; publications, 115,
116 ; hie inntructiona for topographical aurveyh,118 ; p r o w of Bevenne ameya mder,
119 ; Kashmir amey, 121 ; hh geological
work.,208 .: his death, 424.
WEBB, Captain, .survey of Ganges, 79; of Kumaon, 81. 343 ; h i t to discover f
d in the
Sawalakhe, 209 ; height of Himalayan peaks,

--

Wuurur, journey of the Mirra to, 156.
WAXXBB,Colonel James T., CB.. X.E., F.X.S.,
Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical
Survey, at the Chuch base, 110 ; on the Great
Indw aeries, 112 ; at the siege of Delhi, 112 ;
levelling operations in the Indw valley, 113 ;
on the Jogi Tila series, 114; hia military reconxdssance of the Trans-hdus region, 122 ;
smccfda Sir Andrew Waugh, 123 ; notice of,
188 ; n ~ i o of
n Iambton's triangulation, 127 1
menmuement of the Vi~agapa- base, 124;
Merence of longitude between Laxton and
Tehrarq 188 ; wries of pendulum observations
planned by, 140; verification of standards of
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